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PREFACE 
While preparing a second series of Essays in Zen Bud

dhism, the author thought it desirable for the reader to know 
something more about the Lankavatara than had been 
sketched out in the First Series To do this he had to study 
the sutra more thoroughly, and as he was doing so, his 
interest in it grew stronger and wider. Then, he came to 
the conclusion that his study of the Lankavatara might be 
published independently and even prior to the second series 
of Zen Essays. The result is this book now before the 
reader. 

The Lankavatara is a Mahayana text difficult in more 
than one way to understand perfectly as to its meaning and 
also in its proper historical setting. But its importance as 
giving most of the fundamental tenets of Mahayana Bud
dhism has urged the author to publish whatever results he 
has gained so far in his study. They are no doubt short 
of being quite satisfactory from a strictly scholarly point 
of view, but the author's earnest wish is to open the way, 
if he could so hope, for further study and more thorough
going investigation of the text. Mahayana Buddhism is 
just beginning to be known in the West As to the apprecia
tion of its full significance we have to wait patiently for 
some years yet to come. 

The first two parts of these Studies were already pub
lished in The Eastern Buddhist, but in the present work 
they have been revised fully and inaccuracies corrected as 
far as available. The third part is entirely new. As the 
Studies were not planned out as a whole from the beginning 
but have grown progressively in the author's mind, some 
repetitions have become inevitable. The second part dealing 
with the Lankavatara containing the philosophy of Zen Bud-
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dhism was written first. As it was being revised after its 
publication in The Eastern Buddhist, Volume IV, Nos. 3-4, 
for 1928, the thought suggested itself that the sutra must 
be studied also textually since there are still three Chinese 
and one (or two) Tibetan translations. The result was the 
first part of the present work, which appeared as an in
dependent article in The Eastern Buddhist, Volume V, No. 
1, for 1929. 

The Lankavatara does not belong exclusively to the Zen 
school of Buddhism, it is also the common property of the 
Mahayana. When it is studied apart from Zen, some of the 
important conceptions developed in the sutra, which do not 
necessarily belong to the philosophy of Zen, are to be ex
pounded, however briefly. Hence the third part of the 
present Studies, entitled "Some of the Important Theories 
Expounded in the Lankavatara." 

The author has prepared for the benefit principally of 
his Japanese and Chinese readers a glossary of the Sanskrit 
technical terms found in the book. This he hopes to be 
of use in their perusal of Sanskrit Buddhist literature and 
at the same time illustrative of the methods of the Indian-
Chinese translators. 

It is the pleasant duty on the part of the author to ac
knowledge all the help given him in various ways by the fol
lowing friends: Mr. Dwight Goddard of Vermont, U.S.A., who 
typed the whole manuscript while he was staying in Japan 
last winter; Professor Hokei Idzumi who gave valuable 
information whenever the author met with grammatical 
difficulties in reading the Sanskrit text; Mr. Bunkyo Saku-
rabe who collected facts concerning the Tibetan translations 
of the Lankavatara; Professor Shizusato Sugihira and Mr. 
Kensei Tokogawa who read the proofs for typographical 
errors. 

The author further wishes most sincerely to thank Mrs. 
L. Adams Beck for her critical reading of the proof-sheets 
and for many valuable suggestions. He appreciates the 
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genuine interest she has taken in his attempt to introduce to 
the West the Mahayana way of viewing human life and the 
world. 

The work of proof-reading has also fallen to his wife who 
is always ready to help the author in his literary under
takings, and for which he remains ever thankful. 

Finally, the author mentions with gratitude the sub* 
stantial help and encouragement ungrudgingly rendered by 
his friend, Mr. Yakichi Ataka, of Osaka, without whom this 
work would probably never have seen the light so soon and in 
such favourable conditions. Whatever merit there is, ac
cording to Mahayana teaching, in the production of such a 
work as this, may be transferred over to the further growth 
of his spiritual welfare and also to that of all the author's 
other friends and fellow-beings. 

DAISETZ TEITARO SUZUKI 

Kyoto, September 1929 
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AN INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY OF 
THE LANKAVATARA SUTRA 

1. T H E CHINESE AND THE TIBETAN TRANSLATIONS 

The Lankavatara Sutra is one of the nine1 principal 
Mahayana texts in Nepalese Buddhism; in China and Japan 
it also occupies an important position in the philosophy of 
Mahayana Buddhism as containing the doctrines of Mind-
only, Tathagata-garbha, and Alayavijnana, and again in the 
literature of Zen Buddhism. The study of the sutra, how
ever, owing to various reasons has not been very popular. 
The publication of the Sanskrit text in 1923 by the late Dr. 
Bunyu Nan jo has evidently revived the general interest in 
it though to a limited extent. The full title of the sutra 
in Sanskrit reads: 

which, liberally translated, means " A Mahayana sutra 
called Lankavatara containing the noble orthodox teaching 
of Buddhism." Lankavatara literally is "entering into 
Lanka" while Lanka is one of the islands in the south of 
India. It is popularly identified with Ceylon, but scholars 
are not quite certain about it. "En te r ing" probably refers 
to the Buddha's coming over to the island. The sutra 
is supposed to have been delivered by the Buddha while 
staying there. The dialogue takes place between him and 
Mahamati who is the chief one of the Bodhisattvas assembled 
there. It is unusual for a Buddhist sutra to be delivered in 
such an out-of-the-way place as Lanka, a solitary island in 
the middle of the ocean. Compared, however, with the 

1 The nine are: 1. AshtasShagrika^pnxjnapSramita, 2. Gandav
yilha, 3. DaSabhUmika, 4. Samddhir&ja, 5. Lankavatara, 6. Saddharma-
pundarika, 7. Tathagata-guhyoka, 8. Lalita-vistara, and 9. Suvarna-
prabhOsa. 
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Avatamsaka which was given partly in mythical heavens, 
the Lanka has a more earthy foundation even when it is re
garded as preached for the benefit of Ravana, Overlord of 
the Rakshasas. 

Altogether four Chinese translations of the Lankavatara 
Sutra were made between about A.D. 420 and 704, of which 
we have at present three still in existence. The first, in four 
fasciculi, was by Dharmaraksha, whose title was, "Master of 
the Law, Teacher of the Tripitaka, of Central India ." Ac
cording to WiJC^1 thi s w a s done from the same text which 
was later used by Gunabhadra, Bodhiruci, and &ikshananda. 
But this statement is not quite exact. "The same tex t" here 
undoubtedly allows of a wide latitude of interpretation as we 
shall know below when a comparative study of the different 
translations is made. He came to China in 412 and settled 
in Ku-tsang (jfcfO,), the capital of the Northern Liang. He 
spent eight years in translating the Mahdparinirvdna-Sutra 
in forty or thirty-six fasciculi, which he revised three times. 
Though it is not exactly known when the Lankavatara was 
translated by him, it is likely that the work was taken up 
after the Parinirvana-Sutra, that is, between 412-433. He 
was assassinated in 433 when he was forty-nine years old. 
Roughly speaking, the first Chinese translation of the Lan
kavatara was produced about fifteen hundred years ago. 
Unfortunately, this is lost. The title was simply, The 
Lanka-Sutra (#Hfjp$§f). 

The second translation, also in four fasciculi, which 
appeared in 443 bears the title, The Lankdvatara-Treasure-
Sutra (^fljppsnSt^llJf$g) and the translator is Gunabhadra, 
"The Law-teacher of the Tripitaka, of Central India." 
He came to China by sea in "435. On his way the wind 
ceased, the ship could not sail on, the supply of fresh water 
was exhausted, and the sailors did not know what to do. 

1 Kai-yuan Lu, Fas. IV, 38a (Kokyo Shoin edition). This is a 
catalogue of the Buddhist Tripitaka compiled in the Kai-yuan era 
(713-741, A.D.), of the T'ang dynasty. 
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The situation, however, was improved by the mystic rites 
performed by Gunabhadra; for the wind began to blow more 
favourably and a pouring rain saved them from dying of 
thirst. Among his translations we may mention the Srimala, 
Angulimdla, Samyuktdgama, etc. He died in 468 at the age 
of seventy-five.1 

The Lankavatara Sutra which is recorded as having been 
handed by Bodhidharma to his disciple Hui-k'e was prob
ably this Gunabhadra translation in four fasciculi. I t is 
strange that the first translation was lost so early as 700 
when the fourth translation was issued. At the time of 
Tao-hsiian's Catalogue of Buddhist Literature in Great 
Tang (^CJlfftJIiit),2 which was completed in 664, mention 
is made of the first one. In Fas. VII I of this Catalogue 
under the heading, "Those sutras which have been trans
lated under the former dynasties and at present are kept 
among the Tripitaka collection" {MftMM&A$$M)i n e 

refers to the "Lankavatara Sutra in ten fasciculi, kept in 
one case,'' which is evidently that by Bodhiruci; and a little 
further down there is another entry: ' ' The Lankavatara in 
four fasciculi, two sutras in one case." This must be the 
case for the first and the second translations, as they were 
both compiled in four fasciculi. In the Kai-yilan Catalogue, 
however, which was finished in 730, Dharmaraksha's Lan
kavatara is mentioned as lost. The loss must have taken 
place even earlier as I stated before; for Fa-tsang (iEfefBt) 
who had much to do with the fourth or T'ang translation 
(done in the years 700-708) makes no reference whatever 
to the first. This was only forty years after the compila
tion of Tao-hsiian's Catalogue. It is quite unfortunate that 
we now have no means of seeing how far the agreements go 
between the first and the second translations, as they are 

1 The Kai-yiian Lu, Fas. V, 45b et seq. (the K6kyd" Shbin edition). 
* ;*:J8f WJMfc, (Tai-t'ang Nei-tien Lu, a Catalogue of the Buddhist 

Books Compiled in the T'ang Dynasty), Fas. I l l , 64a (the KOkyO Shoin 
edition). This is an earlier compilation than the Kai-yilan Lu, as the 
preface is dated the first year of Lin-te, that is, A.D. 664. 
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both in four fasciculi and it is likely that they were made 
from the same original. Fa-tsang1 criticises the second (or 
Sung) translation as being not quite good as a translation, 
for it retains to some extent the original Sanskrit diction 
which puzzles even the intelligent Chinese reader- adequately 
to understand the text. 

The third one ( A ^ f t P ^ ) i n ten fasciculi is by Bo
dhiruci, " the Law Teacher of the Tripitaka, of Northern 
India ." It was finished in 513, about one hundred years 
after the Sung translation. Fa-tsang's remarks are: "Al
though this translation is fuller than the preceding one, the 
original meaning is not fully expressed and errors are more 
apt to creep in . ' ' This may be true- to a certain extent, 
but as we now have no original text of this third, or Wei, 
translation, there is no way of verifying this criticism of Fa-
tsang. There are, however, some points in it which are in 

1 He died in 712, one of the greatest scholars in China and a 
most eminent figure in the history of the Avatamsaka school of Bud
dhism. He was a contemporary of Hsiian-chuang ( : £ # ! ) , I-tsing ( H 
ffl), Hui-neng ( i £ H ) , Shen-hsiu (fflff?), Sikshananda, Divakara, Bod
hiruci (all of the T 'ang dynasty), etc. When Hsiian-chuang came 
back from India, Fa-tsang was one of the learned scholars chosen by 
Hsiian-chuang to be his assistants or co-workers in converting the 
Sanskrit texts into the Chinese language. Fa-tsang, however, disagreed 
with Hsiian-chuang in the interpretation of the texts and withdrew 
from the translation bureau. Later, he worked with Sikshananda in 
the translation of the Avatamsaka Sutra and the Lankavatara Sutra, 
and illuminating lectures were given by him on the teachings of the 
Avatamsaka for the edification of the Empress TsS T'ien (HU3c), who 
was one of the great women-rulers of China. His A d f l l l i f r X I I (Ju 
leng-chia hsin hsiian-i) is a short expository treatise on the Lan
kavatara Sutra throwing much light on the understanding of the text 
and its philosophy, and in this he complains of the second translation 
being difficult even for men of superior intelligence to understand 
thoroughly, not to say anything about the ignorant and unlearned who 
are apt to give wrong interpretations to the text. This being really 
the case, as was confirmed later by Su Tung'-pei and Ch'iang Chih-ch'i, 
noted Chinese scholars of the Sung dynasty, the understanding of the 
Lankavatara must have caused a great deal of trouble among scholars. 
So far, however, in China and Japan the four fasciculi one has had a 
fa r wider circulation than the ten or the seven fasciculi one. 
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better agreement with the Nanjo edition than with the others. 
I t may not be quite fair to say that Bodhiruci put in his 
own words to help the reading of the text; the fact may be, 
perhaps, that his original was largely mixed with gloss and 
that he was not discriminating enough to reject it as such. 
This fact partly shows that the Lankavatara Sutra, being a 
difficult text to understand, not only textually but doctrinally 
as well, was already in bad condition from a literary point 
of view when it was brought into China by these early Indian 
missionaries. 

The fourth Chinese translation, entitled the Mahayana 
Lankavatara Sutra (^^A-t^fllPHi) iQ seven fasciculi, was 
produced in 700-704, and the chief translator was Siksha-
nanda. More details are known of this translation than of 
all the preceding ones as regards circumstances and persons 
concerned. The preface by the Empress Tse-t'ien Wu-hou 
(H'J^SUn ) tells how it came to be translated once more by 
6ikshananda and others; and, moreover, Fa-tsang, who was 
one of the Chinese scholars who were engaged in revising 
the translation by Sikshananda, wrote a sort of commentary-
introduction in which is given not only an analytical resume 
of the Lankavatara Sutra, but a full account of the work 
itself. The following is quoted from the book whose Chinese 

title is Am^t^m: 
' ' With regard to the translation: the four fasciculi one 

was done by Gunabhadra, Master of the Tripitaka, of India, 
at Chih-huan Ssii ( g£S^p ) , Tang Yang ( f l - ^ ) , in the 
Yuan-chia ( ^ S ) period (424-453) of Sung; Pao-yiin ( J | 
§g) the monk took down the master's dictation and Hui-
kuan (=f§-?fg) put it into writing.1 The ten fasciculi one 

1 1MM&f£?kWB8.Wz&- Chuan-yii literally means ' * to transmit words, ' ' 
and pi-shou means ' ' to receive with a writing brush . ' ' As Gunabhadra 
who came from India probably could not speak Chinese well enough to 
make himself fully understood, Pao-yiin acted as a kind of interpreter; or 
Gunabhadra gave a literal translation of the original, which was done 
into literary Chinese by Pao-yiin, and this in turn was put into writing 
by Hui-kuan, When the Indian translators were not complete masters 
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was done toward the end of Wei by Bodhiruci, Master of 
•the Tripitaka, of India, who was engaged in the work at 
Yung-neng Ssii ( & * # ) , Lo-yang ( f e © ) . 1 

"As to the present one, [that is, the seven fasciculi 
one], Sikshananda, Master of the Tripitaka, of Yii-t'ien (-^ 
gg), is the translator, who, after finishing the translation 
of the Avatamsaka at Po Shou-chi Ssii ("j^J^tE^F) > of the 
Eastern City, in the first year of Chiu-shih (^.jjjg, A.D. 700), 
was ordered by the Empress Tse-t'ien to take up once more 
the task of translating the Lankavatara. Before the work 
was completed, Sikshananda returned to the Capital and was 
given residence at the Chin-ch'an Ssu. ( fHH^f) . The 
translation was roughly finished here, but before he had time 
to revise it he was allowed to return to his native land, by 

of the Chinese language, there was always a " t r a n s m i t t e r " who acted 
as a "go-between." In some cases there were other scholars engaged 
in the work, whose office it was to see if the original meaning was cor
rectly understood, or to put the translation into better classical style, 
or to see that the translation fully expressed the original ideas. This 
more or less round-about way was inevitable, seeing that the translator 
had not a complete command of the two languages, Sanskrit and 
Chinese. But it was in this way, too, that the Chinese translators so 
well produced the sense of the original, and i t helped a great deal 
towards making Buddhism strike root firmly in the native soil. From 
the linguistic point of view, however, there might have been something 
missed in the Chinese versions which is retained in the Tibetan texts. 
So we read in the life of Hsiian-chuang as recorded in the Kai-yiian 
Catalogue (fas. V I I I , 73a) that " i n the former days the sutras were 
translated in this way: first, the original text was translated literally 
word by word, and this was turned round to adapt itself to the Chinese 
style of diction, and finally the words and sentences were rearranged 
and revised by those especially skilled in writing. Thus, while going 
through so many hands, the original writing suffered much alteration, 
sometimes something added, sometimes something taken away. But 
now in the case of Hsiian-chuang everything was managed single-
handed; as words came out of his mouth they were at once written 
down and made a perfectly readable t rans la t ion." Literary accuracy 
was thus gained, but the strange fact is that some of these older 
translations are still in far better circulation than the newer ones. 

1 According to the Kai-yiian Catalogue (fas. V I I I , 56a), Seng-
lang (f£J|JO and Tao-chan (jBflS) put the translation into writing. 
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Imperial order. In the second year of Chang-an (-H^c, 702), 
Mi-t'o-shan (jSfPEUj), [a Master of] the Tripitaka, came 
from Tu-huo-lo ($kfo}$t), who, before coming to China, 
had spent twenty-five years in India, thoroughly mastering 
the Tripitaka, and he was especially learned in the Lan
kavatara. By Imperial order he was requested to revise 
^ikshananda's translation, aided by such monk-translators 
as Fu-li (tftJjH), Fa-tsang ( ^ | ^ ) , etc. Fu-li was engaged 
in giving a final touch to the revised Chinese version, and 
an Imperial preface to the sutra was written, in which its 
merits were extolled. 

"As to the four fasciculi translation, the rendering is 
not perfect, the wording is after the Western grammar (? j^£ 
JIDfiSif')* which makes even men of superior intelligence 
confused, not knowing how to read it, while the ignorant 
and unlearned are apt to give wrong interpretations. 

*' The ten fasciculi one is somewhat fuller in paragraphs 
and chapters [than the preceding one], but the sacred sense 
is not adequately expressed. When words are added and 
sentences are mixed in, the meaning grows murky, frequently 
causing errors, and the result is that the truth, bright and 
clear, becomes obstructed in its course on account of the 
local dialect.1 

"The Empress regretting this inadequacy ordered 
another translation to be made. The present one was made 
by comparing in detail five Sanskrit copies, and after ex
amining the two Chinese translations. What was in ac
cordance with [the true sense] was adopted, while what 
was not properly done was corrected. Many years of labour 
have thus ended in producing this splendid work, in which 
it is expected that the [original] sense is accurately repre-

1 This is the translation of ^flf, fang-yen, but what it really 
means is hard to decide; for the ten fasciculi version of the Lankava
tara was not surely written in any other language than the Chinese 
just like the other translations. May it, however, mean that Bodhi
ruci's original was well mixed up with gloss written in the local 
dialect of his native Northern India f 
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sented and scholars may thus be saved from committing 
further errors." 

The preface by the Empress Tse-t* ien , which is usually 
found attached to the T'ang edition, generally agrees with 
the account given by Fa-tsang, but there is one point that 
is not quite clear and seems to disagree with Fa-tsang. 
Among other things we have the following in the preface 
which concerns the translation itself: "Originally this 
sutra was brought here from the Western; country ( f f ^ ) , 
in the era of Yiian-chia. Gunabhadra translated it, but it 
had not a wide circulation. Bodhiruci's version came out 
in the era of Yen-chang, but it misses the original meaning 
in many respects. Full of reverential thoughts about the 
transmission [of the Good Law], I earnestly wished for its 
prosperous condition. In the first year of Chiu-shih, which 
corresponds in the cyclical commutation to the year of keng-
tsu, and in the sixth month of the year, during the summer 
season, I went to Chi-feng-(3^^) to escape the heat and 
enjoy the cool air by the river Ying-shui (Hi7jc), when at 
the San Yang palace another translation was produced. 
The essentials of the three copies were inquired into and 
the perfect teaching was compiled into seven fasciculi. The 
Very Reverend Sikshananda of Yli-t'ien whp is a learned 
monk of the Tripitaka, and Fu-li, a priest of Tai-fu-hsien 
Ssli ( ^ c l s ^ : ^ ) and others [partook in the work]; they 
have all the reputation equal to that of Tao-an ( j^^c) and 
Hui-yiian ( | | i | f ) , and virtues like those of Ma-t'eng ( |§ | 
Jj§) and Fa-lan ( ^ M ) ; they are again all worthy to succeed 
in the steps of Nagarjuna, and have deeply delved into the 
secrets of Asvaghosha; they are equally great in the fra
grance of their moral conduct and in the flowers of their 
enlightened minds; the jewel of their intelligence and the 
moon of their spiritual essence are both perfectly full: there
fore, they are capable of thoroughly understanding the 
mystery [of Buddhism] and manifesting the deepest signific
ance of it. The final copying [of the translation] was com-
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pleted on the fifteenth day of the first month of the fourth 
year of Chang-an." 

In this flowery composition by the Empress Tse-t'ien, 
the phrase ' ' f t H ^ ^ J ^ l ^ * t o enquire into the essentials 
of (the) three books for copies?)," is somewhat ambiguous. 
Does "san pen" refer to the three preceding translations, or 
to three Sanskrit copies which they utilised? As the first 
translation was already lost at that time, the "san pen" 
must mean three original Sanskrit copies which they then 
had at hand. If so, the number does not agree with that 
mentioned by Pa-tsang as already quoted, for he says dis
tinctly five copies instead of three. Could the character 
"three" be an error of the scribes? Fa-tsang who was a 
great scholar and an actual participant in the production 
of the seven fasciculi Chinese Lankavatara translation, has 
a better claim for authority, if choice is to be made between 
the literary remains of the time concerning the original texts, 
etc. 

However this might have been, it is clear that the seven 
fasciculi translation is apparently the best of all the Chinese 
translations of this important Mahayana sutra, seeing that 
it was produced by the joint labour of competent scholars 
both Indian and Chinese. But, strangely, almost all the 
commentaries written seem to be based on the four fasciculi 
one by Gunabhadra,1 which is regarded as Bodhidharma's 
copy handed over to his disciple, Hui-k'e. 

To sum u p : the first Chinese translation of the Lan
kavatara Sutra was completed between A.D. 420 and 430, a 
second one appeared ten or twenty years later and each was 
made into four fasciculi. It took over a hundred years for 
the third in ten fasciculi to appear, while over two hundred 
years elapsed before the fourth in seven fasciculi was pub
lished, which means that the latest one came out over three 
hundred years after the first. 

1 One reason, at least for the popularity of Gunabhadra is that it 
is the shortest of all the translations. 
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There are two Tibetan translations1 of the Lankdvatdra-
sutra preserved in the Kanjur: 

(hPhags-pa Lan-kar gQegs-pa Theg-pa chen-pohi mDo). 

The Peking edition, LXVI, Sutra Division V, Case ^ (nu), 

Folios 60b-208b; the Narthang, Sutra Division V, Case 

5 (ca), Folios 81-298; the Derge, Sutra Division, Case S 

(ca), Folios 56a-191b. 

(hPhags-pa Lan-kar gQegs-pa Rin-po-chehi mDo-las Sans-

rgyas Thams-cad-kyi gSun-gi Sninpo Shes-bya-bahi Lehu). 

The Peking edition, S.D., V, Case 5 («*) , Folios 208-313; 

the Narthang, S.D., V, Case 5 (ca), Folios 298-456; the 

Derge S.D., V, Case 5 (ca), Folios 192a-284a. 

The Lankavatara No. 1 consists of nine volumes 

(^&| '£ | ) and is divided into seven chapters (^H^) while 

the last one bears no special title. The Peking edition makes 

no mention of the translator, but the Narthang and the 

Derge are supplied with the following colophon: "This is 

the Blessed One's teaching, translated from the Chinese book 

( J ^ * ^ ) by *&J'§p (Chos-grub), a man from Qflfa 

(hGos), and revised by himself," The question here is 

whether $j (rGya) is to be rendered as China or as India, 

1 The following section exclusively dealing with the Tibetan 
translations of the Lankavatara has been prepared by Mr. BunkyS 
Sakurabe, of Otani Daigaku, Kyoto. 
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for it means both, and when it stands by itself, generally 

China. The translator whose name is W J P (Chos-grub), 

$£jj£; Fa-chang in Chinese, appears quite frequently in the 
Tibetan history of Buddhism as the one who translated the 
Tibetan into Chinese and the Chinese into Tibetan, and 
therefore there is no doubt that the colophon above referred 
to means that the Lankavatara is the translation by Chos-
grub from the Chinese version. But the fact that this trans
lation agrees so well with the Sanskrit original edited by 
Dr. Bunyu. Nanjo and the fact that the Peking edition says 
nothing about Chos-grub or about the Chinese version, prove 
against the colophon found in the Narthang and the Derge. 
The latter, therefore, must have crept into the text for some 
unknown reason, probably by mistake on the part of the 
scribes. It is thus impossible to ascertain the translator and 
the date of the Tibetan Lankavatara No. 1. 

As to the contents it agrees most with the Sanskrit text 
and in a lesser degrees with Bodhiruci (Wei) and &iksha-
nanda (T'ang). 

The Lankavatara No. 2 is a translation of Gunabhadra's 
Chinese version and the colophon reads: " B y the order of 

(dPal-lha-btsan-po, the auspicious heavenly 

king) this was translated and revised by the monk-translator, 
Chos-grub, a man from hGos, who collated [the text] with 
the commentary by Acarya Wen-hui (3tji£?) of China." 
"The auspicious heavenly k ing" here referred to is identified 

with king Ral-pa-can ( ^ ^ ' ^ ' " 5 ^ ) who ruled Tibet in the 

middle of the ninth century, A.D. Chos-grub1 figures as stated 

1 Concerning this translation from the Chinese and the translator, 
Chos-grub, see Pelliot's "Notes a propos d'un Catalogue du Kanjur" 
in the Journal Asiatique, July-August, 1914, pp. 128-129 and pp. 142-
144; and also Mr. Juntaro Ishihama's article on f£/j$ (Fa-chang) and 
Prof. Toru Haneda's remarks on the article, both of which were pub
lished in !£3!5# (Chinese Studies), Vol. I l l , No. 5; and also Prof. 
Haneda's Notes in The Chinese MSS Excavated at Tun-huang, Vol. I. 
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above as a great translator of the Buddhist texts in the 
Kanjur, and among the Chinese Buddhist sutras excavated 
at Tun-huang there are about ten works bearing his name as 
translator. He was a great Tibetan scholar flourishing in 
the first part of the ninth century and did most of his^work 
at Hsiu-ta Ssu in Kan-chou ( # i m » f ^ ^ # ) and Yung-t'ang 
Ssu in Sha-chou (&M • j k ! f # ) • 

The colophon regarding Weri-hui's commentary with 
which Chos-grub is said to have collated his translation is 
not quite clear. While there is no doubt that the present text 
is a translation of Gunabhadra's (Sung) four fas. Chinese 
Lankavatara as we can testify by comparing the two, one 
variation at least we find in the Tibetan is the insertion of a 
passage after the gatha on folio 213a, line 4. This passage 
does not appear in any of the texts Chinese, Tibetan, and 
Sanskrit, except Siksananda's , proving that the translator 
of the Tibetan Lankavatara No. 2 had this Chinese version 
with him. 

The following is a tabular view of the corresponding 
pages between the Tibetan and the Gunabhadra text: 

L Lankavatara '. 
eking edition 

Page Column Line Bampo 

I 

I I 

I I I 

IV 

V 

VI 

V I I 

V I I I 

Folio 

208b 

221b 

234b 

247b 

262b 

274b 

285b 

298b 

313a 

2, 

Line 

3 

3 

6 

2 

6 

6 

8 

8 

8 

LahJ: 

Fas. 

I 

I I 

I I I 

IV 

idra 's 
mtara, 
of Tr; 

480 
485 
489 

493 
497 

501 
505 

509 
514 

a 
a 
a 
a 
c 
c 
b 
c 
b 

26 

5 

24 

25 

ung) Ch 
aiaho edi 
baka 

Generally speaking, there is just one Tibetan translation 
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for each one of the Buddhist texts making up the Tibetan 
Tripitaka, and in this respect the latter .differentiates itself 
from the Chinese; for in the Chinese Tripitaka there are 
frequently more than one translation for the same text. 
That there are two translations of the Lankavatara, one from 
the Sanskrit and the other from the Chinese, is an excep
tional case. This can also be said of the Suvarnaprabhasa-
sutra, which has also two translations, the one from the 
Sanskrit and the other from the Chinese of I-tsing. In
cidentally, mention may be made of the statement in the 
Chih-yuan Lu (M5c^c)> * n e Buddhist Catalogue of the 
Chih-yuan Era (1264-1294), according to which the three 
Chinese translations of the Lankavatara are. said from the 
same text (|ifj>fc) and to correspond to the Tibetan text ( H 
^PfcHO); this is not exact, but there is nov way here to find 
out whether this ' ' Tibetan text ' ' {1£%L) is in the singular or 
the plural. 

II . COMPARISON OP THE CONTENTS OF THE THREE CHINESE 

AND ONE TIBETAN TRANSLATIONS AND ONE 

SANSKRIT TEXT 

A detailed comparison of the three extant Chinese and 
One Tibetan translations and the Sanskrit text'of the Lan
kavatara Sutra has not been attempted yet, except as to 
chapter-divisions and other general aspects. Before I pre
sent my own views concerning the result of such comparison, 
a tabular view of the contents as regards chapter-divisions 
of the five texts will be given on the following page. 

This table shows at once (1) that the Gunabhadra 
version1 is very much simpler and shorter than all the others; 

1 Of the three existing Chinese translations, Gunabhadra's is con
veniently called the Sung version, Bodhiruci's the Wei, and Siksha-
nanda 's the T 'ang. Or, according to the number of fasciculi into 
which each version is divided, the Sung is often called simply the Four 
Fasciculi, the Wei the Ten Fasciculi, and the T 'ang the Seven Fasci
culi. In this chapter the translators ' names will be used to designate 
the different versions. 
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(2) That Sikshananda and the Tibetan1 agree with the 
Sanskrit as regards chapter divisions; (3) That Bodhiruci 
has more chapter headings, i.e., is cut into shorter sections; 
(4) That in Gunabhadra, the first and the last two chapters 
are missing altogether; (5) That Gunabhadra has practically 
no chapter-divisions whatever, and that while ' ' Sarvabuddha-
pravacanahridaya" has the character " p i « " (§£) suffixed 
which is the usual Chinese term for the Sanskrit "pari
varta" (division), this title is almost like a sub-title to the 
Lankavatara itself, as if it were another name for the sutra. 

What do these plain facts indicate? The first logical 
inference is that Gunabhadra being the oldest translation 
represents a more primitive Lankavatara than the others. 
Possibly the later texts had these three extra chapters added 
during the one hundred years that elapsed between Guna
bhadra and Bodhiruci. That they were mechanically added 
is shown by their having no organic connection with the 
older parts. As they have nothing new to propose, we should 
not have missed them, if they were not found in the text. 
The first chapter where Ravana, the Lord of Lanka, asks the 
Buddha to deliver a discourse on his inner perception of 
truth, may superficially appear to be a sort of introduction 
needed for the development of the sutra; but there is no 
doubt that it was added later to supply this need, though 
really there was no such need from the beginning. The 
Ravana chapter was prefixed when there was a need on the 
part of the later Mahayanists to get the sutra connected with 
the story of Ravana and Eamacandra as told in the Rama
yana when the latter came to assume a definite form as an 
epic, which, according to scholars, took place probably in 
the third or the fourth century of the Christian era. As 
the Gunabhadra text stands, the interpolation of the Ravana 

1 That the Tibetan lacks a special title for the seventh parivarta 
as distinguished from the one on meat-eating into which apparently 
the former is merged is probably due to mere oversight on the part of 
the scribe. 
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incident has no special help to offer in the understanding 
of the sutra. The chapter of Dharani is a very short one, 
occupying about three pages of the Nanjo edition. This 
was also added when Dharani began to enter into the body 
of Mahayana literature, which took place much later in the 
history of Mahayana Buddhism in India. That the "Saga
thakam" was also a later attachment is easily shown from 
the examination of its contents, but for this I will devote a 
special paragraph later. The Sanskrit text and &ikshananda 
are in full agreement as to chapter-divisions, which un
doubtedly points to one original; but a more detailed ex
amination will reveal that the Sanskrit is more frequently 
in accord with Bodhiruci. A safe conclusion may be that 
the texts were all different; while Bodhiruci belongs to a 
later redaction and is to a great extent mixed with notes 
and glosses, which fact makes it roughly 1.4 per cent, larger 
than ^ikshananda. 

As I noted elsewhere1 the whole Lankavatara is just a 
collection of notes unsystematically strung together, and, 
frankly speaking, it is a useless task to attempt to divide 
them into sections, or chapters {parivarta), under some 
specific titles. Some commentators have tried to create a 
system in the Lankavatara by making each paragraph some
what connected in meaning with the preceding as well as the 
succeeding one, but one can at once detect that there is 
something quite constrained or far-fetched about the attempt. 
If this, however, is to be done successfully, the whole ar
rangement as it stands of the paragraphs must be radically 
altered; and this redaction is possible only by picking up 
and gathering together cognate passages which are found 
promiscuously scattered throughout the text, when for the 
first time a kind of system would be brought into the text. 
As the present form stands, passages of various connotations 
are juxtaposed, and a heading indicating one of the ideas 
contained in them is given to the whole section, thus arti-

1 Essays in Zen Buddhism, Vol. I, p. 75. 
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ficially separating it from the rest. Gunabhadra has done 
the wisest thing by simply designating the entire sutra as 
"The Gist of the Buddha's Teaching" (buddhapravaca-
nahridayam), 

The chapter-divisions in Bodhiruci are sometimes more 
or less rational, while we find four or five sub-divisions made 
into one chapter in Sikshananda as well as in the Sanskrit. 
In this case, one Bodhiruci section expounds generally one 
main idea in prose which is abridged at the end in 
metric form. To be exact, for example, the chapter entitled 
"Ani tya ta" (Impermanency), which makes up the third 
chapter both in Sikshananda and in the Sanskrit text, is 
sub-divided in Bodhiruci into five sections or chapters. The 
first sub-divided chapter on "Buddhacit ta" (Buddha-mind) 
treats of fifteen different subjects, none of which make any 
direct reference to "Buddhacitta." This title, therefore, 
does not at all indicate the contents of the chapter except 
in a most comprehensive way. The fifteen subjects treated 
in this Bodhiruci chapter on "Buddhacit ta" are as follows: 
(1) The Will-body (manomayakaya) ; (2) the five deadly 
sins; (3) Buddhata; (4) the sameness of all the Buddhas.; 
(5) that not a word was uttered for preaching by the 
Buddha during his long life; (6) being and non-being; (7) 
the experience-fact and preaching about it; (8) false dis
criminations; (9) language and meaning; (10) the three 
kinds of wisdom; (11) the nine changes taught by the philos
ophers; (12) the nine fetters and the true understanding; 
(13) the relation between false discriminations and exist
ence; (14) that the world is a mere name; and (15) such-
ness and preaching about it.1 Bach subject treated here is 
expounded in prose as well as in verse. From this the 
reader can see how diversified are the topics treated and 
yet there is something more or less common running under
neath them. Of the rest of the five sub-chapters in Bod
hiruci the one on "Dharmakaya" can be further divided 

1 This is practically a repetition of (7) . 
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into two sections, each of which is composed of prose and 
verse. Except these two sub-chapters on "Buddhaci t ta" 
and "Dharmakaya," all the chapters in Bodhiruci consist 
regularly of prose and verse parts. 

The sixth chapter in Sikshananda and the Sanskrit on 
"Momentariness" (kshanika), ' 'Nirvana," etc., is divided in 
Bodhiruci into four sub-chapters: "Buddhata ," " Panca-
dharma," " Gangananda,' ' and ' ' Kshanika.'' Each of these 
consists normally of two sections, one in prose and the other 
in verse, showing that one topic of thought occupies one 
sub-chapter. In the Tibetan Lankavatara No. 1, which gene
rally agrees with the Sanskrit, the chapter corresponding to 
' 'Nairmanika" has no title of its own. Taking all in all, 
the chapter-divisions of the Lankavatara in whatever version 
are, to say the least, arbitrary and of later elaboration. 

A good practical way of reading the sutra without dis
placing the contents from their original setting will be to 
isolate in most cases one prose part with its metric repetition 
from another such part ; and this will naturally cut up the 
text into many short independent sections.1 There are some 
prose paragraphs without any corresponding gatha-section, 
for instance, in the earlier part of Gunabhadra and in the 
second chapter of the other versions. Gunabhadra, when 
thus treated, will yield a little over fifty separate, individual 
chapters. The impression one gets after perusing the sutra 
carefully is that such independent statements dealing with 
the principal ideas of Mahayana Buddhism at the time when 
the sutra was compiled, were notes taken down by the author 
without any intention of arranging them in order. As was 
the case with the Pali Nikayas, each of these independent 
paragraphs was perhaps a complete sutra in itself. Later, 
perhaps when there was a need for editing them under a 

1 Kumarajlva divides his Chinese translation of the Diamond 
Sutra into thirty-two sections, each of which consists of an irregular 
number of lines, sometimes of two or three lines only. This is quite 
a rational way of reading the sutra. Perhaps Kokwan Shiren followed 
Kumarajlva in his treatment of the Lankavatara. 
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title, they came to be known as the Lankavatara, or the 
Buddhapravacanahridaya. So long as we do not know how 
the Mahayana sutras were produced, all that we can say 
about their compilation has the nature of conjecture. 

Were the sutras compiled one after another in time suc
cession? Did one presuppose the existence of another, so 
that we can definitely trace the development of ideas backed 
by such documents ? Or did they develop in different locali
ties each one without knowing another? Is it possible as a 
matter of historical fact to arrange the Mahayana sutras in 
time sequence? Does logical development always coincide 
with historical events ? That is to say, are fact and syllogism 
one ? Does the one always and by nature precede, or follow 
the other ? Until these questions are historically solved there 
will be many problems unsolved in connection with the 
make-up of the Lankavatara Sutra. 

That the first introductory chapter in which Ravana 
invites the Buddha to Lanka to discourse on the truth 
inwardly realised by him, is a later addition, is also shown 
in the relation between the prose part and the verse. In 
this chapter, there is no such relation whatever between the 
two portions as is to be found in other parts of the sutra, 
that is, there is here no verse part that corresponds to or 
repeats the sense of the prose: the whole chapter is one com
plete piece, there is nothing fragmentary about it, it is al
together different in tone and style from the other parts 
of the sutra, the way the theme is developed and the style 
of the writing are quite distinct. In this respect, the chapter 
on meat-eating resembles this introductory one, although it 
has the verse part in correspondence with the prose. The 
meat-eating chapter may be a later addition, also, in spite 
of its being found in Gunabhadra. It does not seem to fit 
in perfectly with the main part of the sutra. Did the 
author of the Lankavatara just put it in at the end as a kind 
of appendix, not standing in any organic relationship with 
the sutra proper, where highly metaphysical subjects are 
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treated ? And later did it accidentally get incorporated into 
the body of the sutra as forming a part of it? 

Now we come to consider the last chapter entitled in the 
Sanskrit edition, "Sagathakam," which occupies a special 
position in the structure of the Lankavatara. As the title 
indicates, it is composed entirely of gathas. In the Sanskrit 
there are 884 couplets1 taking up about one fourth of the 
whole text. Of these over 200 are found in the main text 
itself; therefore, about 680 gathas are newly-added ones. In 
&ikshananda these repetitions are systematically excluded 
from its gatha chapter, while in Bodhiruci everything is 
thrown in and with something more. There are 890 quat
rains in Bodhiruci and 656 in Sikshananda, showing the rela
tive amount of stanzas in each, as four Chinese lines are 
generally equivalent to one Sanskrit stanza. 

As for the contents and their arrangement there is utter 
chaos in the ' ' Sagathakam.'' No doubt they chiefly concern 
the same themes as treated in the main text, but there are 
some original theses, and it is often hard to see why and 
how they came to be thrown in here. To read the "Saga
thakam" properly, therefore, it must be cut up into so many 
small portions, somtimes taking just one solitary sloka as 
expressing a complete idea, i.e., as a sort of aphorism. When 
this euttmg-up process is brought to an end, we see that the 
"Sagathakam," which appears on the surface as one solid 
chain of gathas, is nothing but a heap of rubbish and gems. 

How did this conglomeration come to be affixed to the 
Lankavatara^. Why do we find so many gathas taken from 
the sutra proper and mixed up with the rest ? And the way 
they are mixed is most strange, seeing that while some are 
taken in bodily just as they are found in the sutra itself, 
others are broken up and interspersed fantastically among 
the rest. Was this done intentionally? Or did it happen 
just so? Does the "Sagathakam" suggest an earlier origin 
than the sutra, in which the gatha part was later elaborated 

1 The number includes occasional triplets. 
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in the prose in the way of commentary? But there is some 
reason to suppose that the "Sagathakam" as a whole and 
in detail is later than the sutra proper, partly because it 
contains some historical matter which has no place in it, 
but chiefly because the thought expressed here seems to be 
more definite and developed than that in the body of the 
sutra. Taking all in all, the relation between the "Saga
thakam" and the rest of the sutra is a mystery because we 
have as yet reached no sure ground in the historical study 
of Mahayana literature in India. This much we may say 
that the "Sagathakam" can easily be made into an in
dependent text expounding the principal truths of the Maha
yana philosophy. It reminds one of a notebook in which a 
student of the Mahayana took down some of the more im
portant ideas as he learned them orally from his master, 
and in which at the same time he also put some other matter 
for his own benefit, though not necessarily in close relation
ship with the main contents of the notebook. In this respect 
the "Sagathakam" shares the characteristics of the sutra as 
a whole. It may be noticed that Sikshananda calls this part 
of the text the "Chapter of Gathas" and Bodhiruci simply 
"General Chapter" (Sdmdnyal ^ ^ o ) , while the Sanskrit 
edition is prefaced, "Listen to the jewel-made Gathas 
preached in the Lankavatara-Sutra, and free from tne net of 
the [erroneous] views, [and containing] the wonderful 
Mahayana teaching,'' and concludes with this: 

II ^3TT^^c5^T?KTrt *TTT T^TTTTf^ Wl*Ri STTHfJTfff II 

This may be rendered into English: "Thus is completed 
the Mahayana Sutra, the noble orthodox Dharma, called 
Lankavatara, together with the gathas." According to the 
postscript thus translated, the gatha section does not seem co 
have any special title for itself. For if Sagathakam means 
" tha t which is together with the gatha," the designation 
must be regarded as applying to the whole sutra of Lankava
tara and not to this last section exclusively made up with 
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gathas. What helps this interpretation is the Tibetan post
script which reads: 

^^•£)-njc;-'i]s,-£i|^-q-^-g-q-gstI-e)-S^-

This generally coincides with the Sanskrit except the one 

most important phrase, £"§S"^! , which may be Sanskritised 

yathdlabdham. This means "a s far as obtainable" or " a s 
is available,'' which in the present case points to the possible 
existence of more gathas or text belonging to the Lankava
tara proper, showing at the same time the incompleteness of 
the sutra as we have it now. " Yathdlabdham" is also found 
at the end of the Aryamanjusrimulakalpa ("Trivandrum 
Sanskrit Series," LXXXIV, 1925, Trivandrum), which is 
one of the sutras having no usual sutra-ending, and also at 
the end of the Gandavyilha, which to all appearance is a 
complete sutra. 

Incidentally, reference may be made to certain lines in 
the "Sagathakam," which are often quoted by followers of 
Shin Buddhism as teaching Amitabha's Land of Bliss and 
also predicting the rise of Nagarjuna. The lines are: 

"The matured (vaipdkika) Buddhas, and manifested 
(nairmdnika) Buddhas, and beings, and Bodhisattvas, and 
[their] lands—they are in the ten quarters (140). 

"The flowing (nisyanda) Buddhas, the reality (dhar
ma) Buddhas, the transformed (nirmdna) Buddhas, and the 
manifested ones (nairmdnika)—they all issue from Ami
tabha's Land of Happiness (141)." 

Further: " ' My vehicle of self-realisation is beyond the 
attainment of the philosophers.' [Asked Mahamati,] 'Pray 
tell me, after the Teacher passes, who would keep this up ?' 

" 'After the time when Sugata is passed away and no 
more, O Mahamati, know that there will be one who can 
hold up the eye [of the Dharma]. 
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" ' In the southern part of this country called Vedali 
there will be a Bhikshu of great and excellent reputation 
known as Nagahvaya, who will destroy the one-sided view 
of being and non-being. 

" 'He will, while in the world, make manifest the un
surpassable Mahayana, and attaining the Stage of Joy, pass 
to the Land of Happiness' " (163-166). 

In the Sanskrit text we have, instead of Nagarjuna, 
Nagahvaya, and of course we do not know whether they are 
one person, or whether there is a mistake on the part of the 
scribe. From these passages alone it is difficult to infer 
anything historical concerning the age of the Lankavatara 
as a whole, and also its possible relation to the doctrine of 
Amitabha's Land of Bliss (sukhdvatl). 

In short, the Lankdvatdra-sutra may be divided as re
gards its textual construction into the following six speci
fically definable parts: 

1. The Ravana chapter; 
2. The section devoted to the enumeration of the so-

called 108 questions and 108 terms ^ 
3. The prose section in which no verses are found; 
4. The prose-and-verse section, which may be sub

divided : 
a. The part devoted to a discourse carried on prin

cipally in verse, for instance, paragraphs on the 
system of Vijnanas; 

b. The part containing ideas fully developed both in 
prose and verse, for example, meat-eating 

chapter; 
c. The part containing ideas fully discussed in prose 

and supposedly recapitulated in verse, as in the 
greater parts of the text; 

5. The Dharani section; 
6. The "Sagathakam." 
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I I I . EXAMPLES OF THE TEXTUAL DIFFERENCES 

This is not the place to dwell extensively on the textual 
differences between the various versions of the Lankavatara, 
for to do so would involve many questions which properly 
do not fall into an introductory part such as we intend 
this section to be. No doubt a detailed comparison of 
the different translations with the Sanskrit text, as well 
as with each other, will be instructive from the point of 
view of text-criticism and also from that of the history of 
Chinese Buddhist literature as translations. But as the 
writer wants to limit his attention chiefly to the inner 
significance of the sutra as an exposition of Zen Buddhism, 
and also as a most valuable text of the Mahayana, let us be 
content with the following extracts from the three Chinese 
translations and the Sanskrit text. A comparison of these 
extracts,1 which may be considered as characteristic of each 
text, though they have been selected somewhat at random, 
will throw much light on the nature of the respective litera
tures. I have tried to give a literal English translation of 
the Chinese as far as it could be made readable. 

1 Sung—the Kokyo Shoin Edition of 1885, M^, — i ^ T a; Wei— 
A t H T a; T'ang— WAT b; Sanskrit Nan jo edition, pp. 228-229. 
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SUNG (GUNABHADRA) 

1. Fur thei , O Mahamati, the five 
categories (dharma) a re : Ap
pearance, Name, Discrimina
tion,1 Suchness, and Bight 
Knowledge. 

2. O Mahamati, Appearance is 
such as is manifested in 
places, forms, colours, figures, 
etc.,—this is called Appear
ance. 

3. As when having such and 
such appearances, [things] 
are called a jar , etc., and by 
no other designation,—this is 
known as Name. 

4. Mind and what belongs to 
mind, whereby various names 
are set up and all kinds of 
appearances are brought out 
into view, such as a jar , etc., 
—this is called Discrimina
tion. 

5. That Name, that Appearance 
—they are ultimately un
attainable; [when] there is 
no intelligence from begin
ning to end, [when] there is 
no mutual conditioning in all 
things, and [when] Discrim
ination which is not real is 
put away,—this is known as 
Suchness. 

1 For Vikalpa, Sung has 3fi©, 

WEI (BODHIRUCI) 

1. Further, O Mahamati, the five 
categories a re : Appearance, 
Name, Discrimination, Such
ness, and Bight Knowledge. 

2. O Mahamati, what is Appear
ance? Appearance is what is 
seen in colours, forms, figures, 
which are distinctive and not 
alike,—this is called Appear
ance. 

3. O Mahamati, depending upon 
this appearing of things, 
there arises Discrimination, 
saying that " t h i s is a j a r " , 
" t h i s is a horse, a cow, a 
sheep, e t c . , " that " t h i s is 
such and such" , " t h i s is no 
other th ing"—this , O Maha
mati, is called Name. 

4. O Mahamati, depending upon 
these objects thus named, 
their characteristics are dis
tinguished and made manifest, 
whereby such various names 
are set up as cow, sheep, 
horse, etc. This is called the 
Discriminating of mind and 
objects belonging to mind. 

5. O Mahamati, when one sur
veys names and appearances 
even down to atoms, one 
never sees a single reality, all 
things are unreal; for they 
are due to the Discrimination 
stirred up in one's deceiving 
mind. 

not :SMjlJ as in Wei and T'ang. 
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T'ANG (SIKSHANANDA) 

1. Further, O Mahamati, the 
five categories (dharma) a r e : 
Appearance, Name, Discrimi
nation, Suchness, and Eight 
Knowledge. 

2. Of these, by Appearance is 
meant that which we see,— 
each differs in colour, form, 
figure, etc. This is known as 
Appearance. 

3. Depending on these Appear
ances, names such as jars , 
etc., are set up, saying, " t h i s 
is such and such ," " t h i s is 
no other ,"—this is known as 
Name. 

4. By mind and what belongs to 
mind, various Names are set 
up, all kinds of Appearances 
are brought out into view,— 
this is known as Discrimina
tion. 

5. That Name, that Appearance 
[—they are all], ultimately 
non-existent: they are only 
due to the Discrimination by 
a perturbed mind of [things] 
mutually [related]. When one 
thus surveys the world until 
the disappearance of intel
ligence takes place, one has 
what is known as Suchness. 

1 Buddhi in this case is to b 
grahabhinivesa-pratishthapika' ' as 

SANSKBIT 

1. Further, O Mahamati, the five 
categories (dharma) a re : Ap
pearance (nimitta), Name 
(noma), Discrimination (vi-
kalpa), Suchness (tathata), 
and Eight Knowledge (sam-
yagJnana). 

2. Then, O Mahamati, by Ap
pearance is meant that which 
is known as form, shape, dis
tinctive figure, image, mark, 
etc. They are seen as Ap
pearances. 

3. From these Appearances, ideas 
are formed such as a jar , etc., 
saying, 'This is i t , ' 'This is 
no other, '—this is Name. 

4. O Mahamati, what is known as 
mind or as belonging to mind, 
whereby a Name is pronounced 
as indicating Appearance, or 
objects of like nature [are 
recognised]—that is Discri
mination. 

5. That Names and Appearances 
are ultimately unattainable 
[as realities] when intelli
gence1 is put away, and that 
these things are not rec
ognised and discriminated in 
their aspect of mutuality,— 
this is Suchness. 

3 understood as " vikalpa-lakshana-
is distinguished on p. 122. 
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SUNG (continued) 

6. Eeality, exactness, ultimate 
end, self-nature, the unattain
able,—these are the charac
teristics of Suchness. 

7. This is what I and other 
Buddhas have conformed to 
and entered in to ; we uni
versally, for the sake of 
sentient beings, preach this 
according to the t ru th ; [by 
us] this is set up and brought 
out into their view. 

8. When one conformably enters 
into right realisation which is 
neither discontinued nor per
manent, no Discrimination 
arises, and one is in conformity 
with the noble path of self-
realisation, which is not the 
state attained by all the 
philosophers, Sravakas, and 
Pratyekabuddhas, — this is 
known as Eight Knowledge. 

9. O Mahamati, these are called 
the five Dharmas (cate
gories) ; the threefold Sva-
bhava, eight Vijfianas, two
fold Nairatmya, and all the 
Buddha-teachings are included 
therein. 

10. Therefore, O Mahamati, you 
should discipline yourself in 
your own way and also teach 
others, but do not follow 
others. 

1 Strangely, this is repeated. 

W E I (continued) 

6. O Mahamati, what is known 
as Suchness is non-emptiness, 
exactness, ultimate end, self-
nature, self-substanee, r ight 
seeing,—these are the charac
teristics of Suchness. 

7. By myself and the Bodhisat
tvas and [other] Buddhas 
who are Tathagatas, Arhats, 
and All-knowing Ones, it is 
said that though names differ 
the sense is one. 

8. O Mahamati, these are in con
formity with Bight Know
ledge, neither discontinuing 
nor permanent and without 
Discrimination; and where 
Discrimination does not pre
vail one is conformed to the 
superior wisdom that is real
ised within one's inmost 
self. This is different from 
the false views entertained 
by all philosophers, Sravakas, 
Pratyekabuddhas, and from 
the incorrect views held by 
the partisans. 

9. O Mahamati, in the five 
Dharmas (categories), the 
three Dharmalakshanas, the 
eight Vijiianas, the two Nai-
ratmyas, all the Buddha-teach
ings are included in the five 
Dharmas.1 

10. Mahamati, you and other Bod
hisattva-mahasattvas should 
discipline yourselves in order 
to seek this excellent know
ledge. O Mahamati, you know 
the five Dharmas when you 
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T'ANG (continued) SANSKEIT (continued) 

6. O Mahamati, reality, exact
ness, ultimate end, source, 
self-nature, the [un-] attain
able,—these are the. charac
teristics of Suehness. 

7. This has been conformed to 
and realised by myself and 
all [other] Buddhas and is 
disclosed as it really is and 
preached by us. 

8. If one in conformity with this 
has an insight [into the na
ture of i t ] as neither dis
continuous nor permanent, no 
Discrimination is stirred, and 
one enters upon a state of 
self-realisation which goes 
beyond the realm obtained by 
the philosophers and the two 
yanas. This is known as 
Eight Knowledge. 

9. O Mahamati, in these five 
Dharmas (categories), the 
three Svabhavas, the eight 
Vijiianas, and the two Nai-
ratmyas, all the Buddha-teach
ings are wholly included. 

10. O Mahamati, with these 
categories you should by your 
own wisdom be skilfully con
versant and also make others 
conversant therewith. Becom
ing conversant therewith, the 
mind is confirmed and is not 
led away by another. 

6. Suehness may be characterised 
as truth, reality, exact know
ledge, limit, source, self-sub
stance, the unattainable. 

This has been realised by 
myself and other Tathagatas, 
truthfully pointed out, rec
ognised, made public and 
.widely shown. 

8. When one, realising this, 
rightfully understands it, nei
ther as discontinuous nor 
permanent, he becomes free 
from Discrimination, conform
ing himself to the superior 
wisdom in his inmost con
sciousness, which is a state 
other than that attained by 
the philosophers and is not 
the attainment of the Sra-
vakas and Pratyekabuddhas. 
This is Eight Knowledge. 

9. O Mahamati, these are the 
five Dharmas (categories), 
and in these are included the 
three Svabhavas, the eight 
Vijnanas, the two Nairatymas, 
and all the Buddha-teachings. 

10. Then, O Mahamati, reflect 
well in this by yourself and 
let others do [the same], and 
do not allow yourself to be 
led by another. 
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SUNG (continued) 

11. Then, wishing to reiterate 
this sense the World-honoured 
One preached the following 
gathas: 
The five Dharmas, the three 

Svabhavas, 
And the eight Vijfianas, 
The twofold Nairutmya,— 
They include all the Maha

yana. 
Name, Appearance, Discrimi

nation,— 
[These belong to] the twofold 

aspect of Svabhava; 
Eight Knowledge and Such-

ness,— 
They constitute the Perfec

tion aspect. 

SUNG TEXT IN THE ORIGINAL 

CHINESE 

i. &ttm stem *H « £« «n 

2. xm «# mam i&m i * « 

3. mmsim&m ££gsc$ «&# 

W E I (continued) 

are not led by other teachings. 
11. Then the Blessed One re

peated this in the gathas: 

The five Dharmas, the Sva
bhavas. 

And the eight Vijfianas, 
The twofold Nairatmya:— 

They include all the Maha
yana. 

Name, Appearance, and Dis
crimination—-

These three Dharmas are 
aspects of the Svabhava; 

Eight Knowledge and Such-
ness— 

These are aspects of the First 
Principle. 

W E I TEXT IN THE ORIGINAL 

CHINESE 

i. m*.*im 3s& *B « #JW R-fin 

mi$M mm?& *mm& & JSItt. 
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T'ANG (continued) 

11. Then the Blessed One re
peated this in the gathas : 

The five Dharmas, the three 
Svabhavas, 

And the eight Vijfianas, 
The twofold Nairatmya,— 
[They] wholly include the 

Mahayana. 
Name, Appearance, and Dis

crimination, 
Are included in the two Sva

bhavas ; 
Eight Knowledge and Such-

ness,— 
They are Perfect Knowledge 

(parinishpannalahshana). 

T ' A N G TEXT I N THE ORIGINAL 

CHINESE 

i. m*. KM :£&# pmm % & 

m &%®%. 

4. mm&% m^wta nvfoffi& & 

5. ®.%m&m%um imgtoim 

to. 

SANSKRIT (continued) 

.. So this is said: 

The five Dharmas and the 
Svabhavas, 

And the eight Vijnanas, 
The two Nairatmyas,— 
They comprise the whole 

Mahayana. 
Name, Appearance, Discrim

ination:— 
These are two aspects of 

Svabhava; 
Eight Knowledge and Sueh-

ness:— 
These are aspects of Perfect 

Knowledge (parinishpanna). 

T H E ORIGINAL TEXT 

I N SANSKRIT 

1. punaraparam mahamate pan-
cadharmo nimittath nama vi-
kalpas ta thata samyagjnanam 
ca. 

2. ta t ra mahamate nimittam yat 
samsthanakriti - viseshakara -
rupadi-lakshanam drisyate tan 
nimittam. 

3. yat tasmin nimitte ghatadi 
samjnakritafeam evam idam 
nanyatheti tan nama. 

4. yena tan nama samudirayati 
nimittabhivyanjakam sama-
dharmeti va sa mahamate 
citta-caitta-samsabdito vikal-
pah . 

5. yan nama-nimittayor-atyan-
tanupalabdhifca buddhi-prala-
yad anyonyananubhutapari-
kalpitavad esham dharmanaih 
tathateti. 
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SUNG (oontinued) 

6. StS &£ &M S& *TO® 

7. n&mm mm\m «3fc& m 

8. EtAiE^ *®*1% S « * S fi 

9. * « * « 3 £ * s a a t t A » -

10. *#tAS! # a # M ĝfcfl&A 

ii. m^w:M9cs.^&mmMMw 

WEI (continued) 

6. *m w&*D t̂ %n*m &£ 
#>3i^ n a n«t nui &mw-

7. 2* &&«£ A R M * mmm 

R S * mm-wm mm m%. 

ftMJL WJIttFiE**. 
9. *m i&35$i H&*a /\mm -

10. A# &&!!«« H*M^ &£» 
* H g » AS? &&£}£ * 

11. ffgft&SSRIB'B' 
3Ejfta«tt. & H A « * . 
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T'ANG (continued) 

6. KB &%&&$£&&*• S & 

7. f t f t t t f t ttWHEA, •k&'g.ftffi 

i9. xm *.•£«* s i s A « is.̂ : 

mm frMfaA$&&m mm& 

i i . wi^iftSiitKaw 

SANSKRIT (continued) 

6. tat tvam bhutam niacayo 
niahtha prakri t ih svabhavo 
'nupalabdhih ta t tathalak-
ahanam. 

7. mayanyaiaea tathagatair anu-
gamya yathavad desitaih 
pTajfiaptam vivritam uttani-
kritam. 

8. yatranugamya samyagavabo-
dhanucchedaaaavatato vikal-
paayapravrittih avapratyat-
maryajnananukulam tirtha-
kara - pakaha - parapakaha - Sra
vaka- pratyekabuddhagatilaks-
hanarh t a t aamyagjfianam. 

9. ete ca mahamate paficadhar-
mah, eteahveva t rayah ava-
bhava aahtau ca vijfianani dve 
ca nairatmye aarvabuddha-
dharmaa cantargatah. 

10. a tra te mahamate avamati-
kausalam karaniyam anyais 
ca karayitavyam na para-
praneyena bhaviiavyam. 

11. tatredam ucyate: 
pancadharmah svabh&vasca 
vijfiananyashta eva ca, 
dve nairatmye bhavet kritano 
mahayana-parigrahah. 
nama-nimitta-sam kalpa h 
avabhava-dvaya-Iakshanam, 
samyagjfianam tathatvam ca 
parinishnanna-lakahanam. 
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A comparison of these four texts will give us some 
insight into the nature of each version; the variations are 
not necessarily due to the translators' individualism; they 
must have existed already in the original texts. Let me 
give another parallelism, this time one in verse. The extracts 
are from Chapter II, the opening gathas of Mahamati. The 
comparison will be only between the T' ang and the Sanskrit, 
as the Wei more or less agrees with the Sanskrit, while the 
Sung agrees with the T'ang, though the Sung as well as 
the Wei lack two verses corresponding to (4) and (5) of 
the Sanskrit. The most significant disagreement between 
T'ang and Sanskrit concerns ' ' the awakening of a great 
compassionate heart ." According to the Mahayanists, a 
heart is to be awakened in one that is above all forms of 
attachment and yet that feels suffering in the world as its 
own. In Sung and T'ang this idea is emphatically pre
sented, whereas in Wei and Sanskrit it is missing. From 
this, can we not infer that there were at least two quite 
different texts of the Lankavatara from the early days of its 
existence as far as these gathas are concerned? I do not 
know how the present Sanskrit text could be made to read 
like Sung and T'ang. The philosophy of the Lankavatara 
asserts the emptiness or the not-being-born of existence, and 
it is quite right to say that the world is like a dream or 
transcends birth-and-death, but we must remember that this 
position is not one of absolute nihilism, because the sutra 
teaches the reality of Prajfia itself or the truth of the "Mind-
only" (cittamatra). So far the Sanskrit gathas here re
produced accord well with the principal ideas of the Lankava
tara, but there is another element in the Mahayana, which is 
love or compassion, and when the world is surveyed from this 
viewpoint, it is filled with sufferings, sorrows, and undesirable 
events. These are also in a way dreamy happenings, but 
compassion sees them in another light and strives to eradicate 
them by all sorts of ' ' skilful means.'' For this reason, Sung 
and T'ang are preferable here to Wei and Sanskrit. 
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T'ANG 1 SANSKRIT* 

The world transcends birth 
and death, it is like the flower 
in the a i r ; [transcendental] 
wisdom cannot be qualified 
as being or non-being, and 
yet a great compassionate 
heart is awakened. 

All things are like the mirage, 
they are beyond the reach of 
mind and understanding; 
[transcendental] wisdom can
not be qualified as being or 
non-being, and yet a great 
companionate heart is awaken
ed. 
The world is always like a 
dream. I t is beyond nihilism 
and eternalism. [Transcenden
tal] wisdom cannot be 
qualified as being or non
being, and yet a great com
passionate heart is awakened. 

The wise know that there is 
no self-substance in a person, 
nor in an object, and that both 
passions and their objectives 
are always pure [in their na
ture] and have no individual 
marks; and yet a great com
passionate heart is awakened 
in them. 
The Buddha does not abide in 
Nirvana, nor does Nirvana in 
the Buddha; i t goes beyond 

When thou reviewest the 
world with thy wisdom and 
compassion, i t is to thee like 
the ethereal flower, and of 
which we cannot say whether 
it is created or vanishing, as 
[the categories of] being and 
non-being are inapplicable 
to it. 
When thou reviewest all 
things with thy wisdom and 
compassion, they are like 
visions, they are beyond the 
reach of mind and conscious
ness, as [the categories of] 
being and non-being are in
applicable to them. 
When thou reviewest the 
world with thy wisdom and 
compassion, it is eternally like 
a dream, of which we cannot 
say whether it is permanent 
or it is subject to destruction, 
as [the categories of] being 
and non-being are inappli
cable to it. 
The Dharmakaya whose self-
nature is a vision and a 
dream, what is there to 
praise? Real existence is 
where rises no thought of 
existence and non-existence. 

He whose appearance is 
beyond the senses and sense-
objects and is not to be seen 

This partly appears in the section entitled " T h e Lankavatara 
and the Teaching of Zen Buddhism." See p . 214, et seq. The transla
tion is from the Sung, but it mostly agrees with the T 'ang as is 
observable here. 

The verses are quoted in my Essays in Zen Buddhism, pp. 76-77. 
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T'ANG (continued) SANSKRIT (continued) 

enlightenment and the enlight
ened, also being and non
being. 

6. The Dharmakaya is like a 
vision, like a dream, and how 
could i t be praised? When 
one realises that it has no 
substance, i t is birth-less, this 
is called praising the Buddha. 

7. The Buddha has no marks 
belonging to the senses and 
sense-objects. Not to see is 
to see the Buddha. How 
could there be praising and 
blaming in the Muni? 

8. When one sees the Muni so 
tranquil and detached from 
birth [-and-death], this one 
not only in this life but after 
is free from attachments, has 
nothing to grasp. 

i. entut&ag mM^m 

2. —w&ism mim&totik 

3. mmiam mmm% 

4. fcAft&f* mY&RMM 

5. ft^gsai & & * & * 

by them or in them; how 
could praise or blame be pred
icated of him, O Muni? 

6. With thy wisdom and com
passion, thou comprehendest 
the egoless nature of things 
and persons and ar t eternally 
clean of the evil passions and 
of the hindrance of knowledge 
because they both are without 
signs [of individuality]. 

7. Thou dost not vanish in Nir
vana, nor does Nirvana abide 
in thee; for i t transcends the 
dualism of the enlightened 
and enlightenment as well as 
the alternatives of being and 
non-being. 

8. Those who see the Muni so 
serene and beyond birth, are 
detached from cravings and 
remain stainless in this life 
and after. 

1. utpada-bhanga-rahito lokah 
khapushpa-samnibhah, sad-
asan-nopalabdhas te prajnaya 
kripaya ca te. 

2. mayopamah sarvadharma! 
cittavijfiana-varjitah, sad-
asan-nopalabdhas te prajnaya 
kripaya ca te. 

3. sasvatoccheda-varjatas ca lo
kah svapnopamah sa&a, sad-
asan-nopalabdhas te prajnaya 
kripaya ca te. 

4. maya - svapna - svabhavasya 
dharmakayasya kah stavah, 
bhavanam nihsvabhavanam yo 
'nutpadah sa sambhavah. 

5. indriyartha-visamyuktam ad-
risyam yasya darsanam, pra-
samsa yadi va ninda tasyo-
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T'ANG 

mautm 
&m&te$L 

Mffii&tS 
Sfa^/E 

%MM*fc 
& A * M 

(continued) 

^Pivsmm 
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SANSKRIT (continued; 

cyeta katham mune. 
6. dharma-pudgala-nair&tmyam 

klesa-j Severn ca te sada, 
visuddhamanimittena prajna-
ya kripaya ca te. 

7. na nirvasi nirvane na nirva-
nam tvayi saihsthitam, bud
dha - boddhavya - rahitam sad-
asat-paksha-varjitam. 

8. ye pasyanti munim santam 
evam utpatti-varjitam, te 
bhonti nirupadana ihamutra 
niranjanjth,1 

IV. A FURTHER EXAMINATION OF THE SUTRA AS TO ITS 

INNER CONNECTIONS 

Having finished what I wished to remark, though 
sketehily, about those chapters which are wanting in Guna
bhadra, and which, therefore, can logically be judged as 
later additions, I proceed to make some general statements 
about the sutra as to its form and contents and their inner 
connections. 

The text takes throughout a form of dialogue between 
the Buddha and the Bodhisattva Mahamati. No other Bod
hisattvas or Arhats appear on the scene, though the dialogue 
is supposed to take place in an assembly of the Bhikshus and 
Bodhisattvas as in other sutras. Gunabhadra fixes the scene 
of the sutra at the summit of Mt. Lanka in the Southern 
Sea, but in it there is no mention whatever of Ravana, who, 

1 This series of gathas reappears in the ' ' Sagathakam,'' gg. 1-6, 
except the gathas 4 and 5 which are missing in the "Sagathakam"; 
and the order in the latter runs thus: 1, 3, 2, 6, 7, 8. The variations 
are: "visuddham-animittena " for "visuddhamanimittena " 
(6) ; " n a nirvasi nirvane na nirvSnam " for " n a nirvasi nirvanena 
nirvanam " (7) ; " t e bhavantyanupadana " for " t e bhonti 
nirupadana " (8). 
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in Bodhiruci and Sikshananda, plays an important role, 
though in the first chapter only, as the initiator of the dis
courses that follow. 

Mahamati opens the dialogue by praising the virtues 
of the Buddha, whose wisdom sees that the world is a shadow 
but whose love embraces all suffering beings; Mahamati then 
proceeds to ask the World-honoured One about one hundred 
and eight subjects (ashtottararh prasnasatam). The Buddha 
answers: "Let sons1 of the Victorious One ask me, and, 
O Mahamati, you too ask, and I will talk to you about my 
inner realisation (pratydtmagatigocara)." 

Now we ask, "What is the relation between the 
Buddha's inner realisation and Mahamati's 108 questions, 
about which he wishes to be enlightened? Are all these 
subjects concerned with the realisation itself?" There must 
be some connection between the Buddha's replies and Maha
mati's questions. If not, they are certainly talking, about 
things of no concern to each other. 

Let us see, however, what questions issue from the lips 
of Mahamati now and what are the subjects he is interested 
in. The questions are set forth in gathas 12-59 inclusive, 
in Chapter I I of the Sanskrit text. But what a conglomera
tion! Some of them are, indeed, quite to the point as they 
refer, for instance, to the origin of intellection (tarka) and 
mental confusion (bhrdnti), and to their purification, eman
cipation, Dhyana, Alaya-vijnana, Manovijnana, Cittamatra, 
Non-ego, relative truth, phenomenality of existence, truth of 
suchness, the supreme wisdom (dryaJnana), Buddha of 
Transformation, Buddha of Kecompense, absolute Buddha
hood, enlightenment, etc. But at the same time there are 
questions concerning medicine, certain mythical gardens, 
mountains, woods, the capturing of elephants, horses, deer, 
the gathering of clouds in the sky, rules of prosody, the six 
seasons of the year, racial origins, etc. These do not seem 
to be properly asked of the Buddha, who is not a college 

1 Jinaputra, that is, Bodhisattva. 
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professor, or rather a primary school teacher, but the master 
of spiritual enlightenment. Why are the contents of the 108 
questions of such a mixed character? 

What is more astounding are the answers—that isr 

answers that are supposed to enlighten the questioner—given 
by the Buddha. The gathas 61-96 (inclusive) are the words 
of the Buddha, who is the wisest man in the world and who 
is willing to disclose all the secrets of the Mahayana teaching 
that have been taught by all the Buddhas. He states in 
the beginning: 

"Birth, no-birth, Nirvana, emptiness-aspect, transforma
tion,—[all these are] without self-nature (asvabkdvatva); 
the Buddhas born of Paramita; 

"Sravakas, sons of the Victorious One, philosophers, 
formless deeds (arupyacarina); Mt. Sumeru, the great ocean,, 
mountains, isles, lands, earths; 

"Stars , the sun, the moon; philosophers, deities, and 
also Asura; emancipation, Self-control, the Psychic Facul
ties, the Powers, Dhyanas, Samadhis, 

"Nirodha and the miracles, the Bodhyangas, and even 
the Paths; Dhyanas and Apramanas, Skandhas, and going 
and coming; 

"Samapatti and Nirodhas:—they are mental disturb
ances, only words. The mind, will, intelligence, non-ego, 
the five Dharmas—[so are they too] ." 1 

So far, the answer, whatever be its exact purport, is 
more or less cogent to the main ideas of the Lankavatara \ 
but what follows is strange not only from the doctrinal 
point of view but from literary construction. They are 
often not answers but questions, some of which are mere 
repetitions of the questions themselves. For instance, the 
Buddha is made to answer the 108 questions in this way: 

1 How far this is a correct rendering of the gathas (62-66, pp. 
29-30) is rather difficult to say; for the original merely enumerates all 
these items, sometimes repeating, and the grammatical relation between 
them is not to be definitely settled. 
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"How are the elephant, horse, and deer caught? You 
tell me. How is the conclusion (siddhanta) drawn from the 
combination of cause (hetu) and illustration (drishtanta) ? 
(69). 

"What is meant by doing and being done? by various 
forms of mental confusion and the truth? They are both 
of "Mind-only" and are not visible, that is, not objective 
(drisya). There is no gradation of the stages (70). 

' ' What is the turning of the imageless f1 Tell me, what 
about books, the medical sciences, artistic skill, the arts? 
(71) ." 

A glance is sufficient to see what kind of an answer this 
is. Questions and answers are curiously mixed up, and 
trifles and grave matters, too. The gathas go on more or 
less like this until the Buddha concludes thus: 

" O Son, thou askest me suchlike and many other ques
tions. Each is in agreement with the [right] form, having 
nothing to do with erroneous views. I will tell thee now 
what the perfect doctrine is. Listen to me! According to 
the teaching of the Buddhas I will make a declaration in 
complete sentences of 108 clauses (padam). 0 Son, listen 
thou to me (97-98)'." 

With what [right] form are the questions proposed by 
Mahamati supposed to be in conformation? From what 
erroneous views are they to be regarded as free ? Whatever 
we may say about them, one thing is sure that all these 
questions and answers are incoherently strung together, and 
we fail to find any logical interpretation to the whole body 
of the gathas making up the first part of the Lankavatara 
Sutra. 

Is some historical background needed to get a clue to 
the solution ? Another source of confusion is discovered 
when we go on with Buddha's so-called 108 clauses, which 

1 Here is inserted the word "one hundred (Satam)" in all the 
texts except Sikshananda. The insertion makes the eonfusion worse 
confounded. 
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are enumerated soon after. Evidently these clauses have 
nothing to do with the questions, although the number, which 
seems to be a favourite one, at least with the Buddhists, is 
substantially the same. The 108 clauses preached by the 
Buddhas of the past are a string of negations, negating any 
notion that happened to come into the mind at the moment, 
apparently with no system, with no special philosophy in 
them. These negations are another example of the irra
tionality of the Lankavatara. 

" A t that time Mahamati, the Bodhisattva-Mahasattva, 
said to Buddha, 'O thou Blessed One, what are these one 
hundred and eight clauses?' 

"The Buddha said: 'What is termed as birth, is not 
birth; what is termed as eternal, is not eternal; what is 
termed as form, is not form; what is termed as abiding, is 
not abiding ' " 

The negations go on like this concerning varieties of 
things not only religious and philosophical but of common 
experience. They comprise such terms as self-nature, mind, 
emptiness, cause and condition, passions, purity, master and 
disciple, racial distinctions, being and non-being, inner 
realisation, contentment with existence, water, number, 
clouds, wind, earth, Nirvana, dreams, mirage, heaven, food 
and drink, the Paramitas, the heavenly bodies, medical 
science, industrial arts, Dhyanas, hermits, royalty, sex, taste, 
doing, measuring, seasons of the year, plants and vines, 
letters, etc. The number of terms, according to our calcula
tion, seems to be a trifle less than 108, but this does not 
matter very much. What does matter is the subject-matter 
and the ultimate significance of the negations. Are all these 
negations from the point of view of absolute Sunyata 
philosophy? Why are the denials merely enumerated and 
no explanations given? Is it meant that these subjects are 
what engaged the attention of all the Buddhas of the past? 
But for what? Are they all important notions for the 
emancipation of sentient beings? Are they the subjects to 
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be treated in the body of the Lankavatara? If so, how is 
it that the eight Vijnanas, which occupy a position of chief 
interest in the sutra, are not at all mentioned here? In 
short, the presence of these so-called 108 questions (prasna) 
forming the first section of the Lankavatara proper, can 
safely be cut off as not essentially belonging to the teachings. 

A similar problem must have been in the mind of Fa-
tsang (feffifc), one of the helpers in the translation of &ik-
shananda and a commentator of great importance, when he 
wrote the following in his ;£ j | (hsiian-i) : 

"According to what I understand, the Lankavatara ex
ists in three forms: the largest contains 100,00 slokas, which, 
as is mentioned in the Kaihuang Catalogue of the Tripitaka, 
is preserved in the mountains of Nan-che-chii-p' an d$fjg|iil 
jrtjUiil), of Yii-t' ien ( - ^ ^ ) , not only of the Lankavatara but 
of ten other sutras, the largest of which consists of 100,000 
slokas each. The second large edition of the Lankavatara has 
36,000 slokas: of this mention is made in all the Sanskrit texts 
whose translations we have here. In this edition a chapter 
is devoted to answering in detail all the 108 questions: and 
Mi-t'o-shan (%$$£\\\), Master of the Tripitaka from T'u-
huo-lo (P±;Jc$t), is said to have personally studied the text 
while in India. It is also said that in the Western countries 
there is at present a commentary written by the Bodhisattva 
Nagarjuna on this 36,000 sloka text of the Lankavatara. The 
smallest, the third text, contains only a little over 1,000 
slokas, and is known as the Lankahridya, which translated 
means, 'the substance of the Lanka.' The present text is 
that. Formerly, it was designated as f£|J|:fofr (ch( ien-li-f ai 
or hridaya-hsin). The Lanka in four fasciculi is the one in 
which further abridgement was effected." 

The existence of the three kinds of the Lankavatara 
text may be mythical as is the ease with other sutras, of 
which a tradition of similar nature is stated; but it is 
probable that the Lankavatara which we have at present in 
the three Chinese translations and in the Nanjo Sanskrit 
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edition is an abridgement of a larger and fuller text, that 
is, selections made from it by a Mahayana scholar who took 
them down in his notebook for his own use; and that in 
the larger text not only the 108 questions (prasna) but the 
108 clauses (pada) are systematically answered and ex
plained. In any event, something more than the present 
text of the Lankavatara is needed to understand it thoroughly 
and harmoniously. 

The Lankavatara proper may be said to begin after the 
these "Questions" and "Clauses", each 108 in number; 
what follows here concerns the system of Vijfianas and their 
functions. But this paragraph does not last long, and after 
making some sketchy and not quite intelligible statements 
about the Vijnana, it slides off into other subjects, such as 
seven kinds of self-nature or category (hhavasvabhava), 
seven kinds of truth (paramdrtha), manifestations of self-
mind, the problem of becoming, the world-conception and 
the religious life of certain Sramanas, who are evidently 
Buddhists, etc. When these subjects have received barely an 
outline treatment, the text returns to the Vijnana, and after 
that a variety of subjects is discussed as is to be seen later 
when an index of the contents of the whole sutra will be given, 
but always in reference to the attainment of the inner re
alisation. Though the sutra makes frequent detours away 
from the main subject, which is inevitable from the nature 
of the textual construction, it revolves around: the truth that 
the whole system of Mahayana philosophy is based on such 
notions as Sunyata (emptiness), Anutpada (being unborn), 
Anabhoga (being effortless), Cittamatra(mind-only), etc., and 
that all these notions cannot be grasped and taken into one's 
life in their true perspective unless a spiritual insight is 
gained, when there issues transcendental knowledge and 
supreme enlightenment. 

We can thus almost say that there are as many subjects 
treated in the Lankavatara as it can be cut up into so many 
separate paragraphs, each paragraph consisting sometimes 
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of a prose part and its corresponding verse, but sometimes 
in long or short prose part only, not accompanied by verse. 
The same subjects are sometimes repeated more or less fully. 
The Japanese commentator Kokwan Shiren ( ^ H ^ H O * 1 

who is also the author of a history of Japanese Buddhism 
known as the Genko Shakusho in thirty fasciculi ( x ^ f i ^ 
~EErV$&), divides the Gunabhadra version of four fasci
culi into eighty-six sections including the last chapter on 
"Meat Eating." This is the most rational way of reading 
the sutra, as in each of his sections only one subject is 
treated. 

There is another thing which we must not let escape 
attention here. I t is the refutation of the philosophies of 
other schools which were flourishing then in India. The 
Lokayata, Sankhya, Vaiseshika, and other schools are cur
sorily reviewed as not in agreement with the Buddhist teach
ing, or as not to be confused with it. 

V. T H E LANKAVATARA AND BODHIDHARMA, 

THE FATHER OF ZEN BUDDHISM 

IN CHINA 

That the Lankavatara Sutra is closely connected with 
the history and teaching of Zen Buddhism in China has 
already been noted in the first volume of my Essays in 
Zen Buddhism, and I wish to present here a more detailed 
historical account of this relationship. According to Tao-
hsuan's Biographies of the High Priests (J1£JL, JlhSf§>{$)> 
Bodhidharma ( ^ $ | j | t ! p ) handed his copy of the Lankava
tara in four fasciculi to his first disciple, Hui-k'e (jm BJ"), 
saying, "As I observe, there are no other sutras in China 
but this, you take it for your guidance, and you will 
naturally save the world." By the non-existence of "other 

1 The commentary called the Butsugoshin Ron (4$§5>tMft) i° 
eighteen fasciculi was completed in 1325. He was a most learned 
Zen scholar and died in 1346 when he was sixty-nine years old. 
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sutras," Bodhidharma evidently meant that there were at 
that time no sutras other than the Lankavatara in China, 
which would serve as a guide-book for the followers of Zen 
Buddhism. This idea will grow clearer as we come to Tao-
yiian's Records of the Transmission of the Lamp (jUl^, 
•fi§L$?$5Jt) in- which the author states: 

"The Master further said, ' I have the Lankavatara in 
four fasciculi, which is handed over to you, and in this is 
disclosed the essential teachings of the Tathagata concern
ing his mental ground. It will lead all sentient beings to 
spiritual opening and enlightenment. Since I came to this 
country, I was poisoned about five times and each time I 
took out this sutra and tried its miraculous power by 
putting it on a stone, which was split into pieces. I have 
come from Southern India to this Eastern land and have 
observed that in this country of China the people are pre
disposed to Mahayana Buddhism. That I have travelled 
far over seas and deserts is due to my desire to find proper 
persons to whom my doctrine may be transmitted. While 
there was as yet no good opportunity for this, I remained 
silent as if I were one who could not speak. Now that I 
have you, [this sutra] is given to you, and my wish, is at 
last fulfilled.' " 

According to this, it might seem that it was Bodhidharma 
himself who brought the Lankavatara to China; but Tao-
hsiian and other record^ contradict it, and thus we have the 
following note under the above statement in the Transmission 
of the Lamp, though the writer of the note is not known. 
"The following is taken from the report of the Pao-lin 
Chuan ( 5 t # ^ ) : Hsiian, the Vinaya Master, who is the 
author of the Biographies of the High Priests, says under 
the 'Life of K'e, the Great Teacher', that in the beginning 
Bodhidharma took out the Lankavatara and handing it to 
K'e said, 'As I observe that there are no other sutras in 
China but this, you take it for your guidance; and you will 
naturally save the world.' If this statement is correct, it 
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means that it was before the second Patriarch attained to 
the realisation of the truth that Bodhidharma handed the 
Lankavatara to him, telling him to go over it. But, accord
ing to the Transmission of the Lamp, the sutra was evidently 
given to K'e after the Law was entrusted to the hands of 
Hui-k'e, together with the robe. Bodhidharma's further 
remark that he had the Lankavatara in four fasciculi which 
he would now give to Hui-k'e, is probably quite correct. 
However, the remark that he had the sutra with him, sounds 
as if there never had been any Lankavatara before his 
coming to China. [This may not be quite exact.] The 
remark made later by Ma-tsu (J^ffl) is to be regarded as more 
likely; for we read [in one of his sermons] to this eifect, 
that [Bodhidharma] further quoted from the Lankavatara 
with which the mental ground of all sentient beings was 
given the [authoritative] seal: this does not conflict with 
the fact of the case." 

It is immaterial, as far as the historical relation between 
the Lankavatara and the father of Zen Buddhism in China 
is concerned, whether the sutra was handed by Bodhidharma 
to his disciple Hui-k'e after the latter's realisation of the 
truth of Zen or before, and again, whether it was Bodhi
dharma himself or somebody else who first brought the sutra 
over to China; what we want to establish here is the mere 
fact of the relationship that historically exists between Bodhi
dharma and this sutra. Now as to this, we have ascertained 
it to be really so. 

The reference to Ma-tsu (died 788) is important when 
the position of the Lankavatara in the history of Zen Bud
dhism after Hui-neng is to be considered, though I do not 
wish to enter into its discussion here. I just quote the 
passage in question. Ma-tsu figures most prominently in 
Chinese Zen after Hui-neng, for it was practically due to 
him and his contemporaries that Zen came to strike root 
most firmly in Chinese soil and grow up as a native product 
of Chinese genius. The passage reads thus: " O monks, 
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when you each believe that you yourself are the Buddha, 
your mind is no other than the Buddha-mind. The object of 
Bodhidharma who came from Southern India to this Middle 
Kingdom was to personally transmit and propagate the 
supreme law of One Mind by which we are all to be 
awakened to the t ru th ." He further quotes from the Lan
kavatara, saying, ' ' The mental ground of all sentient beings 
was given the seal [of authority], because he was afraid of 
your being too confused in mind to believe that you your
self are the Buddha." 

In Ma-tsu's discourse, he does not expressly say that 
the Lankavatara was given to Hui-k'e by his master, Bod
hidharma, but simply that the existence of the Buddha-mind 
in each of us is certified by the teaching of the Lankavatara. 
The idea of the commentator who alluded to this passage in 
Ma-tsu was to strengthen the fact that the Lankavatara and 
Zen Buddhism were mutually related, not only historically 
but doctrinally. However this may be, Bodhidharma un
doubtedly attempted to authorise the truth of his teaching 
by the Lankavatara, in which his unique method and the 
fact of spiritual enlightenment are expounded as from the 
Buddha's own "golden mouth." But the narrative in the 
Transmission of the Lamp goes farther than that when it 
refers to the miraculous virtue of the Lankavatara. The 
belief in the magical power of an object considered to be 
holy is universal. It may be superstition, but if so it is 
of a wonderfully lasting character, as we find it throughout 
the world, civilised or uncivilised. May we not regard 
Bodhidharma's belief in the magical power of the Lankava
tara to destroy the effect of poisons as an indication of the 
opposition of his enemies to his Zen teaching on the ground 
that it was not in agreement with their own experience 
of Buddhist life? If this were the case—and it is proved 
by other facts—the uniqueness of Zen Buddhism must have 
been quite a disturbing element in the Buddhist world of 
those days. 
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There was one noted Zen master of the Sung dynasty 
who denied the historical relation between the Lankavatara 
and Bodhidharma. His name is Ta-kuan T'an-ying (j|§|f| 
^Hf> 985-1061). His standpoint is that of an absolute 
transcendentalist, ready to ignore anything relative and 
historical. According to A3^IM@ (jen-t'ien yen-mu, ' 'The 
Eye for the Gods and Men") , a monk once asked, "Tradition 
says that Bodhidharma, the Great Master, brought along 
with him the four fasciculi of the Lankavatara: is this really 
so?" T'an-ying replied, "No, that is a mere invention of 
a busybody. Dharma simply transmitted the mind-seal 
which is above all letters; directly pointing to the mind itself 
he led people to see their real nature and attain Buddha
hood. This being so, how could the Lankavatara have any
thing to do with Dharma?" The monk protested, "Bu t 
this is the story told in the Pao-lin-chuan." The master 
said, "The writer had not time enough to enquire with 
penetration. I will give my viewpoint. There are three trans
lations of the Lankavatara: the first, in four fasciculi, was 
done by Gunabhadra of Sung, who was a Tripitaka-master 
from India. The next one in ten fasciculi was by Bodhiruci 
in the Yuan-wei dynasty. The translator was a contem
porary of Bodhidharma and it was he who poisoned Dharma. 
The last one was by Sikshananda, who as a Tripitaka-master 
of Yii-t'ien came to China while the Heavenly Empress was 
ruling in T'ang. When these facts are put together, one 
can readity separate what is true from what is untrue. 
Yang-shan Chi (4fpUl^)> a great Zen master, too, had this 
once fully discussed and made the matter clear." 

Ta-kuan's idea seems to be this: The Lankavatara was 
brought over to China and translated into Chinese by some
body else than Bodhidharma, who thus was not at | all 
concerned with the sutra, and, therefore, it is evident 
that he never handed this to his disciple Hui-k'e. Though 
there is no express reference to Hui-k'e, we can infer the 
above from the way he writes about the translation of the 
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sutra. Prom the very beginning he had no thought of con
necting the father of Zen Buddhism with the Lankavatara. 
The writing of Yang-shan on the subject is now apparently-
lost. 

In one respect Ta-kuan's view is even historically justi
fied. During the Sung dynasty the relation between the Zen 
and the T'ien-tai school of Buddhism was quite tense, and 
each did its best to denounce the other as not being in 
harmony with the spirit of Buddhism. This was due, on 
the one hand, to T'ien-tai emphasising the intellectual study 
of the sutras as steps leading to spiritual development, 
whereas Zen, on the other hand, ignored all such literary 
and philosophical handbooks as altogether irrelevant to 
religious insight which is all in all in the realisation of the 
inner truth. The latter did not stop at this, its followers 
positively rejected all the literary authorities and treated 
the sutras and other sacred documents as if they were a 
mere heap of rubbish. This enraged the disciples of Chih-
che Tai-shih, one of whom writes disparagingly in his 
History of Orthodox Buddhism, fas III , ( ^ P ^ i E ^ » 
Shih-men Cheng-tung) : "The school calling itself Ch'an 
[that is, Zen] generally makes an all-sweeping negation its 
main business. All that is expounded in the sutras and 
sastras, all that is philosophically reasoned out, all that is 
regarded as morality—all such is put aside by followers of 
the Ch'an as having no value except on paper. When they 
are criticised for their extreme view, they declare, 'No dis
ciplining, no realisation—this is the principle of our school.* 
Why don't they get cured of their diseases by studying our 
T'ien-tai philosophy of the six identities?" In another 
place (fas. VI ) , the author says, "The Zen followers declare 
their principle to be something directly transmitted from 
the Buddha outside his explicit teaching; but where can one 
find his teaching outside the sutras bequeathed to us and to 
them?" " I t is really a pitiable sight to see a Zen master 
in the pulpit, who, not knowing what is what, scandalises 
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the ancient worthies, abuses the sutras and their teachings, 
and confounds the minds of the ignorant and the learned.' ' 
(Fas VII.) The quotations show well the valuation of the 
Zen school by its intellectualist opponents during the Sung 
dynasty. 

The fact is, there are many things in common with Zen 
and T'ien-tai, and just because of this common ground, one 
side when it goes to an extreme is certain to be denounced 
by the other. The compiler of the Jen-t'ien Ten-mu pre
faces Ta-kuan's apology in the following manner: " A t the 
time followers of the philosophical school [of Buddhism, as 
distinguished from the intuitionalists] rose up strongly 
against the latter and concocting various arguments and 
reports scandalised the ancient worthies to the disparage
ment of the Zen school.'' Probably Ta-kuan was one of these 
extremely impassioned apologists who tried hard to silence 
his T'ien-tai opponents, but who at the same time only suc
ceeded in stirring up their blood all the more. 'When Zen 
insisted on its being above all fetters of discursive reasoning, 
the T'ien-tai pointed out the fact that there is the historical 
fact of Bodhidharma handing the Lankavatara to his pupil 
Hui-k'e, and further argued that if this be the case, how 
could the Zen followers justify their absolutism which-
cannot be separated from a sutra. In point of fact, the 
teaching of Zen is not derived from the Lankavatara, but 
is only confirmed by it. Zen stands on its own footing, 
on its own facts, but as all religious experience requires its 
intellectual interpretation, Zen, too, must have its philoso
phical background, which is found in the Lankavatara. For 
the sutra teaches, as will be shown in the subsequent chapters 
and elsewhere, that the final goal of the Buddhist life is to 
gain an inner insight into the truth underlying the relativity 
of all existence. The reason for this particular sutra's hav
ing been brought by Bodhidharma to bear upon his teach
ings can thus easily be understood. Ta-kuan went too far 
in his assertion, but his spirit is not altogether against Zen. 
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At the same time, the T'ien-tai philosophers were not quite 
right in thinking that Zen grew out of the letters of the Lan
kavatara. The transcendental intuitionalism of Zen and the 
teaching of Pratyatmagatigocara in the Lankavatara were 
what connected the two so closely. 

VI. T H E STUDY OP THE SUTRA AFTER BODHIDHARMA 

IN CHINA AND JAPAN 

After Bodhidharma the study of the Lankavatara went 
on steadily as is shown in the history of Zen Buddhism. 
According to Tao-hsiian, the author of the T'ang Kao Seng 
Chuan (J^iKiff <H0, we have under "The Life of Hui-k 'e" 
the following: "Therefore, Na ($5), Man (fl$f), and other 
masters always took along with them the Lankavatara as 
the book in which spiritual essence is propounded. Their 
discourses and disciplines were everywhere based upon it 
in accordance with the instructions left [by the Master] ." 
Na and Man were disciples of Hui-k'e. Further down in 
Tao-hsiian's Biographies we come to the life of Fa-ch'ung 
(£fe?*ft), who was a contemporary of Tao-hsiian and flourished 
in the early middle of the T'ang, and who was an especial 
student of the Lankavatara. Here we have a concise history 
of the study of this sutra after Hui-k'e. 

"Fa-ch'ung, deploring very much that the deep signi
fication of the. Lankavatara had been neglected for so long, 
went around everywhere regardless of the difficulties of trav
elling in the far-away mountains and over the lonely wastes. 
He finally came upon the descendants of Hui-k'e among 
whom this sutra was being studied a great deal. He put 
himself under the tutorship of a master and had frequent 
occasions of spiritual realisation. The master then let him 
leave the company of his fellow-students and follow his 
own way in lecturing on the Lankavatara. He lectured over 
thirty, times in succession. Later he met a monk who had 
been instructed personally by Hui-k'e in the teaching of the 
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Lankavatara according to the interpretations of the Ekayana 
(one-vehicle) school of Southern India. Ch'ung again lec
tured on it over a hundred times. 

"The sutra was originally translated by Gunabhadra 
of Sung and written down by Hui-kuan; therefore, wording 
and sense are in good concord, practice and substance 
mutually correlated. The entire emphasis of its teaching 
is placed on Prajna (highest intuitive knowledge) which 
transcends literary expression. Later, Bodhidharma, the 
Zen master, propagated this doctrine in the South as well 
as the North, the gist of which teaching consists in attain
ing the unattainable, which is to have a right insight into 
the truth itself by forgetting word and thought. Later, it 
grew and flourished in the middle part of the country. 
Hui-k'e was the first who attained to the essential under
standing of it. Those addicted to the literary teaching of 
Buddhism in Wei were averse to becoming associated with 
these spiritual seers. Among the latter there were some who 
had their minds truly enlightened by penetrating into the 
very heart of the teaching. As time passed on the younger 
generations failed to come to the real understanding of their 
predecessors.'' 

Now we will trace the line of transmission from the 
beginning, from master to disciple, and show that the Lan
kavatara has its part in the history of Zen. Tao-hsuan con
tinues: "After Bodhidharma there were his two disciples, 
Hui-k'e and Hui-yii; the Master Yii, after attaining the 
truth, was absorbed in his inner life and did not take the 
trouble to talk about it. K'e the Ch'an-shih (Zen Master) was 
followed by San (^jflTO), Hui dSf tgp ) , Sheng ( H A H O , 
Na-kuang (ffim), Tuan (MSilfm), Chang (JHRHi) , 
Chen ( J ^ B F ) , Yii (3k&8i&). They all orally discoursed 
on the deep meaning of the sutra, and did not leave any 
literature. 

"After the Master K'e, Shan (Uliif) produced a com
mentary in four fasciculi; Peng (J|Ji$$ip), one in five fas.; 
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Ming (§J§i|fSp), o n e i n five fas-5 a n d Hu-ming (^§Bgjp), 
one in five fas. 

"Indirectly following the Master K'e there were the 
Master Tai-t'sung ( ^ H f ^ ) who wrote commentary in five 
fas.; Tao-yin (jH^lftii), who wrote one in four fas.; Ch'ung 
(WSfeSJi)* w n o wrote one in five fas.; An (JEj^&fl), who 
wrote one in five fas.; Chung (f$li!fe$p), w n o wrote one in 
eight fas.; and Tai-ming (^§\ $$) who wrote one in ten fas. 

' ' There was another line, independent of the Master K' e 
but depending upon [Asanga's] Mahayana-samgraha; Chien 
(HiiiBil') wrote a commentary in four fas.; and Shan-te 
the Vinaya Master ( j ^^# :0 ip ) , one in ten fas. After Na-
kuang (fjS^gip), there were Shih the Zen Master (JfjSg|5p), 
Hui ( £ J B f f ) , K ' u a n 8 (MWP)» a n d Hung-chih ( f t « H i ) 
who is said to have been living at Hsi-ming ("jgHB) in the 
capital; after his death the line was broken. Ming the Zen 
Master (Hgjjg^jp) was succeeded by Chia (ftu^SP), Pao-yii 
(JRfeBP), Pao-ying (ffsffiSP), and Pao-ying ( f f^Bt f ) , 
whose line is still flourishing at present. 

"Ch'ung, since he began to study the sutras, made the 
Lankavatara the chief object of his especial study and al
together gave over two hundred lectures on it. He has not, 
however, so far written anything about it. He went about 
with his lecturing as circumstances directed him, and he 
had no premeditated plans for his missionary activities. 
When one gets into -the spirit of the teaching one realises 
the oneness of things; but when the letter is adhered to, 
the truth appears varied. The followers of Ch'ung, how
ever, insisted upon his putting the essence into a kind of 
writing. Said the Master, 'The essence is the ultimate 
reality of existence; when it is expressed by means of lan
guage its finesse is lost; much more is this the case when 
it . is committed to writing.' He however could not resist 
the persistent requests of his disciples. The result appeared 
as a commentary in five fasciculi; entitled Szu Chi ^£fB 
[private notes], which is widely circulated at present." 
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This detailed story relative to the Lankavatara after 
Hui-k'e is illuminating in many ways; it not only gives an 
insight into the historical relation between Zen and the 
sutra, but it gives the reason why the relationship exists 
between them. When the author refers to the specific fea
tures of the Lankavatara as consisting in attaining the un
attainable, which is beyond the ken of reasoning^he at the 
same time describes the peculiarities of Zen teaching brought 
over to China by Bodhidharma. That the school of Dharma 
was not favourably received by students of Buddhist philos
ophy, that Hui-yii (Hg^f) who is better known as Tao-yii 
( J E W ) * kept his mouth closed, knowing, that the truth 
realised in his innermost mind was something beyond the 
phraseology of ordinary mentalities, that Fa-ch'ung ($£$t) 
refused to commit his thoughts to writing because by doing 
so the exquisite colouring of his lively experience vanished; 
—all these statements made by Tao-hstian (jUjfO who was 
not yet acquainted with the later growth of Zen Buddhism, 
delineate with exactitude the characteristic point of Zen. The 
study of the Lankavatara, as especially related to Zen, was 
kept up to the time of Fa-ch'ung and Tao-hsuan, who were 
contemporaries, and this was about the time of Hung-jen 
(lUJSOv t n e fifth, patriarch of Chinese Zen Buddhism. 
Judging from these historical facts we know that the intel
lectual study and the practical discipline went on side by 
side, and that there were as yet none of the clear distinctions 
which later developed distinguishing Zen after Hui-neng 
( M i l s ) ' the sixth patriarch, from what preceded him. So 
far none of all these numerous commentaries on the Lan
kavatara have been recovered. 

There is one thing in the foregoing account given by 
Tao-hsiian of the history of the Lankavatara that requires 
notice: that there was another school in the study of the 
sutra than the one transmitted by Dharma and Hui-k'e. 
This was the school of Yogacara idealism. The line of 
Hui-k'e belonged to the Ekayana school (— Hlffe) of 
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Southern India which was also the one resorted to by 
Dharma himself when he wanted to discourse on the philos
ophy of Zen Buddhism. To this Ekayana school belong-
the Avatarhsaka and the l§raddhotpanna as well as the Lan
kavatara properly interpreted. But as the latter makes 
mention of the system of the eight Vijnanas whose central 
principle is designated as Alayavijnana, it has been used 
by the Yogacara followers as one of their important authori
ties. Ch'ien the Zen Master (;j|§fl5£ip) and other teachers 
were those among whom the Lankavatara received an inter
pretation different from that given by Fa-ch'ung and his 
party. Though Fa-ch'ung is not recorded in any historical 
work on Zen in our possession at present, he was probably 
one of the earlier Zen followers. That he was not an 
ordinary scholar of the Lankavatara is proved by the fol
lowing incident recorded by Tao-hsiian. When Hsuan-
chuang ( ^ H ) came back from his long sojourn in India 
his influence in the Buddhist world of the day must have 
been immense. He was perhaps a little too self-confident 
and somewhat too presumptive when he declared that all 
the Chinese translations of the Buddhist sutras and sastras 
prior to him were not exact and reliable, and no discourses 
or lectures ought to be given on the older texts. When 
Pa-ch'ung heard of this, he retorted sharply, saying, "You 
are a Buddhist priest ordained according to the older texts; 
if you do not allow any further propagation of them, you 
should first take off the priestly robe and be reordained ac
cording to the newer texts. I t is only when you listen to 
this advice of mine that you can go so far as to prohibit 
the spread of the older translations." This protest from 
one wandering monk-student of the Lankavatara in four 
fasciculi against the most powerful authority of the new 
translation school, whose reputation and influence must have 
been almost overwhelming, shows what kind of a man Pa-
ch'ung really was. Everything recorded of him reminds one 
strongly of his Zen training and understanding. 
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The study of the Lankavatara after Fa-eh'ung seems to 
have declined, especially in connection with Zen Buddhism, 
and its place was taken by the Vajracchedikd, a sutra be
longing to the Prajiiapdramitd group. It is quite interest
ing to enquire into the circumstances that brought about 
this change. For one thing the Lankavatara is a very 
difficult specimen of literature, and it requires a great deal 
of scholarship to read and understand it intelligently. 
Though Tao-hsiian remarks that its diction and sense are 
well in harmony ($M3iW, Su Tung-pei's (MM&) 
criticism, which appears in his preface to the Chin-shan 
edition ( ^ J l j ^ ) of the Sung dynasty (1085), is more to 
the point: ' ' The Lankavatara is deep and unfathomable in 
meaning, and in style so terse and antique, that the reader 
finds it quite difficult to punctuate the sentences properly, 
not to say anything about his adequately understanding 
their ultimate spirit and meaning which go beyond the 
letter. This was the reason why the sutra grew scarce and 
it became almost impossible to get hold of a copy." The 
real difficulty of properly punctuating the Chinese text of 
the Lankavatara in four fasciculi lies not necessarily, as Su 
Tung-pei judges, in the classical terseness of style, but rather 
in its adoption of the Sanskrit style of arranging words as 
is remarked by Fa-tsang. It was no easy task even for a 
most competent scholar to find exact Chinese expressions for 
the original phrases, and frequently he was obliged to follow 
the Sanskrit grammar. The Chinese translations, therefore, 
had occasionally to be read, not after their native laws of 
syntax, but after the Sanskrit. This is what Su Tung-pei 
really means by "terseness of style", and also the reason 
for Chiang Chih-chi's (jj§;2Liij-) complaint that " I was much 
distressed with the difficulty of reading this sutra." When 
even scholars of the first grade found the Lankavatara so hard 
to read, the natural result was to leave it alone on the shelf 
for the worms to feed on it. Hence its decline as a help 
to the mastery of Zen. After Fa-eh'ung, who was con-
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temporary with Hung-jen, the fifth patriarch of Zen Bud
dhism in China, the Lankavatara came gradually to be re
placed by the Vajracchedikd. This does not mean that the 
former went altogether out of usage, but that the latter 
came to be thought more of in connection with Zen, especially 
as Zen grew to be more and more popular and appreciated 
by the general public outside the cloister. It must, there
fore, be said that the fifth patriarch was far-sighted enough 
in this respect. The decline of the Lankavatara was, in 
fact, inevitable. The statement made by Chiang Chih-chi 
in his preface to the Chin-shan edition of the Lankavatara 
sheds light on the history of the sutra and also on the state 
of affairs in the Buddhist thought-world of his day (1085), 
and we give the following extract in which the two tendencies 
of Buddhism are referred to: 

"The sutras preached by the Buddha are classified 
altogether into twelve divisions, which now make-up as 
many as 5,000 fasciculi. While the Eight Law (Dharma) 
still prevailed, the number of converts was beyond reckoning, 
who fathomed the depth of the Law by merely listening 
to a half stanza,, or even to one phrase of the Buddha's 
teaching. But as Ave come to the age of similitude and to 
these latter days of Buddhism, we are indeed far away from 
the Sage; people at last find themselves being drowned in 
the letters; the difficulty is like counting the sands on the 
bottom of the ocean, and they do not know how to get at 
the one substance which alone is true. This was what 
caused the appearance of the Fathers, who, directly pointing 
at the human mind, told us to see here the ultimate ground 
of all things and thereby to attain Buddhahood. This is 
known as a special transmission outside the scriptural teach
ing. If one is endowed with superior talents and an unusual 
sharpness of mind, a gesture or an utterance will suffice to 
give one an immediate knowledge of the truth. There
fore, Ummon (^["J) treated the Buddha with the highest 
degree of irreverence, while Yakusan (|$|[Jj) forbade his 
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followers to even study the sutras, since they were advocates 
of 'special transmission.' 

"Zen is the name given to this branch of Buddhism, 
which keeps itself away from the Buddha. It is also called 
the mystical branch, because it does not adhere to the literal 
meaning of the sutras. It is for this reason that those who 
blindly follow the steps of Buddha are sure to deride Zen, 
while those who have no liking for letters are naturally in
clined toward the mystical. The followers of the two schools 
know how to shake the head at each other, but fail to ap
preciate the fact that they are after all complementary. Is 
not Zen one of the six virtues of perfection? If so, how 
can it conflict with the teaching of the Buddha? In my 
view, Zen is the outcome of the Buddha's teaching and the 
mystical issues from the letters. There is no reason why 
a man should shun Zen because of the Buddha's teaching, 
nor need we disregard the letters on account of the 
mystical teaching. When we realise this, we come nearer 
to the truth. Jan-ch'iu (|^3fc) asked, 'Should I put every
thing I learn into practice?' Replied Confucius, 'Yes, do 
so conduct yourself.' When Tzii-lu (^j^-) asked the same 
question of the Master, the latter cautioned him, saying, 
'As long as your parents are still alive, how can you put 
everything into practice as soon as you learn i t? ' Ch'iu 
was backward, so the Master urged him to go ahead, while 
Lu was toa pushing, so he was told to be more circumspect. 
There is nothing cut and dried in Zen teaching, it is always 
directed at the onesidedness of human character. The fault 
of studying [scriptural] Buddhism lies in the danger of 
becoming sticklers for the scriptures, the meaning of which 
they fail to understand rightfully. Ultimate reality is never 
grasped by such, for them Zen would be salvation. Whereas 
those who study Zen are too apt to run into the habit of 
making empty talks and practising sophistry. They fail to 
understand the significance of letters. To save them the 
study of Buddhist literature [or philosophy] is to be re-
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commended. I t is only when these onesided views are 
mutually corrected that there is a perfect appreciation of 
Buddhist teaching. 

"Of old when Bodhidharma was here from the West, 
he handed the mind-seal over to the second patriarch, Hui-
k'e, and afterwards said: ' I have here the Lankavatara in 
four fasciculi which I now pass to you. It contains the 
essential teaching concerning the mind-ground of the Tatha
gata, by means of which you lead all sentient beings to open 
their eyes to the truth of Buddhism.' According to this we 
know that Bodhidharma was not onesided, both the Bud
dhist sutra and Zen were handed over to his disciple, both 
the mystical and the letters were transmitted. At the time 
of the fifth patriarch, the Lankavatara was replaced by the 
Vajracchedikd which was given to the sixth patriarch. 
When the latter [while peddling kindling wood] heard 
his customer recite the Vajracchedikd, he asked him whence 
he got the text. He answered, ' I come from Mt. Wu-tsu (2£ 
JHllj) east of Wang-mai (faf-HI) i n * n e province of Chin (fjlf 
fi\) where Hung-jen the Great Master (JtU2o*C(»ilO> advises 
both monks and laymen to study the Vajracchedikd, which 
will by itself lead them to an insight into the nature of 
being and thus to the attainment of Buddhahood.' Thus 
the holding of the Vajracchedikd started with the fifth 
patriarch, and this is how the sutra came into vogue and 
cut short the transmission of the Lankavatara ' ' 

This long passage is quoted from Chiang Chih-chi's 
preface to the Chin-shan edition of the Lankavatara, as it 
is enlightening in more ways than one. First, we can infer 
from it that there was a strong antipathy between the philos
ophers of Buddhism and the Zen followers, each trying 
to get the upper hand; second, that the history of Zen 
Buddhism has been closely connected from the very begin
ning with the study of the Lankavatara; third, that the 
spread of the Vajracchedikd was coincident with the rise of 
Zen under the mastership of Hung-jen; and fourth, that 
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the Lankavatara eeased to be studied as much as before, 
being replaced by the Vajracchedikd, but at the same time 
showing that the Lankavatara and Zen were most intimately 
related in spite of the Zen followers' general attitude of 
aloofness from all the sutras of Buddhist teaching. 

There is, however, one point in Chiang Chih-chi's ac
count which requires revision. He says that the Lan
kavatara lost its transmission after the adoption by Zen fol
lowers of the Vajracchedikd, but this is not entirely correct, 
for not only are allusions to the Lankavatara Sutra found 
in Ma-tsu ($§jjj[l) but the line of Shen-hsiu (jjĵ ĵ jF) seems 
to have been more partial to the Lankavatara than to the 
Vajracchedikd, as we see in Chang Shuo's stele-inscription 
(3gffitf¥l8) for Shen-hsiu.1 

As I remarked before, the chief defect in the Lankava
tara which prevented its becoming popular, was its peculiar 
vstyle and diction, which is not altogether native Chinese, 
and which made it difficult even for scholars to understand. 
On the other hand, the Vajracchedikd, like other sutras of the 
Prajnaparamitd group, is easy to understand so far as its 
diction and phraseology go; and Resides it is short in spite 
of its repetitious style. This advantage over the Lan
kavatara is sufficient to explain why the Vajracchedikd 
superseded it as a guide book to the mastery of Zen teach
ing. While the Lankavatara, according to my judgment, as 
regards pointing the way to the realisation of the inner 
truth, is nearer the mark, this advantagejs easily upset by 
its unapproachability; and this advantage of the Vajrac
chedikd is in many ways decisive if Zen is to be studied and 
practised by a wider circle than scholars and specialists. 
That the Lankavatara, in spite of its literary shortcomings, 

1 Shgn-shiu is not regarded as the sixth patriarch by the fol
lowers of Hui-neng, who have been the transmitters of Zen teaching 
down to the present day. The line led by Shen-hsiu was broken off not 
long after his death, and records regarding him and his descendants are 
very scarce. But Chang-shuo's inscription states that ShSn-hsiu was 
the sixth patriarch. 
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kept up its tradition throughout the development and wide 
propagation of Zen is proved by the existence still of a 
number of commentaries written in the T'ang, Sung, Ming, 
and Ch* ing, as well as in Japan. What, tHerefore, we can say 
of the Lankavatara after the fifth patriarch, is that it did 
not cease to be studied but was not so much in vogue as 
before, as for instance at the time of Fa-ch'ung and prior 
to him. 

The supersession of the Lankavatara by the Vajrac
chedikd has another reason in the nature of Zen about which 
I wish to have a word here. Zen has no aversion to book-
learning necessarily, but in point of fact Zen can be grasped 
more readily perhaps by the simple-minded and those who 
are not stuffed with intellectual accomplishments, as is 
proved, for instance, in the case of Hui-neng, who to all 
appearance was not so erudite as his rival Shen-hsiu. This 
practical tendency has produced another tendency to dis
courage, sometimes to disregard, sometimes to positively 
slight the study of the sutras. Hence the above remarks 
of Chiang Chih-chi. But here is the lurking-place for the 
two divergent schools of Zen to emerge without being 
fully conscious of each other's characteristic standpoint. 
The one clings to the view that Zen is not controlled by the 
intellect, while the other upholds the fact that Zen is not 
by nature shy of erudition. The latter tends to be patro
nised by those whose natural bent is for learning and intel
lection; while the former is likely to be favoured by the 
more practical-minded. Hui-neng belonged to the practical 
school both by disposition and by education, while Shen-hsiu 
was a scholar; for this reason Shen-hsiu held fast to the 
Lankavatara, and Hui-neng to the Vajracchedikd, while 
both were being tutored by Hung-jen; for it is not true 
that Hung-jen was partial to the Vajracchedikd; indeed, for 
him the one was of as much importance as the other. Seeing 
that Hung-jen was about to paint the outside wall of his 
Meditation Hall with pictures illustrative of the Lankdva-
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tdra, Hui-neng inscribed his famous poem upon it.1 What 
was a unity in the mind of the master, divided itself in the 
minds of his disciples, each of whom, according to his in
dividuality, asserted one side more forcibly than the other, 
although not necessarily consciously. When a tendency is 
thus in the beginning given a strong impetus, it gains 
momentum, opening up its own course of movement. The 
Vajracchedikd school of Hui-neng proved to be more in 
accord with the Chinese genius and consequently prospered 
more than the Lankavatara school of Shen-hsiu, though the 
latter was not entirely replaced by the former. 

Hui-neng was not such an illiterate peddler as is made 
out by his followers, though he was not so learned and 
scholarly as Shen-hsiu. But it was more politic for them to 
contrast their leader in this respect with his rival, who, was, 
indeed, the head of all the monks under Hung-j en not only in 
learning but in the disciplinary side of Zen as well. By 
emphasising this contrast Hui-neng came out to be the 
greater Zen master, and the absolute aspect of Zen by which 
it transcends all the intricacies of learning and intellection 
received more emphasis than it actually needed. The Lan
kavatara thus finally ceased to be legitimately appreciated 
by Zen followers of the' present day. Some scholars of 
Buddhism, chiefly modern Japanese, ignorant of the real 
nature of Zen, yet knowing enough of the historical rela
tion between Hui-neng and the Vajracchedikd, which was 
once edited by him with a preface, try to prove that Zen is 
the outcome of practical training of the mind to gain an 
insight into its real working. But its absurdity is patent 
to all serious students of Zen, for the Prajndpdramitd is 
the result of the intellectual elaboration of the Zen experi
ence which alone was the object of Hui-neng's teaching in 

1 Essays in Zen Buddhism, Series I, p. 192: 
"The Bodhi is not like the tree, 

The mirror bright is nowhere shining; 
As there is nothing from the first, 
Where can the dust collect itself?" 
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connection with all the literary endeavours of scholars. He 
never took a dislike especially to the Lankavatara, his 
"ignorance" was altogether of a different order. 

There are no records after Fa-ch'ung and after Hui-
neng as to the study by Zen followers of the Lankavatara 
Sutra, except, the commentaries which had been written on it 
by scholars and of which we are still in possession. The fact 
that during the Sung the sutra was much neglected has 
already been made clear by the preface of Chiang Chih-chi 
and Su Tung-pei to the Chin-shan edition of the sutra. But 
four commentaries of the Sung dynasty are still extant 
against two of the T'ang. One of the T'ang commentaries 
was written by Fa-tsang, as was stated previously, and this 
is a ^ort of general introduction to the study of the Lan
kavatara and is the most valuable literature ever written 
in connection with the sutra; for not only does it give the 
author's summarised interpretation of the Lankavatara as 
a whole and of its position in the system of Buddhism, but 
in it the reader can find Fa-tsang's view as a Buddhist 
philosopher^ Quite a few commentaries have been written 
on this work of Fa-tsang's by Japanese scholars. 

During the Ming dynasty the Lankavatara seems to 
have been studied much, for we have seven commentaries 
that are still in existence written on it during this period, 
written on it during this period that are still in existence. 
The Ch'ing dynasty has produced two, also extant. There 
are altogether fifteen expository writings on the Lankavatara 
from Chinese scholars, which are still in current circula
tion, as they are all included in the supplementary part of 
the Tripitaka compiled by Mr. Tatsuye Nakano, Kyoto, 
1905-1912, and one is found in the main body of the Chinese 
Tripitaka itself. 

In Japan during the Nara era in the eighth century 
it was a deed of merit to copy the Lankavatara with other, 
sutras and- sastras and to possess extra copies of them, 
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but how earnestly and systematically it was studied is not 
known. We have many interesting and at the same time 
illuminating documents of this period, that is, of the first 
half of the eighth century, in which detailed entries are 
kept as to the various Buddhist writings that were copied 
by the official scribes as well as the business side of this 
pious undertaking which was constantly carried on during 
those days. Among these old valuable papers are references 
to the Lankavatara and its commentaries, and the most re
markable thing is that two of the commentaries mentioned 
are ascribed to Bodhidharma himself. How did such a 
tradition come over to Japan ? As far as we know there are 
no records in China as to Bodhidharma's authorship of any 
such writings. If these were still in existence, they would 
slied much light on the history of Zen Buddhism in China. 

The first serious study of the sutra was undertaken by 
a Zen monk called Kokwan Shiren (1278-1346) who was 
also a learned scholar being the author of a history of Bud
dhism known as The Genko Shakusho (x 3 ?f¥l l rH~f*&) iQ 

thirty fasciculi, as was mentioned before. His commentary 
on the Lankavatara is called the Butsugoshinron (f^^<C>|ro 
- f -A/l r ) , "Treatise on the Essence (or heart) of the Buddha-
teaching," and consists of eighteen fasciculi. His dividing 
the sutra into eighty-six sections proves the keenness of his 
intellectual and analytical acumen. Tokugan Yoson ( H t H 
§ i ^ ) who published another commentary in 1687 followed 
Kokwan in the division of the sutra. His commentary is 
quite an improvement on his predecessor's. He mentions, 
among the Lankavatara commentaries he consulted with, two 
which are not included in the Supplementary Tripitaka of 
Kyoto. I wonder if they are accessible now ? 

A third Japanese work on the sutra is mentioned by 
Seigai Omura and Gisho Nakano who are the authors of the 
Explanatory Notes to the Nihon Daizokyo ( H ^-^iM^MM) 
completed in 1921; the title of this Japanese book is Ryoga
kyo Koyoku (IffifalftMM)' b y Koken OfeH). Unfortunate-
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ly, I have not yet been able to see it myself. .In the same 
Notes seven works are mentioned written by Japanese 
scholars as commentaries on Fa-tsung's Introduction to the 
Lankavatara (^$lbfr3£i i ) . 

Most recent Japanese works relative to the Lankavatara 
are Sogen Yamakami's Japanese rendering of the Lankava
tara by Sikshananda; Shoshi Mitsui's concise exposition of 
the Lankavatara teaching; and Hokei Idzumi's Japanese 
translation of the Nanjo edition of the Sanskrit original. 
Bach in its way is helpful to the understanding of this 
neglected Mahayana literature. 

VII. INTRODUCTORY CHAPTER OP THE 

LANKAVATARA SUTRA 

In which Ravana, King of the Rakshasas, requests the 
Buddha to discourse on the realisation of the 

inmost truth 

This introductory chapter which appears in all the 
Lankavatara texts except Gunabhadra, the earliest Chinese 
version now extant, is, as I have remarked before, no doubt 
a later addition, and does not properly belong to the main 
text; but as it almost gives a summary, if any such thing 
is possible, of the Lankavatara, I have decided to incorporate 
its translation in this book. The translation is chiefly 
based upon the Nanjo edition of the Sanskrit text, and! 
wherever it differs very much from the Chinese versions as 
regards the sense, the differences are quoted in footnotes.1 

1 The following translation is far from being satisfactory, and 
very likely it is laden with errors. Nobody can deny that the original 
text is corrupt to a great extent and requires for its complete revision 
greater learning and more critical intellect than the present translator 
can afford. But his over-zeal to have this important Mahayana sutra 
more widely known not only among those who are interested in Bud
dhism but among students of comparative religion will, he hopes, 
condone his audacity in sending out this partial and imperfect transla
tion of the Lankavatara to the public at large. He will be more than 
pleased if critics will acquaint him with any criticisms and corrections 
which may occur to them. 
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( l ) 1 Thus I have heard. The Blessed One once stayed 

in the Castle of Lanka which is situated at the peak of 
Mount Malaya in the great ocean, and which is adorned 
with flowers made of jewels of various kinds.2 He was with 
a large assembly of Bhikshus and with a great multitude of 
Bodhisattvas, who had come together from various Buddha
lands. The Bodhisattvas-Mahasattvas, headed by the Bodhi
sattva Mahamati, were all perfect masters3 of the various 
Samadhis, the [tenfold] Self-mastery, the [ten] Powers, and 
the [six] Psychic Faculties; they were anointed by all the 
Buddhas with their own hands; they all well understood 
the significance of the objective world as the manifestation 
of their own mind; (2) they knew how to maintain [various] 
forms, teachings, and disciplinary measures, according to 
the various mentalities and behaviours of beings ;4 they were 
thoroughly versed in the five Dharmas, the [three] Sva-
bhavas, the [eight] Vijnanas, and the twofold Non-atman. 

At that time, the Blessed One who [had been preaching] 
at the palace of the King of the Sea-serpents came out at 
the expiration of seven days and was greeted by an innumer
able host of Sakra, Brahman, and Nagakanyas, and looking 
at Lanka on Mount Malaya smiled and said, " B y the Tatha
gatas of the past, who were Arhats and Fully-enlightened 
Ones, this truth {dharma) was made the subject of their 
discourse, at that castle of Lanka on the mountain-peak of 

1 These numerals in parentheses refer to the pages of the Sanskrit 
edition. 

2 Much more fully described in Bodhiruci (Wei) . 
3 Literally, " s p o r t i n g " (vikrldita). 
4 T ' a n g : According to the minds of beings, they manifest a 

variety of form and discipline them with [various] means. 
Wei : [There are] various beings and various minds and forms; 

in accordance with these various minds and various changing thoughts, 
[the Bodhisattvas], by innumerable means of salvation, save [beings] 
everywhere, make themselves visible everywhere, so that their manifesta
tions are universal. 

Sung: [There are] various beings and various minds and forms; 
by innumerable means of salvation, [the Bodhisattvas] become variously 
visible to all classes [of beings]. 
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Malaya,—the truth realisable by the supreme wisdom in one's 
inmost self, and not visible to the reasoning philosophers, 
nor conceivable by the consciousness of the Sravakas and 
Pratyekabuddhas.1 I, too, would here for the sake of Ravana, 
Overlord of the Yakshas, discourse on this t ru th ." 

[Inspired] by the spiritual power of the Tathagata, 
Ravana, Lord of the Rakshasas, heard [his voice and 
thought], "Certainly, the Blessed One is coming out of the 
palace of the King of Sea-serpents, surrounded and accom
panied by an innumerable host of Sakra, Brahman, Naga-
kanyas; looking at the wraves of the ocean and contempla
ting the mental agitations going on in those assembled, [he 
thinks of] the ocean of the Alayavijnana where the Vijiianas 
revolve [like the waves] stirred by the wind of objectivity." 
Then standing there, Ravana uttered an utterance: " I 
will go and request of the Blessed One to enter into Lanka, 
which for this long night would probably profit, do good, 
and gladden (3) the gods as well as human beings." 

Thereupon, Ravana, Lord of the Rakshasas, with his 
attendants, riding in his floral celestial chariot, came up to 
where the Blessed One was, and having arrived there he 
and his attendants came out of the chariot. Walking 
around the Blessed One three times from left to right, they 
played on a musical instrument, beating it with a stick of 
blue Indra (sapphire), and hanging the lute at one side, 
which was inlaid with the choicest lapis lazuli and supported 
by [a band of] priceless cloth, yellowish-white like priyangu, 
they sang with various notes such as Saharshya, Rishabha, 
Gandhara, Dhaivata, Nishada, Madhyama, and Kaisika,2 

which were melodiously modulated in Grama, Murchana, 
etc.; the voice in accompaniment with the flute beautifully 
blended in the measure of the Gatha. 

1 The Sanskrit text is here certainly at fault; there ought to be 
a negative particle somewhere in this passage, which is the case with 
the Chinese translations. 

*' Neither Bodhiruci nor Sikshananda refers so specifically to these 
various notes. 
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1. "The truth-treasure whose principle is the self-

nature of Mind, has no selfhood, stands away from reason
ing, and is free from impurities; it points to the knowledge 
attained in one's inmost self; O Lord, show me here the 
way leading to the truth. 

2. "The Sugata is the body in whom are stored im
maculate virtues; in him are manifested [bodies] trans
forming and transformed; he enjoys the truth realised in 
his inmost self: may he enter into Lanka. Now is the time, 
O Muni! 

3. (4) This Lanka was inhabited by the Buddhas of 
the past, and [they were] accompanied by their sons who 
were owners of many forms. 0 Lord, show me now the 
highest truth, and the Yakshas who are endowed with many 
forms will listen." 

Thereupon, Ravana, the Lord of Lanka, further adapt
ing the Totaka rhythm sang this in the measure of the 
Gatha. 

4. After seven nights, the Blessed One, leaving the 
ocean which is the abode of the Makara, the palace of the 
Sea-king, now stands on the shore. 

5. Just as the Buddha rises, Ravana, accompanied by 
the Rakshasas and Yakshas numerous, by Suka, Sarana,1 

and learned men, 
6. Miraculously goes over to the place where the Lord 

is standing. Alighting from the floral vehicle, he greets 
the Tathagata reverentially, makes him offerings, tells him 
who he is, and stands by the Lord. 

7. " I who have come here, am called Ravana, the ten-
headed king of the Rakshasas: mayest thou graciously receive 
me with Lanka, and all its residents. 

8. " I n this city, the inmost state of consciousness 
realised, indeed, by the Enlightened Ones of the past (5) 
was disclosed on this peak studded with precious stones. 

9. "Let the Blessed One, too, surrounded by sons of 
1 Said to be the ministers' names. 
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the Victorious One, now disclose the truth immaculate on 
this peak embellished with precious stones; we, together with 
the residents of Lanka, desire to listen. 

10. "The Lankavatara Sutra which is praised by the 
Buddhas of the past [discloses] the inmost state of con
sciousness realised by them, as it is not founded on any 
system of doctrine. 

11. " I recollect that the Buddhas of the past sur
rounded by sons of the Victorious One recited this sutra; the 
Blessed One, too, will speak. 

12. " I n the time to come, there will be Buddhas and 
Buddha-Sons pitying the Yakshas; the Leaders will dis
course on this magnificent doctrine at the peak adorned with 
precious stones. 

13. "This magnificent city of Lanka is adorned with 
varieties of precious stones, [surrounded] by peaks, refresh
ing and beautiful and canopied by a net of jewels. 

14. " O Blessed One, here are the Yakshas who are 
free from faults of greed, reflecting on [the truth] realised 
in one's inmost self and making offerings to the Buddhas 
of the past; they are believers in the teaching of the Maha
yana and intent on disciplining one another. 

15. "There are younger Yakshas, girls and boys, desir
ing to kno~w the Mahayana. Come, O Blessed One, who art 
our Teacher, come to Lanka on Mount Malaya. 

16. (6) "The Rakshasas, with Kumbhakarna at their 
head, who are residing in the city, wish, as they are devoted 
to the Mahayana, to hear about this inmost realisation. 

17. "They have made offerings assiduously to the 
Buddhas [in the past] and are to-day going to do the same. 
Come, for compassion's sake, to Lanka, together with [thy] 
sons. 

18. " O great Muni, accept my mansion, the company 
of the Apsaras, necklaces of various sorts, and the delightful 
Asoka garden. 

19. " I give myself up to serve the Buddhas and their 
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sons; there is nothing in me that I do not give up [for their 
sake]; O great Muni, have compassion on m e ! " 

20. Hearing him speak thus, the Lord of the Triple 
World said, " 0 King of Yakshas, this mountain of precious 
stones was visited by the Leaders of the past. 

21. "And, taking pity on you,, they discoursed on the 
truth revealed in their inmost. [The Buddhas of] the future 
time will proclaim [the same] on this jewel-adorned moun
tain. 

22. "This [inmost truth] is the abode of those prac-
tisers who stand in the presence of the truth. O King of 
the Yakshas, you have the compassion of the Sugatas and 
myself.'' 

23. The Blessed One granting the request [of the 
King] remained silent and undisturbed; he now mounted 
the floral chariot offered by Ravana. 

24. Thus Ravana and others, wise sons of the Vic
torious One, (7) honoured by the Apsaras singing and 
dancing, reached the city. 

25. Arriving in the delightful city, [the Buddha was] 
again the recipient of honours; he was honoured by the 
group of Yakshas including Ravana and by the Yaksha 
women. 

26. A net of jewels was offered to the Buddha by the 
younger Yakshas, girls and boys, and necklaces beautifully 
ornamented with jewels were placed by Ravana about the 
necks of the Buddha and of the sons of the Buddha. 

27. The Buddha, together with the sons of the Buddha 
and the wise men, accepting the offerings, discoursed on the 
truth which is the state of consciousness realised in the 
inmost self. 

28. Honouring Mahamati as the best speaker, Ravana 
and the company of the Yakshas honoured and requested of 
him again and again,1 [saying], 

1 Gfithas 20-28, inclusive, are in prose in T'ang. 
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29. "Thou art the asker of the Buddhas concerning the 
state of consciousness realised in one's inmost self, of which 
we here, Yakshas as well as sons of the Buddha, are desirous 
of hearing. I, together with the Yakshas, sons of the 
Buddha, and the wise men, request this of thee. 

30. "Thou art the most eloquent of speakers, and the 
most strenuous of practisers (yogins); with faith I beg of 
thee. Ask [the Buddha] about the doctrine, O thou the 
proficient one! 

31. "Free from the faults of the philosophers and 
Pratyekabuddhas and Sravakas is (8) the truth of the inmost 
consciousness, immaculate, and culminating in the stage of 
Buddhahood." 

32.1 Thereupon the Blessed One created jewel-adorned 
mountains and other objects magnificently embellished with 
jewels in an immense number. 

33. On the summit of each mountain the Buddha 
himself was visible, and Ravana the Yaksha also was found 
standing there. 

34. Thus the entire assembly was seen on each moun
tain-peak and all the countries were there, and in each 
there was a Leader. 

35. Here also was the King of the Rakshasas and the 
residents of Lanka, and the Lanka created by the Buddha 
rivalling [the real one]. 

36. Other things were there, too,—the Asoka with its 
shining woods, and on each mountain-peak Mahamati was 
making a request of the Buddha 

37. Who discoursed for the sake of the Yakshas on 
the truth leading to the inmost realisation; on the mountain-
peak he was delivering a complete sutra with an exquisite 
voice varied in hundreds of thousands of ways.2 

1 Prom this point T'ang is in prose again. 
8 Thus according to Bodhiruci and §iskhananda. The Sanskrit 

text has: '•'hundreds of thousands of perfect sutras". 
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38. [After this] the teacher and the sous of the 
Buddhas vanished away in the air, leaving Ravana the 
Yaksha himself standing in his mansion. 

39. Thought he, "How is this? What means this? 
and by whom was it heard? What was it that was seen? 
and by whom was it seen? Where is the city? and where 
is the Buddha ? 

40. ' 'Where are those places, those jewel-shining 
Buddhas, those Sugatas? (9) Is it a dream then? or a 
vision ? or is it a castle conjured up by the Gandharvas ? 

41. " O r is it dust in the eye, or a fata morgana, or 
the dream-child of a barren woman, or the smoke of a fire-
wheel, that which I saw here?" 

42. Then [Ravana reflected], "This is the nature as 
it is (dharmatd) of all things objectified in and by the 
mind, and it is not comprehended by the ignorant as they 
are confused by every form of discrimination. 

43. "There is neither the seer nor the seen, neither 
the speaker nor the spoken; the form and usage of the 
Buddhist works—they are nothing but discrimination. 

44. "Those who see things such as were seen before, 
do not see the Buddha; when discrimination is not aroused, 
then one indeed sees1 the Buddha; the Buddha is a Fully-
enlightened One; when one sees him, it is in a world un-
manif ested.' '2 

The Lord of Lanka was then immediately awakened. 
Feeling a revulsion (paravritti) in his mind and realising 
that the world was nothing but his own mind, he got settled 
in the realm of non-discrimination; was inspired by a stock 
of his past good deeds; acquired the cleverness of under-

1 The Nanjo edition has here na, but I have followed the T 'ang . 
2 T 'ang has: " H e who sees in the way as was seen before, 

cannot see the Buddha; when no discrimination is aroused, this, indeed, 
is the seeing." According to Wei : " I f he sees things and takes 
them for realities, he does not see the Buddha. Even when he is not 
abiding in a discriminating mind, he cannot see the Buddha." Wei 
evidently reads somewhat like the Sanskrit. 
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standing all the texts; obtained the faculty of seeing [into 
things] as they were; was no more dependent upon others; 
observed things excellently with his own wisdom; gained 
the insight that was not of discursive reasoning; was no 
more dependent upon others;1 became himself a great prac-
tiser of discipline; was able to manifest himself in all ex
cellent forms; got thoroughly acquainted with all the skilful 
means; had the knowledge of the characteristic aspects of 
every stage whereby to surmount it skilfully; was delighted 
to look into2 the self-nature of Citta, Manas, Manovi Jnana; 
got a view whereby he could cut himself loose from the 
triple continuation; had the knowledge of disposing of every 
argument of (10) the philosophers; thoroughly understood 
the Tathagata-garbha, the stage of Buddhahood, the inmost 
self; found himself abiding in the Buddha-knowledge; 
[when suddenly] a voice was heard from the sky, saying, 
" I t is to be known by oneself." 

' ' Well done, well done, O Lord of Lanka! Well done, 
indeed, O Lord of Lanka, for once more! The practiser is 
to discipline himself as thou doest. The Tathagatas and all 
things are to be viewed as they are viewed by thee; other
wise viewed, it is nihilism. All things are to be compre
hended by transcending the Citta, Manas, and Vijiianas as 
is done by thee. Thou shouldst look inwardly and not get 
attached to the letters and a superficial view of things; thou 
shouldst not fall into the attainments, conceptions, experi
ences, views, and Samadhis of the Sravakas, Pratyek-
abuddhas, and philosophers; thou shouldst not have any 
liking for small talk and witticism; thou shouldst not cherish 
the notion of self-substance,3 nor have any thought for the 
vainglory of rulership, nor dwell on such Dhyanas as belong 
to the six Dhyanas, etc. 

" O Lord of Lanka, this is what is realised by the great 
1 This does not appear in T 'ang, nor in Wei. 
2 T ' a n g : to go beyond. 
3 Wei and T ' a n g : Do not hold the views maintained in the Vedas. 
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practisers who can thus destroy the discourses advanced by 
others, crush mischievous views into pieces, properly keep 
themselves away from ego-centered notions, cause a revulsion 
in the depths of the mind fittingly by means of an exquisite 
knowledge; they are Buddha-sons who walk in the way of the 
Mahayana; and in order to enter upon the Tathagata-stage 
of self-realisation, the discipline is to be pursued by thee. 

" O Lord of Lanka, conducting thyself in this way, 
be thou further purified in the way thou hast attained; 
(11) by disciplining thyself well in Samadhi and Samapatti, 
follow not the state realised and enjoyed by the &ravakas, 
Pratyekabuddhas, and philosophers, as it is due to the 
imagination of those who discipline themselves according to 
the practices of the puerile philosophers. They cling to the 
visible forms created by their egotistical ideas; they main
tain such notions as element, quality, and substance; they 
cling tenaciously to views originating from ignorance; they 
get confused by cherishing the idea of birth where prevails 
emptiness; they cling to discrimination [as real] ; they fall 
into the way of thinking where obtains the dualism of 
qualifying and qualified. 

" 0 Lord of Lanka, this is what leads to various ex
cellent attainments, this is what makes one aware of the 
inmost attainment, this is the Mahayana realisation. He will 
accomplish and acquire a superior state of existence. 

" O Lord of Lanka, by entering upon the Mahayana 
discipline the veils [of ignorance] are destroyed and one 
turns away from the manifold waves of mentation and falls 
not into the refuge and practice of the philosophers. 

" O Lord of Lanka, the philosophers' practice starts 
from their own egotistic attachments. Their ugly practice 
arises from their adhering to the dualistie views concerning 
the self-nature of the Vijnana. 

"Well done, O Lord of Lanka! reflect on the significa
tion of this as you did when seeing the Tathagata before; 
for this, indeed, is seeing the Tathagata." 
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At that time it occurred to Ravana: " I wish to see 
the Blessed One again, who has all the disciplinary practices, 
at his command, who has turned away from the practices of 
the philosophers, who is born of the state of realisation in 
the inmost consciousness, and who is beyond [the dualism 
of] the transformed and the transforming. He is the know
ledge (12) realised by the practisers, he is the realisation 
attained by those who are enjoying the perfect bliss of the 
Samadhi when there takes place an intuitive understanding 
which comes through meditation. Therefore, he is known as a 
great adept in the mental discipline.1 May I see thus [again] 
the Compassionate One by means of his miraculous powers in 
whom the fuel of passion and discrimination are destroyed, 
who is surrounded by sons of the Buddha, who has pene
trated into the minds and thoughts of all beings, who moves 
about everywhere, who knows everything, who keeps himself 
away from works (kriyd) and forms (lakshana); seeing him 
may I attain what I have not yet attained, [retain] what I 
have already gained, may I conduct myself with non-dis
crimination, abide in the joy of Samadhi (meditation) and 
Samapatti (concordance), and attain to the ground where 
the Tathagatas walk, and in these make progress.'' 

At that moment, the Blessed One recognising that the 
Lord of Lanka is to attain the Anutpattikadharmakshanti2 

showed his glorious compassion for the ten-headed one by 
making himself visible once more on the mountain-peak 
studded with many jewels and enveloped in a net-work of 
jewels. The ten-headed King of Lanka saw the splendour 
again as seen before on the mountain peak, [he saw] the 
Tathagata, who was the Arhat and the Fully-enlightened 
One, with the thirty-two marks of excellence beautifully 
adorning his person, and also saw himself on each mountain-

1 The original text here as it stands does not seem quite intel
ligible to me. Hence I have followed the T'ang which generally gives 
the best reading. 

* This is explained later more or less fully as it is one of the most 
significant conceptions of Mahayana Buddhism. 
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peak, together with Mahamati, in front of the Tathagata, 
the Fully-enlightened One, putting forward his discourse 
on the realisation experienced by the Tathagata in his inmost 
self, and, surrounded by the Yakshas, conversing on the 
literary teaching, recitation, and story [of Buddhism?]. 
Those (13) [Buddha]-lands were seen with the Leaders.1 

Then the Blessed One beholding again this great as
sembly with his wisdom-eye, which is not the human eye, 
laughed loudly and most vigorously like the lion-king. 
Emitting rays of light from the tuft of hair between the 
eyebrows, from the ribs, from the loins, from the Srivatsa2 

on the breast, and from every pore of the skin,—emitting 
rays of light which shone flaming like the fire taking place 
at the end of a kalpa, like a luminous rainbow, like the rising 

1 There is surely a discrepancy here in the text. T 'ang reads: 
" I n all the Buddha-lands in the ten quarters were also seen such events 
going on, and there was no difference whatever. ' ' Wei is quite different 
and has the following: "Besides, he saw all the Buddha-lands and 
all the kings thinking of the transitoriness of the body. As they are 
«ovetously attached to their thrones, wives, children, and relatives, they 
find themselves bound by the live passions and have no time for eman
cipation. Seeing this, they abandon their dominions, palaces, wives, 
concubines, elephants, horses, and precious treasures, giving them all 
up to the Buddha and his Brotherhood. They now retreat into the 
mountain-woods, leaving their homes and wishing to study the doctrine. 
He [Havana] then sees the Bodhisattvas in the mountain woods strenu
ously applying themselves to the mastery of the truth, even to the extent 
of throwing themselves to the hungry tiger, lion, and Bakshasas. He 
thus sees the Bodhisattvas reading and reciting the sutras under a 
tree in the woods and discoursing on them for others, seeking thereby 
the truth of the Buddha. He then sees the Bodhisattvas seated under 
the Bodhi-tree in the Bodhi-mandala thinking of suffering beings 
and meditating on the truth of the Buddha. He then sees the vener
able Mahamati the Bodhisattva before each Buddha preaching about 
the spiritual discipline of the inner lifey and also sees [the Bodhi
sattva] surrounded by all the Yakshas and families and talking about 
names, words, phrases, and pa rag raphs . " This last sentence is evidenty 
the translation of the Sanskrit deSandpdthaisath&m, which is contrasted 
in the Lankavatara throughout with pratyatmaryajnajiagocara (the 
spiritual realm realised by the supreme wisdom in one's inmost con
sciousness). 

a Swastika. 
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sun, blazing brilliantly, gloriously—which were observed 
from the sky by Sakra, Brahman, and the guardians of the 
world, the one who sat on the peak [of Lanka] vying with 
Mount Sumeru laughed the loudest laugh. At that time the 
assembly of the Bodhisattvas together with Sakra and 
Brahman, each thought within himself: 

" F o r what reason, I wonder, from what cause does 
the Blessed One who is the master of all the world (sarva-
dharma-vasavartin), after smiling first,1 laugh the loudest 
laugh ? Why does he emit rays of light from his own body! 
Why, emitting [rays of light], does he remain silent, with 
the realisation [of the truth] in his inmost self, and absorbed 
deeply and showing no surprise in the bliss of Samadhi, and 
reviewing the [ten] quarters, looking around like the lion-
king, and thinking only of the discipline, attainment, and 
performance of Ravana?" 

At that time, Mahamati the Bodhisattva-Mahasattva 
who was previously requested by Ravana [to ask the Buddha 
concerning his self-realisation], feeling pity on him, (14) 
and knowing the minds and thoughts of the assembly of the 
Bodhisattvas, and observing that beings to be born in the 
future would be confused in their minds because\ of their 
delight in the wordy teaching (desandpdtha) ,^ because of 
their clinging to the letter as [fully in accordance with] the 
spirit (artha), because of their clinging to the disciplinary 
powers of the Sravakas, Pratyekabuddhas, and philosophers, 
—which might lead them to think how it were that the 
Tathagatas, the Blessed Ones, even in their transcendental 
state of consciousness should burst out into loudest laughter 
—Mahamati, the Bodhisattva, asked the Buddha in order to-
put a stop to their inquisitiveness the following question: 
" F o r what reason, for what cause did this laughter take 
place?" 

Said the Blessed One: "Well done, well done, O Maha
mati! Well done, indeed, for once more, O Mahamati L 

1 This is wanting in the Chinese translations. 
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Viewing the world as it is in itself and wishing to enlighten 
the people in the world who have fallen into a wrong view 
of things in the three periods of time, thou undertakest to 
ask me the question. Thus should it be with the wise men 
who want to ask questions for both themselves and others. 
Ravana, Lord of Larika, 0 Mahamati, asked a twofold ques
tion of the Tathagatas of the past who are Arhats and 
perfect Buddhas; and he wishes now to ask me too a two
fold question in order to have its distinction, attainment, 
and scope ascertained—this is what is never tasted by those 
who practise the meditations of the Sravakas, Pratyekabud-
<lhas, and philosophers; and the same will be asked by the 
question-loving ten-headed one of the Buddhas to come." 

Knowing that, the Blessed One said to the Lord of 
Lanka, thus: "Ask, 0 thou, Lord of Lanka; the Tathagata 
has given thee permission [to ask], delay not, whatever 
questions thou desirest to have answered, I will answer 
each of them (15) with judgment to the satisfaction of thy 
heart. Keeping thy seat of thought free from [false] dis
crimination, observe well what is to be subdued at each 
stage; ponder things with wisdom; [seeing into] the nature 
of the inner principle in thyself, abide in the bliss of 
Samadhi; embraced by the Buddhas in Samadhi, abide in 
the bliss of tranquillisation; going behind the Samadhi and 
understanding attained by the Sravakas and Pratyekabud-
•dhas, abide in [the attainment of the Bodhisattvas] in the 
stages of Acala, Sadhumati, and Dharmamegha; grasp well 
the egolessness of all things in its true significance; be 
anointed by the Buddhas [with the water] of Samadhi at 
the great palace of lotus-jewels. Surrounded by the Bodhi-

1 The following sentence is done by the aid of T 'ang, as the 
Sanskrit does not seem to give any sense. Literally translated it 
reads: " T h e r e by the becoming lotuses, by those lotuses that are 
blessed variously by the benediction of his own p e r s o n . . . . " Wei has : 
" O King of Lanka, thou wilt before long see thy person, too, thus 
sitting on the lotus-throne and continuing to abide there in a most 
natural manner. There are innumerable families of lotus-kings and 
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sattvas who are sitting on lotuses of various sorts each 
supported by the gracious power of the Buddhas, thou 
wilt find thyself sitting on a lotus and each one of the 
Bodhisattvas looking at thee face to face. This is a realm 
beyond the imagination. Thou shouldst plan out an ade
quate plan and establish thyself at a stage of discipline by 
planning out such a plan as would include [all kinds of] 
skilful means, so that thou comest to realise that realm 
which is beyond imagination; and then thou wilt attain the 
stage of Tathagatahood in which one is able to manifest 
oneself in various forms, and which is something never seen 
before by the Sravakas, Pratyekabuddhas, philosophers, 
Brahman, Indra, Upendra, and others." 

At that moment the Lord of Lanka being permitted by 
the Blessed One, rose from his seat on the peak of the jewel-
mountain which shone like the jewel-lotus immaculate and 
glowing in splendour; he was surrounded by a company of 
celestial maidens of all kinds; garlands, flowers, perfumes, 
incense, unguents, umbrellas, banners, flags, necklaces, half-
necklaces, diadems, tiaras,—all in every possible variety, (16) 
and other ornaments too whose splendour and excellence were 
never heard of or seen before, were created; music was played 
surpassing anything that could be had by the gods, Nagas, 
Yakshas, Rakshasas, Gandharvas, Kinnaras, Mahoragas, and 
human beings; musical instruments were created equal to 
anything that could be had in all the World of Desire 
and also such superior musical instruments were created 
as were to be seen in the Buddha-lands; the Blessed One 
and the Bodhisattvas were enveloped in a net of jewels; a 
variety of dresses and high banners were raised high up 
in the air, as high as seven talanga trees, to greet [the 
Buddha]; showering great clouds of offerings, playing music 

innumerable families of Bodhisattvas there, each one of whom is 
sitting on a lotus-throne, and surrounded by those thou wilt find thyself 
and looking face to face at one another, and each one of them will 
before long come to abide in a realm beyond the understanding." 
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which resounded [all around], and then descending from 
the air, [the Lord of Lanka] sat down on the peak of the 
jewel-mountain ornamented with magnificent jewel-lotus 
whose splendour was second only to the sun and lightning. 
Sitting he made courtesy, smiling first to the Blessed One 
for his permission, and proposed to him a twofold question: 
" I t was asked of the Tathagatas of the past, who were 
Arhats, Fully-enlightened Ones, and it was solved by them. 
O Blessed One, now I ask of thee; [the request] will cer
tainly be complied with by thee as it was by the Buddhas 
[of the past] in verbal teaching.1 O Blessed One. duality 
was discoursed upon by the Transformed Tathagatas and 
Tathagatas of Transformation, but not by the Tathagatas 
of Silence.2 The Tathagatas of Silence are absorbed in the 
blissful state of Samadhi, they do not discriminate concern
ing this state, nor do they discourse on it. O Blessed One, 
thou assuredly will discourse on this subject of duality. 
Thou art thyself a master of all things, an Arhat, a Tatha
gata. The sons of the Buddha and myself are anxious to 
listen to i t . " 

The Blessed One said, " O Lord of Lanka, tell me what 
you mean by duali ty?" 

The Lord of the Rakshasas, (17) who was renewed in 
his ornaments, full of splendour and beauty, with a diadem, 
bracelet, and necklace strung with jyajra thread, said, " I t 
is said that even dharmas are to be abandoned, and how 
much more adharmas (no-dharmas)! 0 Blessed One, why 
does this dualism exist that we are called to abandon ? What 
are adharmas? and what are dharmas? How can there be 
a duality of things to abandon? Does not duality arise 
from falling into discrimination, from discriminating self-
substance where there is none, from [the idea of] things 

1 That is, as far as the teaching could be conveyed in words. 
DeSanapatha stands in contrast with siddhanta or pratyStmagati in 
the Lankavatara. 

* In T'ang and Wei: "Original Tathagatas." 
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created and uncreated, because the non-differentiating 
nature of the Alayavijnana is not recognised? Like the 
seeing of a hair-circle as really existing in the air, [the 
notion of dualism] belongs to the realm of intellection not 
exhaustively purified. This being the case as it should 
be, how could there be any abandonment [of dharmas and 
adharmas] ?" 

Said the Blessed One, " 0 Lord of Lanka, seest thou 
not that the differentiation of things, such as is perceived 
in jars and other breakable objects whose nature it is to 
perish in time, takes place in a realm of discrimination 
[cherished by] the ignorant! This being so, is it not to be 
so understood? It is due to discrimination [cherished by] 
the ignorant that there exists the differentiation of dharma 
and adharma. Supreme wisdom (aryajndna), however, is 
not to be realised by seeing [things this way]. 0 Lord of 
Lanka, let it be so with the ignorant who follow the par
ticularised aspect of existence that there are such objects 
as jars, etc., but it is not so with the wise. One flame of 
uniform nature rises up depending on houses, mansions, 
parks, and terraces, and burns them down; while a differ
ence in the flames is seen according to the power of each 
burning material which varies in length, magnitude, etc. 
This being so, why (18) is it not to be so understood? The 
duality of dharma and adharma thus comes into existence. 
Not only is there seen % fire-flame spreading out in one 
continuity and yet showing a variety of flames, but from 
one seed, O Lord of Lanka, are produced, also in one con
tinuity, stems, shoots, knots, leaves, petals, flowers, fruit, 
branches, all individualised. As it is with every external 
object from which grow [a variety of] objects, so also 
with internal objects. Prom Ignorance there develop the 
Skandhas, Dhatus, Ayatanas, with all kinds of objects ac
companying, which grow out in the triple world where we 
have, as we see, happiness, form, speech, and behaviour, 
each differentiating [infinitely]. The oneness of the Vij-
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nana is grasped variously according to the evolution of an 
objective world; thus there are things seen inferior, superior, 
or middling, things denied or free from defilement, things 
good or bad. Not only, 0 Lord of Lanka, is there such a 
difference of conditions in things generally, there is also 
seen a variety of realisations attained inwardly by each reli
gious practiser as he treads the path of discipline which 
constitutes his practice. How much more difference in 
dharma and adharma do we not see in a world of particulars 
which is evolved by discrimination? Indeed, we do. 

" 0 Lord of Lanka, the differentiation of dharma and 
adharma comes from discrimination.- 0 Lord of Lanka, 
what are dharmas? That is, they are discriminated by the 
discriminations cherished by the philosophers, Sravakas, 
Pratyekabuddhas, and ignorant people. They think that 
the dharmas headed by Guna and Dravya are produced by 
causes—[these are the notions] to be abandoned. Such are 
not to be regarded [as real] because they are appearances. 
It comes from a man's clinging [to appearances] that the 
manifestations of his own mind are regarded as reality 
(dharmata). (19) Such things as jars, etc., are products 
of discrimination conceived by the ignorant, they exist not; 
their substances are not attainable. The viewing of things 
from this viewpoint is known as their abandonment. 

"What , then, are adharmas? 0 Lord of Lanka, what 
we call dharmas are not attainable, they are not appearances 
born of discrimination, they are above causality; there is 
in them no such [dualistic] happening as is seen as reality 
and non-reality. This is known as the abandoning of 
dharmas. What again is meant by the unattainability of 
dharmas? That is, it is like horns of a hare, or ass, or 
camel, or horse, or a child conceived by a barren woman. 
They are dharmas the nature of which is unattainable; they 
are not to be thought of [as real] because they are appear
ances. They are only talked about in popular parlance if 
they have any sense at all; they are not to be adhered to as 
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in the case of jars, etc. As these [unrealities] are to be 
abandoned as not comprehensible by the mind (vijnana), 
so are things (bhdva) of discrimination also to be abandoned. 
This is called the abandoning of dharmas and adharmas. 0 
Lord of Lanka, your questioning as to the how of abandon
ing dharmas and adharmas is hereby answered. 

" 0 Lord of Lanka, thou sayest again that thou hast 
asked [this question] of the Tathagatas of the past who 
were Arhats and Fully-enlightened Ones and that it was 
solved by them. O Lord of Lanka, that which is spoken 
of as the past belongs to discrimination; as the past is thus 
a discriminated [idea], even so are the [ideas] of the 
future and the present. Because of reality (dharmatd) 
the Tathagatas do not discriminate, they go beyond dis
crimination and futile reasoning, they do not follow (20) 
the individuation-aspect of forms, except when [reality] 
is disclosed for the edification of the unknowing and for the 
sake of their happiness.1 It is by Prajfia that the Tatha
gata performs deeds transcending forms; therefore, what 
constitutes the Tathagatas in essence as well as in body is 

1 This is one of the most important sections in this first intro
ductory chapter, but singularly all the three texts, perhaps excepting 
T 'ang, present some difficulties for clear understanding. Wei : " O 
Lord of Lanka, what you speak of as past is a form of discrimination, 
and so are the future and the present also of discrimination. O Lord 
of Lanka, when I speak of the real nature of suchness as being real, 
it also belongs to discrimination; it is like discriminating forms as the 
ultimate limit. If one wishes to realise the bliss of real wisdom, let 
him discipline himself in the knowledge that transcends forms; there
fore, do not discriminate the Tathagatas as having knowledge-body or 
wisdom-essence. Do not cherish any discrimination in [thy] mind. 
Do not cling in [thy] will to such notions as ego, personality, soul, et-c. 
How not to discriminate? I t is in the Manovijnana that various con
ditions are cherished such as forms, figures, [e tc . ] ; do not cherish such 
[discriminations]. Do not discriminate nor be discriminated. Fur
ther, O Lord of Lanka, it is like various forms painted on the wall, all 
sentient beings are such. O Lord of Lanka, all sentient beings are 
like grasses and trees, with them there are no acts, no deeds, O Lord of 
Lanka, all dharmas and adharmas, of them nothing is heard, nothing 
talked. O Lord of Lanka, all things in the world are like maya " 
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wisdom (Jnana). They do not discriminate, nor are they 
discriminated. Wherefore do they not discriminate in the 
Manas? Because discrimination is of the self, of soul, of 
personality. How do they not discriminate in the Mano
vijfiana? [The Manovijfiana] is meant for the objective 
world where causality prevails as referred to forms, ap
pearances, conditions, and figures. Therefore, discrimina
tion and non-discrimination must be transcended. 

" 0 Lord of Lanka, that which comes out in mani
festation is [like] a figure inlaid in a wall, it has no 
sensibility [or consciousness]. 0 Lord of Lanka, all that 
is in the world is devoid of work and action because all 
things have no reality, and there is nothing heard, nothing 
hearing. 0 Lord of Lanka, all that is in the world is 
[like] an image magically transformed. This is not com
prehended by the philosophers and the igi*or&nt. 0 Lord 
of Lanka, he who thus sees things, is the one who sees 
truthfully. Those who see things otherwise walk in dis
crimination ; as they depend on discrimination, they cling to 
dualism. It is like seeing one's own image reflected in a 
mirror, or one's own shadow in the water, or in the moon-

T ' a n g : " O Lord of Lanka, what you speak of as past is no more 
than discrimination, so is the future; I too am like him. [Is this to 
be read, " t h e present, too, is like i f f ] O Lord of Lanka, the teach
ing of all the Buddhas is outside discrimination; as it igoes beyond all 
discriminations and futile reasonings, it is not a form of particularisa-
tion, it is realised only by wisdom. That [this absolute] teaching is 
a t all discoursed about is for the sake of giving bliss to all sentient 
beings. The discoursing is done by the wisdom transcending forms. 
I t is called the Tathagata ; therefore, the Tathagata has his essence, 
his body in this wisdom. He thus does not discriminate, nor is he to 
be discriminated. Do not discriminate him after the notions of ego, 
personality, or being. Why this impossibility of discrimination? Be
cause the Manovijfiana is aroused on account of an objective world 
wherein it attaches itself to forms and figures. Therefore, [the Tatha
gata] is outside the discriminating [view] as well as the discriminated 
[ idea]. O Lord of Lanka, it, is like beings painted in colours on a 
wall, they have no sensibility [or intelligence]. Sentient beings in the 
world are also like them; no acts, no rewards [are with them]. So 
are all the teachings, no hearing, no preaching." 
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light, or seeing one's shadow in the house, or hearing an 
echo in the valley. People grasping their own shadows of 
discrimination (21) uphold the discrimination of dharma 
and adharma, and, failing to carry out the abandonment of 
the dualism, they go on discriminating and never attain 
tranquillity. By tranquillity is meant oneness, and oneness 
gives birth to the highest Samadhi, which is gained by 
entering into the womb of Tathagatahood, which is the 
realm of supreme wisdom realised in one's inmost self." 
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THE LANKAVATARA SUTRA AND THE 

TEACHING OF ZEN BUDDHISM 

PRELIMINARY NOTE 

The study of the Lankavatara may best be approached 
in its especial relation to the teaching and history of Zen 
Buddhism. It was principally due to Bodhidharma, father 
of the Zen in China, that the sutra came to be prominently 
taken notice of by students of Buddhism, and it was mainly 
by his followers that its study was systematically carried on 
and its commentaries written. This has already been men
tioned. It is true that the Yogacara school, or the Dhar-
malakshana sect (jSM@^) of Chinese and Japanese Bud
dhism makes frequent references to it as supporting the psy
chological theories of their school, but this side of the sutra 
is incidental, its chief theme being the doctrine of self-
realisation. Whatever psychology, or logic, or metaphysics 
it may contain, is to prove the main doctrine. The sutra is 
by no means systematically developed as has been repeatedly 
noticed, but the current running underneath the whole text 
is unmistakable. There is no doubt that this underneath 
current in spite of the memorandum-like nature of the sutra 
is in closest touch with the teaching of Bodhidharma and 
his school. 

The study of the sutra, however, has not been so 
vigorously prosecuted as that of other Mahayana sutras, 
such as the Saddharmapundarlka, Vimalakirti, Avatamsaka, 
pr Sukhdvativyuha. This neglect has especially been the 
case with the followers of Zen, who ought to have studied it 
most seriously, but whose indifference to philosophy and 
cognate subjects is notorious. Added to this, the fact that 
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the sutra not only in the Chinese translations but in the 
original Sanskrit presents many difficulties in grammar and 
in meaning has increased the continued neglect of it. But 
the time is ripe for us to take it up and subject it to a serious 
study now that we have the Sanskrit edition completed by 
the unceasing efforts of the late Dr. Bunyu. Nanjo. It is 
my intention here to treat it as the sutra par excellence in 
relation to the Zen teaching of Buddhism. While Zen as a 
rule abhors any connection with one special sutra or sastra, 
the undeniable fact remains that the Lankavatara was 
the book handed by Bodhidharma to his first disciple Hui-k'e 
(ST&T) a s the sutra containing the essential teachings of his 
school. This being the case, it is natural for his followers 
of the present time to renew the investigation and study of 
it. Besides, no religious experience can stand outside a more 
or less intellectual interpretation of it. Zen may like to 
ignore its literary or philosophical side, and it is justified in 
doing so, no doubt, but to think thai; this implies the absolute 
ignoring of all attempts at any form of interpretation would 
be a grievous error. 

PART I 

A GENERAL SURVEY OP THE PRINCIPAL IDEAS EXPOUNDED 
IN THE SUTRA 

The Breadth of Mahayana Buddhism 
Buddhism, especially Mahayana Buddhism so called, is 

like a vast ocean where all kinds of living beings are allowed 
to thrive in a most generous manner, almost verging on a 
chaos. Students who lightly step into it generally find it too 
complicated and overwhelming for their logical comprehen
sion. But the fact is that Mahayana Buddhism is the out
come of long years of development of a religious system 
among a people furnished with a most fertile imagination. 
The student has to be patient. The best method of study 
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may probably be found by taking up one principal Maha
yana sutra at a time, and examining its contents historically, 
philosophically, and psychologically. The Chinese scholars 
encountered the same difficulties centuries .ago, and as in 
those days there was no lower or higher criticism of the 
sacred texts, every tradition was respected on its face value. 
The scholars exhausted their ingenuity to make a logical, 
humanly plausible arrangement among the vast treasure of 
literature brought over from India and all claiming to have 
been delivered by the Buddha himself. This untenable posi
tion is now abandoned, and each sutra has come to be studied, 
historically, critically, and analytically. Each principal 
sutra may now be regarded as marking a certain stage or 
phase of development in the history of Mahayana Buddhism, 
which is indeed too huge and unwieldy to be handled as one 
solid piece of work completed within a few decades. 

What, then, does the Lankavatara signify in the com
posite system of Mahayana Buddhism? What phase does it 
represent in the long history of Buddhism? What in short 
is the message of the Lankavatara as we have it now ? What 
function does it or did it perform in the conservation of 
Buddhist thought and experience? 

Each principal sutra has had its special work to ac
complish in the unfoldment of the religious consciousness of 
the Buddhists. For instance, the Saddharmapundarika 
marks the epoch in the history of Buddhism when Sakyamuni 
ceased to be conceived of as a historical personage subject 
to the fate of all transient beings; for he is no more a 
human Buddha but one who lives through eternity for the 
benefit of all creatures. All that he is recorded to have 
done in history is no more than one of his "skilful means" 
(upaya) to save mankind. So we read: 

" I show the place of extinction, I reveal to all beings a 
device (upaya) to educate them, albeit I do not become ex
tinct at the time, and in this very place [that is, Mount 
Gridhrakuta] I continue preaching the Dharma. Here I rule 
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myself as well as all beings. But men of perverted minds 
in their delusion do not see me standing here. In the opinion 
that my body is completely extinct, they pay worship in 
many ways to the relics, but me they see not. They feel, 
however, a certain aspiration by which their minds become 
right. When such upright, mild, and gentle creatures leave 
off their bodies, then I assemble the crowd of disciples and 
show myself here on the Gridhrakuta. And I speak thus to 
them in this very place: I was not completely extinct at 
the time; it was but a device of mine, monks; repeatedly 
am I born in the world of the living I see how the crea
tures are afflicted, but I do not show them my proper being. 
Let them first have an aspiration to see me; then I will reveal 
to them the true Dharma. ' n 

The Suvarnaprabhdsa, at least in part, belongs to the 
same period, when it says: ' ' Every drop in the oceans may 
be counted up, but the age of &akyamuni is altogether beyond 
calculation. Mount Sumeru may be pulverised and every 
particle is countable, but the age of Sakyamuni is altogether 
beyond calculation. However innumerable, every particle 
of dust composing the great earth may be counted up, 
but not the age of the Victorious One. However bound
less space is, its ends may be reached, but the age of !§akya-
muni is altogether beyond calculation. However long one 
may live through hundreds of kotis of eons, he cannot count 
up the age of the Buddha. There are two deeds whereby 
a man's life is prolonged: not to kill others and to give away 
much food. For this reason the age of the Great Man 
cannot be measured, it is like the measure of kalpas which 
are incalculable. Therefore, harbour not any shadow of 
doubt as to the age of the Victorious One which is indeed 
beyond the reach of measurement."2 

The Sukhavativyuha represents a stage in the history of 

1 S.B.E., Vol. XXI, pp. 307-308. 
* Nanjo and Idzumi edition, pp. 9-10. This edition has so far 

only partly appeared in The Eastern Buddhist, Vol. V. No. 1. 
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Buddhist experience which ceased to be wholly satisfied with 
the intellectual presentation of the doctrine of enlighten
ment, when Buddhists began to be oppressed with the idea 
of sin and doubt hanging over them too heavily and acutely. 
Read the following in which the destiny of those Bodhi
sattvas is described who have not yet come to have an absolute 
faith in the wisdom of the Buddha but who try to save them
selves by amassing their own stock of merit: 

"And, 0 Ajita, there might be a dungeon belonging to 
an anointed Kshatriya king, inlaid entirely with gold and 
beryl, in which cushions, garlands, wreaths, and strings are 
fixed, having canopies of different colours and kinds, covered 
with silk cushions, scattered over with various flowers and 
blossoms, scented with excellent scents, adorned with arches, 
courts, windows, pinnacles, fire-places, and terraces, covered 
with nets of bells of the seven kinds of gems, having four 
angels, four pillars, four doors, four stairs; and the son of 
that king having been thrown into the dungeon for some 
misdeed is there, bound with a chain made of the Jambunada 
gold. And suppose there is a couch prepared for him, 
covered with many woollen cloths, spread over with cotton 
and feather cushions, having Kalinga coverings, and carpets, 
together with coverlids, red on both sides, beautiful and 
charming. There might be brought to him much food 
and drink, of various kinds, pure and well prepared. What 
do you think, O Ajita, would the enjoyment be great for that 
prince ? 

"Ajita said: Yes, it would be great, 0 Bhagavat. 
"The Bhagavat said: What do you think, O Ajita,. 

would he even taste it there and notice it, or would he feel 
any satisfaction from it ? 

" H e said: No, indeed, 0 Bhagavat; but, on the con
trary, when he had been led away by the king and thrown 
into the dungeon, he would only wish for deliverance from 
there. He would seek for the nobles, princes, ministers, 
women, elders, householders, and lords of castles, who might 
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deliver him from that dungeon. Moreover, 0 Bhagavat, 
there is no pleasure for that prince in that dungeon, nor 
is he liberated, until the king shows him favour. 

"The Bhagavat said: Thus, 0 Ajita, it is with those 
Bodhisattvas who, having fallen into doubt, amass a stock 
of merit, but doubt the knowledge of the Buddha ' u 

It is very interesting to contrast these passages from the 
8ukhdvativyuha with the thought pervading the Prajnd-
pdramitd-sutra. For the Prajndpdramitd dwelling on the 
conception of unreality or emptiness (sunyata) seeks deliver
ance from the dungeon of existence, or rather interprets the 
Buddhist realisation purely from a metaphysical point of 
view. The doctrine of Sunyata2 constituting the keynote of 
the Prajndpdramitd is really the foundation of all the Maha
yana schools of Buddhism including even the Yogacara. 
What is known as primitive Buddhism denied the existence 
of an ego-substance (atman), but its conception of the ex
ternal world was that of the naive realist. The Prajndpdra
mitd philosopher insists on the non-existence of a particular 
body as such, that is, as an objective reality whose identity is 
absolute. Every being or every object, as he sees it, is 
relative, impermanent, and not worth attachment. This 
Prajndpdramitd idea of unreality, or emptiness as the literal 
sense of the term sunyata is, is the foundation of the Bud
dhist theory of nature. 

Thus, in the Prajndpdramitd, supreme enlightenment is 

1 S.B.E. XLIX, The Larger Sukhavatlvyuha, pp. 63-64. 
2 The theory of Sunyata (emptiness or void) is one of the best-

known theories propounded by the Mahayana, but it is one of the least-
understood especially by those whose thought has never run along the 
line of Mahayana ontology. But, even among Buddhist scholars, there 
are some who do not so fully comprehend the doctrine as one may 
expect of them, seeing that they must have been imbued with the idea 
since the beginning of their study. The reason is that the doctrine 
itself is quite liable to be wrongly or inadequately interpreted, owing 
to its subtlety or depth, or to its extreme simplicity, as it is variously 
approached and taken hold of. See also below where the doctrine of 
" A n u t p a d a " (no-birth) is treated. 
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identified with the attainment of Sunyata. In other words, 
the object of the Buddhist life is to find an unattached abode 
in this realisation. This abode is called apratiskthita, not-
abiding. Hence the noted phrase in the Diamond 8utra} 

X I V : na kvacit pratishthitam cittam utpadayitavyam.1 The 
Tathagata has no dwelling place in the sense that all his 
thoughts and doings have no exterior or ulterior objects in 
view to which he desires to adapt himself, and therefore that 
he is like the sun that shines on everybody just and unjust, 
or like the lily in the field that blooms in its best even when 
there is nobody around to admire its supra-Solomonic array. 
So we have again in the Ashtasdhasrika, Chapter II , p. 34: 
' ' A Bodhisattva-Mahasattva should abide himself in the per
fection of Prajna by abiding in emptiness The Tatha
gata is so called because he is not abiding anywhere, his mind 
has no abode neither in things created nor in things un
created, and yet it is not away from them." This is the 
message of all the sutras belonging to the Prajnaparamita 
class. 

As to the Avatamsaka-sutra, it is really the consumma
tion of Buddhist thought, Buddhist sentiment, and Buddhist 
experience. To my mind, no religious literature in the 
world can ever approach the grandeur of conception, the 
depths of feeling, and the gigantic scale lof composition, as 
attained by this sutra. It is the eternal fountain of life 
from which no religious mind will turn back athirst or only 
partially satisfied. It is a great pity that this magnificent 
literature still remains concealed in a language not so univer
sally accessible. Here not only deeply speculative minds find 
satisfaction, but humble spirits and heavily-oppressed hearts, 
too, will have their burdens lightened. Abstract truths are 
so concretely, so symbolically represented here that one will 
finally come to a realisation of the truth that even in a 
particle of dust the whole universe is seen reflected—not this 

1 " A Bodhisattva should have his thoughts awakened without 
abiding in anything whatever." In Chinese, tete&i'&M!k:3£ib 
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visible universe only, but a vast system of universes, con
ceivable by the highest minds only. Towards the end of 
this section I have translated the ten vows of the Bodhisattva 
Samantabhadra as given in the final chapter of the Gandav
yilha, which forms a part of the Chinese Avatamsaka. 

The Teaching of the Lankavatara 
Where does the Lankavatara stand then? It may be 

classed in a way with the Avatamsaka inasmuch as it teaches 
the absolute idealism of the latter and is the disclosure of 
the inner mind of the Buddha, but it has a special message 
to give to the Buddhist world in a manner characteristic 
of the sutra. It is devoid of all symbolism, quite different 
in this respect from Avatamsaka. It is, instead, straight
forward in expression and notes down in a somewhat sketchy 
style almost all the ideas belonging to the different schools 
of Mahayana Buddhism. It is partly for this reason that 
the sutra requires a great deal of learning as well as an 
insight to understand all the details thoroughly. The prin
cipal thesis of the Lankavatara, however, may be regarded as 
summarised in the following passage r1 

' ' Again, 0 Mahamati, there may be other Sramanas and 
Brahmans who hold the following views: that all things have 
no self-substance (nihsvabhava) ,2 they are like a cloud, like 
a circle traced out by a revolving fire-brand, or like the air-
castle of the Gandharvas; that they are unborn (anut-
pdda) ,2 that they are like maya, or mirage, or the moon in 
water, or a dream; that external objects are manifestations 
of the mind erroneously perceived due to false discrimina
tion (vikalpa)2 since time immemorial, that by thus viewing 
the world one ceases to be conditioned by the false dis-

1 This is done mainly from the T'ang version, the Kokyoshoin 
edition of the Buddhist Tripitaka, M (huang), VI, 876 f. Cf. the 
Sanskrit text (pp. 42 ff.). Throughout this book, wherever page-
references are given, unless specified, they all refer to the Sanksrit text 
edited by B. Nanjo. 

8 As to the meaning of these terms, see below. 
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crimination worked out in one's own mind, one does away 
with the terminology belonging to such false discrimination 
and with the signification of words such as predicating and 
predicated; that when one understands that the body, pro
perty, and abiding-place1 are the particularisations of the 
Alaya-vijnana (or citta, mind), one is freed from [ideas such 
as] perceived and perceiving, attains to a state of no-image, 
or shadowlessness (nirabhdsa) ? 0 Mahamati, such a Bodhi-
sattva-Mahasattva will before long realise the sameness of 
Samsara and Nirvana. 

" 0 Mahamati, by deeds of great love (mahdkarund), 
skilful means (updya), and effortlessness (andbhogacaryd),8 

a Bodhisattva reviews all beings and knows that they are 
like maya, they resemble shadows, they are not produced by 
causes; and, further, knowing that the world exists not out
side the mind, he leads a life of formlessness (animitta). 
As he gradually goes up the higher stages (bhumi), he will 
realise a state of Samadhi where he comes to the understand
ing that the triple world is Mind itself (cittamdtra). The 
Samadhi he attains is called Maya-like (mdyopama). He 
will further free himself from all images, perfect his knowr 
ledge, and realise that things are unborn, and entering upon 
the Samadhi called Vajravimbopama, will obtain the Buddha-
body. He will, always abiding in the suchness of things, 
manifest himself in transformed bodies, he will be endowed 
with the ten Powers, the six Psychic Faculties, and the ten-

1 Deha-bhoga-pratishtha is found generally in combination. I t 
means this bodily existence with its material possessions and its physical 
surroundings; in short it stands for the world generally. 

2 This is a spiritual state of absolute purity in which one finds 
no traces of dualism. I t is a complete identification of the self with 
the suchness or thusness (tathatd) of things, and there is no thought of 
birth, abiding, and disappearance, seeing that all things start from the 
evolution of one's own mind (svacitta). 

3 Or purposelessness, a state of perfect adjustment, when one is 
not at all conscious of doing anything special for any particular indivi
dual. The sun is said to be effortless or purposeless in its work when, 
i t shines on the just and on the unjust. 
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fold Self-mastery. 0 Mahamati, adorned with Upaya (skil
ful means), he will visit all the Buddha-lands; and disen
gaged from the philosophical doctrines as well as from the 
Citta, Manas, and Vijnana, he will experience a revulsion 
(paravritti) within himself and by degrees will attain the 
Tathagata-body. 

"Therefore, 0 Mahamati, if a Bodhisattva wishes to 
attain the Tathagata-body, he should keep himself away from 
the Skandhas, Dhatus, Ayatanas, Cittam, causation, works, 
discipline, birth, staying and passing, and cease from dis
criminating, philosophising, and abide in the thought of the 
* * Mind-only'' (cittamdtra). 

"When the triple world is surveyed [by the Bodhi
sattva], he perceives that this existence is due to memory 
(vdsand) that has been accumulated since the beginningless 
past but wrongly interpreted. He recognises that Buddha
hood is a state imageless, unborn, and to be inwardly ex
perienced by oneself, when the mind becomes fully controlled 
and purposeless deeds are accomplished. Like the Cinta-
mani (wish-gem), he will now manifest himself in a variety 
of forms according to the needs of sentient beings and lead 
them to the view that only Mind is, and then gradually 
•compel them to ascend the stages. Therefore, 0 Mahamati, 
let the Bodhisattva discipline himself well in the work of self-
realisation (svasiddhanta).'' 

Being full of technical terms, the reader may find the 
import of the passage here quoted difficult to understand, 
but as we go on, it will, I hope, grow fully intelligible. In 
the meantime, the following paraphrase will help the reader 
to get a general idea of it. 

The highest stage of Buddhist experience is reached 
when a man comes to realise that things are devoid of a 
self-substance, or that they are not after all final, irreducible 
realities, for they never have been created, they are what 
they are from beginningless past; if we say that they have 
•come into existence, or that they exist as we perceive them 
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through the senses, this will imply that individualisation 
is ultimate fact, which, however, is contrary to the truth 
inwardly perceived by an enlightened mind. 

Individualisation is due to discrimination (vikalpa), 
which is falsely interpreted and adhered to by a heart 
blinded by desires and passions, and from this fact there 
issue all kinds of human tragedies and comedies. What 
really exists is mind, which is above all discrimination, that 
is, above logic and analysis. When this Mind which is de
signated in the sutra as the Alaya or Alayavijnana is dis
criminated by an erroneously self-created and self-reflecting 
agent called Manas, this world of particulars develops in its 
misleading fulness and richness. 

Discrimination is the result of memory (vdsand) ac
cumulated from the unknown past. Vdsand literally means 
"perfuming," or "fumigation," that is, it is a kind of 
energy that is left behind when an act is accomplished and 
has the power to rekindle the old and seek out new impres
sions. Through this "perfuming," reflection takes place 
which is the same thing as discrimination, and we have a 
world of opposites and contraries with all its practical con
sequences. The triple world, so called, is therefore the 
shadow of a self-reflecting and self-creating mind. Hence 
the doctrine of "Mind-only" (cittamdtra). 

Reality as it is, or Mind in itself, is also called the 
suchness (tathatd) or sameness (samatd) of things, as herein 
are unified all forms of antithesis which constitute our actual 
world of sense and logic. The Bodhisattva abides in this 
suchness which transcends all our reasonings and discrimina
tions. And because he abides in this transcendental realm, 
his all-loving heart works without the taint of selfishness 
and one-sided attachment, using all contrivances (updya) 
whereby to save his fellow-beings from pain and suffering. 
These works of his are called purposeless for the reason that 
they are not actuated by any egotistic interests or desires 
or motives. They are tailed out from the abundance of his 
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inner goodness which now shines forth free from all defile
ments of intellection as well as of conation. 

The world is like maya, or mirage, as his intellect is 
no longer snared in the meshes of dualistie logic, he intui
tively perceives that the world of particularisation is no 
more than the reflection of his own mind. His life is thus 
designated as formless or imageless and his deeds effortless 
and purposeless. Yet he never relaxes his efforts to benefit 
all sentient beings. He knows from his transcendental posi
tion that Samsara and Nirvana are the same (samatd), and 
yet he knows not when to stop working for the realisation 
of the highest ideals and also for universal salvation. His 
inner mind is then said to be abiding in the Samadhi known 
as Mayopama (mirage-like). 

This seems to be the highest state of spiritual attain
ment realisable by a mind encased in a human body; but 
there is still a higher state to be attained by the Buddhist. 
There is a higher body called Buddhakaya which is obtained 
when a man enters upon Vajravimbopama Samadhi. When 
this is obtained one is endowed with the ten Powers, the 
six Psychic Faculties, and the tenfold Self-mastery. He is 
then' able to transform himself into various forms I n order 
to benefit sentient beings fri accordance with their desires 
and circumstances. He is also able to visit all the Buddha
lands and to perform all Buddha-deeds. 

The main object of the Buddhist life is thus seen to con
sist in having a certain spiritual revulsion, whereby we are 
able to leap from the dualistie shore of this individualistic 
world to the other shore of Nirvana, where there are no 
egoistic impulses and desires in evidence any longer, though 
this means not at all the death of a loving heart itself. To 
effect this revulsion, spiritual discipline is needed which finally 
leads up to a certain exalted inner condition. Enlighten
ment, self-realisation, or the opening of an inner eye is the 
name given to it. The Lankavatara calls it Pratyatmaryajna-
nagocara, or Svasiddhanta, and the main object of its teach-
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ing is to acquaint us with the fact of an inner perception 
which causes a spiritual revolution in our whole life. 

The reason why the Lankavatara is considered to be 
historically and doctrinally so closely related to Zen Bud
dhism is based on this fact that herein most emphatically 
asserted is the importance of an inner realisation as the 
source of all the religious virtues and blessings. Zen, of 
all the schools of Buddhism, is preeminently the religion of 
enlightenment. If the Buddhist life is to be regarded as 
consisting of Prajna (higher knowledge) or Bodhi (wisdom), 
and Karuna (love), Zen indeed makes most of the Prajna 
element at least during its first stages of training, and this 
Prajna which it teaches is to be attained by transcending the 
relativity of worldly knowledge, which will free our desires 
and passions from the entanglements of the individualistic 
world-conception. It does not teach to destroy all the im
pulses, instincts, and affective factors that make up the 
human heart; it only teaches to clear up our intellectual 
insight from erroneous discriminations and unjustifiable 
assertions,- for when this is done the heart knows by itself 
how to work out its native virtues. This is the position of 
Zen Buddhism, and in the following pages I wish to develop 
what the Lankavatara states on this subject, rather generally 
in the first part concerning the nature of the inner realisa
tion, and in the second and the third piart concerning its 
relations to logic, psychology, and the practical life. 

The All-importance of an Inner Realisation 

The ideas that things are devoid of self-substance 
(svabhdva), that is, they are by nature empty (sunya), that 
the world is nothing but Mind, that in order to reach the 
ultimate end of Buddhahood one must transcend all the 
limitations of dualism and particularisation, and finally that 
the state of enlightenment must be realised within one's self, 
—these are the common property of Mahayana Buddhism; 
but in the Lankavatara these ideas are developed in a way 
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peculiar to this sutra. By this I mean that it lays especial 
emphasis on the importance of .self-realisation, without which 
the Buddhist life remains a mere philosophical exercise. 
The season why Bodhidharma (^$ | j | § | i l ) handed this sutra 
over to Hui-k'e ( J U R J ) as containing the essence of Zen 
Buddhism must be sought in this that the constant refrain 
of the Lankavatara is the all-importance of an inner percep
tion (pratydtmagati) or self-realisation (svasiddhdnta). 
Therefore, the purpose of this sutra is highly practical in 
spite of its abstract speculations. 

In the first chapter1 which is added to the two later 
translations of the Lankavatara, we have this from the 
Buddha, who gently smiled looking at the palace of Lanka 
on Mount Malaya: ' ' All the Buddhas of the past have dis
coursed on the truth of an inner realisation which can be 
attained only by the supreme wisdom (dry a Jnana) of the 
Buddha and never by the speculation (tarka) of the philos
ophers2 or by the discipline of the Sravaka and Pratyeka-
buddha. This truth I will now disclose for the benefit of 
Ravana, King of Lanka.' '3 

And when the Bodhisattva Mahamati finished praising 
the virtues of the Buddha in the beginning of Chapter II , 
(which is Chapter I of the Sung translation), the Buddha 
surveying the assembly made this remark: " 0 ye, sons of 
the Victorious One, and O thou, Mahamati, ask and I will 
instruct you concerning the attainment of the inmost realisa
tion (pratydtmagati).'' 

These statements are conclusive as showing that Lan
kavatara^ special importance in the literature of Mahayana 
Buddhism lies in its perpetual upholding of this intuitive 
element in all religion. While the sutra has been made use 

1 For an English translation from the Sanskrit text, see supra. 
2 Whenever " t h e philosophers" are referred to in this book, 

they mean tirthya, or tirthakara, and £tei* (wai-tao) in Chinese, which 
literally means " o t h e r teachings." 

8 P . 2. 
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of to support the claims of a particular school such as the 
Yogacara or the Avatamsaka, in its connection with the 
doctrine of the Alayavijnana or Tathagata-garbha, this con
nection is accidental.- The thesis of the sutra must be re
garded as centered upon the idea of an inner perception of 
the deepest truth, which goes beyond language and reason
ing. The Buddhist discipline or exercise {yoga) as is told 
by the Buddha consists of two parts, philosophical and 
practical.1 The philosophical discipline is to train the mind 
to absolute idealism and see that the world is Mind, and that 
there is in reality no becoming such as birth and death, and 
that no external things really exist; while the practical side 
is to attain an inner perception by means of supreme wisdom 
(svapratydtmdryajndnddhigama). Putting the practical 
side of Buddhist discipline first, we can say that when it is 
accomplished, the philosophical side follows by itself; that 
is to say, the world as seen in the light of self-realisation 
is to be interpreted in terms of absolute idealism. However 
this may be, the Lankavatara is decidedly rich in deep 
mystical speculations. 

One thing I wish to notice in the Lankavatara before I 
proceed to describe the nature of the inner realisation, is 
that this sutra does not make one reference2 to the awaken
ing of the thought of enlightenment (bodhicittotpdda) made 
so much of, especially in the sutras of the Prajndpdramitd 
group. The awakening of the thought of enlightenment 

1 P . 79 f. " To be great in the exercise that makes up Bodhi-
sattvahood (mdh&yogayogin), one has to be an expert in four things, 
[three of which are intellectual and the last one is practical] : (1) To 
perceive clearly that this visible world is no more than Mind itself; 
(2) to abandon the notion that birth, abiding, and passing-away really 
take place; (3) to look into the nature of things external and realise 
that they have no reality (abhavd); and finally (4) to train oneself 
towards the realisation of the truth in the inmost consciousness by 
means of supreme wisdom." 

2 This may not be quite an exact statement, as Mahamati does 
refer once or twice to it, but the Buddha himself does not touch the 
subject. He always talks about the realisation of the inner truth. 
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means to take interest in the teaching of Mahayana Bud
dhism and to wish sincerely for the realisation of its truth. 
This is really the first step in the career of a Bodhisattva, 
for without this awakening no further progress in spiritual 
discipline will be possible. Therefore, in almost all the 
Mahayana sutras one is told to direct one's first thought 
toward enlightenment. When this is accomplished, one must 
come some day to the final attainment, however remote that 
day may be. In the Lankavatara no word is said about the 
awakening, but it goes directly to the heart of the matter, 
that is, it asks the Bodhisattva to come to the realisation at 
once, instead of making gradual advance toward the goal. 
In this respect, this sutra may be said to be an appeal to 
those Bodhisattvas who are already deeply steeped in the 
Mahayana teaching of Supreme Enlightenment. 

Another thing that the student of the Lankavatara 
notices is that the Buddha here tells Mahamati to attain to 
a state of inner realisation (pratyatmagocara) and not of 
enlightenment (sambodhi). These two are psychologically 
the same process; when one has PratyatmaJnana, one is 
enlightened. But in the Lankavatara the ultimate goal of 
the Buddhist life is generally stated in terms of experience 
(gocara) and not intellectually as illumining.1 I am in
clined to think that the Lankavatara is unique in this respect 
explaining perhaps the reason why Bodhidharma, the father 
of Zen Buddhism in China, recommended it to his mystic 
followers. 

When the Lankavatara refers to Gocara or Gatigocara, 
instead of to Bodhi or Sambodhi, we realise that the main 

1 This does not mean that the Lankavatara never refers to the 
attainment of the Bodhi, for the Bodhi is the cardinal idea in every 
sehool of Buddhism, and the sutra frequently speaks of i t ; for instance, 
see pp. 70, 73, 79, 85, 89, 112, 114, 148. We cannot help noticing how
ever and emphasising the fact that the Lankavatara makes more 
frequent references to that higher state of consciousness in which is 
revealed the inmost truth of things, than to the attainment of supreme 
enlightenment. 
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object of the sutra centres on the acquirement and cultiva
tion of a certain general subjective attitude towards the 
world and life, which is not merely philosophical or con
ceptual, but which comes from the experience of some 
definite turning in the activity of the mind. Sambodhi or 
enlightenment looks more toward the cognitive aspect of the 
revulsion (pardvritti) one experiences. This is all well as far 
as it goes, which is indeed the basis of all Buddhism, be 
it Hinayana or Mahayana. The 'Lankavatara, however, has 
come to see that the whole of the Buddhist life is not in 
merely seeing into the truth, but in living it, experiencing 
it, so that there will be no dualism in one's life of seeing and 
living: seeing must be living, and living seeing, with no 
hiatus between them, except in language. Hence the Lan
kavatara 's reference so much to living or experience, Gocara 
or Gatigocara, that is, Pratyatmagocara. 

The Inner Experience and Language 
This inner perception or realisation is made possible by 

the presence of the Tathagata-garbha within the heart of 
every sentient being.1 The Garbha, which literally means 
"womb," or better, "something interiorly hidden," is the 
seed of Tathagatahood from which a fully-enlightened being 
grows up. This, however, is generally found covered up 
with defiled wrappings of false judgment (parikalpd or 
vikalpa) and irrational attachment (abhinivesa). False 
judgment comes from not perceiving things as they are 
(yathdbhutam), that is, as not subject to the principle of 
individuation, which is imposed by the mind upon things 
considered external. As to the irrational attachment which 
causes in us all kinds of vexation, it is the inevitable result 
of false judgment. The Garbha, therefore, originally pure 
and immaculate, must be restored to its natural state free 
from attachments. It is thus generally likened to a priceless 
gem concealed under a soiled garment. Take the garment 

1 . Pp. 77, 222. 
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off and the shining stone will begin to shed its natural light 
over things as they are. The illumination thus obtained is 
a state of self-realisation, and one can then see the Garbha 
as if held in one's own hand, even as plainly as the amalaka 
fruit.1 As the Garbha thus cleansed of its defilement is 
beyond the speculations of the philosophers and the attain
ment of the Hinayanists, the author of the Dasdbhumika2 

as well as the Lankavatara calls it Avikalpa, or Nirvikalpa-
jfiana,3 meaning knowledge of non-judgment or non-dis
crimination, a kind of direct perception, or again knowledge 
of thusness or suchness (tathatajnana) .4 

In spite of the practical end it has in view, the Lan
kavatara is filled with abstract nomenclature, which some
times turns away those unfamiliar with Buddhist literature 
from further pursuing their study of it. But this is un
avoidable seeing that the experience on which the Lan
kavatara discourses is not within the reach of a conscious
ness ordinarily suffocated with contrary notions. The sutra 
is quite explicit in this respect as it declares that those 
who are tied (samsakta) to words do not understand the 
truth (tattvam),5 or that " the superior state of self-realisa
tion is beyond speech and analysis."6 In fact, in this sutra 
the Buddha is never tired of repeatedly reminding us of the 
falct that language falls far too short of adequately rep
resenting the true state of self-realisation. This is in the 
nature of language. Language is always discriminative; 

1 P . 222. 2 Edited by J . Eahder, p. 64. * P . 158, etc. 
4 See also Sthiramati 's commentary on the Trvm&iJcd by Vasu

bandhu, edited by Sylvain L6vi, pp. 40-41. 
8 Pp . 223, 224; " A s the ignorant seize upon the finger-tip and 

not the moon, so, indeed, those who are fastened to letters comprehend 
not my t r u t h . " 

• P . 148; " T h e truth of realisation is the superior condition of 
an inner attainment which goes beyond words, letters and discrimina
tions and leads to the realm of non-outflowings; i t is the ground of 
inner realisation itself, it has nothing to do with the reasonings of 
the philosophers and evil doers; destroying all these philosophers and 
evil doers, self-realisation shines o u t . " 
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when we make reference to anything, it is to be distinguished 
from other things, thus limiting it to that extent and to that 
degree. But the supreme moment of self-realisation is not 
subject to any form of limitation and discrimination; per
haps the only way of describing it will be to say " t h a t , " 
or abstractly, " thusness" (tathata), but even this is dis
criminating (parikalpita), and distorts the conception. As 
long as we are what we are, tied up to the exigencies of 
material existence and to the inherent needs of logical think
ing, language is inevitable, and if we do not use words we 
have to resort to gestures and movements of some parts of 
the body in one way or another. As the Lankavatara re
marks,1 words are not necessarily used all over the world 
for the communication of ideas or feelings-; for in some other 
Buddha-lands the Buddha-teaching is carried out by mere 
gazing, or by the contraction of the facial muscles, or by 
the raising of the eye-brows, by frowning or smiling, by 
clearing the throat, by the twinkling of an eye, by merely 
thinking, or by a motion of some kind. Articulate speech 
is not an absolute necessity for human intercourse. Mere 
gazing is said to be sufficient in the world of Samantabhadra 
to make one realise the highest state of enlightenment known 
as ' ' Anutpattikadharmakshanti.' ,2 Even in this world, says 
the sutra, the ordinary business of life is carried on most 
successfully among the bees or ants that never use words. 
If so we never need wonder at those Zen masters who merely 
raise a finger or utter an unintelligible cry in order to de
monstrate the profoundest experience ever attainable by 
human consciousness. When there is nothing in my mind 
which can readily respond to or which is already awakened 
to take in what is flashed out from another mind, the latter 
may use the finest expression possible in our language, 
and yet my mind may remain perfectly blind to its truth. 
If, on the other hand, there is a chord of harmony between 

1 P . 105. 
' This is explained below. See pp. 125 ff. and pp. 226 f. 
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the two, a touch on either side will create a reverberation in 
the other. There is no power in a language as such, though 
we cannot dispense with it by any means. 

The Lankavatara here makes a distinction between words 
{ruta) and meaning (artha),1 and advises us not to under
stand meaning by merely depending upon words, to do 
which is quite ruinous to the comprehension of reality. 
A word (ruta) is the combination of sound and syllable, sub
ject to our logical or intellectual understanding. (Vdg-
akshara-samyoga-vikalpa.) It issues from the cavity of the 
mouth between the teeth, jaws, palate, tongue, and lips, 
when one is engaged in conversation; inflections, conjuga
tions, and other grammatical and rhetorical modifications 
are effected according to the errors (vikalpa) and innate 
desires (vdsana)2 of the speaker. As to meaning (artha), 
it is an inner perception itself gained in self-realisation 
when one entering upon the path of Nirvana causes a revul
sion (paravritti)3 in the deepest recesses of consciousness 
known as Alayavijnana. To gain this inner perception, a 
man retires into a solitary spot all by himself, and, by 
applying himself assiduously to abstract meditations and 
deep reflections, his inner sense (prajnd) or self-knowledge 
(svabuddhi) begins to shine out from underneath the 
residual accumulation (vdsana) of the past thoughts, affec
tions, and deeds since time immemorial. The meaning, 

1 Pp . 154,193 ff. 
* Vikalpa, literally means " t o dist inguish," " t o determine," 

or " t o discriminate," and is rendered in Chinese by j3"JBd (fen-pieh), 
which is the characteristic function of thinking. Vdsana is a more 
difficult term implying the whole philosophy or psychology of Maha
yana idealism. No English equivalent is found. In this book, 
" m e m o r y , " " h a b i t energy , " or " impress ion , " is rather loosely used 
for it. For fuller explanation, however, see below, pp. 128, 178, etc. 

3 According to the T 'ang translation, " T h e y [the Hinayanists] 
do not understand that the great Nirvana is obtained when through 
an inner perception there takes place a revulsion in the Alaya upon 
which depends the existence of an external wor ld . " Vasubandhu's 
TrimSiJcavijnaptik&riJca XXIX, also makes reference to this revulsion. 
The Lankavatara, pp. 62,108, 238, etc. More about this revulsion later. 
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artha, thus realised in one's inmost consciousness is some
thing no combination of the physical organs is capable of 
expressing in any way adequate to the experience. But as 
when searching for an object in the dark one has to rely 
on a lantern,1 meaning is after all to be gathered by means 
of words, at least it is to be thus oriented. The understand
ing of the relation thus existing between rut a (words) and 
artha (meaning) will be necessary when we wish to know 
the nature of the inner perception (svapratyatmajndna). 

This relation between words and meaning, or between 
syllables (akshara) and reality (tattvam or tathatvam) ,2 or 
between teaching (desana) and truth (siddhanta),3 is like 
that between the finger and the moon.4 The finger is needed 
to point out the moon but it ought not to be taken for the 
latter. The same disastrous result follows from regarding 
akshara, or ruta, or desana as the reality itself. Those who 
are not able to take their eyes away from the finger-tip 
will never realise the ultimate truth (paramartha) of 
things.5 It is again like feeding the baby with uncooked 
food,6 it will be too late to resuscitate it when it has suc
cumbed to the mother's unwise treatment. Those trained 
in the Buddhist doctrine ought to be quite discriminating in 
this respect. Naturally, we would not know what the teach
ing of the Buddha was if we had had no communication in 
words, words were very much needed, but when there is no 
correspondence between words and meaning the teaching 
itself will lose its sense. The Lankavatara thus reiterates 
throughout the text that the Tathagata never teaches the 
Dharma fallen into mere talk (aksharapatita), and it was 

1 " B y means of the lamp of word and discrimination, the Bodhi-
sattva-Mahasattvas go beyond word and discrimination and enter upon 
the path of self-realisation." P . 155. 

2 Pp . 48, 196, etc. 
3 Pp . 148, 172.' 
* Pp. 196, 223. 
6 " T h e ignorant clinging desperately to the finger-tip of words 

are unable even unto their death to reach the ultimate t r u t h . ' ' P . 196. 
• P . 196. 
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for this reason that it was preached by the Buddha and 
other teachers of the Dharma that " the Tathagata had not 
uttered a word in answer or in discourse" during his life
time between his Enlightenment and the Nirvana.1 The 
idea is, "Do not cling to words!" (Na desand-ruta-pdthd 
'bhinivesatam.)2 For "dharmo naira ca desito bhagavatd 
pratydtmavedyo yatah."3 

Words are to be treated like the lunar reflection in water 
as far as they are related in meaning. The reflection is 
there, though the moon itself has not entered (apravishtam) 
into the water; nor is it to be considered as standing in no 
relation (nirgatam) to the water, because the latter has some
thing in it to reflect the moon.4 Only let us not fall into 
the habit of superficially taking mere words for real mean
ing. This is the warning of the Lankavatara: Yathdrutdr-
thdbhinivesasamdhau na prapatata.5 

Disastrous Complications Arising from 
Discrimination 

The habit of regarding words as completely and ade
quately expressing all that can be found there comes from 
another habit of ours, which is, in the terminology of the 
Lankavatara, our wrong discrimination or interpretation 
(vikalpa) of the aspect of existence which may be designated 
as individuation (prabhedanaya-lakshana,6 or vishaya-paric-

1 Pp . 144, 194, 240. The same idea is expressed in the Tathagata-
guhya-sutra, which is quoted in Candrakirti *s Commentary on the 
Madhyamika, B.T. Society edition, p. 201. 

2 P . 193. 
8 Sutr&latrtfcara, X I I , 2, p . 77. " T h e truth has indeed never 

been preached by the Buddha, seeing that one has to realise it within 
oneself. ' ' 

* Jalacandra or uddkacandra; pp. 42, 72, 158, 193, 225, 227, etc. 
This is also used to show the Tathagata ' s ability to manifest himself 
as he is conceived variously by his devotees, and again to symbolise the 
nature of existence as mere.appearance. 

8 P . 160, " D o not fall into the secret error of getting attached 
to the meaning as expressed in words . " 

8 P . 127. 
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cheda-lakshana1). When this aspect is well understood so 
that we shall no more be misled by wrong interpretation, 
we are able to get into a State of self-realisation. Individua
tion means to separate one object from another, and taking 
these separated, particular objects for final substances 
(svabhdva, or dharmatmyalakshana), to cling to this notion 
and thereby to keep up the evil desires and passions burning 
all the time. According to the sutra, this wrong interpreta
tion takes place in regard to several categories of thought and 
being such as (1) speech, (2) describable objects of thought, 
(3) appearances, (4) material wealth, (5) substance, (6) 
causal relations, (7) definite philosophical views, (8) reason
ings as to the existence of an ego, (9) coming into existence, 
(10) not coming into existence, (11) dependence, and (12) 
bondage and release.2 Logically considered, this kind of 
classification is baffling; but when we survey the Indian 
background which stimulated the Buddhist philosopher to 
speculate on such conglomerate subjects, we can readily enter 
into its spirit. For Buddhists, in fact for all Indian philos
ophers, there are no abstract problems of philosophy to be 
solved from a purely intellectual point of view. They are 
always tinged with religious sentiment, they have always 
some bearings on the most important practical question of 
life, which is how to get spiritual freedom. All the thinking 
carried on in this sutra, therefore, has always this question 
in view, and naturally those statements above referred to 
are to be explained according to the general trend of Bud
dhist thought. 

The wrong consideration about speech (1) creates an 
attachment to musical or literary productions which are not 
always spiritually enhancing, and these are to be avoided. 
Objects of thought are describable and therefore are deter
minable (2), but the content of the inner perception forming 
the central theme of the Lankavatara is not subject to this 

1 P. 44. 
8 P. 128 et seq. 
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limitation, and if one gets a wrong idea here, there will 
be no salvation for him, as he takes a thing indescribable 
and inexpressible for a thing to be seen, to be touched, and to 
be possessed. Things describable have no permanency and 
consequently no spiritual value, but we are liable to judge 
them wrongly and get firmly attached to them. (3) We are 
in this respect like those who fancy watery appearances in 
the desert to be a real sheet of water. This faulty judgment 
may extend indefinitely over all appearances, and that the 
result will be ruinous goes without saying. Hence this 
warning. Attachment to material wealth or property (artha) 
is another case of false judgment as to appearance (4). 

Substance (svabhdva) means in the Lankavatara a con
crete individual object, a residue after the last analysis; and 
the adherents of the substance-theory maintain that there 
are really such things outside the mind (5). Owing to this 
misjudgment, the way to self-realisation is blocked. Errors 
of causal relation refer to the ideas of " to b e " (sat) and 
"not to b e " (asat), which are considered real inasmuch as 
they make it possible to establish causal relationship .between 
things about us (6). But this idea of causality ought not 
to lead us to a first cause or a primary being from which 
all things derive their reality. As we know, Buddhist philos
ophy denies the existence of a first cause as such. The ideas 
of sat and asat are only relative and have no substantial 
existence besides being so named. 

We next come to such philosophical views as were enter
tained by different schools of thought at the time of the 
Lankavatara ( 9 ) ; according to which such categories as " t o 
b e " (asti) and "not to b e " (nasti), as oneness (ekatva) and 
otherness (anyatva), or as bothness (ubhaya) and not-both-
ness (anubhaya), are actualities and for that reason to be 
adhered to. This is, however, wrong and is sure to lead one 
away from the inner realisation of the truth. (8) Reasoning 
(yukti) is concerned with the notion of the ego; when this 
is thought to be a reality our spiritual development stops 
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short. The Lankavatara, loyal to the traditional view of 
Buddhist philosophy, refuses to countenance the theory of 
ego-substance, which may be regarded as a corollary to the 
general substance-theory. (9) The notion of "coming into 
existence" (uipdda) is related to that of causality. When cer
tain causes and conditions are matured, people think some
thing eomes into actual existence and continues to exist 
until the causes and conditions cease to operate; for coming 
into existence and vanishing from it are both real facts as 
much as is the general law of causation. (10) The "no-
bi r th" (anutpdda) view of things, on the contrary, argues 
that nothing has ever been brought into existence through 
causal relations, but that things are what they are prior 
to the operation of the law of causation. And this is one of 
the characteristic views of the Lankavatara, and a special 
treatment of the subject appears below.1 

Dependence (sambandha) and bondage (bandha) are 
similar ideas. The relation between metal and wire is de
pendence, while a man tied with a cord is in bondage, from 
which he can later be released when the cord is broken. All 
such relations when conceived as real and permanent become 
dangerous to the spiritual growth of a true Buddhist, that 
is, of a Bodhisattva (11 & 12). 

Words (ruta) and meaning (artha), therefore, are to 
be separated, as the former generally fail to give us an exact 
idea of the object described with them. They are of course 
indicative, suggesting where to look for the meaning. 
Numerous indeed are close attachments (abhinivesasamdhi) 
a man makes to things and relations on account of a wrong 
understanding of their true nature and value, and, owing to 
these mistaken attachments, he wraps himself like a silk
worm in a cocoon, binding tight not only himself but others.2 

1 Pp. 183 ff, of these Studies. 
3 Pp. 161-163. "Since the ignorant, seizing upon words [as cor

responding to] the knowledge of reality, do not comprehend its secret 
signification; they wrap themselves up like the silkworm with their own 
false discrimination (47) ." 
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Imagining things where they are not, or not perceiving them 
where they are, men are addicted to evil desires and passions. 
Let them learn to look into reality, yathabhutam, for to do 
this is to break through the net of wrong judgment and false 
imagination and to attain the inward perception which is 
emancipation. 

The Meaning of Yathabhutam and Maya 
To understand the world and selfhood as they really are 

—this is seeing yathabhutam, one of the great trumpet-calls 
ringing through both Mahayana and Hinayana literature. 
But to know exactly what "yathabhutam" means is the pro
blem, for it does not allow of any definite description. The 
problem is to be settled only by appealing to experience, i.e., 
to direct perception when the truth has been grasped as such. 
In this respect Buddhist terminology is often graphic and full 
of power; think of such terms as tathata (jeajm or jj|.#D, i-e-> 
suchness or thusness), tattvam (#n | J or jf|.|f, thatness), or 
satya (HJ3I, being-so), which are used to designate the con
tent of the inner perception (pratydtmaJnana). This seeing 
yathabhutam constitutes the mystical element of all religion; 
and if one is affectively inclined, " T a t " (that) will have 
to be taken in faith; but when the intellectual claim pre
dominates, " T a t " will have to be perceived with " a noble 
eye of wisdom" (dryaprajnacakshus) and not by a divine 
(divya) or human (mdmsa) eye.1 

The world seen through a divine or human eye is a 
world of maya, but one disclosed to the Prajiia is the real 
one. Therefore, logically speaking, maya is not a quality 
objectively attached to the world, it is not inherent in it, it 
rather belongs to the subject. As indeed the idealistic 
Mahayana does not admit the existence of an external world, 
whatever qualities we ordinarily think as belonging to the 
latter are creations or constructions of our own mind. But 
if we allow ourselves to be guided by the discriminating 

1 Pp. 40, 164. P. 13, buddhyd na m&msacdkshushH. 
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imagination (parikalpa), the world must be said to have in 
itself something of the nature of maya; for its Impermanence 
is patent to us all, it appears and disappears like lightning, 
having no self-substanee in it. To say that this is an 
evanescent world is to say that it is always becoming, never 
in a state of being, that is, in constant flux as an ancient 
philosopher describes it. We must, however, be most careful 
not to be carried away by the ordinary method of interpret
ing the world and designate its transiency or constant 
becoming in Mahayanistie terminology. This is strongly 
coloured with an idealistic tinge, and to apply it in an objec
tive realistic sense will be quite misleading. When the 
world is said to be like maya, it is to be understood sub
jectively, and not objectively. Such objective terms as 
transiency or a flux of becoming presuppose realism, and 
are not, strictly speaking, in harmony with the absolutely 
idealistic standpoint adopted by Mahayanists. 

So with the conception of Sunyata (emptiness), we 
must bear in mind the fact that the term is not to be found 
in a logician's dictionary, nor in one containing realistic 
terms only. For it is the word coined by the possessor of 
the Prajnacakshus (wisdom-eye) when he has reviewed the 
world as I look at a sheet of paper before me this very 
moment.- By him the world is perceived yathdbhutam 
stripped of all its logical predicates and also its so-called 
objective trappings; the world thus appearing in its naked
ness has been designated empty (sunya), by the Maha
yanists. I t is in this sense, therefore, that it can be said 
there is nothing substantial in the world, nothing which 
has individuality (atman), nothing which can be grasped; 
and that it slips through the hands, one predicate dis
appearing after another, so that it cannot be designated, 
as being (sat), nor by its opposite, not-being (asat). No 
term that admits of an antithesis can be applied to the world, 
as it is beyond the logic of opposites. To mention some 
such terms of antithesis used frequently in the Lankavatara, 
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they are: (1) asti and ndsti, or sat and asat, (2) sdsvatu 
and uccheda, (3) svalakshana and samanyalakshana, (4) 
lakshya and lakshana, (5) grdhya and grdhaka, (6) samsdra 
and nirvana, (7) utpdda and nirodha, (8) kritaka and afcn-
fa&a, (9) bdhyan and adhydtmaka, (10) an?/a and ananya, 
(11) anekatd and ckatd, (12) ubhaya and nobhaya, (13) 
mYya and anitya, (14) buddhi and boddhavya, etc.1 Before 
one term definitely fixes its quality, it runs over to the other 
alternative. 

The Lankavatara, therefore, declares that the world as 
it is does not fall within the four propositions or points 
(catushkotika) ,2 and in the first chapter even one hundred 
and eight negations are enumerated. The most truthful 
description of the state of things as we experience in this 
world of particulars, will be, from the Buddhist way of 
thinking, to compare it with maya as created by the magi
cian.3 Making use of whatever objects a man chooses, he 
makes a variety of phantom creatures which appear to the 
spectators as real and substantial. But in this neither the 
magician nor the objects fancifully created are at fault; 
the fault lies with the spectators who make erroneous judg
ments permitting things where they are not. The sutra 
gives further analogical • proofs4 to impress upon us the 
truth of the maya-conception or that of Sunyata. That a 
picture is seen as if it really had three dimensions, that 

x (1) being and non-being, ^ftf, (2) eternal and discontinuous, 
OfcMfi; (3) individuality and generality, S t t ^ f S ; (4) predicable and 
predicate, Jjffftj^lffl; (5) seizable and seizing, #f$(£t%.; (6) birth-and-
death and nirvana, &?Eil$g; (7) birth and extinction, JfeSS; (8) made 
and not-made, f f c ^ f £ ; (9) external and internal, ftflh; (10) other 
and not-other, (fe#4&; (11) not-oneness and oneness, — ̂ — , (12) both 
and not-both, fft^ift; (13) eternal and not-eternal, &&£&; (14) know
ledge and knowable, ftj§>fj£. 

2 They a re : affirmation, " I t is A " ; negation, " I t is not A " ; 
double affirmation, " I t is both A and n o t - A " ; double negation, " I t is 
neither A nor not -A. ' ' 

8 Pp . 56, 109, 129-130, 199, etc. 

* Pp . 90 ff, etc. 
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a bedimmed eye imagines a hair-net (Jcesondukam), that a 
circle traced out by a fire-brand in quick motion is con
sidered real, that a bubble is taken for a crystal ball, and, 
further, that the reflection of a tree in a lake, an image in 
the mirror, an echo reverberating through the valley, a 
mirage in the spring-field, and the wooden man operated 
by a goblin (Pisdca)—that each of these objects is regarded 
as an actuality, is due to the error of judgment on the part 
of an unenlightened mind, which, being placed under the 
permeating memory-influence (vdsand) of past thoughts and 
desires, is self-incapacitated from looking into the truth of the 
matter. However, we must not take them for absolute illu
sions, for they are there and yet they are not there, so that 
the category of existence fails to be applied here. From 
the dualistic point of view, we feel inclined to interpret 
these terms objectively as denoting the idea of mere tran
siency or unreality, but when the whole trend of Buddhist 
thought is understood, we know that these similes are meant 
to describe a state of things, to which such logical con
ceptions as sat and asat, etc., are inapplicable, but which 
must be directly experienced in the inmost consciousness with 
the understanding of reality as it is. 

The Lankavatara says i1 

' 'The sky [or space], the hare's horns, and a barren 
woman's child— 

They are not, only talked of; so are things discriminated. 
In the totality of causes and conditions, the ignorant 

imagine birth; 
Not knowing this reason, they go astray in the triple 

world." 

This may seem to mean: All things are mere names, their 
existence is not more than a matter of subjective discrimina
tion; to think that things are really born, stay, and dis
appear in the system of causes and effects, is an illusion. 

1 P. 105. 
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All these realities, so called, have no objective validity; and, 
therefore, the world is altogether empty, void, unreal, and 
a mass of nothingness. To think this way, however, is not 
the position of the Mahayanist. What he wants us to do 
is that we should have a revulsion of the whole system of 
mentality and get a new point of view where we may survey 
the world yathabhutam. The sutra, therefore, states a little 
further down1 that the difference between the wise and the 
ignorant is that the former are free from the Viparyasa (ggf 
{JjlJ, tien-tao), while the latter are not. Viparyasa literally 
means, "inversion" or " e r r o r " ; it means imagining things 
as they are not, taking error for truth. The wise not 
hampered by this imagination see that the world is like 
maya and has no reality, but at the same time they know 
that it is there, that it is not pure nothingness. Why ? Be
cause they have gone beyond the relativism of being and 
non-being. The waters of the Ganges are not visible to the 
Preta, but since other people see them they cannot be said 
to be non-existent. In a similar way, the wise have a cor
rect view of things for they are free from errors in their 
perception of an objective world, which exists only in 
relation to their own mind. An objective world is really 
an error (bhranti, ^£fe, wang-fa) in so far as it is dis
criminated as existing externally and individually. Or we 
may say that an external, particularised world is an illusion 
as long as the ignorant are unable to break through the 
fetters of Vikalpa, wrong discrimination; whereas to the wise 
the phenomenal world is true in its suchness(tai^aia). What, 
therefore, is an error to one is truth to the other, because 
the latter is entirely free from all forms of discrimination 
(sarvakalpanavirahitam) .2 

To repeat: the objective world is an error, there is 
nothing real about it, it is maya, it is empty (sunya) ; but 
this does not mean that it is altogether non-entity and merely 

1 Pp. 106 ff. 
1 P . 108. 
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a vast expanse of vacuity; the world, even if it is error, is 
there to the wise as well as to the ignorant, but the wise 
know that it is of an illusive nature and in this cognition 
they are neither perverted nor unperverted, they just see it 
in reality (yathdbhutam), they perceive the world as it truly 
is. And while they do this, the world or what is regarded 
as such by the ignorant, is eternal (sdsvata or nitya), 
and beyond the reach of every possible dualistic cate
gory. It is in this sense that the Lankavatara declares: 
bhrdntih sdsvata, bhrantis tattvam,1 " this world of error is 
eternity itself, truth itself.'' If the wise, as the sutra states, 
cherish even an incipient stirring of thoughts rooted in dis
crimination or particularisation of forms and signs (nimitta-
lakshana-bhedatva), they are far from the reality and 
thought of supreme wisdom (aryajndna) and the wise fall 
into the rank of the ignorant. 

It, however, is to be remembered that the existence of 
this erroneous and confusing world makes it possible for the 
wise to cause a revulsion (pardvritti) in their minds and 
awaken their supreme wisdom from the narcotic effect of evil 
memory (vdsand) accumulated since time immemorial. This 
narcotic effect manifested in so many aspects of conscious
ness as Citta, Manas, Manovijnana, etc., causes it to dif
ferentiate reality as in a dream into subjects and suc
cessive appearances and thus accepting them as real and 
final to cling to them as to the truth. But, realising 
the illusive nature of these intellectual discriminations, 
the wise rise above them and seeing them as errors 
transmute falsehood into truth, phantasm into reality. And. 
on account of this realisation they know that what 
confront them is neither reality (vastu) as imagined 
by the ignorant nor unreality (avastu) as inferred by the 
unreflecting. The world is such as it is, it is neither ex
istence nor non-existence, no such predicates are applicable 
to it, and f~r this reason what is to be termed an error 

1 Pp . 106, 107. 
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(bhrdnti) for the ignorant is Tathata (suchness) for the 
wise. Though this statement sounds paradoxial or even 
irrational, the position of the Lankavatara will readily be 
comprehended when we abandon our dualistic standpoint 
and see the world yathabhutam, from its aspect of eternity 
(nityatd). So we have: 

"The wise do not see the erroneous world (bhrdnti), 
nor is there any reality (tattvam) in the midst of it. [But] 
since the erroneous world is reality, there is reality in the 
midst of it. 

"If, by abandoning all that is of the erroneous world, 
something (nimittam) is to rise, this something is an error, 
like the cataract which has not yet been cleared off the eye."1 

In short, all such apparent paradoxes are designed to 
adjust our thoughts yathabhutam to the actuality of exist
ence, with which no ordinary rules of logic are compatible. 
To say, " I t i s , " is eternalism (sdsvatavdda), to say that 
" I t is no t " is nihilism (ucchedavdda) ; and the object of 
Buddhist reasoning is to avoid both of these two antithetic 
views, though not necessarily attempting to establish ideal
istic monism, but to lead us to the way of experiencing it in 
its inwardness as well as in its totality. 

' ' 0 Lord of Lanka,' ' reads the sutra, ' ' he who sees thus 
sees rightly ;2 if seen otherwise, it is ' carrying on discrimina
tion' (vikalpa), because here is discrimination which leads 
to dualism. It is like seeing one's own face in water, or like 
seeing one's own shadow in the moonlight or by the lantern, 
or listening to an echo of one's own voice in the valley, 
wherein discrimination takes place leading to attachment. In 
like manner, to separate " D h a r m a " from "Adharma" (or 
a from not-a) is only due to discrimination, and on account 
of this one finds it impossible to do away with the distinction, 
thereby creating all forms of falsehood. One is thus unable 

1 P. 109. The lines are repeated in the "Sagathakam", gg. 127 
and 128. 

2 8a samydk-pa&yati, p. 20. 
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to realise tranquillity (santi). By tranquillity is meant 
oneness of objects, and oneness of objects is the highest 
Samadhi, from which grows an inner perception by supreme 
wisdom. The Tathagata-garbha is its objective."1 

As we see here, any thought that permits of opposition 
or antithesis such as sat and asat, dharma and adharma, is 
considered to be the outcome of discrimination (vikalpa); and 
as long as this is cherished, one can never realise the stand
point of pure idealism (cittamatra) and the yathabhutam 
understanding of absolute oneness will never take place. 

" I f this world is an error as is taught by thee, is it to 
be regarded as existent or as non-existent?" Mahamati is 
made to ask the Buddha in the Lankavatara? The natural 
conclusion as we ordinarily see it will be: " This erroneous 
world does not exist.'' But the Buddha says: " I t exists as 
maya, and no aspects of it are worth while clinging to. If 
there are any aspects of it worth clinging to, there can be no 
rejecting the notion of substance (svabhava), and the 
theory of causation (Pratityasamutpada) will be upheld as is 
done by the philosophers who assume the existence of a 
final cause." If this erroneous world is like maya, does 
this not lead to the creation of another error? "No, it 
does not, because maya is not the cause of the error, because 
it does not produce faults and fallacies. Maya, indeed, does 
not produce faults and fallacies. 0 Mahamati, maya, is not 
the product of discrimination, but evolves from the magic 
formulas pronounced by another person; it owes not its ex
istence to the power of self-discrimination and fallacious 
habit-energy; it does not produce faults. Whatever faults 
there are in connection with this erroneous world come from 
the clinging of the ignorant to that which is nothing but 
the delusion of their own minds. The wise, however, are 
free from all this ." 

1 The concluding passage of the first chapter, the Lank&vat&ra, 
after the T' ang version. 

2 Pp. 108-109. 
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What is Meant by Being Unborn f 
When maya is understood in the sense as elucidated 

above, we shall find light shed over the statement that all 
things are uncreated, or, literally, unborn (anutpannah 
sarvabhavah). This is one of the phrases quite frequently 
met with in all Mahayana literature, and those who are not 
familiar with it will certainly find the phrase devoid of sense, 
as they may regard it as having no connection with self-
realisation. But this again is a part of viewing things 
yathabhutam. For if existence is not to be annotated by any 
one of the four propositions (catushkotika) and is above the 
alternation of sat and asat, and not controlled by the law of 
causation (hetupratyaya), it cannot be described in any other 
way than by calling it unborn {anutpanna),—unborn not 
in the sense of eternity, nor in that of uncreatedness. 
Things are unborn simply because no categories admitting 
contradiction or alternation or antithesis are applicable here. 
Eternity contrasts with non-eternity or Impermanence; un
createdness if it has any relative meaning stands in opposi
tion to creation; and if being unborn is taken in a similar 
way it limits itself and our perception of things will be no 
more yathabhutam but affected by Parikalpa. For this rea
son, the Buddha in the Lankavatara repeatedly warns us 
not to get confused here, but to understand anutpadam sarva-
dharmandm in its absolute, unconditioned sense. 

' ' Why is existence regarded as unborn or unoriginated ? 
Because there is neither creating nor created, and, therefore, 
there is no causer [i.e., creator] .'n Again,2things are unborn 
because they are to be regarded as maya, and because the 
Buddha desires that the philosophers should look beyond 
logic and its necessary limitations. As long as the anti
thesis of sat and asat is" considered objectively real, as 
held by some philosophers, there will be the real coming 
into existence and the real passing away from it. Those 

1 P. 115. * P. 111. 
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who are taken to the passing-away aspect of existence are 
nihilists, while those who look for the eternal aspect are 
eternalists; and neither of them has the right view of it. 
They are attached to one thing or another,'they are far from 
attaining the point where all things are perceived in their 
true bearings, that is, as manifestations of Mind itself (citta-
mdtradrisya). The Lankavatara calls this viewpoint "seeing 
into the abode where things are in their suchness" (yathd-
bhutavasthana-darsana, ^nHjll.M,)-"1 The gatha reads: 

"Because there is no causing, there is no birth; 
Where existence is admitted, there is the holding of birth 

. and death. 
When it is seen as being like maya, etc., 
No discrimination takes place as regards appearances."2 

This Buddhist idea of being unborn is liable to be con
fused with eternalism as* is suggested by Mahamati.3 -But 
when we know that Anutpada, " to be unborn" is not an idea 
contrasted to Utpada, " t o be born," or an idea subject to 
the principle of causation, but an idea absolutely going 

1 Pp. 112, 184, and 200 (line 6 ) : yathdbhutdrthasthdna-dars'ana, 
seeing into the abode of reality in its truthful signification. Again 
p. 124, line 1, yathdbhuta-svalaksJiandvasthdndvasthitam ({fcinKlii, or 
J D K § ffijtj ) . I t is the point where things are perceived in their proper 
bearing. 

2 P . 112. 
3 Pp. I l l , 116, etc. Eternalism may not be an appropriate term 

for that school of philosophy which holds that all things have been 
what they are and remain for ever as such. This is the Sasvata 
(eternal or persistent) view of existence and stands opposed to the 
other view known as the Uccheda (destruction or extirpation). Ac
cording to the latter, there is nothing in the world that is real, eternally 
abiding, and that will retain its identity for ever. The doctrine of 
Sunyata, is sometimes taken for this. Buddhism goes the middle way 
between the two extremes; for, according to it, existence is neither tem
poral and forever vanishing, nor eternal and forever abiding. Objec
tively stated, it is in a state of constant becoming, which in terms of 
Mahayana philosophy is called like maya, or it is 6unya (empty, another 
difficult word to translate properly), it is unborn, it is not dualistic, 
it has no self-substance. This is the Buddhist teaching known as 
"Sunyata, anutpada, advaya, nihsvabhdva-lakshanam sarvadharma-
nam." P . 73. 
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beyond opposites, we come nearer to the truth. We need an 
inner perception to see into the true nature of existence; 
otherwise, like the ignorant and confused, we see things 
where there is really nothing, and imagine them to be ac
tualities though they are like the hare's horns1 or the tor
toise's hair. Vikalpa takes place here, and all looks dis
torted. So we read in the sutra: 

" According to my doctrine, there is neither being nor 
non-being, for existence (sarvabhava) is not to be charac
terised as being born, nor as disappearing. Why is there no 
non-being? For it is like seeing various objects created by 
the magician or in a dream. [As long as there are things ac
tually seen, they cannot be said to be non-existent.] Why is 
there no being? For the self-nature of all things that 
appear to be here, is really non-existent, they are seen and 
yet not seen, they are taken hold of and yet not taken hold 
of. Therefore, I say that things are neither existent nor 
non-existent. If a man, realising that there is nothing but 
what is seen of mind, abides in the suchness of things where 
no individuation (or discrimination, vikalpa) takes place, 
he will see that all doings in the world cease. To dis
criminate is the business of the ignorant and not of the wise. 
O Mahamati, it is due to the mind that discriminates that 
there appears a world destitute of reality, such as the palace 
of the Gandharvas or the phantom creations of the magician. 
To distinguish between the born and the not-born, between 
the created and the un-created, is like talking about the 
works of the magician, that have never been in existence and 
therefore that will never disappear. The ignorant fail to 
see the self-nature of existence (bhdvasvabhdva) because 
their views are perverted. When they are thus perverted, 
they are unable to realise a state of aloofness, and as they 
are unable to do so, they cannot disengage themselves from 
false discrimination. As long as one sees things particu
larised in forms, there is a perception of the born and the 

1 P. 62. 
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unborn, and as a result discrimination goes on. Nirvana 
is where there is no birth, no extinction; it is seeing into 
a state of suchness (or thatness) absolutely transcending all 
categories constructed by mind; for it is the Tathagata's own 
inner consciousness.'n 

In connection with the Anutpada (not-being-born) 
idea, it may not be out of place to say a few words about 
the Mahayana conception of what is known as ' ' Anutpattika-
dharmakshanti." One meets with this phrase quite fre
quently in Mahayana sutras, though not so much in the 
Lankavatara. Literally rendered, it means "not-born-
object-patience" and 4B£̂ fe$!£S» (wu-sheng-fa-jen) in Chi
nese. This evidently baffled some of the European trans
lators of Mahayana texts.2 But we shall be able to under
stand it much better now than they as we have already ex
plained what the Mahayanists mean by all things not being 
born (sarvadharmanam anutpadah). The idea is simply 
that reality or Dharma or existence in general is beyond all 
predicable attributes, and therefore in the failure of lan
guage and intellect, definition is impossible, and being out
side the ken of all but direct perception, all we can state of 
it is emptiness or unborn-ness in the absolute sense. Anut-
paitikadharma is a statement concerning existence from the 
Mahayana point of view. In this connection dharma does not 
mean " l a loi," nor a "consequence," nor an " idea . " 

But the last term of the compound, kshdnti, may be 

1 Abridged, pp. 198-200. For a fuller translation see pp. 265 ff. 
2 M. E. Burnouf has in his French translation of the Saddharma-

pundarika (p. 85), "Une patience miraculeuse dans la lo i " ; Max 
Miilier in his Sukhdvativyuha (S.B.E. XLIX, pp. 39-40, and p. 51), 
"Kesignation to consequences which have not yet arisen"; Cecil 
Bendall and W. H. D. Bouse in their English translation of Santideva's 
Sikshasamuccaya (p. 297), "Eesignation to the idea of not being re
born"; and H. Kern in his English Saddharma-pundarika (S.B.E. 
XXI, p. 134), "Acquiescence in the eternal law." These show how 
these great Sanskrit scholars struggled to get at the exact meaning of 
anutpattikadharmakshdnti. Also see Sylvain L6vi's SutrQlamkdra, 
French translation, p. 123. 
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somewhat puzzling. What has patience to do with this ex
istence that is to be designated as unborn? Kshdnti, of 
course, means "pat ience" here as when it is one of the six 
Paramitas, or resignation, or acquiescence, but not in its 
ordinary sense. For kshdnti here does not mean " t o 
endure," or " to suffer patiently"; endurance or suffering 
implies unwillingness and resistance to a certain extent. 
The sense of Buddhist kshdnti, however, is a willing compli
ance or acceptance. When the anutpanna view of existence 
is truthfully recognised and accepted, it becomes the prin
ciple of one's conduct, determining the whole attitude of 
mind. The Chinese scholars generally take jg> (patience) 
for f̂  (recognition) as they are both pronounced jen; but, 
strictly speaking, the term is not an intellectual one, it 
belongs to the will, it is a whole-hearted acceptance of the 
ultimate fact (tattvam) as perceived by a mind free from 
errors or wrong judgments (vikalpa). 

In the Avatamsaka-sutra, a chapter1 is devoted to an 
explanation of ten kinds of Kshanti.2 (1) Kshanti in 
sounds means to listen to the oral teaching of the Buddha, 
to accept it without fear or hesitation and to abide in it 
whole-heartedly. (2) Kshanti of obedience is to reflect upon 
the nature of things, and, truthfully penetrating into it, to 
keep the mind pure and serene. (3) Kshanti in the unborn 

1 S iksananda , Chapter X X I X " O n Kshan t i . " 
2 Cf. Sukh&vatlvyuha, S.B.E. XLIX, p. 51 § 32, where three kinds 

of Kshanti are mentioned: (1) Ghoshanuga-kshanti, (2) anulomiki-
kshanti, (3) Anutpattika-dharma-kshanti. They evidently correspond 
to the first three of the ten Kshantis here explained from the Avatam
saka-sutra. In a Sfistra called On the Awakening of Bodhicitta 
( ^ ^ J l i & l w , WSMJtM^y <fc-^), ascribed to Vasubandhu, there is a 
chapter devoted to the explanation of " S u n y a t a (emptiness) as hav
ing no distinguishing m a r k s , " in which the author also gives three 
kinds of Kshanti : (1) Kshanti of faith, (2) Kshanti of obedience 
and (3) Dharma-kshanti. The first is to believe ( # , hsin) in the 
various teachings of the Buddha, such as the Fourfold Noble Truth, 
the Twelvefold Chain of Origination, the Four Virtues of Infinite 
Greatness, (goodwill, compassion, joy, and equanimity), and the Six 
Virtues of Perfection which lead one finally to liberation in one form 
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nature of existence has already been explained. The rest 
of the ten are realised when one attains to the knowledge of 
things as like may a (4), mirage (5), dream (6), echo (7), 
shadow (8), phenomenal (9), and empty (10)). That this 
way of looking at existence is generally Mahayanistic and 
that it is not the same as regarding existence as altogether 
unsubstantial from the relative point of view, has been 
already made clear, as I hope, in the preceding section.1 

How is Nirvana Explained? 
Nirvana has been the central object of the Buddhist 

life ever since the Buddha's own time, though in the Maha
yana we do not come across the term so much as in the 
Hinayana. The idea has been replaced to a certain extent 
by such conceptions* as Prajiia, Sambodhi, Dharmakaya, 
Tathata, Pratyatmajnana, etc., as Buddhist thought drifted 
towards intellectual intuitionalism. The Lankavatara, how
ever, has not forgotten to make reference to Nirvana and to 
interpret it in its own characteristic manner. According to 
its author, whoever he may be, Nirvana is realised when one 
can see into the abode of suchness (yathabhutarthasthana-
darsanam) .2 Here is the point the intellect as such (vikalpa) 
cannot enter; for it dissects and establishes somewhat to 
take hold of (grahana), and it will then see that something 
coming into existence (utpada) and disappearing (nirodha 
or apravritti). But Nirvana has no tangible form (nimitta) 

or another. The (2) Kshanti of obedience (J(5, shun), is to see into 
the truth that there is no self-substance in any individualised object, 
animate or otherwise, and, therefore, that there is neither actor nor 
sufferer, and things are eternally such as they are. When a man comes 
to accept this truth though he may not yet have fully realised its mean
ing, he has the obedience. (3) The Dharmakshanti (&!&, fa-jen) 
•which is apparently an abbreviation for Anutpattikadharmakshanti is 
attained when he fully realises the truth and knows that all is empty 
including emptiness itself. 

1 For further definition of " Anutpat t ikadharmakshanti ' ' see 
below, pp. 226-227. 

* P . 200; see also supra. 
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and it neither comes into existence nor ceases from working. 
To attain Nirvana, therefore, is to see into the truth of things 
yathabhutam, that is, as unborn, as not affected by categories 
of intellectual construction. 

To attain Nirvana which is a state of emptiness (sun
yata) inherent in the nature of things and which again is 
a state of self-realisation obtained by means of supreme 
wisdom (dry a Jnana), there must be a revulsion (para-
vritti) at the deepest seat of consciousness known as the 
Alayavijnana.1 The latter is a kind of mental receptacle 
where all the memory of one's past deeds and psychic ac
tivities is deposited and preserved in a form^of energy called 
Vasana (^Mhsi-chi , in Chinese, habit-energy). But as this 
energy is so contaminated with ignorance and wrong judg
ments and all sorts of attachment (abhinivesa), it reacts 
upon an external world in a way detrimental to the realisa
tion of Nirvana, and, therefore, to the perception of the truth 
yathabhutam. The old conditions must now be overhauled 
in order to create a new situation in our consciousness. To 
do this, we must free ourselves from views nihilistic 
(uccheda) and eternalistic (sasvata) and also from the 
notions of being (bhava) and non-being (abhava). 

When this revulsion is effected, Nirvana is found to be 
devoid of all predicates. In it nothing is gained, nothing 
is cast aside, no extermination, no eternity, no unity, no 
diversity, one finds here. Nirvana is the mind of all holy 
ones and the goal of Buddhist discipline.2 

The Hinayanists do not know this; when they realise 
that Nirvana is something above particular conditions and 
tranquil in nature, they feel that they have it in its com
pleteness in their Nirvana, so called. But in fact they dis
tinguish it from birth-and-death (samsara), and seek it for 
fear of being caught up in the net of transmigration. They 
cherish dualism, and so long as they do so, there is no true 

1 Pp . 62, 98, etc. 
2 P . 99. 
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Nirvana for them. Nirvana, according to the Lankavatara, 
is not to be found in contradistinction to birth-and-death 
or Samsara; for thus to distinguish one from the other is 
the result of a wrong judgment (vikalpa), which imagines 
a future when the world of the senses is altogether annihi
lated, which is their Nirvana. The Mahayanistic Nirvana 
goes, however, beyond the dualism of Nirvana and Samsara. 
I t is to 6e found where there is the identity of Nirvana 
and Samsara. 

So long as dualism is adhered to, there is no Nirvana, 
no self-realisation. Light and shadow, long and short, black 
and white—they are mutually related; when they stand alone 
each by itself, they have no meaning. So with Nirvana. 
When it is sought after in relation to Samsara, we have a 
sort of Nirvana. But this kind vanishes when separated 
from the condition of mutuality in which it exists. True 
Nirvana is that which is realised in the oneness of Nirvana 
and Samsara, absolute or sunya in its nature, and above the 
relativity of eternalism and nihilism. Mahayana followers 
strive to realise this kind of Nirvana.1 

The following passages2 from the Lankavatara will give 
us some ideas of Nirvana prevalent at the time when this 
sutra was compiled: 

"The Buddha said, 0 Mahamati, what is regarded as 
Nirvana by the philosophers is not in accordance with the 
true features of Nirvana. Listen, 0 Mahamati, I will tell 
you what it is. 

"Some philosophers, seeing how impermanent things 
are, do not cling to the individual conditions; to them no 
external world exists, nor does the subjective mind exist; 
they do not think of the past, present, and future. Like the 
light that shines no more, like the seed that has no life, like 
the fire that no more burns, all attachments are gone with 
them, no individualising reflections take place, and this they 

1 Pp. 76, 126. 
8 Pp. 182 ff. The translator has here mainly followed T' ang. 
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consider to be Nirvana. But inasmuch as they see something 
destroyed, their Nirvana is not a true one> 0 Mahamati. 

"Again, there are some who think that departing to 
another realm is Nirvana; there is no external world of par
ticulars for them; it is like wind ceasing to blow.1 

"Again, some think that not to see the distinction be
tween the knowing subject and the known object is Nirvana. 

"Again there are some who, holding to the view that 
all individual appearances are real, cherish the feeling of 
pain; for they are ignorant of the truth that all is the mani
festation of mind-only. And just because of this ignorance 
they are frightened with appearances and seek for a state 
where there are no-appearances. An intense longing for 
this is regarded by them to be Nirvana. 

"Again, there are some who, reviewing things inner as 
well as external in their individual and universal aspects 
and as existing in time, think that here is self-substance, not 
subject to destruction; and in this they find Nirvana. 

"Again, there are some who believe in the indestruc
tibility of all things such as ego, being, life, growth, and 
personality, and think this to be Nirvana. 

' ' Again, some philosophers, not being intelligent enough, 
imagine the reality of Prakriti and Purusha and think that 
the Gunas in various transformations constitute all objects; 
and in this they see Nirvana. 

"Again, some philosophers see Nirvana in the extinc
tion of both merit and demerit, others in the extinction of 
evil passions by means of knowledge; and still others hold 
that Isvara is in truth the creator. 

"Again, there are some who think beings come into ex
istence mutually conditioning and not through any other 
cause. As they are without wisdom, they are unable to 
understand rightly, and because of their not understanding 
rightly, they imagine Nirvana in their own way. 

1 This last sentence does not properly belong here. There must 
have been some transposition in the text. 
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"Again, there are some who, wrongly imagining what 
they have seen to be the true path, find Nirvana here. 

*' Again, some philosophers, holding to the view that 
quality and substance are one and yet two, and mutually 
related and yet not-related, think Njrvana to be in this 
relationship. 

"Again, there are some naturalists who believe in 
spontaneous creation, saying of the peacock's variegated 
beauty, the thorn's pointedness, and the production of the 
various kinds of precious stones from the mine,—who is 
the maker of all these things? Nobody but Nature. And 
this is their Nirvana. 

"Again, some find Nirvana in the understanding of the 
twenty-five principles (tattva). 

"Again, some cherish the opinion that the looking after 
the welfare of the subjects by the observance of the six 
virtues (guna) is Nirvana. 

"Again, some think time is Nirvana, from which issues 
the world. 

"Again, there are some who see Nirvana in that the 
world (bhava) exists, or that the world (bhava) exists not, 
or that the world exists and exists not, or that the world 
and Nirvana are not two different things. 

"Again, there are some1 who, differing from all these 
philosophers, and in possession of all-knowledge (sarvajnd), 
proclaim like a roaring lion that to understand thoroughly 
what is meant by the manifestation of Mind itself (citta-

1 This is evidently the Mahayanist view of Nirvana, though it is 
treated as if it were one held by the philosophers also not belonging 
to Buddhism. In fact, the Sung version has this entire paragraph 
moved towards the end of the whole section on Nirvana, and begins 
with, ' ' According to my view, Nirvana is . . . . , " showing that this is 
the Buddhist conception of Nirvana. The conclusion of the para
graph i s : " O Mahamati, you and other Bodhisattva-Mahasattvas 
should discipline themselves in this so that they could quickly get 
away from all these other views of Nirvana as upheld by the philos
ophers . " This transposition clears off the difficulty at once. The 
Wei version is like the T* ang and the Sanskrit. 
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matra), not to get attached to the external world (bahya-
bhdva), to be disengaged from the four propositions, to 
abide in the yathdbhutam view of things,1 not to fall into 
the errors of dualism, to be free from the ideas of subject 
and object, to stand above all forms of knowledge, not to 
get attached to any one form of truth, to abide in the realisa
tion of the truth revealed to one's inmost consciousness 
(svapratydtmdryadharmddhigama), to perceive the twofold 
truth of egolessness, to be devoid of the two kinds of evil 
passions (klesadvaya), to be cleansed of the two kinds of 
hindrance (dvaranadvaya), to discipline oneself in all the 
stages [of Bodhisattvahood] one after another, whereby, 
entering upon the state of Buddhahood, to realise all the 
great Samadhis such as Maya, and forever to go beyond the 
Citta, Manas, and ManoVijnana:—this is indeed to attain 
Nirvana. 

" 0 Mahamati, all these philosophers' views [except the 
last mentioned] are based on the imagination (tarka) and 
are not in accordance with the truth (yukti) ; they are 
forsaken by the wise, for they are dualistic and Nirvana is 
imagined where it is not. There is really no Nirvana 
where one may enter or come out. The philosophers each 
adhering to his own thesis,, fall into erroneous views contrary 
to reason, thereby achieving nothing but the wanderings 
and tribulations of the mind and will. O Mahamati, there
fore, you and other Bodhisattvas should avoid them.' ' 

To quote the gathas attached here: 
"Nirvana is variously viewed and discriminated by the 

philosophers, but they are no more than imaginations, there 
is no way in them that leads up to emancipation (moksha) 
(69). 

"The philosophers who are not released from [the 
dualism of] fettered and fettering and who are far apart 
from the right way of thinking (updya), imagine emancipa
tion where there is no [real] emancipation (70). 

1 See also above, p. 123. 
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"All sorts of doctrines are maintained by various philos
ophers, but as they issue from the wrong discriminations of 
confused minds their emancipation is not a true one (71). 

"As all the philosophers are fascinated with the ideas 
of something done and something doing, they are upholders 
of doctrines of being and non-being, and their emancipation 
is no true one (72). 

"Those ignorant ones who delight in debating and idle 
talk cannot have a wider view of t ruth; mere talking is 
the source of sorrow in the triple world. It is the truth only 
that destroys sorrow (73). 

" It is like an image reflected in a mirror, it is seen there 
but it is not real; the one Mind is seen as a duality by the 
ignorant when it is reflected in the mirror constructed by 
their habit-energy (vdsand) (74). 

' ' Prom not knowing that all that is seen is of mind-only, 
there takes place discrimination and hence duality; but when 
it is known that it is nothing but Mind, no discrimination 
evolves (75). 

" It is true that mind reveals itself as multitudinousness, 
but in itself it is devoid of predicates {lakshyalakshana) ; 
appearances are there but not to be seen in the way dis
criminated by the ignorant (76). 

"The triple world is no more than [the product of] 
discrimination, there is no external world of objects; it is 
owing to discrimination that the multidinousness of things 
appears, which, however, is not understood by the ignorant 
(77). 

" I n various sutras discrimination is the subject of dis
course, it is on account of ideas and names, for apart from 
naming (abhidhdna) no meaning (abhidhcya) is attain
able (78) ."1 

The Essence of Buddhahood. 
The self-realisation that is to be attained by the Bodhi

sattva is none other than the Buddha's own inner con-
1 Pp . 185-187. 
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sciousness, self-illuminating as well as world-illuminating. 
Therefore, when we know what is the nature of this en
lightenment attained by the Buddha (svabuddhdbuddhata), 
we shall also have some glimpse of the content of the Prat-
yatmaryajfianagocara, the subject-matter of the Lankava
tara. According to the sutra,1 what constitutes the essence 
of the Buddhahood (buddhata) is neither a thing made nor 
a thing not-made, it is neither cause nor effect, it is neither 
predicable nor unpredicable, it is neither describable nor 
indescribable, neither subject to perception nor beyond per
ception. Why? Because by applying any one of these 
terminological explanations (nirukti) to this case, we commit 
a logical offence. If Buddhata, the essence- of Tathagata-
hood, is something made, it is impermanent; and if it is 
impermanent, all things made will be Tathagatas—which 
is impossible. If, on the other hand, it is a thing not made, 
it will be without a substance (dtmakatva), and all efforts 
to realise it will be to no purpose, as it is like the hare's 
horns or a barren woman's child. For are they not all not-
made, unreal, merely imagined ? 

"Again, if the essence of Tathagatahood is neither 
cause nor effect, it is then neither being (sat)- nor not-being 
(asat). And this being the case it lies outside the four pro
positions (catushkotika). The latter belong to the worldly 
way of talk and what lies outside them is no more than talk, 
it is like speaking of a barren woman's child. This exists 
only in talk and does not come under the four propositions. 
As it does not come under them, the wise know it is beyond 
their logical survey (pramdna). The meaning of all the 
Tathagatas' words is to be thus understood by the wise."2 

This passage is taken from the Sanskrit text, which 
coincides with one of the Chinese versions, the T'ang; but 
when we weigh the meaning of the passage, we grow some
what confused about it because it is apparent contradiction 

1 Pp. 187 ff. 
* P. 188. 
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to the general drift of thought that has been explained above 
as characteristic of the Lankavatara teaching. For if the 
essence of Buddhahood is something like the barren woman's 
child existing only in name and placed beyond the survey of 
the wise in the sense that it has no truth in it, the object 
of all Buddhist discipline will be set at naught. If, however, 
it could be understood in the sense that the truth is beyond 
the logical survey of even the wise, and, therefore, it is an 
object of direct intuition, altogether beyond the reach of 
popular parlance which is made up of the four propositions, 
the quoted passage would be consistent with the rest of the 
text. The sentence referring to the barren woman's child 
as mere talk and beyond the four propositions will have to 
be altered. In faipt, the Wei translation reads quite differ
ently: "The four propositions belong to the worldly way 
of talk. 0 Mahamati, if the truth does not go beyond the 
four propositions, it is no more than a word like when 
speaking of a barren woman's child. O Mahamati, this 
belongs to mere speech, coming under the four propositions, 
and if the truth should come under them, the wise would 
not take it up . ' ' Evidently there is some discrepancy in the 
text. The earliest Chinese version in fact, that is, the Sung 
reads simply and is quite intelligible, showing perhaps that 
this is a more original text, not mixed with gloss and other 
addenda. " 0 Mahamati, if it is neither an object (vastul) 
nor a cause, then it is neither being nor non-being, it lies 
outside the four propositions. The latter belong to worldly 
talk. When it [or the essence of Buddhahood] lies outside 
the four propositions it is beyond them, and being beyond 
them as such the wise accept it. The meaning of all the 
Tathagata's propositions is to be understood by the wise thus 
[that is, as beyond the four propositions]." 

When Buddhism speaks of the egolessness (nirdtmana) 
of all things (sarvadharma), this must be understood in 
the way suggested above, that is, in the sense that while 
all things have their characteristic marks (svalakshana), 
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they are without self-substance (atman). Inasmuch as the 
cow is not the horse and the horse is not a cow, they are 
quite distinct one from the other. Their individuality is to 
be reckoned with, but as to each possessing any substance 
in itself or anything that remains eternally so except its ap
pearance (lakshana), that cannot be. Therefore, things 
in one sense are as they are, but in another sense they are 
not. This is what is meant by Buddhist phenomenalism, 
but we are not to be carried away by its doctrine of empti
ness as was explained before, as Buddhism has after all some
thing to affirm. Its superficially paradoxical way of present
ing the truth is often baffling to logicians. The Lankavatara 
proceeds to say that the ignorant and confused use their own 
way of discrimination (vikalpa) to grasp the theory of non-
ego, but as existence is really beyond any system of cate
gories, the Tathagata's wisdom alone is capable of penetra
ting into reality. It is, therefore, declared by him that he 
is not distinct from the Skandhas, nor is he identical with 
them.1 

The two horns of a cow are distinguished one from the 
other, for the one is longer or shorter than the other, and 
in colour they may differ, but they are of one nature as 
they are both horns. In a similar way, the Tathagata is 
different from what constitutes matter, and yet he is not 
different. Again, he is designated as one who is emancipated 
(moksha), but he is not one with emancipation, nor is he 
different from it. Therefore, the essence of Buddhahood is 
neither eternal nor transient, neither made nor not-made, 
neither composite nor un-composite, neither knowledge nor 
the known, neither predicable nor unpredicable, neither of 
the Skandhas nor not of them, neither describable nor in
describable. It is beyond all measurement, it is not to be 
brought under any forms of category. We may talk of it 
as talk we must, but we can never reach it through words. 
For it is unborn, and consequently not subject to destruc-

3 P. 188. 
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tion. I t is like unto the sky beyond logical construction, 
and no amount of intellectual tricks (prapanca) will bring 
it within one's grasp. The essence (buddhata) transcends 
measurement (pramdna) and the senses {indriya).1 

" [The nature of enlightenment] is not limited by meas
urement and senses, it is neither an effect nor a cause, it is 
neither enlightening nor enlightened. It is neither pred
icated nor predicating (79). 

' ' The Skandhas, causation, enlightenment are not visible 
anywhere to anybody ;2 how can any statement be made con
cerning that which is not visible anywhere to anybody (80) ? 

" I t is neither something made nor something not made, 
neither an effect nor a cause, neither Skandhas nor no-
Skandhas, nor indeed is it of any other composition (81). 

" I t is not something that is subject to discrimination 
and hence perceptible, nor is it for that reason to be under
stood as non-existent; it is the very nature of things as 
they are (82). 

"Non-being goes along with being, and being goes along 
with non-being; when non-being is not knowable, being too 
is not to be discriminated (83). 

"Those who cling to words only, not comprehending 
the egolessness of an ego [so called], are drowned in dualism; 
they destroy themselves, they destroy the ignorant (84). 

"When they see any teaching shorn of all faults, they 
then see things rightly; they do not vilify the leaders (85) . " 

The Lankavatara is quite anxious to have us realise 
that the theory of non-ego does not conflict with that of the 
Tathagata's Womb (tathagata-garbha), of which mention is 
made in various connections.3 When the Tathagata-garbha is 
spoken of as a kind of storage where all the seeds (bija) of 

1 P. 189 ff. 
2 Here Sung and T'ang have: The Skandhas and causation in 

their relation to enlightenment—whether they are one or different, 
nobody can see. Wei: The causal relations and the five Skandhas, 
the Buddha sees nothing [here]. 

3 See pp. 105-106, 177, etc., and also under " AlayavijfiSua." 
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the past deeds and psychical activities are preserved, philos
ophers are apt to take it for an ego-soul. But, says the 
Lankavatara, the Tathagata-garbha is empty in its nature 
yet real, it is Nirvana itself, unborn, without predicates, 
without affections (apranihita), and, further, it is attained 
where no false discrimination (nirvikalpa) takes place, where 
no shadow (nirdbhasa) of particularisation falls. There is 
nothing here for the Buddhas or Bodhisattvas to take hold 
of as an ego-soul. They have gone beyond the sphere of 
discriminations and judgments, and it is due to their wisdom 
and skilful device (updda) that they set up all kinds of 
names and phrases in order to save their followers from 
mistaken views of reality. Hence the following -,1 

" O Mahamati, it is like the potter who, out of a mass 
of atoms of clay of one kind, produces various kinds of vessels 
by applying on it his artistic skill and manual labour, know
ing how to make use of the stick, water, and string; just so, 
0 Mahamati, is the Tathagata who points out the egolessness 
of things (dharmanairatmya)—the truth transcending every
thing characteristic of discrimination—by a variety of skilful 
means, which is joined with Prajna, that is, sometimes by 
the doctrine of Tathagata-garbha, and sometimes by the 
doctrine of non-ego, or sometimes like the potter by the aid 
of words, suggestions, and synonyms. For this reason, O 
Mahamati, the doctrine of Tathagata-garbha is not the same 
as the doctrine of ego as advocated by the philosophers. 
Thus indeed the doctrine of Tathagata-garbha is taught by 
the Tathagatas in order to induce the philosophers advoca
ting the ego-theory [which latter in a superficial way may 
be regarded as resembling the Buddhist conception of Tatha
gata-garbha] and further indeed in order that those who 
have fallen into the view of discriminating an unreal ego 
[as real] may become possessed of the realm of the triple 
emancipation and speedily realise the highest supreme en
lightenment. For this reason the Tathagatas who are Arhats 

1. Pp. 78, 79. 
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and Fully-enlightened Ones talk of the doctrine of Tatha
gata-garbha which is thus to be differentiated from the ego-
theory of the philosophers. Therefore, O Mahamati, in 
order to keep thyself away from the ego-theory of the philos
ophers thou shouldst seek the doctrine of the Tathagata
garbha that is based on non-ego. 

"Pudgala (soul, X o r rfc^c)> Samtati (continuity, $=j 
HI), Skandha (aggregate | ^ o r | § ) , Pratyaya (causation, 
| £ ) , Anu (atom, ^ f f i ) , Pradhana (supreme soul, $£), Isvara 
(god, l i^ii) , Kartri (creator, ff^gf ) :—some such ideas are 
entertained by the philosophers, but they are mere con
structions of mind."1 

The World-Transcending Knowledge 

The inner consciousness of the Buddha, which con
stitutes the essence of Buddhahood (svabuddhabuddhatd), is 
the highest form of knowledge (Jnana). Of knowledge the 
Lankavatara distinguishes three forms: (1) worldly know
ledge (jndnam laukikam), (2) supra-worldly knowledge 
(lokottaram), and (3) supreme supra-worldly knowledge 
(lokottaratamam). The first is relative as cherished by 
ordinary minds whose thinking is determined by ideas of 
being and non-being; the second is one possessed by Hina-
yanists who cannot go beyond the categories of particularity 
(svalakshana) and generality {samanyalakshana) ; while the 
the third and highest is the knowledge attained by the 
Buddhas and Bodhisattvas who view the world from an 
absolute standpoint, for they know that the world is beyond 
all characteristics, that is, has never been brought into ex
istence and will never be annihilated, that it is designable 
neither as being nor as non-being. It is by means of this 
highest knowledge that the Bodhisattva finally comes to 
the realisation of the egolessness (nairatmya) of all things, 
thus entering upon the path of Tathagatahood.2 This 

1 Pp . 78, 79. 2 P . 156 ff. 
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supreme supra-worldly knowledge is none other than the 
supreme wisdom (dryajiidna) of the Bodhidsatfcva, which 
enables him to enter into the inmost nature (svapratydtma) 
of all the Buddhas, and which constitutes the central theme 
of the Lankdvatdra-sutra. Its three aspects are now dis
tinguished.1 The first is its not being mere appearance 
(nirdbhdsa), that it is reality, as distinguished from the 
way it is regarded generally by the Hinayanists and philos
ophers. The second is that it is awakened by the will 
(pranidhdna) and power (adhishthdna) of all the Buddhas. 
That is to say, supreme wisdom is aroused in the mind 
of the Bodhisattva by virtue of the Buddhas' earnest 
desire for universal enlightenment and salvation; their 
earnest desire or will sends out strong waves of vibration 
throughout the universe, and all sentient beings there feel 
its effect according to their capacities. Thirdly, sustained 
by this and going beyond the relative knowledge of the 
Hinayanists, the Bodhisattva's mind is freed from all pred-
icable forms and is ready for realising in himself a psychic 
state termed Mayopamasamadhikaya (#n£JHNcJ|')- This 
means the body attained by a Bodhisattva when he enters 
into the Samadhi known as Maya-like, that is, the Samadhi 
that enables one to look intuitively into the nature of ex
istence and realise that it has no self-substance and is like 
maya. The following passage2 will shed light on the Maya
like Samadhi: ' ' The Tathagata, for the sake of the Bodhi
sattvas whose minds are still distracted by individuality and 
generality, preaches the path of particularisation based on 
their relative knowledge of existence. When the nature of 
relative knowledge and particularisation is fully compre
hended, they are able to realise the egolessness of an in
dividual person and an external object, and gain an 
insight into the stages of Bodhisattvahood; they will pass 
beyond the Dhyanas, Samadhis, and Samapattis belonging to 

1 P . 49. 
2 Pp . 50-51. 
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the Sravaka, Pratyekabuddha, and philosopher, and walk 
on the path and enter into the realm of Tathagatahood, 
which is outside the ken of the ordinary understanding; 
they will abandon the path belonging to the five Dharmas 
(Xife) and embellish themselves with the highest wisdom 
(prajna) which comes from the Dharmakaya of all the 
Tathagatas, and entering into the realm of maya will visit 
all the Buddha-lands, abide in the palace of Tushita and 
reach the highest place where they will obtain the Tatha-
gata-body." Maya, Sunyata, Anutpatti, Apranihita, Nira-
bhasa,— they are all synonymously used in the Lankavatara. 
The Bodhisattva is now fairly on the way to the final stage 
of Buddhist discipline. 

In Buddhism no distinction is made between knowledge 
and knower. Supreme wisdom (dry a Jnana) is at once the 
inner perception and the mental power that brings about 
this perception. This is quite in accordance with the general 
mode of thinking in Buddhism; for if there is something 
at the back of the knowledge, or if this is the function of a 
certain higher faculty of the mind, there will be a dualism 
which is so strongly combatted by the Mahayanists. Know
ledge after all must be absolute; so Prajna, which is the 
same thing as Aryajiiana is described as one of the six 
Paramitas (virtues of perfection) in the following manner:1 

As the Hinayanists cling to the idea of Nirvana for their 
own spiritual enjoyment (atmasukha)-, they are unable to 
think of the welfare of their fellow-beings. With the Maha
yanists it is different, they are ever bent on practising the 
six Paramitas in their highest possible form; and, therefore, 
in Prajna their minds are free from false discrimination 
(vikalpa); because they are awake to the suchness of reality 
they do not fall into any of the opposing predicates; they 
are thus able to* cause a revulsion (par&vritti) in the whole 
field of their consciousness, though this does not mean that 
they destroy the work of their own past karma. Prajna 

1 P. 238. 
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thus leads them finally to the realisation of the inmost truth 
deeply concealed under the wrappings of attachment and 
intellectualism. 

Doctrine of the Triple Body1 

When the Lankavatara was compiled, the doctrine of 
the Triple Body (trikdya) was apparently not yet for
mulated in the shape we have it today. We thus have terms 
corresponding to the three Bodies and the indications of the 
underlying idea, but no specified relationship is established 
between them. Only the absolute state of self-realisation is 
considered as belonging to the Dharmata-Buddha, who is 
evidently the Dharmakaya of the later periods. 

There are other forms of Buddhahood known as Nish-
yanda-Buddha and Nirmana-Buddha. Nishyanda literally 
means "flowing down" or "flowing into," and the Nish-
yanda-Buddha is a Buddha into whom Dharmata flows and 
who shines in splendour. The two later Chinese translators 
have rendered it as ifgfi$§, pao-fo, $$. meaning " to requite," 
" t o compensate"; while the Sung by Gunabhadra has $t$|} 
i-fo, $£ meaning " to depend," " t o rely upon." The latter 
is nearer to the sense of the Sanskrit nishyanda, and it is 
hard to know how the later translators came to have =$£ 
pao for it instead of fei. Did they try to read their own 
thought into it? For they were doubtless acquainted in 
their own day with the doctrine of Trikaya, one of which, 
generally known as Sambhogakaya, corresponds to Vipakaja 
($R^fe)>2 o r Vipakastha (3$t0;?)3 in the Lankavatara. 

The other form of the Buddhahood mentioned in the 
Lankavatara is Nirmanika, or Nairmanika, or Nirmana.4 

This is generally done into Chinese by >ffcfi$ or ^{fcf^, i.e., 
Transformation-Buddha, corresponding to the Nirmanakaya 

1 This subject is more fully treated in Section I I I under the same 
heading; see p. 308 et seq. 

2 P. 28. 
8 P. 34. 
* Pp. 28, 34, 56, 93, etc 
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of the Triple Body. As to what this Transformation-
Buddha is, the sutra does not offer any explanation. But 
when the distinction is made between the Nirmana-Buddha 
and the Dharmata-Buddha as to their method and material 
of preaching, we can have a glimpse into the specific fea
tures of the Nirmana-Buddha. The Lankavatara1 makes the 
latter the teacher of the ordinary people known as "bdla 
and prithagjana"2 ( j ^ ^ o r jgi-jSi/Life) i*1 Buddhist litera
ture, while the Dharmata-Buddha discusses an inner percep
tion penetrating into the suchness of truth, or the self-
absorbing contemplation by supreme wisdom (aryajndna) 
of the ultimate condition of things which cannot be reached 
by logical categories. The class of beings designated as 
"Bala and Prithagjana," which includes almost all of us 
who drift over the ocean of contrary ideas, is not able to 
see behind the veil of ignorance and wrong judgment 
(vikalpa), and to lead this unfortunate group of sentient 
beings to salvation and enlightenment, the Nirmana-Buddha 
would discuss the aspects of particularity (svalakshana) and 
generality (sdmanya-lakshana) as objects of the intellect. 
His preaching is thus concerned with the individualising 
side of existence (prabhedapracdra), which is dealt with 
in Buddhist philosophy under such categories as the six 
Paramitas, five Skandhas, twelve Ayatanas, eighteen Dhatus, 
methods of emancipation (vimoksha), modes of conscious
ness, and other subjects.3 The object of these discourses is 
naturally to go beyond the teachings of the various philos
ophical schools of the day. The Dharmata-Buddha, on the 
other hand, is meant for the Bodhisattvas whose aim is to 

1 P . 93. 
8 Bala means " n o t fully developed" and prithagjana means 

' ' different people or r ace . ' ' Thus Bala stands against the enlightened, 
and Pri thagjana against the noble (arya). In Buddhist literature they 
represent people whose minds have not yet been opened to the teaching 
of the Buddha. I have translated them in this book as ' ' t h e ignor
a n t , " or the "s imple-minded," or " s tup id and vulgar people ." 

8 P . 57. 
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come to the highest realisation of truth, which is known as 
Pratyatmaryajfianagatigocara in the Lankavatara. 

The distinction between the Nirmana-Buddha and the 
Nishyanda-Buddha is not quite clear as far as the Lankava
tara is concerned. For it describes the latter as performing 
almost the same function as the Nirmana-Buddha.1 His 
teaching is said to consist of such topics as particularity, 
generality, habit-energy (vasand) conserved in the deep 
recesses of consciousness, wrong judgments about it, and 
their interrelations causing multitudinousness of objects to 
apppear, and then our inordinate attachment to them, but 
in reality the non-existence of all these phenomena. Of 
these topics, the Dharmatanishyanda Buddha will speak 
thus: the conception of an individual ego-substance arises 
from our wrong judgment concerning the nature of existence 
and the law of causation, both of which fail to apply beyond 
the world of relativity which is empty (sunya); it is like the 
creation of the magician, he knows how to produce a variety 
of unrealities depending upon some objects of the senses, 
such as plants, brick, etc.; the spectators are induced to take 
them for real objects, though in fact there are none such. 
To the ordinary mind, the law of causation is made to extend 
beyond the world of relativity, which is also the world of 
wrong judgments and attachments; whereas the world which 
supplies a subject-matter for the Dharmata-Buddha is 
altogether unsupported (niralamba) and disengaged from de
pendence (dlambavigata), that is to say, it is not to be sub
sumed under such notions as creation, sense-perception, in
ference, and others, as it is not to be found among the con
tents of thought cherished by ordinary ego-bound minds, 
in which the Hinayanists and philosophers are included. 
The Dharmata-Buddha points directly to the truth of im
mediate perception in which the Bodhisattva stands alone 
detached from the hypothetical creations of the mind. 

This gives us an insight into what the Dharmata-Buddha 
] P. -,c ff. 
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teaches in contradistinction to the two other Buddhas, the 
Nirmana and the Nishyanda; but as to the distinguishing 
marks between the latter two we fail to get any definite and 
specific ideas. When the universe is divided into two 
aspects, absolute and relative, the absolute belongs to the 
Dharmata, while the relative one is the common province of 
the Nirmana and the Nishyanda. One may ask, Why the 
distinction, then ? As far as the Lankavatara goes, this ques
tion is not explicitly answered. We can say only this, that 
the doctrine of Trikaya must have already been in progress 
at the time of the Lankavatara and the compiler of the sutra 
took it for granted that his readers were acquainted with 
the idea. It was evidently some time later that the doctrine 
came to be dogmatised. The term "Dharmakaya" occurs 
at several places1 in this sutra but no "Sambhogakaya," 
(except once in the "Sagathakam," p. 314, g. 384), nor 
"Nirmanakaya," perhaps except once on p. 241.- However, 
that the Buddha is able if he wills to manifest himself as a 
Nirmanakaya in response to the earnest desire of his fol
lowers or in order to execute his own purposes, is foreshadow
ed in the conception of Manomayakaya, "mind-made-body," 
or "will-body."3 This is a kind of Nirmanakaya. 

1 Pp . 51, 70, 192, 212, etc.; as Tathagatakaya, pp. 42, 43, 51. 
a One difference between the Transformatiori-Buddliu and the 

Dharmata-Buddha is described to be as follows: 
" T h e Tathagata of Transformation (nirmita-nairmanika) is at

tended by VajrapSni, but not the original Tathagata (maula-iatha-
gata). The original Tathagata is beyond all senses and reasonings, 
cannot be known by the simple-minded, Sravakas, Pratyekabuddhas, 
and philosophers. He abides in a state of bliss which follows from the 
perception of the truth as he has perfected himself in the doctrine of 
wisdom and patience. He requires no attendance of Vajrapani. No 
Buddha of Transformation (nirrnita-buddha) are born of karma (na 
Jcarma-prabhava), yet they are neither the same nor different with the 
Tathagata. Like 'the potter who produces articles by bringing various 
conditions together, the Transformation-Buddhas preach the Dharnui 
when circumstances are provided for them, but they are incapable of 
discoursing on the state of consciousness realised by suorenie wisdom 
which leads to an inner perception of t r u t h . " (P . 242.) 

3 Pp . 81, 136, 192. 
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One thing I wish to emphasise in this statement con
cerning the three forms of Buddhahood is that the story 
of the inmost perception to be gained by the Bodhisattvas, 
forming the central theme of the Lankavatara, is told only 
by the Mula-tathagata, or true Tathagata (Jf|Jf£ll2fc) as 
in the T' ang version, because he is above all senses, all logical 
measurements (sarvapramana), and cannot be perceived by 
the Sravakas and Pratyekabuddhas, nor by the philosophers; 
because he abides absorbed in the bliss of realisation and in 
the perfection of the highest knowledge.1 The doctrine of 
the Lankavatara is thus seen to be the direct revelation of the 
absolute Buddha as he is. 

This sketchy and incidental reference to the doctrine 
of the Triple Body is far from being satisfactory. In a 
chapter exclusively devoted to the treatment of the subject 
a fuller exposition is presented. 

The Highest Knowledge and a First Cause 
We know now that supreme wisdom realised in the 

inmost depths of consciousness (pratyatmaryajnana) is some
thing absolutely defying all description and altogether un-
predicable, and that it is therefore the topic to be properly 
dealt with by Dharmata-Buddha himself and not by any 
beings subject to the principle of relativity. This knowledge 
is thus eternal, unconditioned, and beyond the reach of all 
analysis and discursive understanding, as it belongs to the 
highest principle of cognition from which all relative know
ledge is derivable. Now the question is, " I n what respect 
does this differ from the first cause (kdrana) considered by 
the philosophers to be also eternal (nitya) and beyond 
thought (acintya) ? " This is answered by the author of the 
Lankavatara in the following manner :2 

What is claimed to be first cause by the philosophers 
cannot really be so, because a cause always presupposes some-

1 P. 242. 
8 Pp. 59 flf. 
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thing beyond and cannot be its own cause. The idea of 
causation belongs to a world of relativity, and what is 
relative cannot be eternal and is always within the sphere 
of thought. If we take a thing belonging to the relative 
world and therefore to a realm of action, as a first cause 
from which everything else has its beginning, this will be a 
wrong form of inference; for we jump from relativity to 
transcendentality, from impermanence to eternity, from a 
thing that is to a thing that is on the other side of being and 
non-being. Therefore, what is regarded by the philosophers 
as the first cause eternal and beyond thinkability is not to 
be identified with supreme wisdom attainable by the Buddhas 
and Bodhisattvas. 

That the supreme wisdom is eternal and cannot be made 
a subject of thought, comes from its intrinsic nature. For 
it is a state of mind realised personally by the Buddhas 
when they deeply delve into the ultimate principle itself 
which is not conditioned by any category of thought. It is 
not to be designated as a cause which is bound up with its 
antecedents and consequents, it stands alone "quie t ly" as 
absolute knowledge flashed through one's consciousness, it 
is a fact of experience which does not allow of any arguments. 
It is Tathata (suchness), Tattva (thatness), perceived in the 
inmost consciousness of the Tathagata. As it is not an 
object external to him, it is a self-sufficient cause not depend
ing on anything. We may say that this is a state of pure 
perception (pratydtmagati). 

And it is for this reason that the Lankavatara is ever. 
persistent in making this pure perception not an object of 
discursive understanding for the ordinary minds, for the 
philosophers, for the Hinayanists. It is not only too «exalted 
a subject for them to comprehend, but quite beyond logic 
and liable to be wrongly and disastrously interpreted by 
them. It is meant for those only who are not at all sur
prised, or alarmed, or frightened at hearing that there is 
a thing beyond one's power of thinking, for such belong 
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to the family of Tathagatayana.1 The Mahayanist does not 
deny the reality of the objective world as regards its rela
tivity, where all conditions obtain; he only refuses to extend 
these to a realm where they do not apply; and of the 
existence and reality of such a realm he is firmly convinced 
because his inner perception testifies to it. What stronger 
and more intimate and more convincing proof could one 
ever expect to offer for a truth ? Therefore, the Lankavatara 
boldly declares:2 

"Srotapatti-phala (fg$foj&), Sakridagami-phala (— 3»fe 
:&), Anagami-phala ( ^ ^ ^ ) , and Arhattva ( ^ g | ^ ) 8 — 
they are all perturbed states of mind. Sometimes I speak 
of the Triple Vehicle, sometimes of the One Vehicle, and 
sometimes of No-vehicle; all these distinctions are meant for 
the ignorant, for men of inferior wisdom, or even for the 
noble-minded. As to the entering into the ultimate truth 
(Paramartha), it goes beyond dualism. When one is abiding 
where there are no images (nirdbhasa), how could the Triple 
Vehicle be established? All kinds of Dhyana, Apramana, 
Arupya, Samadhi, and the Extinction of Thoughts4—they do 
not exist where there is Mind-itself (cittamatra)." 

The Parable of the Sands of the Gangd 

Prom the absolute point of view, no use is apparently 
to be found for anything in the world; no talk is needed, 
no sermoning avails, and therefore, let the world go as it 
pleases and work out its own salvation if it ever wants; for 
what are the Buddhas and Bodhisattvas after all? This is 
then the question awaiting the absolutist's solution. The 
following passages concerning the parable of the sands of 
the Ganges will be edifying in this respect:5 

1 P. 64: 2 P. 65. 
3 These are the spiritual attainments of the Hinayanists, Arhat-

ship being the highest of the four. 
* Summarily stated, these are all different forms of meditation. 
s P. 229 ff. 
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" A t that time Mahamati asked the Blessed One, Thou 
teachest in the scriptural text (desandpdtha)1 that the Tatha
gatas of the past, present, and future, are like the sands of 
the Ganga; is this to be understood literally ? Or is there 
another meaning to it ? Explain it to me, 0 Blessed one! 

"To this the Blessed One answered: O Mahamati, do 
not understand it literally. The Buddhas of the past, 
present, and future are not to be measured, according to the 
measure of the sands of the Ganga. Why? Because the 
comparison goes beyond this world, it is no fair comparison, 
there is something resembling in it but not quite exact. 
And, 0 Mahamati, the Tathagatas do not hold up a com
parison going beyond this world and not of complete re
semblance. What has been told by myself and the Tatha
gatas is no more than a small portion of real resemblance. 
When I say that there are Tathagatas equal to the sands 
of the Ganga, it is meant to make those stupid and vulgar 
people tremble, who, following the modes of feeling and the 
erroneous views which are cherished by some philosophers, 
get attached to them, thinking that there is an eternal being 
or that there is not, go on revolving around the wheel of ex
istence, of birth-and-death. How are they to be kept away 
from the strait pass of the wheel of existence so that they 
come to long for a superior object and lay hold of a superior 
object? Thus it is shown that Buddhahood is easy to attain. 
If it is told that the appearance of a Tathagata is like the 
blooming of the udumbara, they may not exert themselves. 
[Therefore, I preach that the Tathagatas are like the sands 
of the Ganga. But again,] considering what people are to 
be led, I hold out in the scriptural text that the appearance 
of the Tathagata is a matter of as great rarity as the blooming 
of the udumbara plant. O Mahamati, the udumbara flower 
has never been seen by anybody, while tjhe Tathagatas have 
already appeared in the world and are here even now. To 

1 For this term T'ang has simply H, while Sung translates it as 
0fR6] and Wei as ^ ^ R . 
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say that the appearance of the Tathagata is as rare an event 
as the blooming of udumbara plant is not a statement put 
forward in accordance with my inner knowledge. When a 
statement is shown in accordance with my inner knowledge, 
it goes beyond, it oversteps any comparison that may be 
made in the world, because of its unbelievableness, and it 
will not be believed by stupid and vulgar people. No com
parisons hold good in the realm of the supreme wisdom 
which is attained by an inner realisation, because the truth 
(tattvam) goes beyond those marks visible to the Cittam, 
Manas, and ManoviJnana. The truth is the Tathagata, 
therefore no comparisons are adequate here. 

"Nevertheless, O Mahamati, just a little of comparison 
is given, that is, Tathagatas are said to be equal to the sands 
of the Ganga, they are equal, they are not diiferent, yet the 
comparison is not proper, nor erroneous. O Mahamati, for 
instance, the sands of the river Ganga are violently trampled 
on by fishes, tortoises, porpoises, crocodiles, buffaloes, lions, 
elephants, etc., but the sands are not troubled, have no ill 
feelings, nor are they unconscious of being trampled on; 
they are without imagination, beautifully clear and devoid 
of impurities. Even so with the tathagatas, 0 Mahamati, 
their supreme wisdom attained by an inner perception is the 
great river of Ganga, and their Powers, Psychic Faculties, 
Self-mastery are the sands; and they are trampled by the 
philosophers, stupid people, and antagonists, who are the 
fishes, but they are not troubled, they have no ill feelings. 
The Tathagatas, because of their original vows, fulfilling 
all the bliss that accrues from perfect mental concordance 
(samapotti) for the sake of all beings, are not troubled, have 
no ill feelings. Therefore, the Tathagatas, like the sands of 
the river of Ganga, do not particularise, as they are above 
likes and dislikes. 

" O Mahamati, the sands of the river of Ganga do not 
lose their earthly quality even when fire breaks out on earth 
at the end of the kalpa, because the sands are of the nature 
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of the earth itself. And, 0 Mahamati, as the earth is one 
with fire, it will never consume away though it is imagined 
by stupid and vulgar people who are fallen into the way 
of untruthfulness that the earth will burn up because of 
continuity. But it will never consume away because it 
is the element on which fire subsists. Even so, O Mahamati, 
the Tathagata's Dharma-body, like the sands of the Ganga, 
is not destructible. 

" O Mahamati, as the sands of the river Ganga are im
measurable, even so, O Mahamati, the Tathagata's rays of 
light are immeasurable, which are shed by the Tathagatas 
over the assemblies and circles of all the Buddhas in order 
to effect the ripening and inspiring of all beings. 

" 0 Mahamati, as the sands of the river Ganga, retain
ing their quality of being themselves, do not change into 
anything else, even so, O Mahamati, the Tathagatas, because 
of their severance from the cause of conditional existence, 
have gone beyond the realm of birth-and-death.1 

" 0 Mahamati, as the sands of the river Ganga are un
concerned whether some of them are taken away or whether 
more are thrown in, even so, O Mahamati, the Tathagatas' 
wisdom (Jnana) which is engaged in the ripening of all 
beings knows neither decrease nor increase, for the Dharma 
is without corporeality. Beings endowed with the body, O 
Mahamati, are destructible, not so with beings without the 
body; and the Dharma is without the body. 

" O Mahamati, as a man cannot obtain ghee or oil or 
such things from the sands of the river Ganga, however 
hard he may squeeze them to get it, even so,2 0 Mahamati, 
the Tathagatas however painfully hard they may be op
pressed for the sake of all beings, never neglect the fulfilling 

1 Literally, " a r e neither produced nor vanishing in Sam s u r a . " 
• This analogy does not hold good as far as the getting of ghee 

from the sands is concerned; but we may take the hard squeezing par t 
as compared with the ever-unrequited labour of the Tathagata who 
works hard for all sentient beings though the latter fail to appreciate 
the love so ungrudgingly bestowed upon them. 
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of their original vows which they cherish in the depths of 
their hearts in the Dharmadhatu [i.e., realm of the Dharma], 
so long as all beings are not led into Nirvana by the Tatha
gatas, and this is due to the latter's being endowed with 
great compassion. 

" O Mahamati, as the sands of the river Ganga flow 
along the banks of its water and not where there is no water, 
even so, 0 Mahamati, all the discourses by the Tathagatas 
on the Buddha-dharma take place in accordance with the 
stream of Nirvana. For this reason the Tathagatas are said 
to be like sands of the river Ganga. O Mahamati, the sense 
of transmigration here does not apply to the Tathagatas, O 
Mahamati, decay is the sense of transmigration. And, O 
Mahamati, the ultimate end of birth-and-death is not to be 
known. Not being known, how am I to disclose the Dharma 
in the sense of transmigration ? Annihilation is the sense of 
transmigration. 0 Mahamati, this is not known, to stupid 
and vulgar people. 

"Mahamati asked: If, O Blessed One, the ultimate 
end is not knowable, how is it possible for all sentient beings 
to obtain deliverance as they are living in the midst of birth-
and-death ? 

' ' Said the Blessed One: O Mahamati, when the cause is 
removed which is the memory [i.e., habit-energy or vdsand] 
or erroneous reasoning and faulty discrimination during be
ginningless time, and when there takes place a revulsion at 
the seat of discrimination by realising that external objects 
are appearances or manifestations of one's own mind, then 
there is deliverance, which is not annihilation. Therefore, 
O Mahamati, there is no occasion for speaking of endlessness. 
An endless end is a synonym of discrimination, 0 Mahamati; 
and apart from discrimination, there is no being what
ever present. When the inner world or the outer one is sur
veyed with wisdom (buddhi), we find indeed, O Mahamati, 
all objects transcending the dualism of knowing and being 
known. Only because, of ignorance of the discriminating 
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mind, discrimination takes place; when this is realised, it 
disappears. 

' ' On this occasion this was uttered: 
"Those who perceive the Buddhas like the sards of 

Qanga as unrelated to destruction, or to transmigration, they 
truly see the Tathagatas. 

"As the sands of Ganga are free from all defects, 
always flowing along the current, so is the substance of 
Buddhahood." 

PAET I I 

(A) T H E INTELLECTUAL CONTENT OF THE BUDDHIST 

EXPERIENCE 

Having elucidated to a certain extent though not so 
exhaustively as a thorough survey of the Lankavatara may 
require, as regards its general contents and especially the 
nature of the inmost consciousness of the Tathagata known 
as Pratyatmaryajnagocara, let us now proceed to see what 
intellectual equipment is needed for a Bodhisattva before he 
can attain to this inner realisation so emphatically acclaimed 
in the sutra. This intellectual equipment consisting of two 
parts, logical and psychological, is in a way the philosophical 
content of the intuitive experience attained by the Bodhi
sattva. I t may be regarded either as-the intellectual atti
tude to be acquired by him before he enters upon the path 
of Buddhist discipline, or as the philosophy of what he has 
realised, which as a rational being he is to elaborate later 
on. In either case, the Lankavatara offers us a thorough
going idealism along with the message of self-realisation, 
and this has been the point of discussion as referred to before 
among the Buddhist exegetists who wished to decide which 
was the more important topic of the sutra. Whatever this 
may be, we are now prepared to see what is the philosophical 
background of the Buddhist experience. 

Historically, the Lankavatara has been considered as an 
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exposition of the following subjects: the five Dharmas, three 
Svabhavas, eight Vijfianas, and two Nairatmyas. Buddhist 
scholars, Indian, Chinese, and Japanese were always quite 
inclined to what may be termed a numerical method of 
analysis. The whole text was first analysed into so many 
parts, and each part again into so many sections, and so on; 
and the important ideas developed in them were picked up 
and gathered up numerically in order, one, two, three, and 
so on. They often thus failed to see one central thought 
running through the text, like the mountaineer whose at
tention is constantly arrested by the details in his way and 
fails to take in the mountain as a whole. Now, the Lankava
tara^ philosophy is absolute idealism and all these numerical 
headings are details used to establish the main theme. But 
I will here first discuss each subject separately and then 
arrange it so as to bring out the whole system in a more 
centralised shape. 

The Five Dharmas 
To begin with, "dha rma" is a very troublesome word 

to handle properly and yet at the same time it is one of the 
most essential technical terms in Buddhism. As it is used 
in many different senses, the serious business of a trans
lator or a commentator is to know exactly what the term 
means in a given context. Etymologically, it comes from 
the root dhri " t o hold," " to bear," " to exist"; there seems 
always to be something of the idea " t o endure" also going 
along with it. The commonest and most important sense 
given to it in Buddhism is " t r u t h , " " l aw , " "religion," as 
exemplified in saddharma, dharmakaya, dharmacakra, 
dharmaparydya, etc. Secondly, it is-used in the sense of 
"existence," "being," "object," or " th ing , " as, for in
stance, in sarvadharmasunyatd, dharmanairdtmya, etc. 
Thirdly, it is synonymous with "v i r tue ," "righteousness," 
1' norm,' * not only in the ethical sense, but in the intellectual 
one also. In the latter case, it is " t r u t h , " "s tandard," 
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"category," or a general name for a class of things or 
ideas. Fourthly, it is occasionally used in a most com
prehensive way, including all the senses mentioned above, 
and it is in this case that we feel inclined so often to 
leave the original untranslated rather than to seek for an 
equivalent in a foreign language. For example, when 
dharma and adharma are contrasted, dharma is here used 
most evidently in its widest connotation; it is not especially 
the Buddha's teaching, nor is it a moral standard set up 
against unrighteousness, nor does it refer to existence 
generally. In fact it includes all these. The term may be 
understood to mean anything of which something can be 
asserted; and its opposite adharma means everything that 
negates the affirmation, logical or ontological, or merely 
physical or ethical. Dharma and adharma are used in this 
sense toward the end of the first chapter of the Lankavatara. 
Sarvadharma may be regarded as being just as comprehen
sive in its significance; indeed, it may even include adharma 
as well as dharma, for adharma, too, is a dharma so far as 
it is another form of assertion. Sarvadharma is inter
changeable with sarvabhava. Still another comprehensive 
use of dharma may be found in Buddhadharma, for this in
cludes not only all the teachings that go in the "name of the 
Buddha but all the activities, institutions, physical objects, 
mental operations, and indeed everything that is connected 
with Buddhism in any possible manner. Thus " Buddha
dharma" may come to include the entire universe and all 
that is found there. The "Dharma" in the five Dharmas 
may approximately be rendered as "category." 

The five Categories (dharma) are Name (ndma), Ap
pearance (nimitta), Discrimination (vikalpa), Right Know
ledge (samyagJnana), and Suchness (tathata).1 Those who 
are desirous of attaining to the spirituality of the Tathagata 
are urged to know what these five categories are; they are 
unknown to ordinary minds and, as they are unknown, 

1 Pp. 224 ff, 228. 
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the latter judge wrongly and become attached to appearances. 
Now Names are not real things, they are merely symbolical 
(samketa, {§£;&, cbia-li), they are not worth getting attached 
to as realities. Ignorant minds move along the stream of 
unreal constructions, thinking all the time that there are 
really such things as " m e " and "mine ." They keep 
tenacious hold of these imaginary objects, over which they 
learn to cherish greed, anger, and infatuation, altogether 
veiling the light of wisdom. These passions lead to actions, 
which, being repeated, go on to weave a cocoon for the agent 
himself. He is now securely imprisoned in it and is unable 
to free himself from the encumbering thread of wrong judg
ments. He drifts along on the ocean of transmigration, 
and, like the dereliet, he must follow its currents. He is 
again compared to the water-drawing wheel (ghatiyantra) 
turning around the same axle all the time. He never grows 
or develops, he is the same old blindly-groping sin-commit
ting blunderer. Owing to this infatuation, he is unable to sec 
that all things are like maya, mirage, or like a lunar reflection 
in water; he is unable to free himself from the false idea 
of self-substance (svabhdva), of "me and mine," of subject 
and object, of birth, staying and death; he does not realise 
that all these are creations of mind and wrongly interpreted. 
For this reason he finally comes to cherish such notions as 
Isvara, Time, Atom, and Pradhana,1 and becomes so inex
tricably involved in appearances that he can never be freed 
from the wheel of ignorance. 

By Appearances (nimitta) are meant qualities belong
ing to sense-objects such as visual, olfactory, etc.; and by 
Discrimination (vikalpa) is meant the naming of all these 
objects and qualities, distinguishing one from another. The 
text reads: "Then again, O Mahamati, Discrimination is 
that by which names are set up. Expressions are given to 
appearances, saying, 'This is such and not otherwise'; and 

1 Pradhana is a kind of the Primary Germ, which, according to the 
Sankhya philosophy, becomes the cause of all material appearances. 
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we have names such as elephant, horse, wheel, footman, 
woman, or man, wherein Discrimination takes place."1 

Right Knowledge (samyagjndna) consists in rightly 
comprehending the nature of Names and Appearances as 
predicating or determining each other. It consists in seeing 
mind as not agitated by external objects, in not being carried 
away by dualism such as nihilism and eternalism, and in 
not falling into the state of Sravakahood and Pratyeka-
buddhahood as well as into the position of the philosopher. 

When a world of Names and Appearances is surveyed 
by the eye of Right Knowledge the realisation is achieved that 
they are to be known as neither non-existent nor existent, 
that they are in themselves above the dualism of assertion 
(samdropa) and refutation (apavdda), and that the mind 
abides in a state of absolute tranquillity undisturbed by 
Names and Appearances. With this is attained with the 
state of Suchness (tathatd), and because in this condition no 
images are reflected the Bodhisattva experiences joy.2 

The Three Forms of Knowledge. 
The three forms of knowledge known as Svabhava-

lakshanatraya3 are more or less a recapitulation or reclassi
fication of the five Dharmas. Svabhdva, or sva-bhava, 
literally means " self -nature, ' ' " self -substance,'' or "ex
istence as it is in itself," and lakshana is the "characteristic 
mark" or marks that distinguish one thing from another. 
The combination thus literally understood looks as if it had 
nothing to do with knowledge. The meaning however is 
this, that as existence {bhava-) is conceived or cognised by 
mind, it allows itself to be understood in three different 
and characteristic ways, and that each of these three ways of 
understanding or three views of existence is taken as final 

1 P. 226. 
2 An English translation of a part of this section is given else

where in this book (pp. 25-33), where a comparison is made between 
the three Chinese versions and one Sanskrit text. Pp. 225-229. 

a Pp. 67, 227. 
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and true to the self-nature of existence by those who may hold 
that particular view. Thus,t the phrase sva-bhdva-lakshana 
may apply to the nature of knowledge itself and also to 
its object, that is, to existence in general. The motive 
underlying the classification is to see what knowledge or 
view of existence is required for the attainment of the truth 
that brings release from the pain and bondage of existence, 
and the three characteristic marks so called will more 
properly describe the nature of knowledge than that of its 
object. SvabMva in this case is to be understood as an 
(-pistemological term. 

The first of the three Svabhavas is known as the Pari-
kalpita (pari+kalpita, contrived or imagined), wrong dis
crimination of judgment, and proceeds from rightly com
prehending the nature of objects, internal as well as external, 
and also the relationship existing between objects as in
dependent individuals or as belonging to a genus. The 
second is the Paratantra, literally, "depending on another," 
is a knowledge based on some fact, which is not, however, in 
correspondence with the real nature of existence. The char
acteristic feature of this knowledge js that it is not altogether 
a subjective creation produced out of pure nothingness, but 
it is a construction of some objective reality on which it 
depends for material. Therefore, its definition is " tha t 
which arises depending upon a support or basis (dsraya)." 
And it is due to this knowledge that all kinds of objects, 
external and internal, are recognised, and. in these indivi
duality and generality are distinguished.1 The Paratantra 
is thus equivalent to what we nowadays call relative know
ledge or relativity; while the Parikalpita is the fabrication 
of one's own imagination or mind. In the dark a man steps 
on something, and imagining it to be a snake is frightened. 
This is Parikalpita, a wrong judgment or an imaginative 
construction, attended with an unwarranted excitement. He 
now bends down and examines it closely and finds it to be 

1 P. 67. 
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a piece of rope. This is Paratantra. relative knowledge. 
He does not know what the rope really is and thinks it to 
be a reality, individual and ultimate. 

While it may be difficult to distinguish sharply the 
Parikalpita from the Paratantra from these brief statements 
or definitions, the latter seems to have at least a certain 
degree of truth as regards objects themselves, but the former 
implies not only an intellectual mistake but some affective 
functions set in motion along with the wrong judgment. 
When an object is perceived as an object existing ex
ternally or internally and determinable under the cate
gories of particularity and generality, the Paratantra form 
of cognition takes place. Accepting this as real, the mind 
elaborates on it further both intellectually and affectively, 
and this is the Parikalpita form of knowledge. It may be 
after all more confusing to apply our modern ways of think
ing to the older ones especially when these were actuated 
purely by religious requirements and not at all by any dis
interested philosophical ones. 

The third form of knowledge is the Parinishpanna, 
perfected knowledge, and corresponds to the Right Know
ledge (samyagjnana) and Suchness (tathatd) of the five 
Dharmas. It is the knowledge that is available when we 
reach the'state of self-realisation by going beyond Names 
and Appearances and all forms of Discrimination or judg
ment (vikalpa). It is Suchness itself, it is the Tathagata-
garbha-hridaya, it is something indestructible (avinasa).1 

The rope is now perceived in its true perspective. I t is not 
an object constructed out of causes and conditions and now 
lying before us as something external. From the absolut
ist 's point of view which is assumed by the Lankavatara, the 
rope is a reflection of our own mind, it has no objectivity 
apart from the latter, it is in this respect non-existent. But 
the mind out of which the whole world evolves is the object 
of the Parinishpanna, perfectly-attained-knowledge. 

1 Pp. 67, 227. 
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The following gathas are translated from the Sanskrit 
text,1 where the relation of the three Svabhavas is treated 
somewhat in detail. This is one of the difficult series of the 
gathas to be found in the Lankavatara, for the meaning is 
obscure. I have given here my interpretation of it rather 
than a translation, which latter when reproduced as it stands 
in the original would be quite unintelligible to the average 
reader. This series of gathas is broken up into five sections 
and is reproduced with more or less variations in the *' Saga
thakam ' ' part of the sutra. The gathas run thus: 

"When the mind (citta) is bound by an objective world, 
the intelligence (Jnana) is awakened and reasoning takes 
place; but the highest wisdom (prajnd) obtains where there 
are no images,—a higher level of consciousness (182). 

"Owing to the Parikalpita conception of existence 
it appears real; from the Paratantra point of view there is 
no such reality; the Parikalpita discrimination holds good 
as long as there is a state of confusion; in the Paratantra 
view of existence there is no [subjective] discrimination 
(183). 

"Though a variety of things may be produced by maya, 
there is no validity (siddhi) in them; so also in the Pari- ' 
kalpita discrimination which causes the multiplicity of ap
pearances there is no validity (184). 

"Appearance is due to the evil way of the past, the 
effect of a fettered mind; it becomes for the ignorant the 
object of their Parikalpita conception which is formed on 
the Paratantra [relative] nature of things (185). 

"Existence of which the Parikalpita conception is 
formed [by the ignorant] has the nature of relativity; and 
it is as regards this relative nature of existence that the dis
crimination creates multitudinous appearances (186). 

"There is worldly [knowledge, sanwriti], and ultimate 
truth (paramdrtha), and a third is the doctrine of Causeless
ness (ndstihetukam); the Parikalpita belongs to worldly 

1 Pp . 130-133. 
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knowledge; when it is cut asunder, there is revealed the 
realm of the wise (187). 

" As in the case of the magician who reveals multiplicity 
out of oneness, though there is really no multiplicity, so is 
the nature of the Parikalpita view of existence (188). 

"As with cataract of the eye which makes one imagine 
various forms though the cataract itself has nothing to do 
with forms or no-forms, so is the relative nature of existence 
to the unenlightened (189). 

' ' Like unto pure gold, water free from dirt, and the sky 
clear of clouds, pure is the nature of the discriminated 
(190). 

1' There is no reality as discriminated in the Parikalpita 
view of the world, but Relativity (paratantra) itself exists; 
assertion and refutation are done away with, which are the 
products of discrimination (191). 

' l If the Parikalpita is non-existent because of the nature 
of Relativity (paratantra), what is existent has no existence, 
and what is existent is produced from non-existence (192). 

"Depending upon the Parikalpita, discrimination there 
obtains Relativity (paratantra) ; from the relationship of 
Names and Appearances there rises the Parikalpita-dis-
crimination (193). 

"Bu t the Parikalpita is not ultimately complete, it has 
no other way of birth [than depending upon Relativity]; 
thus it is known that Ultimate Truth is pure in its self-
nature (194). 

"There are ten1 kinds of Parikalpita and six kinds of 
Relativity; as to that which is recognised as Suchness in 
one's inmost consciousness there is no differentiation in it 
(195). 

"The five Dharmas are truth, and so are the three 
Svabhavas; when the Yogin has an insight into this he does 
not go outside Suchness (tathatd) (196). 

"What is known as Appearance [and] Relativity, that 
1 In all the Chinese translations we have twelve instead of ten. 
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is due to Discrimination; but the phenomena of Parikalpita 
take place depending upon Relativity (197). 

"When, however, [existence] is truthfully discerned 
(vivecya) by the intelligence (buddhi), there is neither Para-
tantra nor Parikalpita discrimination. Nor is there any
thing to be called Perfect Knowledge (parinishpanna), and 
how can there be anything to be discerned by the intelligence 
(198)? 

"That which is Perfect is beyond the dualism of being 
and non-being; how can there be these two views of existence 
[known as Parikalpita and Paratantra] (199) ? 

" I n the Parikalpita view of existence dualism is estab
lished, and with these dualistic establishments, multiplicity 
is seen discriminated, but pure is the realm of the wise 
(200). 

"Multiplicity is discriminated indeed, it is discrim
inated depending upon Relativity (paratantra) ; if a man's 
discrimination takes place in any other way, he follows the 
doctrines of the philosophers (201). 

' ' The discriminating is said to be the discriminated; the 
idea of causation grows from trying to formulate philos
ophical views; when the dualism of discrimination is gotten 
rid of, there is indeed that perfect view of existence (pari
nishpanna) (202)." 

The relation1 between the five Dharmas and the three 
Svabhavas may be tabulated as follows: 

The Five 
Dharmas 

^ ' . r • • • .Parikalpita 
Nimitta J 
Vikalpa Paratantra 
S a m y a g j n a n a | p a r i n i s h p a n n a 

ITathata J 

The Three 
Svabhavas 

In going over this tabulation as in the study of other 
parts of Buddhist philosophy we must keep one thing always 

1 P . 68, g. 134; see also p. 229, g. 6; and p. 285, g. 156. 
Nimittam ndma samkalpaJi svabhavadvayalakshanam, 
Samyagjnanam hi tathatd paranishpannalaTcshanam. 
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before our minds, as I stated elsewhere, which is, that Bud
dhist thought is always the outcome of Buddhist life; that 
its logic, or psychology, or metaphysics cannot be under
stood adequately unless we realise that facts of Buddhist 
experience are at its basis, and, therefore, that pure logic 
is not the key to the understanding of Buddhist philosophy. 

The Two Kinds of Knowledge 
The division of knowledge of truth (satya) into two 

forms, Samvriti and Paramartha,1 is also known to the 
author of the Lankavatara, but it was due to the Madhya-
mika school of Nagarjuna that the distinction was thoroughly 
formulated into a system, and they made most of it to account 
for the dual aspect of experience in their treatises on the 
doctrine of the Middle Path. In the Lankavatara we may 
say that the idea is foreshadowed when it makes reference to 
"Vyavahara" (practical experience) according to which 
the Buddha concedes the possibility of such concepts as being 
and non-being, birth and death, caused and causing, grasped 
and grasping, etc. "Vyavahara"2 belongs to ordinary life 
where rules the principle of individuation, and as long as 
the relative and provisional existence of maya is admitted, 
common parlance too has to be permitted for practical pur
poses. When the sutra, however, goes on further down to 
explain the characteristic features of the Paratantra form 
of knowledge, the terms Samvriti and Paramartha occur, as 
we have just noted in the gathas quoted—the former as 
leading to particularity and the latter as a mental state when 
this is transcended. The gathas throw some light on what 
is meant by the Parikalpita and the Paratantra view of ex-

1 The term " P a r a m a r t h a " is sometimes (p. 87) used in opposi
tion to the " r e a l m of words, discrimination, and intell igence" (vag-
vikalpa-buddhi-gocara) or to the "discrimination of individuality and 
genera l i ty" (p. 89). In this ease Paramartha is synonymous with the 
supreme wisdom realised in one's inmost consciousness, which is the 
main thesis of the Lankavatara. 

2 Vyavdhara means " u s a g e " or "worldly w a y . " P.85. 
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istence and at the same time on their relationship to the 
Madhyamika conception of Samvritisatya. They are very 
complicated in meaning and difficult to expound exactly 
and in full. But the main idea seems to be this: Mind is 
set in motion when it allows itself to be conditioned by the 
principle of individuation. The Parikalpita and the Para-
tantra follow from this stirring up of mentation. The Para-
tantra is intellectual, for it operates depending on something 
outside itself. It is a kind of representation. It may not 
always be correct, but it does not create anything out of 
itself. The Parikapita, on the other hand, weaves its own 
imaginative world regardless of its objective value. It 
is always in the wrong not only in a logical sense but 
psychologically. The main point about it is that it dis
criminates "me and mine" from what is not "me and 
mine," and holding this distinction to be real and final, be
comes attached to it, which culminates in moral egoism. 
When this is once asserted, all the evils follow that are to 
be found in connection with life. The Paratantra which may 
be innocent in itself becomes the most efficient hand-maid to 
the Parikalpita, and what is created by it is also intellec
tually confirmed with all its practical consequences. The 
Paratantra and the Parikalpita are mutually dependent. 
The Parinishpanna is to go beyond both these forms of 
knowledge. This is Paramartha, the highest transcendental 
wisdom, while the Samvriti form of truth prevails in the 
world of Parikalpita and Paratantra. 

The two kinds of Buddhi (knowledge)1 which are else
where distinguished in the sutra may be considered to 
correspond to Samvriti and Paramartha. In the following 
lines2 which are repeated in the "Sagathakam" (gg. 54-55), 
truth or reality (bhutakoti) is contrasted with its reflected 
image or semblance (pratibimba) : "As the king or house
holder gives his children all kinds of playthings looking like 

1 P. 122. 
2 P. 88. 
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deer and other animals and alluring and pleasing them by 
these, finally gives them real things; so I do, for I tell my 
children, by the aid of various forms reflecting realities, the 
ultimate truth which is to be realised in their inmost con
sciousness." Buddhi is a higher power of reasoning, but it 
also denotes any form of intelligence. The first is called 
Pravicayabuddhi,1 which is a kind of absolute knowledge 
corresponding to the Parinishpanna. Pravicaya means, "to 
search through," "to examine thoroughly," and the Buddhi 
so qualified penetrates into the fundamental nature of all 
things, which is above logical analysis and cannot be described 
with any of the four propositions (catushkotika). The 
second Buddhi is called Pratishthapika,2 that is, the intel
ligence that sets up all kinds of distinction over a world of 
appearances, attaching the mind to them as real. Thus 
it may establish rules of reasoning whereby to give judg
ments to a world of particulars. It is logical knowledge, 
it is what regulates our ordinary life. But as soon as 
something is established (pratishthdpita) in order to prove 
it, that is, as soon as a proposition is made, it sets up some
thing else at the same time and goes on to prove itself 
against that something else. There is nothing absolute here. 

This setting up or establishing is elsewhere designated 
as Samaropa.3 The four establishments are given: (1) 
characteristic marks (lakshana), (2) definite views (drishta), 
(3) a cause (hetu), and (4) a substance (bhava)—all where 
there are none such in reality. Owing to these proposotions 
definitely held up as true, opposite ones will surely rise and 
there will take place a wrangling or controversy (apavdda)4 

between the opposing parties. The sutra thus advises the 
Bodhisattva to avoid these one-sided views in order to attain 
a state of enlightenment which is beyond the positive as 
well as beyond the negative way of viewing the world. 

1 R&$7> kuan-ch' a-chih. 2 M&B, chien-li-chih. (T'ang). 
8 m&, PP. 70, 96, 156. * m n, PP. 70, 96. 
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The Twofold Non-Atman Theory. 
We now come to a third distinctive feature of the philos

ophy of the Lankavatara, which is known as the twofold non-
Atman theory, i.e., Nairatmyadvaya.1 The non-Atman or 
non-ego theory is known among all Buddhist students as 
the most differentiating mark of Buddhism, but the denial of 
an Atman or self-substance (svabhdva) in external objects is 
the specific property of the Mahayana and may require some 
explanation. To translate atman always by ' ' ego " or *' self'' 
or " s o u l " may not be right; and especially when its denial 
is applied to an objective world, egolessness has no meaning, 
it is merely the source of misapprehension. An Atman 
means something substantial in possession of a number of 
qualities, and a free agent not bound by the principle of 
relativity. When its existence, therefore, is denied in us, it 
means that we have no such free agent within ourselves, 
enjoying a substantial existence even above the concatena
tion of cause and effect. When we deny its reality in the 
world external to us, it means that there is no self-substance 
(svabhdva) in individual objects which come into existence, 
abide for a while, and finally disappear according to certain 
laws. In this case, nairatmya is nihsvabhava, and when it is 
understood in this way, the idea falls in harmoniously with 
the other views maintained by Mahayanists. Though not 
yet formulated numerically by Buddhist scholars, there are 
four distinguishing marks in Mahayana ontology which con
stitute its very kernel. They are, (1) that all things are 
empty (sunya), (2) unborn (anutpanna), (3) not dual 
(advaita), and (4) without self-substance (nihsvabhava).2 

This sums up the metaphysical aspect of Mahayanism, and the 
dual non-Atman theory is merely a partial recapitulation of it. 

1 P . 68, etc. 
2 Pp . 73, 188, etc. These somewhat correspond to what is gene

rally known as the three Samadhi or Vimokshamukha; sunya, animitta, 
and apranihita. Cf. pp. 78, 166, 163, etc.; and also pp. 138, 141 etc., 
of these Studies. 
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The Lankavatara explains the theory in the following 
manner :x The Skandhas, Dhatus, and Ayatanas have noth
ing personal in them, there is no "me and mine" in them, 
they are created by the ignorant affirmati6n of the desire 
to have,2 and attachment takes place when they are com
prehended by the senses. The material world as well as the 
physical body are manifestations of the mind known as 
Alayavijnana, and when they are discriminated as particular 
existences, we are discriminating our own mind-made. When 
thus created they are seen in constant transmigration, they 
never remain even for a moment as they are, they flow like a 
stream, they change like a seed, they flicker like a candle 
light, they move like the wind or like a cloud. And when 
affections are stirred up, they are pursued by us, we behave 
like the monkey who is ever restless, or like the fly that runs 
after filthy food, and not knowing when we are satiated, and 
evidently to no good purpose, we burn like fire. Owing to 
the habit-energy (vdsand) accumulated since time immemorial 
through wrong reasoning and attachment, we now trans
migrate from one state to another revolving like a wheel, 
like a machine, like a phantom creation, or like a walking 
ghost. When we realise this, we are said to have the know
ledge of the non-existence of an individual ego-soul (pud-
galanairdtmya-jndnam). 

Dharma-na i ra tmya- jnanam^tefJ^) , 8 as I said before, 
is gained by extending the knowledge of the non-existence 
of an individual ego-soul to the external world. The two 
ideas are interrelated, and when the one is asserted the other 
follows inevitably. To say that all objects are devoid of 
self-substance is to recognise a most complicated system of 

1 P. 68 ff. a ajnana-Tcarma-trishna. 
8 It is sometimes argued that the Hinayana too denies the ex

istence of Dharmatman and that Dharmanairatmya-jMnam is not the 
exclusive property of the Mahayana. The argument may be true as 
far as it goes, but what most distinguishes the Mahayana is the doctrine 
of Sunyata which necessarily follows from the egolessness of all things, 
and its application to the Bodhisattva's practical life. 
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relationship running through all existence. This was noticed 
by the Buddha himself when he discovered what is known as 
the chain of origination, but as his immediate interest was to 
free his disciples from ignorance and attachment, his state
ment stopped short at the theory of non-ego. With the devel
opment of Buddhist experience and thought, the psychology 
grew up into metaphysics, and the doctrine of Sunyata 
(emptiness) came to occupy the minds of Mahayanists. And 
this doctrine is another way of saying that all objects are 
without self-substance. When the theory of non-ego is once 
established, all these stock ideas of Mahayana Buddhism are 
the necessary inferences: Sunyata ( ^ ) , Dharmanairatmya(^ 
M$t)> Nihsvabhava ( ^ g ' ^ ) , Anutpada ( ^ f e ) , Anabhasa 
($&jj£$l), Nirvana (jglH), Mayopama (#n£j), etc. 

The denial of self-substance means that just as the 
Skandhas, Dhatus, Ayatanas, are devoid of an ego-soul and 
have no other creator than the desire to possess (trishna) 
which expresses itself in deeds, thereby subjecting itself to 
an endless concatenation of cause and effect, so all things are 
by nature above such categories of particularity and gene
rality, are distinguished as concrete individuals only through 
wrong discrimination which is so intensely cherished by the 
ordinary mind. The wise are not thus confused, however, 
they are free from unwarranted inferences and attachments, 
as they know, by rightly reviewing the world of particulars 
(sarvadharma), that the latter is devoid of mind (citta), 
will (manas), intelligence (manoviJnana), the five Dharmas, 
and the three Svabhavas (self-nature).1 When this is at
tained, the knowledge concerning the absence of Atman in 
all things is attained. 

" To be devoid of mind, etc.,' ' means that the real nature 
of existence cannot be designated by any category of thought, 
for to be predicated means to be determined, to be limited. 
The truth, if it is really something that gives complete satis
faction to the yearnings of our religious consciousness, must 

1 P. 69. 
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be absolute, and to be absolute and thoroughly convincing 
such truth must be inwardly experienced. When an appeal 
is made to logic a statement or proposition is to be proved 
according to rules of thought, and these rules are sure to be 
conditional, and, therefore, more or less one-sided and pre
judicial. When the Mahayanists have to assert (asti) or 
deny (ndsti), they run the risk of being judged by the rules 
of thought, and perhaps all they can establish in the cir
cumstances is to say that all things are devoid of "mind, 
will, etc." as above referred to. This is where Mahayana 
philosophers are always in a quandary, and this is the reason 
why the Mahayana teaching looks on the surface at least as 
self-contradictory or full of paradoxes 

To apply the term, "a tman ," ego, soul, not only to a 
person (pudgala) but to all inanimate objects may sound 
strange at first sight as was stated above, but when it is 
realised that Buddhist philosophy has no special intellectual 
interest in the discussion itself except from the most pragma
tical point of view, i.e., as concerned with life, with this 
person, with its salvation and enlightenment, the extension 
of the term "self" or " sou l " over to all existence seems 
justified and appropriate. At any rate the dual non-ego 
theory is one of the features of the Mahayana as differen
tiated from the Hinayana. 

(B) T H E PSYCHOLOGY OF BUDDHIST EXPERIENCE 

The Doctrine of Mind-only 
Having finished that phase of equipment which may be 

called logical, for the upward career of the Bodhisattva, let 
us now pass on to the psychological phase, that is, the doc
trine of consciousness, technically known as the theory of 
the eight Vijnanas. As I wish to repeat, Buddhism being 
a religion has no abstract interest in logic, or psychology, or 
metaphysics per se, and especially in the case of the Lan
kavatara the chief problem is to reach a state of self-realisa-
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tion which is the sine qua non of Buddhahood, and of Bodhi 
sattvahood as well. All efforts are to be directed towards 
this goal, and it would be entirely against the spirit of the 
sutra to discuss the psychology of the Lankavatara. I am 
doing this simply for the benefit of the modern reader who 
wants to get a better perspective of the text than in its 
original confusion. 

Psychology is, however, the most difficult part of the 
Lankavatara, and it is not an easy matter to get a clear 
insight into the meaning of it. What I have done here may 
not be quite correct as far as the reading of the text is con
cerned, and I am open to conviction from the hand of a 
more competent interpreter. 

Most Buddhist scholars are often too ready to make a 
too sharp distinction between the Madhyamika and the Yoga
cara school, taking the one as exclusively advocating the 
theory of emptiness (sunyata) while the other is bent single-
mindedly on an idealistic interpretation of the universe. 
They thus further assume that the idea of emptiness is not 
at all traceable in the Yogacara and that idealism is absent 
in the Madhyamika. This is not exact as a matter of his
torical fact. Though it is impossible just at present to fix 
the date of the Lankavatara definitely, we find in it the 
tendencies that might have developed into the Yogacara as 
well as into the Madhyamika; and these tendencies must be 
regarded as prior to the development of these two schools 
each distinctly claiming its special province of interest. The 
differentiation must have taken place after the sutra and not 
before; for it is natural to infer that composite tendencies 
appear first and then their decomposition into separate ideas 
and further development each along its specified line. 

However this may be, the main point we must never 
forget in the study of the Lankavatara is that it is not writ
ten as a philosophical treatise to establish a definite system 
of thought, but is to discourse on a certain religious ex
perience. What philosophy or speculation it offers is only 
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incidental as an introduction or as an intellectual interpreta
tion necessitated by the rational nature of humanity. This 
latter phase of religious experience may be more predominant 
in Buddhism than in some other religions, but it is not for us 
to overlook the essence of the matter for the sake of its more 
or less unimportant accessories, however inevitable they may 
be in the understanding of it. 

As was definitely stated, the principal theme of the 
Lankavatara is Pratyatmaryajnanagocara, the state of con
sciousness in which the inmost truth is directly presented in 
one's mind. This being an immediate perception of the truth 
it cannot be imparted to others by means of logic, but without 
it the perception itself ceases to be operative, which is the 
same thing as not existing at all or being unreal. The ex
perience itself is without content, and must be given to it by 
the intellect to make it workable in our social living. The 
psychology of the Lankavatara is also to be treated thus, 
that is to say, its doctrine of "Mind-only r ' (cittamatra) with 
all its accompaniments is meant to explain the mental experi
ence of the Bodhisattva. We have always to bear in mind 
this subordinate position of psychology or logic or meta
physics in the teaching of the Lankavatara. 

The doctrine of the Vijfianas is described in this wise •} 
"As the waves of the ocean depending on the wind are 

stirred up and roll on dancing without interruption (99) ; 
"So the Alaya-flood constantly stirred up by the wind 

of individuation (vishaya) rolls on dancing with the waves 
of the various Vijfianas (100) ; 

"As dark blue, red, and other colours with salt, conch-
shell, milk, and honey; fragrance with fruits and flowers; 
rays of light with the sun:—they are neither different nor 
not-different one from another (101) ; 

"So the seven Vijfianas which are the waves of the 
ocean rise in conjunction with mind (citta) (102) ; 

1 Pp. 46 ff. These gathas are in some places not quite clear as to 
their meaning. Perhaps the text ought to be more thoroughly re
arranged, which to a certain extent the author hopes to do later. 
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"Manifold are the waves evolved in the ocean; likewise 
indeed the Alaya sets in motion a variety of Vijnanas (103); 

"Citta, Manas, and [Mano-] Vijnana are spoken of [as 
different] because of appearances; in fact the eight [Vi
jnanas] have no specific qualifying marks: there is neither 
that which qualifies nor that which is qualified (104). 

"As there is no differentiation in the ocean's waves, so no 
modification obtains in Citta as regards the Vijnanas (105). 

"Cit ta gathers up karma, Manas inspects, the Vijnana 
distinguishes, and the five Vijnanas discriminate the visible 
[world] (106). 

" [Mahamati asked] : 
"Dark blue and red and suchlike are known to be the 

Vijnana of mankind; tell me, 0 Mahamuni, how a likeness 
is obtained between waves and mind (citta) (107). 

" [The Buddha answered] : 
"Dark blue and red and suchlike are indeed not in the 

waves, it is for the sake of the ignorant that mind is described 
as evolving due to appearances (108). 

"There is no evolving in mind, mind in itself is free 
from that which is perceived; where there is that which is 
perceived there is that which perceives; the case is the same 
with the waves (109). 

"Body, property, and abode1 are known to be the 
Vijnana of mankind, in which an evolution is thus observed; 
the analogy holds good with the waves (110). 

" [Mahamati said] : 
"The ocean with its dancing waves is discernable, and 

why is not the evolution of the Alaya likewise perceived by 
intelligence (111) ? 

" [The Buddha replied] : 
' ' In accordance with the intelligence and discrimination 

1 Deha, bhoga, and pratishtha are usually enumerated together in 
the Lankavat&ra, symbolising the entire material world. Deha is the 
physical body, bhoga stands for everything that belongs to an individual 
and is enjoyed by him, while pratishtha is his entire physical environ
ment where he finds his place of living. M> ftJ$f, ffi&> (T'ang). 
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of the ignorant, the Alaya is compared to the ocean, and the 
likeness of waves and the evolution [of mind] is pointed out 
by a simile (112). 

" [Mahamati requested]: 
"Like unto the sun that illumines equally above and 

below, thou art indeed the light of the world; announce the 
truth for the sake of the ignorant (113). Thou hast already 
begun the exposition of the Law, why dost thou not announce 
the truth [tattvam] ? 

" [The Buddha then replied] : 
"Even when there is a man who discourses on the 

truth, there is in his mind no [special object to be called] 
truth (114).1 

"As the waves are stirred on the ocean, as images are 
seen in a mirror, in a dream, simultaneously, so is the mind 
in its own field (115). 

"To discriminate objects, an evolution [of Vijnanas] 
takes place in succession: the Vijnana distinguishes, and 
Manas again reflects (116). 

"The visible world manifests itself to the five Vijnanas; 
there is no successive evolution when mind is in a state of 

1 In Bodhiruci's translation this verse is put into the mouth of 
Mahamati with all that follows; in the Sanskrit text it forms the 
second half of the verse (114) where bhdshami in the footnote may be 
a more logical reading. My reading is here after the Sung and the 
T 'ang version. The sense of the verse, however, as it is phrased here 
may not be quite clear to the reader, for it may be taken as meaning 
that the Buddha speaks of a thing which is not really in his mind, that 
is, that he is a liar and that he is confessing the fact himself. The 
intended idea is that the t ruth (tattvam) is something elusive and 
beyond specification, or that defies logical definition; when it is said 
that here is the truth, it is no more there, for in this case " h e r e " fails 
to include what is " n o t - h e r e , " and to be the truth it must transcend 
all possible limitations ascribed by human thought. The Lankavatara, 
in fact the whole system of Mahayana speculation, is built upon this 
idea of truth. Tattvam is tathata ( SuiD or JD3R) which literally means 
" s u c h n e s s " or " t h a t n e s s " or " t h u s h e s s , " and is therefore said to be 
unattainable (alabdha, ^ R f ^ ) . The reader must get used to this 
Mahayana way of describing the absolute character of ultimate reality 
when he tries to understand the psychology of the Mahayana Buddhist. 
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collectedness. As a painter or his disciple (117) arrays 
his colours in order to produce a painting, so do I preach; 
the picture is not in the colour, nor in the canvas, nor in 
the plate (118). 

" I n order to attract all beings, the picture is produced 
in colours; preaching may err, but the truth is beyond words 
(119). 

"Being the master of all the doctrines, I preach the 
truth to the devotees, and the truth is to be attained by an 
inner perception, as it goes beyond both the distinguished 
[objects] and the distinguishing [subject] (120). 

" I preach for the sake of sons of the Buddha, this 
preaching is not for the ignorant; the manifoldness of things 
is seen as like maya, and exists not (121). 

"Preaching is thus done in various ways, subject to 
errors; when the preaching is not in good accord [with the 
mentality of the hearer], it is then for him no preaching 
(122). 

" A good physician administers medicine according to 
his patients; so indeed do the Buddhas discourse in ac
cordance with the mental capacity of beings (123). 

"The masters thus preach the state of consciousness 
attained by their inner perception, which does not belong to 
the realm of the philosophers and &ravakas (124)."1 

According to the Lankavatara, the mind, inclusive of 
Citta, Manas, and the other six Vijnanas, is in its original 
nature (svabhava) quiet, pure, and above the dualism of 
subject and object. But here appears the "principle of parti-
cularisation known as "Vishaya" (if£Jj^), which comes from 
the root vish meaning " to act ," " to work"; and with the rise 
of this wind of action, the waves are agitated over the tran
quil surface of the mind. It is now differentiated or evolves 
(vritti) into eight Vijnanas: Alaya, Manas, Manovijnana, 

1 In the "Sagathakam" section all these gathas, 99-124, are 
reproduced, but are broken up into four parts, while gathas 101-123 
are kept solid. See pp. 271, 272, 314-31.5, and 320. 
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and the five senses;1 and simultaneously with this evolution 
the whole universe comes into existence with its multi
tudinous forms and with its endless entanglements. The 
following is indeed the constant echo reverberating through 
the sutra: 

"The visible [world] which is mind does not exist [as 
seen by the senses] ; but mind is set in motion by being seen 
[i.e., objectified] ; the body, property, and the abode are the 
manifestations of the Alaya [inherent in all] mankind (125). 

"Citta, Manas, and Manovijnana, Svabhava, the five 
Dharmas, the two forms of Nairatmya (egolessness), purity 
—these are elucidated by the Buddhas (126). 

"Long and short and suchlike come to exist mutually 
conditioned; not-to-be grows effective by to-be and to-be by 
not-to-be (127). 

"When things are analysed into atoms, there remains 
nothing to be discriminated as objects. Those who hold 
wrong views do not believe in the ever-abiding ground 
where the mind-only [doctrine is established] (128). 

"The masters point out the state of consciousness at
tained by their inner perception, which goes indeed beyond 
the mental calibre of the philosophers and &ravakas(129)."2 

The Important Terms Explained 
Before going further, it may be desirable to explain 

the more important technical terms constantly used in Bud
dhist psychology. 

As is seen here, the conception of the Alayavijnana 
plays a chief, though silent, role in the evolution of the 

1 That is, Vijnanas. When Vijnana is used in its most com
prehensive sense, it is equivalent to mind as distinguished from unthink
ing matter, rupa. In its specific, technical sense, it is the perceiving 
and discriminating activity of mind. (See also infra.) 

2 Pp . 54-55. This last gatha (129) is also found as the con
cluding line on the previous page. In fact, it is the favorite theme of 
the Lankavatara. This string of gathas is repeated in the " S a g a 
t h a k a m , " page 320. 
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idealistic philosophy of the Lankavatara. I t is often called 
simply "Ci t t a , " or "Tathagata-garbha." Alaya means a 
storage-house (tsang, $fc in Chinese) where all kinds of goods 
are kept in storage, and it is the Alayavijfiana's function 
to store up all the memory (vdsand) of one's thoughts, 
affections, desires, and deeds. The seeds (Mja) thus stored 
remain in the Alaya perfectly quiescent and neutral. 

Citta which is used as a synonym of the Alaya may be 
translated " m i n d " as distinguished from Manas, that is, in its 
more specific sense. Citta, according to the sutra, apparently 
comes from the root ci, which has two senses,(1) " to gather," 
" to pile," " to acquire," and (2) " to perceive," " to look 
for." Citta, therefore, may mean either "collection" or 
"perception," and in the present case, that is, when it is 
identified with the Alaya, Buddhist scholars take it in the 
sense of accumulation. So we read in the Lankavatara, 
"Cit ta gathers up karma," or "karma is gathered up by 
Ci t ta . ' n Ordinarily, it may correctly be rendered"' thought,' ' 
or "mind . " The great source of confusion, however, comes 
from Citta being used frequently for the whole system of 
Vijnanas as well as for the Alaya alone. 

Vijnana is one of the significant terms in-Buddhism, it 
is difficult to find one English word for it. J na means " t o 
know," " to perceive,' but Vijnana in Buddhism has a 
technical sense; it is not mere cognition or understanding, 
it is a sort of principle of conscious life as distinguished from 
the body, and it is also the power or faculty of discrimina
tion. I t has, however, essentially an intellectual connota
tion, faithfully retaining its original sense. In the case of 
Alayavijnana, there is no discrimination in it, no intellec
tion; for it simply accumulates all the impressions, all the 
memory-seeds (Mja) that are produced and left behind by 
the activities of the other Vijnanas. 

1 Pp. 46, 158: cittena eiyate Tcarmam. Also cf. the "Saga
thakam," g. 754, tair &cit<lni karmani; and g. 829, cittam an&di-mati-
samcitam. 
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Tathagata-garbha, which is another name for the Alaya, 
is also a sort of store-room or receptacle where the seeds of 
Tathagatahood are retained and matured. I t has a religious 
shade of meaning in contradistinction to the Alayavijnana 
which is a more philosophical term. Garbha is generally 
done into Chinese as $£ (tsang), same as Alaya, but literally 
it means "womb" (|J&, tai). It is strange that the Chinese 
translators never, as far as I know, rendered tathagata
garbha by jtRTfeftfe, but always, #n2JSJj|, except when in the 
Shingon sect the Garbha-kosa-dhatu (Jj&JicJ^) is spoken of 
as contrasting with the Vajradhatu (^PjJiJJ^). But the 
meaning is clear because the Tathagata-garbha is the womb 
where the Tathagatas are conceived and matured, and as 
we are all possible Tathagatas except that we sit generally 
bound like mummies by the heavy intellectual and affective 
coverings known as jneydvarana and klesavarana. These two 
obstructions lie in our way of attaining supreme enlighten
ment. The intellectual one may not be so difficult to over
come as far as the intellect alone is concerned as it is detached 
altogether from the influence of the passions; but these pas
sions constituting the very root of personality from the 
hardest knot to be untied by all earnest followers of Bud
dhism. The Buddhists, however, have no desire to extinguish 
all the affective factors that make up the human heart. What 
they mean when they say that one should extirpate all the 
passions (klesa) in order to attain perfect freedom is that our 
passions, as they are generally harboured, are deeply rooted 
in the idea of self and inseparably joined with all the egotistic 
impulses, and that therefore they should be disjoined and 
set free for the working of Mahakaruna (great compassionate 
heart), which, in conjunction with Prajna, supreme wisdom, 
makes up the life of the Mahayana Buddhist. 

Manas (from man), meaning " to think," " to imagine," 
*'to intend." is that seat of intellection and connation, cor
responding to the Western conception of mind. It is the one 
term in Buddhist psychology that has no Vijnana attached 
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at its end. I t is often confused, and justifiably, with Mano-
vi Jnana which is one of the six Vijnanas recognised by all the 
schools of Buddhism. In the Lankavatara Manas occupies 
a definite position and performs a specific function in the 
hierarchy of psychical activities, which will be described 
later. Manovijndna, like the other five Vijnanas, has a field 
of its own as the perceiving of the rationality of things 
internal as well as external. The Cakshur-vijndna is meant 
for the visibility of things, the fztrotra-vijndna for their audi
bility, ad so on. The Manovijiiana functions sometimes in
dependently of the five Vijnanas and sometimes simul
taneously and conjointly with them. To a certain extent, it 
may be considered equivalent to the intellect, while Manas is 
conative and affective besides being intellectual. Therefore, 
it is sometimes called Klishtamanas, meaning "Manas in 
•defilement." The spiritual defilement starts nowhere else 
but in the Manas, the root of intellection and conation. 

Vasana is quite a new conception in the development of 
Mahayana Buddhism, and the knowledge of it is indispen
sable to the understanding of the Alayavijnana. Vasana 
comes from the root vas meaning " to dwell," " to stay," or 
" to perfume," and in the Mahayana sutras it is used in the 
two senses combined, that is, in the sense of a perfuming 
energy that leaves its essence permanently behind in the 
things it has perfumed. The Chinese translators generally 
have ^%, hsi-ch'i, or HH? hsun-hsi, for this term; hsi mean
ing "habi t , " "long usage," or "repeated experience." 
Vasana, therefore, is a kind of super-sensuous energy 
(acintya-vasand-parindma, ^RJ® i i J | f i ) mysteriously emana
ting from every thought, every feeling, or every deed one has 
done or does, which lives latently in the store-house called 
Alayavijnana. It is often qualified as daushthulya whose 
Chinese equivalent is ^ wu, or $§££ kuo-wu, meaning 
' ' erroneous " or " evil.' ' Vasana is morally evil and logically 
erroneous inasmuch as it creates an external world and causes 
us to cling to it as real and final. In modern psychology, we 
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can say that Vasana corresponds to memory in its widest 
sense. This perfuming or leaving impressions is sometimes 
known as sowing seeds (bija). I t is a technical term with 
the Yogacara philosophers, though the Lankavatara does not 
make many references1 to it. 

The Theory of Mind-Only 

When the sutra says that all things are nothing but 
Mind (citta), what is meant by it? Does Citta refer to the 
Alaya, or to the whole system of the Vijnanas, or to the 
interaction of the Alaya and the Manas? When it is said 
that Citta is under the bondage of Vishaya, cittam vishaya-
sambandham, as on page 130, or that bondage is mind-made, 
bandhanam citta-sambhavam, on the same page, what is 
meant by this Citta ? What does the phrase, svacittadrisya-
matra (the seen-only-by-one's-own-mind), or citta-vikal-
palakshana (appearances-discriminated-by-mind), which 
occurs so frequently throughout the Lankavatara, really 
refer to 1 When mention is made of ' ' purifying the outflows 
of the visible world from one's own mind" (svacittadris-
yadharavisuddhi),2 what is this mind? 

In my view, Citta or mind refers in some cases to the 
Alaya alone, in other cases to Manas, or even to the whole 
system of Vijnanas. When the sutra says that if there is no 
revulsion (paravritti) in the Alayavijnana called by the name 
of Tathagata-garbha, there will be my extinction of the seven 
functioning Vijnanas,3 or that when the Tathagata-garbha is 
united with the seven Vijnanas, from attachment arises dual
ism, and that when this is thoroughly perceived the error is 
removed,4 we realise that the Alaya is the most important 
conception on which the whole mechanism of the psychic life 
hangs. "Mind-only "(cittamatram) must then mean that there 
is nothing biit the Alayavijnana (dlayavijndnamatram). In 
fact the Alaya is a depository of all kinds of karma-seeds, 

1 Pp. 45, 95, 294, etc. 
2 P. 55. 3 P. 221. * P. 223. 
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good as well as bad,1 and so long as it is not stirred up by 
Vishaya, the principle of individuation, it will remain tran
quil, retaining its original purity2 or neutrality, inefficiency, 
aloofness, and the primary quality of not being contaminated 
by defilements. However, the Alaya is always found in com
pany with the seventh Vijnana or Manas,3 and when it is 
found working, all the other Vijnanas are in action.4 This 
being the case, the ' 'Mind-only" may also involve the whole 
mental apparatus, especially with the Alaya strongly in 
alliance with Manas. 

It may be more appropriate to consider Citta designat
ing the whole system of Vijnanas as a unit, instead of looking 
at each Vijnana as an independent yet interrelating element. 
The whole mind is then conceived as operating or function
ing in eight different modes, while each mode also shares in 
the general activity of the mind either as Citta or Vijnana. 
Unless Citta is especially referred to as distinguished from 
Manas and the Vijnanas, we can safely state that Citta, when 
mentioned independently in such phrases as cittamdtram, 
svacittadrisyam, or cittamdtravinirmuktam nopalabhyate, 
means the whole system of conscious life which is generally 
designated as mind by Western philosophers. For instance, 
we have in the T' ang version the following verse correspond
ing to the gatha in the Sanskrit text, p. 70: 

' ' The body, property, and abode— 
These are no other than the shadow of the mind; 
The ignorant, unable to understand it, 
Are engaged in theory-making and in controversy. 
But what they establish is merely mind-made, 
And outside mind nothing is obtainable." 

In this quotation Citta (mind) no doubt stands for the 
1 Tathagatagarbha mahamate "ku&ala-aku&ala'hetukah. P. 220; see 

also p. 242. 
2 Atyanta-praTcriti-pariSuddhi. Pp. 221, 222; see also pp. 298, 357, 

358, etc. 
3 P. 220. P. 221. 
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totality of the Vijnana system. Indeed, when th6 Alaya is 
separated from its company, it ceases to work, that is, to 
exist, and we have here nothing left but the name. 

The doctrine expounded in the Lankavatara and also in 
the Avatamsaka-sutra is known as the Cittamatra and never 
as the Vijnanamatra or Vijnaptimatra as in the Yogacara 
school of Asanga and Vasubandhu. Throughout the Lan
kavatara no mention is made of "vijnanamatra," but either 
"vijnaptimatra," or "prajnaptimdtra," and they are used 
synonymously. The instances are: 

(1) prajnaptimdtram tribhavam (p. 168, line 7; p. 274, 
line 10; p. 275, line 13); 

(2) vijndptimdtravyavasthdnam (p. 169, line 5; p. 170, 
lines 9-10) ; 

(3) lokam vijndptimdtram (p. 270, line 1 ) ; 
(4) vijnaptindmamdtreyam (p. 96, line 4 ) ; 
(5) prajnaptimdtrakam (p. 33, line 11) ; 
(6) prajnaptimdtram ca katham (p. 26, line 17) ; 
(7) prajnaptinamamdtreyam (p. 267, line 1). 

Of these phrases quoted from the sutra, (1) and (2) 
are the more important; (3) appears in the "Sagathakam" 
which evidently being a later addition I have not made 
much use-of in the preparation of this book. Prajnapti, or 
Vijnapti is not here understood in the sense of T%\] (dis
cernment) nor of f§§ (knowledge or cognition) as is rendered 
by the later translators, but it means "construction," or 
"elaboration" (JSiiS! or {g |£ ) , or "provisionary name" (flU. 
i g ) . Where the triple world (tribhavam) is said to be 
nothing but vijnapti or prajnapti, it means that the world 
is mere subjective construction, having no reality or self-
substance (svabhdva). The doctrine of Cittamatra, (mind-
only, or pure-mind-only), as advocated in the Lankavatara, 
however, differs from this in that it does not deny the ex
istence of mind itself, from which the objective world ap
pears with all its forms of particularisation. The fault lies 
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in our not recognising this truth and consequently in adher
ing to a world of particulars as final reality, instead of turn
ing back into our own inner world where we can perceive 
the Tathagata-garbha in its unity and immaculacy. The 
Tathagata-garbha itself is free from the wrong judgments 
and discrimination which end in stirring up all kinds of de
filements, passions, and outflowings. More will be said about 
the difference between the Lankavatara's position and that 
of the Yogacara as regards the doctrine of Cittamatra when 
the subject is treated later on more specifically. As far as 
the idealistic way of looking at the world is concerned, both 
systems have something in common; especially the Lan-
kavata may be interpreted more or less consistently by 
means of the Yogacara psychology, and indeed this has 
been frequently attempted by scholars. But as is the case 
with Asvaghosha's Awakening of Faith, the Lankavatara 
differs from the Yogacara in one important point, i.e., that 
while the latter maintains that the Alaya is absolutely pure 
and has nothing to do with defilements and evil passions, the 
Lankavatara and Asvaghosha maintain the view that the 
Tathagata-garbha or the Alaya is the storage of the impure 
as well as the pure, that it is both immanent and tran
scendental, both relative and absolute. 

The Evolution of the Vijnana System 

The whole Vijnana system is explained in the Lankava
tara from various points of view which are very difficult to 
present adequately in another language in which there is no 
tradition of thought corresponding to the Indian or Buddhist 
way of thinking. I hope the following interpretation of 
mine has not altogether misrepresented the original concep
tions of the Lankavatara 

The Vijnana system is describable from three points of 
reference: its evolution (pravritti), its modes of being (lak-
shana), and its function (karma). By evolution is meant 
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the rise (utpdda), abiding (sthiti), and disappearance1 

(nirodha) of the Vijnana. Of this there are two forms, 
Prabandha (^@^), and Lakshana (;fg). Prabandha, mean
ing incessant continuation, is concerned with an uninter
rupted activity of the Vijnana, while Lakshana, meaning 
external mark, refers to its manifested aspect. When 
the habit-energy (vdsana) stored up in the Alaya by the 
imprints left behind by thinking, feeling, willing, and acting, 
either good or bad, is destroyed, there will be no visible sign& 
of them left. This is called the destruction or disappearance 
of the Vijnana as to their Lakshana. When not only the 
cause of the subject (air ay a) in dependence upon which the 
Vijiianas can function, but that which supports them (dlam-
bana), or that which provides them with material, is re
moved, there will be no more continuation of activity in the 
Vijfianas. This is the case of disappearance both with the 
Prabandha and with the Lakshana of the Vij iianas, and the 
same conditions will also hold good with their rise and con
tinuance. 

As the sutra, however, does not give any further ex
planation concerning the difference between, for instance, the 
disappearance of the Prabandha and that of the Lakshana, 
the above statement is not enough to show why this distinc
tion between the two is necessary, not only logically but 
psychologically; for the difference specified above does not 
seem to be sufficiently warranted. All that we can gather 
from this is that there is Vasana amassed in the Alaya, which 
acts as cause to the other Vijfianas, and that there is another 
thing which serves as object to the latter, and, finally, that 
by the interaction that goes on between subject and object 
all the Vij iianas grow either active or dormant according to 
the case. 

1 P. 37 ff. But this does not mean that the Alaya itself dis
appears as is maintained by some philosophers. If this should take 
place, the doctrine of Cittamatra would not hold good, and there would 
be no such spiritual event as is known as " tu rn ing" (parGvritti). 
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The one mest important conception in the system of 

Vijnanas is Vasana. What is this ? Psychologically, as was 
stated before, Vasana is memory, for it is something left 
after a deed is done, mental or physical, and it is retained 
and stored up in the Alaya as a sort of latent energy ready to 
be set in motion. This memory or habit-energy,1 or habitual 
perfuming2 is not necessarily individual; the Alaya being 
super-individual holds in it not only individual memory but 
all that has been experienced by sentient beings. When the 
sutra says that in the Alaya is found all that has been going 
on since beginningless time systematically stored up as a 
kind of seed, this does not refer to individual experiences, 
but to something general, beyond the individual, making up 
in a way the background on which all individual psychic 
activities are reflected. Therefore, the Alaya is originally 
pure, it is the abode of Tathagatahood, where no defilements 
of the particularising intellect and affection can reach; purity 
in terms of logic means universality, and defilement or sin 
means individuation, from which attachments of various 
forms are derived. In short, the world starts from memory, 
memory in itself as retained in the Alaya universal is no 
evil, and when we are removed from the influence of false 
discrimination the whole Vijnana system woven around the 
Alaya as centre experiences a revulsion toward true percep
tion (paravritti). This is the gist of the teaching of the 
Lankavatara. 

This revulsion marks the culmination of the practical 
psychology of the Lankavatara, for it is through this fact that 
the realisation of Pratyatmaryajnanagocara is possible, and 
this realisation is the central theme of the discourse. As 
this event takes place in the Alaya, or what is the same thing, 
in the Tathagata-garbha, which is the basis of all things, it is 
known as asraya-pardvritti, a revulsion at the basis.3 Asraya 

1 *&& (hsi-ch'i). 
a M^ (7mi»-fosi). 
8 Wflc (chuan-i). 
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means that on which anything is dependent, and in this case 
the Alaya is the Asraya on which hangs the working of the 
Vijnanas and consequently the birth of the whole universe. 
The new orientation takes place when the ego-centric and 
evil-creating discrimination based upon the dualism of sub
ject and object ceases by the realisation that there is no 
external world besides what is perceived within the self; and 
this realisation is effected by the cultivation of the intellect 
known as non-discriminative and transcendental (nirvikalpa-
lokottara-jndnam). As long as our ordinary understanding 
which is dualistically conditioned prevails, we cannot go 
beyond the realm controlled by the seven Vijnanas, and if 
we cannot go beyond this, we have no chance of penetrating 
into the reality of things (dharmatd), which means an ever
lasting transmigration in the world of birth-and-death. We 
must look now in the opposite direction, towards the quarter 
where no Vikalpa takes place, and where no evolution 
(pravritti) of the Vijnanas has set in. An opening must be 
made to the non-discriminative and transcendental intellect. 
The opening is called revulsion. The eye that used to open 
to the external world thinking it was reality and got egotis
tically attached to it, now turns within to see what lies here. 
It is in this inner world that so many things we have been 
looking after are accessible now: the Inner Perception,1 

Nirvana,2 Tathata,3 Emancipation,4 Prajnaparamita,5 the 
cessation of the seven Vijnanas,6, etc. 

This sudden turning is in a sense re-turning, the Alaya 
or Tathagata-garbha returns by this to its original purity 
(suddha), happiness (sukha), and eternal nature which is 
above pravritti and nirvritti (rise and disappearance).7 The 

1 SvacittadriSyagocara, p . 62, etc. 
2 Pp . 62, 98, 238, etc. 
8 P . 108. 
* Moksha, p . 233. 
B P . 238. 
' P . 221. 
7 P . 222. 
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Alaya has been contaminated by external impurities (dgantu-
klesa) amassed by all kinds of philosophising (vitarkadar-
sana) bassed on the discrimination of subject and object. 
When the discrimination is in the right direction, it is right, 
for it points towards the returning; but when it goes astray 
as in the case with every one of the ignorant and un
enlightened, it stirs up all sorts of trouble, not only intel
lectually but affectively, the latter being the worst of all 
trouble-makers. As Buddhism like other Indian systems of 
thought puts the first emphasis on intellectual integrity, the 
right seeing into the situation performs the most important 
office in the whole programme of Buddhist experience. When 
the intellectual outlook is distorted, the affective and 
conative disturbances follow, which in turn react upon the 
essential purity of the Alaya and contaminate it thoroughly. 
Incorrectness in every form is described by Buddhists in 
terms of chromatics. Hence the Alaya is dyed (upaklishta) 
by external impurities. Klesa is generally translated in Bud
dhism as p i m , "tormenting and afflicting," "causing vexa
tions of spirit ," but here in the Lankavatara it is stated as 
H , " d u s t " or " impur i ty" as it spoils the immaculate Alaya. 
And since this dust is not native to the Alaya, it is called 
dgantu, the "gues t " who is uninvited.1 

The Three Modes of the Vijnana 
The Vijnanas may be described from their modes of 

being, that is, from the lakshana point of view: there are 
three signs from which their being may be approached. The 
first is the Vijnana as evolving (pravritti), the second the 
Vijnana as producing definite effects (karma), and the third 
the Vijnana as remaining in its original nature (jdti).2 

The PravrittiviJnana is a collective name for all the parti
cular Vijnanas that evolve out of the Alaya, when they are 
considered from the point of view of evolution, while the 

1 P. 222; also cf. p. 77, and The SutrdlamJcara, p. 88, w . 18-19. 
2 P . 37 flf. 
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Alaya is the Vijnana or Citta that remains undisturbed in 
its native abode. The KarmaviJnana describes the Vijnana 
in its functioning capacity. The Vijnana in itself does not 
show any signs of becoming; but these three aspects belong to 
one Citta; thus they are, as the sutra says, "neither different 
nor not-different." The following extract will show us the 
relation of the Pravritti-vi Jnana to the other aspects of the 
Vijnana: 

"As atoms of clay and a lump of clay are neither 
different nor not-different from each other, so are gold and 
articles of ornament made of it. If, O Mahamati, a lump of 
clay is different from its atoms, nothing will be produced 
out of them, but as something is produced out of them, they 
are not different. But if they are identical, not different, 
no distinction is possible between atoms of clay and the 
lump. Likewise, 0 Mahamati, if the evolved Vijnanas are 
different from the Alaya each in its original nature, the 
Alaya will not be their primary cause. If they are identical, 
the disappearance of the Vijnanas will be the disappearance 
of the Alaya, but there is no disappearance of their original 
nature. Thus, 0 Mahamati, there is no disappearance of 
the original nature of the Vijnanas, but only the disappear
ance of the karma-aspect of the Vijnanas. If, however, their 
own original nature should disappear, the Alaya itself would 
disappear. With the disappearance of the Alaya, the dis
tinction will cease to exist betweeir^the Buddhist doctrine 
and nihilism of some philosophers. According to the latter, 
when the comprehension of an external world ceases, the 
Vij iianas cease to continue, their uninterrupted activity since 
beginningless time will be broken. O Mahamati, the philos
ophers may explain an uninterrupted evolution [of the 
Vijnanas] by a cause, and deny that the evolution (pravritti) 
is produced by the united action of the eye-sense with form 
and light. They assume another cause; the cause is Pra
dhana (unevolved nature), Purusha (supreme spirit), Isvara 
(supreme lord), Time, or Atom." (Pp. 38-39.) 
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Having thus roughly illustrated the relation of the 
Alayavijnana to its evolute-vijnanas, the sutra after a while 
returns to the question of the actual stirring up of the 
sense-vij iianas which are uninterruptedly set in motion like 
waves in the ocean of Alaya, this being what constitutes the 
contents of the Dharmakaya.1 The following quotation gives 
a glimpse into the working of the Vij iianas and the rise of 
the Manovijiiana though it is difficult to understand it 
clearly in details. 

" O Mahamati, the eye-sense (viJnana) is awakened by 
four causes (kdrana). What are the four? Being attached 
to the visible world, not knowing that it is mind-made ( 1 ) ; 
the tenaciously clinging to forms due to the habit-energy 
of unwarranted speculations and erroneous views from 
beginningless time (2 ) ; the self-nature of the Vijnana itself 
(3) ; and an eager desire for the multitudinousness of forms 
and appearances (4). O Mahamati, owing to these four 
causes, the waves of the evolving Vijnanas are set in motion 
in the Alaya which flows like the waters in the midst of the 
ocean. O Mahamati, as with the eye-sense, so [with the other 
senses, the perception of] the objective world takes place 
simultaneous^ and regularly [i.e., constantly] in all the 
sense-organs, atoms, and pores; it is like the mirror reflecting 
images(vimba), and, O Mahamati, like the wind-tossed ocean, 
the ocean of mind is disturbed by the wind of objectivity 
(vishaya) and the [Vijnana-]waves rage without ceasing 
(avyucchinna). The cause and the manifestation of its action 
are not separated the one from the other; and on account of 
the karma-aspect of the Vijnana being closely united with 
the original-aspect, the self-nature of form [or an objective 
world, rupasvabhdva] is not accurately ascertained, and, O 
Mahamati, thus evolves the system of the five Vijnanas. 
When together, O Mahamati, with these five Vijnanas, the 
objective world is regarded as the reason of the differentia-

1 Pp. 43-44: udadhi-tarahgdlayavijnanagocaram tathagatanugl-
tam dharmdk&yam prabh&shasva. 
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tion (pariccheda) and appearances are definitely prescribed, 
we have the Manovijnana. Caused by this is the birth of the 
body [or system of the Vijnanas, pancavijnanakdya]. They 
do not, however, reflect thus: ' we, mutually dependent, come 
to get attached to the visible world which grows out of one's 
own mind (svacittadrisya) and is discriminated by it. ' 
They [i.e., the Vijnanas and Manovijnana] rise simul
taneously, mutually conditioning, and not broken up, but 
each taking in its own field of representations (vijnapti-
vishaya). 

" [The way the Alayavijnana works in our system of 
Vijnanas is extremely subtle, and it is the privilege of the 
highly-trained mind of the Bodhisattva only that can fully 
grasp the inner significance of the Alaya.] Those who 
train themselves in tranquillisation are not always con
scious of the subtlety of the working of their habit-energy, 
and they imagine that they enter into a perfect state of 
tranquillisation by annihilating all the Vijnanas. But the 
fact is, they have not annihilated the Vijnanas though they 
may be in a state of tranquillisation, for their seeds of habit-
energy are not fully destroyed; what they have destroyed 
is simply the [habit of] grasping and discriminating the 
objective world of particulars. So subtle indeed, 0 Maha
mati, is the~"working of the Alayavijnana that only the Tatha
gatas and those Bodhisattvas who are already advancing 
through the stages of Bodhisattvahood can penetrate into 
i t ; it is beyond the powers of the Samadhi and Prajna ac
quired by Sravakas, Pratyekabuddhas, and philosophers."1 

The Functions of the Eight Vijnanas 

From the functional point of view, there are eight 
Vijnanas: Alaya, Manas, Manovijnana, and the five sense-
vijnanas; but they may be grouped under two headings: 
Khyati-vijfianas and Vastu-prativikalpa-vijnana.2 Khydti, 

1 Pp. 44-45. 
8 *8M (hsien-shih) and #j|iJ$H8| (fen-pieh-shih-shih). 
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from khya, means " t o perceive/' " t o manifest," and this 
function of the Vijnana is to perceive or to reflect things 
that appear before it just as the mirror reflects all forms 
before it.1 This is the function of the Alaya. It looks 
into itself where all the memory (vdsand) of the beginning
less past is preserved in a way beyond consciousness (acintya) 
and ready for further evolution (parindma); but it has no 
active energy in itself; it never acts, it simply perceives, it 
is in this sense exaetly like a mirror; it is again like the 
ocean, perfectly smooth with no waves disturbing its tran
quillity; and it is pure and undefiled, which means that it 
is free from the dualism of subject and object. For it is the 
pure act of perceiving, with no differentiation yet of the 
knowing one and the known. The waves, however, will be 
seen ruffling the surface of the ocean of Alayavijnana when 
the principle of individuation known as Vishaya (ift§?0 
blows over it like the wind. The waves thus started are 
this world of particulars where the intellect discriminates, 
the affection clings, and passions and desires struggle for 
existence and supremacy. 

This particularising agency sits within the system of 
Vijnanas and is known as Manas; in fact it is"when Manas 
begins to operate that* a system of the Vijnanas manifests 
itself. They are thus called "object-discriminating-Vijnana" 
(vastu-prativikalpa-viJnana). The function of Manas is 
essentially to reflect upon the Alaya and to create and to dis
criminate subject and object from the pure oneness of the 
Alaya. The memory accumulated (ciyate) in the latter is 
now divided (viciyate) into dualities of all forms and all 
kinds. This is compared to the manifoldness of waves that 
stir up the ocean of the Alaya. Manas is an evil spirit in 
one sense and a good one in another, for discrimination in 
itself is not evil, is not necessarily always false judgment 
(abhuta-parikalpa) or wrong reasoning (prapanca-daush-
thulya). But it grows to be the source of great calamity 

1 P. 37. 
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when it creates desires based upon its wrong judgments, such 
as when it believes in the reality of an ego-substance and 
becomes attached to it as the ultimate truth. For Manas is 
not only a discriminating intelligence, but a willing agency, 
and consequently an actor. 

In these activities Manas is always found in company 
with Manovijiiana. In fact, it may be more proper to say 
that Manas and Manovi Jnana conjointly working produce 
the world of particulars, and when reference is made to 
Vastu-prativikalpa-vijfi&na it includes both Manas and Mano
vi Jnana. The function of Manovi Jnana is by hypothesis to 
reflect on Manas, as the eye-viJnana reflects on the world of 
torms and the ear-vijnana on that of sounds; but in fact as 
soon as Manas evolves the dualism of subject and object 
out of the absolute unity of the Alaya, Manovi Jnana and 
indeed all the other Vijfianas begin to operate.1 I t is 
like a complicated machine now, the whole system of the 
Vijfianas, each singly and also conjointly with others, is set 
in motion. When the system is thus in full swing, we cannot 
distinguish one Vijnana from another, they so intimately 
interact, and the mirroring Alaya is not distinguishable from 
the discriminating Manas and from the other Vijfianas, re
flecting, reasoning, desiring, and acting. The Khyati and 
the Vastu-prativikalpa have now no differentiating marks 
(abhinnalakshana) ,2 they re-act upon each other, the one 
acting in turn as the cause to the other (anyonyahetuka). 

In the beginning there was the nlemory amassed in the 
Alaya since the beginningless past as a latent causo, in which 
the whole universe of individual objects lies with its eyes 
closed; here enters Manas with its discriminating intel
ligence, and subject is distinguished from object; Mano
vi Jnana reflects on the duality, and from it issues a whole 
train of judgments with their consequent prejudices and 
attachments, while the five other Vijfianas force them to 

1 P. 44. 
2 P. 37, 1. 18; p. 44, 1. 18. 
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become more and more complicated not only intellectually 
but affectively and conatively.1 All the results of these 
activities in turn perfume the Alaya, stimulating the old 
memory to wake while the new one finds its affinities among 
the old. In the meantime, however, the Alaya itself remains 
unmoved retaining its identity. 

The following extracts from the Lankavatara elucidate 
for us the relation between the Alaya and the other Vijnanas 
and also that between ManoviJnana, including Manas, and 
the remaining part of the Vijnana system. 

When the Buddha said that Buddhist Nirvana consisted 
in turning away from the wrongfully discriminating 
Manovijnana, Mahamati asked, " 0 Blessed One, dost thou 
not establish eight Vijnanas?" Being assured of this, Maha
mati proceeded, " I f this be the case, why dost thou not 
speak of one's turning away from the seven Vijnanas instead 
of Manovijnana?" The Buddha answered to the following 
effect: ' ' With Manovijnana as cause (hetu) and support (dlam-
bana), there takes place the evolution of the seven Vijnanas. 
Further, 0 Mahamati, when Manovijnana discerns and clings 
to an external world of particulars, all kinds of habit-energy 
(vdsana) are generated therefrom', and by them the Alaya 
is nurtured. Together with the thought of 'me and mine,' 
taking hold of it and clinging to it, and reflecting upon it, 
Manas thereby takes shape and is evolved. In substance 
(sarlra) [however, Manas and Manovijnana] are not different 
the one from the other, they depend upon the Alaya as cause 
and support. And when an external wofld is tenaciously 
held as real which is no other than the presentation of one's 
own mind, the mentation-system (citta-kalapa), mutually 
related, is evolved in its totality. Like the ocean waves, 
0 Mahamati, [the Vijnanas] set in motion by the wind of an 
external world which is the manifestation of one's own mind, 
rise and cease. Therefore, 0 Mahamati, the seven Vijnanas 
cease with the cessation of Manovijnana. Thus it is said: 

1 P. 235. 
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"My Nirvana has nothing to do with Substance (bhdva), 
nor with Action (kriyd), nor with Appearance (lakshana)} 
With the cessation of the Vijnana which is caused by dis
crimination, there is my cessation [i.e., Nirvana]. 

"Depending upon it as cause and support, the whole 
system of mentation finds its refuge here; the Vijnana 
supplies cause to the mind (citta) and is its dependant. 

"As when the great flood runs its course there are no 
more waves, so with the extinction [of Manovijnana] all the 
Vijiianas cease to rise."2 

The above shows the importance of the Manovijnana in 
the body of Vijiianas including the Alaya; let us now proceed 
to see what role the Alaya, besides supplying material to 
the activity of the Manovijnana, plays, or rather how it 
stands by itself especially in connection with the idea of 
the Tathagata-garbha. The following will be of great help 
to our understanding the significance of the Alaya, which 
is needed in the bringing about of an inner experience known 
as Pratyatmajnanadhigama: 

" 0 Mahamati, the Tathagata-garbha contains in itself 
causes alike good and not-good, and from which are generated 
all paths of existence. It is like an actor playing different 
characters without harbouring any thought of ' me and mine.' 
From not comprehending this, there arises the union and 
interaction of three causes producing results. The philos
ophers not understanding this become attached to the fixed 
idea of a creator. Infused with the habit-energy of various 
kinds of speculations and errors which have been carried on 
since beginningless time, the name of Alayavijnana obtains, 
[as alaya means all-conserving]. It is in company with the 
seven Vijiianas which are generated in the dwelling-house 
of ignorance. The body [of the Vijiianas] is stirred uninter
ruptedly and all the time like the waves of the great ocean, 

1 These are the views held by the non-Buddhist philosophers of 
the time. 

2 Pp. 126-127. 
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but [the Alaya itself] is free from the fault of Impermanence 
and devoid of the thought of ego and is in its ultimate sub
stance perfectly immaculate. As to the other seven Vijnanas 
beginning with Manas and ManoVijnana, they originate and 
come to an end and are characterised by momentariness; 
This is due to our erroneously discriminating things that 
are not; they are intimately related to and dependent 
upon an external world of forms and images; tenaciously 
attached to names and appearances, they fail to comprehend 
that forms and appearances are manifestations of the 
mind; they do not realise what is pain and what pleasure, 
they are no producers of emancipation; firmly standing on 
names and appearances [as realities], they'are begotten of 
the desire to have (raga) and further beget the same desire; 
[the desire and the Vijnanas are] thus mutually condition
ing. When what are known as the perceiving senses are 
destroyed and disappear, others [Vijnanas], immediately 
following this, cease to function. There is [still] a self-dis
criminating knowledge; and seeing that no pain, no pleasure 
is felt, that there follows the extinction of thought and sensa
tion, and the attainment of mental tranquillity and the four 
Dhyanas, together with skilfulness in [the understanding of] 
truth and emancipation, the devotees (yogin) think that they 
have [really] attained emancipation. But as long as the 
Alaya-vijnana known by the name of Tathagata-garbha is not 
set.in motion and differently oriented, the cessation of the 
seven evolving Vijnanas will never take place. Why? Because, 
depending on the Alaya as cause, the Vijnanas are evolved; 
because this is not within the reach of all Sravakas, Pratyeka-
buddhas, philosophers, and yoga-devotees; because [while] 
they understand that there is no ego-substance in a person, 
they are [still] attached to the ideas of individuality and 
generality as really existing in the Skandhas, Dhatus, and 
Ayatanas. The Tathagata-garbha is awakened and grows 
quiescent as one perceives what is meant by the five Dharmas, 
[three] Svabhavas, and the non-existence of ego-substance 
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in particular objects; and when there takes place the revul
sion [in the Alaya] by gradually ascending the steps [of per
fection, i.e., Dasabhumika], a man will never be led astray 
by the methods and views held by the philosophers 

"The Tathagata-garbha is found united with the seven 
Vijnanas: from attachment duality sets in, from knowledge 
(parijnana) it disappears. 

"The mind is to be regarded as mirror-like, perfumed 
by speculation [-habit] since the beginningless [past] : when 
things are truly (yathabhutam) observed, they are not as 
they appear. 

"As the ignorant see the finger-tip and not the moon, 
so those who are addicted to letters understand not the that-
ness (tattvam) of the things I teach. 

"The mind (citta) dances like the dancer, Manas 
resembles the jester [or companion actor], the Vijnana, in 
company with the five, imagines the visible [world] as a 
stage."1 

The Function of Manas 
The question may rise now, What is the significance of 

Manas? Cannot the other Vijnanas do without this one 
acting, as it were, between the Alaya and the other particu
larising six Vijnanas? This seems to be quite a natural 
question to ask, seeing that the ManoviJnana can directly 
deal with the Alaya without the interference of Manas. 
According to my way of interpreting ±he Lankavatara, whieh 
may not be correct, the Alaya is a sort of universal conscious
ness, and Manas individual empirical consciousness. In the 
Alaya everything is stored, good and bad, in a state of 
quiescence and potentiality, but no discrimination, which 
latter, however, appears with the initiation of Manas. Manas 
is the active source of all the mental activities we ordinarily 
experience in. this world of particulars. The possibility of 
consciousness lies in its dualistic nature, for without that 
which grasps (grdhaka) and that which is grasped (grdhya), 

1 Pp. 220-224. 
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there will be no conscious life. The duality of subject and 
object is fundamental, but this dualism is impossible without 
assuming behind it something which is not dual. Therefore, at 
the back of the six Vijnanas there must be Manas, the prin
ciple of individuation, and also the Alaya, which goes even 
beyond the foundation of consciousness. When we admit 
that the six Vijnanas are fundamentally conditional by the 
principal of individuation, we admit the existence of Manas. 
And when Manas is admitted, we inevitably go on to the 
Alaya which allows itself to be reflected by Manas as its 
condition and yet at the same time transcends it because the 
Alaya is not an individual object of experience but universal 
in its nature. And it is owing to this universal nature of the 
Alaya that all the individual Manas are capable of reflecting 
one and the same universe and of engaging in discussion. 
The Alaya is thus most appropriately compared to the ocean. 

This ocean of the Alaya is disturbed by the wind of the 
particularising principle, psychologically known as Manas 
and epistemologically as Vishaya. While Manas is con
ceptually separable from the other six Vijnanas, it is prac
tically involved in them. In our psychological life itself the 
whole Vijnana system is engaged and we cannot very well 
talk individually of its components. So the Lankavatara 
is always careful to guard us from getting confused about 
this point: the Alaya and the Vijnanas are different and yet 
not-different, i.e., one. Without the Alaya, the cause dis
appears and the whole mental apparatus collapses; and when 
that which makes the cause operative ceases to react, the 
cause itself ceases to act though this does not mean its 
disappearance or destruction. 

The Manas is the discriminating -agency, but as this is 
possible only in the Alaya, on which Manas with all its 
retinue of Vijnanas is dependent, the Manas and the Alaya 
are in the closest possible relationship. For this reason, the 
Alaya is dependent upon Manas for consciousness of itself 
and its unity. On the other hand, the six Vijnanas cannot 
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function in harmony with one another unless Manas comes 
between them and the Alaya. Manas is the connecting 
link. The position occupied by Manas in the system of 
Vijnanas is thus peculiarly complicated and is apt to get 
confused sometimes with the Alaya and sometimes with 
ManoviJnana. In the Lankavatara, the Alaya is the reser
voir of things good and bad, but it is perfectly neutral and 
not conscious of itself as there is as yet no differentiation 
in it. The differentiation is caused by Manas, the defiling 
Vijnana as it is sometimes called. The differentiation or 
defilement itself is neither good nor bad, but when it is 
adhered to as final, irreducible reality, there ensues the idea 
of an ego-substance internally and externally, and from this 
all evils are generated. As a result the mind loses its native 
tranquillity. What is now most needed is to cause a revolu
tion (pardvritti) in the whole system of Vijnanas, especially 
in the Alaya itself, which, contaminated by Manas and Mano
vi Jnana, has had its neutrality, purity, and innocence all 
exiled. To look into the matter squarely and clearly is 
called to see yathabhutam by direct perception, which leads 
to emancipation and serenity. 

To summarise: the Alaya is mind in its deepest and most 
comprehensive sense; while it manifests itself as indivi
dualised in our empirical consciousness and as subject to the 
momentary changes that are taking place in them, it never 
loses its identity and eternality. In this respect, it is 
different from the Atman or ego which is regarded by the 
ignorant as something like the Alaya. Though it is pure 
and immaculate in its original nature, it allows itself to be 
affected by Manas, the principle of individuation. And thus 
affected the dualism of subject and object is created in it, 
which issues in the appearance of a world of particular 
objects. The latter comes in contact with the five sense-
vijnanas, and all the impressions gained from this contact 
are presented to Manovi Jnana which is a sort of door-keeper 
between Manas and the five Vijnanas. All the impressions 
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and reports gathered at Manovijnana are here classified ac
cording to the categories of "me and not-me"—this being 
the function of Manovijnana given by Manas. The author
ity of Manas thus increased by its faithful servant and 
backed inwardly by the presence of the Alaya, gains strength 
in the conviction that there is an ego on the one hand and 
an objective world in all its reality on the other hand. From 
the disciplinary point of view the most refractory agent is 
Manas supported by Manovijnana. When this pair, especi
ally Manovijnana, is put back to its proper function and 
made to see things in their true bearings inwardly as well 
as outwardly, the Vijnana-system ceases to be an evil-creat
ing machine and becomes the storage of things good and 
pure (kusalanasravah). 

Let us conclude this paragraph with a quotation on the 
Buddhist doctrine of momentariness (kshdnikam) i1 

"There are eight Vijnanas: (1) The Tathagata-garbha, 
known under the name of Alayavijnana, (2) Manas, (3) 
Manovijnana, and the five sense-vijiianas grouped together 
as is pointed out by the philosophers. This system of the 
five sense-vijiianas is in union with Manovijnana and this 
mutuality makes the system distinguish between what is good 
and what is not good, etc., and further being bound up 
together so closely and continuously, the Vijnana-system 
evolves as one solid undivided body. The evolution thus 
goes on, but when the nature of a visible world is not under
stood as Mind, there is a constant rise and disappearance of 
the Vijnanas; Manovijnana in union with the five sense-vij
iianas grasps forms and appearances in their multitudinous 
aspect; and there is not a moment's cessation of activity. 
This I call the momentary character [of the Vijnanas]. 
There is this momentariness again, 0 Mahamati, when the 
Tathagata-garbha known under the name of the Alaya
vijnana, in union with Manas, is together with the memories 
of the evolute-vijnanas. If, on the other hand, it is together 

1 Pp . 235-266. 
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with those free from [evil] outflowings, there is no Momen
tariness. This is found hard to understand for the ignorant 
who are addicted to the doctrine of momentariness. As they 
do not understand what is meant by the momentariness and 
the not-momentariness of all things, they cherish a nihilistic 
view of existence, and are apt to regard things (dharma) 
belonging to the category of uncreates (asamskrita) as subject 
to destruction. 

" 0 Mahamati, the body of the five sense-vijnanas is 
exempt from transmigration, is not susceptible to pleasure 
and pain, and has nothing to do with the attainment of 
"Nirvana. It is the Tathagata-garbha, O Mahamati, that is 
affected by pleasure and pain, becomes the cause [of Nir
vana], is subject to evolution and disappearance, and becomes 
stupefied by the four kinds of habit-energy (vasand). The ig
norant do not understand this because they are infected by 
discrimination which is based on the view of momentariness. 

"Again, 0 Mahamati, gold, diamond, and the Buddha's 
sarira [bony relics] equally pass through ages of existence 
and show the unique character of indestructibility. If the 
wise who have attained enlightenment have the nature of 
momentariness they must be said to be lacking in wisdom. 
Gold and diamond, however long they may be in existence, 
remain the same; they show no sign of increase or decrease. 
How can the ignorant be expected to understand my esoteric 
doctrine, who, discriminating in all things inner and outer, 
cherish the thought of momentariness?" 

These long passages, occasionally deeply involved in 
obscurity, have been quoted partly to describe the relation 
between the various Vijnanas as a system, and partly, also, 
to present the Mahayana Buddhist view of momentarism as 
regards the Tathagata-garbha or Alaya-vijnana. The gathas 
at the end of this chapter on "Kshanikam" are to be re
placed immediately after the above quotation and not after 
the account of the six virtues of perfection (paramita) as 
they stand now in the original texts, Sanskrit and Chjnese. 
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The Awakening of Prajna 

How do we now get Prajna awakened in order to see 
into the true state of things, yathdbhutam? Where does 
this Prajna come, and how do we attain self-realisation 
by directly experiencing the truth ? And what is the truth ? 
The sutra refers constantly to Praparica,1 Parikalpa,2 

Vikalpa,3 Abhinivesa,4 Bhranti,5 Daushthulya,6 Vasana,7 etc., 
which are tossing up the roaring waves over the Alaya-ocean; 
but when does Pratyatmaryajfiana get its start so that the 
stormy sea will grow calm and the world be perceived with
out discrimination or disturbance of any kind? Says the 
sutra: ' ' The Bodhisattva who aims to be great in his spiri
tual discipline is required to be perfect in the following four 
things: (1) He must have a penetrating comprehention 
(vibhavana) as regards the nature of the manifestation of 
Mind; (2) He must be free (vivarjana) from such notions 
as birth, abiding, and destruction; (3) He must observe 
(upalakshana) that external objects do not exist; and (4) 
He must earnestly desire (abhilashana) a state of realisation 
by directly seeing into the inmost - self.',8 How can this 
be achieved? 

If it were due to the appearance of the principle of par-
ticularisation or discrimination (vikalpa) that the Alaya 
ceases to be the seat of Tathagatahood, and if without this 
principle no sentient beings could ever come to the perception 
of the Alaya even in its disturbed, distorted^ and altogether 
false reflections, it must be again this principle that will set 
us aright in the position that we may have a correct view of 
Alaya. In other words, if it were the work of Manas and 
ManoviJnana that an external world came to be recognised 
as external, it must be their work again, properly executed 
this time, that we come to look at the world as having evolved 
out of our own being. Formerly, the Vijnana was wrongly 

itm. a£tt. S#JH. *®m. B&3®. •»« . 7wm. 
s Pp . 79-80. 
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attached to the principle of particularisation and thus to the 
undesirable part of the Vasana, memory, in the Alaya. 
There must be a turning of the waves, the course of Manas 
and ManoviJnana must be altered towards another direction 
than that which has been pursued hitherto. If we all thought 
of the Alaya as external and subject to changes, we must 
now retrace our steps and look within ourselves and see 
if there is anything that transcends the principle of par
ticularisation. To transcend this principle, that is, for 
Manas and Manovi Jnana to transcend themselves, means the 
obliteration of themselves, their disappearance from the field 
of operation, the transcending of the dualism of grahya and 
grahaka, of sat and asat, one and many, ..particularity and 
generality. When this is accomplished, where do we find 
ourselves? Where is the ultimate abiding place for us? 
This is the abode of Tathagatahood, and belongs to the realm 
of Alayavijnana to be known as Tathagata-garbha, and re
alisable only through immediate perception (pratyaksha).1 

For this no more belongs to the sphere of logic and analysis, 
but is an experience attained immediately within oneself 
(pratydtmagatigocara). A knowledge that is not of par
ticularisation and discrimination, must be one of direct ex
perience in which the Alaya reveals itself in its original 
purity and not in its distorted and defiled forms as it ordi
narily does to the Vijnanas. 

When we thus come to have an immediate knowledge of 
transcendental nature, the Vijnana system will cease to be 
treated psychologically. We have now to return to the 
chapter preceding this, where the so-called logical aspect 
of the inner experience is treated. The awakening of Prajna 
which is dynamic rather than non-discriminative knowledge 
(nirvikalpajnana) beyond the realm of mentation (acintya 
OF acitta), is a practical question in the Lankavatara, and 
this will be treated in what is to follow. 

1 P . 222; pratyaksha stands against vitarha, vihalpa, prapanca, 
etc.; see also p. 41. 
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PART I I I 

LIFE AND WORKS OF A BODHISATTVA 

8 elf-discipline and Adhishthdna 
The logical and psychological equipment must be fol

lowed up by practical discipline without which the Bodhi
sattva could not be more than an idealistic philosopher. 
" A s all the sacred doctrines leave no room for option [and 
doubt as to the import of self-discipline] let the Bodhisattva 
retire into a quiet and solitary place and reflect within him
self by means of the intelligence (buddhi) which lies in his 
inmost mind, not to be led by anybody else. Then he 
will be able to free himself from views based upon dis
crimination and by degrees advance towards the state of 
Tathagatahood.'n This hot depending upon another (apara-
praneya) is emphasised not only in Mahayana literature but 
in the Agamas or Nikayas; for Buddhism is emphatically 
the doctrine of enlightenment which is to be realised within 
oneself. So, it is urged for the Bodhisattva who wishes to 
penetrate behind the screen of contrasts and dialectics that 
he should rid himself of all the hindrances (nivarana) that 
may arise from noisy confusion, from heaviness of mind, and 
from sleepiness, and also that he should assiduously engage 
in disciplining himself throughout the night, not at all mind
ful of the philosophies of other schools, including the Hina-
yanist.2 

Can the Bodhisattva, however, reach his goal by his own 
effort and without any outside assistance ? Is there really no 
"other power" that will come to his help? Here we have 

1 P . 133; see also p. 155, where the distinction between words and 
meaning is discussed. 

2 Pp . 49, 97-98. When the Bodhisattva-Mahasattva is urged to 
exercise his own intelligence and not to be dependent upon another, 
this means that the truth of enlightenment must develop from within 
oneself and intuitively grasped, which being the ultimate object of the 
DhySna discipline recommended in the Lankavatara. 
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one of the special features of Mahayana Buddhism distin
guishing itself from the Hinayana. The Lankavatara calls it 
the "Adhishthana of all the Buddhas which issues from their 
Pranidhana."1 Without this Adhishthana on the part of 
the Buddha, the Bodhisattva with all his assiduity and 
penetrating insight may be incapable of realising the highest 
truth in himself and may not finally be taken up among the 
community of the Buddhas of the past, present, and future. 
Adhishthana (adhi + sthd) means "basis ," "position," 
"power," etc., translated into Chinese by jjftgfj] (chia-chih-
li), " the power that is added to and sustaining." It is the 
power emanating from the will of the Buddha whose loving 
heart embraces the whole universe, and is added to that of a 
Bodhisattva to sustain him, to encourage him, and finally 
to carry him over to a state of self-realisation. Not only in 
the present sutra but in other Mahayana sutras we fre
quently come across the sentence, "Through the Anubhava 
or Prabhava [that is, power] of the Buddha, a Bodhisattva 
rose from his seat and asked thus of the Buddha, or preached 
thus ." This is a form of authorisation, but in the case of 
Adhishthana, it is more than that, for here the Buddha's 
power sustains the Bodhisattva throughout his long laborious 
career of discipleship. Bead the following:2 

' ' And again, O Mahamati, sustained in two ways by the 
power (adhishthana) of the Buddhas, the Bodhisattva falls 
down at their feet and asks them to settle controversial 
points for him. What are the two ways? The one is the 
power by which the Bodhisattva is made to attain states of 
mental tranquillisation, and the other is that by which the 
Buddha personally appears before the Bodhisattva and 
anoints him with his own hands. 

" I t is thus due to the power of the Buddha that the 
Bodhisattva at the first stage attains the Samadhi known as 
the Light of the Mahayana, and that having attained this 
Samadhi the Bodhisattva finds himself now 'blessed by the 

3 Pp. 49 f. s Pp. 100 ff. 
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personal presence of all the Buddhas from the ten quarters 
who will with their own body and speech accumulate their 
power upon him. It is like the case of the Bodhisattva 
Vajragarbha and others who are furnished with all these 
meritorious attributes. 

" O Mahamati, in this wise the Bodhisattva at the first 
stage is sustained by the power of the Buddhas in his 
attainment of the states of tranquillisation. In virtue of a 
stock of merit accumulated for hundreds of thousands of 
kalpas, he will in succession ascend the stages, and qualifying 
himself with the virtues of perfect control, reach the stage of 
Bodhisattvahood called Dharmamegha (Cloud of the Law). 
Seating himself on a throne in the Palace of the Great Lotus, 
he is surrounded by Bodhisattvas like himself and wears a 
tiara adorned and embellished with all kinds of jewels. The 
Buddhas will now come from all the ten quarters of the 
universe, shining like the brilliant full-moon with yellowish, 
golden, champaka-like rays, and with their lotus-like 
hands anoint the forehead of the Bodhisattva seated on 
the throne in the lotus palace. He is like the crown-prince 
of a great sovereign, who, being thus anointed by the 
Buddhas personally with their own hands, assumes full 
power. This Bodhisattva and such others are said to be 
sustained, thus hand-anointed by the power of the Bud
dhas. These are the two ways in which the Bodhisattva is 
sustained by the power of the Buddha; and when he is thus 
sustained he will see all the Buddhas face to face. In nc 
other way are the Tathagatas, Arhats, the Fully-enlightened 
Ones to be seen. 

"And again, 0 Mahamati, whatever the Bodhisattva 
accomplishes in the way of Samadhi, psychic attainments, 
or preaching, is thus done by being sustained in two ways 
by the power of the Buddhas. If the Bodhisattva could at 
all preach intelligently without being sustained by the 
power of the Buddhas, the ignorant would also preach in
telligently. Why ? It all depends upon whether or not one 
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is sustained by the Buddhas' power. If it is sustained by 
the entrance of the Tathagata into it, [the whole universe 
with its] grasses, shrubs, trees, and even mountains, and also 
[with its] musical instruments of all kinds, utensils, towns, 
dwellings, palaces, and seats,—all will make music. How 
much more conscious beings! The deaf, blind, and mute will 
be emancipated from their defects. Such is the power of the 
Tathagata, so distinctive, and so full of great virtues. 

"Mahamati asked, Why do the Tathagatas sustain the 
Bodhisattva by their power when he abides in the state of 
tranquillisation as well as when he is at the superior stage? 
Said the Blessed One: It is to keep him away from the evil 
one and from evil passions, it is to let him not fall into the 
Dhyana and stage of the Sravakas, but to make him attain 
to the self-realisation of the Tathagata-stage and grow in the 
virtues already acquired by him. For this reason, the Bodhi
sattva is sustained by the power of all the Tathagatas: O 
Mahamati, if he is not thus sustained he may fall into the 
way of thinking as cherished by bad philosophers, Sravakas, 
and the Evil One, and will not be enlightened in the Supreme 
Enlightenment. For this reason, the Bodhisattva is favoured 
by the Tathagatas who are Arhats and Fully-enlightened 
Ones."1 

The Purification (visuddhi) of the heart 
The conception of Pranidhana which is usually trans

lated in Chinese as f^Hf (shih-yiian) or simply $1 (yuan), 
meaning " v o w " or " p r a y e r " is peculiar to the Mahayana. 
A Bodhisattva as a rule makes a number of vows before he 
begins his career, for his desire to attain the final stage of 
Bodhisattvahood is not only for his own benefit but for all 
the worlds visible and invisible. The forty-eight vows of 
Dharmakara are one of such examples, who became Amitabha 
Buddha the world-saviour when his vows were all fulfilled. 
The Bodhisattva's universal vow or prayer or earnest desire 

1 Pp. 100-103, abstract; see also p. 212 f. 
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is, therefore, that all his 'fellow-beings, inclusive of non-
sentient beings, sooner or later, attain to the supreme 
enlightenment of the Buddha. To accomplish this end, he 
begins with the preparation of the ground which consists 
in "matur ing" the minds and hearts of all sentient beings, 
supported by the adhishthana of all the Buddhas. He who 
is literally the embodiment of the vow to benefit others is 
thus ever bent on awakening them in enlightenment. Hence 
in the Prajndparamitd and other sutras the awakening of the 
thought of enlightenment (bodhicittotpada) is constantly 
spoken of as the first step towards gaining access to the 
truth of Tathagatahood. But the Lankavatara does not tell 
us so much about this awakening, in fact I think there is no 
reference to this idea in the sutra. When the Anuttara-
samyak-sambodhi is mentioned, it refers to its attainment 
and not to the awakening of thought towards it. Whatever 
this may be, there is a paragraph in the Lankavatara which 
is concerned with the purification by the Buddha of the 
hearts or minds of sentient begins from the effects of defile
ment that has been going on in them since the beginningless 
past due to their wrong discrimination regarding the signi
fication of the objective world. This process of-purification 
to be carried on by the Buddha may be considered to cor
respond to the awakening of the thought of enlightenment 
in the Prajndparamitd sutras. 

Mahamati now raises a question as to the time needed 
for the purification by saying: " I s the cleansing which is 
effected by the Buddha instantaneous or by degrees—the 
cleansing of all beings from the outflowings of the mind 
whereby they cling to the reality of an objective world?" 
To this the Buddha gives an answer as is quoted below, ac
cording to which his cleansing or purification takes effect 
sometimes instantaneously, sometimes by degrees. This 
variation evidently comes from the workings of the individual 
habit-energy (vdsand). The Buddha's statement here, how
ever, seems to lack the word "sometimes" and I think we 
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have to supply it in order to make the sense of the whole 
context not too glaringly contradictory. Indeed, the read
ing of the Lankavatara is not altogether an easy task as was 
already remarked elsewhere, and in many cases varied inter
pretations are possible. 

"Mahamati asked,1 when the mind is cleansed by the 
Buddha of its own outflowings, it is done all at once or by 
degrees? Answered the Buddha: "The cleansing is done by 
degrees, not all at once. It is like the ripening of the amra 
fruit which takes place gradually and not at once. It is 
again like the potter's making pots, the work is done 
gradually and not at once. The Tathagata's cleansing of all 
beings of their minds from which external manifestations 
flow, is carried out by degrees and not all at once. It is 
again like the shooting of grass, shrub, herb, or a thicket on 

1 Mainly done after the T 'ang version. Cf. pp. 55-56, of Nanjo" 
edition. Svacittadrifyadh&ra, for which the T ' ang has £ iG»*ft$l£, means 
" t h a t which perpetually flows out of one's own mind and is perceived 
as something external to oneself," This combination occurs in these 
passages only. I s "dhdrd" in any way related to the idea of Asr&va 
(oozing or flowing-out)? " T h a t which flows" in the mind owing to 
our attachment to an external world must be thoroughly purified as it 
stains the entire fabric of our spiritual life. The process needed by 
the Buddha for the cleansing is sometimes gradual and sometimes 
abrupt. But the notion of revulsion or up-turning (par&vritti) leads 
us to imagine the process to be abrupt rather than gradual, while in 
our actual experience of life what the psychologist calls conversion 
takes place in either way, gradual or abrupt. The fact may be ascribed 
to the innate construction of the mind, or, to use Buddhist terminology, 
to the working of individual karma. Still, one may say, when the 
process of purification is so gradual and quiet that the man in question 
never becomes conscious of the changes taking place in his spiritual life, 
would he ever experience what is termed in the Lahk&vatara as revul
sion? Psychologically this is a phenomenon suddenly happening in the 
consciousness. When a man was walking in a certain direction all the 
time, his steps are all of a sudden made to turn back; he faces now the 
North instead of the South. This abrupt shift of the vista is a re
volution, a revulsion; he is sure to be strongly conscious of the trans
formation. The unconscious process that preceded it may have been 
gradual, but as far as his conscious mind is concerned, the revulsion 
has taken place instantaneously. This is however a mooted question in 
the psychology of religion. 
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earth, it is gradual and not at once; so does the Tathagata 
cleanse all beings of their mental outflows. It is again like 
one's learning the arts of daricing, singing, writing, playing 
the lute, etc.; it is mastered by degrees and not all at once; 
so does the Tathagata his purifying work. 

" [But sometimes the cleansing is done at once and not 
by degrees] as in the case of the mirror's reflecting all forms 
simultaneously and without discrimination. In a similar 
way, the Tathagata cleanses the minds of all beings from 
their outflowing manifestations, making them at once pure 
and free from discrimination and leading them to a state of 
no-images. Again, as the sun or the moon illumines all 
forms and appearances at once with its beams of light, so 
does the Tathagata reveal at once the spiritual state of 
Buddhahood which is the object of intuitive knowledge 
(acintyajndna) by freeing all beings of their self-imagined 

manifestations, errors, and habit-energy (vdsand). Again, 
as the Alaya-vijnana reveals simultaneously an external 
world of individual objects as manifestations of the indivi
dual mind, so that Nishyanda-Buddha,1 at once maturing all 
beings, enables them to discipline themselves as religious 
devotees at their abodes in the celestial palace of Akanishtha.2 

Again, as the Dharmata-Buddha shines instantly with the 
light of the Nishyanda-Buddha and the Nirmana-Buddha, 
so does the inner realisation of the ultimate truth shine forth 
all at once superseding the wrong" views based upon ideas 
of being and not-being." 

The Will-body (manomayakaya) 

No definite statement of the Triple Body dogma is found 
in the Lankavatara, but all the component ideas seem to be 
present as is recognisable here: Dharmata-Buddha, Nish
yanda-Buddha, and Nirmana-Buddha, which apparently cor-

1 For the explanation of this, see supra (pp. 142 ff). 
* See also gathas 38, 774, in the " S a g a t h a k a m " ; and pp. 28, 33, 

51, 215, etc. 
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respond to the later trinity of Dharma-kaya, Sambhoga-kaya, 
and Nirmana-kaya. I t would be interesting to discuss here 
the development of the dogma1 if the author were not going 
to restrict himself in this chapter to such topics in the Lan
kavatara as are more or less directly connected with the 
absolute idealism developed in the sutra and with the intui
tive knowledge of the truth which is its principal theme— 
these being the foundation of Zen Buddhism. He wishes, 
however, to touch upon the idea of Nirmana-Buddha as it 
is closely related to that of Pranidhana, the Bodhisattva's 
vow. Being thoroughly idealistic, whatever is most vehe
mently desired by the Buddha or Bodhisattva whose interest 
extends over the whole field of beings, must take effect in 
one way or another in this world even of our ordinary life. 
To have, however, a wish realised successfully, one may 
have frequently to exceed the limitations of this physical 
body, which is tied to space-time relations. A body not so 
limited will be needed in this case,—a body that can be 
manifested anywhere and at any time as is wished: The 
Buddha of Bodhisattva has this body known as Manomaya
kaya, which means "mind-made body," or simply "will-
body." 

The definition of Manomayakaya ( ^ ^ f e # or ^ J ^ # ) > 
accordingjo the Lankavatara, is this: " B y manomaya ['as 
willed'] is meant the power to move about as speedily and 
unobstructedly as is willed. Like the mind that moves un-
obstructedly over mountains, walls, rivers, trees, and other 
objects, even beyond many hundreds of thousands of yojanas, 
by merely thinking of objects seen and perceived previously, 
with its own thought continuously and uninterruptedly work
ing regardless of the limitations of the body; so when the 
Manomayakaya is obtained in the realisation of the Samadhi 
known as Mayopama [Maya-like], one acquires the ten 
Powers (bala), the tenfold Self-mastery (vasita), and the 

1 The author discusses the dogma of the Triple Body later in this 
book as far as the Lankavatara can shed light on the subject. 
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six Psychic Faculties (dbhijnd), is adorned with the dis
tinguishing marks, and born in the family of Holy Path, 
and, thinking of the objects of his original vow which is 
to bring all beings to full maturity, moves about among 
them as unobstructedly as the mind moves on."1 

The three kinds of Manomayakaya ("will-body") are 
distinguished in the Lankavatara somewhat foreshadowing 
the later systematisation of the Triple Body dogma: the three 
are (1) the will-body attainable in the bliss of Samadhi;2 

(2) the will-body born of the knowledge of the self-
nature of the Dharma,2 and (3) the will-body whose deeds 
are not calculative, being born among the order of the holy 
ones.2 The first kind is the product of a perfect mental 
control which takes place as the Bodhisattva ascends through 
the third, the fourth, and the fifth stage of spiritual dis
cipline, and realises that the mind in its true nature is above 
its evolved Vijfianas, and, seeing into the phenomenality of 
objects, is tranquil like the ocean undisturbed by waves. The 
second form comes from a deep penetration into the truth of 
all things, which is enjoyed by the Bodhisattva above the 
eighth stage; for as he perceives that all things are mere 
appearances like maya, and non-entities, there takes place -a 
revulsion in the recesses of his consciousness, and he enters 
into the Samadhi called Mayopama and then into other 
Samadhis. He is now adorned with flowers, with various 
attributes such as the tenfold Self-mastery and the six 
Psychic Faculties, etc., moves as quickly as thought itself; 
and the body attained now is like the lunar reflection in water 
or an image in a mirror, or a vision in a dream; it is not made 
of the four elements and yet resembles one so made, it is 
furnished with all the parts of the material body; he will 
now enter into all the Buddha-lands, their circles and as-

1 Cf. p. 81. 
2 (1) samadhi-sukha-samapatti-manomayakaya (H8fe?HjE3S3lf.?k. 

J | ) , (2) dharmasvabhava-'vaihoda-m. (%t&M$!M&-M), (3) nikaya-
sahajd-'sOniskara-kriya-m. (33&fft£.$!SWiWM$LM). T 'ang. 
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semblies. As he has thus perfectly penetrated into the 
nature of the Dharma, he has the second form of the will-
body. The third will-body comes from deeply experiencing 
the bliss of the inner realisation enjoyed by all the Bud
dhas."1 

Of the three kinds of Manomayakaya, the second is the 
most important, and when the Body is mentioned without 
qualifications, it generally means this, as we have for 
instance on pp. 125-126 and pp. 80-81. We quote the state
ment on pages 80-81: ' ' How does a Bodhisattva-Maha-
sattva keep himself above the view [that upholds the reality 
of] birth, abiding, and disappearance? Let him regard all 
things as dreams or maya-created forms; they never have 
been born because self, others, and all of them are non
existent. When things are viewed in conformity with the 
doctrine of "Mind-only," when external objects are seen as 
having no real existence, the Vijfianas do not revolve; when 
the idea of causal accumulation is done away with, the triple 
world is seen originating from wrong discrimination; when 
thus all things, external and internal, are viewed as having 
no self-substance and unattainable [i.e., unreal], a Bodhi
sattva can keep himself away from the idea of birth; he will 
acquire what is known as resignation to the idea that all 
things are unborn, as they have the self-nature of maya, etc. 
Such Bodhisattvas have now reached the eighth stage; they 
know the significance of Citta, Manas, and Manovijnana, the 
five Dharmas, the three Svabhavas, the twofold Nairatmya 
(egolessness), and have realised a revulsion in their inner 
being, and because of this they now have the will-body. 
Thus, O Mahamati, it is that the Bodhisattva-Mahasattva 
keeps himself above the view that upholds the reality of 
birth, abiding, and disappearance." 

In this connection let me notice that the Lankavatara 
makes reference2 to two kinds of death (cyuti) which takes 

1 Pp. 136-137, abstract. 
2 Pp. 140, 134, 307, etc. 
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place in the life of a Bodhisattva. The first is the natural 
death happening to his physical body which is acquired as 
the result of his past karma committed through his evil 
passions and outflowings. In Chinese this death is called 
faWt (fen-tuan), meaning "graded," because the end of life 
variously comes to individuals. The other is ' ' inconceivable-
transformation-death " (acintya-parindma-cyuti, 7pSHi>tli 
J^^E). This happens to the subtile body of a Bodhisattva 
which he assumes as the consequence of his karma and intel
lectual hindrance which has not yet been thoroughly 
destroyed. The life-limit of this super-material body is in
definite as it depends upon the original vows of the Bodhi
sattva. If his compassionate heart makes him wish to live 
eternally among mortal beings in order to save the last one, 
he may live in this body until then. And again he may 
have it in any size he desires, and be able to perform wonder
ful deeds of all kinds, and also go through as many trans
formations as required. He achieves this spiritual existence 
when he enters upon the path of Bodhisattvahood. 

It will be quite an interesting, study to inquire into the 
historical facts which prompted Buddhist scholars to con
ceive the idea of a spiritual body which could be acquired 
as the outcome of one's moral training. There is no doubt 
that the Manomayakaya is the for.erunner of the Nirmana-
kaya as one of the Triple Body, and that all these con
ceptions were needed by early Mahayanists to interpret the 
religious significance of the historical Sakyamuni side by side 
with the conception of Dharmakaya. 

The inner realisation (pratydtmddhigama) referred to 
in the third Manomayakaya is the common property of all the 
Buddhas, and when a Bodhisattva attains this insight into 
his inmost being, he has thereby attained the passport into 
the spiritual community of all the Buddhas, past, present 
and future. If a critic insists that this subjectivity ought 
to be verified objectively, i.e., must have some objective 
ground on which the experience is to be set up, the Lankdva-
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tara says that there is what is to be called Pauranasthiti-
dharmata,1 something that has been in existence from the 
timeless past, or thingness that abides eternally in things, 
or an absolute reality that exists regardless of the appearance 
or non-appearance of the Buddhas. This reality exists in 
the world as gold exists concealed in the ore, for it is this 
that makes things abide, makes them arrange themselves in 
order and establish a realm among themselves, and con
stitutes their essence. It is eternally there. It is the such-
ness of things.2 

Therefore, when the Bodhisattvas or Buddhas attain to 
realisation, the experience is not something altogether new 
to them. It is an old story, as it were. I t is like walking 
in an old city which one happens to discover in the midst 
of the desert. The streets are smoothly paved as ever. One 
enters into it, and quietly enjoys a peaceful life. The 
Buddha did not create these things, they have been there 
from the beginning. The Dharma he has an insight into is 
something enduring (dharmasthititd), a regulative principle 
(dkarmaniydmatd), and suchness of things (tathatd), it is 
reality (bhutata), truth (satyata).3 And it was for this 
reason that the Buddha declared that ever since his en
lightenment night he had not uttered a word.4 This is 
indeed, according to the Lankavatara, the esoteric teaching 
(samdha) of Buddhism.5 

The conception of Pauranasthitidharmata, or Purva-
dharmasthitita6 is the doctrine of universal Alayavijnana 
ontologically stated. The Pratyatmagati consists in reali
sing this originally-abiding Dharma, which is variously de
scribed as Tathagatagarbha, the Alaya, suchness of things. 
I t is beyond the signs of speech, analysis, and descrip
tion, and in it all the Buddhas, Bodhisattvas, and sentient 

2 P. 143. s #ft, &&, fcfri, K&, aft. 
4 Pp. 143, 144, 194, 240; see also above. 
8 P. 144. • P. 241. 
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beings are united, and have an ever-enduring community 
—Nirvana. But the function of the Bodhisattva is not to 
stay forever in this happy society but to come into a world 
of particulars. His vows are to be fulfilled, and in this he 
is said truly to be a Bodhisattva. 

The Bodhisattva and Social Life 

The central theme of the Lankavatara has been ex
plained as being the attainment of an insight into the inmost 
consciousness, and to attain this we have seen that the 
sutra approaches the subject in two ways, logical and psy
chological. But as Buddhism is a religion and as every 
religion has its practical and social side, without which it 
will lose its reason of existence, the Lankavatara also pre
pares the Bodhisattva for his mission as one of the members 
of a cooperative life. In fact, this is what distinguishes 
the Mahayana from the Hinayana, for the latter's object of 
spiritual discipline does not extend beyond his own interest, 
however exalted it may be in itself,—the object being the 
attainment of Arhatship, a solitary saintly life. This is all 
well as far as it goes, but as we are all living within a most 
complicately organised communal body, not excepting even 
a Buddha or a Bodhisattva, we have to think of this side 
of life. The conception of a Bodhisattva was thus inevitable. 
If he attained to a state of self-realisation which he finds 
so full of peace, bliss, and strength, his natural desire is to 
impart it to his fellow-beings. Technically, when he has 
finished benefiting himself (atmahitam) ,x his next step is 
to go out into the world and benefit others (parahitam) ? 
In reality, he cannot do good for himself without letting 
others share in it. The sutra, therefore, now proceeds to 
tell the reader what is the practical, i.e., social life of the 
Bodhisattva. It may be said that the object of gaining an 
insight into the inner truth of things is really to qualify 
oneself for social work. 

1 g*iJ. 2 ftjflfe. 
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Before proceeding, a question may be raised as to the 
value of doing anything for others inasmuch as, according to 
the doctrine of Svacittamdtram or self-mind-only, or to that 
of Sarvadharmdndm sunyatd-anutpdda-advaya-nihsvabhdva-
lakshanam,1 there is nothing or nobody in the world that 
can be the object of salvation, or upon whom any kind of 
benefit may be bestowed. From the absolutely idealistic 
point of view, we may even ask if life is at all worth living. 
Is it not really much ado about nothing that the Bodhisattva 
should try to save the world when the latter is no more than 
the illusion of his own mind ? Is it not really like a monkey 
trying to take hold of the moon in water ? 

This is what is called by the Mahayanists as Uccheda-
darsanam or nihilism which does not understand yathd-
bhutam the truth of things. That the wprld is like a mirage, 
that it is thus empty, does not mean that it is unreal in the 
sense that it has no reality in any sense. But it means 
that its real nature cannot be understood by a mind that 
cannot rise above the dualism of " t o b e " (sat) and "not to 
b e " (asat). Therefore, the Sung translation of the Lan
kavatara opens with this stanza recited by Mahamati: (1) 
"The world transcends [the dualism of] birth and death, 
it is like the flower in air; the wise are free from [the ideas 
of] being and non-being, yet a great compassionate heart is 
awakened [in them] . " 

The last sentence: "Yet a great compassionate heart is 
awakened in them" is repeated in the first four verses. This is 
the most important passage not only in the philosophy of the 
Lankavatara but in the whole teaching of Mahayana Bud
dhism. Therefore says the Ashtasdhasrikd-prajnd-pdramitd 
Sutra :2 ' ' Sariputra asked Subhuti, If as you say the Bodhi
sattva is unborn, how is it that he works hard and suffers 
much for the sake of all sentient beings? To this answers 
Subhiiti: I do not wish the Bodhisattva to think that 

r p. 73, —®&&, m&,»-, &fmffi. 
3 Mitra edition, pp. 25-26. 
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he is working hard and suffering much. If he does, he is 
no Bodhisattva. Why? If he does cherish such thoughts, 
he cannot except to benefit sentient beings whose number 
exceeds calculation. Rather let him rejoice over his 
doings, and, towards all sentient beings, feel like mother 
or father, son or daughter, and let him, feeling like this 
among men and women, walk in the path of Bodhisattva-
hood. Further than that, let him feel towards all beings 
as if they were himself, and think, ' If I am to be completely 
free from all woes, let them also be so in the same measure. 
I cannot leave them to their fate. I must save them from 
the innumerable pains they suffer, and even if I were cut 
up to pieces many times over?' This I would not cherish 
•any uncharitable feeling toward them is the way a Bodhi
sattva-Mahasattva should feel toward all beings and there 
will be no thought of hardship with h i m . . . . " 

The doctrine of effortless or purposeless deeds (and-
bhogacarya) is rooted in the possibility of awakening as is 
here stated a loving heart for all beings even though they 
iave from the metaphysical point of view no sell-substance 
(nihsvabhdva) and are therefore only relative in existential 
value. That is to say, the world is only a temporal pheno
menon, and whatever evils and sufferings we encounter they 
Jhave! no finality as far as they go; but the pitying heart that 
transcends the cold and severe contemplation of the reason
ing philosopher has no inclination to ignore the reality of 
particularisation; it is determined to eradicate all the evils 
that are in the world and to save all the suffering ones in 
the sea of transmigration. This compassionate heart has 
no ulterior motive except that it moves spontaneously and 
universally like the sun that shines on- the righteous and 
on the unrighteous. This heart is called pure and undefiled 
because it is above the relativity of being and non-being, 
-and yet it never ceases to function out of its over-flowing 
goodness. 

The Sanskrit text of the Lankavatara that we have now, 
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reads somewhat differently from what we have here. We 
have taken it from the Sung translation which agrees with 
the T'ang. The Wei reading is in accord with the Sanskrit. 
This fact has already been noticed before. It shows that 
there must have been at least two original texts of the Lan
kavatara already at the time of the Wei translation. And, 
moreover, there were some reasons for the T'ang translation 
to adopt the first reading instead of the second (or Wei). 
What I would now like to know is the reason for this devia
tion from the Wei. What was really the reason that made 
the T' ang adopt the Sung rather than the Wei ? To say 
that the texts varied is not enough. According to Fa-tsang's 
commentary notes on the Lankavatara, the T'ang is the 
outcome of five Sanskrit texts and the two Chinese trans
lations being carefully collated by the best scholars of the 
time under the Imperial auspices. The T'ang is, therefore, 
the result of mature scholarship and authoritative revision. 
The result thus attained in the T' ang reading is naturally in 
full accordance with the spirit of Mahayana Buddhism, 
whereas the Wei and the present Sanskrit text do not bring 
out the inner sense of the Lankavatara so clearly and 
adequately. That the world appears like the ethereal flower, 
etc., is only when seen by the transcendental eye of wisdom 
(prajna) and not when felt by the compassionate heart of 
the all-loving Buddha. The heart particularises and feels 
pity for the sufferings of the world. This is the common 
teaching of the Mahayana. If the world is like a vision even 
when perceived in the love of the Enlightened One, where 
is the framework in which to build up the temple of universal 
salvation ? The opening verses of the Lankavatara must be 
read as in the Sung and in the T'ang, and not according to 
the Wei and the present Sanskrit edition. 

The Bodhisattva Never Enters into Nirvana 
According to the Lankavatara there are five orders of 

beings from the religious point of view. (1) Those who 
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belong to the Sravaka order, (2) Those of the Pratyeka-
buddlia order, (3) Those of the Tathagata order, (4) Those 
who belong to no definite order, and (5) Those who are 
altogether outside these orders.1 Those belong to the Sravaka 
order who are delighted at listening to such doctrines as 
concern the Skandhas, Dhatus, or Ayatanas, but take no 
special interest in the theory of causation, who have cut 
themselves loose from the bondage of evil passions but have 
not yet destroyed their habit-energy. They have attained 
the realisation of Nirvana, abiding in which state they 
would declare that they have put an end to existence, their 
life of morality is now attained, all that is to be done is 
done, they would not be reborn. These have gained an 
insight into the non-existence of an ego-substance in a 
person but not yet into that in objects. Those philosophical 
leaders who believe in a creator or in the ego-soul may also 
be classed under this order. 

The Pratyekabuddha order comprises those who are in
tensely interested in anything that leads them to the realisa
tion of Pratyekabuddhahood. They would retire into soli
tude and have no attachment to things worldly. -When they 
hear that the Buddha manifests himself in a variety of-
forms, sometimes in gtfoup, sometimes singly, exhibiting 
miraculous powers, they think these are meant for their own 
order, and immensely delighted in them they would follow 
and accept them. 

The Tathagata order may be again divided into three: 
those who gain an insight into the truth that there is no 
individual reality behind what one perceives, those who know 
that there is an immediate perception of the truth in one's 
inmost consciousness, and those who perceive that besides 
this world there are a great number of Buddha-lands wide 
and far-extending. They may listen to discourse on such 
subjects as manifestations of mind, or transcendental realm 
of the Alaya, from which starts this world of particulars, 

1 P. 63 et seq. 
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and yet they may not at all feel astonished or frightened. 
These belong to the order of Tathagatas. 

The fourth one is of indeterminate nature, for those 
who belong to it may take to either one of the above three 
orders according to their opportunities. 

There is still another class of beings which cannot be 
comprised under any of the four already mentioned; for 
they have no desire whatever for emancipation, and without 
this desire no religious teaching can enter into any heart. 
Two sub-classes, however, may be distinguished here, those 
who have forsaken all roots of merit, and those who have 
vowed at the beginning to save all beings. They both belong 
to the Icchantika1 order so called. Into the former fall all 
those who vilify the doctrines meant for the Bodhisattvas, 
saying that they are not in accordance with the sacred texts, 
rules of morality, and the doctrine of emancipation. Be
cause of this vilification they forsake all the roots of merit 
and do not enter into Nirvana. The second group is that of 
the Bodhisattva, who wishing to lead all beings to Nirvana 

1 This ia generally understood to have been derived from iccha 
" d e s i r e . " According to Dr. Unrai Wogiwara, however, it comes 
originally from itthamtvika or aitthamtvika, meaning ' ' being worldly ' ' 
or "belonging to this wor ld . " (The Mahdvyvtpatti, ed. by himself, 
notes, p. 23.) Linguistically, he may be right, but psychologically 
there is no harm in deriving icchantika from iccha, wish or desire; for 
the Icchantika are those devoted followers of hedonism either in its bad 
ox good sense. The Bodhisattva is a hedonist in the good sense, his not 
entering into Nirvana is his own desire or pleasure, he simply desires 
to remain in this world in order to save his fellow-beings from misery, 
and he does this not from any sense of duty or moral desirability; he 
does this merely from his altruistic impulse as it were, that is, he is 
following the bent of his own mind, which is pleasure to him. But in 
the case of a sensuous hedonist " h e does not believe in the law of 
causality, he has no feeling of shame, he has no faith in the working 
of karma, he is unconcerned with the present, with the future, he never 
befriends good people, he does not follow the teaching of the Buddha . ' ' 
(Quoted by Dr. Wogiwara as the definition of the Iehchantika given in 
the Nirvdna-sutra, the Kokyoshoin edition of the Chinese Tripitaka, fi. 
VI I , 96a, 1.9.) As far as the pursuit of pleasure is concerned, the 
hedonist-Bodhisattva and the worldly sensuous hedonist belong to the 
same order as are classified in the Lankavatara. 
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denies himself this bliss. He vowed in the beginning of his 
religious career that until every one of his fellow-beings is 
led to enjoy the eternal happiness of Nirvana he himself 
would not leave this world of pain and suffering, but must 
strenuously and with every possible means (upaya) work 
towards the completion of his mission. But as there will 
be no termination of life as long as the universe continues to 
exist, the Bodhisattva may have no chance for ever to rest 
himself quietly with his work finished in the serenity of Nir
vana. The time will come even to those who speak evil of 
the Bodhisattvayana when through the power (adhishthdna) 
of the Buddhas they finally embrace the Mahayana and by 
amassing stock of merit enter into Nirvana, for the Buddhas 
are always working for the benefit of all beings no matter 
what they are. But as for the Bodhisattva he never enters 
into Nirvana as he has a deep insight into the nature of 
things which are already in Nirvana even as they are. 
(Bodhisattvecchantiko 'tra mahamate adiparinirvritdn sarva-
dharmdn viditvd Hyantato na parinirvdti.)1 

Thus, we know where the Bodhisattva stands in his 
never-ending task of leading all beings into the final abode 
of rest. So, says the sutra: " H e will through his ten 
never-ending vows bring all beings to maturity, and, mani
festing himself in various forms in response to the needs of 
all beings, will never know where to rest from his task; 
and yet his mind is always abiding in the state of self-realisa
tion and in the enjoyment of perfect meditation."2 

Elsewhere3 we read again: 
"Again, 0 Mahamati, when Sravakas and Pratyeka-

buddhas enter upon the eighth stage of Bodhisattvahood, 
they become so intoxicated in the enjoyment of the Samadhi 
of Cessation, that they are unable to comprehend the doctrine 
that all things visible are due to "Mind-only"; their habit 

1 P. 66; *m, tt&K-NM, *n—9H£**SSg, #3g*A (T'ang). 
s P. 123. 
3 P. 214. 
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energy prevents their seeing beyond individuality and 
generality, they coma to uphold the one-sided view of the 
egolessness of persons and things; their knowledge and under
standing of Nirvana is based upon discrimination, and fails 
to penetrate into the truth of solitude.1 The Bodhisattvas, on 
the contrary, O Mahamati, who rejoice in the bliss of the 
Samadhi of Cessation are well furnished with the original 
vows and a pitying and compassionate heart, and, realising 
the import of the ten inextinguishable vows, do not enter 
into Nirvana. They are already in Nirvana because their 
views are not at all beclouded by discrimination. To them 
no discrimination takes place as to things seized and seizing. 
As they understand what is meant by the^ doctrine of ' ' Mind-
only," they cherish no discrimination regarding existence; 
they are kept away from discriminating and attaching them
selves to such ideas as Citta, Manas, ManoviJnana, the self-
substance of things external, and their forms. They keep, 
however, the source of all things in action that belong to the 
Buddha; they put supreme wisdom (Jnana) forward as they 
thus attain the Tathagata stage of self-realisation." 

The Bodhisattva''s Vows and His Effortless Works 
According to his transcendental insight into the truth 

of things, the Bodhisattva knows that it is beyond all predi
cates and not at all subject to any form of description, but 
his heart full of Karuna (love) for all beings who are 
unable to step out of the dualistic whirlpools of sat and 
asat, he directs his intense vows towards their salvation and 
emancipation. His own heart is free from such attachments 
as are ordinarily cherished by the unemancipated,. but that 
which feels persists, for his insight has not destroyed 
this, and hence his Purvapranidhana, his Upayakausalya, his 
Nirmanakaya. Yet all that he does for the maturity (pari-
pdcana) of all beings in response to their needs, is like the 

1 Viviktadharmamatibuddhi,&$iM(r£tang), p. 214, line 2; or 
simply viviktadharma ( f i i ^ i ^ , p. 215, or fii?i3;, p. 125). 
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lunar reflection in water (jalacandravat) ,* showing himself 
in all forms and appearances he preaches to them on the 
Dharma. His activity is what is in Mahayana phraseology 
called Anabhogacarya,2 deeds that are effortless, effectless, 
and purposeless, which may be considered to correspond to 
the Christian love of God. 

When the Bodhisattva enters upon the first stage called 
Joy, Pramudita, in the career of his spiritual discipline, he 
makes the following solemn vows, Pranidhana, ten in number, 
which, flowing out of his most earnest determined will, are 
as all-inclusive as the whole universe, extending to the ex
tremity of space itself, reaching the end of time, exhausting 
all the number of kalpas (ages), and functioning uninter
ruptedly as long as there is the appearance of a Buddha. 
The first is to honour and serve all the Buddhas, one and 
all, without a single exception; the second is to work for the 
preservation and perpetuation of the teaching of all the 
Buddhas; the third is to be present at the appearance of 
each Buddha, wherever and whenever it may be; the fourth 
is to practise the proper conduct of Bodhisattvahood which 
is wide and measureless, imperishable and free from im
purities, and to extend the Virtues of Perfection (pdramita) 
towards all beings; the fifth is to induce all beings in the 
most comprehensive sense of the term to turn to the teaching 
of the Buddhas so that they may find their final abode of 
peace in the wisdom of the all-wise ones; the sixth is to have 
an inner perception of the universe, wide and inexhaustible, 
in all its possible multitudinousness; the seventh is to realise 
the most closely interpenetrating relationship of each and 
all, of all and each, and to make every land of beings imma
culate as a Buddha-land; the eighth is to be united with all 
the Bodhisattvas in oneness of intention, to become intimately 
acquainted with the dignity, understanding, and psychic con
dition of the Tathagatas, so that the Bodhisattva can enter 

1 Pp . 227, 193, 158, etc. 
2 Pp . 42, 43, 89, 161, 266, etc. 
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any society of beings and accomplish the Mahayana which 
is beyond thought; the ninth is to evolve the never-receding 
wheel whereby to carry out his work of universal salvation, 
by making himself like unto the great lord of medicine or 
the wish-fulfilling gem; and lastly, the tenth is to realise 
the great supreme enlightenment in all the worlds, by going 
through the stages of Buddhahood, and fulfilling the wishes 
of all beings with one voice, and while showing himself to 
be in Nirvana, not to cease from practising the objects of 
Bodhisattvahood.1 

These ten vows or prayers made by the Bodhisattva at 
the beginning of his spiritual career, that is, when he has 
entered upon the first stage of Bodhisattvahood or rather 
Buddhist life, called Pramudita, do not quite describe the 
inner consciousness of the Bodhisattva in its deepest signi
fication; for he has not yet entered the stage of Anabhoga-
carya where all his conscious efforts are dropped and he 
moves about as the sun shines on the unjust as well as on the 
just, or as the moon in water. While a great compassionate 
heart (mahakaruna) is always the most powerful driving 
force throughout his spiritual progress, he may not attain 
to a higher stage unless his heart transcends dualism and 
his behaviour leaves no taint of discrimination (vikalpa). 
Up to the seventh stage (called Duramgama) of Buddhist 
life, the Bodhisattva has not been free from the sense of 
making effort for the attainment of a certain definite object, 
he has so far always been conscious of strain and strenuosity, 
he has been making a definite attempt at accomplishing some
thing, at bringing forth some tangible result as the outcome 
of his labour. But he has now completed this part of his 
work, he has now graduated, so to speak, from an effortful 

1 This is a mere abstract. For details see the DaSabhumilca-sutra, 
edited by J . Eahder, pp. 14-16. Also cf the Sihshasammuccaya, trans
lated into English by E. Bendall and H. W. D. Rouse, pp. 265-268. 
Quite interesting it is to compare the English version with the various 
Chinese translations of the DaSabhumika-sHtra as an independent text 
and also as one of the chapters in the Avatamsdka-sutra. 
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life (prdyogikacaryd, Jjjff), he is now on the way to a life of 
Anabhogacarya, where no efforts are made, no consciousness 
of strain is left though he is far from being a sleepy lithargic 
good-for-nothing fellow now.1 

So we read in the Avatamsaka-sutra, or in the Dasabhu-
mika-sutra? that up to the seventh stage the Bodhisattva 
has endeavoured not to be affected or contaminated by a life 
of evil passions (klesa), but has not yet been able to go 
beyond it (samatikram). He is like a great king who goes 
about riding on a fine elephant. He knows thus that there 
are many poverty-stricken people in his country, but he 
himself has no fear of becoming one of these unhappy 
creatures. He is quite free indeed from such contamination, 
but he cannot be said to be a super-man who has passed 
beyond the frailty of a mortal being. He can attain to this 
transcendental state only by abandoning his kingly posi
tion and being born in the Brahman world, where, enveloped 
in the celestial light, he looks down at thousands of worlds 
and freely walks among them. The Bodhisattva, up to the 
seventh stage, has gone through the World riding in the 
carriage of the Paramitas (virtues of perfection), and due 
to these virtues he has been secluded from the contamina
tion of this world though he knows well that there are 
defiled lives enough here. But he cannot be called yet to 
be one who has gone altogether beyond evil passions and 
deeds following them. If, however, he abandons all his con
scious strivings or purposeful efforts, that is, if he finally 
passes from the seventh to the eighth stage, and, riding in 
the Bodhisattva's carriage of immaculacy, walks through the 
world, free from contaminations, he is really one who has 
altogether gone beyond. 

When thus the Bodhisattva, discarding all effortful 
works (sarvdbhogavigata), attains to the effortless state of 
consciousness, he enters upon the eighth stage known as 

1 Cf. Eahder, p . 57. 
2 Cf. Eahder, p. 58. 
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Acala, the Immovable. But we must remember that effort
lessness is the outcome of intense effort, and that when the 
former is not preceded by the latter, it can never be realised. 
Says the Dasabhumik'a: I t is like a man who in a dream 
finds himself drowning in a river; he musters all his courage 
and is determined at all costs to get out of it. And because 
of these very efforts and desperate contrivances he is 
awakened from the dream and when thus awakened he at 
once perceives that no further doings are needed now. So 
with the Bodhisattva: because of the great determination 
and the constant strivings that he has put forward in 
order to save all beings from drowing in the river of 
ignorance and confusion, he has at last reached, the eighth 
stage, and once here all his conscious efforts ar$ set aside, 
his perception is not obstructed by dualistic considerations, 
nor by appearances. 

The Lankavatara also has this dream illustration, i)ut 
its application somewhat differs from that in the Dasdbhu-
mika.1 " I t is like a man's attempting to cross a great river 
in a dream. While exerting himself eagerly to cross to the 
other side of the water, he is awakened even before getting 
there. Being awakened, he thinks, ' I s this real? or is it not 
real?' Then he recalls, this is neither real nor unreal. 
[That which took place in the dream] is due to the discrim
ination that has been going on since the beginningless 
past as regards forms and figures in their multitudinousness, 
—the discrimination that is the outcome of the memory ex
perienced in seeing, hearing, thinking, and cognition; it is 
not to be viewed by the categories of being and non-being; 
it is to be regarded as something that has been experienced 
during a dream by the ManoviJnana. It is likewise with 
the Bodhisattva-Mahasattva, who, passing from the first 
stage on to the seventh, realises at the eighth that no dis
crimination has ever been proceeding in him, that all things 
as they are seen in full realisation are like may a, etc., that 

1 Rahder, p. 64. 
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all things are free from the imagination that longs lor 
seizing and^being seized, and that mind and what belongs 
to it appear as the result of discrimination. Seeing all this, 
the Bodhisattva strives to realise everything that >belongs to 
the Buddha; he enlightens all who have not yet attained 
enlightenment. This is the Bodhisattva's Nirvana. It is 
not annihilation. As he is removed from Citta, Manas, 
ManoVijnana, and thoughts of discrimination there is in him 
an acceptance of all things as unborn. 0 Mahamati, in 
ultimate truth (paramdrtha) there is no gradation, no con
tinuity, no imagery, no discrimination, and this is known as 
the truth of solitude (viviktadharma).'n 

This effortlessness is again compared in the Dasdbku-
mika? to a great seafaring boat. When the boat is not yet 
at sea, much labour is needed to make it move forward, but 
as soon as it reaches the ocean, no human power is 
required; let it alone and the wind will take care of 
it. One day's navigation thus left to itself in the high seas 
will surely be more than equal to one hundred years of 
human labouring while still in the shallows. When the 
Bodhisattva accumulating the great stock of good deeds sails 
out onto the great ocean of Bodhisattvahood, one moment of 
effortless activity will infinitely surpass deeds of conscious 
striving. 

By these analogies, the reader will be able to form some 
idea as to the significance in Buddhism of a life of effortless
ness. When the Bodhisattva reaches this stage of Buddhist 
life he is said to be standing on the stage of immovability 
(acald), for he has now realised Anutpattika-dharma-
kshanti. This is defined in the following terms in the 
Dasabhumika3 showing where is the spiritual background 
of the Anabhogacarya, which is really the quintessence of 
Bodhisattvahood. 

"The Bodhisattva Vajragarbha said, 0 venerable sons 
1 Pp . 214-215. a Eahder, p. 67. 
* Bahder, p. 63 f. 
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of the Buddha, when the Bodhisattva, while at the seventh 
stage, has thoroughly finished examining what is meant by 
cleansing the paths with transcendental wisdom and skilful 
means (prajnopdya), has accumulated all the preparatory 
material (sambkdra), has well equipped himself with the 
vows, and is sustained by the power of the Tathagatas, pro
curing in himself the power produced from the stock of merit, 
attentively thinking of and in conformity with the powers, 
convictions, and unique characteristics of the Tathagata, 
thoroughly purified, sincere in heart, and thoughtful, 
elevated in virtue, knowledge, and power, great in pity and 
compassion which leaves no sentient beings unnoticed, and 
in pursuit of the path of wisdom that is beyond measure
ment ; and, further, when he enters, truly, as it is, upon the 
knowledge that all things are, in their nature, from the first, 
unborn (anutpanna), unproduced (ajdta), devoid of indivi
dualising marks (alakshana), have never been combined 
(asambhuta), are never dissolved (avindsita), nor extin
guished (anishthita), nor changing (apravritti), nor ceasing 
(anabhinivritti), and are lacking in self-substance (abhdva-
svdbhdva); when he enters upon the knowledge that all 
things remain the same in the beginning, in the middle, and 
in the end, are of suchness, non-discriminative, and entering 
into the knowledge of the all-knowing One; [and finally] 
when he thus enters upon the knowledge of all things as they 
really are; he is then completely emancipated from such 
individualising ideas as are created by the mind (citta) and 
its agent (manoviJnana) ; he is then as detached as the sky, 
and descends upon all objects as if upon an empty space; he 
is then said to have attained to the acceptance of all things 
as unborn (anutpattika-dharma-kshdnti).'n 

"Those that have no self-substance are unborn and in 
their nature are like the sky; dharmas sought outside the 
Concatenation are the products of discrimination by the 
ignorant. There is, however, an unborn reality other [than 

1 See also supra, pp. 125-126. 
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those just mentioned] which is the one attained by the wise; 
its birth consists in not being .born, and in this not being 
born, there is their Kshanti."1 

"The triple world thus has nothing to depend upon, 
either inside or outside; seeing this existence unborn there 
is the Kshanti of no-birth."2 

All these quotations point to the correctness of my inter
pretation of the phrase, ' ' Anutpattikadharmakshanti. " 3 

This may seem from the point of view of ordinary termi
nology almost too abstract, too metaphysical, but to those 
who are well acquainted with the Mahayanistic way of think
ing and feeling, the definition of Anutpattika-dharma-
kshanti here quoted from the Dasabhumika is exact and 
adequately describes the highest object of the Buddhist life 
as far as this kind of phraseology allows. In the Lankava
tara, the same ideas are more concretely expressed from 
another angle by means of an analogy, though the sutra says 
that such analogies do not do justice to the true state of 
affairs. The truth as intuitively seen by the Buddhas and 
Bodhisattvas surpasses all symbolism and is beyond the 
understanding of ordinary minds, but when some indications 
are not given, the truth may forever be kept away from us, 
perhaps worse than that, vilified and denounced to our own 
spiritual ruination. The analogy has already4 been quoted 
when Tathagatahood was compared to the sands of the 
Ganges. 

There are some other important points in the Lankava
tara concerning which I intend to write in the following 
chapters; my object here has been to treat the sutra as most 
intimately connected with Zen Buddhism, and, therefore, 

1 P . 203, gg. 108-109. 
* P . 273, g. 67. 
8 Cf. Sylvain L6vi's French translation of the Sutrdlamkara, 

p. 123 footnote, and Asanga's remarks on the " e i g h t unborn d h a r m a s " 
(Sutrdlamkara, XI , 52.) 

* See supra, page 148 et seq. 
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as containing some of the most salient ideas of Zen. There
fore, I opened this study with an account of Pratyatmaga-
tigocara which forms-the central thesis of the Lankavatara 
and also is the object of the Zen discipline. No doubt all 
the schools of Mahayana Buddhism, (and for that matter the 
Hinayana, too), aim at gaining an immediate personal 
insight into the essence of Buddhahood, but this aspect of 
Buddhist life I find more clearly and emphatically and 
straightforwardly brought out in the Lankavatara than in 
any other sutra. But as all religion requires a philosophical 
background without which it limps, I have tried to show how 
the Lankavatara gives a logical and psychological account 
of the inmost experience called Pratyatmagatigocara, or 
Pratyatmaryajnana. With this the theoretical side of Zen 
Buddhism finishes, while its active side is to be developed if 
it has to bear fruit in this practical life. Hence towards 
the end of this study I have tried to describe the disciplinary 
life of the Buddhist as far as it is presented in this sutra. 

Buddhist nomenclature is frequently too intellectual 
and the Indians have their own peculiar way of presenting 
their ideas; for this reason one is apt to regard the Maha
yana as a philosophy too abstract.and too high-laying and 
not at all religious; but the fact is that the Mahayana stands 
firmly on two legs, Prajfia and Karuna, transcendental 
idealism and all-embracing affection for all kinds of beings, 
animate as well as inanimate. The former sees into the 
unity of things, and the latter appreciates their diversity. 
The Bodhisattva weeps with suffering beings and at the same 
time realises that there is one that never weeps, being above 
sufferings, tribulations, and contaminations. Buddhist life 
finds its perfect realisation in a harmonious blending of the 
two conceptions: philosophically, the one and the many, sat 
and asat; religiously the pure and the defiled. And this 
balancing is seen in the Bodhisattva's Pranidhana or vow. 
"There are two worlds, the defiled and the immaculate, and 
between the two there is no way to cross from the one to the 
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other, except by the power of the Bodhisattva *s great vow, 
transcendental wisdom, skilful means, and psychic penetra
tion (abhijnd) .'n 

The Ten Vows of Bodhisattva Samantabhadra 

It may be appropriate to conclude this part of the study 
of the Lankavatara by quoting the ten vows of the Bodhi
sattva Samantabhadra which forms the concluding chapter 
of the Oandavyuha-sutra. The following abstract2 is taken 
from the Chinese translation by Prajfia, master of the Tripi
taka, which is popularly known as the Kegon-Kyo (Avatam-
saka-sutra) in forty fasciculi.3 

After praising the excellent virtues of'the Tathagata, 
the Bodhisattva Samantabhadra said to all the Bodhisattvas 
assembled including Sudhana: The virtues of the Tatha
gata are so great that nobody, however long and however 
incessantly he may talk about them, cannot even begin to 
describe them adequately, and if you wish to perfect these 
virtues yourselves you must practise the following ten great 
vows (mahdpranidhana). What are they? They are: 1. To 
honour all the Buddhas; 2. To praise all the Buddhas; 3. To 
make extensively all kinds of offerings to the Buddhas, 
especially what may be termed "moral offerings" (dharma-
puja); 4. To repent all sins ever committed by yourselves; 
5. To be sympathetically joyful over whatever merits are ac
quired by others; 6. To ask the Buddha to revolve the Wheel 
of the Dharma; 7. To ask the Buddha to stay on living in this 
world; 8. To be always learning from the life of the Buddha; 
9. To look after the spiritual welfare of all beings; 10. To 

turn all your merits towards the promotion of goodness and 
1 The DaSabhumika Sutra. Cf. Kahder, p . 58. 
3 This prose par t is lacking in the Sanskrit Gandavyilha, where 

we find the verse only. Prof. Hokei Idzumi, of Otani College, has 
lately collated various MSS containing this verse section and published 
it in the Journal of Otani College for the spring term this year. An 
English translation together with the original text will appear in The 
Eastern Buddhist Vol. V, No. 2, 1929. 

3 Translated into Chinese in A.D. 796-798. 
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the suppression of evils. These are the ten,1 and in the ex
ecution of them, a Bodhisattva will not know when to get 
rested from his work, for it will have to continue as long-
as there is space extending in the ten quarters, as long as 
there is one being left in the universe to be saved, as long 
as there is one evil desire to be destroyed, a Bodhisattva will 
thus work incessantly, continuously, without interruption, 
with his body, speech, and mind, to the very end of the 
world.2 

(1) By the vow to pay reverence to all the Buddhas 
is meant this: There is an inconceivable number of Buddha
lands filling up the ten quarters of the universe, their number 
is indeed inconceivable as the number of atoms composing 
the earth; and there is an inconceivable number of Buddhas 
residing in these innumerable Buddha-lands through the 
three divisions of time. And because of the virtue of 
Samantabhadra's life of vows a deep faith is awakened in a 
Bodhisattva's heart, and he will feel as if he were in the 
presence of all these Buddhas, whom he will salute with his 
body, speech, and mind that are pure; and dividing his one 
body into as many bodies as there are Buddhas in these 
innumerable Buddha-lands—innumerable as atoms compos
ing the worlds, he will salute every one of them; he will not 
feel fatigued in doing so till the end of the universe. 

(2) By the vow to praise the Tathagatas is meant this: 
The number of the Buddha-lands filling up the entire extent 
of the universe and the three divisions of time is as number
less as that of atoms composing the earth, and in each one 
of these numberless Buddha-lands there is again as innu
merable a number of Buddhas as that of atoms composing 

1 A comparative study of these ten vows of Samantabhadra and 
those to be made, by a Bodhisattva in the beginning of his spiritual 
career will be very interesting. We can say that these two sets of vows 
sum up the contents of the Buddhist experience. The vows of Saman
tabhadra are known in the LahkHvatdra as Dasanishthapada (the ten 
inexhaustible clauses, "HS^-fil). Pp. 123, 160, 214, 227, etc. 

2 Something like this is repeated at the end of each of "the ten vows. 
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the earth. The Buddha is found surrounded by an ocean of 
Bodhisattvas in every one of these Buddha-lands, and a 
Bodhisattva will present himself before each one of these 
Buddhas with a deep understanding and a clear perception. 
The ocean of the merits of the Tathagata will then be praised 
with a tongue far more exquisite and eloquent than that of 
Sarasvati, each tongue expressing a sea of inexhaustible 
voices, and each voice articulating a sea of words in every 
form possible. And this praising will go on without cessa
tion till the end of the world and as.long as there is a being 
in existence, and yet a Bodhisattva will never feel tired of 
his work. 

(3) The vow to make all kinds of offerings to the 
Buddhas consists in offering to every one of these innumer
able Buddhas as above mentioned such things as flowers, 
wreaths, music, umbrellas, garments, and all kinds of incense 
and ointment, and many other things—and all these offerings 
in such a large quantity as is equal to clouds or to a moun
tain; and a Bodhisattva will also burn before every one of 
the innumerable Buddhas all sorts of oil in such a measure 
as compares to an ocean. But of all the offerings one could 
thus make to a Buddha the best is that of the Dharma, which 
is to say, disciplining oneself according to the teaching, 
benefitting all beings, accepting all beings, suffering pains 
for all beings, nurturing every root of goodness, carrying 
out all the works of a Bodhisattva, and at the same time not 
keeping himself away from the thought of enlightenment. 
None of those material offerings above mentioned begin to 
compare with this form of moral offerings (dharmapuja). 
The former are not equal even to an infinitesimal fraction of 
the latter. Why? Because all Buddhas are born of moral 
offerings of this kind, because these are the true offerings, 
because the practising of the Dharma means the perfection 
of an offering one could make to a Buddha. A Bodhisattva 
will make these offerings without cessation to every one of 
those innumerable Buddhas till the end of the world and as 
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long as there is one being in existence, and in doing so he 
will never feel tired. 

(4) The vow to repent all the sins committed by one
self and thereby to get rid of one's karma-hindrance is 
usually expressed in this formula: 

Whatever sins committd by me, 
They are due to my greed, anger, and folly, 
And done with my body, speech, and mind: 
All these I now make full confession and repent. 

According to the sutra, all these sins, if they were really 
substantial, are thought to have filled the universe to its 
utmost ends and even over-flowing, of which a Bodhisattva 
now vows to repent without reserve from the depths of his 
heart, vowing that such will never be committed again by 
him, for he will henceforward always abiding in the pure 
precepts amass every sort of merit. And of this he will 
never get tired even to the end of the world. 

(5) To be in sympathy with all beings for whatever 
good things they think, or feel, or do, constitutes the fifth 
vow of the Bodhisattva. All the Buddhas had gone through 
untold hardships before they attained full enlightenment. 
Since their first awakening of the thought of enlightenment, 
they never hesitated to accumulate all the merit that tended 
towards the attainment of the goal of their life, they never 
raised a thought of egotism even when they had to sacrifice 
their life and all that belonged to them. The Bodhisattva 
now vows to feel a sympathetic joy for all these doings of 
the Buddhas. Not only with the Buddhas does he this, 
but for every possible deed of merit, however insignificant, 
executed by any being in any path of existence, of any class 
of truth-seekers. The Bodhisattva with this vow will never 
be tired of putting it into practice till the end of the world 
and as long as there is one being in existence in this world. 

(6) A Bodhisattva vows to ask every one of the 
Buddhas to revolve the Wheel of the Dharma, who are 
residing in these innumerable Buddha-lands filling up all 
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the worlds which are indeed as inconceivably numerous as 
atoms of the earth. 

(7) And further the Bodhisattva will ask every one of 
the Buddhas not to enter into Nirvana if any is so disposed, 
he will ask this even of any Bodhisattvas, Arhats, Sravakas, 
or Pratyekabuddhas; for he wishes these superior beings to 
continue to live in the world and keep on benefitting all 
beings. He will never stop in this request as long as there 
is one being left in this world. 

(8) The Bodhisattva vows to learn from the life of a 
Buddha who in this saha-world ever since his awakening of 
the thought of enlightenment have never ceased from ex
ercising himself ungrudgingly, not even sparing his own life, 
for the sake of universal salvation. His reverential attitude 
towards the Dharma had been such as to make paper of his 
skin, a brush of his bones, and ink of his blood wherewith he 
copied the Buddhist sutras to the amount of Mount Sumeru. 
He cared not even for his life, how much less for the throne, 
for the palaces, gardens, villages, and other external things! 
By practising every form of mortification he finally attained 
supreme enlightenment under the Bodhi-tree. After this, 
he manifested all kinds of psychical powers, all kinds of 
transformations, all aspects of the Buddha-body, and placed 
himself sometimes among Bodhisattvas, sometimes among 
Sravakas, and Pratyekabuddhas, sometimes among Ksha-
triyas, among Brahmans, householders, lay-disciples, and 
sometimes even among Devas, Nagas, human beings, and 
non-human beings. Wherever he was found, he preached 
with perfect eloquence, with a voice like thunder, in ordr to 
bring all beings into maturity according to their aspirations. 
Finally, he showed himself as entering into Nirvana. All 
these phases of the life of a Buddha, the Bodhisattva is 
determined to learn as models for his own life. 

(9) In this universe life manifests itself in innumerable 
forms, each one differing from another in the way of its 
birth, in form, in the duration of life, in name, in mental 
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disposition, in intelligence, in aspiration, in inclination, in 
demeanour, in garment, in food, in social life, in the mode 
of dwelling, etc. However different thus they are, the Bodhi
sattva vows to live in accordance with the laws that govern 
every one of tljiese beings in order to serve them, to minister 
to their needs, to revere them as his parents, as his teachers, 
or Arhats, or as Tathagatas, making no distinction among 
them in this respect. If they are sick, he will be to them 
a good physician; if they go astray he will show them the 
right path; if they are sunk in poverty he will supply them 
with a treasure; thus uniformly giving benefits to all beings 
according to their needs. Why does he do this? Because 
the Bodhisattva is convinced that by serving all beings he is 
serving all the Buddhas, that by revering all beings, by 
making them glad, he is revering and gladdening all the 
Buddhas. Why? Because a great compassionate heart is 
the substance of Tathagatahood. It is because of all beings 
that this compassionate heart is awakened, and because of 
this compassionate heart the thought of enlightenment is 
awakened, and because of this awakening supreme enlighten
ment is attained. It is like a great majestic tree growing 
in the desert: that it spreads out so luxuriously its stems, 
branches, leaves, flowers in all direction, is due to the supply 
of water under the ground. So with the majestic tree of 
enlightenment growing in the wilderness of birth-and-death, 
the roots are deeply planted among all beings, while it 
blooms out and bears fruit as Buddhas and Bodhisattvas. 
That these roots are well nourished is due to the pouring of 
the water of great compassion, without which there will 
indeed be no flowers and fruits of enlightenment as attained 
by Buddhas and Bodhisattvas. Why ? Because of the water 
of great compassion all beings are benefitted and perfected 
as to attain the highest supreme enlightenment. Therefore, 
enlightenment is dependent upon beings. If there were no 
beings, there would be no Bodhisattvas attaining supreme 
enlightenment. Thus the Bodhisattva must have a good 
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understanding in this. As he regards with impartiality the 
minds of all beings, he is able to perfect his great com
passionate heart, and as he moves among all beings with this 
great compassionate heart in accordance with their modes 
of living and feeling and thinking, he is able to complete 
his offerings to the Tathagatas. In doing this the Bodhi
sattva will know no fatigue even to the end of the world. 

(10) Whatever merits the Bodhisattva acquires by 
paying sincere respect to all the Buddhas and also by practis
ing all kinds of meritorious deeds as already described, they 
will all be turned over to the benefits of all beings filling up 
this entire universe. He will thus turn all his merits towards 
making beings feel at ease, free from diseases, turn away 
from evil doings, practise all deeds of goodness, so that every 
possible evil may be suppressed and the right road to Nirvana 
be opened for the gods and men. If there be any beings 
who are suffering the results of their evil karma committed 
in the past, the Bodhisattva will be ready to sacrifice himself 
and bear all the pains for the miserable creatures in order 
to release them from karma and finally make them realise 
supreme enlightenment. In this transference of merit onto 
another, the Bodhisattva knows indeed no fatigue to the end 
of the world, etc. 

Then concludes the Bodhisattva Samantabhadra,' ' These 
are, O sons of good families, the Bodhisattva-Mahasattva's 
ten great vows." 
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SOME OF THE IMPORTANT THEORIES 
EXPOUNDED IN THE LANKAVATARA 

When the Lankavatara is studied apart from its connec
tion with the philosophy of Zen Buddhism, it is usually as 
one of the text-books of the Yogacara school. As was already 
stated in the first part of the present work (p. 53) > this was 
done very early in the history of the sutra when the Chinese 
Buddhist scholars belonging to the school of the Mahdydna-
parisarhgraha-sdstra attempted to interpret the sutra accord
ing to Asanga's teaching. Whether this view is correct or 
not is another question, but the fact is that the sutra contains 
the theories relating to the so-called psychological explana
tion of existence such as the doctrine of Cittamatra (mind-
only)1 and the system of eight Vijnanas, which also make up 
the contents of the Yogacara philosophy. To complete, 
therefore, the study of the Lankavatara, these theories are 
also to be examined even though cursorily. 

Next, the doctrine of Emptiness (sunyata) or No-birth 
(anutpdda) is the foundation of Mahayana Buddhism; it is 
not necessarily confined to the Madhyamika school of Nagar-
juna, though this has been exaggerated too far so that some 
scholars are led to regard Emptiness as the exclusive 
property of this school. The fact as it stands is that it is a 
common possession of all the Buddhist schools psychological 
as well as logical. The Lankavatara is thus insistent too on 
the doctrine of Emptiness, indeed as much as the Prajnd-
pdramitd-sutras, only it uses the term "no-bir th" or "un
born" (anutpdda or anutpattika) more frequently than 
"emptiness" of "vacuity." Both connote the same thing 

1 The distinction between the Cittamatra and the Vijnaptimatra 
or Vijfianamatra has been noticed elsewhere in this book (pp. 181, 182), 
but for its specific treatment see p. 278 et seq. 
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and are quite interchangeable. A chapter has thus been 
reserved in this book for the treatment of this idea as ex
pounded in the Lankavatara. 

The question of Buddhahood is another important idea 
in a work claiming to elucidate the Lankavatara in its various 
aspects. Not only is its conception of the Tathagata to be 
examined but also that of the Triple Body (trikaya). 
Though these two are closely related—indeed they are two 
sides of the same shield—I think it best to treat them 
separately. The doctrine of the Triple Body is not yet 
formally systematised in the sutra, as is for example in the 
Suvarna-prabhasa which has a special chapter devoted to 
the treatment of the subject.1 The adumbration of the 
theory is, however, clearly traceable in the Lankavatara. I 
have tried to make the point clear in the following pages 
apart from the notion of Tathagatahood. 

The four topics have thus been chosen as requiring 
special consideration in the Lankavatara when it is dis
sociated from the teaching of Zen Buddhism, which are: (1) 
The Doctrine of "Mind-only" (cittamatra), (2} The Idea of 
No-birth (anutpada), (3) The Dogma of the Triple Body 
(trikaya), and (4) The Tathagata. These, however, do not 
exhaust the whole range of thoughts finding expression in 
the Lankavatara, there is more material which may claim 
room in these Studies. No doubt, what is left after the 
four topics just mentioned and outside its connection with 
Zen, is not so weighty as to require any extensive treat
ment, as far as the sutra itself is concerned. The last 
chapter is then devoted to these minor subjects: (1) The 
One Vehicle and the Three Vehicles, (2) The Five Fatal 
Sins, (3) The Six Paramitas, (4) The Four Dhyanas, and 
(5) Meat-eating. 

1 Though this is missing in the Sanskrit MSS in our possession, 
it appears in the Tibetan as well as in the Chinese translation. 
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1. THE DOCTRINE OF "MIND-ONLY" (cittamatra) 

One of the Principal Theories in the Sutra 

Something about the doctrine of ".Mind-only" has 
already been stated (pp. 169 ff), but more will have to be 
written about it if the Lankavatara is to be treated as an 
independent Mahayana sutra, not necessarily in connection 
with the teaching of Zen Buddhism. There is no doubt 
that the purpose of compiling the sutra was, on the part of 
the author or editor, to emphasise the all-importance of the 
self-realisation of the truth (pratyatmadharma) in its prac
tical bearing on the life of the Bodhisattva. But when self-
realisation is to be given its content so that the experience 
becomes communicable, that is, when it is made the subject 
of a philosophical discourse, something more has to be said. 
The mere statement of the fact that the truth realised in 
the inmost consciousness constitutes the reason of the 
Buddhist life, is altogether too inadequate to convince other 
people: the Lankavatara has to be more than an utter
ance of the inner experience. To be consistent with the 
general philosophical tradition of Mahayana Buddhism, it 
has to advocate the doctrine of "Mind-only." We may, 
therefore, say that the teaching of Zen Buddhism, philos
ophically stated, is a pure idealism. This chapter will now 
be devoted to an elucidation of the Lankavatara doctrine of 
"Mind-only" (cittamatra). 

What is then meant by the ' ' Mind-only'' ? Let me quote 
some gathas1 relative to the subject. 

"When things existent are regarded as being free from 
[the bondage of] mutual dependence, there is decidedly 
nothing but Mind, I say, nothing but Mind (25). 

" [Mind] is the measure [of all things], it is the abode 
of their self-nature, and has nothing to do with causation 
and the world; it is perfect in its nature, absolutely pure. 
This is the measure indeed, I say (26). 

1 Pp . 153-154, gg. 25-33. 
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"The worldly way of thinking (prajnaptisatyatd) views 
[the Mind] as the individual self (atman), but there is no 

such substantial reality. So with the substance (skandhatd) 
of the Skandhas, the worldly way of thinking views it as real; 
in reality it has no existence (27). 

"There are four sorts of sameness for those who dis
cipline themselves in religious life: appearance, causation, 
coming into existence, and the fourth is egolessness (28).1 

"[Mind] is beyond all philosophical views, is apart 
from discrimination, it is not attainable, nor is it ever born: 
I say, there is nothing but Mind (29). 

" I t is not an existence, nor is it a non-existence; it is 
indeed beyond both existence and non-existence; it is Such-
ness,2 it is even released from mind: I say, there is nothing 
but Mind (30). 

"Suchness, emptiness, the limit, Nirvana, Dharmadhatu, 
variety of will-bodies—they are nothing but Mind, I say (31). 

"Out of Mind spring innumerable things, conditioned 
by discrimination and habit-energy; these things people ac
cept as an external world. I say, there is nothing but 
Mind (32). 

"What appears to be external does not exist in reality, 
it is indeed Mind that is seen as multiplicity; the body, pro
perty, and abode—-all these, I say, are nothing but Mind 
(33) ." 3 

In the "Sagathakam" we have the following stanzas 
(358-359, 366-370) : 

"When the "Mind-only" is understood, external objects 
are set aside, discrimination ceases; and we have the Middle 
Way (358). 

"There is the 'Mind-only,' there are no objects to be 
1 It is difficult to know what these four sorts of sameness mean 

and in what connection they stand to the verses above and below. 
2 For tathatd T' ang has tatha, reading ' ' so it is with mind which 

is detached." 
8 Gg. 32-33 are placed between gg. 28 and 29 in the Sung trans

lation. 
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seen; when there are no objects to see, Mind is not born; and 
this is called by myself and others the Middle Way (359). 

"Without being born they are seen as born; they are 
not dead but are seen as dead; they are simultaneously visible 
in myriads of countries even as the moon is reflected in many 
waters (366). 

"One is seen as many, they make it rain, they ignite 
fires, as is willed by their minds; so they declare that there 
is the 'Mind-only' (367). 

"To say the 'Mind-only' is by mind, .is also born of 
mind; particular forms and figures in all possible varieties, 
when thoroughly understood, are no more than Mind itself 
(368). 

"Of Buddhas, Sravaka-forms, Pratyekabuddha-forms, 
and other various forms, it is declared by them that they 
are nothing but Mind (369). 

"Their forms, although really of no-form, are seen as 
having forms by all beings from the world of no-form down 
to the hells; they are nothing but the workings of Mind 
itself (370)." 

From these quotations some of which are more shrouded 
in obscurity than others, the reader may gain a general idea 
as to what the doctrine of "Mind-only" means. The sutra 
sometimes makes summary statements like these: 
1. Cittamdtram lokam. (The world is nothing Mind.) P. 73, 

g. 136. 
2. Cittabdhyddarsanam. (Nothing is to be seen outside the 

Mind.) P. 42, lines 10-11. 
3. Svacittamdtram traidhdtukam. (The triple world is Mind 

itself.) P. 80, line 7; p. 42, line 12; p. 123, line 17; 
p. 213, lines 11-12; etc. 

4. Cittamhi traidhdtuka-yonih. (Mind produces the triple 
world.) P. 268, g. 36. 

5. Tribhavacittamdtram. (The triple existence is nothing 
but Mind.) P. 208, line 13. 

6. Cittam hi sarvam. (All is Mind.) "Sagathakam," g. 134. 
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7. Sarvarupdvabhdsam hi yadd cittam pravartate. (When 
Mind evolves, all forms are manifested.) "Sagatha
kam," g. 93. 

Speaking in the modern way, the theory of "Mind-only" 
is a form of pure idealism. All that we habitually con
sider having an objective value, such as our own body 
{deha), property (bhoga), and the land (pratishthdna) 
where we have our abodes, are no more than our own mind 
projected and recognised as externally extending and real. 
Even Nirvana, the truth of suchness, emptiness, reality— 
all these are but our mental creations, having no objective 
validity as far as they are forms of discrimination. We, 
ordinary mortals, see the Buddha in his multifarious mani
festations, which, however, are the reflections of our ideas 
formulated in the mind by virtue of inherited memory 
(vdsand) mysteriously working from time immemorial. 

Passages Quoted Relative to the Doctrine 

The doctrine of "Mind-only" runs through the Lan
kavatara as if it were warp and weft of the sutra. To 
understand it is to realise the ultimate truth, and not to 
understand it is to transmigrate through many a birth-and-
death. The sutra lays much emphasis on the importance 
of the doctrine, so much, indeed, that it makes everything 
hinge on this one point, the salvation of the world, not to say 
anything of the individual. Read the following passages 
culled at random from the sutra: 

1. The "Mind-only" leads to the realisation of the ulti
mate truth (paramdrtha). "Language, 0 Mahamati, is not 
the ultimate t ruth; what is attainable by language is not the 
ultimate truth. Why? Because the ultimate truth is what 
is enjoyed by the wise; by means of speech one can enter into 
the truth, but words themselves are not the truth. It is the 
self-realisation inwardly experienced by the wise through 
their supreme wisdom, and does not belong to the domain 
of words, discrimination, or intelligence; and, therefore, dis-
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crimination does not reveal the ultimate truth itself. More
over, O Mahamati," language is subject to birth and destruc
tion, is unsteady, mutually conditioning, and produced ac
cording to the law of causation; and what is mutually con
ditioning and produced according to the law of causation is 
not the ultimate truth, nor does it come out of such condi
tions, for it is above aspects of relativity, and words are 
incapable of producing it, and again as the ultimate truth is 
in conformity with the view that the visible world is no more 
than our own mind, and as there are no such external 
objects appearing in their multifarious aspects of individua
tion, the ultimate truth is not subject to discrimination."1 

' ' 0 Mahamati, when a man sees into the abode of reality 
where all things are, he enters upon the truth that what 
appears to him is not other than mind itself."2 

2. The "Mind-only" is grasped by pure thought. "Ab
solute intelligence (prajhd) does not belong to the two 
Vehicles; it has, indeed, nothing to do with particular 
objects; the Sravakas are attached to the notion of being; 
absolute intelligence, pure in essence, belongs to the Tatha
gata who has entered upon the 'Mind-only.' " 3 

3. Bodhisattvas do not enter into Nirvana because of 
their understanding of the truth of the ' ' Mind-only." " All 
the various doings in the triple worhi (traidhdtuka) such as 
the grading of stages in the discipline of the Bodhisattva 
and his steady promotion are nothing but the manifestations 
of Mind. This is not understood by the ignorant, therefore 
all these things are taught by the Buddhas. And again, the 
Sravakas and the Pratyekabuddhas, when they reach the 
eighth stage, become so intoxicated with the bliss of mental 
tranquillity (nirodha-samapatti) that they fail to realise that 
the visible is nothing but the Mind. They are still in the 
realm of individuation, their insight into reality is not yet 
pure {vivikta). The Bodhisattvas, on the other hand, are 
alive to their original vows flowing out of their all-embracing 

1 Pp . 87-88. ' P . 112. s P . 158. 
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loving hearts; they do not enter into Nirvana; they know 
that the visible world is nothing but the manifestation of 
Mind itself; they are free from such ideas as mind (citta), 
will (manas), consciousness (manoviJnana), external world, 
self-substance, and distinguishing marks."1 

4. The "Mind-only" and the dualistic conception of 
being and non-being, which is the outcome of wrong dis
crimination (vikalpa), stand opposite to each other, and are 
irreconcilable until the latter is absorbed into the former. Its 
teaching, intellectually speaking, is to show the fallacy of a 
world-conception based on discrimination, or rather upon 
wrong discrimination, in order to get us back into the right 
way of comprehending reality as it is. "As the ignorant and 
unenlightened do not comprehend the teaching of the ' Mind-
only, ' they are attached to a variety of external objects; they 
go from one form of discrimination to another, such as the 
duality of being and non-being, oneness and otherness, both-
ness and not-bothness, permanence and Impermanence, self-
substance, habit-energy, causation, etc. After discriminating 
these notions, they go on clinging to them as objectively 
real and unchangeable, like those animals who, driven by 
thirst in the summer-time, run" wildly after imaginary^ 
springs.' '2 

"To think that primary elements really exist is due 
tp wrong discrimination and nothing else. When the truth 
of the 'Mind-only' is understood, there are no external objects 
to be seen; they are all due to the discrimination of what 
one sees in one's own mind.' '3 

5. Not to understand the "Mind-only" leads one to 
eternal transmigrations. "As the philosophers fail to go 
beyond dualism, they hurt not only themselves but the ignor
ant. Going around continually from one path of existence to 
another, not understanding that what is seen is no more than 

1 An abstract of pp. 213-214. 
* Cf. pp. 90, 104, 149, 208, 234, etc. 
s P . 123. 
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their own mind, and adhering to the notion that things ex
ternal are endoved with self-substance, they are unable to 
free themselves from wrong discrimination."1 

6. As to the relation between the "Mind-only" theory 
and the conception of the Alayavijnana, mention will be 
made later; here let it only be remarked that the rising of the 
Alaya is due to our taking the manifestations of the mind 
for a world of objective realities. "The Alayavijnana is its 
own subject (=eause) and object (=support) ; and it clings 
to a world of its own mental presentations, a system of 
mentality that evolves mutually conditioning. It is like the 
waves of the ocean, stirred by the wind; that is, a world 
made visible by Mind itself where the mental waves come 
and go."2 This ocean-and-waves simile is a favourite one 
with Mahayana Buddhists. 

7. Thus we see that there is nothing in the world that 
is not of the mind, hence the "Mind-only" doctrine. And 
this applies with especial emphasis to all logical controversies, 
which, according to the Lankavatara, are mere subjective 
fabrications. ' ' The body, property, and abode—these are no 
more than the shadows of Mind (citta), the ignorant do not 
understand it. They make assertions (samdropa, £Hjfe) or 
refutations (apavada, ^ | ^ ) , and this elaboration is due to 
Mind only, apart from which nothing is obtainable."3 The 
author of the Lankavatara does not stop here, he goes further 
on and declares that even the spiritual-stages of Bodhisattva-
hood are merely the reflections of mind. "The [Buddha-] 
abodes and the Buddha-stages are of Mind only in which 
there are no shadows; that is what is taught by the Buddhas 
past, present, and future.' '4 

8. Lastly, when all forms of individuation are negated, 
there takes place a revulsion (paravritti) in our minds, and 

1 P . 62. 
2 P . 127. 
s Cf. p. 70. The reading of this gatha varies in all four of the 

texts, one Sanskrit and three Chinese. I have followed the T 'ang. 
*' P . 215. 
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we see that the truth that there is nothing but Mind from 
the very beginning and thereby we are emancipated from 
the fetters of wrong discrimination.1 

The Citia and its Evolution 
Now the question naturally suggesting itself is : what is 

really meant by cittamdtram, or "mind-only"? It is often 
phrased, svacittadrisyamatram, meaning ' ' own-mind-seen-
only." What is the Citta that is here rendered as "Mind"? 

Let us see first what the Lankavatara means by Citta. 
Citta as noticed elsewhere is used in two ways, general and 
specific Where it is used in a general way, it is the name 
given to the sum of all mental activities, including both the 
mind proper and its various functions. But where the 
mind is divided into Citta, Manas, ManoviJnana, and the 
five Sense-vijfianas, (eye, ear, nose, tongue, and body), the 
Citta gains a specific signification. I t is the principle of 
unification by which all the activities are understood as issu
ing from one centre. The Manas is a discriminating agency 
by which the homogeneous, undifferentiated Citta is divided 
into two parts: the one as the seer and the other as the seen; 
the one as the grasping ego and the other as an object grasped. 
The Manas is not only an intellective but also a eonative 
principle. The Vijnana, that is, the Manovijfiana is separa
ted from the Manas, only retaining the latter's intellective 
function, and may be translated as the intellect; in which 
case the Manas may be regarded as corresponding to the 
will and the affection. The five Vijfianas are thus the five 
senses which discriminate a world of individual forms, each 
within its own sense-field. 

When the Citta is thus considered in its specific sense, 
it may seem to be an abstract principle devoid of content. 
But, according to the Lankavatara, this is not the case: for 
the Citta is rich in content, and just because of this inner 
richness, it is able to evolve out of itself a world of infinite 
multitudinousness. It is, indeed, an inexhaustible reservoir 

1 The " S a g a t h a k a m , " gg. 275-282.. 
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of seeds (bija) which have been accumulated therein since 
the beginningless past. So the definition of Citta is as fol
lows : Cittena clyate karma.1 That karma is accumulated by 
Citta means that the latter takes in all that goes on in the 
mind and also all that is done by the body. Technically 
stated, every deed (karma), mental and physical, leaves its 
seeds behind which are deposited in the Citta, and the Citta 
has been hoarding them since time immemorial. It is the 
rich repository of all the thoughts, feelings, desires, instincts, 
etc., no matter how they have come to act, that is, whether 
merely stirred up in the inmost recesses of one's conscious
ness, or carried out by the body into deed, or checked in the 
incipient stages of their activity. Psychologically, the Citta 
may thus be regarded as corresponding to the Subcouscious. 

This repository-Citta, so long as it remains contented 
in and with itself, is absolutely quiet and no waves are seen 
stirring on its cittam avyakritam nityam.2 It is in its 
nature non-discriminative, it does not pretend to divide and 
analyse itself. It may dance like the dancer (natavannrit-
yate cittam),3 but if there is nobody to keep company with 
her and no audience to applaud her, what is the use of her 
dancing ? A solitary dance is the same as no dance whatever, 
the dancing is the same as no dancing; but it gains signific
ance as soon as there appears some one beside the dancer. 

This somebody is at hand who keeps company with the 
Citta; not only that, it calls up an audience and creates the 
stage on a grand scale. The panoramic world of particular 
objects now comes up into view, the manager's name is Manas. 

' ' Citta dances like the dancer, 
Manas resembles the jester, 
The Vijnana, in company with the five, imagines 
What is presented [i.e. an external world] to be 

the stage."4 

1 Pp . 158, 38. 2 " M i n d eternally quiescent," p . 278, 1. 3. 
3 " T h e mind dances like a dancer , " p . 224, 1. 2. 
* P . 244. See also p. 195 of the present work. 
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The Manas is not, however, an independent agent acting 
on the Citta from the outside, it is indeed the creation of the 
Citta itself. "Depending upon the Alaya [=Ci t ta 1 ] , the 
Manas arises; allied with the Citta and Manas, the Vijnana 
arises."2 Again, " [wi th the Citta] as its cause and sup
porting it, the Manas walks along depending on the Citta; 
the Citta is caused to move by the Vijnana, and there is an 
interdependence among them."3 From this it is evident 
that the Manas depends on the Citta for its existence, and 
at the same time Citta takes Manas for the object of its 
activity. Without Manas there will be no mentation, and 
without mentation Citta's own existence will not be known. 
The one, thus, gives support to the other, and at the same 
time is supported by the other. 

The business of Manas is thus twofold: (1) to reflect on 
the Citta, and (2) to make Citta visualise itself as object. 
This is called "arranging " (vidhlyate),4 or "putt ing in 
order" (viciyatc),5 or "reflecting" (manyati),6 which is the 
function of the Manas. It is again described as "walking 
in two ways" (mano hyubhayasamcaram),7 which means 
the dualistic character of the Manas, as against the absolute 
unity of the Citta. One Citta has now been differentiated 
into Citta and Manas, and this latter particularised Citta is 
no more neutral, non-di&criminative, and non-functioning; 
for all the karma-seeds hitherto lying dormant in the absolute 
Citta have now begun to sprout out in full vigour. These 
germinating seeds are now distinguished or discriminated 
(chindati) ,s by the Vijnana known as Manovijriana, by the 
aid of the five senses, wherewith creating a world of indivi-

1 Cittam-dlayavijndnam, p. 278, g. 102. 
2 P . 300, g. 269. 
3 ' ' Tad hetukam tad alambya manogatisamd§rayam, hetum daddti 

cittasya vijndnam ca samdiritam" (p. 127, g. 180). 
• 4 P . 158, 1. 3. 

5 P . 46, 1. 17. One MS reads, vidMyate. 
6 P . 323, g. 461; p. 278, 1. 1; p. 48, g. 116. 
7 P . 278, g. 103. 
8 P . 323, g. 461. 
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duals. The latter is called " the seen," or "what is pre
sented" (drisya), which is now imagined (kalpeti) as real 
and substantial, and from this arise all kinds of spiritual 
tribulations. 

The distinction between Manas and ManoviJnana is that 
Manas is conative and Manovi Jnana is intellective (vijdndti, 
or manyate).1 While intellection is not lacking in Manas, 
what predominates is the will, especially since the intellec
tive function has more or less effectively been surrendered to 
the Vijnana, i.e., Manovijnana. In fact, however, all these 
function together and simultaneously, as we have seen in the 
simile of the theatre.2 Further quotations from the "Saga
thakam ' ' will be helpful. 

' ' Depending, upon the Alaya there evolves the Manas; 
and depending upon Citta and Manas there evolves the 
Vijnana (869). 

' ' There are the maturing and development of Manas and 
Vijnanas, that is, Manas is born of the Alaya and the 
Vijnanas of the Manas (870). 

' ' From the Alaya are stirred up all the mental activities 
like waves; with habit-energy as cause they are born in 
accordance with [the law of ] origination (871). 

"Grasping mind as their objects and bound by a chain 
of successive moments, the Mano [-Vijnana], eye [-Vijnana], 
etc. are evolved to create forms, signs, and figures (872). 

"Bound by bad habit-energy of the beginningless past, 
something resembling an external world is produced, and the 
mind is seen in the aspect of multiplicity—this is what blocks 
the understanding of the philosophers (873). 

"With that [i.e., vdsana] as cause and depending on it, 
other things [i.e. vijnanas] are evolved, and thus there take 
place various views of existence and a revolving cycle of 
birth and death (873)." 

To be exact, the Citta is more than the mind as the 
1 P . 48, g. 116. 

'• Pp. 224, 19 (g. 433). 
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psychologist understands i t : it has more of a metaphysical 
connotation; it is not merely an empirical mind. The Citta 
when it is understood in its absolute aspect is transcendental; 
it denotes something at the back of the mind of the psy
chologist, who, depending on his scientific methods, may fail 
to reach. It implies more than the sum-total of the Citta, 
Manas, Manovijiiana, and the Vijnanas. When the Lan
kavatara speaks of the "Mind-only," therefore, its founda
tion lies much deeper than the ordinary form of idealism. 
Otherwise intuition into the truth of Cittamatra cannot 
result in the spiritual emancipation which is the object of 
Mahayana discipline. 

The "Sagathakam" (g. 459) gives the following as 
synonyms of Citta: 

Cittam vikalpo vijnaptir mano vijndnam eva ca, 
Alayam tribhavasceshtd ete cittasya paryapah.1 

Except Alayavijnana, the rest should be regarded as quite 
different from what the Citta is, unless we take them to 
mean that all these functions of the mind issue from the 
Citta, or that originally they lie- quiescent in the Citta. In 
the gatha following this, another puzzling statement is made. 
"Life, warmth, Vijnana, Alaya, life-force, Manias and Mano
vijiiana—they are synonyms of discrimination."2 This is a 
grand mixing-up. When the two verses are put together 
and examined to draw something conclusive and definite 
about Citta, we get completely lost in the maze thus created. 
The only way to understand them intelligently will be to 
regard Citta as the container of all things, contradictory or 
otherwise. For is it not said that there is "Mind itself" 
(citta-mdtra) ? But coming down to the ordinary plane of 
reasoning, why did the writer of these verses in the "Saga
thakam" specially refer to such ideas as vikalpa, vijnapti, 

1 Citta, discrimination, representation, manas, and the Vijnana, 
alaya, the wish for the triple existence,—these are ci t ta 's other names. 

2 Ayurushmatha vijndnam alayo jtvitendriyam, mana& ca mano-
vijnanam vikalpasya viSeshanam (g. 460).. 
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jlvitendriya, and tribhavasceshta in connection with Citta? 
No doubt the Lankavatara has been found very difficult to 
understand systematically by all scholars, not only literally 
but philosophically. 

Whatever this may be, the Citta is considered to be pure 
and immaculate (parisuddhi) in its essential nature1 in the 
Lankavatara, i.e., it is good and free from evil Sowings 
(kusala-andsrava)? "The Citta is not separated from habit-
energy (vasana), nor is the Citta together with habit-energy 
though it is enwrapped with the latter; there are no marks 
in it of differentiation. Habit-energy being with the Mano-
viJnana is soiled, and the Citta which is like a robe that is 
perfectly white does not shine out on account of habit-
energy. As it is declared by me that the sky is neither a 
reality nor a non-reality, so is the Alaya in the body3 not 
limited by [the dualism] of being and non-being. When a 
revulsion (vyavritti, generally paravritti) takes place, the 
Citta is disengaged from turbidity; as it understands all 
existence, I state that the Citta is the Buddha."4 Being 
pure or good does not always mean morally pure and good, 
it means rather logically pure, that is, absolutely free from 
the dualistic way of reasoning. Therefore, the sutra never 
tires of repeating that in order to realise the fact of the 
" Mind-only" the realm of dualities which is the product 
of false discrimination (vikalpa) must be transcended. 
False discrimination is the principle of turbidity which 
hides the truth from being clearly perceived. Buddhahood 
consists in removing this turbidity of discrimination, for the 
removing is emancipation and the restoring of the Citta to 
its original purity. This is known in the Lankavatara as 
inner realisation (pratyatmadhigama). 

1 P . 221, 1. 1; 222, 1. 16; etc. 
3 P . 235, 1. 5. 
s Kay a; this is missing in the T 'ang translation; the addition 

does not seem to clarify the context. 
* P. 296, gg. 236-239; cf. also p. 358, gg. 750-756. 
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The Citta and the Alayavijnana and the Atman 

Along with the conception of Citta there was that of 
the Vijnana system, and also the deepening of the ego-idea. 
Early Buddhists denied the reality of an ego-substance, 
which was in accordance with their psychology, but the idea 
of ego was not necessarily the same as the assertion of self-
will or egotism; even when self-will was destroyed, the idea 
remained. What was destroyed was the lower self and not the 
higher self, the smaller self and not the larger self; for the 
annihilation of the lower and smaller self was only possible 
through the assertion of the higher and larger one. Bud
dhists never thought of putting an end to whatever might 
go under the name of self. The idea of ego-substance 
(atman) was inimical to the development of the higher centre 
of the individual, nor was it in harmony with the experience 
of their religious life. How is the question of the higher 
life to be solved, then ? Where is it to be placed in the 
system of the Vijflanas? With this question an absolute 
Citta came to be separated from the empirical ego, and this 
absolute Citta to be identified with the Alaya, which was 
now made the foundation of the whole Vijnana group. So 
we have " cittam-alayavijnanam"1 and this then furnishes 
the reason of the inner realisation as taking place in the 
Tathagata-garbha.2 The philosophers take the Tathagata
garbha, or the Alayavijnana3 for the ego, that is, the lower, 
narrower, empirical ego, which is, however, far from the 
teaching of the Buddha. The real immaculate ego, sud-
dhisatydtman, going beyond the grasp of relative knowledge, 
cannot so easily be understood and so readily be asserted as 
is done by the ignorant. We thus read (gg. 757-771) : 

1 P . 278, g. 102. i P . 357, g. 746. 
8 The following equations hold t rue : the transcendental Citta = 

Alayavijnana = Tathagata-garbha (pp. 278, 235, 222, etc.). Alaya is a 
psychological term belonging to the Vijnana system; Tathagata-garbha 
has a religious connotation; and Citta has been in use since the early 
days of Buddhism as denoting a certain function of the mind. 
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"Born or unborn, the Mind always remains pure: those 
who reason" about the existence of an ego-substance—why do 
they not prove it by illustrations? (744). 

"Those who vainly reason without understanding the 
truth are lost in the jungle of the Vijnanas, running about 
here and there and trying to justify their view of ego-
substance (745). 

' ' The self realised in your inmost consciousness appears 
in its purity, this is the Tathagata-garbha which is not the 
realm of those given up to mere reasoning (746). 

"When the Skandhas are analysed, there is that which 
apprehends and that which is apprehended; by understand
ing this aspect of relativity, true knowledge is born (747). 

"The philosophers think that the Alaya or where the 
Garbha is oriented, is the seat of thought and one with 
the self: but such are not the teachings declared [by the 
Buddhas] (748). 

"When these are well discriminated, there is emancipa
tion and seeing into the t ruth; by moral cultivation and 
intellectual training the evil passions are abandoned and 
made pure (749). 

"The Citta, pure in its original nature and free from 
the category of finite and infinite is the undefiled Tathagata
garbha, which is wrongly apprehended by sentient beings 
(750). 

' ' As the beautiful colour of gold and the brilliancy of a 
[precious] stone are revealed by purification, so is the Alaya 
which is hidden in the Skandhas revealed to sentient beings 
(751). 

"The Buddha is neither an individual soul nor the 
Skandhas, he is the wisdom of rion-outflowings (jfidnam-
andsravam), and knowing that he is eternal quietude I take 
refuge in him (752). 

"The Citta, pure in its original nature, is united with 
the minor impurities, Manas, and others, and with the ego— 
this is what is taught by the best of preachers (753). 
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' ' The Citta is in its original nature pure, but the Manas 
and others are not, and by them various karmas are ac
cumulated, and as the result there are two sorts of im
purities [or defilements] (754). 

' ' On account of external defilements from the beginning
less past the pure self is contaminated; it is like a soiled 
garment which can be cleansed (755). 

"When the garment is unsoiled, or when gold is freed 
of its defects, they are restored and will not be destroyed; 
so it is with the self when remedied of its defects (756). 

" A s an unintelligent man seeks for the abode of sweet 
sound in the body of the lute, conch-shell, or kettle-drum, 
so does he look for a soul within the Skandhas (757). 

' ' Like the gems in the treasure-house or like water under 
the ground, which are invisible though known to be there, 
so is the soul in the Skandhas (758). 

"While the whole system of the Citta-activity with its 
proper functions is in union with the Skandhas, the un
intelligent fail to comprehend it, so it is also with the soul 
in the Skandhas (759). 

"Like the contents of the womb whose existence is 
known but invisible, so is with the soul in the Skandhas 
which is likewise not perceivable to the dull-minded (760). 

"As the essence of medicinal herbs, as fire hidden in 
fuel, so the soul in the Skandhas is not perceived by the dull-
minded (761). 

"As the unwise fail to see that in all things existent 
there is the nature of eternity and emptiness, so they do not 
see the soul in the Skandhas (762). 

" If no real self exists, there will be no stages [of Bodhi-
sattvahood], no self-mastery, no psychic power, no anoint
ment of the highest order, no excellent Samadhi (763). 

' ' If the nihilist come and ask, ' If there be the self, show 
it to me,' the wise one's answer will be ' Show me your own 
discrimination' (764). 

"Those who deny the self are the opponents of the 
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Buddhist teaching, their views are one-sided advocating 
either ' I t is,' or ' I t is not ' ; they are to be rejected by 
a general session of the Bhikshus (765). 

' ' The doctrine of the self is illuminating, it releases one 
from the faults of the philosophers, it burns up the forest of 
selflessness like the fire arising at the end of the world (766). 

" I n sugar, sugar-cane, candy, honey, dadhi (curd), or 
tila-oil, there is its own taste; but one who has not tasted 
it does not comprehend it (767). 

" I n five different manners the ignorant may search for 
the self by lifting up the Skandhas, but they fail to see it, 
while the wise one sees it and is thereby released (768). 

"Even by means of knowledge, illustrations, and other 
things, one is unable to gain an insight just into the Citta; 
how can one then gain an insight into the signification 
accumulated in it? (769). 

"Not understanding that individuation is due to one 
mind (citta), the reasoning ones cling to the view that there 
is no cause, there is no evolving (770). 

"The Yogin sees into the mind (citta) and the mind is 
not seen in the mind, the seeing is born of what is seen, and 
of what cause is the seen born? (771)." 

These passages are to be carefully weighed, for if other
wise they dangerously verge on the doctrine of an individual 
ego-substance which is persistently denied by Buddhists, 
Mahayana as well as Hinayana. The main idea is that there 
is a principle of consciousness from which the whole Vijnana 
system evolves and is set in operation, but which is not to 
be regarded as something individual residing in the five 
Skandhas. Ordinarily, this principle unknown, invisible, 
and beyond the grasp of the sense-vijnanas is taken for an 
ego, and unenlightened people try to locate it in the body 
just as they try to take hold of the pleasant notes that issue 
from the lute, or of the effective, curative agency that is 
hidden in a medicinal herb. Apart from the lute, the sound 
is non-existent; so with the curative quality, it does not exist 
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outside the herb itself. The presence of the principle is to 
be realised inwardly by intuition and not by a process of 
analysis. This intuition, in other words, the ' ' wisdom of non-
outflowings" (jnanam-andsravam), constitutes the original 
nature of the mind which is described in the above quota
tions as "originally pu re " (prakriti-prabhdsvaram). If 
this is considered something concrete and individual, some
thing separable from and capable of being picked out among 
objects of particularisation, saying, "Here it i s ! " this will 
be resorting to dualistic discrimination which is condemned 
so much in the Lankavatara. At all events it is evident that 
there was historically a close connection between the ego 
idea and the evolution of Alayavijnana. 

The following noted stanza quoted whenever there is an 
allusion to the philosophy of the Yogacara is taken from the 
Chinese Sandhi-nirmocana-sutra: 

' ' The Adana-Vijnana1 is deep and subtle, 
Where all the seeds are evolved like a stream; 
I do not elucidate this for the ignorant, 
For they are apt to imagine i t an ego-substance." 

When Citta among early Buddhist scholars came to 
denote "accumulation," Vijnana, "discrimination," or " r e 
presentation," and Manas, "deliberation" or "reflection," 
it was natural for the later psychologists to designate Citta 
as Alaya or Alayavijnana as belonging to the general body 
of various Vijnanas. Alaya means "s torage" or "treasure-
house," where all the results, called "seeds" (bija), of one's 
mental and physical activities are hoarded, i.e., accumulated, 
and it does not stand outside the Vijnana system: it is one 
of them though in the most fundamental sense of the ex
pression. And for this reason the Aiaya is liable to be re
garded as the ego-substance—the very idea against which 
Buddhism has been fighting ever since its inception. The 
Lankavatara is thus quite anxious to dispel this confusion. 

1 Adana is another name for the Alayavijnana, meaning " grasp
ing'* or "receiving." 
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In what follows the Buddha answers the question of Maha
mati as regards the identity of Atman and Tathagata-garbha 
which, as was mentioned before, is the same as Alayavijnana. 

There is no doubt that this idea of Alayavijnana or 
Adanavijnana or Tathagata-garbha or Citta caused con
fusion in the minds of some Mahayana Buddhists who. have 
been brought up in the teaching of Anatman (non-ego). 
Hence the following question proposed by the Bodhisattva 
Mahamati:1 "The Tathagata-garbha is mentioned in the 
text of a sutra and described as thoroughly pure and un-
defiled in its essential nature, as endowed with the thirty-two 
marks,2 entering into the physical body of a sentient being, 
and enveloped within such matter as the Skandhas, Dhatus, 
and Ayatanas, and soiled with the dirt of greed, anger, folly, 
and discrimination, [but really] described by the Buddha as 
eternal, permanent, auspicious, and unchanged. If so, is not 
this Tathagata-garbha something of the same order as the 
Atman in the teaching of the philosophers ? They teach the 
Atman as eternal, creator, devoid of attributes, mighty, and 
imperishable.'' 

To this question raised by Mahamati and also cherished 
by most Bodhisattvas and scholars, the Buddha g^ves the 
following answer: " O Mahamati, the doctrine of "Atman by 
the philosophers is not the same as my teaching of the Tatha
gata-garbha. For what the Tathagatas teach is emptiness 
(sunyata), limit of reality (bhutakoti), Nirvana, no-birth, 
no-appearance, no-desire (apranihita), and such other con
ceptions, with which the Tathagata-garbha is characterised, 
and by which the ignorant are saved from the occasion of 
cherishing a sense of fear about the Buddhist teaching of 
non-ego, and they are thus finally led by the Tathagatas 
to the realm of no-discrimination and no-imagery, that is, 

1 P. 77 et seq. 
a How did this notion of the Tathagata-garbha being endowed 

with the thirty-two marks of a great personality get in here? I t is all 
right in the case of a personal Buddha or Tathagata, but how can 
we make this an attribute of the Tathagata-garbha itself? 
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to the entrance of the Tathagata-garbha. 0 Mahamati, 
Bodhisattvas-Mahasattvas of the present and the future are 
warned not to entertain any idea of ego-substance h e r e . . . . ' n 

This explains how the Buddha came to talk about the 
Tathagata-garbha and how it differs from the ordinary 
notion of the ego. With the philosophers the ego does not 
rise above the level of empiricism. The existence of the 
transcendental ego as maintaind by Buddhists, which ap
parently contradicts their traditional view of non-ego, is 
hard to understand for the ignorant as well as for those of 
the two Vehicles; for especially the latter are used to inter
pret existence in terms of transitoriness or momentariness. 
This leads to the question how the Alaya or Tathagata
garbha is to be conceived in relation to the doctrine of uni
versal transitoriness. Is not the Tathagata-garbha, however 
skilfully it may be expounded, after all a sort of ego-
substance? It now becomes necessary for the Lankavatara 
to discuss the problem of momentariness in relation to the 
hypothesis of Tathagata-garbha. This has partially been 
touched elsewhere, and let it suffice here to quote the fol
lowing stanzas2 which are by the way wrongly placed after 
the paragraph on the six Paramitas instead of before it in all 
the texts of the Lankavatara. 

"Existence (samskrita) is discriminated by the ignorant 
as empty, transient, and momentary, and the nature of 
momentariness as they discriminate is illustrated by a 
stream, lamp-light, and seed (9). 

" [But really] nothing is seen working at any moment, 
all is solitary, there is no [birth and] destruction, nothing 
is ever born—this is the Buddha's view of momentariness 
(10). 

"Bir th and death follow each other without interrup
tion—this is not the teaching of the Buddha for the ignorant; 

1 For the continuation of this passage, see pp. 138-9 of the 
present work. 

8 Pp. 238-239. 
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[that birth and death] are uninterruptedly successive in all 
things is due to discrimination moving on in all the paths of 
existence (11). 

"With ignorance as cause there is the evolving of all 
mental activities; [but] where do they get their anchoring 
while there is no birth of form (rupa) ? (12). 

" A n uninterrupted continuity breaks and there evolves 
another mind; while form has not yet been set up, depend
ing on what will it [mind] be evolved? (13). 

" A s long as the mind is evolved depending on it, the 
cause is not the true one; not being sufficient in itself [as 
a cause] how can one know of anything that suffers destruc
tion momentarily? (14).1 

"The attainment of the Yogins, gold, the Buddha's 
relics (sarira), and the mansions in Abhasvara Heaven,— 
these are indestructible from any worldly cause (15). 

"Permanent are the truths attained and the knowledge 
realised by the Buddhas; [permanent is] the Bhikshu-nature 
and his attainment; how is momentariness seen here? (16). 

"Visible objects (rupa) are like the Gandharva's castle, 
maya, and other [suchlike non-entities], and no momentari
ness is here: the elements are not realities, and how can we 
speak of their power to create? (17) ."2 

I have said that the Alaya and the. Tathagata-garbha 
are one and the same thing, and that tihe one is more of 
psychological significance than the other, but the Lankava
tara sometimes seems to distinguish one from the other, that 
is, to consider the Alayavijnana as presenting the impurity-
phase of the Tathagata-garbha. Read the following which 
also sheds a side-light on the question of the ego: 

"Mahamati asks: Tell me, O Blessed One, concerning 
1 The g£thas 13 and 14 are obscure, and the translation is after 

the T'ang which gives the best rendering. 
2 The definite meaning of the last gatha is difficult to get at, and 

the translation is only tentative. It seems to mean that things existent 
and the so-called elements being like phantom creations as they have no 
reality in themselves, we cannot even speak of their momentary nature 
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the evolution and disappearance of the Skandhas, Dhatus, 
and Ayatanas. If there is no Atman, what is it that is 
evolved and disappears? The ignorant who, stationing 
themselves on things that are evolved and disappear, do 
not think of extinguishing pain, may not seek after Nirvana. 
[They must therefore be enlightened on the subject.] Where
upon the Buddha answers: The Tathagata-garbha contains 
in itself causes both good and not-good, and from which are 
generated all the paths of existence.1 

"When there takes place a revulsion [in the Alaya-
vijiia] by gradually ascending the steps of Bodhisattvahood, 
a man will no more be led astray by the methods and views of 
other philosophers. Then stationing himself on the stage of 
Bodhisattvahood known as the Immovable, he gains the 
passage leading to the bliss that accrues from the ten kinds 
of Samadhi. Supported by the Buddhas in Samadhi and 
reviewing the wonderful truths taught by the Buddhas as 
well as his own vows [which he made in the beginning of his 
career], he does not abide in the limit of reality (bhutakoti) 
absorbed in the bliss of Samadhi; he has realised the supreme 
state in his own consciousness; and by the methods of dis
cipline that do not belong to Sravakas and Pratyekabuddhas 
and philosophers, he gains the path belonging to the holy 
family of Bodhisattvas at the tenth stage, and also the will-
body of knowledge which is above all [conscious] strivings 
after a Samadhi. For this reason let the Tathagata-garbha 
known under the name of Alayavijnana bejpurified by those 
Bodhisattvas who are seeking after something distinctive. 

" O Mahamati, if there is no Tathagata-garbha known 
under the name of Alayavijnana, no evolution, no dis
appearance will ever take place. But there is, both among 
the ignorant and the wise, evolution and disappearance. 
While abiding in the bliss that accrues from the enjoyment 
of the actual life and supreme state realised in their con
sciousness, the Yogins do not abandon \their discipline and 

1 For the passage following, see p. 193 et seq. of this work. 
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hard labouring. 0 Mahamati, this realm of Tathagata
garbha-Alayavijnana is pure in its original nature indeed, 
but appears devoid of purity because of the false views and 
reasonings entertained by all Sravakas, Pratyekabuddhas, 
and philosophers, which defile the light by their external 
defilements. This is not the case with the Tathagatas. As 
to them, they see [the Tathagata-garbha] as if it were an 
amalaka fruit in their own palm. 

' ' 0 Mahamati, I inspired Queen Srimala1 and also other 
Bodhisattvas who are endowed with a fine, subtle, pure 
intelligence to expound in a text of discburse the meaning 
of the Tathagata-garbha known under the name of Alaya
vijnana, so that the Sravakas, who are attached to the 
[Alaya's] evolution with the seven Vijnanas, might see into 
the egolessness of things (dharmanairdtmya). The realm of 
Tathagatahood which was elucidated by Queen Srimala 
under the inspiration of the Buddha is not the domain of 
reasoning which belongs to Sravakas, Pratyekabuddhas, and 
philosophers. The realm of Tathagatahood indeed belongs 
to another realm where [the teaching that] the Tathagata
garbha is the Alayavijnana is understood, and this is meant 
for the Bodhisattvas-Mahasattvas who like yourself being 
endowed with a fine, subtle, penetrating intellect and under
standing,, know how to conform themselves to the meaning, 
and not for those other philosophers, Sravakas, and Pratyeka
buddhas, who are attached to words and texts of instruction. 
Therefore, 0 Mahamati, may you and other Bodhisattvas-
Mahasattvas have a thorough understanding as to the realm 
of all Tathagatahood and [the teaching that] the Tathagata
garbha is the Alayavijnana so that they may discipline 
themselves in this and not remain contented with mere 
listening [to the teaching]."2 

1There is a sutra bearing her name in the Chinese Tripitaka, in 
which the doctrine of Tathagata-garbha is explained more fully. Prince 
Shotoku wrote a fine commentary on it as early as A.D. 609. 

2 Pp . 221-223. The whole passage is concluded with the gathas 
which appear on p. 195 of the present work. 
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False Discrimination, No-birth, and Causation 

Enough has already been said about the Lankavatara^ 
conception of habit-energy or memory (vasand) and the prin
ciple of individuation (vishaya). Let us now proceed to 
see what is meant by discrimination (vikalpa) and in what 
relation this stands to the doctrine of ' ' Mind-only,'' and also 
to the Buddhist idea of no-birth (anutpdda) which is charac
teristic of the transcendental Citta. The following quota
tion may be illuminating. 

' ' Inspired by the spiritual power of the Buddha, Maha
mati asked him again: What is the distinctive feature of 
the Buddhist doctrine of no-birth and no-annihilation ? For 
do not all the philosophers teach also that the creative agents 
are neither born nor annihilated, which corresponds to the 
Buddhist teaching that Akasa, Apratisamkhyanirodha, and 
Nirvana-dhatu1 are not subject to birth, nor to annihilation ? 
The philosophers too describe the world as having been 
produced by causation in the hands of creators, while the 
Buddha describes the world as being born depending upon 
ignorance, desire, karma, and discrimination. Whether crea
tion by causation, or dependence, the difference is in names 
only. Thus both the Buddha and the philosophers proceed 
to teach the birth of external objects by external causation, 
and thus there is no distinction to be made between the 
Buddha's and the philosophers' theory. The philosophers 
assert that the nine substances containing such as atom 
(anii), Pradhana, Isvara, and Prajapati are neither born nor 
annihilated, while according to the Buddha all existence is 

1 These are what is known as the three forms of Asamskrita, 
" t h i n g s no t -made" in contradistinction to Samskrita, " t h ings m a d e . " 
Akasa is space or vacuity; Apratisamkhyanirodha, literally meaning 
4 * annihilation effected without premeditated efforts," is a state of pure 
nothingness due to the want of proper conditions; while Nirvana is an 
annihilation purposely effected by intellect and will, which ia therefore 
Pratisamkhyanirodha. 
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subject neither to birth nor to annihilation, and neither being 
nor non-being is attainable. The elements again, according 
to the Buddha, are said to be indestructible, and their sub
stance is neither born nor annihilated, while they circulate 
through the various paths of existence, they retain their self-
nature. But this distinction concerning the elements and 
their transformations is also upheld by all the philosophers 
as well as by the Buddha himself. For this reason, the 
Buddhist doctrine has nothing distinctive. If there is any
thing distinctive, pray tell me this distinguishing point as 
unlike the doctrine held by the philosophers. If there is 
nothing distinctive in the Buddhist doctrine, the philosophers 
may also be said to belong to the group of Buddhas because 
of their doctrine of causes that are neither born nor anni
hilated. It was stated by the Buddha that not more than 
one Tathagata would appear in the world at one time and at 
one locality; but if what goes before obtains, there are 
Tathagatas more than one because1 there is no distinctive 
point in the Buddha's own doctrine.'' 

To this answers the Buddha: " O Mahamati, my doc
trine of no-birth and no-annihilation is not the same as that 
held by the philosophers, nor as the doctrine of birth and 
Impermanence. For what reason ? According to the philos
ophers, the theory of self-substance is upheld, and there 
really obtains something that is neither born nor trans
formed. But mine is above the category of being and non
being, and abandoning [the notion of] birth and destruction, 
I talk of that which is neither existent, nor non-existent, 
that which has no more existence than the multitudinousness 
of things that appear like maya or in a dream. What is 
meant by 'not existing'? It is meant that the self-nature 
[or self-substance] of things existent with individual marks 

1 The Sanskrit text has here, "because of being-non-being-work-
grasp ing ," which is missing in T 'ang and Sung. Wei has : " W h y ? 
Because there is no difference according to the doctrine, as to the causes 
that are and those that are not, and there is no falsehood in what the 
Buddha teaches ." 
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and graspable [by the senses] has no reality (bhdva), because 
they are perceived and not perceived, they are grasped and 
not grasped. For this reason, all things existent are [really] 
neither existent nor non-existent. When, however, it is re
alised that what is presented to one's view is no more than 
the Mind itself, one knows how to establish oneself where 
discrimination ceases to rise, and the world stops its labour
ing. The ignorant make effort to discriminate, but the wise 
do not. [The ignorant] because of discrimination commit 
the error of taking non-existent things for realities. This 
world is like the Gandharva's castle or a magically-created 
person. It is like the case of a childish-minded person who, 
seeing magically-created people, a multitude of beings, and 
merchants going in and out of the Gandharva's castle, take 
them for realities, imagining, 'They are going in, they are 
coming out,' though in fact there is no going-in or coming-
out whatever. This is indeed due to their discrimination 
which leads them to the erroneous viewing of existence; and 
so with the ignorant, their view of birth or of no-birth 
is an error. Whether things are created (samskrita) or un
created (asamskrita), they are no more than magically-
created figures, and of magically-created figures neither birth 
nor annihilation may be predicated, for no [category of] 
existence and non-existence is applicable to them. So with 
all things in the world (sarvadharma), they have nothing to 
do with birth and destruction. Only the ignorant cherish
ing the ideas grown out of falsehood imagine their birth and 
annihilation. It is not so with the wise. By falsehood 
(vitatham) it is meant that the self-nature of existence is not 
discriminated as it is in itself. It is no other than this. When 
it is discriminated in any other way- [than yathabhutam], 
there is an attachment to what is taken for the self-nature of 
existence, and one fails to see the Solitary (vivikta), and be
cause of this failure there is no release from discrimination. 
For this reason, O Mahamati, the view based on no-appear
ance (animitta) is superior to that of appearance, for the 
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latter causes birth (jamahetu) and is not preferable. No-
appearance means the ceasing of discrimination, and I state 
that Nirvana means ho-birth. O Mahamati, by Nirvana I 
mean the seeing into the abode where the meaning [of ex
istence] is understood in its truthfulness, the abandoning of 
all discrimination which takes place in the mind and what 
belongs to it, and the realisation of the supreme wisdom 
which lies in the inmost consciousness of the Tathagata:— 
this I call Nirvana."1 

Proofs for the "Mind-only" 

So far no special efforts have been made to prove why 
there is Mind itself and no external realities. The Lankava
tara is not a philosophical treatise and naturally does not 
profess to prove anything specifically in connection with the 
teaching or statement it propounds. But as we peruse the 
sutra, we cannot help coming across certain attempts at 
advancing proofs for its main thesis: svacittadrisyamatram. 
We will try to gather up these attempts already alluded to, 
though sporadically in previous pages, and present them in 
a more systematic way. 

1. That things are not what they seem is prdved from 
the analogy of a dream and magical creations.2 When 
Ravana, king of Lanka, saw images of the Buddha all around 
him, which later disappeared, he thought, "Could this be 
a dream? or a magical phenomenon like the castle of the 
Gandharvas?' ' He reflected again, "This is no other than 
the projection of my own mental creations." As we do not 
truly understand things as they are, we separate the seen 
from the seer, thus producing a world of dualities. "Where 
there is no false discrimination, one really sees the Buddha." 
As long as we are in the dream, we do not realise that we are 
all dreaming, that we are slaves of false discrimination. For 

1 Pp . 197-200. 
2 Allusions to this analogy abound throughout the sutra, but see 

pp. 9, 56, 85, 90 110, 199, 214, etc. 
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it is only when we are awakened from it that we know 
where we have been. The analogy of dream is quite a strong 
argument against the reality of an external world, but it is 
not at all effective for them who are actually dreaming. 

So it is with magical creations. The Indians have been 
noted for their skill in the art of conjuration, and there 
are no people among whom the use of mantrams and 
dharanis is so universal. Hence the frequent allusions to 
magic in the literature of Mahayana and Hinayana Bud
dhism. The magician is so wonderfully proficient in making 
the spectators see objects where there are none whatever. 
As long as they are under his spell, there is no way of making 
them realise that they are the victims of hypnotism. 

The favourite analogies besides the dream and magic 
that are resorted to in the Lankavatara to show the unreality 
of objects seen externally and internally are:1 (1) paintings, 
(2) a hair-circle to the dim-eyed, (3) a revolving fire-
wheel, (4) a bubble looking like a sun, (5) reflected trees in 
water, (6) images in a mirror, (7) an echo, (8) fata mor
gana, (9) a mechanical man, (10) a floating cloud, and (11) 
lightning. 

2. All things are relative and have no svdbhdva (sub
stance) which would eternally and absolutely distinguish 
one from another. Things are nothing but relations; 
analyse them into their component elements and there will 
be nothing left. And are not all relations the constructions 
of the mind ? Thus the Citta seeing itself reflected is due to 
reflection and discrimination; so far no harm is done, for the 
mental constructions are perceived as such and there are no 
wrong judgments about them. The trouble begins at once 
when they are adhered to as externally real, having their 
own values independent of the valuing mind itself. This is 
why the sutra emphasises the importance of looking at 
things yathabhutam, as they really are. When they are thus 
looked at yathabhutam, they are no more than the mind 

1 P. 92 et seq. 
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itself. The principle of relativity creates a world of in
dividuals, but when it is transcended, there is Mind itself. 

3. Names and images are mere signs (samketa)1 and 
have no reality whatever (abhdva) in themselves, for they 
belong to the imagination (parikalpita). Imagination is 
another name for false discrimination, which is the mis
chievous agency of creation. The fact of One Mind (ekacit-
tam) is thus .buried in the differentiation of individual ex
istences.2 Hence jalpo hi traidhdtukaduhkha-yonih? Again, 
' ' according to words they discriminate wrongfully and make 
statements concerning reality; and because of these state
ments they are burned in hell."4 How much we owe in our 
daily intercourse to words! and yet what grave consequences, 
not only logically but spiritually, we suffer from words! 
The light of the mind is altogether beclouded in and with 
words. The mind has, indeed, created words, and now taking 
these words for realities independent of their creator, it gets 
entangled in them, and, as the sutra says, is swallowed up 
in the waves of transmigration. 

"The ignorant take what is presented by the mind itself 
for objective realities which do not really exist, and because 
of this wrong representation, discrimination is falsified. 
This, however, is not the case with the wise. The latter 
know that names and signs and symbols are to be taken 
for what they are intended from the beginning, while the 
ignorant cling to them as if they were realities and let their 
minds blindly follow up this clinging. Thus, they get at
tached to a variety of forms and entertain the view that there 
are really 'V and 'mine', and, by so doing, hold fast to 
appearances in their multiplicity. Because of these attach
ments, their higher wisdom is obstructed; greed, anger, and 
infatuation are stirred up, and all kinds of karma are com-

1 P. 225. 
2 P. 770. 
* Words are the source of pain in the triple world. P. 186, 1. 9. 
* P. 156, lines 3-4. 
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mitted. As these attachments are repeatedly committed, the 
ignorant find themselves hopelessly enwrapped within the 
cocoons woven out of their wrong discriminations. They 
are swallowed up in the waves of transmigration, and do not 
know how to go ahead in the work of emancipation for f-hey 
turn round and round like the water-wheel. I t is owing to 
their ignorance, indeed, that they fail to realise that all 
things, like maya, the shining mote, or the moonlight on 
water, have no self-substance, that there is nothing in them to 
take hold of as 'me' and 'mine ' ; that all things are unreal 
(dbhuta) born of wrong discrimination; that [ultimate 
reality] is above the dualism of marked and marking, and 
the course of birth, staying, and disappearance; that all 
that is manifested is due to the discriminating by one's own 
mind of what is presented to it. Imagining that [the world] 
is born of Isvara,' Time, Atom, or Universal Soul, the 
ignorant are addicted to names and forms thereby allowing 
themselves to be swayed by them."1 

4. " [Tha t which is unborn] has nothing to do with 
causation, there is no creator, all is nothing but the construc
tion (vyavasthana) of the mind, as I teach that which is un
born. ' '2 That there is no creator such as Isvara or Pradhana 
or Brahma is one of the principal theses of Mahayana Bud
dhism. According to the Lankavatara, the notion of a 
creator is due to discrimination, which always tends to lead 
the mind in a wrong direction. When it is seen that all is 
cittamdtra, that which is unborn will present itself instead. 
Mahamati was somewhat sceptical about this, wondering if 
the Master's teaching was not after all similar to that of the 
philosophers, as was quoted a few pages back,3 and after this 
quotation the Buddha goes on to repeat more or less the 
same idea in the gathas as usual :4 

" I n order to remove [the idea of] birth and to attain 
1 P . 225, after the sense. 
s P . 201 g. 96. 
3 See supra, p. 264 et seq. Pp . 200-201. 
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[that of] no-birth, I teach the doctrine of no-cause which is 
not comprehended by the ignorant (86). 

"Tha t all is unborn does not mean that things do not 
exist, but that t h e y are like the Gandharva's castle, like 
a dream, and maya, and that their existence is without cause 
(87). 

*' Tell me how things are in their self-nature unborn 
and empty. When existence is freed from aggregations, no 
intelligence will take hold of it, and therefore I declare that 
it is empty, unborn, and without self-substance (88). 

"Each individual aggregation is seen [as real], but it 
is no [real] existence as is maintained by the philosophers, 
for when analysed there is no aggregation (89). 

"Dream, hair-circle, maya, Gandharva's [castle], and 
mirage—they are seen without causal reality; so with the 
world of particulars (90). 

" B y suppressing cause-theory, the no-birth is accom
plished; when the no-birth is accomplished, my eyes do not 
perish; when no-eause theory is announced, the philosophers 
are horrified (91). 

"How, by what cause, why, and where is birth [to be 
regarded as] without cause? When existence (samskrita) 
is regarded as neither causal nor non-causal, we turn away 
from the. view of those who hold that there are [actual] 
birth and destruction (92). 

"Do we speak of no-birth because of non-existence? or 
because it is to be regarded as mutually dependent? or be
cause of existence being mere name with no reality [behind 
i t]? Pray tell me (93). 

"No-birth—not because of non-existence, nor because 
existence is to be regarded as mutually dependent, nor be
cause there is a name for existence, nor because name has no 
reality [behind it] (94). 

"That all is unborn does not belong to the realm of 
&ravakas, Pratyekabuddhas, or philosophers, 'Or of those 
Bodhisattvas who are still on the seventh stage (95). 
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" I state that all is unborn, because [such predicates as] 
cause or dependence are inapplicable here, because no 
ereatorship is to be assumed here; the no-birth is constructed 
on [the truth of] the'Mind-only' (96)." 

5. The logical necessity of reaching the ultimate notion 
of unity has made the author of the Lankavatara accept the 
doctrine of "Mind-only" instead of that of "matter-only." 
When no creator is recognised and all forms of dualism are 
set aside as not in accord with the real state of things, 
there remain two ways for achieving the unification of 
thought, realism and idealism; and as the Lankavatara 
denies the reality of an external world (vishaya), or out
side objects1 (bahyabhava) that are characterised with multi-
tudinousness (vicitrata), the doctrine of "Mind-only" seems 
to be the natural conclusion. The philosophical thesis of the 
present sutra is thus an absolutely idealistic monism. "To 
take cognisance of the manifoldness of an objective* world is 
relative knowledge (viJnana), while to rise above this cognis
ance is transcendental knowledge (Jnana or prajnd)."2 

Again, this transcendental knowledge is not within the reach 
of the two Vehicles, as it, indeed, goes beyond the realm* of 
beings; the knowledge of Sravakas moves by attaching itself 
to beings which they take* for realities, while the pure trans
cendental knowledge of the Tathagata penetrates into the 
truth of the "Mind-only."3 

Thus it is evident that as far as the Lankavatara is 
concerned the mind (citta) or self-mind (svacitta) is the 
principle of unity, while the objective world disturbs this 
unity and makes the mind, thus disturbed, perceive mani
foldness within its own body. It then clings to these in
dividualising disturbances as real, thus losing its original 

1 Na ca bahya-bhdva-ldkshana-vaicitrya-patitam anyatra svacittam 
eva (p. 212, 11. 9-10). Bdhya-bhdvd-'nabhyupagamdt tribhava-citta-
mdtro-'padeSdd vieitra-laJcshana- 'nupadeidt (p. 208, 1. 13) This 
idea appears throughout the sutra. 

2 Asahgalakshanam jndnam vishaya-vaicitrya-sahga-laJcshanam ca 
vijndnam (p. 157, 1. 14). s P. 158, g. 43. 
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purity or unity altogether in them. This is the source of 
spiritual tribulations. 

6. The strongest of all the proofs that can be advanced 
for the statement that the world is Mind itself (tribhavas-
vacittamdtram), is that of intuitive knowledge (pratyaksha). 
While this is what is final in all form of conviction, specula
tive or practical, the force is especially strongly felt in 
religious truths, which are not founded upon reasoning but 
upon immediate perception. So with the Lankavatara, its 
thesis is derived from its immediacy and not from its in
tellectual precision. Paramartha, the ultimate principle of 
knowledge, is not dependent upon anything logically 
reasoned: it is " I see and I believe." Paramartha1 is 
what is realised within oneself by means of the supreme 
wisdom (dryajfidna) of the Tathagata, or rather it is the 
supreme wisdom itself, for the awakening of this wisdom 
means the grasping of the ultimate principle, which is the 
same thing as the realisation within one's inmost conscious
ness of the truth that there is nothing in the world but 
Mind.- This truth is beyond the realm of discursive know
ledge.1 This special knowledge which may be called intui
tive is variously referred to throughout the Lankavatara. 
To mention just a few: parijnd,2 abhisambodha,3 svapra-
tydtmabuddhi* vicdrdparapraneya,5 adhigamdvabodha* 
ydthdtathya-mudrd,7 nirdbhdsabuddhi,8 samata-Jnana,9 etc., 
etc.; all go to describe the kind of knowledge which sees into 
the truth of the "Mind-only." "The wise do not cherish in 
that which is confused any thought either perverted or not 
perverted; 0 Mahamati, if they form any notion at all about 
it, there will be no supreme wisdom (dry a Jnana) taking hold 

1 Paramdrthas tu mahamate dryajndna-pratydtmd-gati-gamyo na 
vdgviJcalpa-buddhi-gecarah tena vikalpo nodbhdvayati paramdrtham. 
P. 87, 11. 12-13. 

2 P. 49, 1. 7. s P . 79, 1. 5. 
4 P . 133, 11. 10-11. B P . 133, 1. 11. 
6 P . 133, 1. 14. 7 P . 166, 1. 3. 
8 P . 123, 1. 1. • ' P . 135, 1. 7. 
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of reality (vastu)."1 By this we know that knowledge that 
takes hold of the ultimate cannot be brought into a system of 
categories; for if anything is to be said about it, it turns into 
an idea of it and the real thing is no more there, and what 
is left behind is nothing but confusion or delusion (bhrdnti). 
4 'Attachment to realities as having self-substance is produced 
from not knowing (anavabodha) that there is nothing but that 
which is [projected and] perceived by one's own mind."2 

Avdbodha is really "awakening"; something is awakened 
within the consciousness, and it is at once recognised that 
all is Mind. The awakening is above the dualism of " to b e " 
(sat) and "not to b e " (asat), the latter being due to false 
discrimination (vikalpa). The awakening is, therefore, the 
sight of the ultimate principle of existence as it is in itself 
and not determined by any form of confusion or otherness. 
This is what is meant by " to see yathabhutam." 

It is by this awakening which takes place in the inmost 
consciousness, not as the result of logical inference but as 
self-realisation, that the Buddha makes the following state
ment : ' ' Between my enlightenment and my Nirvana I have 
not uttered a world. Indeed, not to say a word is the teach
ing of the Buddha."3 

The Lankavatara goes on further to state that there is a 
twofold hidden meaning in the teaching of the Buddha, and 
when this is understood all is understood.4 What are the 
two? Reality as realised in one's inmost consciousness 
(pratydtmadharmatd), and reality as abiding since eternity 
(paurdnasthitidharmatd). These two realities are not two but 
one, which is to say, the truth subjectively perceived is the 
truth in objective existence; and the "Mind-only" is meant 
to designate this fundamental unity and purity of all things, 
uncontaminated by bhrdnti, vikalpa, viparydsa (perver
sion),5 etc. In this unity and purity all the Buddhas are 

1 P. 107. 2 P. 100, 11. 4-5. 
s Pp. 144, 240. * P. 143. 
6 See for instance p. 106, line 15. 
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one, and also all sentient beings if they are only enlightened 
and awakened to this fundamental truth. 

The following from the Lankavatara is the most signi
ficant passage in this connection where the logic and the 
psychology of the present sutra are perfectly synthesised in 
the intuitive knowledge or the inner realisation of all the 
Tathagatas of the past, present, and future.1 

"What is meant by reality as abiding since eternity? 
It is reality that is in me since eternity; it is like gold or 
silver or pearl that lies buried in a mine, 0 Mahamati. Re
gardless of the appearance or the non-appearance of the 
Tathagata, the realm of the Dharma endures, the reality 
[or that which constitutes the essence] of all things endures, 
there is the continuity of the Dharma, there is the fixedness 
of the Dharma. It.is, 0 Mahamati, like unto a passage-way 
leading to an ancient city. 0 Mahamati, suppose there is a 
man roaming about in the wilderness, who descries a perfect 
passage-way leading to an ancient city. He proceeds to go 
into that city, and entering there and resting there he en'joys 
all the pleasant doings that are going on in the city. Now 
do you think, O Mahamati, that the passage-way leading to 
the city and its manifold affairs were constructed by that 
man? Said Mahamati, No, sire, O Blessed One. And the 
Blessed One continued, Just so, 0 Mahamati, the reality 
innerly attained by myself and the Tathagatas endures; it is 
the continuity of the Dharma, it is the fixedness of the 
Dharma, it is the so-ness (tathatd), real-ness (bhutata), and 
true-ness (satyata), of things." 

There is a reality (dharmatd) that endures, it is the 
realm beyond the ken of discrimination (vikalpa) ; it is the 
mind itself but freed from the entanglements of .speculation 
and imagination; it reveals itself through our empirical con
sciousness when our empirical consciousness goes beyond 
itself, that is, when it transcends dualism. Dharmata or 
reality, then, is no other than the supreme wisdom (drya-

1 Pp. 143-144. 
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Jnana) realised inwardly by and in oneself (pratydtmd-
dhigama). When this realisation comes to one, no proofs 
are now needed for the doctrine of "Mind-only." As Zen 
declares, it is like drinking water yourself: you know with
out being told by others whether it is cold or warm. 

Some Concluding Remarks 

Having enumerated these considerations in the Lankava
tara that lead to the thought of the ' ' Mind-only,'' let us make 
this remark in the way of concluding this part of the present 
chapter. It is this: The Lankavatara was not written with 
the view of establishing a philosophical thesis to be called 
pure idealistic monism; its central motive was'to make us 
realise that enlightenment comes when we are detached from 
the tyranny of language and discrimination, when we enter 
into the realm of anasrava (non-leakage or non-outflow
ing),1 when, going beyond all philosophical reasonings, we 
stand on the inner ground of consciousness and shine out in 
our own inner brightness. This being the case, as I have 
already remarked elsewhere, it would be unreasonable of us 
to expect anything systematically or logically thoroughgoing 
in the Lankavatara. Even when all the threads of logic are 
found in confusion, the Lankavatara will still insist on the 
doctrine of "Mind-only," saying that it is a fact of im
mediate perception and that enlightenment or spiritual 
freedom comes upon one after realising this fact within one
self. It will then be the business of the philosophers to 

1 Asrava literally means "flowing o u t " or " d i s c h a r g e " or 
" l e a k a g e " according to the Chinese translators. I t has a technical 
sense in Buddhism and denotes anything intellectual or affective that 
oozes out of one's mind having corrupted its purity. Where there are 
no such defiling outflows, the mind enjoys its native serenity and trans
cendental unity. This is the realm of the wise. When on the contrary 
there is a constant oozing of discrimination and attachment, one has 
no hope for emancipation. The object of the Buddhist life therefore 
is to dry up this source of evil filterings, which are generally enumerated 
as four: kdma (desire to have), bhava (will to live), drishti (intellec
t ion) , and avidyd (ignorance). 
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logically demonstrate that fact and not to deny it or reject 
it. If we feel cold when it snows, the scientist will have to 
explain the fact and not reject it as being empirically im
possible. The rejection or denial in such a case means in
tellectual suicide. 

It is evident that the mind regarded here as the unitive 
principle of experience is not our empirical mind, and, 
naturally, it is variously designated by the author of the 
Lankavatara as it is observed from various points of re
ference. Besides those already mentioned such as Para
martha, paurdnasthitidharmafd, pratydtmadharmatd, Bud-
dhata, etc., we give, below, some more synonyms and descrip
tive notions of the ultimate ground of existence: 

1. Vikalpa-vivikta-dharma, truth that is detached from 
discrimination j 1 

2. Pratydtmddhigama-visesfia-lakshana, an excellent state 
of consciousness attained inwardly by oneself;2 

3. Jndnam subham samuddcara-varjitam, pure know
ledge possessed by the Tathagata, which is free from all 
[consciousness of ] action ;3 

4. Svabhavam ekath desemi tarka-vijnapti-varjitam, I 
teach one self-nature that is beyond the ken of reason
ing and representation.4 

5. Svayam evadhigata-ydthatathya-vivikta-dharma, soli
tary truth of "thus-ness" realised bip oneself.5 

6. Arya-jndna-svabhdva-vastu, the supreme wisdom con
stituting the ultimate fact of existence.6 

7. Tathdgata-svapratydtma-dryajndna-adhigama, realisa
tion by the Tathagata of supreme wisdom in his own 
inmost consciousness.7 

1 P . 215, I. 8. 2 P . 148, I. 11. 
3 P . 158, 11. 9, 10. 4 P. 267, 1. 13. 
B P . 165, 1. 17. • P . 165, 1. 10. 
7 This phrase appears throughout the sutra. Very frequently it 

is not prefixed with tathagata, nor with sva (own), but simply praty&t-
maryajndna. 
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8. Tattva, " thatness," or tathatd or tathdtva, " thusness" 
or ' ' suchness.'' 

9. Yathdbhutdrthasthdnadariana, the view established on 
the truth of suchness.1 

10. Samyagjnd, right knowledge which is one of the five 
categories (dharma). 

11. Nirdbhdsa-gocara, realm of no-shadows.2 

I cannot conclude this study without referring, though 
casually, to the difference between the doctrine of Citta
matra and that of Vijnaptimatra (or Vijnanamatra), the 
latter being the thesis of the Yogacara school of Buddhism 
which was founded principally by Asanga and Vasubandhu. 
In 1925, Professor Sylvain Levi published Sthiramati's com
mentaries on the Vijnapti-matratdsiddhi by Vasubandhu, 
which were discovered by him in Nepal; and we have at 
present two Japanese translations of i t : one by Dr. Junjiro 
Takakusu and the other by Dr. Unrai Wogihara. Besides 
these two most important texts of the Yogacara, Professor 
Levi sometime ago (1907) published another Yogacara text 
known as Sutrdlamkdra with his French translation. This 
is ascribed to Asanga. Thus furnished with the principal 
text-books of the Vijnanamatra doctrine of Mahayana Bud
dhism, scholars are now able to ask: How is the Cittamatra 
of the Lankavatara to be distinguished from the Vijnana
matra? Or are they the same, only differently designated? 
The following is given more to elucidate -the Lankavatara 
position than to give a definite answer to the question. It 
is a most significant question deserving a fuller treatment 
than we may discuss here.3 

The doctrine persistently maintained in the Lankavatara 
is Cittamatra or Cittadrisyamatra, and not Vijnana- or 
Vijfiapti-matra, which, according to Asanga and Vasuban-

1 P. 200, 1. 6. 
2 P. 226, 1. 13. 
8 The subject was cursorily touched upon elsewhere (pp. 181-182) 

in the present Studies. 
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dim, is "Idam sarvam vijnaptimdtrakam,"1 meaning by 
idam that which is discriminated as "This is the self" and 
"That is an external reality," that is, this world where the 
subject is distinguished from the object, or, to use Buddhist 
terminology, the triple world including both samskrita and 
asamskrita. It is true that Citta is quite frequently identi
fied with Vijnana or Vijnapti as in the following gatha, in 
which this identification is explicitly referred to: 

"Mind (citta), discrimination, representation (vijnapti), 
the will (manas), consciousness (viJnana), the storage 
(dlaya), that which makes the triple world,—all these are 
synonyms of mind (citta)."2 But when the word "Cit ta-
mat ra" is used, this Citta has a specific sense to be distin
guished from the empirical mind which functions as Manas 
and Vijnana. As I have repeatedly remarked, the Citta in 
the Lankavatara is the principle of mentality, and when it 
is said that there is the "Mind-only," this mind includes"not 
only the empirical mind but that which constitutes the very 
basis of discrimination. The mind is what is left behind 
when all forms of discrimination are rejected as leading to 
spiritual bondage and defilement. It is thus something that 
has been here even prior to all discrimination, that is, even 
before the duality of subject and object had come to exist. 
The Lankavatara does not advocate nihilism pure and 
simple; it tries to take hold of somewhat beyond this world 
of particularisation. When one has actually taken hold of it 
by sheer act of intuition which is made possible by the 
working of non-discriminative wisdom (avikalpa-Jnana) ,3 or 
supreme wisdom (drya Jnana) ,4 or superior knowledge 
(prajfid) in the inmost recesses of consciousness (pratydtma-
gocara), the Lankavatara calls it the Mind (citta). And as 
there is nothing subjective or objective besides this Mind, 
the Cittamatra or "Mind-only" theory is now positively 

1 Trim$iJcdvijnapti-lcdri7c&h, verse 17. 
2 "Sagathakam," g. 459.' 
8 mo-ftim • mm 
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established. The philosophy, if there is any such thing in 
the Lankavatara, is ontology and not epistemology. "Whereas 
the doctrine of Vijnaptimatra is epistemological. 

The Yogacara school is regarded as advocating indiscrim
inately the Vijnanamatra or the Vijnaptimatra, as if the 
two terms meant the same thing. Exactly stated, however, 
it seems to me that the Vijnaptimatra is not to be confused 
with the Vijnanamatra; for, in the first place, the Trimsihd-
vijnapti-karikd which is the main text of the School, written 
by Vasubandhu, speaks of Vijnaptimatra and not of 
Vijnanamatra. In the Chinese translation f§§ (shih) is often 
used for both vijnapti and vijfidna, which causes confusion. 
Both terms come from the same root jnd, to know, and 
vijnapti means ' ' made known," ' ' indicated," ' ' named," " re
presented ' ' ; while Vijnana is ' ' knowing," or " act of know
ing," or "knowledge." Thus vijnapti is something marked, 
named, designated, represented, and one can most logically 
infer that "he who sees that all is 'name-only' sees that 
all is vijnaptimatra/>n In the Chinese Lankavatara 
(T'ang), the word is rendered as $£ (talk), ^TR (indica
tion), j&g$ (construction), jg^g (unreal or provisionary 
name), flxgjfc (provisionary talk), from which we can see that 
the Vijnaptimatra is not'the Vijnanamatra. So we have in 
the Tririisika (26), "So long as the Vijnana does not abide 
in Vijnaptimatratva, there is no ceasing of the remorse 
[which arises from] the twofold grasping."2 Again, "His 
mind abides in names because he then sees that all is name 
only; and as he abides in names, what is attained by means 
of representations (vijnapti) is cut off. Then he reaches 
the realm where there is no attainment as he goes on in his 
reflection; when he is [thus] liberated from all his hin
drances, he attains supreme sovereignty."3 

The main contention of the Vijnaptimatra theory is that 
1 SutrdlamJcara, edited by Levi, p. 67. 
2 That is, a dualistic view of existence. 
8 Quoted in Trim§ilca, p. 42. 
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all that is thought of as reality, as having self-substance, is 
no more than name, that names are our own subjective 
creations and have no corresponding realities, that because 
we have so particularised and so named, or so "indicated," 
or so "labeled," or so "made known," we see all these 
particularised, individual objects, mental as well as physical, 
and yet we fail to realise this, imagining all the time that 
the world of particulars is final reality and worth while 
getting attached to and made the object of desperate longing. 
Verse 28 of the Trimsika, therefore, declares that ' ' when the 
Vijnana takes no hold on an objective world1 it abides in the 
Vijnaptimatratva, for when there is nothing to be grasped, 
there is no grasping." This is the gist of the theory of 
Vijnaptimatra as presented by Asanga and Vasubandhu. 

In the Lankavatara no reference is made to the Vijiiapti2 

except probably once, but rather to the Prajfiaptimatra view 
of the world; and even in the latter case the reference is 
negligible, considering that the weight of the whole discourse 
in the Lankavatara falls on the Cittamatra and not on the 
Prajfiaptimatra or Vijnaptimatra or Namamatra or Vikalpa-
matra.3 The sutra does not linger long on the question of 
the world being merely a name or a representation, but it 
exhausts its powers of persuasion to convince the reader that 
the world is Mind itself, and that it is only by realising 
this truth in one's own inner consciousness that enlighten
ment ensues. The transcendental mind, or Mind itself, or 
"Mind-only" is thus made the chief subject of the text. In 
this it varies from the teaching of the Yogacara: the latter 
emphasises the process of transformation which takes place 
in the Alayavijnana, and it naturally makes most of the 

1 Literally, " t h a t which is taken hold of ." 
s Excepting the " S a g a t h a k a m " which we have reason to suspect 

is a later production than the main text. In the " S a g a t h a k a m " there 
are references to the Vijnaptimatra, for instance, in verses 44 and 77. 

8 Vikalpamdtram tribhavam (p. 186) ; Vijnaptimdtra-vyavasthd-
nam (p. 169) ; prajnaptimdtram tribhavam (p.168) ; prajnaptimdtram 
Tcatham (pp. 26, 33). See also p. 181, of the present Studies. 
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aspect of existence which is to be considered merely idea
tional. It does not go further on to say that there is the 
"Mind-only" as the principle of unification in which all re
presentations (vijnapti) „ cogitations (manana), discrimina
tions (vikalpa), and a world of particulars (vishaya), leave 
no traces. According to Sthiramati's commentary, the 
Trimsika is regarded as written for those who do not under
stand truthfully (yathabhutam) what is meant by Citta-
matram, but this does not mean that the Cittamatra is the 
Vijiiaptimatra. The former may be based on the latter, or 
we can say that when the Cittamatra is declared as a fact of 
intuitive knowledge, the doctrine of Vijnaptimatra logically 
follows from this realisation. The Trimsika may thus form 
a part of the Lankavatara's philosophical foundation, but 
we must not overlook the fact that there is a conceptual 
difference between the theme of the Lankavatara and the 
Yogaeara's psychological or rather epistemological inter
pretation of existence. 

The natural course of procedure here on the part of the 
writer would be now to write about the relation between the 
Lankavatara and The Awakening of Faith in the Mahayana, 
which is usually ascribed to Asvaghosha, as the latter almost 
seems an attempt at systematising the philosophy of the 
Lankavatara. But as the writer expects to publish a second 
revised English translation of this most important Mahayana 
text-book, he passes by the opportunity of touching upon the 
subject in this chapter. 
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2. THE CONCEPTION OF NO-BIRTH (anutpdda) 

The Prajndpdramitd and the Lankavatara 

The Prajndpdramitd-sutra (ashtasdhasrikd) opens with 
a chapter on the life of the Bodhisattva, which is based on 
the realisation of transcendental knowledge (prajna), and a 
gist of it reads something like this: 

Subhuti is asked by the Buddha to teach the Bodhisattva 
how to attain the perfection of Prajna, to which Subhuti 
answers: There is no such being as a Bodhisattva on whom 
a man can lay his hand, nor is there anything to be known as 
Prajna (transcendental knowledge) ; hence to talk about the 
attainment of its perfection is meaningless. In fact, to 
think or imagine that there is something doing or going on 
is against the true notion of Mind (citta) which is pure, 
that is, absolutely beyond all forms of functioning. That 
which is known as mind in discursive reasoning is no-mind 
(acitta), though without this, Mind cannot be reached. In 
any event there is Mind that is no-mind, and that is neither 
being nor non-being, neither to be perceived nor to be 
grasped. 

Further, the Bodhisattva, so called, has no abiding 
place; therefore when Prajna is realised by him he is not 
abiding anywhere, not in any of the five Skandhas, that is, 
he is not to be located in a world of matter and form, nor 
in a world of consciousness. Again, there is nothing in 
Prajna that gives one a clue to its being grasped. When we 
say that a Bodhisattva has realised Prajna we may imagine 
that there is a Bodhisattva, that there is Prajna, and that 
the latter has entered into the consciousness of the former; 
and, further, that he takes hold of it as if a mother is 
tenderly cherishing her baby. But this altogether misses the 
mark. For the Bodhisattva is now in a Samadhi called 
sometimes Sarvadharmaparigrihita (i.e., Samadhi of not 
grasping anything), sometimes Sarvadharmanupadana 
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(i.e., Samadhi of not getting attached to anything). Here 
he has gone far beyond the five Skandhas and has no con
sciousness whatever of doing or not doing anything, because 
he is not at all conscious even of the Samadhi itself, because 
such Samadhi is non-existent (avidyamdnatva), does' not 
present itself to his consciousness. Why? Because in his 
no-mind-ness (acittatva) he has no cravings, cherishes no 
attachments of any sort. In his mind, which is no-mind, 
that is, when he is abiding in his transcendental conscious
ness, he is not conscious of a world of particulars where 
things are always conceived in opposites. 

Further, Subhuti goes on, the Bodhisattva while dis
ciplining himself to attain an enlightened min'd, an all-know
ing mind, a mind with no outflowings (dsrava), an incom
parable mind, and a mind which is beyond the attainments of 
^ravakas and Pratyekabuddhas, knows no such mind to cling 
to as one that is to be grasped by him. Why ? Because an 
all-knowing mind has no outflowings, because what is known 
as an all-knowing mind is indeed without outflowings and is 
beyond the reach of one's grasping. Therefore, in this mind 
there is no possibility of being grasped. Why? Because 
there is what may be termed no-mind-ness (acittatd) in which 
mind and no-mind are merged as one, and which cannot be 
designated as either being nor non-being, and which is thus 
altogether beyond our perception and apprehension. 

When these statements are read for the first time by 
those who have not been initiated into the Buddhist way of 
thinking, they may appear as the climax of absurdity. Think 
of a man who is a no-man seeking after a mind which is a 
no-mind, and, further, think of him as not knowing of any
thing being grasped by him when for all we can guess he 
seems to be in the midst of so-called enlightenment itself. 
What could be more nonsensical than this ? And we are 
asked not to get alarmed (uttrdsita) nor terrified (samtrd-
sita). The Mahayana teaching according to the Prajna-
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pdramitd seems to be navigating over a stormy ocean where 
the boat has lost her compass and all her sailing parapher
nalia. Can this really be the case with Mahayana Bud
dhism ? 

The one most important thing that students of Bud
dhism have to realise at the very outset of their study is 
that Buddhism is not a system of philosophy, has nothing to 
do with speculations as such, has no intention to present a 
logically-coherent formula of thought. What the Buddhist 
teaching professes to do is to get us truthfully (yatha-
hhutam) acquainted with the ultimate facts of existence. It 
requires us firmly to grasp facts based on personal ex
perience, for when this is attained all the rest, including 
intellection, theorisation, or philosophising, will follow by 
itself according to the requirements of a mind in which the 
experience takes place. I t will, therefore, be a great mistake 
to take the Mahayana sutras, such as the Prajndpdramitd 
or the Lankavatara for a series of "Discourses on the Meta
physics of the Mahayana School of Buddhism" as Rajendra-
lala Mitra puts it. The Madhyamika school or the Yogacara 
may have their own "metaphysics" in their sutras, but as 
far as the Mahayana sutras are concerned, perhaps excepting 
a very few, they have nothing to do with metaphysics or 
epistemology; what they contain are plain statements of 
facts experienced by the Indian Buddhist minds, that is, 
they are most direct statements based upon the intuitive 
knowledge these minds have gained regarding the religious 
life. Their statements may be logically untenable or impos
sible, but they have not lost sight of the facts or experiences 
that have flashed through their minds. All their paradoxes, 
contradictions, incomprehensibilities, and even all their ap
parently nonsensical utterances must be reduced first of all 
to their intuitions. Buddhist students are, therefore, re
quested to dig patiently down to the bedrock which forms 
the basis of these utterances if they desire to make them 
reveal their inmost secrets wrapped up in these uncouth or 
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"terror-inspiring" (samtrdsamdpta) phrases and proposi
tions of the Prajndpdramita. 

It will be interesting to see how this Acittata (no-mind-
ness) view of the religious experience in the Prajndpdramita 
turns into the Cittamatra (mind-only) theory, so called, 
of the Lankavatara. Both start from the untenability or 
unknowability (anupalabhyamdnatva) of ultimate reality 
which is beyond the dualism of being and non-being, of 
birth and death; and while the one ends in a form of nega
tivism, the other comes to an affirmation, saying that there 
is nothing but Mind, that the mind alone is the last word 
one can say about the world. At the bottom of these two 
propositions, however, there is but one experience, for both 
aim at the realisation of one and the same fundamental 
truth. As we have already treated of the Lankavatara view 
of Cittamatra, let us proceed to see what the sutra has to 
say about what may be termed the no-birth view of existence 
(sarvadharmdndm anutpada). This will clear up not only 
the position of the Prajndpdramita but also of the general 
Mahayana attitude towards the problems of ontology. 

While in the Prajndpdramita we are impressed with 
the idea of emptiness (sunyata), the Lankavatara does not 
make so frequent references to it. True, there are state
ments concerning existence being like maya, with no reality 
or substance, but one can trace in the latter sutra a more 
manifest effort to bring out the self-realisation which will 
reveal to us a realm of no-birth-and-death, or, rather accord
ing to the sutra, of no-birth. "When there is no actual 
perception (pratyaksha) of the truth, no actual seeing of 
the origin of things, all these philosophical views end in 
nihilism."1 "Al l these views" include such notions as 
"continuity, birth, work, destruction, existence, Nirvana, 
path, fruit of action, truth, etc." This being the case we 
must be always in touch with the Buddhist experience 
itself when what seems to be a philosophical theory such as 

1 Pp. 40-41. 
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the subject of this chapter, the no-birth view of existence, 
is being discussed. 

What is meant- by no-birth (anutpdda) f 
* 

It is one of the most fundamental ideas of Mahayana 
Buddhism, and is closely associated and almost interchange
able with such terms as emptiness (sunyata), no-self-sub
stance (asvabhdva), non-duality (advaita), ultimate limit 
(bhutakoti), Nirvana, no-form (animitta), no-yearning 
(apranihita), etc. In the Lankavatara it is frequently men
tioned- together with the first three of these terms. Because 
of emptiness there is no-birth, and as there is no-birth there 
is no world of particulars in which the notion of self-
substance obtains, and also that of duality or opposition or 
pairs of opposites; and when this is realised one has what is 
technically known as "compliance with reality not born" 
(anutpattikddharmakshanti). This already has been treated 
in one of the previous chapters of the present work.1 The 
following quotation from the Lankavatara2 may help us to 
understand the close relation existing between the four 
terms, sunyata, anutpdda, advaya, nihsvabhdva: 

" A t that time the Bodhisattva Mahamati asked the 
Buddha saying: Pray tell me concerning the four charac
teristic features of existence. When they are understood by 
myself and other Bodhisattvas, we shall speedily abandon 
the discriminating of being and non-being and attain the 
realisation of the highest knowledge (anuttara-samyak-
sarhbodhi). 

"Then the Blessed One said: Listen, 0 Mahamati, to 
what I tell you. The idea of Sunyata belongs to the domain 
of imaginative contrivance (parikalpita), and as people are 
apt to cling to the terminology of this domain, we have the 
doctrines of Sunyata, Anutpada, Advaya, and Nihsvabhava 
[i.e., with the view of freeing them from the clinging]. 

1 See pp. 125 f. and 226 f. 
1 Pp . 73 ff. 
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"Briefly, there are seven sorts of Emptiness (sunyata) : 
(1) Emptiness of Appearance (lakshana), (2) Emptiness of 
Self-substance (bhdvasvabhdva), (3) Emptiness of Non
action (apracarita), (4) Emptiness of Action (pracarita), 
(5) Emptiness by which is meant the Unnamability of Ex
istence (sarvadharma-nirabhildpya), (6) Emptiness of the 
highest degree, by which is meant Ultimate Reality (Para
martha), i.e., Supreme Wisdom (dry a Jnana), (7) Emptiness 
of Reciprocity (itaretara). 

"What is meant by Emptiness of Appearance? Ex
istence is characterised by mutual dependence; individuality 
and generality are empty when one is regarded apart from 
the other; when things are analysed to the last degree, they 
are to be comprehended as not existent; there are, after all, 
no aspects of individuation such as ' this, ' ' that, ' or 'both ' ; 
there are no ultimate irreducible marks of differentiation. 
For this reason, it is said that self-appearance is empty. [By 
this is meant that appearance is not a final fact.] 

' ' What is meant by Emptiness of Self-substance ? It is 
because there is no birth of self-substance by itself. [That 
is to say, individualisation is the construction of our own 
mind; to think that there are in reality individual objects 
as such, is an illusion; they have no self-substance, therefore 
they are said to be empty.] 

' ' What is meant by Emptiness of Non-action ? It means 
that harboured in all the Skandhas there is, from the 
first, Nirvana which betrays no sign of activity. [That 
is, their activities as perceivd by our senses are not real, they 
are in their nature quiet and not-doing]. Therefore, we 
speak of the non-acting of the Skandhas, which is charac
terised as emptiness. 

' ' What' is meant by the Emptiness of Action ? It means 
that the Skandhas are free of selfhood and all that belongs 
to selfhood, and that whatever activities are manifested by 
them are due to the combination of causes and conditions. 
[That is, they are not by themselves independent creating 
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agencies, they have nothing which they can claim as belong
ing to their 'self (atman), and their karmic activities are 
generated by the conjunction of many causes or accidents.] 
For which reason there is what we designate the Emptiness 
of Action. 

"What is meant by the Emptiness of the Unnamability 
of All Things? As this existence is dependent upon our 
imaginative contrivance (parikalpita), there is no self-sub
stance in it which can be named and described by the 
phraseology of our relative knowledge. This unnamability 
is designated here as a form of emptiness. 

"What is meant by Great Emptiness of Ultimate 
Reality, which is Supreme Wisdom. When the supreme 
wisdom is realised in our inner consciousness, it will then 
be found that all the theories, wrong ideas, and all the 
traces of beginningless memory (vasana) are altogether 
wiped out and perfectly empty. This is another form of 
emptiness. 

"What is meant by Emptiness of Reciprocity? When 
whatever quality possessed by one thing is lacking in 
another, this absence is designated as emptiness. For in
stance, in the house of Srigalamatri there are no elephants, 
no cattle, no sheep, etc., and I call this house empty. This 
does not mean that there are no Bhikshus here. The 
Bhikshus are Bhikshus, the house is a house, each retaining 
its own characteristics. As to elephants, horses, cattle, etc., 
they will be found where they properly belong, only they 
are absent in a place which is properly occupied by some
body else. In this manner, each object has its special fea
tures by which it is distinguished from another, as they are 
not found in the latter. This absence is called Emptiness 
of Reciprocity. 

" 0 Mahamati, these are the seven forms of Emptiness, 
and of these the last-mentioned one is the lowest kind and 
is to be avoided by thee. 

"Further , 0 Mahamati, there is no-birth by itself, nor 
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are things said to be unborn, except when a man is abiding 
in a Samadhi. Therefore, we say that there are no-births. 

" 0 Mahamati, when we say that there are no selt-
substances, it means no-birth, according to the deeper sense 
of the word. All things have no self-substance, seeing that 
there is only an instantaneous uninterrupted continuation, 
and that changes from one state to another are observed 
throughout existence. [If there is self-substance which does 
not yield itself to changes and transformations, this universal 
flow of becoming will never take place.] This is what is 
meant by the non-existence of self-substance. 

"What is the meaning, 0 Mahamati, when we say that 
there is no duality ? All things exist in pairs like light and 
shade, long and short, black and white; the one cannot be 
separated from the other. So are all things like Samsara 
and Nirvana, they are not two. It does not mean that where 
there is Nirvana, there is Samsara also, or that where there 
is Samsara there is Nirvana; for they issue from different 
causes. Yet they are not two, and so are all things, like 
Samsara and Parinirvana. [Duality is only possible by 
postulating something that is not dualistic. Nirvana and 
Samsara are evidently two, they are not to be merged in
discriminately, but so long as we cling to this dualistic 
thought we are unable to reach the unifying centre of 
thought where is the realisation of the Buddhist life. This 
transcending the duality of existence is called here non-
duality.] For this reason, 0 Mahamati, thou shouldst dis
cipline thyself in Emptiness, Birthlessness, Non-duality, and 
Non-substantiality of Self 

"This was then expressed by the Blessed One in the 
gathas. 

" I have always been preaching Emptiness which is 
above eternality and extirpation; Samsara is like a dream, 
like maya, and yet there is no disappearance of karma. 

"So are the sky and Nirvana which are two forms of 
Nirodha (annihilation); the ignorant wrongly discriminate 
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where there is no action, but the wise go beyond being and 
non-being. 

" A t that time the Blessed One said to Mahamati: 0 
Mahamati, Emptiness, Birthlessness, Non-duality, and Non-
substantiality of Self—this is what is taught by all the 
Buddhas in all the sutras, indeed there are no sutras in 
which this teaching is not to be met with. But, 0 Mahamati, 
what is expressed in the sutras is in accordance with the way 
of thinking cherished by all beings. It deviates from the 
right path, it is not the talk directly established in the 
truth of suchness. For example, 0 Mahamati, the thirsty 
deer taking the mirage for water and abiding by it, does not 
realise that there is no water here. In like manner, the 
teaching of all the sutras is an appeal to the discriminating 
habit of mind on the part of sentient beings. It is not 
the talk on the truth of suchness as established by supreme 
wisdom. Therefore, 0 Mahamati, conform thyself to the 
inner meaning and do not allow thyself to be engrossed in 
words of teaching."1 

From this quotation we can see that these four terms, 
sunyata, anutpdda, nihsvabhdva, and advaya mean the same 
thing, or rather express so many aspects of the same fact. 
When it is said that all things are empty, it does not mean 
that all is void, but that particular objects as such have no 
ultimate reality. Particularisation is the construction of 
mind, it has no birth in the objective world, that is to say, 
nothing has been created in this world which can claim to 
be absolutely real, that is, to be in possession of self-sub
stance. For existence is forever becoming, there is nothing 
in the world of particulars that retains its self-substantiality 
or self-identity or unchangeable and unchanging selfhood 
throughout eternity. The idea of becoming presupposes re
lativity, that is, duality, and as long as this duality or 
multiplicity is adhered to as final reality, this solid, hard-
shelled world will resist the penetration of our intuition. 

1 Abstract, pp. 73-77. 
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As the result there will be no fusion of subject and object, 
this and that, self and not self, which means an eternal 
quarrel between the two, and consequently eternal unrest. 
When emptiness, no-birth, and non-substantiality are ac
cepted, non-duality or non-multiplicity must be recognised 
as true also. All these are related ideas. 

In the "Sagathakam" we have:1 

"No-birth and Suchness, Ultimate Limit of Reality and 
Emptiness—all these are different names for one thing2, do 
not wrongly discriminate and regard them as non-existent. 

"As in the world hasti (hand) is also called kara, and 
Indra is also called Sakra or Purandara, so with all things 
there are many names [for one and the same thing]. Do not 
wrongly discriminate and regard them as non-existent. 

"Form (rupa) and emptiness are not different, nor does 
no-birth differ. Do not wrongly discriminate; all erroneous 
views arise from asserting difference.'' 

"Suchness means no-birth."3 

The Buddhist conception of Immortality 
Relatively speaking, no-birth implies no-death, and 

when the Mahayana philosopher declares that existence has 
the nature of no-birth, does he mean that the world as it 
stands is immortal and not subject to the law of causation? 
How does this view vary from that of the other Indian 
philosophers who uphold the hypothesis of a creator and his 
immortality? In short, in what respect does Buddhist im
mortality differ from other forms of immortality? This 
was the question proposed by Mahamati who puts it in the 
following form: 

"The doctrine of immortality (anirodhdnutpdda) 
advocated by the Blessed One seems to me not different in 
any way from that of all the philosophers. For the latter 

1 Gg. 683-685. 
2 The Sanskrit text has here rupasya, to which T 'ang has nothing 

corresponding, while Wei has iJ; (fa) which equals dharma or ih&va. 
3 G. 675. 
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too talk about the immortality of the causal agencies as 
much as the Blessed One himself who affirms the immortality 
of space, Apratisamkhya-Nirodha, and Nirvana. The philos
ophers explain the rise of the world from a creator and the 
law of causality, while the Blessed One too explains it as 
caused by ignorance, desire, and karma, Both uphold 
causality, the difference being in name only. This also 
applies to external objects which are conditioned externally. 
Seeing this, there is no difference between the views held by 
the Blessed One and those of the philosophers. The latter have 
atoms, primary germ, Isvara, Lord of Creation, etc., and 
assume the immortality of these nine objects; whereas the 
Blessed One says that all things are neither born nor pass 
away, to which the categories of being and non-being do not 
apply. And then the elements are not destructible; their 
self-nature is neither born nor passes away; moving through 
the various paths of existence they retain their self-identity. 
Though the discrimination upheld by thee is somewhat 
different, all is recognised by the philosophers. For this 
reason, thou hast shown no deviation from the doctrine of 
the philosophers. If there is anything in thy doctrine dis
tinguishing it from theirs, pray tell me. As far as the con
ception of immortality is concerned, thine and theirs do not 
betray any dissimilitude. According to the Buddha, many 
Tathagatas do not appear in the world at one time and at 
one place. If the philosophers make the same assertions as 
the Buddha himself, we must say that there are [more than 
one Tathagata] ." 

This was the way Mahamati presented his doubt as to 
the sameness of the Buddhist position with that of their 
opponents. In the following the Buddha attempts to define 
his doctrine against the so-called philosophers' as regards 
the problem of immortality or that of "no-bir th" and "no-
passing-away.'' 

" O Mahamati, my view is not the same as that of the 
philosophers, not only as regards immortality, but as 
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regards birth and impermanency. Why? According to 
them, there is a self-substance about which they assert 
immortality and unchangeafcility. My position is not that, 
for it does not fall into the categories of being and non
being. It goes beyond the categories of being and non
being, of birth and disappearance; it is not existence nor 
is it non-existence. How is it not non-existent? Because 
it is like unto a diversity of forms appearing in a dream 
or maya. How is it not existent? Because the self-sub
stance of forms is not to be asserted as existent. We see them 
as appearances which are not realities, we grasp (grahana) 
them as before us yet they are not really graspable. For 
this reason, all existences are to be regarded neither as 
existent nor as non-existent. If we know that what we see 
before us is no more than the manifestation of our own mind 
and abide within ourselves where no dualistic discrimination 
takes place, we see that there is nothing astir in the world. 
The ignorant assert themselves in their doings, discriminate 
therein, but the wise do not. 

" O Mahamati, this is due to the discrimination of un
realities whereby the ignorant get altogether confused in 
their judgments. It is like the Gandharvas' palace or 
magically-created figures. 0 Mahamati, it is like the child's 
observing the various magic-created trades-people who appear 
going into the Gandharvas' palace and again coming out of 
i t ; he imagines in his confused mind that all this is real 
and asserts to that effect. So it is with the ignorant who 
are confused in the judgment of birth and no-birth, and 
of the created and of the uncreated; there is really no 
appearance, no disappearance of the magical figures, of 
which we can assert either as born or as passed, because 
they are unpredicable as being or as non-being. The 
ignorant falsely assume birth and disappearance, but the 
wise do not. 

" O Mahamati, by being untruthful it is meant that the 
self-nature of things is not truthfully discerned as it is in 
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itself. When however an untrue view prevails, there is an 
attachment to the self-substance of things, failing to see 
them in their solitary quietude, and as long as this quietude 
fails to be seen, there will be no disappearance of wrongful 
discrimination. Therefore, O Mahamati, a view based on 
formlessness of things is superior to that based on form, 
because form is the cause of birth. "When there is formless
ness, it puts a stop to the rise of discrimination, and there is 
a state of immortality, which is Nirvana. O Mahamati, one 
finds Nirvana where one sees the abode of reality in its truth
ful-signification and abandons the discrimination of all that 
is mind and all that belongs to mind. Then there is the 
realisation of supreme wisdom which lies in the inmost con
sciousness of the Tathagata: this I call the Solitary (vivikta) 
and Nirvana. 'n 

No-birth Means Transcending Relativity 

As is manifest throughout the Lankavatara, one of its 
main contests is that ignorance and consequently th6 state 
of always being in bondage is due to discrimination wrong
fully made concerning the self-nature of existence. That is 
to say, because we are so addicted to the categories of being 
and non-being, birth and disappearance, creation and des
truction, etc., which are the products of discrimination, we 
cannot look into the truth and reality of things; we must 
disentangle ourselves from this bondage of the so-called 
logical necessity of opposites and return to the primary ex
perience if there be any such and see and interpret things 
from the knowledge revealed therein and thereby. By this 
primary experience which is not logical but issues from a dis
cipline, existence is taken in its truthful signification, all the 
intellectual scaffoldings and constructions are thus done away 
with, and what is known as non-discriminative knowledge 

1 Pp . 197-200, according to the T 'ang. For an abridgment see 
above, pp. 124 f; and for a translation from the Sanskrit see under the 
' * Mind-only, ' ' pp. 264-267, of these Studies. 
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(avikalpa jfidna) in Mahayana terminology shines out, and 
as a result we see that all things are unborn, uncreated, and 
never pass away, and that all appearances are like magically-
created figures, or like a dream, like shadows reflected on a 
screen of eternal solitude and tranquillity. The Mahayanist 
eye is always gazing at the screen itself, but it will be 
conscious of the screen as long as it is discriminated from 
the shadows which in turn are themselves discriminations. 
This is not yet perfect attainment, the Lankavatara wants 
to go on further declaring that the screen of eternity too 
must be abolished, for it is only thus that ignorance is for
ever dispelled leaving us perfectly free and unhampered in 
all our seeings and doings. When we come to this culmina
tion of intellectual perspicuity we realise what is meant by 
all things being unborn and conform ourselves to the Anut-
pattika-dharma-kshanti. 

When the following gathas1 are seen in this light, the 
doctrine of no-birth, no-causality, etc., will grow quite intel
ligible, and, as the Prajnaparamitd warns, will not frighten 
us any longer. 

97. "That all things are causelessly evolved, as they 
are not to be described in terms of relativity, such as being 
and non-being, discriminating and discriminated—this is 
what I call no-birth. 

98. "The mind disengaged from objectivity and free 
from the twofold Svabhava,2 the mind that is obtained by 
a revulsion (pardvritti) at the basis of consciousness—this is 
what I call no-birth. 

99. " I t is no external existence, no non-existence, 

1 Pp . 200-204, freely translated. For gg. 86-96, see above, 
pp. 270-272. I may add that this whole series of gathas 86-117 is 
repeated bodily in the ' ' S a g a t h a k a m " with some variations. See 
pp. 337-341, gg. 581-613. The reappearance of so many gathas in 
the " S a g a t h a k a m " properly belonging to the main text is provocative 
of interesting problems concerning the textual composition of the Lan
kavatara. 

2 The Parihalpita and the Paratantra view of existence. 
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indeed, it is beyond the grasp of the mind and transcends all 
philosophical views—this is what is characterised as no-birth. 

100. "All such terms as 'empty,' 'having no self-sub
stance,' etc., are to be thus understood. We talk of being 
empty not because of emptiness but because of no-birth.'' 

The idea is that the Buddhist doctrine of emptiness is 
not absolute annihilation but the denial of a relative world 
as final reality where birth and death actually take place. 
This, however, does not mean that there is behind this 
world of appearance something which contrasts with the 
former and which is what is really real as distinguished or 
discriminated from the phenomenal. According to the 
Mahayana, the outside world of form-and-name and the 
inner world of thought and feeling are both no more than 
the construction of mind, and when the mind ceases, the 
weaving-out of a world of particulars is stopped. This stop
ping is called emptiness or no-birth, but it is not the wiping 
out of existence, it is on the contrary viewing it truthfully 
unhampered by discriminative categories. Buddhism, there
fore, upholds causation on the ground that things actually 
come into view and pass out of view, only it rejects the view 
that causation has its first term, has started from a primary 
cause or causal agent which is a fixed final reality. The fol
lowing is to be interpreted in this light. 

101. "There is a concatenation of causal chains 
(kaldpah pratyaydnam), whereby things come into existence 
and pass out of it. If this linking is loosened, there will be 
no birth, no disappearance. 

102. "As soon as there is any loosening at all in the 
chain mutually conditioning, there will be no existence; one
ness and separateness are the ideas by which the philos
ophers discriminate [causation]. 

103. "There is nothing really born—being, non-being, 
and the negation of both; there is only a concatenation in 
which one sees things coming into existence and passing out 
of it. 
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104. " I t is only owing to conventional ideas that we 
speak of a mutually-linked chain of causation. When a dis
location takes place in the chain there is no birth, so called, 
whatever. 

105. "As there is absence of birth, we call it no-birth, 
in fact there is nothing but a continuity of chain; and thus 
we avoid the faults of the philosophers. The ignorant do not 
understand it. 

106. "Apar t from concatenation there is nothing to 
be regarded as born; if one says there is, he commits a sin 
against the doctrine of causation; he is the destroyer of the 
causal chain. 

107. " I f the causation-chain is [something external to 
things subject to i t ] , like a lamp shining on a variety of 
things, there must be something somewhere [which is known 
as chain, but] altogether different from what it [truly] is. 

108. " [Such things, if there be any, have] no self-
substance, are unborn, and are by nature like the sky; such 
chains are realities that are different from true reality, they 
are what is cherished by the unwise. 

109. "There is another kind of birthlessness which is 
the truth itself realised by the wise; they abide in conformity 
with this unborn truth whose birth is [what really consti
tutes] no-birth. 

111. "Ignorance, hankering, working, etc., are internal 
causation-chains; the tree, lump of clay, utensil, wheel, seeds, 
elements, and suchlike constitute an external chain. 

112. ' ' If there is born anywhere anything outside these 
and yet determined by causation-chain, this goes against the 
view which upholds causation-only, and is not in accord with 
the right teaching. 

113. " I f birth, so called, is really non-existent, whose 
intelligence is there that is chained to concatenation? [But 
as far as our conventional senses go] there is mutual-con
ditioning and birth, and this is the reason for our maintain
ing the doctrine of causation-chain. 
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114. "Such categories as heat, fluidity, motion, solidity, 
etc., are discriminated by the ignorant; such are concatena
tions; they cannot be designated as categories, hence they 
have no self -substance.'n 

No-birth, Transcendental Truth, and Eternity 
Unthinkable 

We know that there are two positions usually taken up 
by the Mahayana thinker who attacks problems of ontology. 
Unless we know which of the two positions is being upheld 
by him at the moment, we shall find him quite frequently con
tradicting himself. The one is that of conventionalism, and 
the other if we put it so is a highly metaphysical one. If 
we designate the first as a relative position, we may call the 
latter the absolute one. From the relative or conventional 
point of view the Mahayana admits that there is causation 
and the world moves on from one state to another in con
formity with the law, but it refuses to give this continuance 
an absolute value, for it is real only as far as our senses 
are concerned. Conventionalism or na'ive realism does not 
after all give real satisfaction to the deeper demands of the 
religious consciousness. So the Buddhists ask us to go 
beyond this world of appearance where supposedly all births 
and deaths are objectively real. A realm beyond the senses, 
however, must be opened from within ourselves. When we 
pursue our objective course they would say we come to no 
end, one chain leads to another, the concatenation has no 
beginning and no conclusion. We now make a retreat and 
dig deeper and deeper down into the very foundation-rock 
of consciousness. When we do this, as the Lankavatara says, 
there finally takes place a revulsion (pardvritti) apparently 
within our own minds. There opens up a new vista where 
we never expected anything religiously or spiritually con
vincing. In' the beginning we supposed that we could not 
get down deep enough to come in touch with anything tran-

1 Pp . 200-204. 
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scendental. But the new experience now inspires us with a 
conviction hitherto altogether unknown. This is the new 
position super-sensual and absolute, this is the supreme 
wisdom (dryajndna), the realisation of which within .our
selves is so emphatically reiterated in the sutra. And it is 
from this point of view that the world is now describable as 
unborn, with no self-substance, and unconditionally empty 
and not at all limited by causation. Birthlessness (anut-
pdda) or emptiness does not belong to the domain of our 
relative consciousness. The sutra in this respect is quite 
explicit lest the unwary should slip at this point. The devel
opment and definite assertion later in the Madhyamika 
school of the conception of twofold truth, Samvritti and 
Paramartha, or worldly and transcendental, is the natural 
consequence of the positions taken up by the Lankavatara. 

In order to show, though somewhat over-repeatedly, 
that the birthlessness of all things (sarvadharmdndm-
anutpddam) refers to a world not filled with sense-data, I 
quote the following •} 

"Again, 0 Mahamati, it is taught by the Tathagatas of 
the past, future, and present that all things are unborn. 
Why? All things2 are unborn because they are the mani
festations of our own mind and have no reality of their own, 
of which one can say that they are existent or non-existent, 
or that they are born. 0 Mahamati, all things are like the 
horns of a hare or a horse or an ass or a camel. As they are 
discriminated erroneously owing to the wrong judgments 
that are cherished by the ignorant and confused, they seem 
to exist but in fact they are unborn. That all things are 
never born in their nature—this is realised only by supreme 
wisdom deeply buried in the inner part of consciousness, 
and is not to be grasped by the discriminative and dualistic 
intelligence of the ignorant and confused. The realms of 

1 P . 62. 
2 Throughout the text, sometimes sarvabhava, sometimes sarva

dharma. 
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supreme wisdom and relative knowledge are not on the 
same plane. The world in which our bodies are nourished, 
works of utility are carried on, and where we have our 
habitation—this world so characterised rises from the Alaya
vijnana when the latter divides itself into that which is 
grasped and that which grasps; whereby the ignorant are 
attached to the dualistic view of things, thinking that there 
is birth, abiding, and final passing away, and further they 
imagine that there really is the birth of all things to be 
subsumed under the categories of being and non-being. 
Therefore, 0 Mahamati, in this thou hast to discipline thyself 
•assiduously.'' 

The reference to the hare's horns requires some explana
tion. As our common-sense experience tells us, the hare has 
no horns, and this supplies one of the well-known analogies 
or illustrations for the Indian philosophers and logicians to 
their reasoning on non-existence and emptiness. Thus the 
Lankavatara makes frequent allusions to this illustration 
when the discourse turns on the problem of no-birth and 
other kindred subjects. What the sutra contends about 
this is that the doctrine of no-birth must not be understood 
in the same sense as the absence of horns on a hare's head. 
In the latter case the absence belongs to the field of relative 
knowledge, while the no-birth is one of the utterances 
directly issuing from the highest religious experience in the 
Buddha's life, and it naturally transcends a world of mere 
sense-data. That the hare has no horns gains its meaning 
when it is contrasted with a cow which is adorned with a 
pair of horns. Therefore, this kind of non-existence or 
birthlessness is a relative one and no analogy exists between 
it and the Buddhist doctrine of no-birth. There is another 
sense in which this analogy fails to illustrate the no-birth: 
for the notion that the cow has horns is a product of illusive 
discrimination, as such horns have no reality like other 
objects in this world of particulars. When that with which 
a thing is contrasted no more exists, the contrast itself loses 
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its sense. There is still another aspect to this analogy which 
makes it irrelevant to the proper comprehension of the Bud
dhist doctrine of no-birth. That is to say, when the hare 
alone is considered in its absolute aspect, with no reference 
whatever to anything outside, we cannot make any statement 
whether affirmative or negative as to its horns. This is 
what the Lankavatdra-sutra means when it says that the 
absolute truth transcends the relative categories of being and 
non-being as in the case of the hare's horns. Not only the 
absence of horns on the hare is a relative assertion, but the 
idea itself is a result of discrimination. When the hare alone 
all by itself with no reference to anything is set before us, 
what argument, what inference, what relationship, and what 
discourse can we advance on it? Here is, indeed, the birth-
lessness of all things as maintained by the Mahayanists.1 

When this idea of no-birth or birthlessness (anutpdda) 
is expressed in a more positive form it is eternity unthinkable 
(nityam acintyam). The truth being above the category of 
causation and not subject to birth and disappearance, it has 
no other way to be described but as eternity, and as this 
eternity is an absolute one and not contrasted to Im
permanence or transiency, it may most fittingly be qualified 
as unthinkable. So we have here the "nityam-acintyam" 
as the realm of supreme wisdom realised in one's innermost 
consciousness, as of the ultimate signification stamped with 
the seal of suchness (yathdtathyamudrd) ? In what sense 
this is will be shown in the following pages. 

Mahamati wants to know what difference there is be
tween the Buddha's own view of what is "unthinkably 
eternal," and that of the philosophers who also talk about 
the makers (kdrana) or creative agents being such. To this 
the Buddha answers: "What is so regarded by the philos
ophers, cannot be established as such because their idea of 

1 This is an abstract of the argument concerning the hare 's 
horns (Saiavishana) as somewhat subtly made out on pp. 51-53 ff. 

2 P . 59 ff, and p. 166. 
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a cause is not sufficient, because their causer has no reason 
in itself to be established as eternal. What is considered by 
them as eternal is in its nature something not eternal. Their 
view is based upon an irrelevant analogy: for their eter
nity is contrasted to things not eternal, that is, transient 
things of a relative world. Their eternity is a conditioned 
one, and not the unthinkable or transcendental. Theirs has 
no value of reality. It is like the hare's horns. It is only 
talked about; it exists in our language it is true, but with no 
corresponding reality. The philosophers fail to comprehend 
the meaning of svahetulakshana (self-cause-character) by 
which the Buddha makes his assertion about eternity un
thinkable. This is a state realised by all the Tathagatas in 
their inmost consciousness and aimed at by all the Bodhi
sattvas as the finality of a life of the usual discipline. 
Depending on this experience which is not conditioned, by 
the logical categories of being and non-being but which is a 
self-realisation requiring no external proofs, the Buddha's 
position is unassailable. I t is quite unlike the philosophers' 
conception of a maker; it is something un-made and un
making, [we may say something un-born], it is like space, 
Nirvana, and Nirodha, and therefore it can most becomingly 
be designated as eternity unthinkable (nityacintyata) . " 1 

This something, ' ' eternity unthinkable,' ' is also known 
as the truth such as it is, or supreme wisdom realised in the 
inmost consciousness of the Tathagatas. Nityacintaiveyam 
tathagatanam pratydtmaryajndnadhigamatathata.2 The un
born has a positive connotation which is comprehensible 
through an experience only. But as our everyday life is so 
encumbered and warped by moral and intellectual prejudices, 
the Lankavatara makes desperate attempts to relieve us of 
this fatal inconvenience. Hence its untiring reiteration con
cerning the significance of transcending every form of 
dualism,—and this by experience and not by intelleetualism. 

1 Abstract, pp. 59-61. 
2 P . 60, 11. 8-9. 
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Why? Because the latter is another name for discrimina
tion (vikalpa), and discrimination is the builder of a world 
of particulars. As long as a man is thus in fetters, there is 
no hope of liberation for him. 

The Positive Conception in No-birth 

'l Why are all things unborn ? 
"Because they are unpredicable as made or making, 

because they have no creator. 
"Why have they no self-substance ? 
"Because when they are reviewed with the interior 

intelligence (svabuddhi) / the categories such as indivi
duality and generality are inapplicable to them. 

"Why are all things neither departing nor coming? 
"Because though they are characterised with the marks 

of individuality and generality, these marks, coming and 
departing, neither come nor depart. 

' ' Why do all things never cease to exist ? 
"Because their not having self-substance makes it im

possible to take hold of them. 
"Why are all things impermanent? 
"Because as soon as they take forms [or appear with 

individualised marks] they assume the nature of Imperma
nence. 

"Why are all things permanent? 
"Because though they take forms [or appear with indivi

dualised marks], they take [really] no such forms, and in 
reality there is nothing born, nothing passing away."2 

When it is declared that there is no birth of anything, 

1 Also called "pratyatmddhigatabuddhi," p . 166, line 4. 
3 Pp . 115-116. Cf. p. 166, where the Buddha refutes the prop

osition, " A l l things are u n b o r n " as established by the philosophers, 
because the latter try to ground it on the logic of discrimination. 
The Buddha makes the same assertion, but in his case it grows out of 
his own experience, being an intuitive knowledge not determinable by 
discursive reasoning. Besides, no Buddhist knowledge is stained with 
egotistic motives. 
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that all is empty and has no self-substance, we are apt to 
come to an erroneous conclusion which is this: If this be 
the case what is the use of our disciplining ourselves for the 
cleansing of defiling passions and the realisation of supreme 
wisdom? Is not all a dream, a magically-created pheno
menon, with no reality underneath ? For this way of reason
ing, Buddhism, especially Mahayana Buddhism, has been 
censured. But as we have stated over and over again, those 
who take this view are still under the bondage of wrong 
judgments and discriminations. The main thesis of the 
Lankavatara, aside from its practical message of self-realisa
tion, may be said to dispel this form of erroneous inference. 
Therefore, announces the Buddha,1 the doctrine of non
existence (abhdva) is, in fact, a means by which the ignorant 
rid themselves of erroneous imagination (parikalpita) and 
discrimination (vikalpa) ; and when they are ridded of these 
and get into the society of the wise (drya), they would realise 
that there is indeed something really subsisting and endowed 
with self-substance. The eye that sees into the truth is an 
eye of wisdom (prajfidcakshus) ? 

This something unborn and now so positively asserted 
is Tathata, Suchness, as was above referred to, but 
Tathata has still an intellective odour. If it is preferred, 
here is one with an ontological connotation, by which I mean 
the expression, dryajnana-svabhdva-vastu, or drya-vastu-
svabhdva^ Vastu generally means ' ' a really existing thing ' ' 
or ' ' essence of a thing, ' ' but in Buddhism it quite frequently 
denotes an individual object in the world of individuals and 
is not necessarily understood in a metaphysical sense. This 
is especially important because Buddhism being a form of 
idealism does not itself take kindly to terms savouring of a 
realistic interpretation of existence. Whatever this is, the 

1 P . 163 et seq. 
2 See also p. 40, 1. 4. 
* P. 165; see also p. 50, where Mahamati asks the Buddha to 

discourse on arya-jndna-vastu which is the basis of distinguishing the 
one hundred and eight terms. 
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existence of a Yastu is affirmed by the Lankavatara, whose 
self-substance is supreme wisdom as residing in the depths 
of our consciousness. 

Vastu is generally rendered as sp (shih) in the Chinese 
texts, and this is what the Sung has here; but the Wei adopts 
^ ^ (pen-yu) meaning "original being, or existence," and 
theT*ang^$>/ (miao-wu) "mysterious thing," in the trans
lation of the following gatha,1 manifestly showing that vastu 
has here a special connotation: 

"Being and non-being—between these two limits the 
mind moves; with the disappearance of this field the mind 
properly ceases to operate (9). 

"When an objective world is no more grasped, there is 
neither disappearance nor non-being [as all these belong to a 
realm of relativity], except something absolute known as 
Suchness (tathatdvastu),2 which realm belongs to the wise 
(10) ." 

Viewing the world from this point of view, i.e., from the 
point of Eternal Suchness unthinkable (acintya) and un
attainable (anupalabdhya), it is quiet and unborn, cannot 
be characterised either as being or, as non-being, it is above 
coming and going; and in this sense it is empty like the 
hare's horns, like a dream, like the barren woman's child, 
and like magical creations. From the idealistic understand
ing of existence, there is Mind itself (cittamdtra), which 
when asserted divides itself into subject and object, and 
therefrom issues an eternal concatenation, of causal chains. 
The philosophers take these transformations (parindma) for 

1 P . 147. 
2 These two gathas with the others on this page (147) are re

peated in the " S a g a t h a k a m , " p. 288, gg. 176-177, g. 180; p . 290, 
gg. 194-196, with slight variations; for instance, instead of tathatd
vastu, it reads here tathatdvasthd, " abode of suchness." The gatha 
(g. 175) immediately preceding these in the " S a g a t h a k a m " is illu
minating to read in connection with them: " W o r d s belong to the 
realm of thought (citta), they are misleading; Prajfia is truth and 
non-discriminative; thought falls into dualism, hence Prajfia is not of 
discrimination. ' ' 
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reality and cling to them with egotistical motives and evil 
designs. Nine transformations are recognised by the philos
ophers, as regards form (samsthdna), appearance (lak-
shana), cause (hetu), combination (yukti), opinion (dri-
shti), birth (utpdda), existence (bhdva)> manifested con
dition (pratyaydbhivyakti), and manifested work {kriydbhi-
vyakti) .x 

Whatever one may say about the phenomenal world 
given to our senses, the Lankavatara insists that all things 
are unborn because they are found so and for no other 
reason. Here we return to the position from which we 
made our start, that is, that all the metaphysical and 
epistemological statements made m this sutra are finally re
solvable into self-realisation (pratydtma-vedya-gati-dharma). 

1 Pp. 158-159. Except the transformation of form (samsfhana), 
no explanation is given here of the other eight. 
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3. THE TRIPLE BODY OF THE BUDDHA 

The Doctrine Outlined 

The dogma of the Triple Body (trikdya) as now ac
cepted by all Mahayana schools of Buddhism in China and 
Japan is a late development in the history of Mahayana. 
The dogma, before it was fully formulated, was only 
adumbrated here and there in the earlier Mahayana sutras. 
It was, probably, not until the Yogacara philosophy began 
to be crystallised into a system by Asanga and his predeces
sors that the conception of the Triple Body came to form a 
part of their programme. 

According to the Yogacara philosophy, the Triple Body 
is Dharmakaya (fe^, fashen), Sambhogakaya (IfcJifr, pao-
shen), and Nirmanakaya (-ffcjih hua-shen). Dharma here 
may be understood in either way as "real i ty ," or as "law
giving principle," or simply as " l aw." Kay a means 
"body," or "system." The combination, dharmakaya, is 
then literally a body or person that exists as principle, and 
it has now come to mean the highest reality from which all 
things derive their being and lawfulness, but which in itself 
transcends all limiting conditions. But Dharmakaya is not 
a mere philosophical word, as is indicated by the term 
"kaya , " which suggests the idea of personality, especially 
as it relates to Buddhahood. It belongs to the Buddha, it 
is what inwardly and essentially constitutes Buddhahood, for 
without it a Buddha loses altogether his being. We may 
regard the Dharmakaya as corresponding to the Christian 
idea of Godhead. The Dharmakaya is also known as Sva-
bhavakaya, meaning " self-nature-body " (jH^yff', tzu-hsing-
shen), for it abides in itself, it remains as such retaining its 
self-nature. It is in this sense the absolute aspect of the 
Buddha, in whom perfect tranquillity prevails. 

The second Body is the Sambhogakaya, which is ordi
narily translated as Body of Recompense, or Enjoyment. 
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Literally, ' ' enjoyment'' is a better word for sambhoga, for it 
comes originally from the root, bhuj, " to eat ," " to enjoy," 
to which the prefix sam, meaning "together" is added. Thus 
Sambhogakaya is often done into the Chinese gbfflj^ (Jcung-
yung-shen), ^jtY&fy (shou-yung-shen), or ^ # (chih-shen). 
When we have ^ J h Recompense or Reward Body for it, 
the Chinese seem to point to another Sanskrit original, or 
else it is not quite a literal rendering, but given according to 
its derivative sense. For this Body of Enjoyment is attained 
as the result of or as the reward for a series of spiritual dis
cipline carried on through so many kalpas. The Body thus 
realised is the Sambhogakaya, Body of Recompense, which 
is enjoyed by the well-deserving one, i.e., Bodhisattva-Maha-
sattva. 

The Buddha as the Body of Enjoyment is generally 
represented as a figure enveloped in all the glory of Buddha
hood; for in him incarnated there is everything good and 
beautiful and holy accruing from the perfection of the 
spiritual life. The particular features of each such Bud
dha may vary according to his original vows; for instance, 
his environment, his name, his form, his country, and 
his activity may not be the same; Amitabha Buddha has 
his Pure Land in the West with all the accommodations as 
he desired in the beginning of his career as Bodhisattva; 
and so with Akshobhya as described In the sutra bearing 
his name. 

This second Body of the Trinity is sometimes known in 
Chinese as Ying-shen (BKJlf), instead of Pao-shen (HUtO-
The original Sanskrit term for ying might not have been 
the same as the one for pao. Ying means ' ' to respond'' and it 
is at present quite difficult to ascertain what its original was, 
for we have not yet recovered, if this were possible, any 
Sanskrit sutra in which this term is used. Prom sambhoga 
or sambhogya.1 Kg (ying) cannot be deduced, while the 

1 In Asanga's Mah&ydna Sutralamk&ra edited by Sylvain L6vi, 
IX, 60. 
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chapter on "The Trikaya" in the Suvarna-prabhdsa is miss
ing in the Sanskrit text in our possession, evidently this 
being a later addition. The two Chinese translations of the 
Suvarna-prabhdsa, one by I-tsing (lH^pO and the other by 
Paramartha contain this Trikaya chapter where both trans
lators have ying-shen for the second Body. As to the 
original of pao-shen reference will be found later on. 

The third Body is the Nirmanakaya, usually translated 
as hua-shen (-ffc^), which means "Body of Transforma
tion," or simply "Assumed Body." The Dharmakaya is 
too exalted a body for ordinary mortals to come into any 
conscious contact with. As it transcends all forms of limita
tion, it cannot become an object of sense or intellect. We 
ordinary mortals can perceive and have communion with this 
absolute body only through its transformed forms. And 
we perceive them only according to our capacities, moral and 
spiritual. They do not appear to us in the same form. We 
thus read in the Saddharma-pundarika that the Bodhisattva 
Avalokitesvara1 transforms himself into so many different 
forms according to the kind of beings whose salvation he has 
in view at the moment. The Kshitigarbha-sutra also men
tions that the Bodhisattva Kshitigarbha takes upon himself 
a variety of forms in order to respond to the requirements of 
his worshippers. The conception of the Nirmanakaya is 
significant, seeing that this world of relativity stands con
trasted with the absolute value of Suchness which can be 
reached only by means of the knowledge of Suchness (tatha-
tajnd). The essence of Buddhahood is the Dharmakaya, but 
as long as the Buddha remains such, there is no hope for the 
salvation of a world of particulars. The Buddha has to 
abandon his original abode, and must take upon himself such 
forms as are conceivable and acceptable to the inhabitants of 
this earth. The Holy Spirit emanates, as it were, from 
Absolute Buddhahood and is seen by those who are prepared 
by their previous karma to see him. 

1 Chapter XXIV. Kern's English translation p. 406 et seq. 
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Nirmdna comes from the root ma, " t o measure," to 
" form," " to display," to which nir, meaning "out of," is 
prefixed; and the whole term, Nirmanakaya, is generally 
rendered as Body of Transformation (-ffc^, hua-shen) in 
most sutras and sastras. Sometimes, however, Ying-shen (Jg. 
Jl"), Response Body, is used for this third member of the 
Trinity, causing confusion with the second member, which 
is occasionally also designated as Ying-shen. It is suspected 
that Ying-shen as the third Body is not Nirmanakaya in 
Sanskrit, perhaps it is Samvriti, as can be gathered from 
Tibetan sources. Samvriti is contrasted with Paramartha 
when truth is regarded as having a double aspect, one as 
absolute truth, and the other as relative (paramdrthasatya 
and sdmvritisatya), in concession to or in response to the 
worldly way of thinking. The Samvriti-kaya, therefore, 
may mean the Body of the Buddha which he assumes in 
response to the requirements of his followers. In this the 
Buddha appears transformed and not in his original aspect 
as he is in himself. 

The Suvarna-prabhdsa on the Triple Body 
There is a chapter, as was stated above, in the Chinese 

Suvarna-prabhdsa1 devoted to the exposition of the Trikaya 
dogma. It is entitled "The Trikaya Distinguished." The 
following is an extract from it. The Buddha addressing the 
Bodhisattva Akasagarbha said, ' ' 0 son of a good family, the 
Tathagata has a triple body, Hua-shen, Ying-shen, and Pa-
shen. When the Triple Body is attained, unparalleled 
supreme enlightenment is attained. How does a Bodhi
sattva understand Hua-shen (Nirmanakaya) ? 0 son of a 
good family, when the Tathagata was of old disciplining 
himself, he practised all kinds of virtues for the sake of 

1 I-tsing (634-713) translated the sutra after his return from 
India in 695. Paramartha's translation came out in the first year of 
Ch'dng-sheng (552). The earliest translation is by Dharmaraksha of 
the Northern Liang (397-439) and does not contain the TrikSya 
chapter. 
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sentient beings. The discipline reached its perfection, and 
by virtue of the discipline he attained the state of freedom j 
and because of this freedom he knows how to follow up the 
minds of all beings, how to be in accord with their conduct, 
and how to enter into their worlds. He understands all 
the multifarious ways in which they are living, and for this 
reason he appears to them in a variety of forms precisely 
when and where it is most opportune for them to come into 
his presence. He never makes mistakes in this respect, not 
only in time and space, but in conduct and discourse. The 
Body he there assumes in such multiple forms is called the 
Body of Transformation (hua-shen). 

" 0 son of a good family, all the Buddhas and Tatha
gatas preach the ultimate truth to the Bodhisattvas in order 
to make them thoroughly conversant with [the nature of 
things], to make them see into the oneness of Nirvana and 
Samsara, to make the hearts of sentient beings rejoice by 
wiping them clear from all fears arising from the thought 
of an ego, to lay down the foundations for the teachings and 
doings of the Buddhas, which must have no boundaries to 
be truly in accordance with the Suchness of things, as well 
as with the knowledge of Suchness and also with their 
original vows. The Body of the Tathagata appears bearing 
the thirty-two marks of a great personality, accompanied by 
the eighty minor marks of excellence, and enveloped in a 
light around the shoulders and back. That body is the 
Ying-shen—the Body of Response. 

' ' 0 son of a good family, in order to clear away all the 
possible hindrances arising from the evil passions and other 
things, and to conserve all good things, there is nothing 
but the Suchness of things and the knowledge of Suchness: 
this is known as the Dharmakaya (fashen). 

"The first two Bodies are temporarily discriminated, 
while the third one is true reality being the root of the 
first two. For when severed from the Suchness of things 
and from the knowledge of non-discrimination, all the Bud-
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dhas eease to have virtues of their own. For the state of 
immaculate Buddhahood is attained only when the know
ledge that constitutes the essence of all the Buddhas is 
realised and thereby putting an end ultimately to all evil 
passions. Therefore, the Suchness of things and the know
ledge of Suchness contain in it all that makes up Buddha
hood." 

The Dharmakdya in the Lankavatara 

The idea that great men are immortal seems to be 
innate with us human beings. We do not wish to think that 
our earthly death is the end of all that there is in us. We 
feel that there must be a spirit or soul or shadow that lives 
forever. The cult of ancestor-worship is no mere supersti
tion, for its psychology is deep-seated in human nature. I t 
was quite natural for the followers of the Buddha to conceive 
the idea of him as the Dharmakaya, abiding forever among 
them and eternally preaching the Dharma on the Mount of 
the Holy Vulture, although his Nirvana had taken place 
after eighty years of his fleshly life. 

Thus we read in the Saddharma-pundarika XV: " A n 
inconceivable number of thousands of kotis of kalpas (eons) 
is it since I attained supreme enlightenment, and I have 
never ceased to preach the Dharma (1). I have converted a 
great number of Bodhisattvas and established them in 
Buddha-wisdom; during many kotis of kalpas I have 
brought myriads of kotis of sentient beings into maturity (2). 
In order to discipline beings, I show them the stage of Nir
vana, I make use of skilful means; but I have never entered 
into Nirvana, for I have been preaching the Dharma at this 
place (3 ) . " 1 

In this light the following lines from the Suvarna-
prabhdsa ("On the Life of the Tathagata") are to be under-

1 In the Chinese translations of the Suvarnaprabhdsa by I-tsing 
and also by Jfianagupta, there is a stanza repeating exactly the senti
ment herein expressed: " I am always at the Holy Vulture and preach
ing this sutra-treasure; my showing Nirvana is meant for the maturing 
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stood: ' ' The Buddha does not pass away, the Dharma does 
not decline; it is for the purpose of ripening sentient beings 
that the Buddha appears to have passed away. Inconceiv
able is the Blessed One, the Buddha; the .Tathagata is the 
body of permanence; in order to benefit sentient beings he 
shows a variety of works in fine array."1 

When the Buddha was giving his farewell address, he 
said something to this effect t h a t ' * Those who see the Dharma 
see me even after my passing." The statement may be 
regarded as confirming the common psychology of immor
tality. No wonder, then, that the doctrine of a dual body 
came to be propounded soon after the Nirvana, the one as 
Rupakaya (material body) and the other as Dharmakaya, 
(the Body of Truth). So we read further in the Suvarna-
prdbhdsa that the body of the Buddha is as solid as a 
diamond and what is manifested of him is his Body of 
Transformation,2 and that the Dharmakaya is indeed "En
lightenment, and the Dharmadhatu is the Tathagata.3 These 
two notions, Dharmakaya, unchangeable like a diamond, con
stituting the substance of enlightenment, and a body subject 
to change and transformation, must have been in the minds 
of early Buddhists, though it does not follow that they were 
conscious of the two notions as distinctly separable as we see 
them in the Suvarnaprabhasa and other sutras. They were 
probably only vaguely conscious of the difference between 
the Buddha that had passed away and the Buddha whose 
presence with them they could not somehow ignore, before 
these two Buddhas came to be conceived in terms of Body 

of sentient beings. As the ignorant refuse to believe me owing to their 
erroneous views, I show my Nirvana in order to bring them to a state 
of ma tu r i ty . " Chapter I I , " O n the Life of the T a t h a g a t a . " This 
passage is lacking in the Sanskrit text. 

1 Na iuddhah parinirvati na dharmah parihiyate, 
Sattvanam paripakaya parinirvdnam nidarSayate. 
Acintyo bhagavdn buddho nityaTcdyas tathdgatah, 
DeSeti vividhdn vyuhdn sattvanam hitakdrandt. 

3 Vajrasamhatanakdyo nirmitam kayam darkayet. 
9 Dharmakdyo hi sambuddho dharmadhdtus-tathagatah. 
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(kdya) and regarded as at least two aspects of it, eternal 
and temporal. 

So with the doctrine of the Triple Body (trikaya). 
Early Mahayana Buddhists thought of Dharmatabuddha 
and Mulatathagata, and Vipakabuddha and Nirmanabuddha 
as distinguishable; but in the earlier Mahayana sutras such 
as the Lankavatara, in which we are at present chiefly 
interested, no Kaya doctrine appears. Buddhas, indeed, are 
variously spoken of, but not as belonging to the Kaya 
system; for the Nirmanabuddha is not the same as the 
Nirmanakaya, nor is the Dharmatabuddha the same as the 
Dharmakaya. To determine the qualification of a Buddha in 
terms of Kaya is further advanced in thought than merely 
designating a Buddha as the Nairmanika or otherwise. 
Even Nagarjuna is confusing in his discrimination of 
different Buddhas as belonging to the different Kayas. He 
mentions two kinds of Kayas, but the distinction is not 
quite clear, and besides they are variously designated. The 
clear-cut conception of the Kaya seems to have started with 
the Yogacara school headed by Asanga and his predecessors. 

Dharmakaya is often referred to in the Lankavatara 
and other early sutras but not as one of the members of 
the Trikaya. The Lankavatara speaks of the "Tathagata's 
Dharmakaya," of the "inconceivable Dharmakaya," and of 
the "Dharmakaya as will-body," but in all these cases 
there is no reference whatever to the conception of the 
Trikaya or any Kaya, except that it means something sub
stantially constituting Tathagatahood or Buddhahood. The 
passages in the Lankavatara where the term ' ' Dharmakaya'' 
is found are as follows: 

1. "Where the attainment of the Tathagatakaya in the 
heavens is spoken of as the result of the understanding of 
the highest spiritual truths belonging to Mahayana Bud
dhism,1 Dharmakaya is used in apposition with Tathagata 
as something that transcends the nature of the five Dharmas, 

1 P. 51. 
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being furnished with things issuing from the highest know
ledge (prajnd), and itself abiding in the realm of magical 
appearances (mdydvishaya). Here we may consider all these 
terms synonymous, Dharmakaya, Tathagatasya, and Tatha
gata. 

2. Tathagatasya is referred to also when the Bodhi
sattva attains to a certain form of meditation whereby he 
finds himself in accord with the suchness of things and its 
transformations. The Tathagatakaya is realised when all 
his mental activities conditionally working are extinguished 
and there takes place a radical revolution in his conscious
ness. The Kaya is no less than the Dharmakaya.1 

3. "When the Bodhisattva is described as being anointed 
like a great sovereign by all the Buddhas as he goes beyond 
the final stage of Bodhisattvaship, mention is made of 
Dharmakaya which he will finally realise.2 This Kaya is 
characterised as vasavartin and made synonymous with Tatha
gata. In Buddhism vasavartin is used in the sense of supreme 
sovereignty whose will is deed since there is nothing standing 
in the way of its rulership. The Dharmakaya may here be 
identified with Sambhogakaya, the second member of the 
Trikaya. Here the Bodhisattva is sitting in the Lotus 
Palace decorated with gems of all sorts, surrounded by 
Bodhisattvas of similar qualifications and also by all the 
Buddhas whose hands are extended-to receive the Bodhi
sattva here. It .goes without saying that the Bodhisattva 
here described has comprehended the Mahayana truth that 
there is no self-substance in objects external or internal, and 
that he is abiding in the full realisation of the truth most 
inwardly revealed to his consciousness. 

4. Dharmakaya is found again3 in connection with the 
moral provisions obtainable in a realm of pure spirituality. 
The term is now coupled with acintya, inconceivable, as well 
as with vasavartita. 

*> Pp. 42, 43, 51, 70. 
2 P . 70. 3 P . 134. 
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5. Where all the Buddhas are spoken of as of the same 
character (Samatd) in four ways,1 the sameness of the body 
(kdyasamatd) is regarded as one of them. All the Buddhas 
who are Tathagatas, the Enlightened Ones, and the Arhats, 
share in the nature of sameness as regards the Dharmakaya 
and their material body (rupakdya) with the thirty-two 
marks and the eighty minor ones, except when they assume 
different forms in different worlds to keep all beings in good 
discipline. In the light of the later developed theory of the 
Trikaya, all the three bodies are traceable in this passage of 
the Lankavatara. Besides the Dharmakaya expressly re
ferred to, we have also Sambhogakaya solemnised with all 
the physical features of a superior man; and also the Nir-
manakaya, the Body of Transformation, in response to the 
needs of sentient beings who are inhabiting each in his own 
realm of existence. 

6. Anutpada (no-birth) is said to be another name for 
the Tathagata's Manomaya-dharmakaya.2 Manomaya is 
"will-made" and as is explained elsewhere3 a Bodhisattva 
is able to assume a variety of forms according to his wishes 
just as easily as one can in thought pass through or over all 
kinds of physical obstructions. Does then the "Dharma
kaya will-made" mean, not the Dharmakaya in itself, but 
the Dharmakaya in its relation to a world of multitudinous-
ness where it may take any forms it likes according to con
ditions? In this case the Dharmakaya thus qualified is no 
other than the Nirmanakaya. So we read further that the 
Tathagata's other names are a legion in this world only that 
sentient beings fail to recognise them even when they hear 
them.4 

7. The Tathagata's Dharmakaya is compared to the 
indestructibility of the sands of the Ganges which remain 
ever the same when they are put in the fire.5 Further down, 
the T'ang translation speaks of the Dharmakaya (fa-shen) 

1 Pp. 141 ff. 2 P. 192. 3 Pp. 81, 136. 
* See below pp. 353-355, of these Studies. B P. 232. 
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having no body whatever, and for that reason it is never 
subject to destruction. In the Sanskrit text the correspond
ing term is sarlra or sarlravat, and not Dharmakaya, but 
from the context we can judge that sarlra is here used 
synonymously with Dharmakaya. In fact, the Wei and the 
Sung translation also have ^ ^ {fashen), that is, Dharma
kaya, here. In Buddhism sarlra is something solid and in
destructible that is left behind when the dead body is con
sumed in fire, and it was thought that only holy men leave 
such indestructible substance behind. This conception is 
probably after an analogy of Dharmakaya forever living and 
constituting the spiritual substance of Buddhahood. 

8. In the gatha concluding this paragraph on the sands 
of the Ganges, the Buddha's Buddhahood (buddhasya bud-
dhatdh) instead of Dharmakaya is made the subject of com
parison to the sands which are free from all possible faults 
inherent in things relative. There is no doubt that the Bud-
dhata too' means the Dharmakaya of the Tathagata, only 
differently designated. 

From these references we can see that the idea of 
Dharmakaya is not wanting in the Lankavatara* and that 
it is used not in the sense of the Dharmakaya of me Triple 
Body dogma. No doubt the underlying notionNof it is here, 
which contributed later to the formulation of the fully-
developed dogma. In the following pages the different 
forms of the Buddhas as they are mentioned in the Lan
kavatara will be examined with the view of ascertaining 
how far the Lankavatara has paved the way to the Triple 
Body doctrine. 

No Triple Body yet, but a Buddha Trinity 

When different Buddha-personalities are distinguished 
in the Lankavatara, it is done so in terms of Buddha and 
not in terms of Kaya. The Buddhas are different as Bud
dhas and not as belonging to any one of the Trinity. This 
distinction is important, I think, in tracing the development 
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of the Trikaya theory which did not formulate itself until 
sometime after Nagarjuna. As was stated before, when the 
term Dharmakaya is used in the Lankavatara it is not as one 
of the Trikaya, but simply in contrast to the physical and 
therefore destructible aspect of Buddhahood. The Dharma
kaya, therefore, means the Buddha-personality when it is 
perfectly identified with the Dharma, or the absolute truth 
itself making up the essence of Buddhism. 

What corresponds in the Lankavatara to the idea of 
Dh&rmakaya as a member of the trinity is found in that of 
Dharmatabuddha, which is also designated as Tathagata-
jnana-Buddha or as Mula-tathagata. Dharmata-Buddha is 
sometimes shortened into Dharma-Buddha,. but they both 
mean practically the same thing. Dharmata is translated 
in Chinese as fa-hsing (£fe'j^), the nature of things, and, 
therefore, Dharmata-Buddha means the Buddha whose 
nature is reality itself, and from whom all other Buddha-
personalities flow. In the following passage the Lankava
tara way of treating different Buddhas is clearly delineated.1 

"And again, 0 Mahamati, all things come into existence 
when we distinguish between individuality and generality as 
we are bound by habit-energy to see things projected outside 
our own minds. And owing to this false discrimination to 
which we are attached thinking it to be real, we have a 
variety of illusory beings and scenes; while we cling to them 
as real they are not at all attainable [as such] ; this is what 
is preached by the Buddha who flows out of the Ultimate 
Essence (dharmata). 

"And again, 0 Mahamati, the evolution of false dis
crimination takes place from clinging to relative knowledge 
[as final]. It is like a man skilled in magical art, who, de
pending upon grass, trees, shrubs, or creepers, projects all 
kinds of beings and forms. When a magically-created man 
takes a form like a substantial being, it is variously per
ceived and falsely judged [by the onlookers]. Being thus 

1 P. 56 f. 
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perceived, 0 Mahamati, there is yet nothing substantial 
here; even so, 0 Mahamati, depending on relative knowledge 
there is false discrimination whereby the mind discriminates 
variously and perceives particular forms. False discrimina
tion, 0 Mahamati, arises from habit-energy which makes one 
cling to the particularising aspect of existence, and we then 
have what is known as false discrimination. Such, 0 Maha
mati, is the discourse by the Buddha who flows out [of 
Ultimate Essence]. 

"Further , 0 Mahamati, the Dharmata-Buddha defines 
the extent of self-realisation which has nothing to do with 
modes of mentation. 

"Further , 0 Mahamati, the Nirmana-Buddha who 
suffers transformation defines functions and fields differently 
allotted to Charity, Moral Conduct, Meditation (dhyana), 
Tranquillisation (samddhi), various kinds of Wisdom (pra-
jna), and Knowledge (Jnana), Aggregates (skandha), Dhatus, 
Ayatanas, Emancipations, and Vijfianas, showing how these 
things in their nature far surpass the materialistic views of 
the philosophers. 

"Further , 0 Mahamati, the Dharmata-Buddha is free 
of support; he is self-sufficing, disengaged from all doings, 
senses, measurements, and appearances; he is not within 
reach of the stupid-minded, Sravakas, Pratyekabuddhas, 
and philosophers, who are engrossed in clinging to the notion 
of an ego-substance. 

" F o r this reason, 0 Mahamati, you ought to devote 
yourself to bring about the excellent state of self-realisation 
and be disengaged from the views which regard your own 
mental projections [as objectively rea l ] . " 1 

The three kinds of Buddha here distinguished as the 
Dharmata, the Nishyanda (or Dharmata-nishyanda), and the 
Nirmana (or Nirmita) apparently correspond to the trinity 
of Dharmakaya, Sambhogakaya, and Nirmanakaya. The 
Dharmata is the absolute essence of the Buddhahood, which 

1 P. 56 ff. 
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is beyond all forms of limitation and of which nothing is the 
be predicable. I t is realised only within mind (dbhisamaya) .1 

Whereas the Nishyanda which flows out from the Dharmata, 
owing to the habit-energy or memory (vdsand) accumulated 
in it from time immemorial, manifests a world of particulars 
where, by such categories as individuality and generality, 
relative knowledge (paratantra) is generated, and depend
ing on this knowledge false discrimination (parikalpita) is 
made possible, which makes erroneous judgments on things 
only magically existing. That is to say, the conception of 
the Nishyanda means the beginning of a world of individual 
objects. 

Nishyanda or Nisyanda, from the root syand, literally 
means "flowing down," or "flowing out," and the Buddha 
thus prefixed is sometimes translated in the Wei and the 
T'ang text as i$$fr, Pao-fo, or Recompence Buddha; while 
in the Sung it is $;fi)j}, I-fo, Depending Buddha. Not only is 
there no connection in sense between nishyanda and sam-
bhoga, which means "enjoyment," but the definition given 
in the Lankavatara to the Nishyanda Buddha as to his 
functions seems to be quite different from the nature of the 
Sambhogakaya as we ordinarily have it. It is strange that 
tjie two Chinese texts have ^ (pao) occasionally for nish
yanda, and at the same time for vipdka also,2 where Vipakas-
tha-Buddha and Vipakaja-Buddha are rendered equally by 
%$.$& (pao-fo). Vipdka means "matur ing," or "cooking," 
and may be translated as ' ' reward," or " compensating,'' but 
how did nishyanda come to be pao as much as vipdka ? And 
how did the Nishyanda-Buddha and the Vip£ka-Buddha 
come to be considered as corresponding to the second member 
of the Kaya Trinity? Or is there really a correspondence 
between the three ideas? The reason why nishyanda and 
vipdka came to be rendered pao by the Chinese translators 
is perhaps this. They both belong to the category of cause 
and effect. In Buddhist philosophy five kinds of effects 

1 P. 242. 2 Pp. 28, 34. 
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(phala) are enumerated against six kinds of causes (hetu), 
and Vipaka and Nishyanda are two of the five effects, the 
others being Purushakara, Adhipati, and Visamyoga.1 By 
Vipaka-effect is meant that the nature of, an effect is not 
the same as the nature of the cause. When a man does 
something good he is rewarded with something enjoyable. 
Pleasure and goodness are not of the same character, but 
there is an intimate relationship between them as cause 
and effect. In the case of the Nishyanda, however, cause 
and effect are of a similar nature. An act of goodness tends 
to produce the disposition to do more good; an effect of the 
same quality flows out of its cause. As thus the Nishyanda 
and the Vipaka are considered as expressing different forms 
of effect, or reward, or something that flows out of a cause, 
they came to be designated as $$. (pao), result, though some
what indiscriminately. With all that we can say about it, 
however, it does not seem to be quite correct to regard 
nishyanda as meaning pao; for the idea explicitly expressed 
in the Lankavatara is that of flowing out, or depending 
on, and not of being rewarded. The teaching of the 
Nishyanda-Buddha, which concerns with the individualising 
phase of existence, is derived or flows out of the nature of 
reality, as we plainly read in the phrase, "dharmatd-
nishyandu." 

That there is no idea of enjoyment (sambhoga) in the 
make-up of the Nishyanda-Buddha is evident, but there is 
something in the Lankavatara remotely suggesting the idea 
where the Nishyanda-Buddha is spoken of as being in the 
Akanishtha Heaven. Read the following:2 

" I t is like the Alayavijnana, 0 Mahamati, which makes 
manifest instantly a world of corporeality (deha), homestead 

1 The Purushakara (man-working) effect takes place when the 
farmer cultivates the ground to make it yield a harvest of rice or 
wheat; the Adhipati is the effect of an efficient cause; and the 
Visamyoga is the outcome of Nirvana whereby one is released from all 
bondage. 

2 P. 56. 
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(pratishtha), and utility (dbhoga), which is the projection 
of one's own mind; even so with the Nishyanda-Buddha, 0 
Mahamati, maturing the conditions of all beings, he directs 
the disciplining of his devotees at his abode which is in a 
mansion in Akanishtha Heaven. It is, 0 Mahamati, like the 
Dharmata-Buddha being illumined instantly by the rays 
issuing from the Nishyanda and from the Nirmana; even so, 
0 Mahamati, with the realisation of the truth in one's inmost 
consciousnsss, it instantly shines forth turning itself away 
from the false views of being and non-being." 

In this quotation we gather that the Nishyanda-Buddha 
has his abode in Akanishtha Heaven which is the highest 
of all the worlds that are designated as having a form 
(rupa), and that he emits rays of light like the Nircnana-
Buddha which are reflected on the Dharmata-Buddha. That 
the Akanishtha is resplendent with light is seen from the 
verse 3, of the chapter on "Abhisamaya," Akanishtho 
virdjate, and that the Bodhisattva attains perfect enlighten
ment after passing beyond the tenth stage of Bodhisattva-
hood and becomes a full-fledged Buddha in Akanishtha 
Heaven is referred to at several places1 in the Lankavatara. 
Evidently this Heaven is the abode of all the Nishyanda-
Buddhas, that is, Buddhas of Sambhogakaya, or Buddhas 
who are "enjoying" the state of supreme blessedness as the 
result of their long and arduous spiritual training. While 
this is the natural outcome of spirituality, it is no doubt also 
the outflow of the highest truth, depending on which all 
things exist. Was it then for this reason that the Nish
yanda-Buddha came to be translated as 3$$tj$} (pao-fo) as 
well as $£\% (i-fo), and again more literally as fflfffitiffii (so-
liu-fo) ? 

As regards the Vipaka-Buddha, or Vipakastha-Buddha, 
as corresponding to the second of the Kaya Trinity, bare 
mention is made of it in the "One Hundred and Eight 
Questions," and in the "Sagathakam" which may be said 

1 Pp . 28, 34, 51, 56, 215, 269, 361, etc. 
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not to belong to the Lankavatara proper. In the first place 
we have, ' ' What are the Nirmanika-Buddhas ? What are the 
Vipakaja-Buddhas? And what are the Tathata-jnana-
Buddhas? Pray tell me."1 A few pages down2 we read, 
"You have asked me what are the Nirmanika- and the 
Vipakastha-Buddhas, and the Tathata-jnana-Buddhas." 
The following is from the "Sagathakam"3 : "The Vaipa-
kika Buddhas, the Nairmanika Buddhas, all beings, Bodhi
sattvas, and all countries in the ten quarters (140), the 
Nishyanda, the Dharma, and the Nirmana-nairmanika,—they 
all issue from Amitabha's Land of Happiness (141). What is 
told by the Nairmanika-[Buddhas] and what is told by the 
Vipakaja-[Buddhas],—both are the doctrine expounded in 
sutras of the Vaipulya class. You should understand its 
esoteric meaning (142). What is told by sons of the Buddha 
is what the leaders also announce. But the speech of the 
Nairmanika is not [delivered] by the Vaipakika Buddhas 
(143)."* 

In order to show the relation between the Sanskrit 
originals for the various names of the Buddhas and their 
Chinese equivalents variously given in the different transla
tions, they are tabulated on the following page. 

The Nishyanda and the Nirmdna Buddha 
As I said before, the distinction between the Mtila-

Tathagata (or Dharmata-Buddha), -and the Nishyanda-
Buddha (or Vipaka-Buddha) or Nirmana-Buddha is quite 
well defined: for the first is the transcendental substance of 
all the Buddhas and Bodhisattvas, without which nothing 
can exist, nothing can come into existence; for " the Nirmita-
Buddhas are not karma-created (karmaprabhava), and the 
Tathagata is not in them, nor is he anywhere else than with 
them."4 Not 'only that the Nirmana-Buddha derives its 
raison d'etre from the Dharmata, but that the Nishyanda 

1 P . 28. 2 P . 34. 
* P . 283. 4 P . 242. 
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I . The Buddha in His Absolute Essence 

Sanskrit 

Gunabhadra 

Bodhiruci 

Sikshananda 

Dharmata-
Buddha1 

ft ft 

ft m 

« i t » 

Dharma-
Buddha8 

ft ft 

ft ft 

ft ft 

Tathagata-
jnana-

Buddha* 

*D*nft,%#ft 
^N£§»ft 
ft m ft 

JUottSMft 

Maula-
tathagata* 

M * 

m*ta%. 

1&3fcft 

I I . The Buddha in His Derivative Form 

Sanskrit 

Gunabhadra 

Bodhiruci 

Sikshananda 

Dharmata-
nishyanda-

Buddha5 

ft ft ft 

ftftiift 

ftttWfltft 

Nishyanda-
Buddha6 

ft ft 
# ft 

m ft 

Vipakaja-
Buddha7 

#£ft 

» ft 

# ft 

Vipaka-
stha-

Buddha8 

* ft 

m ft 

* ft 

Vaipakika-
Buddha9 

(wanting) 

# ft 

* ft 

I I I . The Buddha in His Transformations 

Sanskrit 

Gunabhadra 

Bodhiruci 

Sikshananda 

Nirmana-
Buddha10 

it ft 

it ft 

mtm (ftft) 

Nirmanika-
(Nairmanika-) 

Buddha" 

ft ft 

it ft 

Sftft Cftft) 

Nirmita 
(-Nirmana, 

-Nairmanika)-
Buddha12 

it ft 

mitim (mitm 
mitta* ami 

1 P . 56, line 10, 14; p. 57, line 8, 13; p. 93, line 10; p. 241, line 7. 
" P . 283, line 6; p. 313, gg. 381 and 382. 
3 P . 28, line 6; p. 34, line 3. 
* P . 16, line 14; p . 242, line 7, 8. Mauna-tathagata in the 

Sanskrit edition. 
5 P . 56, line 14. Sometimes nisyanda. 
8 P . 56, line 8, 11, 14; p . 57, line 8; p. 283, line 6; p. 320, line 1. 
7 P . 28, line 5; p. 283, g. 142. 
8 P . 34, line 2. 
0 P . 283, gg. 140 and 143. 

10 P . 56, line 1 1 ; p. 283, line 6; p . 241, line 7 (-kaya) ; p. 320, 
line 2. 

n P . 28, line 5 ; p . 283, line 6; p . 93, lines 9-10; p . 34, line 2 ; 
p. 283, line 4, 6, 8. 

32 P . 16, line 13; p. 57, line 10; p. 242, line 12, 6; p . 314, line 2 
(pafica-); p. 320, line 1. 
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also is depending upon the Dharmata has already been men
tioned. But as to the differentia of the Nirmana, there is 
some confusion betweSn the latter and the Nishyanda; for 
it is manifestly the work of both Buddhas to discourse on 
the categories of individuality and generality; they both 
belong to the world of relativity.1 What most definitely 
distinguishes the Nirmana-Buddha from any other kinds of 
Buddhahood is his coming in direct contact with the world 
of suffering beings and listening to their fears and anxieties. 
Though it may not be one of his functions to reveal to us 
directly the secrets of the inner realisation, he helps us 
ignorant beings to know where to look for the ultimate 
seat of enlightenment and emancipation. This then we 
may .regard as characteristic of the Nirmana-Buddha. 
"This teaching [by the Nairmanika-Buddha] is occupied 
with the views entertained in the minds of the simple-
minded and does not reveal to them any truth whose nature 
may go against [their understanding], the supreme wisdom 
whereby the realisation of the inner thing is made possible, 
or the blissful enjoyment of a Samadhi."2 

That the Buddha assumes a variety of forms, so trans
formed as to bring all beings into maturity an^ shine in 
glory like the moon in water,3 or like the sacrificial fire,4 

can be gathered from several passages scattered in the Lan
kavatara.5 

In the " Sagathakam,'' however, quite explicit refer
ences are made to the Nirmana-Buddha. "Akanishtha 
Heaven, where no sins prevail, is inhabited by those who-
are always in the practice of non-discrimination, detached 
from the mind and its workings (38). They are in possession 
of the Powers, Psychic Knowledge, and Self-mastery, and 
perfect in the attainment of the Samadhi; and there they 
are awakened into full enlightenment, and here perceived 

1 Pp . 56, 93. s P . 93. s P . 22 f. 4 P . 215. 
5 See, for instance, besides those already mentioned, pp. 72, 142, 

196, etc. 
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as the Nirmita- [Buddha] (39). There are millions of the 
Nirmana [forms] of the Buddhas, they are, indeed, im
measurable, and they are manifested everywhere. The 
simple-minded following them listen to the truth (dharma) 
(40) ." 

Further on we have this: "There is a land and there 
are the Nirmana-Buddhas [teaching the doctrine of] the 
One Vehicle and Triple Vehicle; I never enter into Nirvana, 
[for] the Buddhas know that all is empty and has nothing 
to do with birth [and death] (g. 379). The Buddhas are 
classified under thirty-six, each of which is divided into ten; 
in accordance with the mentalities of all beings, they are 
manifested in all lands (g. 380). While in the world of dis
crimination there is multitudinousness, but in fact no multi-
tudinousness exists. Even so it is with the Dharma-Buddha 
in this world (g. 381). The Dharma-Buddha is the [true] 
Buddha, and the rest are his transformations (nirmitah); 
in accordance with the original nature of beings they are 
seen appearing as Buddhas (g. 382). Discrimination takes 
place because of being misled by delusive appearances; 
discrimination [however] is no other than suchness; the 
appearances do not discriminate [by themselves] (g. 383). 
The Self-nature-[Buddha, svdbhdvika], the Enjoyment-' 
[Buddha, sambhoga], the Transformation-[Buddha, nir
mita], the Further-transformed-[Buddha, pancanirmita], 
and the thirty-six groups of Buddha,—they are the Self-
nature-Buddhas (g. 384) ." 

In these quotations we are able to trace the evolution 
from the Dharmata-Buddha of the Nishyanda- and the 
Nirmana-Buddhas, but as regards the distinctive charac
teristics of the Nishyanda- and the Nirmana-Buddhas, we 
are still kept in the dark. A great deal is spoken of the 
Nirmana Buddha in the sutra, perhaps from his deep interest 
in the affairs of mortal beings. We can almost safely dis
pense with the Nishyanda-Buddha as far as we mortals are 
concerned. This Buddha is evidently enjoying his blissful 
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existence up in Akanishtha Heaven, and enveloped in the 
light of supernatural character he does not seem to be very 
anxious to enter into human affairs. But it is possible that 
he takes upon himself a form of the Nirmana-Buddha when 
we look up to him wishing that the Exalted One might cast 
his pitying eye on us who are in nature not altogether 
different from his former self? Perhaps this is the reason 
why the number of the Nirmana-Buddhas is beyond measure
ment, and why they appear to us in the form in which we 
conceive them to be though each of us does this according 
to the light of his understanding. 

This being the case in all likelihood, we may not wonder 
how the Nishyanda-Buddha came to be designated as above 
quoted as the Buddha of Enjoyment.1 And at the same 
time we can conclude that the conception of the Triple Body 
has not attained its full development in the Lankavatara. 
Inasmuch as the Nishyanda or the Vipaka does not come out 
clearly delineated, while the significance of the Nirmana is 
definitely emphasised to arrest our attention in the perusal 
of the sutra, the Lankavatara must be said to belong to the 
earlier period of Mahayana Buddhism. That the "Saga
thakam" is a later addition to the main text can also be 
inferred in this connection, as it describes the relations of 
the different Buddhas in a more detailed and organised 
manner, and further as it introduces the idea of the 
Sambhoga-Buddha which has not at all been made a subject 
of reference in the sutra proper. 

There is another verse(434) in the "Sagathakam" whose 
meaning is hard to get at but which points to the relation
ship existing between the three Buddhas: in the Sanskrit 
text it reads as follows: 

Desana-dharma-nishyando yac-ca nishyanda-nirmitam, 
Buddha hyete bhavet paurah sesha nirmana-vigrahah. 

This is translated in the T'ang version thus: "Depending 
1 " T h e Sagathakam," g. 384. 
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on the Dharmakaya (fashen) there is the Nishyanda (pao), 
and from the Nishyanda there rises the Nirmanakaya (hui-
shen). This is [or these are] the fundamental Buddha 
(ken-pen-fo), and the rest are all transformed manifesta
tions." The first part of the Wei translation is unintel
ligible, while the latter part fully coincides with the T'ang; 
the unintelligible part reads: &&&$£%, ffi^Mfcit-

The Vipdka-Buddha 

The nature of a Vipaka-Buddha is that of a Nishyanda-
Buddha when this is understood in the sense of a result 
flowing from an antecedent cause, that is, as one of the five 
effects (pancaphala), and not in the sense of something 
secondary which issues out of a more primary substance; 
and the idea is closely connected with the theory of Karma. 
This is not difficult to see, for the theory of Karma always 
requires something resulting from a cause; that is, according 
to it, no act can perish without leaving its effect in one way 
or another. The theory of Karma is another name for the 
law of causation. A deed, whether moral or psychological, 
therefore, once committed in the inner consciousness, or 
by the physical body, will never fail to bring, not only 
on the doer or thinker himself, but upon those intimately 
related to him some result some day, whose value will some
how correspond with the antecedent. Buddhism, thus, has 
developed an elaborate science treating of the law of causa
tion in the moral world. This was the case especially with 
the earlier followers of the Buddha before the Mahayana 
began to develop to its full strength. The Jataka tales 
are compiled wholly with the view of acquainting us with 
practical narratives illustrating the theory of Karma. 

One of the forms in which the theory of Karma has 
impressed its marks in Mahayana Buddhism is the concep
tion of the Vipaka, or the Nishyanda Buddha. The result 
of the moral discipline known as the six or ten Perfections 
(paramitd) which every aspirant for Buddhahood is required 
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to observe, must be visible in some way On the being of the 
Bodhisattva. And as long as a world of individual forms 
(rupaloka) is to be accepted even as an inevitable outcome 
of discrimination (vikalpa), the result of the Buddhist devo
tion must be told, also, under this limitation. Then the 
Bodhisattva ascends to Akanishtha Heaven where his coarser 
body is transformed into a shining one with all the marks of 
an ideally perfect personality. He is then no more a Bodhi
sattva endowed with the coarse physical corporeality 
like ourselves, but an immortal god or Buddha endowed with 
a will-made body (manomayakaya) to which the Lankavatara 
makes frequent allusions. 

There is, however, another conception here entering into 
the make-up of a shining Buddha, which comes from our 
inmost religious yearnings. By this I mean the deep human 
longing for a body of transfiguration. We are not satisfied 
with our corporeal existence, we are all the time oppressed 
by the feeling of imprisonment, our spirit soars away from 
this world of physical limitations, we long forever for a 
manomayakaya (will-body). This physical body does not 
fully express the meaning of the spirit, it deranges, it 
tyrannises. In fact all the religious struggles and aspirations 
we experience in this life are centered on the control of this 
body. Theosophists, Swedenborgians, and the Taoists, and 
the Indian philosophers—they all have the idea of an im
material body which we can assume when we are favoured 
by a divine gift, or when our moral discipline reaches its 
culmination. This is in one sense our longing for immor
tality. We immortalise all the great historical characters, 
for we cannot be reconciled to the idea that their physical 
ending means the end of all that has entered into their 
being. 

The Buddhas' entrance into Nirvana by no means in
dicated the passing of all that belonged to him. His dis
ciples could never make themselves believe that their Master 
was no more with them. The dogma of the Dharmakaya 
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was the inevitable outcome of their psychology as well as 
of their logic. But the Dharmakaya was still too abstract 
and could not give full satisfaction to their deep-seated 
religious longings. These longings so innate to the human 
heart were combined in the case of the Buddhist with the 
doctrine of Karma, and as the result the Vipaka or the 
Nishyanda Buddha, or Pao-shen (^fUtOi came into existence 
in his ideal glorification. Amitabha Buddha, the Lord of 
Infinite Light, who is one of these Pao-shen Buddhas sits 
now securely in his Land of Bliss and Purity, surrounded by 
his worshippers and inviting us poor earthly struggling 
mortals to join him there. 

Between the Vipaka-Buddha and the Nirmana-Buddha 
it will take some more research to ascertain the historic 
priority of the one or the other, whatever we may say about 
the self-enjoyment of the Bodhisattva or Buddha, he could 
not be a Buddha if he would not manifest himself in every 
possible form for the spiritual benefit of all beings. His 
original vow (purvapranidhdna) was to save his fellow-
beings when he attained enlightenment; now that he has 
achieved that end, how can he stay quietly in Akanishtha 
Heaven absorbed in a Samadhi of the highest order and 
enwrapped in the glow 'of supernatural nature ? Even if 
he does not leave his lotus mansion (padmavimdna), he 
ought to despatch, at least, one of his transformation-bodies 
wherever and whenever that is desired by sentient beings. 
Or, to state the case in terms of suffering souls, they must be 
able to approach the Buddha in some way. If the Buddha 
himself is so transcendental and detached from a world of 
individual objects, suffering souls must be allowed to come 
into intimate relationship with his shadow or Transforma
tion-Body, transformed (nirmita-nirmdna) for the sake of 
unregenerate mortals. This is why Avalokitesvara has his 
thirty-three bodies, and why Kshitigarbha his innumerable 
representations. 

Thus, the existence of the Nirmana-Buddha can be 
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understood in two ways: one from the standpoint of the 
Buddha himself, whose loving heart cannot help resorting 
to every possible means of salvation, and the other from 
the standpoint of sinful mortals who desire every possible 
help from a power higher than themselves. This mutuality 
has filled the world with Nirmita-nairmanika Buddhas. 
Wherever we turn we come across one of these trans
formations, and if we are earnest and sincere and long
ing from the depths of the heart, we can see even the real 
Buddha himself in and through them. This is an idea 
pregnant with results both good and bad. When it is not 
judiciously handled, religion becomes a mass of superstition 
and idolatory grows rampant. 

The relation of the three Buddhas to one another may 
be understood in the analogy of an individual person. That 
there is something ultimate making up the reason of this 
individual existence is to be granted, because the very con
ception of individuality is impossible without postulating 
something behind it. This something is variously designated 
in philosophy and religion, and also variously interpreted 
and speculated on. Even the denying of the existence 
of this something is in truth asserting it, for both denial 
and assertion are based on the same principle. We cannot 
escape this, and what makes it thus inevitable for us either 
to assert or deny it is the principle of individuality. This 
corresponds to the conception of the Dharmata, or when 
personified, to the Dhamata-Buddha. 

Now this individual person stands in every possible 
manner of relationship to his fellow-beings, human or other
wise. As Chuang-tzii says, a woman may be regarded by her 
companions as the most beautiful person and as such admired 
and adored and loved. But when she comes near a pond 
and reflects her shadow on water, all the aquatic inhabitants 
will flee away from her as a most dangerous enemy. What 
is one man's poison is another's elixir of life. The same 
individual is not the same at all times to all others. Even 
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a table standing in this room does not look alike to all 
spectators. As it is observed from different angles and with 
different frames of mind the object before them is not only 
physically not of the same size and colour, but psycho
logically not at all of the same value and significance. In 
the case of a living person this variability, temporal and 
constant, reaches its limits. The person himself has not 
apparently changed but he assumes or seems to assume 
different forms to his neighbours. May not this aspect of 
his being be called his Nirmana value ? In spite of all these 
external and relational mutations, the individual has not at 
all changed to his own consciousness. That he is himself he 
at all times knows and he enjoys his personality. This cor
responds to the Vipaka-Buddha, or Sambhogakaya.1 

Every conscious being may thus figuratively or rather 
metaphysically be said to be the owner of the Triple Body. 
In the ease of the Buddha, the doctrine is filled with reli
gious significance and it has played a most important role 
in the development of Mahayana Buddhism. One thing we 
have to notice here is the replacing of the Buddha-trinity 
by that of the Body {haya). That Buddhist philosophers 
have come to talk of the Trikaya instead of Buddhatraya. 
I t is not a matter of mere change of terminology, it involves 
a deeper meaning. The reason is that Kaya has a more 
synthesising value, while Buddha suggests more of indivi
duality. The three different kinds of Buddhahood make 
one think of three different, separate individuals, but the 
Trikaya means one personality with three aspects. In the 
conception of the Triple Body we trace a systematising 
thought. The Lankavatara, therefore, marks a step toward 
this systematisation. 

1 The conception of the Body of Enjoyment is interesting from 
the point of view of karma, for the Mahayana has not ignored the 
effect of karma on the individual life though it teaches in the doctrine 
of Parinidhsina (vows) and Parinamana (transfering of merit) that 
there is a power transcending karma and working towards universal 
enlightenment and salvation. 
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The Triple Body in the Awakening of Faith 
in the Mahayana 

With the author of the Awakening of Faith in the Maha
yana, the theory of the Triple Body assumes a more finished 
form. The following deals with the subject. 

"And again by the functions of Suchness (tathatd) 
is meant that all the Buddha-Tathagatas while they were 
still on the stage of self-discipline awakened great love and 
compassion, practised all the virtues of perfection, and 
embraced all beings making great vows, in which they ex
pressed the desire to emancipate the entire world of beings 
without distinction and exception, nor have they set any 
limit to the number of ages, for their vows reach the furthest 
end of time. They regard all beings as if the latter were 
themselves. Yet they do not assume the form of a 
[particular] being. Why is this so? Because they really 
(yathabhutam) know that all beings and themselves are of 
Suchness; that they both are of the same nature {samata), 
without any distinguishing marks. As they have such great 
Upayajfiana,1 dispelling ignorance, they see the Dharmakaya 
in its original essence, and without being conscious of it, 
perform wonderful deeds, a variety of activities. They are 
indeed like Suchness itself manifesting themselves all over 
the universe, and yet they leave no marks whereby their 
activities can be traced. Why? Because the substance of 
all the Buddha-Tathagatas is no other than the Dharmakaya 
in its pure form of intelligence. There are no parts in 
Absolute Truth that correspond to worldly truths, it has 
nothing to do with [the constraints of] achievement. It, 
nevertheless, benefits all beings, as they catch glimpses of it 
through their senses, and thus we speak of its functionings. 

1 Literally, updyajnana means, "knowledge of means , " which is 
generally contrasted with "knowledge of r e a l i t y " (tattvaJnana). The 
latter sees into suchness of things, whereas the former goes out to a 
world of particulars. The Buddha is provided with both kinds of 
knowledge. 
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' ' Of these f unctionings we distinguish two kinds. What 
are they? The one is dependent on the Individualising 
Mind (vastuprativikalpavijridna) and is perceived by the 
minds of the two-vehicle followers. It is known as Respond
ing Body (ying shen).1 As they do not know that this is 
projected by their Evolving Mind (Pravrittivijfidna), they 
take it for something external to themselves, and making it 
assume a corporeal form, fail to have a thorough knowledge 
of its nature. 

"The second one is dependent on the Karma-conscious
ness,2 that is, it appears to the minds of those Bodhisattvas 
who have just entered upon the path of Bodhisattvahood as 
well as of those who have reached the highest stage. This 
is known as the Recompense Body, 1$L$fr (pao-shen) .3 The 
Body is visible in infinite forms, each form has infinite 
marks, and each mark is excellent in infinite ways, and 
the world in which the Body has its abode is also embellished 
in manners infinitely varying. As the [Body] is manifested 
everywhere, it has no limitations whatever, it can never be 
exhausted, it goes beyond all the conditions of determina
tion. According to the needs [of all beings] it becomes 
visible and is always held by [by them], it is neither de
stroyed nor lost sight of. All such characteristics [of the 
Body] are the perfuming (vdsand) effect of the immaculate 
deeds such as the virtues of perfection and also the 
work of the mysterious perfuming [innate in the Tathagata
garbha] . As it is thus in possession of immeasurably blissful 
qualities, it is called Recompense Body (pao-shen).4 Those 

1 This corresponds to the Nirmanakaya, or the Nirmana-Buddha 
of the Lankavatara. Sikshananda has Hua-shSn (i£M). 

2 By Karma-consciousness is meant the first awakening of con
sciousness whereby all kinds of activities, psychical, logical, and 
physical, are stirred up. 

8 Sikshananda has here 3&ffljl (shou-yung-shen, sambhogakdya). 
His text evidently differed from that of Paramartha. 

4 6ikshananda has here, " I t is also known as Pao-shSn." This 
also is significant, seeing that it was first called Shou-yung-shSn. 
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which are visible to ordinary mortals are of coarser cor
poreality, appearing differently according to which one of 
the six paths of existence a man lives in. These different 
forms conceived by different beings are not of blissful 
character. Therefore, they are known as the Responding 
Body (ying shen).1 

"And again, as the Bodhisattva who has first entered 
upon the path of Bodhisattvaship has a firm faith in the 
truth of Suchness, he is granted to have a partial glimpse 
[of the Recompense Body]. He knows that the forms, 
characteristic marks, embellishments, etc., belong to [the 
Recompense Body], are in their nature neither coming nor 
going, are beyond the categories of determination, that they 
are only visible depending upon the mind and not detached 
Trom Suchness. But in [the mind of] this Bodhisattva there 
is still individualisation as he has not yet entered upon 
the rank of Dharmakaya. When, however, his heart is 
thoroughly purified, he can see things of finer quality, and 
his activity will be more excellent than ever. At the cul
minating stage of Bodhisattvahood, his vision reaches its 
height^; and when the Karma-consciousness is no more, there 
is nothing for him to see; for the Dharmakaya of all the 
Buddhas has no forms, no marks whatever, of which there 
is any possibility of mutual perception. 

" I f the Dharmakaya of all the Buddhas has nothing to 
do with forms and marks, how is it possible for it to manifest 
itself in forms and marks ? 

"Because the Dharmakaya is the substance of all forms, 
it manifests itself in forms. From the very beginning, 
indeed, mind and form are not two, the essence of form is 
knowledge. Because the substance of form is not material, 
it is known as the Knowledge-body (jridnakdya) ; and be-

1 Hua-sh§n, by Sikshannnda. 
s dikshiinanda has this inserted here: " T h i s subtle activity is 

the Enjoyment Body; as there is Karma-consciousness, the Enjoyment 
Body is vis ible ." 
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cause the essence of knowledge is form, it is known as the 
Dharma-kaya,1 which is omnipresent and whose visible forms 
have no limiting conditions. They appear according to the 
mind. In the ten quarters of the world there are innumer
able Bodhisattvas, inumerable Bodies of Recompense,2 

innumerable embellishments; they are all distinct one from 
another, and yet they are not subject to limiting conditions, 
nor are they mutually exclusive. This is beyond the dis
crimination of a discerning mind, for it is due to the absolute 
activity of Suchness."3 

1 In this ease, Dharma is evidently understood in the sense of 
form (rupa) and not in the sense of truth or law. I t stands constrasted 
to jfiana which belongs to the mind. The duality of. Jnana and dharma, 
of mind and form, disappears when it is understood that they are after 
all one, as is stated most emphatically in the PrajnGparamitd: Iha 
sariputra rupam Sunyata, Sunyataiva rUpam, rupanna prithak Sunyata, 
Mnyat&ya na prithagrupam, yadrupam sa Sunyata, yd Sunyata tadru-
pam. 

s Shou-yung-sMn, according to Sikshananda. 
3 This is from Paramar tha ' s Chinese translation. The other "by 

Sikshananda differs somewhat as has been noticed above. The author 's 
translation of the Awakening of Faith in the Mahayana was published 
in 1900 by the Open Court Publishing Co., Chicago, which has, however, 
been out of print for some time. The author is contemplating the 
issue of a revised translation before long. 
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4. THE TATHAGATA 

The Lankdvatdra-Sutra being one of the principal 
Mahayana texts treating of the inner truth realised by the 
Tathagata (pratydtma-vedya-gati-dharmam tathagatanam), 
it behoves us to have some knowledge of the Tathagata him
self, as far as it is given us in the sutra. In fact we already 
know something of him when we have investigated what 
this inner truth is, for it constitutes the very essence of 
Tathagatahood, who would not be himself if he had it not. 
Not only that, his whole life is regarded as to be given 
up to the propagation of Pratyatmadharma. The identifica
tion of the Tathagata with Pratyatmadharma does not require 
any specific proofs as this, indeed, composes the contents of 
the Lankavatara itself. But the Pratyatmadharma alone of 
itself does not make up the whole being of the Tathagata 
who requires something more to move among the ignorant 
and confused and who desires to lead all beings up to the 
same elevation where he himself is. The realm where he 
moves along with his inner revelations (pratydtmagatigocara) 
is, indeed, beyond that of the philosophers and the Sravakas 
and Pratyekabuddhas, as we are repeatedly reminded in the 
Lankavatara, but this self-enjoyment of the blissful Samadhi 
is not what we expect of the Tathagata. He must show some
thing more, he must be more than himself, go beyond his 
inner revelations. This means that he must be a personality. 

As was elsewhere noted,1 a great compassionate heart 
(kripd or karund), is to be awakened in the wise men who 
have seen yathdbhutam into the inner truth of things,2 for 
this is what makes all great souls really living. To be a 
person means among other things to be a living being, to have 
a feeling heart, to live among the ignorant and confused, and 
not to remain isolated in his own intellectual transcenden
talism. So all the Tathagatas of the past, present, and 

1 Pp . 35-36, 214-216, of the present work. 
8 P . 22. 
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future must be endowed with this affection for the world. 
The supreme wisdom (dryajndna) by which they are able 
to realise in themselves the inner truth of things must not 
be merely intellectual; there must be an element of affection. 
This is, indeed, what distinguishes the Mahayana from the 
Hinayana. The reason why the Lankavatara is persistent 
in dwelling upon the mental attitude (gocara) of the Tatha
gata toward the world as in such contrast with that of the 
6ravakas and the Pratyekabuddhas and also the philosophers 
(tirthakara) is that the Tathagata's (or the Bodhisattva's) 
comprises this tenderness for others in spite of his enlighten
ment which transcends the categories of being and non-being, 
of coming into existence and passing out of it. The supreme 
wisdom then distinguishes itself by three marks.1 The first 
is the Nirabhasa, meaning "free from all false appear
ances," "beyond semblance," "shadowless," or "image-
less"; the second is the Buddha's own will and power; and 
the third is the realisation of the inner truth. When these 
three aspects or characteristics of supreme wisdom (drya 
Jnana) are in perfect combination and operate harmoniously, 
a bodhisattva is said to draw near Buddhahood. So we can 
say that supreme wisdom which is the essence of Tathagata 
hood is composed of the will of the Tathagata plus this non-
dualistic understanding. Aryajfiana is Prajiia supported 
by Pranidhana that is, by " the ten inexhaustible vows," 
while the unsupported Prajiia is designated as a lame donkey 
(khanjagardabha) ? When this plase of Buddhist teaching 
is comprehended, we have mastered more than half of its 
secrets. 

What is the meaning of Tathagata? This has been 
much discussed by scholars but so far nothing conclusive 
has been reached. Tathd means " t h u s , " but the question 
is whether to divide tathagata into tathd and gata, or into 
tathd and dgata: In the first case, gata is "gone" or 

1 Pp . 49-50. ' * P . 50. 
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"departed," and in the second case, if it is dgata, it means 
" i s come" or " i s arrived." The Chinese translators have 
adopted the second reading as they have rendered tathagata 

by #n2fc (ju-lai)> but the Tibetans have 

for it. In point of fact it does not matter whether the Tatha
gata is t h e ' ' One thus come,'' or the ' ' One thus gone.'' When 
his appearance in the world is made the centre of interest, he 
is the "One who has thus come"; on the other hand if we 
think more of his disappearance from among us, he is the 
"One who has thus departed."1 The main question, how
ever, with the Mahayanists is this,—Why is he designated 
" t h u s " ? What does this " t h u s " mean? This is what we 
wish to know. 

There is no doubt the tathd is connected with the Maha
yana conception of the ultimate truth as tathatd (suchness 
or thusness) and also with the idea of seeing into the nature 
of things yathdbhutam. When the Tathagata's coming into 
existence and his passing away from it is considered from 
the yathdbhutam point of view, that is, as neither coming nor 
departing, as not subject to the category of being and non
being, his being and his doings may well be characterised as 
having the quality of "thusness." There is no other good 
way of describing them. Hence the appellation, the "One 
who has the nature of thusness in his coming and going," 
that is, the Tathagata. 

In the Diamond Sutra2 we have: "Bu t if, 0 Subhuti, 
there is a man who would say, 'The Tathagata goes, he 
comes, he stands, he sits, or he lies,' that man understands 
not the meaning of what I say. Why ? Because the Tatha
gata is he who goes nowhere and who comes from nowhere. 
Therefore, he is called the Tathagata, Arhat, Fully-
enlightened One (29) ." 

1 The Buddha is also called, Sugata (#8£) "one who has gone 
well." 

2 S.B.E., Vol. XLIX, p. 142. 
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The interpretation of Tathagata as the thusness of 
things (sarvadharmatathatd) is given in the Ashtasakasrikd-
prajndpdramitd-sutra in a most characteristic manner as 
follows: 

' ' At that time the Venerable Subhuti spoke to the Blessed 
One thus: This truth is preached by thee that all things 
are beyond the grasp of the understanding. This truth 
knows no obstruction whatever; there are no signs of obstruc
tion in i t ; being like space no traces are left in i t ; it allows 
no similitude because of its having no companionship; it 
has no equal because of its standing above all opponents; 
it leaves no footsteps because of its never having assumed 
itself; it has never been born because of its being above 
birth and death; it has no tracks to follow because of no 
tracks ever being traced here; [it allows of no idle specula
tion because of its having nothing to do with words and dis
crimination. The Blessed One said to Subhuti: So it is, so 
it is, just as you say.2] 

"Sakra, chief of the gods, Brahman, lord of the world, 
and the gods belonging to the world of Desire and that of 
Form, said to the Blessed One: Subhuti, the noble Sravaka 
and the Elder, is truly the one who is born after the Buddha.8 

Why? Because the truth which he declares, he declares 
indeed in accordance with the doctrine of Emptiness (sun
yata) . 

"Then the Venerable Subhuti said to Sakra and the 
other gods: As to what the gods say about Subhuti the 
Elder's being born after the Buddha, he is indeed such 
because of his having never been born. Subhuti the Elder is 
born after the thusness [or suchness] of the Tathagata, that 
is, one who is thus come. As the Tathagata's thusness neither 
comes nor passes away, so does Subhuti's thusness neither 
come nor pass away. So, indeed, Subhuti's thusness neither 

1 Rajendralala Mitra's edition, pp. 306-309. 
* Added from Hsiian-chuang'a Chinese translation. 
* Anujdta, meaning " a younger brother." 
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comes nor passes away. So, indeed, is Subhuti the Elder-
born after the Tathagata in accordance with the thusness 
of the Tathagata; indeed from the first is Subhuti born after 
the Tathagata in accordance with the thusness of the Tatha
gata. Why? What is the thusness of the Tathagata that 
is the thusness of all things; and what is the thusness of the 
Tathagata as well as the thusness of all things, that is the 
thusness of Subhuti the Elder? Subhuti the Elder is born 
after this thusness, therefore he is the one who is born after 
the Tathagata. And this thusness is no-thusness, and after 
this-thusness is Subhuti born. So indeed is Subhuti the 
Elder the one who is born after the Tathagata. What the 
Tathagata's permanency is, that is the permanency of thus
ness, and by this permanency Subhuti the Elder is the one 
who is born after the Tathagata. 

"As the Tathagata's thusness is changeless, free from 
change, not discriminating, free from discrimination,1 so is 
indeed Subhuti's thusness changeless, free from change, not 
discriminating, free from discrimination. So indeed Subhuti 
the Elder, who is by this thusness changeless, free from 
change, not-discriminating, free from discrimination, is the 
one born after the Tathagata. And as the Tathagata's 
thusness is changeless, free from change, not-discriminating, 
free from-discrimination, nowhere obstructed; so is the 
thusness of all things changeless, free from change, not-
discriminating, free from discrimination, and is nowhere 
obstructed. Why? What is the Tathagata's thusness and 
what is the thusness of all things, that is just one thusness; 
this thusness is not two, is not a duality, it is not a twofold 
thusness; this thusness is nowhere, is from nowhere, and 
belongs to nobody. As this thusness belongs to nobody, so 
it is not two, it is not a duality, it is not a twofold thusness. 
Even so is Subhuti the Elder born after the Tathagata's 
uncreated thusness. What is uncreated thusness, that is in 

1 Haiian-chuang's Chinese translation has one more qualification: 
"moves universally in all things." 
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no time no thusness.1 Since it is thusness that is not thus-
ness in no time, this thusness is not two, is not a duality, 
is not a twofold thusness. So indeed is Subhuti the Elder 
born after the Tathagata. As the Tathagata's thusness is 
everywhere in all things without discrimination, free from 
discrimination, even so is the thusness of Subhuti everywhere 
in all things without discrimination, free from discrimina
tion. So is Subhuti transformed by the thusness of the 
Tathagata, and yet there is no splitting into duality, it is 
not split into two, splitting is not obtainable. So indeed 
is Subhuti the Elder's thusness not different from the thus
ness of all things. What is not different from the thusness 
of all things, that is nowhere not thusness, it is just that 
thusness, the thusness of all things. It is admitted that 
Subhuti the Elder in accordance with the same thusness 
follows that thusness, it is not admitted that his following 
is somewhere , somehow. So indeed is Subhuti the Elder 
born after the Tathagata. 

" A s the Tathagata's thusness belongs neither to the 
past, nor to the future, nor to the present, so indeed does 
the thusness of all things not belong to the past, nor to the 
future, nor to the present. Just so is Subhuti the Elder 
born after this thusness, he is said to be born after the 
Tathagata. Following thusness indeed by the thusness of 
the Tathagata, he follows thusness of the past by the thus
ness of the Tathagata. He follows the Tathagata's thusness 
by thusness of the past. By the Tathagata's thusness he 
follows thusness of the future. By thusness of the future 
he follows the Tathagata's thusness. By the Tathagata's 
thusness he follows thusness of the present. By thusness 
of the present he follows the Tathagata's thusness. By the 
Tathagata's thusness he follows thusness of the past, future, 
and present. By thusness of the past, future, and present, 

1 The sense is: This uncreated and uncreating thusness remains 
so all the time, never losing its absolute identity in spite of its presence 
and activity in all things. 
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he follows the Tathagata's thusness. Thus indeed Subhuti's 
thusness and thusness of the past, future, and present, and 
the Tathagata's thusness—the thusness indeed is not two, it 
is not a duality; so the thusness of all things and Subhuti's 
thusness is not two, it is not a duality. What is the thusness 
of the Blessed One and of one who is becoming a Bodhi
sattva, that is the thusness of the Blessed One who is fully 
awakened in the highest perfect enlightenment. This thus
ness by which the Bodhisattva-Mahasattva is fully awakened 
in the highest perfect enlightenment is designated by the 
name of 'Tathagata.' 

"Now when this discourse on the thusness of the Tatha
gata was going on, the great earth shook in six different 
ways with eighteen great signs: is swayed, trembled, rattled, 
writhed, thundered, just as it did at the time when the Tatha
gata was awakened to the highest perfect enlightenment." 

One of the ways of determining the conception of the 
Tathagata is to know what are the essential constituents 
of Bodhisattvaship, not only after his attainment of an ideal 
Buddhist life but while he is perfecting himself for such life. 
A Bodhisattva is a sentient being whose inherent possession 
is Bodhi, or who is disciplining himself for the realisation 
of Bodhi or enlightenment. He is thus far from being a 
Tathagata, but the difference is that between potentiality 
and actuality, that is, between one who is to be and one who 
is. When we know what the one is aiming at, we can guess 
what the other is after arriving at the goal. 

What are the constituents of Bodhisattvahood ? What 
are the essential qualities of the Bodhisattva? According 
to the Lankavatara,1 he is the one who endeavours: 

1. To get rid of all the perverted views of existence 
(prapanca-darsana) which he has been cherishing since the 
very beginning of time; 

1 Pp. 42^-43; see also pp. 97 ff and pp. 213 ff, of these Studies, 
where the Bodhisattva is described. 
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2. Thereby to liberate himself from the conditions 
of discrimination {vikalpapratyaya), and to rise above the 
net of phraseology woven by erroneous imagination {pari-
kalpita-abhidhdna); 

3. And further to realise that an external world so 
called of particulars is no more than the construction of the 
Alayavijnana; 

4. To attain a mental attitude by which he views 
Nirvana and Samsara as two aspects of one and the same 
fact (samatd) ; 

5. To be furnished with (a) great compassionate heart 
(mahdkarund), and (&) skilful means (updyakausalya) ; 

6. To perform effortless deeds (andbhogocaryd), to 
walk the road of formlessness (animittapatha), to enter 
upon a mental state of non-semblance (cittanirdbhdsa); 

7. To attain the perfection of Samadhi in which things 
are viewed as above all forms of perturbation and as unborn; 

8. To be in the perfection of Prajna, whereby to live 
always in the thusness of things (tathatd) ; 

9. To manifest finally the Buddha-body which, now 
being endowed with the ten Powers, the six Psychic 
Faculties, and the tenfold Self-mastery, is able to assume 
any form at will to visit all the Buddha-lands, and to lead 
all beings to the perception of the truth of the "Mind-only." 

When these are achieved, a Bodhisattva or in fact any 
being is regarded as having reached Tathagatahood. Aside 
from the question, what the Buddha-body or the Tathagata-
body really is—this has partly been discussed in the previous 
chapter entitled "The Trikaya"—we may mention that the 
full attainment of this body takes place in the Akanishtha 
heaven which is the highest of the -Rupadhatu (world of 
form).1 According to this, as long as we are staying in 
this world of desire where we mortals are not able to escape 
the bondage of coarser matter, we cannot attain to the per-

1 This is referred to in several places, for instance, pp. 51, 33, 
56, 215, 269, etc. 
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fection of the Tathagatasya, which is evidently a kind of 
spiritual body able to take on any form as desired either 
by oneself or by others. Hence the conception of the Sam-
bhogakaya and the-Nirmanakaya. 

The treatment of the Tathagata in the Lankavatara may 
be divided under two heads: (1) the Tathagata as he is, 
and (2) the Tathagata in his relation to sentient beings. 
As to the first head much has already been said, and in 
fact, the previous chapter on the relation of Zen Buddhism 
to the Lankavatara may be regarded in a way as an exposi
tion of the inner consciousness of the Tathagata. The fol
lowing quotations which are concerned with the essence of 
Tathagatahood1 are more or less repetitions confirming the 
views already expounded. 

" [The essence of enlightenment] goes beyond all logical 
measurement and the senses; it is neither effect nor-cause; 
it is not intellective, nor is it to be reached by reason; it is 
not qualifying, nor is it to be qualified (79). 

"The Skandhas, causation, and enlightenment—these 
are not seen by anybody anywhere. How can anyone any
where make any assertion [or discrimination] about that 
which is not seen? (80). 

" I t is not something made, nor something unmade; it 
is not an effect nor a cause: it is not the Skandhas, nor no-
Skandhas; nor is it any other composition (81). 

" I t is not to be discriminated as something existing, it 
is not so seen; this something unseen is not to be known as 
nothing, for it is that which constitutes the essence of all 
things (82). 

' ' Something first in being, and there is non-being; noth
ing yet in being, and there is being; therefore, non-being is 
not to be attained, and being is not to be discriminated (83). 

"Those who do not comprehend what is ego and what 
1 Cf. "The Essence of Buddhahood," p. 133 et seq., of the 

present work. 
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is non-ego, get themselves attached to words only. They 
drown themselves in dualism; they are ruined themselves 
and ruin the ignorant (84). 

' 'When they see my doctrine which is liberated from 
all error, they see truthfully, they do not harm the Leader 
( 8 5 ) . m 

When Mahamati asked what constituted Tathagatahood, 
the Buddha answered :2 They are Tathagatas and Buddhas, 
who understand the twofold egolessness, descard the two
fold hindrance (dvarana), keep themselves away from the 
two forms of death (cyuti), and from the two classes of evil 
desires (klesa). Whether they be Sravakas" or Pratyeka-
buddhas, they are equally Tathagatas if they thus qualify 
themselves, and in this respect, the Buddha says that he 
teaches only one vehicle impartially carrying all classes of 
sentient beings. The twofold hindrance to the realisation 
of the inmost truth is the hindrance of evil desires and the 
hindrance of knowledge; we may say, the conative hindrance 
and the intellectual hindrance. The two kinds of death are 
death of discontinuity, and death of mysterious transforma
tion (acintyaparindma). The first is that which takes place 
en a corporal plane and the second is a form of subtile 
transformation proceeding in the consciousness of a higher 
being. By the two kinds of evil desires are meant, (1) 
those that are stirred in us by the agency of ignorance, and 
(2) those that follow from this fundamental evil. 

One of the significant teachings of the Lankavatara con
cerning the discourse of the Tathagata on the truth of Bud
dhism, is its insistence on the distinction between the truth 
itself and an exposition of it. This follows from the Maha
yanis ts attitude toward the use of language in Buddhism, 
which is this, that meaning is to be seperated from words, 
for the latter by no means exhaust the former and there 

1 Pp. 190-191. 
2 P. 140. 
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is always something that is escaping which can never be 
adequately expressed in words. Of course we must use 
words when something has to be transmitted from one person 
to another, but words are mere indication and not the thing 
itself. As the sutra says, we have to resort to the word-lamp 
of discrimination to enter into the inner truth of experience 
which goes beyond words and thoughts.1 But it is perfect 
folly to imagine that this lamp is everything.2 The Lan
kavatara is quite positive about this, for it says: " B y 
merely following words and making discriminating attempts 
to formulate a proposition concerning the truth as it is, a 
man falls straightway into the bottom of hell on account of 
this very proposition.'"3 Again "when the ignorant not com
prehending the secret meaning (sarhdhi) endeavour to take 
hold of the knowledge of existence with words, they find 
themselves hopelessly, like the silk-worm, in a cocoon spun 
by their own false discrimination."4 Thus Mahamati in 
this sutra is always anxious to ask the Buddha concerning 
the relationship between the truth itself and its expression 
in words; for he is convinced that when this relationship 
is made clear, the Bodhisattvas including himself will 
have advanced many steps ahead toward the attainment of 
supreme enlightenment {anuttara-samyak-sambodhi). 

This relationship is known in the Lankavatara as that 
between siddhanta and desana, that is, between realisation 
and instruction in words. "This most excellent realisation 
goes beyond words and letters of discrimination, for it 
belongs to the realm of non-outflowings(anasravadhdtu), and 
is characterised with the inwardness of perception whereby 
one enters upon the stage [of Tathagatahood]. By destroy
ing all the philosophers' erroneous views and evil ways of 
thinking, one shines forth in the light of inner truth. As to 

1 Vag-vikalpa-ruta-pradlpena bodhisattva mahasattvd v&g-vikalpa-

rahitSh svapratydtm&-'ryagatim anupraviSanti (p. 155). 
* See also also p. 105 ff, of the present work. 
8 P . 156, g. 34. 
* P . 163, g. 87. 
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the Tathagata's instruction in words, it is expressed in the 
nine divisions jn which is given the doctrine of non-dualism 
transcending the categories of oneness and otherness, of 
being and non-being, but the main thing in them is to lead 
sentient beings by skilful means to the end after which their 
own believing hearts are striving. 

"There are the truth of realisation and its instruction 
in words, the inner perception and its preaching; those who 
see well into the distinction will not be influenced by mere 
intellection (15). 

" I n the truth itself there are no such discriminations 
as are cherished by the ignorant. In non-being there is 
emancipation, indeed! Why do they not seek it there—they 
that are addicted to reasoning (16) ? 

"When we survey this world of things made, we see 
nothing but a continuation of birth and death; and [the 
ignorant] are nourishing their dualistic views and because 
of their perversion they fail to see [the truth] (17). 

' ' This one alone is the t ruth; Nirvana is not to be taken 
hold of by thinking. The world as subject to discrimination 
is like the stem of a plantain tree, it is maya, a shadow (18). 

"There is no greed, no wrath, no folly, nor even a 
person; from desire, indeed, there rise the Skandhas, they are 
all like objects seen in a dream ( 1 9 ) . m 

This distinction between realisation (siddhanta) and dis
coursing (desana) is repeated further below2 in the sutra in 
almost identical words. The latter is meant for the ignorant, 
and the former for those who earnestly discipline themselves 
in it. The statement that the Tathagata uttered not a word 
since his enlightenment3 refers to the truth of realisation. 

Reference has been already made once (and will be made 
again later—this time more in detail)to the Buddha's teach-

1 Freely rendered, pp. 148-149; these gathas are repeated in the 
" Sagathakam.'' 

* Pp. 171-172. 
* Pp. 143, 144, 240, 194. 
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ing of One Vehicle (ekaydna), in which all the Buddhists 
who see into the truth inwardly realisable are carried, no 
matter to which of the Triple Vehicle they may belong. 
Because of one universal Vehicle, all the Buddhas, Tatha
gatas, and Arhats are now said to be of one nature 
(samatd), and even that they are all one, i.e., of one sub
stance. In the Mahayana sutras allusions are frequently 
made to Buddhas of the past, present, and future, and they 
are an immense number even at present abiding each in his 
Buddha-land, which fills the universes seen and unseen. 
Though the Lankavatara does not make any positive affirma
tion, we can quite reasonably infer that all these Buddhas 
are really one Buddha, revealing himself-in time and space 
and thus mysteriously multiplying himself infinitely, al
together beyond the possibilities of our limited thinking. 
This is the conclusion we naturally come to when the idea 
of Samata (oneness or sameness) is pursued logically.1 

"Mahamati asked the Blessed One, in what secret sense 
speakest thou in the assembly of thy being all the Buddhas 
of the past ? and also in thy former births of thy having been 
King Mandhatri, or the elephant, the parrot, Indisa, Vyasa, 
or Sunetra, on such and such occasions? 

"Said the Buddha: We talk of this in the assembly 
because of the secret teaching of fourfold sameness (samatd), 
that I was in ancient days the Buddha Krakucchanda, Kana-
kamuni, or Kasyapa/ What are these four? (1) Sameness 
in letters (akshara), (2) sameness in words (vac), (3) same
ness in the body (kdyd), (4) sameness in the truth (dharma) 
attained. 

" (1) By 'sameness in letters' is meant that the title 
Buddha is equally given to all the Tathagatas, no distinc
tion being made among them as far as these letters, 
B-U-D-DH-A, go. 

" ( 2 ) By 'sameness in words' is meant that all the 
Tathagatas speak in sixty-four different notes or sounds with 

1 Pp. 141-142. 
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which the language of Brahma is pronounced, and that their 
language sounding like the notes of the Kalavinka bird is 
common to all the Tathagatas. 

" (3) By 'sameness in the body' is meant that all the 
Tathagatas show no distinction as far as their Dharmakaya, 
their corporal features (rupalakshana) and their secondary 
marks of excellence are concerned. They differ, however, 
when they are seen by a variety of beings whom they have 
the special design to control and discipline. 

" (4) By 'sameness in the t ruth ' is meant that all the 
Tathagatas attain to the same realisation by means of the 
thirty-seven divisions of enlightenment." 

That all the Tathagatas are one in the truth they have 
inwardly realised (pratydtmadharmata)1 is readily under
stood, but how are they one in their bodily form? This is 
an important teaching in the Lankavatara. The conception 
of an originally-abiding-essence-of-things (paurana-sthiti-
dharmata)- may help us in this and also of that of the 
Tathagata-garbha. The identification of this Dharmata idea 
and the Tathagata-garbha has not been effected in any ex
plicit manner in the Lankavatara. The relation between the 
thus-identified-somewhat and the Dharmakaya is' not also 
determined to such extent as to permit us to say definitely 
that the Buddha's Dharmakaya is in each one of us, that we 
are manifestations of Dharmakaya, and, therefore, that we 
are Buddhas even as we are, and, finally, that Mind, Buddha, 
and all sentient beings—these are of one essence and nature 
and substance. The Lankavatara is not a systematised 
treatise devoted to the exposition of a definite set of doc
trines, but a mine containing all sorts of metals still in the 
state of ore requiring analysis and synthesis. It is full of 
suggestive thoughts which must have been fermenting at the 
time in the Mahayana thinkers' brains and hearts. The two 
great schools of Mahayana Buddhism, the Madhyamika and 

1 See also p. 143. 
2 P . 143. 
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the Yogacara lie here in an incipient stage of development 
and differentiation. 

While all the Tathagatas are one in the Dharmakaya, 
they may be variously known to various classes of beings, who 
imagine their object of worship to be exclusively their own. 
Indeed, there are so many synonyms for the name Tathagata 
that we cannot begin to enumerate them all. The wise know 
this well, but the ignorant may refuse to acquiesce in this 
way of understanding even after they have been instructed. 
Hence the following remarks in the Lankavatara: 

"Said the Buddha, 0 Mahamati, listen to what I tell 
thee. The Tathagata is not the non-existent (abhava), he 
is not the holder of all that is unborn and undying in all 
things, he is not one who waits for conditions; I declare him 
to be the Unborn One, whose synonym is tl^e Dharmakaya 
who manifests itself as it will. This is beyond the under
standing of all the philosophers, Sravakas, Pratyekabuddhas, 
and those Bodhisattvas who have not yet passed the seventh 
stage. 

" I t ' i s like Indra who is known as Sakra and Puram-
dara (city-destroyer); it is like the word hasta (hand), 
for synonyms of which there are kara and pani; it is again 
like tanu, deha, sarlra, meaning the body; like prithivi, 
ihumi, vasumdhara, meaning the earth; and also like kha, 
akasa, gagana, meaning the sky. Any object may thus be 
known under several names though they are not to be 
adhered to as designating several different objects, each with 
its own irreducible characteristics. No false judgment must 
be formed here. 

" I come into the hearing range of the ignorant in this 
Sahaloka world in hundreds of thousands of three asam-
khyeyas of names; and they talk to me under these 
names, yet they fail to recognise that they are all my own 
appellations. There are some who call me the Self-existing 
One (svayambhuva), the Leader (ndyaka), the Remover-of-
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obstacles (vindyaka), the Guiding One (parindyaka), Bud
dha, Rishi, Bull-king, Brahma, Vishnu, Isvara, the Orig
inator (pradhana), Kapila, the Destroyer (bhutdnta), the 
Imperishable (arishta), Nemina, Soma, Fire, Rama, Vyasa, 
Suka, Indra, the Strong One, or Varuna; there are others 
who know me as Immortality (anirodhdnutpada), Empti
ness, Suchness, Truth (satyata), Reality (bhutata), Real 
Limit (bhutakoti), Dharmadhatu, Nirvana, Eternity (nitya), 
Sameness (samatd), Non-duality (advaya), the Imperishable 
(anirodha), Formless (animitta), Causality (pratyaya), 
Teaching the Cause of Buddhahood (buddha-hetupadesa), 
Emancipation (vimoksha), Truth-paths (mdrgasatyam), the 
All-knowing (sarvajfid), the Conquering One (jina), or the 
Will-body (manomayakaya). 

"While I am thus known in hundreds of thousands of 
three-asamkhyeyas of titles, not only in this world, but in 
other worlds, my names are not exhausted; I am like the 
moon casting its shadow on water, I am neither in it nor out 
of it. Those who know me will recognise me everywhere, 
but the ignorant who cannot rise above dualism will not 
know me. 

"They pay respect and make me offerings, but they 
do not understand well the meaning of words, do not dis
tinguish ideas, the true from the false; they do not recognise 
the truth itself; clinging to words of teaching they er
roneously discriminate that the unborn and undying means 
a non-existence. They are thus unable to comprehend that 
one Tathagata may be known in many different names and 
titles."1 

This infinite multiplicity of names in which the Tatha
gata is known to all beings, though they do not themselves 
realise the fact, betrays the pantheistic tendency running 
through all the Mahayana schools of Buddhism, and at the 
same time leads us to the conception of the Transformation-
body of the Buddha. There is no mystery in the Trikaya 

1 Pp. 192-193. 
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doctrine of Buddhism. If the Buddha is compassionate 
enough to see suffering beings, there is no other way to 
satisfy his heart's desire than that of the dividing himself 
into so many different forms and approaching sufferers. 
The latter, however, may think that they have what they 
want exclusively in the form revealed to their minds. In 
fact the Tathagata is not at all dividing himself; if it seems 
so, it is due to the discrimination of his devotees. The 
Transformation-body is thus a creation on their part, it is 
not an emanation of the Tathagata. I have said that he 
had to divide himself to satisfy his heart, but this is no more 
than a conventional and human way of speaking. There
fore, the sutra compares the activity of the Tathagata to the 
moon reflected in water. The moon is divided into thousands 
of reflections, as many indeed as there are dipperfuls of 
water. This is due to the presence and working of the 
original vows in the hearts of all the Buddhas, and the work
ing is altogether effortless and without any designs; and yet 
how purposeful it all appears! This is one of the principal 
messages communicated in the Lankavatara. We now see 
that the Transformation-body is most intimately connected 
with the Pranidhana of the Buddha, and this Pranidhana is 
the spiritual echo or response to the suffering of beings. 
When sentient beings begin to be conscious of the contradic
tions within themselves, they have an intense desire (dsaya) 
awakened for some sort of unity or harmonisation, which 
may be called emancipation, or enlightenment, or salvation, 
according to the point of view taken of the situation. This 
intense desire thus awakened in the hearts of sentient beings 
cannot remain without calling forth some response some
where, because the feeling is the cry that issues forth from 
life itself, and if there is anything living in the Dharmakaya 
of the Buddha he can never remain in the quiet of Samadhi: 
he must move out of his lotus-seat. This moving-out is, 
in the terminology of Mahayana Buddhism, his Pranidhana 
or vow. The Lankavatara, as one of the Mahayana litera-
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ture, does not forget to touch on this subject. Properly, 
the sutra is devoted to the elucidation of the inner truth to 
be realised within oneself, but to neglect the mentioning of 
the Pranidhana would be a grievous fault on the part of the 
writer. 

The whole significance of the idea of the Pranidhana is 
in short this: ' ' The Bodhisattva also realises the inner truth 
as attained by the Sravakas, but because of his compassionate 
regard for all sentient beings and of his original vows which 
are now astir in him, he has no heart for the bliss of cessation 
(nirodha-sukha) and for the bliss of self-absorption (sama-
patti-sukha).'n The Lankavatara alludes occasionally to the 
ten vows of a Bodhisattva2 which he has made in the be
ginning of his career. They are principally concerned with 
the Bodhisattva and not with the Tathagata; but they may 
be taken at least in their principle as concerned with the life 
of the Tathagata as well. Amitabha's forty-eight vows 
mentioned in one of the Chinese versions of the Sukha-
vaHvyuha-sutra, Akshobhya's vows in the Sutra of the 
Land of Akshobhya, Kshitigarbha's ten vows in the Sutra 
of the Vows of Kshitigarbha, Bhaishajya-guru-vaidurya-
prabhasa-tathagata's twelve vows in the sutra bearing his 
name, Avalokitesvara 's vows in one of the chapters in the 
Saddharmapundarika, etc., are all so many developments of 
this idea of Pranidhana. 

As regards such subjects as the Buddha's power being 
added to his devotees (adhishthana) or its moving them from 
within and enabling them to act in this way or that way 
(prabhava or anubhava), they have been treated although 
somewhat briefly in the previous part of this work, that is, 
pp. 202-205. 

1 P . 58. Cf. also pp. 49, 66, 89, 123, etc., and for further exposi
tion of the subject see pp. 220-235 of the present Studies. 

2 Pp . 277, 214, 161, 123, etc. 
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5. OTHER MINOR SUBJECTS 

Among other subjects which are treated more or less 
briefly and in a detached way in the Lankavatara, the fol
lowing have been selected as important. With these I hope 
the sutra has been explaind somewhat thoroughly as far as 
the main ideas making up the grand fabric of Mahayana 
Buddhism are concerned. I have purposely neglected 
making reference to the Samkhya and Lokayatika views re
futed by the author of the Lankavatara. These are valuable 
when the historical position of the sutra is to be determined, 
which will be attempted later when a complete English 
translation of it is published. I have confined myself in this 
book to the study of such Mahayana thoughts as have 
engaged the attention of the writer of the sutra. He has 
by no means exhausted all the Mahayana doctrines, perhaps 
the sutra was compiled too early for that ; one thing, how
ever, I may mention at this juncture is that one of the ideas 
most distinctive as Mahayanistic has not received the 
slightest attention in the Lankavatara, not even bare mention 
of the term. By this I mean the doctrine of turning over 
individual merit towards attaining enlightenment, or towards 
helping others to do the same thing. That is known as 
Parinamana, transferring of merit. 

Parinamana follows from the conception of Parinidhana. 
In fact, Parinidhana (vowing), Mahakaruna (great love), 
Upayakausalya (skilful means), and Adhishthana (power 
added and sustaining) are all most intimately related ideas; 
when any one of them is awakened and set to work out its 
own consequences, the rest inevitably follow it. The PrajM-
pdramitd-sutras considered to be one of the earliest Maha
yana literature constantly refer to Parinamana, and also in 
the Avatamsaka and in the Sukhavativyuha it is one of the 
characteristic terms. Seeing this, it is strange that the Lan
kavatara is altogether silent about it. 

The subjects to be mentioned below are (1) One Vehicle 
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and Triple Vehicle, (2) The Five Fatal Sins, (3) The Six 
Paramitas, (4) Four Dhyanas, and (5) Meat-eating. 

1. Ekayana (pp. 133 ff) 

The Buddha is often compared to a great physician who 
can cure every sort of illness by skilful treatment.1 As 
far as the science of medicine goes, there is just one prin
ciple which, however, in the hands of an experienced 
doctor finds a variety of applications. The teaching of the 
Buddha does not vary in time and space, it has a universal 
application; but as its recipients differ in disposition and 
training and heredity they variously understand it and are 
thereby cured each of his own spiritual illness. This one 
principle universally and infinitely applicable is known as 
One Vehicle (ekayana), or Great Vehicle (mahayana). 
"My teaching is not divided, it remains always one and the 
same, but because of the desires and faculties of beings that 
are infinitely varied, it is capable also of infinite variation. 
There is One Vehicle only, and refreshing is the Eightfold 
Path of Righteousness."2 

Mahayana and Ekayana are used synonymously in all 
the Mahayana texts. The idea of likening the Buddha's 
teaching into an instrument of conveyance was doubtless 
suggested by that of crossing the stream of Samsara and 
reaching the other side of Nirvana. The Mahayana stands 
contrasted to the Hinayana, and the Ekayana to the Dviyana 
(twofold vehicle). The Dviyana comprises Sravakas and 
Pratyekabuddhas, whereas the Ekayana is meant for Bodhi
sattvas. The readers of the Lankavatara are naturally Maha
yanists who have a penetrating insight into the nature of all 
things, know well the distinction between words and their 
meaning, and lead others to share also properly in the bliss of 
No-form (animitta-sukha) .3 Those of the two Yanas are 

1 P . 204. 
* Based on p. 204, g. 117. 
8 P . 195. 
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indeed free from the thought of an ego-substance known as 
Satkayadrishti, have no doubt (vicikitsa) as to what they have 
realised within themselves, and do not wish for any external 
rewards accruing from their observance of morality (slla-
vrata-pardmarsa) ; but they have not yet reached the realm 
of the inconceivable wisdom which belongs to the inner life of 
the Tathagata;1 and for this reason they have no desire to 
benefit others or to sacrifice themselves for the sake of others. 
They rest in the enjoyment of their Samadhi, for in them 
a great compassionate heart has not been stirred up as is the 
case of the Mahayana Bodhisattva. The latter is a follower 
of the Ekayana. 

Besides this Ekayana and Dviyana, the Mahayana 
sutras generally speak of Triyana, which consists of the 
Sravaka-yana, Pratyekabuddha-yana, and Bodhisattva-yana. 
But we must remember that the Ekayana has really nothing 
to do with the number of Yanas though eka means ' ' o n e " ; 
eka in this case rather means ' ' oneness,'' and Ekayana is the 
designation of the doctrine teaching the transcendental one
ness of things, by which all beings inclusive of the Hina-
yanists and Mahayanists are saved from the bondage of ex
istence. So we have: 

"My Mahayana is not a vehicle, or a voice, or letters; 
nor is it-what may be termed truth, or emancipation, or 
realm of no-shadows. 

"Yet when one is taken into the Mahayana one enjoys, 
the sense of perfect freedom issuing from the Samadhi, and 
one can transform oneself into any form one may wish and, 
adorned with flowers, become absolute master of all things."* 

This is the positive view of Mahayana or Ekayana, and 
from another point of view which has been designated tran
scendental, these assertions concerning the Yana are surely 
conventional, they are for the benefit of the ignorant. 

" I preach the Triple Vehicle, the One Vehicle, and no-
3 Tath&gatacintya-gati-vishaya-gocara. p . 117 ff. 
» P . 137, gg. 1-2. 
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Vehicle, but they are all meant for the ignorant, the little-
witted, and for the wise who are addicted to the enjoyment 
of quietude. 

"The gate of the ultimate truth is beyond the dualism 
of cognition (vijfiapti); when it is abiding in the realm of 
no-shadows, how can there be the establishment of the Triple 
Vehicle?"1 

Further we have: 
"The Vehicle for the Gods, the Brahma-Vehicle, the 

Vehicle for Sravakas, one for Tathagatas, and one for 
Pratyekabuddhas—these Vehicles I preach. 

' ' As long as mind evolves, these vehicles cannot be done 
away with; when it experiences a revulsion (pardvritti), 
there is neither vehicle nor driver. 

" I speak of a variety of vehicles, but there is no real 
establishment of them; I speak of a variety of vehicles in 
order to induce the ignorant. 

' ' There are three forms of emancipation; realisation that 
there is no self-substance in anything, knowledge of same
ness, and the liberation from evil desires. 

"Like a piece of wood drifting in the ocean, tossed about 
by the waves, the Sravaka, weak in wisdom, is tossed about 
by appearances. 

" [The Sravakas] arg indeed disjoined from these out
standing evil passions, but still under bondage to the pas
sions arising from memory (vdsand) ; drunk with the liquor 
of Samadhi, they tarry in the world of non-outflowings. 

' ' For them there is as yet no reaching the utmost limits 
of that world, nor is there any more sliding-back. For him 
who is thoroughly absorbed in Samadhi there is no hope 
even unto eternity for his awakening therefrom. 

"Like a drunken man who is awakened only after the 
effect of the liquor has disappeared, the Sravakas will realise, 
when they are awakened, my body known as the Buddha-
dharma.' '2 

1 P . 65, gg. 131-132. . 2 Pp . 134-145. 
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Lastly, what is the path of the Ekayana? How does 
one realise it? 

"The way to realise the path of the Ekayana is to 
understand that the process of perception is due to discrim
ination ; when this discrimination no longer takes place, and 
when one abides in the suchness of things, there is the 
realisation of the Vehicle of Oneness. This Vehicle has 
never been realised by anybody, by the &ravakas, Pratyeka-
buddhas, or the Brahmans, except indeed by myself. There
fore, it is called the Vehicle of Oneness."1 

Why does the Buddha speak of the Triple Vehicle, and 
not of the Vehicle of Oneness ? This is asked by Mahamati. 
Answers the Buddha: ' 'There is no truth of Parinirvana 
to be realised by the &ravakas and Pratyekabuddhas all by 
themselves; therefore, I do not preach them the Vehicle of 
Oneness. Their emancipation is made possible only by 
means of the Tathagata's guidance, discretion, discipline, 
and direction; it does not take place by them alone. They 
have not yet made themselves free from the hindrance of 
knowledge (jneyavarana) and the working of memory,- they 
have not yet realised the truth that there is no self-substance 
in anything, nor have they attained the inconceivable trans
formation-death (acintyparindmacyuti). For these reasons 
I do not preach the Vehicle of Oneness. I preach the Triple 
Vehicle to the ^ravakas. When their evil habit of memory 
is all purgated, when they have an insight into the nature 
of all things that have no self-substance, and when they are 
awakened from the intoxicating result of Samadhi which 
comes from the evil habit of memory, they rise from the 
state of non-outflowings. When they are thus awakened, 
they will supply themselves with all the moral provision^ on 
a plane which surpasses the state of non-outflowings where 
they have hitherto remained."2 

1 Pp . 133-134. 
2 P . 134. 
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2. The Five Deadly Sins1 

The following five deeds are regarded by Buddhism as 
the worst offences to be committed by its followers: (1) 
murder of the mother, (2) of the father, (3) of the Arhat; 
(4) disturbing the peace of the Brotherhood; and (5) making 
the Buddha bleed with an evil motive. They are called 
the "five immediate or uninterrupted sins"2 because the 
offender is to be subjected to an uninterrupted series of 
tortures in hell. The Lankavatara gives this its opposite 
interpretation as follows: ' ' Who is the mother of all beings ? 
Thirst (or Desire, trishna) which is regenerative and, ac
companied by pleasure and greediness, is the nursing mother. 
The fatherly quality of ignorance (avidyd) causes one to be 
born in the community (or hamlet) of the six houses 
(dyatana-grama). When the root of these two is cut off 
it is called the slaying of father and mother. To extirpate 
completely the passions that pursue a man like a deadly enemy 
and excite him furiously like a poisoned rat—this is the 
slaying of the Arhat. What is the breaking-up of the 
Brotherhood? To destroy completely the root of mutuality 
and solidarity that holds together the five Skandhas—this 
is the breaking-up of the Brotherhood. 0 Mahamati, to 
destroy completely the system of eight3 Vijnanas which 
perceives an external world as constructed on the principles 
of individuality and universality altogether independent of 
mind, and to do this by means of a discrimination which is 
injurious [to the working of the Vijnana system] but which 
is productive of a triple emancipation devoid of the 

1 P . 138 et seq. 2 PancSngjitarQni. 
* I t is significant that Sung has here " s e v e n " instead of 

* ' e igh t . " The eighth Vijnana is the Alaya where a revulsion (parA-
vritti) takes place and consequently a complete change of one's 
spiritual outlook. When the Mahayanists refer to the doctrine of 
mind-only, this mind ultimately means the Alaya, or eighth Vijnana; 
for it is here that memory (v&sana), since the beginningless past, is 
stored up from -which the whole external world evolves. 
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outflowings (andsrava),—this is called an "Immediate' 
(dnantaryaka), because it causes the bleeding of the Buddha-
body of the Vijfianas with an evil motive. 

" 0 Mahamati, these are the inner five "Immediates." 
For those who commit these deeds, be they sons or daughters 
of a good family, there is an immediate realisation of the 
truth. 

"Again, 0 Mahamati, I will tell you about the external 
'Immediates,' so that you and other Bodhisattvas may not 
in the future harbour any doubt about them. By the ex
ternal 'Immediates' I mean those mentioned in the sutras. 
Those who commit those deeds will never have any sort of 
realisation of the triple emancipation (vimokshatraya), 
except those who attain to the realisation by the superadded 
power (aclhishthdna) of the Transformation-Buddha. When 
the Sravaka supported by the power of a Bodhisattva or by 
that of a Tathagata sees others committing deeds of the 
'Immediate' nature, and, wishing to make them abandon 
their evil deeds, so that they will be free from the yoke of 
their errors, is moved to wake them up, he is supported by 
the supernatural power of the Transformation-Buddha1 and 
will attain realisation. But there is- no such realisation for 
those who are simply addicted to the 'Immediate*deeds. But 
he will have realisation (abhisamaya) who, understanding 
the doctrine that all things are no more than the manifesta
tions of mind, abandons the view that there really is a world 
of particulars where the body, property, and the abode, are 
distinguished, cuts himself off from the idea of an ego-

1 The theory of Transformation-Buddha is also illustrated in the 
following classification of the Arhats. " T h e r e are three kinds, (1) 
those who are single-mindedly intent on walking the path of quietude, 
( 2 ) ) those who, disciplining themselves in a life of enlightenment, lay 
up a store of merit, and (3) those*who are forms of the Transforma
tion Buddha. The class one is of Sravakas, but the other two are of 
Bodhisattvas and the transformations of the Buddha who manifest 
themselves in consequence of skilful means derived from their original 
vows and also in order to adorn the assembly of the Buddhas . " (P . 
120.) 
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substance and what belongs to it, befriends good companions 
whenever and wherever they are met who will induce him 
to another world, and is able to release himself from the 
faults of self-discrimination. It is thus said: 

"Thirst is indeed the mother, and ignorance is the 
father, when from the understanding of an objective world 
there rises Buddha-knowledge. 

"The passions are the Arhat, and the five Skandha-
aggregates are the Brotherhood; as these and no other 'Im
mediates' are to be destroyed, here is indeed a set of deeds 
called ' Immediate V 

In this quotation I wish to draw the reader's attention 
to the reference to nirmita-adhishthdna. The term is some
what casually introduced here, but the idea indicated here 
is an important one; for it shows that there has been since 
the early days of Buddhism a notion that not only the Tatha
gata but even a Bodhisattva when he reaches a higher 
state of spirituality is able to manifest himself in a variety 
of forms if necessary for the welfare and salvation of 
all beings. If a Bodhisattva wishes to save a wretched 
drunkard, for instance, he may turn himself into one of his 
companions if he thinks that is the best way to approach 
him and awaken him from the wretchedness of his position. 
For when the Bodhisattva remains in his original purity and 
saintliness, the drunkard may not come within the range 
of his moral influence; like seeks like, and consequently 
drunkards find it easier to associate with one another, they 
hate a mixed society, especially with him who is decidedly 
opposed to them and openly anxious to save their souls. So 
in Buddhism, the Bodhisattva in his apparent transforma
tion puts on the garb of a drunkard himself and mixing 
himself with his bacchanalian friends he awaits a chance. 
Perhaps he may show that he has been regenerated and 
raised to a higher plane of spirituality. His friends may 
now wonder how a drunkard could be so reformed, and so 
on. When this wonderment is once grafted into the con-
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sciousness of his drunkard-friend, the Bodhisattva will re
double his efforts, and, making use of his *'skilful means" 
(updya), see to it that the grafted idea at first occupying 
only an obscure corner of the intoxicated consciousness, a 
former friend of the Bodhisattva, strike root gradually, 
steadily grow, and finally cause a sudden awakening (pard-
vritti) in the soul that was hitherto in a most wretched state 
of spirituality, or rather of non-spirituality. This Bodhi
sattva who in this case has proved to be an instrument of 
salvation is said to be a transformation-body of the Tathagata 
led by his supernatural power (adhishtkdna). The skilful 
means he has resorted to here is technically known as 
samdndrthata (M^- in Chinese), engaging in the same work, 
which is a kind of proletarian morality. The aristocracy 
of saintship cannot penetrate into the depths of an ordinary 
soul, and to understand this a Bodhisattva has to become an 
ordinary character himself. The doctrine of Upaya-kausalya 
("skilful means") is an interesting one in the evolution of 
Mahayana Buddhism. The thought is organically and inti
mately connected with the great compassionate heart that 
constitutes the centre of existence.1 

3. The Six Pdramitds (p. 236 ff) 

This is one of the marks most characteristically dis
tinguishing the Mahayana from the Hinayana. In most 
Mahayana sutras the six Paramitas are stated specifically 
as meant for Bodhisattvas. All the virtues that are meant 
for Bodhisattvahood are included herein, and, indeed, it was 
as the result of the six Paramitas that the Buddha was able 
to gain the grand enlightenment about two thousand and 
five hundred years ago. If he did not practise all these 
virtues to their utmost in his past lives he would never have 
gained an insight into the truth of existence. Pdramita 

1 See also the Saddharmapundartka, Kern'a English Translation, 
p. 410 et seq., where the Bodhisattva Avalokitesvara and his trans
formations are described. 
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may mean either "reaching the other shore," or "perfec
tion." In tne Chinese sutras it is in most cases left un
translated as $&|l3g (pa-lo-mi). 

The six Paramitas are: (1) charity (ddna), (2) moral
ity (slla), (3) patience or humility (kshdnti), (4) energy, 
or strenuosity (vlrya), (5) meditation (dhyana), (6) wis
dom, or intuitive understanding of the ultimate truth of 
things (prajnd). 

The Lankavatara gives three kinds of Paramitas: (1) 
worldly, (2) super-worldly, and (3) super-worldly in its 
highest degree. The worldly kind is practised by worldly 
people who cling to the idea of an ego and what belongs 
to i t ; they are unable to shake themselves off the fetters 
of dualism such as being and non-being, and all the virtues 
they would practice are based on the idea of gaining some
thing material as a reward. They may gain certain psychic 
powers and after death be born in the heaven of Brahma. 
The super-worldly kind is practised by &ravakas and 
Pratyekabuddhas who, clinging to the idea of Nirvana, are 
determined to attain, it at all costs; they are like the worldly 
people who are attached to the enjoyment of egotism. The 
Paramitas that are super-worldly in the highest sense are 
practised by a Bodhisattva who understands that the world 
is dualistically conceived, because of the discriminating mind, 
and who is detached from erroneous imaginations and 
wrong attachments of all kinds, such as mind, form, charac
ters, etc. He would practise the virtue of charity solely 
to benefit all sentient beings and to lead them to a blissful 
state of mind. To practise morality without forming any 
attachment to the condition in which he binds himself— 
this is his &ila-paramita. Knowing the distinction between 
subject and object, and yet quietly to accept it without 
waking any sense of attachment or detachment, this is the 
Bodhisattva's Kshanti-paramita. To exercise himself most 
intently throughout the night, to conform himself to all the 
requirements of discipline, and not to evoke and discriminat-
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ing mind—this is his Virya-paramita. Not to cling to the 
philosopher's view of Nirvana and to be free from discrim
ination—this is Dhyana-paramita. As to Prajfia-paramita, 
it is not to evoke a discriminating mind within oneself, nor to 
review the world with any kind of analytical understanding, 
not to fall into dualism, but to cause a turning at the basis of 
consciousness. It is not to destroy the working of a past 
karma, but to exert oneself in the exercise of bringing about 
a state of self-realisation. This is Prajfia-paramita. 

4. The Four Dhydnas (pp. 97 f) 

The classification of Dhyana under four heads has been 
treated previously in my Essays in Zen Buddhism,1 and I 
will not repeat it here except to quote the gathas which 
appear after the prose. 

"There is (1) Dhyana that surveys the meaning, -(2) 
Dhyana practised by the ignorant, (3) Dhyana depending 
on suchness, and (4) the Tathagatas' pure Dhyana. 

"The practiser (yogin) may see [while in meditation] 
something in the shape of the sun or moon, something like a 
lotus-flower, or like the lowest region; he may see something 
resembling the sky, or fire, or a picture, or something heaped 
up (punjdnl). 

"Al l these forms, a variety of things, but lead the yogin 
to the path of the philosophers, and make him fall into the 
realm of Sravakas and Pratyekabuddhas. 

"When all these are abandoned and he is in the state 
of no-shadows, all the Buddhas will come together from their 
lands and with their shining hands anoint the head of the 
blessed with unguents; his [mental] state is in full con
formity with suchness (tathatd)."2 

Further down there is another statement concerning 
the attainment of the Dhyanas: 

1 Series I, p. 81 et seq. 
8 P. 98. 
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4 'All the Dhyanas, Apramanas,, Arupas, Samadhis, the 

Cessation of Thought,—all these are mental constructions, 
nothing of the sort is really attainable. 

"The fruit resulting from the life of a Srotapanna, of 
a Sakridagamin, or of an Anagamin, or of an Arhat—all this 
is mental confusion. 

"The Dhyana practised, Dhyana itself, and the subject 
of Dhyana, the abandonment, the seeing of the truth,—all 
this is discrimination; he who understands is. released."1 

5. On Meat-eating (p. 244 et seq.) 
The motive for having this chapter appended to the 

Lankavatara, when it has no organic connection with the 
text proper, seems to lie in a passage towards the end. Ac
cording to it, the Buddha evidently dislikes the idea of being 
thought of as the one who has permitted meat-eating among 
his followers. He says, there may be some unenlightened 
followers of mine after my death, who, not 'knowing the 
spirit of my teaching and training, may wrongly conclude 
that I allowed them to eat meat and that I myself ate it. 
This would be disastrous. For how can those who are abiding 
in a merciful heart, disciplining themselves-in asceticism, 
and trying to follow the path of Mahayana, tell others to eat 
animal food? Indeed, I have elsewhere given rules as to 
the eating and not eating of meat; ten rules for avoiding and 
three rules for accepting it. But in this Lankavatara as 
well as in the Hastikakshya, Mahdmegha, Nirvana, and 
Angulimdlika sutras, meat-eating is absolutely forbidden. 
Not only in the past, but in the future and now, all my 
followers are to shun animal food no matter how it has been 
prepared. If there is any one who would accuse me of 
eating meat myself and allowing others to eat it, he will 
surely be born in an undesirable region. Holy people 
refuse to eat even the food of ordinary people, how much 
more so with meat-eating! Their food is the food of truth 

1 P. 121. 
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(dharmdhdra), the Tathagata's Dharmakaya is supported by 
that.1 

According to this, there must have been the accepting of 
meat-food among the followers of Buddhism in the time 
when the Lankavatara was compiled. Evidently, the Bud
dha did not object to their eating it if the animal was not 
especially killed for them. This caused unfavourable com
ments among the other religions, for instance, the Lokayatas,2 

and the Buddhists naturally did not like them, and this 
must have started the new effort to prohibit meat-eating 
altogether among the Mahayana advocates. 

The following are the reasons for not eating animal 
food as recounted in this sutra: 

(1) All sentient beings are constantly going through 
a cycle of transmigration and stand to one another in every 
possible form of relationship. Some of these are living at 
present even as the lower animals. While they so differ 
from us now, they all are of the same kind as ourselves. 
To take their lives and eat their flesh is like eating our own. 
Human feelings cannot stand this unless one is quite callous. 
When this fact is realised even the Rakshasas may cease 
from eating meat. The Bodhisattva who regards all beings 
as if they were his only child cannot indulge in flesh-eating. 

(2) The essence of Bodhisattvaship is a great compas
sionate heart, for without this the Bodhisattva looses his 
being. Therefore, he who regards others as if they were 
himself (sarva-bhutdtmabhuta), and whose pitying thought 
(kripdtma) is to benefit others as well as himself, ought 
not to eat meat. He is willing for the sake of the truth to 
sacrifice himself, his body, his life, his property; he has no 
greed for anything; and full of compassion towards all 
sentient beings and ready to store up good merit, pure and 
free from wrong'discrimination, how can he have any long
ing for meat? How can he be affected by the evil habits 
of the carnivorous races ? 

1 Pp . 254-256. * Cf. p. 244. 
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(3) This cruel habit of eating meat causes an entire 
transformation in the features of a Bodhisattva, whose skin 
emits an offensive and poisonous odour. The animals are 
keen enough to sense the approach of such a person, a person 
who is like a Rakshasa himself, and would be frightened 
and run away from him. He who walks in compassion 
(maitri-vihari), therefore, ought not to eat meat. 

(4) The mission of a Bodhisattva is to create among 
his fellow-beings a kindly heart and friendly regard for 
Buddhist teaching. If they see him eating meat and caus
ing terror among animals, their hearts will naturally turn 
away from him and from the teaching he professes. They 
vill then lose faith in Buddhism. 

(5) If a Bodhisattva eats meat, he cannot attain the 
end he wishes; for he will be alienated by the Devas, the 
heavenly beings who are his spiritual sympathisers and pro
tectors. His mouth will smell bad; he may not sleep 
soundly; when he awakes he is not refreshed; his dreams are 
filled with inauspicious omens; when he is in a deserted place, 
all alone in the woods, he will be haunted by evil spirits; 
he will be nervous, excitable at least provocations; he will 
be sickly, have no proper taste, digestion, nor assimilation; 
the course of his spiritual discipline will be constantly inter
rupted. Therefore, he who is intent on benefitting himself 
and others in their spiritual progress, ought not to think of 
partaking of animal flesh. 

(6) Animal food is filthy, not at all clean as a nourish
ing agency for the Bodhisattva. It readily decays, putrifies, 
and taints. It is filled with pollutions, and the odour of it 
when burned is enough to injure anybody with refined 
taste for things spiritual. 

(7) The eater of meat shares in this pollution, 
spiritually. Once King Simhasaudasa who was fond of 
eating meat began to eat human flesh, and this alienated the 
affections of his people. He was thrown out of his own 
kingdom. Sakrendra, a celestial being, once turned himself 
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into a hawk and chased a dove because of his past taint as 
a meat-eater. Meat-eating not only thus pollutes the life of 
the individual concerned; but also his descendants. 

(8) The proper food of a Bodhisattva, as was adopted 
by all the previous saintly followers of truth, is rice, barley, 
wheat, all kinds of beans, clarified butter, oil, honey, molasses, 
and sugar prepared in various ways. "Where no meat is 
eaten, there will be no butchers taking the lives of living 
creatures, and no unsympathetic deeds (gataghrind) will 
be committed in the world. 
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Akanishtha (-bhavana), 208, 324, 327, 329, 331, 332, 346,'fe9£ 
H : ^ ffiMWftl^l Akanishtha literally means "not the 
least" or ' ' not the smallest,'' and the heaven so designated 
is regarded as situated at the highest end of the Rupa-
dhatu or Riipaloka, the world of Form. According to 
Dr. Unrai Wogihara (Mahdvyutpatti, "Notes ," p. 306), 
aka must have been originally agha, and agha ordinarily 
means "ev i l " or "pa in , " but Buddhists understood it in 
the sense of form, perhaps because pain is an inevitable 
accompaniment of form. Hence the Chinese "fe^iH, that 
is, the limit or end of form. In the Lankavatara (28— 
7,8), we have: Kamadhatau katham kena na vibuddho 
vadahi me, akanishthe kim artham tu vltarageshu bu-
dhyase. StffifcSt*. ' * J f f i ^ i E « , f m f t S E I t KJfe&S 
IS(T) . The idea that the Bodhisattva attains his supreme 
enlightenment when he is reborn in the Akanishtha Heaven 
and not while he is on earth, i.e., in the world of Desire 
{kamadhatu), recurs throughout the Lankavatara. Kama
dhatau tatharupye na vai buddho vibudhyate, rupadhatv-
akanishtheshu vltarageshu budhyate ("Sagathakam," 

774), '&RRm&, *&*&«, &&%%^ wmmm. 
(T). So long as we have desire (rdga) based on egoistic 
impulses, we are barred from really spiritual realisation; 
and when we have it, we are no more in this world of 
Desire where existence is too deeply tinged with indivi
duality. The Sambhogakaya, therefore, belongs to the 
heaven where form or individuality reaches its utmost end 
as the spirits here are no more bound by the mutually 
exclusive sense of a bodily existence. Does the belief in 
the attainment of Supreme Enlightenment upon one's be-
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ing reborn in the Pure Land come from this notion of the 
Akanishtha Heaven? For references in the Lankavatara 
see pp. 28—7, 8; 33—15,16; 51—8; 56—9; 215—14; 269 
—4; 361—6. Akanishtho virajate, 324, &$t%ffil$&, That 
this Heaven is filled with brightness is natural, seeing that 
form obstracts and excludes while light intermingles, and 
the Akanishtha is the abode of Shining Buddhas and 
Bodhisattvas. 

Akshara, 109, 3 t ^ , word, letter, syllable. Tattvam hy ak-
sharavarjitam (48—12), JMfSHSt^CT), "The truth is 
detached from letters." Niraksharatvat tattvasya (190— 
6), M'MZ.feMlC^WciT), "because of the truth being 
detached from letters." Na ca mahamate tathagata 
aksharapatitam dharmam desayanti (194—3), ;̂ C§§;#n2jS^> 
t M I ^ C ^ & t T ) , "The Tathagatas do not preach the doc
trine that has degenerated into mere words." Akshara-
samata, 351, ^•2f^, sameness of letters. 

Acala, 78, 225, 262,^®jife, immovable, the eighth of the ten 
stages of Bodhisattvahood. When the Bodhisattva reaches 
here, he gets rid of discrimination and has a thorough 
understanding of the nature of existence, realising why it 
is like maya, etc., how discrimination starts from our 
innate longing to see existence divided into subject and 
object, and how the mind and what belongs to it are stirred 
up; he would then practise all that pertains to the life of 
a good Buddhist, leading to the path of truth all those 
who have not yet come to it. This is the Bodhisattva's 
Nirvana which is not extinction. See above, p. 215. 

Acitta, 201, 283, ̂ 0 , no-mind, beyond mentation; Acittata 
or acittatva, 284, 286, ^<Ci>, no-mind-ness. Such abstract 
terms as these are frequently met with in the sutras belong
ing to the Prajfiaparamita class of Mahayana literature. 

Acintya, 146, 201, 317, /FMIti, beyond mentation; Aeintya-
jfiana, 208, >fcj&5|i^, knowledge or wisdom that is beyond 
the understanding, that is, ^Bl>WiJi&ffiim%fc ^MMR* 
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(acintyajndnajinagocaravishaya); Acintyaparinamacyuti, 
212, 348, 361, ^Mft£§§jl£E, death of mysterious trans
formation or inconceivable transformation-death. This 
has nothing to do with corporeal existence. It happens 
only to such spiritual beings as Bodhisattvas; Acintyavasa-
naparinama, 178, ^M^WiWMk> mysterious transformation 
that takes place within the mind (citta), making it com
prehend an external world of particular objects. 

Ajata, 227, 7£>QL, not born. 
Ajnanakarmatrishna, 167n, fg§[$J*M'$t, ignorance, karma, 

and desire—the three motive powers that keep the present 
world a-going. Ajnanatrishnakarmadih sariikaladhyat-
mikobhavet (203—14), i S g f l l W H & f l t J f t ^ J ^ (T'ang). 
' ' Ignorance, desire, karma, etc. are the inner fetters.' ' (See 
also 68—11, 177—18). Bhagavan apyajnanatrishnakarma-
vikalpapratyayebhyo jagata utpattiih varnayati (197—14, 

15), ii&famk®$tn%n&#£ffikjii (sung). "Ac-
cording to the Buddha, too, the world rises from such 
causal combinations as ignorance, desire, karma, and dis
crimination. ' ' 

Atyantaprakritiparisuddhi, 180n, ^ i lL il fptfP; Tathagata-
garbhah prakritiprabhasvaravisuddhah (77—15), jn0fc.$£, 
tt$£®fc£1faW. That the original essence of the Garbha is 
pure and transparent, means that it is absolutely neutral 
and transcends all the logical categories that are derived 
from the dualism sf subject and object. This is Suchness, 
the state of being unborn. 

Advaya, 123n, 354, &£Z1 or ^ H , non-duality; Advaita, 166, 
287, 7£>ZL or &£n, non-duality. 

Adhigamavabodha, 273, Hi£u, realisation. 
Adhipatiphala, 323, if'.fcjfe, one of the Pancaphalani; see 

under Phala. 
Adhishthana, 79, 203 ff, 356, 363, 365, Mlfttl, or )$M41J> 

the spiritual power of the Buddha which is added to a 
Bodhisattva and sustains him through his course of dis-
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eipline. This is one of the conceptions peculiar to Maha
yana Buddhism. Amitayushas tathagatasya purvaprani-
dhanadhishthanena (Sukhdvativyilha, 55—14), $&M#fHft> 
fjHi^JJ'i'C, %MJ3lk (Samghavarman). "Owing to the 
sustaining power of the original vows made by the Tatha
gata Amitayus.' ' Asraushid ravano tathagatadhi-
shtMnat (2-io),mmMmmiMmmm. 

Anagamin, 268, PBT2H$1t" (^M), one who returns not. Ana-
gamiphala, 148, ffiffll^g: (^M$k), the state of not-return
ing. One of the f our*' fruits " of the Buddhist ascetic life 
(fJ?P*j sramana), which are: 1. Srotaapanna, MfifcM (^tt 
$£), he who has entered upon the stream; 2.'Sakridagamin, 
^JfPEllr (—3^), he who returns once to this life; 3. Ana-
gamin, fflffli*? (^JH), he who never returns; and 4. Arhat 
j§tvH> he who has attained the highest end of the Buddhist 
life. 

Anabhinirvritti, 227, 4$^g, not rising. 
Anavabodha, 274, ^ - ^ , not knowing. Vastusvabhavabhi-

nivesah svacittadrisyamatranavabodhat pravartate (100— 

4,5), m&mmig%, &*A&ito$ifrm& cs); w*tt 
f»ftat tff i*5F«i 'C,>M3S4fe*5 (T) . "One's attachment 
to the self-nature of realities takes place owing to one's 
not knowing the truth that what is presented [as an ex
ternal world] is no more than the mind itself." Observe 
how variously vastusvabhava here is translated by the 
Chinese translators. 

Anabhasa, sometimes Nirabhasa, 168, $ £ | ^ , ^ ^ , ftfcjg, 
See also Nirabhasa. 

Anabhoga, 43, i&^ffl, ^ ^ r W (Sung), effortless, purpose
less, not being aware of conscious strivings. Anabhoga-
purvapranidhanavisvarupamanisadr isavishayananta-
lakshanapracaram (89—6,7), JgJLM$)B&Jgg jjj&, jmim 
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%-$&i&ftifr (S) • ' ' Owing to the original vows which have 
no purposeful motives, he manifests himself like a many-
coloured gem in all possible conditions and with infinite
ly varied signs." Anabhogacandrasuryamanimahabhuta-
carya gatigamah (161—1,2), &2/Ggfr> 3£0£0Jg,E9;*C 
(S); miam^Bnmm> tamn (w>; £xm*hm, mm 
mt> %wmm> nnnmm&-fo^m m. "Their 
course of life is purposeless like the moon, the sun, the 
gem, and the four elements." Anabhogacarya, 99, 216, 
222, 346, Jg^lJBfiS teffi&ft, purposeless deeds, a life 
free from conscious strivings. One of the very significant 
conceptions of Mahayana Buddhism. 

Anasrava, 276, $£Hi, non-flowing. Asrava i'&Wi) is some
thing which oozes or flows out of the mind and spoils 
generally the upward career of the Buddhist life; to get 
rid of this is the aim of the ascetic discipline. The four 
principal poisonous outflows are: lust (kdma), clinging to 
life (bhdva), speculation (drishti), and ignorance (avi-
dyd). Anasrava is a state free from these impurities. 
Anasravadhatu, 349, 360, fffi$§Jjf?., realm of non-outflow-
ings. 

Animitta, 97, 259, 287, 954, l^^g, formless, no-form devoid 
of appearances. It is generally used in connection with 
sunyata and apranihitam. Animitta —nirabhasa. Animitta-
patha (or animittadhishthana), 346, |ffi;ft]il, $&fgjB, path 
or abode of formlessness; Animittasukha, 358, 4g£j|3l?§, 
bliss of formlessness. Svatmanam ca samyaganimittasuk-
hena prinayanti paramsca samyanmahayane pratishthapa-
yanti (195—7,9), « ] t l £ A l E « B i & ffog^^ ¥ W c 

(T) . "They will thus make themselves properly enjoy 
the bliss of formlessness and also make others properly 
abide in the Mahayana." 

Anirodha, 354, ^ ^ 8 , not subject to destruction; Aniro-
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dhanutpada, 292 ff, 354, ^SS^F^fe, immortality, being 
above birth and death. 

Anishthita, 227, ^ ^ , not extinguished. 
Anujata, 342n, I§§^, born after. Yatha tathagatatathata 

'nagata 'gata evam hi subhutitathata 'nagata 'gata, evam 
hi subhutih sthavirastathagatatathatam anujatah (Praj. 
p. 307—1,2); jea?i£&imm%iM=Jz> # $ : * £ , wk&imifc 
m#lte&> * t e ^ ^ » &cW$imim7££. (Hsiian-chuang); 
taimmimyfm^^ £$&ftf. # ^ B ^ , # * # * * , & 
&S:^Wf§Ri#n3$S^fe (Kumarajiva). For the English 
translation see The Studies, pp. 242 f. 

Anuttara-samyak-sambodhi, 206, 287, 349, p J f U ^ l l H ^ H 
i f Hi, ISLhjE^lEJI , the supreme enlightenment realised 
by the Buddha. 

Anutpatti, 141, ^F^fe, no-birth. 
Anutpattikadharma, 228n, &^&, the eight. The eight 

ways in which the conception of no-birth is' established 
are as follows: adau tattve 'nyatve avalakshane svayama-
thanyathabhave, samklese 'tha viseshe kshantir anutpatti-
dharmokta (Sutrdlamkara, xi, 52), fcl&lkM'M, W$lk& 
#B> &$&&1&M> $kt?^m/\ (Prabhakaramitra). (1) 
Things (dharmas) have never been born because the ideli 
of birth-and-death does not obtain in reality. (2) From 
that which precedes there is that which follows, and there 
is no difference between antecedents and consequents, and 
no absolute beginning can be assigned to anything. (3) 
If anything is already here nothing else can take its place 
unless we assume an independent origin, which is impos
sible. (4) The notion of self-substance comes from the 
imagination which is not based on reality. (5) Because 
of relative dependence (paratantra) we assume natural 
origin, but in reality there is nothing that can be called 
self-substance. (6) The absolute oneness of perfect know
ledge (parinishpanna) excludes the idea of otherness. 
(7) When the knowledge of complete destruction (Jcshaya-
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Jnana) is realised there is never again the assertion of evil 
passions. (8) In the Dharmakaya of all Buddhas there is 
perfect unity, and no differentiating individuation. When 
this eightfold notion of no-birth is realised one attains the 
recognition of the birthlessness of all things. 

Anutpattikadharmakshanti, 75,107,125,126n, 211, 226, 227f, 
287, 298, $&£j£i&. This is the recognition that nothing 
has been born or created in this world, that when things 
are seen yathabhutam from the point of view of absolute 
knowledge, they are Nirvana itself, are not at all subject 
to birth-and-death. In this connection Kshanti seems to 
be somewhat differently understood from when it is used 
in opposition to Jnana as in the Abhidharmakosa. The 
Mahayana Kshanti is an independent notion, and final 
as far as its spiritual value is concerned, for when one 
gains Anutpattikadharmakshanti one has realised the 
ultimate truth of Buddhism. The attainment of this 
Kshanti is adhigama, realisation (12—10). 

Anutpanna, 166, 227, iBl̂ fe, unborn. Anutpannasvabhavah, 
122, g f i ^ fy^ . If there is anything to be called self-
substance, it cannot be subject to birth-and-death. 

Anutpada, 34, 43, 94n, 96, 123n, 168, 239, 283 ff, >££, no-
birth. Anutpadam sarvadharmanam, ^^fe^f^fe. Anut-
pado nirvanam, 295, JM^^^^c.> Nirvana means no-birth. 
(Anything that is subject to birth and death is not Nir
vana.) 

Anupalabdhya, 306, ^F^T^§, unattainable, unknowable; 
Anupalabhyamanatva, 286, ^"SJ"#, unknowability. Bha-
vasvabhavalakshanasattvat sarvadharma nopalabhyante 

(H5-16,17), m-mm^mm^ w # & (T), "AH 
things are beyond the reach of knowledge because there 
are no such things as self-substance and its outward signs.' ' 
Cittamatravinirmuktam brahmadir nopalabhyate (210— 
1), m&1&fo%, —$K%3^£) >P*T# (T) , "Apar t from 
the Mind-only such notions as Brahma, etc. are not to be 
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known." 
Anubhava, 203, 356, WL%$J3> t$tl' $33, Buddhanubhavena 

utthayasanat (22—2,3),fc{%mil'i&]Mffi&, "Having 
risen from his seat through the power of the Buddha.' ' 

Anulomikikshanti, 126n, #HJI[ftJS>, Kshanti of obedience. 
Anuvyaiijana, 352j ( A i ' ) l ^ ^ - , secondary marks of excel

lence which are reckoned eighty. For detail see the 
Mahdvyutpatti, xviii. 

Anyonyahetuka, 191, S U H mutuality; Dve 'pyete 'bhinna-
lakshane 'nyonyahetuke (37—18), J i t — I ^ M ^ S ^ ® -
"These two have no differentiating marks, they condition 
one another." 

Aparapraneya, 73, 202, ^f^^Htfe, not depending upon 
another. Svapratyatmabuddhya, vicarayatyaparapraneyah 
(133—10,11), £ ^ t ^ f ^ & i H & (S). "Not depending 
upon another he reflects with his own intelligence." 

Apavada, 157, 165, 180, 247, WtW, controversy, refutation. 
Kudrishtisamaropasyanupalabdhipravicayabhavad apava-
do bhavati (71—6, 7), ^ f t ^ i M ^ ^ , 3fc*nF& *W 
MM>^fePI$(T). " A controversy takes place when the 
impossible nature of a proposition based on wrong views 
is not clearly comprehended." 

Apracarita (-sunyata), 288, Jfilf? ( ^ ) , Emptiness of non
action, one of the seven Emptinesses. 

Apratishthita, 95, MBf&, not-abiding. This idea of not 
abiding anywhere is more in evidence in the Prajndpdra-
mitd Sutra than in the Lankavatara. =anabhinivishta, 
=anabhoga, =apranihita, etc. 

Apratisamkhyanirodha, 264, 293, ^Hs&S, annihilation taking 
place without premeditated efforts. One of the three 
Asamskri tas( i£ | | ) . 

Apranihita, 138, 141, 259, 287, 4jffi, being without con
strained efforts. One of the three Vimokshas. 

Apramana, 39, 148, 368, MM, immeasurable. Apramanani, 
126n, {Z9&Ubt>; the "four virtues of infinite greatness" 
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are (1) maitri$&, (2) karund $£, (3) muditd^, and (4) 
upekshd %. 

Apravishtam, 110,7EA, not entered. Udakaeandra ivapra-
vishtanirgatam (193—5), imikfyR ^ A ? F U ± J (T), "like 
the moon on water, which is neither in it nor out of i t . " 

Apravritti, 127, 227, ^ ^ , not changing, not taking place. 
Apsara, 69, 70, Mic. 
Abhava, 103, 269, 305, 353, ftfi, non-reality. Abhavasva-

bhava, 227, lacking in self-substance. ISH^^fe , (S iksa
nanda), $&0f#$£, (Kumarajiva). 

Abhijiia, 39, 66, 97, 150, 210, 7 ^ 5 1 , six supernatural 
faculties. In the Lankavatara these are generally found 
together with the tenfold self-control (vasita) and the ten 
powers (bala) as possessed by a full-fledged Bodhisattva. 
The six Abhijnas are. 1. Divyam cakshus, divine sight, 
5^ BUM; 2. Divyam srotra, divine hearing, 3 £ I p ! i ; 3. 
Paracittajiiana, the faculty of reading others' thoughts, 
ftfe'C^aS.; 4. PurvanivdsdnusmritiJnana, the faculty of re
membering one's former abodes or lives, fiJ-iiHiL; 5. Rid-
dhividhiJnana, the knowledge that transforms one's modes 
of life at will, #n^JCiiL; 6. Asravakshayajndna, the know
ledge that destroys the evil outflows (impurities), $|||!3jl-

Abhidhana, 133, ^ " g , naming. Abhidhanavinirmuktam abhi-
dheyam na lakshyate (187—2), ^M^Mm, K ^ B W 
(T), t ^ f t , 7fpm%mi& (S), 8imim&, mst**; 
# ( W ) . 

Abhidheya, 133, i | , meaning. 
Abhidheyavikalpa, 111, JjffffefrS'J, wrong discrimination re

garding what is described; one of the twelve subjects of 
wrong discrimination (vikalpa). 

Abhinirhara, 79, ff, (3I$£). 
Abhinivesa, 105, 128, 200, ^t^ff, attachment. Abhinivesa-

samdhi, 113, ?fjs|to, close attachment. Aparimito mahamate 
sarvadharmanam yatharutarthabhinivesasamdhih (161— 
lo-n), *ji, »—ym, jams, mmmm&mM^. 
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(T); mm-wmm, umwm> nmmm cs); -wmm> 
^ 9 ^ ^ | 0 ^ B ^ - - . . ( W ) . "Innumerable, 0 Mahamati, 
are signs of close attachment to the world by taking letters 
as exactly corresponding to meaning." The Sutra enu
merates a few of them as typical. 

Abhinnalakshana, 191, J|$iJ, differentiating marks. 
Abhilashana, 200, earnestly desiring, $ & (T) , W& (W), 

K»i|^(S). The Sanskrit text has abhilakshana instead of 
abhilashana, but the Chinese translations seem to have 
read it differently. Svapratyatmaryajnanadhigamabhila-
shanataya, H ^ j i f i a l £ ^ , $ : (T) ; "By earnestly seeking 
for the realisation of the supreme wisdom which is in one's 
inmost consciousness" (80—1,2). 

Abhilapavikalpa, 111 f, H i&fr^lj, wrong discrimination con: 

cerning sounds and expressions; one of the twelve Vikal-
pas. Vicitrasvaragltamadhuryabhinivesah (128—9, 10), 
mMWBMbmti, & £ # S i # # J ( T ) ; "petting-attached 
to various pleasant sounds and songs—this is abhilapa
vikalpa." 

Abhisheka, 78, $SJH, anointed. When the Bodhisattva 
reaches his last stage (dharmamegha) of self-discipline, he 
is anointed by the Buddhas with their own hands and 
formally inaugurated as one of them. Dharmameghabhi-
shekabhishiktas tathagatapratyatmabhumim adhigamya.. . 
(123—6,7), mmm)&mgmmAifri%mm. 

Abhisamaya, 321, 363, J$|fa, inner realisation. This is more 
than an intellectual understanding of the truth, it is 
spiritual. Buddhism abounds in terms of this order. 

Abhisambodha, 273, ^ , being fully awake. 
Abhutaparikalpa, 190, l&^frElJ, false judgment. Arthavi-

vidhavaicitryabhutaparikalpabhinivesan mahamate vikal-
pah pravartamanah pravartate (150—9,10), fj|?Sil> H 

«**^a. nm^mms); nmmm- • .nmm> M I 
^^fe(W). "As a variety of false judgments is given to 
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objects conceived in their multiplicity, there takes place 
a strong clinging [to the external world] ; 0 Mahamati, 
this is the way discrimination goes on asserting itself." 

Amitabha-Buddha, 325, MM.%lifo, often i&ft^f^ . 
Ayana, 148, ffiffe, triyanam ekayanaih ca ayanam ca vada-

my aham (65—11), ^ j f c H f p ! , —&&#%(?). 
Ar^shta, 354, ^fH^f, the imperishable. 
Arupyacarin, 39, fttfefj, formless deeds. What this ex

actly means is difficult to know. Does it refer to the life 
in the world of no-form? or is it to be regarded as 
synonymous with andbhogacaryd ? The mention of arupya 
(-drishti) in connection with tirthyadrishti confirms the 
first interpretation. 

Artha, 108 ff, i t , or | £ , or 9fr, meaning, or object, or wealth. 
When the term is used in the first sense, it stands con
trasted to words or letters, and the latter are thought 
inadequate to fully describe the former. When it means 
objects in general it is almost equivalent to the external 
world, which is, however, better expressed by Vishaya. 
Vishaya seems to have a more collective sense than Artha 
when both refer to the objective world. 

Arthapravicayam, 367, ItSltlJiJjS!, one of the four Dhyanas 
mentioned on p. 97, which consists in examining the 
meaning of a proposition or theory. 

Arthavikalpa, 111 f, Ht^JSlJ, one of the twelve Vikalpas 
(128—5). Suvarnarupyavividharatnarthavishayabhilapah, 
MM.Mmm<k&mWffi&n&, (T) ; "To get attached to 
gold, silver, and other various treasures and to the talking 
about them—this is discriminating about wealth (artha). 

Arhat, 363n, 368, psfj^tit, one who has realised the highest 
fruit of the ascetic life, the ideal saint of Hinayana Bud
dhism. The Mahayana ideal is the Bodhisattva and not 
the Arhat, for the Bodhisattva does not enter into Nirvana 
like the Arhat, but stays in this world as long as there is 
even one of his fellow-beings left unsaved. Arhattva, 148, 
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H;H, the state of being an Arhat. 
Alakshana, 227, ^ ^ , without marks or recognisable signs. 
Alabdha, 173n, ^"ST#. Pitrk'o te ( ^ P i r # ) is frequently 

used for na lakshyate as well as for na vidyate, and in 
these cases it simply means "not existing." But when 
Tattvam is spoken of as pu-k'o-te (alabdha), it refers to its 
transcending the reach of relative knowledge or discursive 
understanding. Tattvam bhutam niscayo nishtha prakri-
tih svabhavo 'nupalabdhi'h tat tathalakshanam (228—12, 

i3), m% (**), &£> 9tk,«#, iife (*w§, &to*m 
(T) . "Truth, reality, certitude, limit, origin, self-nature, 
unattainability, incomprehensibility—these are the marks 
of Suchness." See also under Anupalabdhya. 

Alatacakra 96, 'jjfcfrMi, fire-circle, one of the several com
parisons adopted by the Lankavatara to illustrate the illu
sive nature of existence. A real wheel or circle comes into 
view when a fire brand is rapidly turned round, but in 
reality there is no wheel, being a mere vision. 

Avalokitesvara, 332, Wl&fe^M-
Avastu, 119, ffi-ffi), non-reality; Sa ca na vastu navastu (108 

—9), fffl^m, mtm%m-
Avikalpa,, 106, 4H£^#IJ, non-discriminating; Avikalpajiiana, 

279, 296, Mfr&l^, hon-discriminative wisdom; Avikal-
papracara, 72, realm of non-discrimination; Avikalpa-
pracarasthitasya (9—12), &mfrM (T) ; Tffitefrmfo 
+ (W). 

Avidya, 74, 81, 362, M®%, ignorance. 
Avidyamanatva, 284, ^0 f^ f . not existing. Avidyamanatvena 

tasya samadhes tarn samadhim na janati na samjanlte 
(Ashtasdhasrika, 24—8,9), *n£ i f^ ! t# fa i f£ fc 2 £ M ^ 

mmkm ($#», *JR*»2;WH+A«, mm. A+ 
Avinasa, 159, 7£3§k, not to be destroyed; Avinaiita, 227, $&$§£> 

not dissolved. Samyagjfianam tathata ca mahamate avina-
satvat svabhavah parinishpanno veditavyah (227—15-17), 
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j E ^ t t , *"S^$C> BUSJtte(T). ' 'As Right Knowledge 
and Suchness are indestructible, they are to be regarded as 
Perfect Knowledge, of the three Svabhavas." 

Ashtottaram padasatam, 40f, "UA'fr), the 108 clauses; 
Ashtottaram prasnasatam, 38, l^AISl? the 108 questions. 

Asambhuta, 227, $£Ji£j, not combined. 
Asamskrita, 119, 264n, 279, $ | ^ . The Hinayana philos

ophers divide existence into two main groups, Samskrita 
( ^ f ^ & ) and Asamskrita (4H&&&). The Samskrita 
comprises such dharmas as are tied to chains of causation 
and capable of producing effects, while the Asamskrita 
exists unconditioned. The three dharmas belong to this 
head: space (akdsa), Nirvana, and a negative state due to 
the absence of proper conditions. 

Astinasti, 112, 116, ^f^, being and non-being. 
Asvabhava, 287, 4H£J=liBfe, being without self-nature; asva-

bhava= *unya=nairatma==anutpanna. Asvabhavatva, 39, 
^ @ t t , the state of being without self-nature. 

Akasa, 137, 264, 293, 303, 353, J l § , sky, space. 
Agata, 340, 2$5, come, arrived. 
Agantuklesa, 186, ^M.- Klesa literally means " p a i n , " 

"external dust ," "affliction," or "something tormenting" 
and is translated as £Kfii. As there is nothing so torment
ing spiritually as selfish evil desires and passions, Mesa 
has come to be understood chiefly in its derivative sense. 
In the present work the term is rendered "evil passion" 
arising from egotistic impulses, that is, from the concepr 
tion of a permanent individual soul-substance. Here both 
the T'ang and the Wei have ^ M , "external dust," for 
agantu-klesa, while the Wei has 'JEH'flJ besides '&%., as if 
the latter were not sufficient. For further account see 
under Elena. 

Atman, 94, 130, 169, 289, 3£, ego-soul; atman=svabhava= 
pudgala. Atmakatva, 134, ff|J|*fc, self-substance. Atman 
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means anything substantially conceived that remains 
eternally one, unchanged, and free. When an ego-soul 
(pudgala) is thought as such, that constitutes the atma-
drishti ($cJL). When the reality of an individual object 
(dharma) as such is denied, this is what is meant by 
dharmanairdtmya (ife|H£3£) • 

Atmavada, 138, theory of ego. Tirthakatmavadopadesatulyas 
tathagatagarbhopadeso na bhavati (78—18, 79—1), |Jcffe 
JOVKm ^m^MmnZn (T). "The tathagatagarbha 
of which I speak is not like the doctrine of the ego main
tained by the philosophers." 

Atmasukha, 141, § | § | , self-enjoyment. Yathaiva bala 
atmasukhanirvanabhilashinah (237—10), ^ u M ^ / L ^ ^ i ^ 
§ # ^ ' S ^ I S i (W). "Like those ignorant people who 
seek after Nirvana for their self-enjoyment." Atmahitam, 
214, Q^lj, benefitting oneself. 

Adarsavimba (or prativimba), 188, H ^ H k mirror-image. 
Adarsavimbadarsanavat (44—10) , f £ # n $ I M * i ^ & & 
(T) ; like a mirror reflecting images. 

Adanavijnana, 258, ffllfcffiWl, or 3ft&lfe. 
Anantarya, 363, 4&£f8J (HI), the five most sinful deeds that 

result in the offender's being subjected to an "uninter
rupted" series of tortures in hell. 

Abhasvaravimana, 261, 3 t e 1 t ^ or @3fe?P^ , a heaven, 
belonging to the world of Form (rupaloka), where no 
sounds are heard according to a commentator; when the 
inhabitants wish to talk, a ray of pure light comes out of 
the mouth, which serves as speech. 

Ayatanagrama, 362, " A X ] ! ! ^ ^ , hamlet of six houses. 
Ariipya, 148, 368, $&&%. There are four Samapattis ( ^ M 

=coming together=mental collectedness) belonging to the 
world of No-form(arupaloka) : 1. Akdsdnantya-dyatanam 
<S*M&M- When the mind, separated from the realm of 
form and matter, is exclusively directed towards infinite 
space, it is said to be abiding in this form of concentration. 
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2. Vijndnanantya0 Wt$&%kl&- "When the mind going 
beyond infinite space is concentrated on the infinitude of 
consciousness it is said to be abiding in this Samapatti. 
3. Akimcanya" i^Bf^^. When the mind going even 
beyond the realm of consciousness finds no special resting 
abode, it acquires the concentration called "knowing 
nowhere to be . " 4. Naivasamjndndsamjna0 ^fcif$j^2?5 
lij. The first three Samapattis are designated from the 
disciplinary point of view of the yogin himself, while the 
fourth gains its title in regard to the nature of the con
centration which is neither in the sphere of mental activi
ties nor out of it. 

Arya, 143n, 305, IS?A, or j=N&> t n e wise as distinguished 
from the ignorant ^ ^ (avidvat), the simple-minded M^c 
(bdla), the confused *&M (bhranta), and also from the 
philosophers ^HH (tlrthaka). 

Aryajiiana, 38, 81, 102, 119, 128, 140, 141, 143, 147, 279, 288, 
340, Hi!?, supreme wisdom whereby one is enabled to look 
into the deepest recesses of consciousness in order to grasp 
the inmost truth hidden away from the sight of ordinary 
understanding. Aryajnana=prajna. In the Lankava
tara, it is generally found in such combinations as svapra-
tydtmdryajnana or dryapratydtmajnana. Aryajfianacak-
shus, 114, i^^BH, the eye of supreme wisdom, also called 
prajndnacakshus (liHJI) ; Aryajnanasvabhavavastu, 277, 
305, M%§&%&$-, supreme wisdom as constituting the 
ultimate fact of existence. Kim idaith.... viviktadharmo-
padesabhavasca kriyata aryajnanasvabhavavastudesanaya 

(165-9,10), M£Jti& ^mmm^m^m, mmm%&& 

mmmmwmmm^ik&im&mm&c (w>. "How is it, 
O Blessed one, that thou deniest the truth of negation by 
upholding the existence of a reality which makes up the 
substance of supreme wisdom ?' ' [f5-. 

Aryavastusvabhava(=aryajnanasvabhavavastu), 305,3NP-|=| 
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Alambana, 183, 192, Jjl?j|fc or §g£|$ resting or depending 
upon. Tad hetvalambanatvat saptanarii vijnananam 
pravrittir bhavati (126—17,18), &®.&m%.Br%k&'kWl 
# £ (T); ®imxMmm&-km*£ o ) ; &mi®m 
^MWMtWMWLi^). Observe how widely the three 
translations differ from one another. T'ang agrees with 
the Sanskrit, Wei gives no sense, while Sung adds an 
unnecessary 7f., which altogether changes the meaning of 
the context. Alambalambya, 241, ftgj^fjISc, mutual de
pendence, subject and object; Alambavigata, 144,$g$lfe (—* 
•®) $f£&, free from all conditions. 

Alayavijnana, 3, 38, 67, 81, 97, 99, 103,108,167, 171 ff, 125 ff, 
178 ff, 180, 182 ff, 186 ff, 192, 195 ff, 208, 281, 299, ffiW$ 
Wt, or MWt>W$LW&(W), the all-conserving mind; Alaya-
vijnanodadhi, 67, MWtkM; Alayaugha, 171, ffiMM. 

Avarana, 348, f̂t or W£, that which hinders the realisation 
of the truth; Avaranadvaya, 132. The two hindrances are 
conative and intellectual, klesdvarana (JUtiH^) and 
jneydvarana ( ^ ^ P ^ ) . The latter is easier to destroy 
than the former, for the will to live or the egoistic impulses 
are the last thing a man can bring under complete control. 

Asraya, 158, 183, JjJHfe, that which constitutes the basis of 
the various Vijnanas, that is, the Alayavijnana; Asraya-
paravritti, 184, $$$£, revulsion or turning-over which takes 
place at the basis of consciousness, whereby we are enabled 
to grasp the inmost truth of all existence, liberating us 
from the fetters of discrimination. All the Buddhist dis
cipline aims at this catastrophe without which there is no 
permanent conversion svacittadrisyabahyarthapari-
jnanad vikalpasyasrayaparavrittir moksho na nasah (233 

-15,16), r&ftm&>bm&fr%miti&®M%iftM 
frtt*ni£a&jL *\-mfrm>bmmwc, &&nm%i&M 
IK, mfflM%3E&m& (W). As is seen here, Wei is 
generally clumsy and not quite to the point, while Sung is 
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too brief tending to obscurity. T'ang agrees with the 
Sanskrit text. ' ' When it is thoroughly comprehended that 
the external world is no more than the manifestation of 
one's own mind, there is a revulsion at the basis of dis
crimination, which is emancipation and not destruction." 
Paravrittarii hi tathata viharah kalpavarjitah ("Sagatha
kam, "'verse 151). m&Mfrm> mmmin'm; uttgp 
Jtftfc $ t f r $ U i f f ( W ) . "The revulsion is Suchness; the 
abode is free from discrimination." 

Asrasya paravrittim anutpadam vadamyaham (202—3), 
296. The first line of this gatha reads: Cittam drisyavi-
nirmuktam svabhavadvayavarjitam. tf£.i£*MBi&> iffMlfe 

ft m%i&jEm> $tm&m£ew); pt^^(?)^& mm 
Asaya, 355, J|£I2§, desire. 
Asrava, 276n, 284, $ | , impure outflows of the mind, which 

are also known as Klesa ($&$£). The three impurities are 
kdma {W\, desire to possess), bhava (^*, will to live), and 
avidyd (M^, ignorance). When drishti (JL, wrong view) 
is added, we have the four impurities. See also under 
Andsrava. 

Icchantika, 219n, —Eif§jgg, $tfjfej&, those who are destitute 
of the Buddha-nature. 

Itaretara, 288, tS t t fe^ reciprocity, one of the seven kinds of 
Emptiness. 

Indra, 354, HP&S. 

Uccheda, 73, 123n, jfpf, cutting off, destruction; Uccheda-
sasvata, 128, |§ff^\ See also fiasvata. 

Ucchedadarsana, or Ucchedavada, 120, 215, {Pf.HL, negativism 
or nihilism opposed to eternalism; the philosophical school 
which teaches that the world is destined to come to a total 
extinction when the law of causation works no more. 
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Uttrasita, 284, H , alarmed. Bodhisattva mahasattva, imam 
nidesaih srutva nottrasishyanti na samtrasishyanti na 
samtrasam apatsyante.' ' (Ashtasdhasrikd,p. 17, etc.). This 
is one of the sentences most frequently met with in the 
Prajndparamitd Sutra, ^M&MM ffi&UMMffi%& 
(Kumarajiva). In the Lankavatara this is referred to on 
p. 64—15-17 acintyavishayadesyamane nottrasati na 
saahtrasati na samtrasam apadyate veditavyamayam tatha-
gatayanabhisamayagotraka iti, ^ 'if Ilfl Ife • • • • >F» M 1 ^ *ft 
* » f * f l & * » » &&Jfc£*n2fcg- (T) . ' 'He who is not 
frightened, alarmed, betrays no sense of fear even when 
this realm beyond comprehension is shown to him—he is 
to be known as belonging to the family of the Tathagata-
yana." 

Utpada, 127, 183, 307, £, jg, birth; Utpadanirodha, 116, 
££$& birth and extinction; Utpadapadam anutpadapadam, 
etc., 41, &Wfc&$), "what is termed birth is not bir th." 
Utpadavikalpa, 111 f, &frffl, discrimination regarding 
birth, one of the twelve wrong judgments arising from 
imagination (parikalpitasvabhava, ^ f f § ' ^ ) . 

Udakacandra, 96, 110, 7jci§ or 7jc4 ,i§, moon in water. This 
comparison is used to illustrate the illusive nature of ex
istence which is beyond all predicates. The moon in water 
is not the real one as it is a reflection, but its appearance 
there is not to be denied. So we have also the following: 
Tad yatha mahamate jalantargata vrikshacchaya khyayate 
sa ca na cchaya nacchaya vrikshasamsthanasamsthanatah 

(93-13£),*£, »* !*+ , 'mW&&* fafp&m&b fr 
WfJ&ffiifefflM (T). More similes such as a mirror-image, 
an echo, a mirage are given in the same vein of thought. 

Udadhitarangalayavijnanagocaram tathagatanugitam dhar-
makayam prabhasasva, 188, mM&JftW&t&MMf&Rtk 
JHS) • " P r a y tell us concerning the nature of the Alaya
vijnana compared to the ocean and its waves [and also] 
concerning the Dharmakaya praised by the Tathagatas.' ' 
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Upaklishta; 186, ( ^ S ) ^ T ^ , contaminated (by external 
dirt) . 

Upalakshana, 200, seeing clearly, #^D (T), H (S)', f r # 
(W). Bahyabhavabhavopalakshanataya, H£fl^H£itf*fc$: 
(T), I S * M ^ M £ ( S ) , « W ( & ) ^ « f c ( W ) ; " b y w e l l 
understanding the unreal nature of the external objects" 
; 8 o - i ) . 

Upaya, 34, 88, 91, 97, 99, 132, 138, 314, 365, # { £ means, 
expediency, method, contrivance; Upayakausalya, 19, 346, 
357, W*5^®£, skilful means; Upayajnana, 335, J5®£*g. 
The idea of "skilful means" is an important one in Maha
yana Buddhism and inseparable from that of a great com
passionate heart moving the whole being of Buddhahood. 
It is not enough for the Bodhisattva to have Aryajnana 
or Prajiia fully awakened, for he must also be supplied 
with Upayajnana whereby he is enabled to put the whole 
salvation machinery in practice according to the needs of 
beings. 

Ubhaya-anubhaya, 112, or Ubhaya-nobhaya, 116, {H^>{H, 
bothness and not-bothness. 

Riddhipada, 39, ^n^JE. or flf^JE., miraculous psychic powers 
attained by means of Samadhi. There are four ways of 
realising the Samadhi through (1) the will-power (chanda, 
ft), (2) thought -power (citta,i&), (3) strenuous efforts 
{vlrya, 1$tM), and (4) deep thinking {mimamsa, |£g). 

Rishi, 354, jjl), hermit-philosopher. 

Ekacittam, 269, -—JC?, one mind. 
Ekatva-anyatva, 112, — J | , oneness and otherness. 
Ekam api aksharam nodahritam na pravyahritam, 213, >f>3& 

—'^r, "not a word has been said nor declared." The Zen 
masters' favourite utterance, 0-f";fL^-^j^i8; , comes 
from this statement. 

Ekayana, 52, 148, 328, 351, 358 ff, — ^ , One Vehicle or 
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Vehicle of Oneness. This is identified with Mahayana. 
Ekayanavabodha, 361, realisation of the One Vehicle. 
Yathabhutavasthanad apravritter vikalpasya. . . . (133— 

i6), *DJMI*££« , &%-m&(S); m mmmmfrm 
#DffAST'S: (T). " [The realisation means] the extinction 
of wrong discrimination by abiding in Suchness." 

Ekagra, 85, 121, —^c, oneness. 

Kara, 292, 353, ^ , the hand. 
Karuna, 101, 339, ffg, love, a compassionate heart. 
Kartri, 130, 139, ffcg, creator. 
Karma, 182, 186, H , act. Nakarmaprabhava, 145n, 325, ^ 

$£f&£-> not karma-created. Sarve hi nirmitabuddha na 
karmaprabhavah (242—12), —- \g} fc{%^1£M£ (T) ; 
Karmabija, 197, Htfl|-J-, karma-seed; Karmavarana, 212, 
HPH, hindrance to the attainment of Bodhi, which rises 
from the past karma; Karmavijnana, 187, ^ | | ^ . 

Kalapah pratyayanam (ca pravartate nivartate, 202—9), 
297, H l i ^ 3 f e f H i 3 f c f £ » ( T ) . "Because of a concate
nation of causal chains there is birth, there is disappear
ance. ' ' 

Kamadhatu, 79, $£$-, world of Desire, one of the triple 
world (triloka, Hj?0 , the other two being the world of 
Form (&Jjf?0 and the world of No-form (M&1R-)-

Kama-bhava-drishti-avidya, 276n, Qfr'^ •&$&$&, which make 
up the contents of Asrava (Wi, evil outflow). 

Kaya, 308, U% system, body, Kayasamata, 318, 352, I f ^ ^ , 
[All the Tathagatas are] the same as regards the body, 
[because aham ca t a thaga ta . . . . dharmakayena ca riipa-
lakshananuvyafijanakayena ca "sama nirvisishtah (142— 

6f)i, '$tmmi%, m&> em, SM&&& mmmm. 
Karana, 122, 146, 188, 302, f^^, creator, deity. 
Kashtha, 360, a piece of wood. Yatha hi kashtham uda-

d h a u . . . . (135—8), W&fcfMcCT). 
Kusalanasrava, 198, 253, ||4te$ii!£, good virtues free from 
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evil Sowings, enjoyed by the wise when they are deeply 
drunk in the bliss of the Samadhi and abiding in the bliss 
of existence as it is. 

Kusalamula, 72, 93 f, # $ £ , stock of merit. 
Kritaka-akritaka, 116, f^^f^, made and not-made, or done 

and not-done. 
Kr'pa, 339, f{£, pity, compassion; Kripatma, 369, pitying 

thought. Mamsam sarvam abhakshyash kripatmano bodhi-
sattvasya (245—8), # f t # & 3 g & > t ; m t - - 9 J A (T'ang). 
' 'The Bodhisattva with a pitying heart ought not to eat 
any meat whatever." 

Kriya, 193, fi\ action; Kriyabhivyakti, 307, #ff£§8 7 ( ^ 
fH), manifested work. 

Klishtamanas, 178, tlkf%M> Manas contaminated. 
Klesa, 186, 224, 256, 348, @f&; Klesakshaya, 130, 0 ^ f f , 

the extinction of the evil desires; Klesadvaya, 132, Zlijltlj, 
two kinds of evil passions, primary and secondary; Klesa-
jneya, 35, 36, 37, that is klesdvarana and jrieydvarana, 
hindrances caused by the evil passions and by intellection,, 
^ t J ^ A M ^ l d ; Klesakhyavivarjita, 360, 8 t f t $ l ^ , 
liberated from the evil passions so called; Klesavarana, 
177, $ ^ § 1 ^ , hindrance of the Klesa. Klesa is generally 
divided into two groups, primary and secondary. The 
primary comprise such evil impulses that lie at the founda
tion of every tormenting thought and desire. They are 
six in number: 1. rdga j | " (desire to have), 2. pratigha J|j| 
(anger), 3. mudhaya $% (folly or ignorance), 4. mdna 1§ 
(self-conceit), 5. drishti $L(false views), and 6. vicikitsd |*§ 
(doubt). Sometimes, 1. dtmadrishti ($£JL, the belief in 
the existence of an ego-substance), 2. dtmarnoha (f£$5i» 
ignorance about the ego), 3. dtmamdna($t$ik, conceit about 
the ego), and 4. dtmasukha {$&&, self-love)—these four 
are regarded as the fundamental evil passions originating 
from the view that there is really an eternal substance 
known as ego-soul. The secondary Klesa are sometimes 
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twenty, sometimes twenty-four, sometimes only nineteen, 
according to the different schools. Vasubandhu's Trimsika 
gives twenty-four: 1. impatience (&, krodha), 2. hatred 
(fB., upandha), 3. hypocrisy ( |g, mraksha), 4. stinging talk 
(fii, praddsa), 5. envy (jjfe, irshyd), 6. stinginess (IS, 
mdtsarya), 7. deceit (M, mdyd), 8. duplicity ( | § , sdthya), 
9. arrogance (f^, mada), 10. hurting others ( ^ , vihim^a), 
11. shamelessness (fg|'|$ff, aAn), 12. recklessness (M$L> 
atrapd), 13. torpidity (1§tt , stydnam), 14. restlessness 
(£ji:l§l, uddhava), 15. unbelief (/f^fg, asraddha), 16. in
dolence (Wljir, kausidya), 17. thoughtlessness ( ^ a S , 
pramdda), 18. senselessness (^^C, mushitasmrititd), 19. 
uncollected state (or unsteadiness) of mind (ffcliL vifc-
shepa), 20. inaccuracy of knowledge (>pjEitL, asarhprajan-
ya), 21. evil doing (^f^, kaukritya), 22. drowsiness 
(HIB5, middha), 23. investigation (?£, vitarka), 24. reflec
tion ('fgj, vicar a). 

Kshanikam, 194, 5$J$|$, momentariness. 
Kshanti, 126, M>, generally translated "patience," or "resig

nation," or "humili ty," when it is one of the six or ten 
Paramitas. But "acceptance," or "recognition," or 
"submission" will be better when it occurs in connection 
with the dharma that is unborn. In the Abhidharmakosa, 
Chapter VII, Kshanti is used in a way contrasted to Jnana. 
According to it, Kshanti is not knowledge of certainty 
which Jnana is, for in Kshanti doubt has not yet been 
entirely uprooted. Its characteristic is to enquire, to in
vestigate, to examine so that an intellectual understanding 
may turn into intuitive certainty whereby errors are 
totally destroyed, never to assert themselves again. In this 
case, jnana=pari jna=prajna=adhigama=abhisamaya= 
svasiddhanta—pratyatmaryajnana, while Kshanti is an 
intelligent recognition of a theory or doctrine. For the 
ten kinds of Kshanti, see p. 126 f. 

Kshitigarbha, 332, MM&-
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Kha, 353, | 8 3 £ , sky. 
Khaeitavigraha, 84, HJb$£lE, a painted figure on the wall 

(bhitti). 
Khanj agardabha, 340, a lame donkey iva cittaprajna-

jnanalakshanaih hitva (50—1), &&WgM*bffl (T'ang), 
"throwing away such thought, wisdom, knowledge as 
resembles the character of a lame donkey." 

Khyativijnana, 189 ff, 5HH, which almost corresponds to 
perception. 

Gagana, 353, H ^ g , sky. 
Gata, 340, ^ , gone, departed; Gataghrina, 371, l i ^ ^ f , 

unsympathetic. 
Garbha, 177, 1$, or ]£, womb. 
Garbhakosadhatu, 177, JfeM$$-- The dualism of the Gar-

bhakosa and the Vajra is the attempt by Shingon philos
ophers to describe the constitution and development of the 
spiritual world. The Garbhakosa conceives the world as 
a stage on which Vairocanabuddha residing in the inmost 
heart of every being develops his inherent possibilities, 
whereas the Vajra depicts the Buddha in his own mani
festations. The pictures illustrating the scheme and pro
cess of these developments are called Mandala (UPEHi). 

Guna, 74, 130, ^ 2 $ , H , virtues or attributes. 
Gocara, 104, 340, *H.|^ Biff, experience, mental attitude. 

Gocara, literally meaning "range for cattle," or "pas
turage," is a field for action and an objeet of sense. In 
the Lankavatara it is frequently more than that, for it 
points to a general mental attitude one assumes towards the 
external world, or better a spiritual atmosphere in which 
one's being is enveloped. Artha which is also translated 
as ^ is an object of sense, while Vishaya also meaning tH 
has a more general connotation since it designates a world 
of particulars as objects of mental activity. (Tarkikanam 
avishayam sravakanam na caiva hi,) yam desayanti vai 
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nathah pratyatmagatigocaram (49—4,5), 174. •ffirllOi&'fe 
m, MJKffifc * » # » # > mm^umm- "The 
world-leaders teach the state of consciousness realised by 
their inner perception, which is beyond the realm of the 
philosophers and the Sravakas." 

Grahaka, 195, ffsIR., seizing, one who seizes or perceives; 
Grahana, 127, 294,ttflJC, seizing, perceiving; Grahya, 195, 
Ĵ JfiR, seized, that which is perceived; Grahyagrahaka, 
97, 116, 201, ffiM.ffl.m, that which is perceived or appre
hended, and that which perceives or apprehends. 

Ghoshanugakshanti, 126n, l̂f̂ §$?>, Kshanti in sounds. This 
is understood to mean the ready, willing response which 
is made characteristically by the devout follower to the 
verbal instruction of his teacher. 

Cakshurvijnana, 178, 188, HJcf!c, the sense of vision. 
Catushkotika, 116, 122, 132, 134, 135, 165, mfy $}%}, M%)> 

fffi$F$&%), Tff^lffMfc)), the four propositions. 
Citta, denned, 176; as the whole system of vijnanas, 180 ff; 

originally pure, 174; <C\ mind. Citta is generally trans
lated as " thought ," but in the Lankavatara as in other 
Mahayana sutras may better be rendered "mind ." When 
it is denned as "accumulation" or as a "store-house" 
where karma-seeds are deposited, it is not mere thought, 
it has an ontological signification. Cittam vikalpo vijnap-
tir mano vijfianam eva ca, alayam tribhavasceshta ete 
cittasya paryapah("Sag." 459), 252. i C t f t ^ H t l t # S 0 H 

m*, #»ffcH^f, •£«&;£*£ (T); jfr#JSO» MJkm 
jgrgffc, P B T ^ ^ H ^ T , M ' ! J C > M £ ( W ) ; Tad hetukam tad 
alambya manogatisamasrayam, hetum dadati cittasya 
vijnanam ca samasritam (127—10,11), 250. ^ M ^ < O H » 
>mmm%; mxMm&, mw.®L±& m ; &&&&*> 
mmmm%, (—i),&wt±m&(a)', &&&&&* &»» 
»# , mn^fra, &&zmQL (w); mm^m, *£ 
mmR, I f e ^ a a ^ . tBffcfo&HCWin "Sagathakam"). 
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Cittam avyakritam nityam, 249, i f r ^ ^ & ! E ( T ) ; i f r f t&f t 
j£ ( W ) ; mind eternally quiescent, or neutral, or un
divided. The whole verse (' ' Sagathakam'' 103) runs thus: 
Cittamavyakritam nityam mano hyubhayasamcaram, var-
tamanam hi vijnanam kusalakusalam hi tat. J C ^ I I ^ I B J 

AA-mj, mffimM,, mm^m^ m; tbi&mmm, 
*r.akJRffi , ym&MM, ^ ^ # ^ # ( W ) . "The Mind 
remains eternally neutral; Manas moves in two ways; 
the Vijnana taking in what is presented is either good or 
not-good.'' 

Cittam manas ca vijnanam, 39, etc., <fr* ;ji? • Jff!§. These three 
are found in combination throughout the Lankavatara 
meaning the whole machinery of mentation. When Citta 
is thus coupled, it corresponds to the empirical conscious
ness, i.e. Citta in its relative aspect and therefore together 
with false discrimination . . . .cittamanomanovijiianavikal-
pasamjnavigamat (215—5), M't^^M^^M 

Cittam vishayasambandham, (jnanam tarke pravartate, 130 
—1),, 179, i f r £ « £ r f g , M M f f f i W (T). "The mind is 
bound up by an external world, speculation puts Jnana 
in operation." Jnana in this case is the reasoning faculty 
and stands contrasted to Prajna which is the intuitive 
faculty meant for grasping the transcendental truth. 

Cittam hi traidhatukayonih, 243, H j f r & £ & (T) . "The 
mind is the origin of the triple world." 

Cittam hi sarvam (sarvatra sarvadeheshu vartate vicitram 
grihyate 'sabdhis cittamatram hy alakshanam, 282—7,8), 

243. ,bn—BUB, —««•!?'&» &.>b~*mm> ib&mmm 
(w) ,• it*—®m> -wmik%, i&ttiwiffi, m^mm 
H (T). "All is mind, mind pervades in all places, in all 
the bodies. The. ignorant perceive multiplicity, but there 
is nothing predicable in Mind-only." 

Cittam utpadayitavyam, na kvacit pratishthitam, 95, WiMBf 
'££ fln £fe 3£ *C> (Kumarajiva). " [A Bodhisattva] should 
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have his thoughts awakened without abiding in anything 
whatever.'' 

Cittakalapa, 192, <C?3£ (T, S) , mentation-system. Citta^ 
kalapa(h pravartate 'nyonyahetukah (127—3,4), f̂efjti@| 

ifr. »*n*«r&*aH(W), ^M^mmnmm. "The 
whole mental system is evolved mutually conditioning 
[like a bundle of bamboo-sticks]." 

Cittanirabhasa, 346, <(j»fH£;j£j, the mind that has no form. 
Cittabahyadarsana (42—10,11), 243, M£*fr&# (T) ; ,fr£f-

mB\& ( S ) ; B*bJl*f-»2Mfc (W) . W was evidently a 
different text. 

Cittamanadimatisaihcitam, 176n. The complete line reads: 
Avidyahetukam cittam anadimatisamcitam (368—15). 4$ 
Jfe&i$iM> $ P J 3 l $ i M (T) . "Ignorance accumulated over 
and over again owing to imperfect intellection since 
the infinite past is the origin of the mind." 

Cittamanomanovijnana, or cittam manas ca vijrianam, 73, 98, 
119, 132, 150, 168, 172, 211, 221, 226, 246, ifr, }£, MWt-

Cittamatra, |̂<(j», Mind-only, or Mind-itself; Cittamatram 
lokam, 243, ifrlfflPg&jfr* the world is Mind-only. Bahya-
bhavanabhyupagamat tribhavacittamatropadesad vicitra-
lakshananupadesat (208—13,14), ( M # jft), ^flX£H£i&, 

H3M«frtfc *m&mik (T); (m&mm) fi*Hfe*fc£ 

"Why? Because I do not admit the existence of an 
external world, but I teach that the triple world is 
Mind-only and do not teach about signs of multiplicity." 
Cittamatram yada lokam prapasyanti jinatmajah, tada 
nairmanikam kayam kriyasamskaravarjitam.... (73—8,9). 

tottksi, «P£&>6, * « « « # , WflsfcHW • • • • 
(T); ifrjtftw, i%*mmmm±&, mBtfctf....<s); 
f < * W , L M , ffefrfefftfe H i t ^ W f t . . . . (W). "When 
the world is seen by those born of the Buddha as no more 
than mind, they assume a variety of bodies which are free 
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from [constrained] activities and conditionalities." 
Cittamatradrisya, 123, etc., PftifrJjJfill, or simply, cittamatra, 

P|iiij», is one of the principal phrases recurring in the 
Lankavatara. Ye grahyagrahakabhinivishtah svacittadri-
syamatram navabudhyante (104—8,9). ^ r ^ T J ^ i f e 
m>bBfWL> i N f flEBtft&flf J f c . . . . (T). "Those who are 
attached to the notion of duality (object and subject) fail 
to understand that there is only what is seen of the Mind." 

Cittamatravinirmuktam nopalabhyate, 180, J ^ C ^ ^ T ^ -
"Apar t from mind nothing is attainable, that is, compre
hensible"; in other words, Drisyacittaparijnanad vikalpo 
na pravartate (343—17), JMm&fo, # # J H W & (T) . 
"When what is seen [or an external world] is penetrat
ingly understood as Mind [-itself], discrimination never 
takes place." ' 'Unattainability" or "incomprehensibil
i t y " means that the thing is altogether beyond the reach 
of analytical, relative knowledge. See also under Anupala-
bdhya. 

Cittavikalpalakshana, 179, iC^EHffi. Svacittavaicitrya-
vikalpakalpitatvat... vaicitryabhavalakshanabhinivesat... 

(152-2,3). £>#) Sib n a & & t a i f i . ' . . . . (T). 
"Since one's own mind is discriminated under various 
forms of discrimination and since one gets attached to a 
variety of signs of exis tence" . . . . 

Cittasvabhava, 68, <C>iii£, the self-nature of mind, mind as 
it is, mind in itself. 

Cittena ciyate karma, 176n, 249, g ^ H f t i f r (T, S) (fE&ife 

A*,T; *nm^,s); mmmmm-•.. («BTM8 
W ) . The whole line runs: . . . .jnanena ca vidhlyate (158 
—3). "Karma is accumulated by mind, and arranged 
in order by Jnana, [analytical knowledge in contradistinc
tion to Prajna*, which is transcendental, intuitive know
ledge]." Sung evidently had a different text as it reads 
* & j f e instead of f g & or # $ J ; ^UM is perhaps for 
viciyate as in the "Sagathakam," verse 285, where this 
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line is repeated. 
Cittodadhi, 188, jfrjUjj:, mind-ocean. Vishayapavanacitto-

dadhitararigaacyucchinna (44—Il),jfrft3i2fcl& ^ffiM. 
Bfc £§itli2k> *BfI^f&(T) ; " the waves of the mind-ocean 
are uninterruptedly [stirred by] the wind of objectivity." 

Citra, manifold; Vaicitrya, citrata, manifoldness; 133, 161, 

242, mn. 
Cintamani, 98, %aM^$fc> Jl£J&f|J& wish-gem. Visvariipa-

cintamanisadrisa (72—15), M^f^M't^fi (T), " i t is 
like mani-gem which takes all colours as wished." 

Ciyate, 1 9 0 , ^ ^ , accumulated, from */ci meaning " t o ac
cumulate." 

Cyuti, 211 f, 348, $E, death. There are two kinds of death, 
one of the physical body and the other of the super-
physical, which is a sort of sukshmasanra $%$&&> assumed 
by a Bodhisattva. See also Acmtyaparindmacyuti. 

Chindati, 250, T or $?%\], to discriminate or distinguish, 
froms/chidyl' to split," " to separate.' ' This word appears 
in the following connection: Cittena dharyate kayo mano 
mayati vai sada, vijfianam cittavishayam vijnanaih saha 
chindati ( 3 2 3 - 4 , 5 ) . 4>£*f r&# , t C ^ t t S f e . I f c l l ^ 

R, &i&mfrm (w); i&««p»^ ft@SM. M M 
Wife, T S i J > ^ # ( T ) . "Mind (citta) sustains the 
body, Manas always reflects, the [Mano-] Vijnana together 
with the [ sense-]vijnanas discriminates a world of par
ticulars created by Citta. ' ' 

Janmahetu, 267, ^ @ , birth-cause. Animittadarsanam eva 
sreyo, na nimittadarsanam, nimittarh punar janmahetu-
tvad asreyan (200—3,3). 4&ffiJlJ$F, #*@JL ffi:£$£H» 

WF& (S); mm&m, #£*BJL m&^mm; &m® 
^feH means that when the reality of a phenomenal world 
is asserted and adhered to as such, one is led to accept the 
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doctrine of birth, i.e. of causation even beyond the realm 
of relativity. 

Jalacandra, 110, Tfcf^ water-moon. Sa (tathagatabhu-
mim) pratilabhya sattvaparipacanataya vicitrair nirmana-
kiranair virajate jalacandravat (227—3,4). ##n2jS$lii5.> 

mmmfc, BURROS. $ # » £ , ^K^n cs); A*n*» 
j fc*D*«lE. & * £ & fnyfc+B, « ! £ # (T). "At
taining Tathagatahood, he manifests himself, in order to 
bring beings into maturity, in various transformations 
shinning like the moon in water." 

Jalpo hi traiclhatukaduhkhayanih, 269, IttftHj^Oigf) 0 (T) ; 
t f t u ^ E i C ^ i ^ ^ S ) . To complete the line: . . . .tattvam 
hi duhkhasya vinasahetuh (186—9). E l f fcS^H (T) . 
"The truth is the destructive cause of pain." 

Jati, 186, is generally rendered as ^£, but here means the 
genuine state of a thing as it is in itself, jft. 

Jambunada, 93, HtprPI^PB^, gold from the Jambii river. 
Jina, 354, ftf^, victor, an epithet of the Buddha; Jinadhatu, 

261, ^ ^ ^ ' J > Buddha's relics, hard substance left after the 
cremation of the body, same as sarira which see; Jina-
putra, 38n, ffl&j^^f", iffii^, sons of the Victorious One, 
meaning Bodhisattvas. 

Jiva, 130, lip, life, or vitality regarded as a principle. 
Jnana, 84, 139, 160, 272, ^ . Jnana is a very flexible term, 

as it means sometimes ordinary worldly knowledge, know
ledge of relativity, which does not penetrate into the truth 
of existence, and also sometimes transcendental knowledge 
in which case being synonymous with Prajna or. Arya-
jnana. See the Lankavatara, pp. 157-8, where the dis
tinction between Jnana as transcendental knowledge and 
Vijnana as relative knowledge is fully distinguished. 
Asangalakshanam jfianam vishayavaieitryasangalakshanam 
ca vijnanam (157—14,15), 272, £ « f t f f l & » , * £ « # 

&s (T); igmmmm, m%mnmm%m w ; mm 
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*B£^», &RMWfcffigM (S). " J n a n a is non-attachment, 
Vijnana is attached to an external world of particulars." 
Jnanakaya,- 338, ^ # , knowledge-body, =Dharmakaya, 
= Tathagatakaya. 

Jnanam lokottaram, 139, {liifi:^ :^ ,, super-worldly know
ledge ; Jnanaah lokottaratam, 139, ftJtfcfSLhJi^l1' supreme 
supra-worldly knowledge; Jnanam laukikam, 139, iK:Iffl3i?> 
worldly knowledge; Jnanam subham , sante kshantivi-
seshe vai jnanam tathagatam subham, samjayate viseshar-
tham samudacaravarjitam (158—9,10), 277. j|it&8$k$&2» 

iwmf&s> ^.nmmm, ^mmmn (S,W,T>. "The 
immaculate Tathagata-knowledge is obtained in the 
Kshanti [acknowledgment or assertion], tranquil and most 
excellent, and it gives birth to the most excellent meaning 
which transcends all doings' ' ; Jnanam anasrava, 225, 258, 
MW^t> P u r e knowledge, which is free from the taint of 
egotism. 

Jneyavarana, 117, 212, 361, BiJSiW* hindrance of knowledge, 
generally coupled with Klesavarana, hindrance of passions, 

Tattvam, 106, 109, 114, 126, 131, 146, 150, 173, 195, 278, 
HSf, truth. Tatha, hi aksharasaahsaktas tattvam na vetti 
mamakam (224—1). f f ^ ^ , ^ j l / g j f t ^ (T) . "Like
wise, my truth is not known to those who are tied to 
letters." Tattvam aksharavarjitam (48—12), KK]I£&:$£ 
(T) . "The truth is detached from letters." Tattvam 
pratyatmagatikam (kalpyakalpena varjitam, 48—14), 174, 
H f f i S E S k 8fc#f##JJ I (T) . Tattvam duhkhasya vina-
sahetuh, 133, #njf ^SST^FI truth is the destroyer of sorrow. 
See also under Jalpa. 

Tattvajnana, 335, H-lf 3l?> knowledge of absolute truth which 
is contrasted to Upayajnana, ^f iSl^. knowledge of means, 
or of particulars. 

Tathata, 26, 38, 99, 107, 114, 118, 120, 127, 146, 155 f, 161, 
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173n, 212, 275, 278, 334, 341, 342 f, 346, 355, 367, imim 

mm^mmm- £• a * MM- JE^, T>, &n (««• # * 
Z l g ^ l B , J E ^ & f c l , & W / f t f k T ) , Jfcffi; Tathatajnana, 
106, 310? & # B ^ i ; 'buddha, 38, W.U^WM; Tatha-
talambanam, 367, WMifSM- This is the third of the four 
Dhyanas described in the Lankavatara, p. 97. The object 
->f the discipline is to realise the suchness of truth by 
keeping thoughts above the dualism of being and non
being and also above the twofold notion of egolessness. 
I t is the Dhyana '/depending upon suchness." Tathata-

vastu,:t»&*p*n (S); jm%te*% (W); ^Masms (T). 
See under Vastu. Tathatavasthana, 306n, t t H & l (W), 
ffi^n^n (T), abode of suchness. 

Tatha, 340, jm, thus; Tathatva, or tathatva, 278,#!1#H, thus-
ness, or suchness. 

Tathagata, 339 ff, #D2fc. This term may be divided into 
either of the following formulas: tatha + gata, or ta tha+ 
agata. In the former case, it is #H;fe, and in the latter 

Tathagatapurvapi^anihitatva, 150, #D2fcfclIS (T), Tathagata's 
original vow. °at sarvasukhasamapattiparipurya sattvanaah 
na kalpayanti na vikalpayanti (231—13). ^II?$E^^J^IH 

ti&«*&%&irti5iL (s>;... . « m i t , to&frm (T). 
Tathagatasvapratyatmaryajnanadhigamam nirvanam (200— 

7, 8), 295, mtamftffl&g, $ t t j f c : l $ E » @ $ (T) . See 
also under Nirvana. 

Tathagatasya, 97 f, 141, 317, #n#£lh J M h Buddha-body 
Tathagatagarbha, 3, 73, 85, 103, 105, 121, 137 ff, 176, 177, 

179 f, 182,185,193,194, 198, 201, jmMM, the womb where 
the Tathagata is conceived and nourished and matured ; = 
the Alayavijnana fully purified of its habit-energy &M. 
(vasana) and evil tendencies (daushthulya) ; Tathagata-
garbho mahamate kusalakusalahetukah (sarvajanmagati-
karta, 220—9,10), 180n, izfBh * l 3 * l > b i # * # & flgflM 

to-*m& (T); ten (nv) ̂ m^^^mm <w>. 
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"The Tathagatagarbha which is the cause of goods as well 
as evils creates the various paths of existence''; Tathagata-
garbhahridayam, esha mahamate parinishpannasvabhavah 

(68—1), 159. *=!, jfc&BI$;g'&> tnmmb (T). 
Tathagatacintyagativishayagocara, 359, ^n^5^f>o]"J@>^i^^ 

Mfi^f^f t J^-CS) . Vishaya is gocara, and gocara vishaya, 
both being properly rendered as JH^-. In the present 
work I have generally " rea lm" or "subjective atti tude," 
for gocara, and for vishaya "objectivity" or " the objec
tive world." 

Tathagatayana, 148, 360, #n2jS-J& the Tathagata-vehicle. 
Tathagatasvapratyatmaryajnanadhigama, 277, #n2JSjJJf<B£jEi 

HjfUiil' • See Pratydtmdryajndna. 
Tanu, 353, # , body. 
Taranga, 193, $£•/&> waves. 
Tarka, 38, 102, 132, ff*^, speculation, or imagination. 
Tathagatam (dhyana), 367, #n2fStf$, one of the four Dhyanas 

(p. 97). This is the highest kind of Dhyana practised by 
the Mahayana believers of Buddhism. The yogin has 
realised the inner truth deeply hidden in the consciousness, 
yet he does not remain intoxicated with the bliss thereby 
attained, he goes out into the world performing wonderful 
deeds of salvation for the sake of-his fellow-beings. 

Timira, 161, ^ , cataract of the eye. Bala grihnanti jayana-
tam timiram taimira yatha (95—13). MM3£PJ{5L> J i^^fe 
^L t̂f (T) . "The ignorant grasp the created as a person 
with bedimmed eyes grasps his own darkness." 

Tirthakara, 34, etc., ^HH> the philosophers not belonging to 
Buddhism. Tirthakara is generally found in combination 
with Sravakas (hearers) and Pratyekabuddhas (solitary 
Buddhas), to all of whom the ideals of Bodhisattvahood 
are not known. 

Tirthya, same as tirthakara, 102. 
Trishna, 168, 362, U , lit., thirst, will-to-live. Together with 
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avidyd (ignorance, 4g($) and karma (deeds, H ) , trishnd 
is the inner agent of the world-creation. Trishna hi mata 
ity ukta avidya ca pita tatha (140—5), 364, ^ ^ i g ^ i , 
3MI!J / I3£ (T) . "The will-to-live is mother and ignorance 
is father." Trishnaya hy uditah skandhah(149—11), 350r 

$&^fefl*I&(T). "The Aggregates are produced hy the 
will-to-live.'' 

Tair acitani karmani (358—14), 176n, tfeJCTJfe^(T). "Al l 
kinds of karma are accumulated by them (i.e. the Alaya 
and Manas)." 

Trikaya, 142 ff, 308 ff, 355, H # , the triple body of the 
Buddha. 

Tribhavasvacittamatram, 243, 273, HifrPfiifr (T) ; HifrPgbd 
i l i f r (W) ' ;H^f« ( l16») i f r (S ) . 

Triyana, 148, 328, 358 ff, H ^ ; the triple vehicle is the 
Sravaka, the Pratyekabuddha, and the Bodhisattva. 

Trisamtati, 73, HffiHt, the triple continuation. What these 
three are I have not so far been able to find out. The 
Pali Dictionary (by Rhys Davids and Stede) gives citta-
santati (*&•$$§$), dhamma0 ($fe), rupa"(f!L), and san-
khdra" (ff)-

Traidhatuka, 245, Hi?-; the triple world is Kama" ($fej?-), 
Bupa" £63?-), and Arupa° (M&R). 

Darpana, 84, £H, mirror. 
Dasanishthapada, 231n, - f i f t ^ ) (S, W) , or -fMWM (T) ; 

sometimes simply, (dasa-)nishthdpdda, -jrf&ft). The re
ference is to the Ten Inexhaustible Vows (dasanishtha-
pranidhdna) to be made by the Bodhisattva at the stage of 
Joy (pramuditd), which is the first of the ten stages (dasa-
bhumi) of Bodhisattvahood. The Vows are called " in
exhaustible" because their objectives are of such nature. 
The ten objects towards which the Bodhisattva's vows 
are directed are: 1. Sattvadhdtu (iR^feJ?-, world of be
ings) ; 2. Lokadhdtu (-ffr^, this world) ; 3. Akdsadhdtu 
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(iSBd^J?-, space) ; 4. Dkarmadhdtu (&<&, the world where 
the Dharma prevails); 5. Nirvdnadhdtu ( ^ ^ | f , Nirvana-
world) ; 6. Buddhotpddadhdtu (jJ8»tiJ3Eg r̂, the world where 
the Buddha is born) ; 7. Tathdgatajndnadhdtu (^DSfc^J^ 
the world of Tathagata-knowledge) ; 8. Cittdlambanadhdtu 
(t&BtffiifR', the world as the object of thought); 9. Bud-
dkavishayajndnadhdtu (filj^J^f A*f£J?'^, the world as the 
object of Buddha-knowledge) ; and 10. Lokavartani-
dharmavartani-jndnavartani-dhatu (ifr [SJ I f ^ f l ^ f f J?-
the world where this worldly life, the Dharma, and the 
Buddha-knowledge are evolved). All these ten worlds 
will never come to an end, and as long as they continue to 
exist, the Bodhisattva will ever put forward his great 
vows with energy and determination. See Rahder, Dasa-
bhumika, p. 17, and Sikshananda's Avatamsaka, Vol. 
XXXIV. 

Dana, 366 f, ~$M, one of the six virtues of perfection ( A \ $ [ 

Dipapradipa, 85, ffitik, lamplight. 
Duramgama, 223, jj&ff iill, the far-going, the seventh stage. 
Drisya, 251, JJf5!> what is presented to one's view. 
Drishta, 165, J^tJL, seen.; drishti, 307, JL, generally ^Ul , 

a wrong view held by ^he Tirthakara. 
Drishtanta, 40, %, illustration, example, a logical term. The 

hill is fiery (55?, pratijnd, proposition). Because it has 
smoke ( 0 , hetu, reason). All that has smoke is fiery like 
a kitchen, and whatever is not fiery has no smoke like a 
lake (•%, drishtanta, example). 

Drishtivikalpa, 111 f, M^frffl, views based on the dualistic 
discrimination of existence such as held by the philos
ophers; one of the twelve Parikalpita notions (127 f). 

Devayana, 360, ^ ^ , Devayanairh brahmayanam sravakiyam 
tathaiva ca, tathagatam ca pratyekam yanan etan vadamy 
aham (134,135). ?m&9bm, mmm^rn, mffiimmm, m 
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Desana (-nayalakshana), 109, 349, 350, HtfcifeifS, word-
teaching contrasted with self-realisation (siddhanta, ^jlfe, 
or pratydtmadharma, §Hi^fe), Siddhantas ca nayas capi 
pratyatmasasanam ca vai, ye pasyanti vibhagajfia na 
te tarkavasam gatah (149—2,3). &MMmjfe> gffjfcifc 
Vk> %nm%aJL> ^ I K J K T ) . "Those who well under
stand the distinction between realisation and teaching, 
between inner knowledge and instruction, are kept away 
from the control of mere speculation." 

Desanapatha, 77, 80, 149, f ^ f f ^ t ^ . Avalokya desanapatha-
bhiratanam sattvanam cittavibhramo bhavishyatiti(14—2). 
mm^M£&^mi£&&$t&> >bi££M(W)- Deiana-
pathakatham, 76, ^ ^ i f H O (W), teaching, recitation, and 
story. This stands here (12—16,17) against Tathagata-
pratyatmagatigocarakatham ( ^ ^ ^ # { ^ f f ^ ^ - ' W) as 
elsewhere, showing that the whole purport of the Lankava
tara is to emphasise the inner attainment of the truth 
realised by all the Tathagatas of the past, present, and 
future. 

Desanaru'tapathabhivesatam, na, 110, ^^M^C^i do not 
cling to words! Tathagatagarbha alayavijfianavishayas... 
bodhisattva^ am mahasattvanam arthapratisarananam no 
tu yatharutadesanapathabhinivishtanam (223—6-9). #n2JS 

— ^ m ^ ^ ^ ( ^ M , r . m ) ± m n m q ) . ('The realm of 
the Tathagatagarbha which is the Alayavijnana belongs 
to those Bodhisattva-mahasattvas who follow the course of 
truth, and not to tHose philosophers who cling to the letter, 
learning, and mere discourse." 

Deha, 353, # , the body. 
Dehabhogapratishthana, 97, 172, 175, 180, 242, 244, 247, 

322 f, 363, J l h S ^ M t t . This combination occurs quite fre
quently in the Lankavatara and refers to the material side 
of life. Deha is the physical body, bhoga is property 
belonging to the body and enjoyed by it, and pratishthana 
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is the material environment in which the body is found 
moving. They are however manifestations of the Alaya. 
Dehabhogapratishthanam alayam khyayate nrinam (54— 
io). g3M§3fcfc, WtMffi&g. (S); ?mMkk, %%%L 
&M (W); 4«j0fttIS wmsM&L (T). 

Daushthulya, 178, 200, jJhW:, evil tendency, or error. 
Anadikalaprapaneadaushthulyavasitam vikalpavijnanam 
(94-12). to&vmm&mm m -, * * & * « « * « * £ 
mftM(s)-, mmmimfoWBmkfrm (w). "The 
discriminating consciousness that is found infested since 
beginningless time by the evil tendency or habit-energy 
inherent in the delusion." Na mahamate maya bhran-
tikaranam adaushthulyadoshavahatvat (109—4,5). $&&-• 

* S « * ( W ) ; ;fc£&£*7tfB> * f c » 4 f c ( S ) . "Mahamati, 
maya is not the cause of confusion, for it does not produce 
errors, [as errors come from wrong discrimination]." 

Dravya, 74, $5, PE$i]§§f (S), substance. Bhutagunanudra-
vyasamsthanasamnivesavisesham drishtvjj, (51—13). 

&im-im-jmmm, 3H*-^ik-#ii30(T). "Seeing 
that the elements, qualities, atoms, and substances are all 
different as regards their form and position." 

Dvaya, 195, Zl, duality. 
Dvayanairatmya, 175, 211, H4&$t, the twofold egolessness, 

i.e. of dharma and pudgala. 
Dvatrimsadvaralakshana, 75, H~t*H$if, the thirty-two marks 

of excellence as revealed in the body of the Buddha. 
Dvivana(?),358f, ZM ( f t H l f e H l f c l i ^ ) , the two vehicles 

of Sravakahood and Pratyekabuddhahood. 
Dvesha, 259, fij|, anger, one of thelhree evil passions (5E3*) 

known as poison (visha); the other two are rdga (f%, the 
desire to have) and moha (-85j, stupidity). 

Dharma, 173, ££, the truth, the law; for various shades of 
meaning attached to the term, see pp. 154 f; Dharma, 
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aksharapatita-, 109, &$M.lfe3C^r} the truth in the bondage 
of letters. Rutarii^ mahamate aksharapatitam, artho 
'naksharapatitah (19*4—1). — O T M ^ ^ , » J ^ ! t 
(T) . Dharmo naiva ca desito bhagavata pratyatmavedyo 
yatah, 110, g M ^ » I i £ . ( 3 l 4 ^ S s * £ , Prabhakaramitra). 
Dharmadharma, 80, 120, .121, 155, f £ ^ £ , truth and un
truth, any object and that which is not that object, A and 
not-A, a dualistic conception in any form such as sat and 
asat, being and non-being, Samsara and Nirvana, etc. 

Dharmapaficakam, 39, 66, 3 L ^ ? the "Five Categories," 
which is one of the important topics treated in the Lan
kavatara. 

Dharmakaya, 36, 127, 141, 142 ff, 151, 154, 188, 212, 308 f, 
352, 353, 355, 369, j&Jjh often translated as the Law-body, 
or Truth-body. 1. The truth conceived in the fashion of 
the physical body and standing in contrast to it, i.e. 
Rupakaya ( f e # ) ; 2. One of the Triple Body of the 
Buddha when he is identified with the Absolute; 3. = the 
Tathagatasya, Buddhakaya, Jnanakaya. Dharmakayo hi 
sambnddho dharmadhatus tathagatah, 315, i&^SjEjfi; , ^ 
^ I P £ D 3 5 (I-tsing). 

Dharmakshanti, 127n, fkM*, same as 3Bl̂ fe$fej2v acceptance 
of the statement that all things are as they are, not being 
subject to the law of birth and death, which prevails only 
in the phenomenal,world created by our wrong discrimina
tion. 

Dharmacakra, 154, 233, i^Hf, the Wheel of the Law. 
Dharmata, 72, 83, 142, 185, 275, 320, $H£, ff'fc£, the ultimate 

essence of things existing. Cittasya dharmata suddha 
( 2 9 8 — 9 ) . , £ r t k $ : f ^ ( T ) . Dharmatanishyanda, 321, fe# 
ffiffi ; "buddha, 144, &J&#r/jftf$, the Buddha conceived as 
flowing out of the ultimate essence of things, that is, a 
manifested form of the Absolute; Dharmatabuddha, 142 ff, 
208 f, 316, &'&#&, the Buddha as Essence itself, i.e. the 
Dharmakaya in its absolute aspect. 
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Dharmadvaya, 80, H$&, duality. 
Dharmadhatu, 152, 242, 275, 354, $&Jfc. I t may be rendered 

properly as "realm of ideas," as the term expresses the 
most comprehensive view of the universe, including not 
only this visible sense-world but all possibly conceivable 
ideal worlds. 

Dharmaniyamata, 212, 275, i&{3[, orderliness or fixedness of 
things each in its own position, or gesetzmassigkeit. 

Dharmanairatmya, 78, 138, 154, 194, 263, 360, &&£!£. The 
idea that there is no self-substance or Atman (ego) con
stituting the individuality of each object is insisted on by 
the followers of Mahayana Buddhism to be their exclusive 
property not shared by the Hinayana; but how far this 
is historically true may be contested. As the idea of 
Dharmanairatmya is closely connected with that of Sun
yata and as the latter is one of the most distinguishing 
marks of the Mahayana it was natural for its scholars to 
give to the former a prominent position in their philos
ophy. Dharmanairatmyajnana, 167 f, 167n, j£ $&3%^?, the 
power of cognisance whereby the truth of Dharmanai
ratmya is accepted. Cittamanomanovijnanapaiicadharma-
svabhavarahitan mahamate sarvadharma^ vibhavayan 
bodhisattvo mahasattvo dharmanairatmyakusalo bhavati 

(69~ii, i3). mm—mmm, »*&-• * • # » • £ * • g& 
&&^M&fflfeM3$^ (T). "When a Bodhisattva-maha-
sattva recognises that all dharmas are free from Citta, 
Manas, and Manovijnana, the Five Dharmas, and the 
Threefold Svabhava, he is said to understand well the 
signification of Dharmanairatmya." 

Dharmaparyaya, 154, ^ P ^ , doctrine, or system of teaching. 
Another name of the Lankavatara is " Cittamanomano-
vijnanapancadharmasvabhavalakshanadharmaparyaya"(43 
—14,15), * M 3 l S f t S t t f t * * t t n ( T ) ; and still 
another is "Aryajnanavastupravicayam" (50—14,15) 1& 
^ • ^ • ^ ^ ^ P ^ . When.the first one is shortened, it runs thus: 
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' ' Paiicadharmasvalakshanapravicay am' ' (68—6), H UllE 
j£g$E*B8;P l!. Sung has B. instead of ifeP*! for dharma-
parydya. 

Dharmapuja, 230, 232, $s#£§| , moral offerings 
Dharmabuddha, 23, &$&, evidently same as Dharmata-

buddha. 
Dharmamegha, 78, 204, ifeHife, literally, dharma-cloud, the 

last of the ten, Bodhisattva stages. 
Dharmavaram, 68, ^ ^ ^ , the highest truth. 
Dharma vasavartin, #H£|=l$:3|fy one who has control over all 

things, or one who is perfectly acquainted with all truths. 
It depends upon how we understand dharma in this con
nection. Sarvadharmanabhogavasavartita dharma ityu-
cyate (181—1) y » - • 9 J t t ^ ^ S f c £ £ & $ ) (T) ; jfc— 
0 t t & H i * m^m,T) g # , & £ H & ( S ) . Sarva-
dharma, $£fk, or —~$Ji5fe> means "al l things," "existence 
generally^" or " the world"; and the whole passage is to 
be understood thus: " to have full control over things 
worldly without any reference to egotistic purpose." To 
be master of oneself as well as the whole world—this is 
indeed the Dharma. Bhagavantam sarvayogavasavarti-
nam (11—16), 1 f r # J £ f ! | g & (T>, " [ I wish to see] the 
Blessed One who is perfect master of all disciplinary 
practices.'' 

Dharmaviraja, 69, fif^iilfe, truth immaculate. 
Dharmas casarirah, 1 5 1 , ^ ^ ^ ^ f ^ ( T ) , the Dharma(-body) 

is without the body. 
Dharmasamata, 351, $ f e ^ ^ , the sameness of the truth 

taught by the Tathagatas; one of the fourfold sameness. 
Dharmasthitita, 212, 275, $&&., continuity of existence. 
Dharmasvabhavanabodhamanomayakaya, 210, iHiEfe life^tc 

Jgit4h the will-body assumed when the self-nature of 
things is understood as having no self-nature. 

Dharmahara, 369, fki£> food of truth. Dharmahara hi 
mahamate mama sravakah pratyekabuddha bodhisattvas^ 
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namishaharah prag eva tathagatafc(255—13,14). t fef t^Hl 
#&fmmm'& ( * * f c ) , MUlm* (T). "Mahamati, 
my Sravakas, Pratyekabuddhas, and Bodhisattvas feed 
themselves on truth, not on meat; how much more the 
Tathagatas!" 

Dharmatmyalakshana, 111, |&48|$c#I, the belief that there is 
something substantial behind what is presented to one's 
view. 

Dharmanam dharmata, 137, |§iifc'f*k, that which constitutes 
the reason of things. 

Dhyana, 38, f|$H$, or shortly HL, a concentrated state of mind. 
The classification of Dhyana into four heads, 367 f, is 
characteristically Mahayanistic, and the Lankavatara1's 
intimate relation to the teaching of Zen Buddhism may be 
gleaned from it. Na shaddhyanadidhyayina (10—11), 73, 
^ H f f i / ^ ^ 4 * (T). The author has not been able to 
ascertain what these are. 

Nata, 195, X t £ ! E , dancer. 
Nayaka, 354, iffqlf, leader. 
Nagakanya, 66 ff, f l^C, Naga-maidens. 
Nama, 26, 155 f, fe, name, one of the Five Dharmas; Nama-

matra, 281, Vfefe, name-only. Vijfiaptir namamatreyarii 
lakshanena na vidyate (96—4), m$iMWL%> 3 £ * B ^ P T # 

(T) . 
Nastyasti, 291, %4g£, being and non-being. 
Nihsvabhava, 96, 166, 168, 287, * $ g ^ , without self-nature. 

"lakshana, 134n, ^ § ^ ^ @ , signs indicating the absence 
of self-nature. 

Nikayasaha.jasamskarakriyamanomayakaya, 210, fjtl3i{J|£fi 
H f ^ ^ f ^ C ^ t # , the will-body acquired by penetrating into 
the inner realisation of the Buddha. 

Nitya, 119, 146, 354, 1£, eternal; "Jfca, 120, eternity; Nityam 
acintyam, 302, ^ ^ M S I , eternity unthinkable. Nityam 
acintyam pratyatmaryagatigocaram paramarthagoearaih 
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ca (59—11,12). ? £ * m i i . i W W ^ - I W (T); Ni; 
tyanitya, 116, ^ " f f j ^ , eternal and not-eternal. Nitya-
cintaiveyaoi tathagatanam pratyatmaryajnanadhigamata-
thata (60—11,12), j JH£*JgJ i , & l t * l # B H S M J § l f f T 
J & S (T). 

Nimitta, 26, 127, 155 ff, #J, appearance, one of the "Five 
Dharmas.' ' 

Nimittalakshanabhedatvat, (106—16), 11&, ffi^B^^Sfi: (S) , 
ffi^HSfc (T) , J M H S 0 i & (W). 

Nirabhasa, 40, 98, 138, 140, 141, 148, 160, 208, 247, 340, 360, 
38£l2ltL generally, or f!f $J, imageless, shadowless. Cittam 
hi bhumayah sapta nirabhasa tvihashtami (215—11), -tritfe 
^ ^ d > , f\mti&k ( T ) ; 4 : » f t i f r * . fcflftf Aifi ( W ) ; 
*fritt!&-fc:,imJ9Nf$fA(S). " U p to the seventh stage 
there is still a trace of mindfulness, but at the eighth 
the state of imagelessness [i.e. no conscious strivings] 
obtains." Prajnaya ca nirabhasairh prabhavam cadhi-
gacchati ( 1 5 8 - 4 ) . SjUftiSffl , R#&M&k ( V ) ; S f f l B 

aiffijia«etf£*(T) ,• («£-H5«fej, «&*##. ##n 
& # > j |Ml ]£ i£ (S). . " I t is by means of Frajna that 
the Imageless and the supernatural glory are realised." 
Nirabhasagocara, 97, 278, &BfU£J£, realm of no-shadows. 
Tathatavyavasthitas ca bodhisattvo mahasattvo nirabhasa-
gocarapratilabhitvat pramuditam bodhisattvabhumim pra-
tilabhate (226—12 f). #ffMfff£&*n*II5g. mmBffi&ft 

to&E. # & B 8 ^ £ . ^ - M f t f l t T ) . "The Bodhisattva-
mahasattva who abides in the suchness of things, enters 
into the realm of no-shadows, and thereby reaches the 
stage of Bodhisattvahood known as J o y " ; Nirabhasa-
buddhi, 273, mm® (T), & 0 f ft® (S), J t * # ( W ) , 
shadowless knowledge. 

Niralamba, 144, 3JpBf%£Mfc, unsupported; Dharmatabuddhah 
niralambah (57—13), &&f$^J5Jr^*& (T). 
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Nirukti, 134, fffiii), terminological explanation. 
Nirodha, 39, 127, 148, 183, 290, 303, ?k, cessation; Nirodha-

samapatti, 245, 8 $ l | / £ , mental tranquillity; Nirodha-
sukha, 356, J|stiJ&|§|, the bliss of cessation. Bodhisattvena 
. . . . nirodhasukham samapattisukham ca sattvakriyapek-
shaya purvasvapranidhanabhinirhritataya ca na sakshat-
karaniyam (58—13-15), ^ H W M ^ f W W f c H * 

m. rank *&*£&*&. *«« cs>; wm&&&* 
# M 0 f # & , * f f l H S » R A H I * & ( T ) . "Because of his 
compassion with which he regards all beings and because 
of his desire to fulfil his original vows, the Bodhisattva 
does not personally realise the bliss of cessation and that 
of tranquillity." 

Nirgatam, 110, ^{±1, not out of (water). See Apravishtam. 
Nirmana, or Nirmanika, 142, 311, HUftj; Nirmanakaya, 212, 

308ff, 347, QcM,_ t n e transformation-body; Nirmana-
buddha, 23, 38, 142 ff, 208 f, 316, >ffcf$.< the transformation-
buddha; Nirmitadhishthana, 363 f, |l§'fWffl$#, being sus
tained by the power of the transformed one; Nirmita-
nirmana, 80, H<ffrffc#&; Nirmitabuddha, 328, \£\%. 

Nirvana, 35 f, 41, 97, 100 108, 127 ff, 168, 192, 193, 202, 
218 ff, 293, 303, 312, 314 ff, 354 g $ | , $ t ^ ; Nirvanam 
aryajnanapratyatmagatigocaram (99—1), ' S ^ ^ ' S ^ i S 
^Bf^f^^-. This is one definition of Nirvana in the 
Lankavatara which is significant in many ways. Nirvanani 
manavarjitam (149—8), 350, &$M>bM- Na buddhah 
parinirvati na dharmah parihlyate, sattvanam paripakaya 
parinirvanam nidarsayet. Acintyo bhagavan buddho 
nityakayas tathagatah, deseti vividhan vyuhan sattvanam 
hitakaranat. P. 315. ' fo7£lffigg& IE-8c#*&8, j | # & £ 
at *mmm> iifc#*jB», minffl. mm&&,$i 
S[fS#£il (I-tsing). Nirvanam iti yathabhtitarthasthana-
darsanam (200—6), 296, ,&&%$L1m'MM (T), " B y Nir
vana is meant to see*into the abode of reality as it i s " ; 
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NirvanadMtu, 264, ^ ^ # , the abode of Nirvana, one of 
the three Asamskritas (H$£ji|i!fe). 

Nirvikalpa, 106, 138, f&##J, non-discrimination. Nirvikal-
panirabhasagocaram tathagatagocaram (78—10), f&frffi* 
ft£M& &1m&M?1 (T). Nirvikalpacara, 75, &#B!I 
ff, deeds of non-discrimination. Nirvikalpaj nana, 201, 
^kfr%Vl$§> non-discriminative knowledge. Nirvikalpalok-
ottarajnanam, 185, 3&#J3U ttHfirKlf, non-discriminative 
transcendental knowledge. 

Nirvritti, 185, ftS, disappearance. 
Nishyanda, 322 f, #f$£, ^pfljfc, flowing-out or -down; Nish-

yandabuddha, 23, 142 ff, 208 f, # fM&, «fc#&. 
Nemina, 354, PtW£ftM(W). 
Nairatmyam, 39, 139, fR|̂ &, egoless; Nairatmyadvaya, 29 f, 

35, 37, 66, 154, 166 ff, HM&, the twofold egolessness, 
pudgalanairdtmya (AI&3&) and dharmanaimtmya (fkjfe 
« ) . 

Nairmanika, 142, -ffc> transformed; Nairmanikabuddha, 23, 
-ffci^. Buddhas of transformation. 

Padmavimana, 332, 3 t l £ 0Rtt£) ^ 8 £ (T), the lotus-palace. 
Paficadharma, 26, 29 f, 141, 154 ff, 161, 162, 175, 194, 211, 

316, 5Li!i£, the "five categories.'' 
Pancanirmitabuddha, 328, JLiktifti, the five transformation-

Buddhas, not yet identified. 
Pancaphala, 330, jEjfe, the five fruits (or effects) ; see Phala. 
Paiicavijnanakaya, 189, 3EI|fe#, the system of theVijfianas. 
Paratantra, 158ff, 161, 163ff, 322, ^ f l f e ^ ^ , ffc&ffi, the 

knowledge of relativity. 
Paramartha, or paramarthasatya, 148, 160, 163 ff, 244, 273, 

277, 288, 311, H — Higl, sometimes distinguished from 
Samvritisatya, relative knowledge or worldly truth. 

Parahita, 214, flj-ftfe, benefitting others. Bodhisattva^ 
parahitaheftor anekarupavesadharino bhavanti * (72—12-
H). mm&&£&> &mm% m ; && m) &&&> & 
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M A ( S , W ) . " I n order to benefit other people the 
Bodhisattvas assume various forms." 

Paravritti, 40, 72, 74, 98, 100, 105, 108, 118, 119, 128, 141, 
152, 179, 183n, 184, 185, 195, 197, 211, 247, 299, 360, 
362n, 365, HH&, turning-up, turning-over, revulsion. 

Parikalpa, 105, 115, 122, 200, generally translated as # # J , 
no special distinction being made between kalpa, prati-
kalpa, parikalpa, and vikalpa. Sometimes we meet with 
another derivative of kalpa, samkalpa, which is also 
rendered fr%\\. But in the "Sagathakam" (verses 686 
and 687) these are distinguished: parikalpa is f|i#*JS!J» 
samkalpa, %&fr%\], and vikalpa, #IJ$*J3!J' Samkalpa is, ac
cording to this, the general function of Citta, parikalpa is 
the work of Manas, while vikalpa is carried on by Mano-
vijnana. 

Parikalpita, 107, 158 ff, 161, 163 ff, 269, 287, 289, 322, 346, 
T^ff, false discrimination as one of the three Svabhavas 
or Lakshanas. I t is generally translated as tUff^f^l'fcfe' 

Parikalpitabhidhana, 346, ^ i f r J J W £ ^ (T) , phraseology 
belonging to erroneous imagination. 

Pariccheda, (vishaya-), 189, Hjjlj, differentiation. 
Parijna or parijfiana, 193, 273, T£D, accurate knowledge. 
Parinama, 190, 306, $Uf&, evolution, transformation. Pari-

kalpam upadayaivam sarvaparinamabhedo drashtavyo 
(159—12). iB^m> —Wm&toM (T). "Al l thetrans-
formations are to be regarded as due to erroneous dis
crimination. ' ' 

Parinamana, 357, 83[FO, transference, especially of one's 
merit to another or towards the realisation of supreme 
wisdom. This is one of the 4nost characteristic ideas of 
Mahayana Buddhism. 

Parinayaka, 354, ^ £ j | : # , the guiding one, one of the Bud
dha's epithets. 

Parinirvana, 361, JRggH. 
Parinishpanna, 159 ff; "lakshana, 31, BlJ^t4, perfect know-
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ledge, one of the Three Svabhavas ( H I H 4 ) , correspond
ing to Right Knowledge (samyag jfiana, JE^§), of the Five 
Dharmas. 

Parisuddhi, 253, ?f ?f, pure. 
Pani, 353, ^ , hand. 
Paramita, 39, 41, 126, 141, 143, 199, 365 ff, $L$i3g (palomi), 

perfection, or reaching the other shore. There are six 
(sometimes ten) Virtues of Perfection, which are regularly 
practised by the Bodhisattva. See also Prajna. 

Pisaca, 117, Ml^HS, a goblin. 
Punyapunya, 130, MWM, merit-demerit. Anye punya-

punyaparikshayat (183—17). « £ f H i # H ^ ( ^ g ^ , T ) . 
"Others [think Nirvana consists] in the extinction of 
both merit and demerit." 

Pudgala, 130, 139, 256, A , the individual soul; Pudgala-
dharmanairatmya, 140, AlSfe^tfe, the egolessness of both 
the individual soul and external objects; Pudgalanairat-
my a Jnana, 167, AlBfc^cll?, the knowledge that there is no 
ego-soul. 

Puramdara, 353, ^RSffPEIl (W), city-destroyer, epithet of 
Indra. 

Purusha, 130, A» i : f e , supreme spirit. 
Purushakara, 323, ± ^ ^ , one of the five " f ru i t s " (phala, 

•%k), literally, man-working. It is the effect produced by 
a human agent at work. 

Piinjan, 367, something heaped up( ?) 
Purvadharmasthitita, or Pauranasthitidharmata, 212, 213, 

274, 277, 352, : £ & & , originally-abiding truth or reality. 
Purvapranidhana, 332, ^SJiS, an original vow made by a 

Bodhisattva when he begins his career as a Mahayana 
follower of the Buddha. 

Prithagjana, 143, M^fe, generally coupled with Mia, j§ifc 
meaning a man not yet illumined, i.e. ignorant. 

Prithivi, 353, jti&, earth. 
Posha, 130, H P ^ J §i^f, growth, nourishing or growing one; 
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found in combination (183—13,1) with Atma (fJc), Satta 
( * & ) , J iva (^ r ) , Posha ( $ $ # ) , Purusha (±5fc), Pudgala 
( A ) . 

Prakriti, 130, §'fc£' nature, or original nature, contrasted to 
Purusha, supreme* spirit; Prakritiprabhasvaram, 255 f, 
258 f, 268, g£k$ |$ f , pure in its original essence. 

cittam upaklesair manadibhih, atmana saha sam-
yuktam (358—11). ^ f & f j ^ f r , B M f f i $ $ . RMZStftiJM 
(T) . "The Citta, pure in its original essence, gives itself 
up to the influence of the secondary evil passions, Manas, 
etc., and the ego." 

Praca>ita(-sunyata), 288, f r^s , emptiness of action, one of 
. > 

the seven ftunyatfis. 
Prajiiapti, 181, $&%&, =vijnapti, representation, ideation, 

mental construction; Prajnaptinamamatreyam, 181, VfeWi 
f £ £ . This is the form in the "Sagathakam" 23, but on 
p. 96, vijnapti. Evidently, prajnapti and vijnapti are 
convertible terms as far as the Lankavatara is concerned. 
Prajfiaptimatra, 181, 281 f, Pf£fitiS!; Prajnaptimatram 
katham (26—17), 181, 281n, S M P i ^ a S ; Prajiiapti-
matram tribhavam (nasti vastusvabhavatah, 168—7), 181, 
281n, H # W 3 # . mi'Mmm (T) ; Prajnaptisatya, 242, 
$ x £ (T),ifcgffi(S, W), worldly way of thinking. Pra-
jrlaptisatyato by atma dravyasan na hi vidyate (153—10), 
m%itMm, (Msmtmt)* mmwmis, w>; mnm& 
3fc> ffiff>PW(T). " I n accordance with the worldly 
way of thinking, there is an ego-substance, which, however, 
has really no existence." 

Prajna, 34, 35 f, 43, 52, 83, 101, 108, 127, 138, 160, 177, 200, 
229, 272, 279, 283 ff, 306n, 366, j f t ^ . %??& transcendental 
knowledge; Prajnacakshus, 115, 305, |u£BH, wisdom-eye; 
Prajnaparamita, 206, $£%£$$&$&%•, one of the Piiramitas. 
The six or ten Virtues of Perfection (paramitd) are 
enumerated; when they are ten, the following four are 
added to the six: 7. Updya, ~}j{&, means, 8. Pranidhdna, B{, 
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vows, 9. Bala, Jj, power, and 10. Jnana, *$£, knowledge. 
The last two are more or less repetitions of Virya and 
Prajnd. According to the Yogacara philosophers all the 
four are regarded as the amplification of the sixth Para-
mita, Prajnd. Prajnopaya, 227, ^fl^ifQ£, knowledge and 
means. 

Pratityasamutpada, 121, ffltlfQ, the theory of causation. 
Pratibimba, 84, 97, 164, J&&, image. 
Prativikalpa, 81, fr%\\> discrimination. Kalpa (20—3), 

vikalpa, samkalpa (M&$1, 350—7), parikalpa (fU#*#J> 
350—7)} pratikalpa—they are more or less synonymous. 
See also under Parikalpa. 

Pratisrut, 85, ̂ gJ, echo. 
Pratishthapikabuddhi, 165, |ij5!/l?, the intelligence whereby 

a proposition is set up. 
Pratisamkhyanirodha, 264n, WW>, the annihilation of evil 

desires by means of the intellect and will, which is Nirvana 
attained by the Buddhists. One of the three Asamskritas 

Pratyaksha, 201, 273, 286, Jgif, J H : , immediate perception. 
A good definition of pratyaksha is given in the Mahavyut-
patti, CCII, 1. Satsamprayoge purushasyendriyanam bud-
dhijanma pratyaksham. J§TOJA2:ft*&3:g, i!£SEtif. 
"When an object appears before a seijse-organ the latter 
perceives it and recognises it as something external." 
This is immediate knowledge forming the basis of all other 
forms of knowledge. — pratyatmaryaJnana. 

Pratyaya, 139, 354, |gc, causation. 
Pratyayabhivyakti, 307, I M T & f ! , one of the nine Pari-

namas, but what it means is not explained. 
Pratyatmaryajnana, 67, 68, 74, 85, 98, 100 f, 103, 109, 114, 

127, 132, 140, 150, 153, 184, 193, 253, 273, 277, 307, 339, 
§ i f ( ^ ) 1 ^ . Pratyatma ( g | f ) , dryajMna ( I t f f ) , gati-
gama (Biff), adhigama C§fif), gocara (*&Jf?-), dharma 
with its synonyms, and some other terms appear in the 
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Lankavatara in almost every possible combination. This 
is natural seeing that the object of the sutra is to elucidate 
the doctrine of Pratyatmajnana. The following gives all 
the chief combinations to be found in it grouped under 
three heads: 1. Those containing dry a Jnana as principal 
ideas; though they also frequently include such words as 
gocara, lakshana, gati, gatigama, or adhigama, yet the 
main stress of the combination may be regarded as placed 
on Jnana; 2. Those phrases purporting to emphasise the 
experience-aspect of the realisation, i.e., those made 
up- with such terms as gocara, gotra, gati, gatigama, or 
adhigama, and without any special reference to its intel
lectual significance; and 3. Those combinations more ex
pressive of the metaphysical sense which is conveyed in 
terms such as dharma, dharmata, vastu, tathata, tattvam, 
or bhutakoti. 

1. Pratyatmajnana (with or without sva), 2—7, 98—2, 
2 2 8 ^ , 231—10; (with gocara), 13—13, 21—4, 35—7, 
50—10, 231—1; (with gatigocara), 99—1, 67—17, 68—6, 
62—12; (with gatilakshana), 49—17, 50—6, 133—2,13; 
(with gatigama), 89—3, 87—12; (with adhigama), 61— 
12, 75—8, 80—2, 93—1,12, 194—18; (with tathagata-
bhumi and gata), 93—4; (with vastumukha), 94—14, 
which is variously translated in the Chinese showing dis
crepancies in the original texts: ^ ^ ^ ^ i ^ t ^ P ^ (T) , 
H A f t # ^ , P I ! (W), g & W g (S). In one ease buddhi 
is used for jiiana, 133—10; sometimes dryajndna is not 
prefixed by pratydtma, for instance, 125—12, 77—10, 
75—9, 165—10; sometimes we have vedyd substituted for 
Jnana, 88—13, 215—13; sometimes vedyagati, 3—12,16. 

2. Pratydtmagati (with or without sva, and sometimes 
with tathagata, arya, or lakshana), 5—14, 6—2,8—12, 
11—6, 18—12, 58—10, 11, 16, 17, 62—1, 123—8, 127—17, 
155—12, 224—18, 238—6,7; (with gatigocara), 4—16, 
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5 _ 5 , 7__8, 7 _ n ? 11—16, 13—13, 23—16, 39—16, 49—5, 
55—1, 57—9, 59—11, 155—2, 172—12, 242—15; (with 

.gatigama), 43—8, 222—3; (with adhigama), 58—3,4,12, 
60—4, 61—8, 148—11; (with abhisamayagotra), 64—12; 
(with tathdgatabhumi), 224—10, 214—4, 10—15. 

3. Pratydtmadharma (or dharmatd), 6—11, 8—1, 143 
-5,144—12, 185—3, 226—18; (qualified with vedyagati), 

3—12, 3—16, (with nayalakshana), 15—3; (with tat-
tvam), 48-^-14; (with vastu), 95—4; (with tathatd), 
132—3; (with bhutakoti), 88—13. 

In the "Sagathakam" we have the following combina
tions : Pratydtma-vedyaydna, 163, "dharmatd, 350, "vedya, 
421, "tathatd, 545, "gatigama, 746, °drishtigatika, 781, 
"drishtadharma, 881. 

Pratyekabuddha, $aH, $8c3l, a solitary Buddha who has no 
desire to announce his truth to the world; Pratyekabud-
dhayana, 360, jRftMS. 

Pradhana, 264, B$M£\ Pradhanam Isvarah karta cittamatram 
vikalpyate (79—12), P g # f f r £ , jfc^CyfrSO (T) . 

Pranidhana, 203, 205, 209 f, 340, 355 f, 357, gg, vow, prayer, 
earnest wish. 

Prapanca, 137, 200, 201n, J§£|ra> vain talk, diffusive trivial 
reasoning; "darsana, 345, S t^ j iL; "daushthulya, 190, j^gm 
M.M; Anadikalaprapancadaushthulyavikalpavasanahetu-
kam (43—7), « M t f § M £ & 1 M 0 (S) . "Owing to 
the habit-energy accumulated since beginningless time by 
trivial erroneous discrimination." 

Prabandha, 183, $ J | | , continuation. 
Prabhava, 203, 356, $LJJ, J§&#27, sovereign power,=anu-

bhava and adhishthana. 
Prabhedapracara (m vyavasthanayati, 57—12), 143, ^ $ J H 

Prabhedanayalakshana (127—14), 110, ( ^ f f g t £ ) HBtfffi, 
the aspect of individuation arising from false imagination. 

Pramana, 134, 137, j i , logical survey. Naikatvanyatvo-
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bhayatvanubhayatvasambaddham tat sarvapramanavini-
vritam (189-16) . # — # J * . # « # * & £*&3ft t . tt— 
*9Jft(T). "That which is not bound by [such opposites 
as] oneness and otherness, bothness and not-bothness, is 
beyond all logical survey." 

Pramudita, 222, HfcHife, the stage of Joy, the first of the ten 
Bodhisatvabhumi. 

Pravicayabuddhi, 165, WM*I§> the intellect that sees into the 
self-nature of existence which is beyond the fourfold pro
position (catuskkotika, H^*)). 

Pravritti, 182, 185, ^ ^ g , $ | , rising, appearance; °Vijnana, 
186ff, 198, 210, 336,-Hil l the Vijnana in its dynamic 
aspect, i.e. as evolving in conjunction with the sense-
organs. 

Prasama, 85, JftftS, tranquillity. 
Prayogikacarya, 224, Mff> ^Jftfflfr, effortful life, opposed 

to andbhoga, M^ffl. 
Preta, 118, fflJJiL. hungry ghost. 

Phala, 323 f, $c. There are five " f ru i t s " or effects (panca-
phaldni) .- 1. Vipdkaphala, HS&lc: when an evil deed is 
committed, the doer suffers pain; when a good is done, he 
enjoys pleasure. Pleasure and pain in themselves are 
unmoral and neutral as far as their karmaic character is 
concerned. Hence the name "differently ripening." 2. 
Nishyanda" s£$f£;|c : when an evil (or a good) deed is 
done, this tends to make the doer more easily disposed 
towards evils (or goods). As cause and effect are of the 
same nature, this phala is called "flowing in the same 
course." 3. Purusha" drffl^:: vegetables or cereals grow 
abundantly from the earth owing to the will, intelligence, 
and labour of the farmer; as the harvest is the fruit 
brought about by a human agency, the name purusha is 
given to this form of effect. 4. AdhipaW, t£}z.$k : that 
anything at all exists is due to the cooperation positive or 
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negative of all other things; for if the latter interfere in 
any way, the former will cease to exist. When tnus the 
co-existence of things is regarded as the result of universal 
mutuality, it is called " the helping." 5. Visamyoga" 
fiiS&H = Nirvana is the fruit of spiritual discipline, and 
as it enables one to be released from the bondage of birth-
and-death, it is called "freeing from bondage." 

Bandhanam cittasambhavam, 179, ($t#l&Pjy&) # $ & 0 # l 
£fe(T), the bondage is mind-made, that is, this world of 
faulty appearances is the construction of the mind. 

Bandhabandhavikalpa, l l l f , %&Mft$\> discrimination as to 
bondage and release, one of the twelve Vikalpas. 

Bala, 39, 66, 97, 142, 150, 209, # . The ten powers of the 
Bodhisattva according to the Avatamsaka (Sikshananda, 
LVI) are: 1. Asayabala, ffitbjj, having a mind strongly 
turned away from worldliness; 2. Adkyasaya", *§"dfe$t*Ci» 
"%), having a belief growing ever stronger in Buddhism; 
3. Prayoga0, Mff or ~fi$ij], the power of discipling him
self in all the exercises of Bodhisattvahood; 4. Prajnd", 
^jj, the intuitive power to understand the mentalities 
of all beings; 5. Pranidhdna", ffikjj, the power of making 
every prayer fulfilled; 6. Caryd", frj), the power of 
working till the end of time; 7. Ydna", W^~)l> the power of 
creating all kinds of conveyance {ydna) without ever 
giving up the Mahayana; 8. Vikurvana", t^^t}, the 
power of making a world of immaculate purity in every 
pore of the skin; 9. Bodhi", #$§;fr , the power of awaken
ing every being in enlightenment; 10. Dharmacakra-
pravartana" $lfk$fajj, the power of uttering one phrase 
which appeals uniformly to the hearts of all beings. 

Bala-abhijna-vasita, 346, 327, f), Jjifjl, g # , the powers-
supernatural-faculties-self-mastery, generally found in 
triplet as the endowments of the Bodhisattva. 

Balin, 354, ifft^k, the strong one, an epithet of the Buddha. 
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Balopacarikam, 367, H ^ g J f f f H , o n e o f t h e f o u r Dhyanas 
mentioned in the Lankavatara, p. 97. Though he is re
garded as ignorant or dull-witted (bdla) who practises 
this kind of Dhyana, this is the ordinary form of medita
tion carried on by most people, some of whom are quite 
intelligent and sharp-witted. But the Mahayana goes 
beyond these meditations which are more or less relative 
and artificial and not of the highest sort; for meditating 
on impurities, the impermanence of things, sufferings of 
life, etc., is the first lesson for the beginners of Buddhism. 

Bahyamadhyatmaka, 116, ft^Hfe, external and internal. 
Bahyabhava, 132, 272, £H&, an external world. abha-

vanabhinivesat (184—16), ^ J R ^ (T) , ^ * H £ (S) , 
^flJCjF^r^tfl^- (W) ; " B y not clinging to the existence or 
non-existence of an external world." 

Buddha, 35 f, 354, f$, $&j$E, jg3£, the enlightened one. 
Desanadharmanishyando yac ca nishyandanirmitam, 
buddha hy ete bhavet paurah sesha nirmariavigrahah (320 
- l , 2), 329. &&•%%&, vm&1t£r> &H*&«$, JHMfc 
mm. (T); m&mmw, m^mmt, &»*«*, mtm 

Buddhata, 137, 277, f | ffc {$g£'|^, that which constitutes 
Buddhahood klesadvayaprahanac ca mahamate bud-
dhanam bhagavatam buddhata bhavati (140—12,13), 
. . - W — f f l « f i # M W £ ( T ) . "The reason of Buddha
hood consists in the destruction of the twofold Klesa (evil 
passions), etc." 

Buddhadharma, 152, 155, 360, f^^, Aparapraneya bhavi-
shyanti buddhadharmeshu (133—5), ^fjJJJife+^&flMiJ-
(T) , " I n the teachings of the Buddha they establish them
selves not depending upon anybody else." Buddhabud-
dhata sarvapramanendriyavinivritta, 137, 3£%&3t$t» Mffli 
—50f&lft^lr(T) , Buddhasya buddhata, 153,319, f i f f f t . 
Vahanukula, nityasca tatha, buddhasya buddhata (234:—8), 

«*iniffl«fc a » - « a ) . mwmMffi> vmfoin&p)-
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" A s the sands of the Ganges which always arrange them
selves along the stream, so does the essence of Buddhahood 
[conform itself to the stream of Nirvana]. 

Buddhahetupadesa, 354, $|M*fc • •• • f & ^ (T), one who teaches 
the reason of Buddhahood. 

Buddhi, 27n, 152, 162, 164ff, (two kinds of), 202, ^>. The 
difference between buddhi and Jnana is sometimes difficult 
to point out definitively, for they both signify worldly 
relative knowledge as well as transcendental knowledge. 
Prajnd is distinctly the latter. 

Buddhiboddhavya, 116, J | , #f J l , knowing and knowable. 
rahitam samyaksambuddhatvam (190—7), JE^JIf f l 

(T), M&Br^'-
Bodhi, or sathbodhi, 38, ^pji§, or lEJI, enlightenment; Bodhi-

cittotpada, 103, 206, ^ ^ ^ < C > , awakening the thought of 
enlightenment. 

Bodhipakshya, the thirty-seven, 352, H"f~--fc;!SJflJlimi, which 
is, fully stated, saptatrimsadbodhipdkshika dharmdh, the 
thirty-seven items leading to enlightenment. They are: 

~~ I. The Four Smrityupasthana. E 9 ^ ^ , the four objects 
of meditation; 1. kdya", ^ , the body; 2. vedand", $ , sensa
tions; 3. citta°^t>, thought; 4. dharma", ^ , the Doctrine. 
II . The Four Samyakprahana, KlElfPf, the four right 
ways of cutting down evil desires and thoughts: 1. to keep 
down evils that have not yet been done; 2. to uproot evils 
that have already been put in action; 3. to do goods that 
have not yet been done; 4. to make goods already done 
grow ever stronger. I II . The Four Riddhipada, PS^U^ 
JE,, four strong determinations to attain supernatural 
powers by means of concentration on: 1. chanda, $ t , 
desire; 2. citta, t&„ thought; 3. vlrya, fjtlJEit, energy; 4. 
mimdmsd, H&, reflection. IV. The Five Indriya,:EiJI, five 
controlling principles: 1. sraddhd", fit, faith; 2. vlrya", f|f 
3$f, energy; 3. smriti", &, mindfulness; 4. samddhi",%, 
concentration; 5. prajnd", H , wisdom. V. The Five Bala, 
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JE.JJ, the five powers which are the same as the five 
Indriyas; the one is conceived as a sort of principle by 
which the other is manifested. VI. The Seven Bodhyanga, 
-bJI:i5L, the seven factors leading to enlightenment: 1. 
smriti°,&, mindfulness; 2. dharmapravicaya", WW;, a 
discerning judgment for the right doctrine; 3. virya", f j | 
3H, energy; 4. priti", &, joyfulness; 5. prasrdbdhi",1^Sc. 
repose; 6. samadhi°± j&, concentration; 7. upekshd", %&, 
equanimity. VII. The Eight Angikamarga, A J E J E , the 
eight noble paths of righteousness: 1. samyagdrishti, IEJL> 
right view; 2. "kalpa, jES'JH, right thinking; 3. "vdff, 
lEtm> right speech; 4. "karmdnta,lEH, rjght conduct; 5. 
"jiva, IE#", right livelihood; 6. "vydydma, JEW}, right 
effort; 7. "smriti, J E ^ T , right mindfulness; 8. "santddhi, 
JE/&, mind hightly collected. 

Bodhisattva, the meaning of, 345, #£lj§J$E, # ^ , ^ ^ I f r 
one who seeks enlightenment not only for himself but for 
others, another name for the Mahayana follower; Bodhi-
sattvecchantiko 'tra mahamate adiparinirvritan sarva
dharma^! viditvatyantato na parinirvati (6*6—11), 220, >*C 

"Mahamati, the Bodhisattva-icchantika knowing that all 
things are in Nirvana from the beginning refrains for 
ever from entering into Nirvana." 

Bodhyangas, 39, i £$ l ;& factors of enlightenment. 
Brahma, 352, & . 
Brahmayana, 360, $£lfl. 

Bhava, 131, 193, 307, j£, ^ , existence, being, sometimes 
=dharma, sometimes=lakshana. In the following in
stances, =dharma: Astitvam sarvabhavanam (156—7), 
J L ^ ^ ^ ^ ( W ) ; Abhavat sarvadharmanam (156—9), —* 
tyfk^fM (W) ; Sarvabhava anutpannaniruddhah (198— 
1), —~QJ!f i&^fe^RlS (T) . Bhava is lakshana in these 
examples: Bhutavinasac ca svalakshanam notpadyate na 
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nirudhyate (198—2), * « * « , & £ £ # * £ * » (T); 
BhGto bhutasvabhavam na vijahati (198—3), :ftflf>f*jfM 
£H&(T). Bhavabhava, 128, ^M, being and non-being. 

Bhavasvabhava, 43,124, & £ & ( S ) , g & ( T ) , ^ ^ g ^ (T), 
^ ^ ( T ) , reason, being, self-nature, that which constitutes 
the essential nature of a thing. Na mahamate yatha bala-
prithagjanair bhavasvabhavo vikalpyate tatha bhavati 

vi63-i6), —•Qô jBu 4MM&. mmm&ftiam (T). 
"The nature of existence is not, Mahamati, as it is dis
criminated by the ignorant." Tatra vitatham iti mahamate 
na tatha yatha bhavasvabhavah kalpyate (199—16 f), fi' 
&L%m*1mm&&m®& m . ' "By being 'false' it is 
meant not to discriminate things as they are in themselves.'' 
Bhavasvabhava (-sunyata), 288, fH^^s, emptiness of self-
nature, one of the seven Sunyatas. 

Bhaskara, 354, jJc, an epithet of the Buddha. 
Bhuta, 74, Sf, reality, element (mahdbhuta). 
Bhutakoti, 164, 259, 262, 287, 354 SJgg, the limit of reality. 
Bhutata, 213, 275, 354, &&" (t T), reality. Yanmaya 

adhigatam sthitaivaisha dharmata... .tathata bhutata 
(144—4f), &MiE&&'fir(£&fk (T). "What has been 
realised by me, that is the ever-abiding nature of things, 
suchness, reality, etc." 

Bhumi, 97, Jlfe, stage; 353, ;Jci&, earth. Bodhisattvabhumi, 
^r$l#il, of which there are ten, grading the upward course 
of the Bodhisattva^ spiritual development, which cul
minates in the realisation of Buddhahood. The Dasa-
bhumika-sutra is specifically devoted to the treatment of 
the ten stages of Bodhisattvahood. See J. Rahder 's edition, 
in which, however, the gatha portions are mostly omitted. 
In the Lankavatara (chapter on "Abhisamaya"), the dis
tinction between the Bodhisattva and the two Vehicles is 
emphasised, as the latter are unable to go up further than 
the sixth stage where they enter into Nirvana. At the 
seventh stage, the Bodhisattva goes through an altogether 
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new spiritual^ experience known as andbhogacaryd, which 
may be rendered ' ' a purposeless life.' ' But, supported by 
the majestic power of the Buddhas, which enters into the 
great vows first made by the Bodhisattva as he started in 
his career, the latter now devises various methods of salva
tion for the sake of his ignorant and confused fellow-
beings. But, continues the Lankavatara, from the absolute 
point of view of the ultimate truth (paramdrtha) attained 
by the Bodhisattva, there is no such graded course of 
spirituality in his life; for here is really no gradation 
(krama), no continuous ascension (kramdnusandhi $JjHI), 
but the truth (dharma, £fe) alone which is imageless (nir-
dbhasa, | ^ ^ ^ ) , and detached altogether from discrimina
tion (vikalpaviviktadharma). The names of the ten stages 
are: 1. Pramudita (tfcHitil), 2. Vimala ($&$n), 3. Pra-
bhakarl(#^fe), 4. ArcishmatI, $&;§£, 5. S u d u r j a y a , @ i | ^ , 
6. Abhimukhi, 5|(3tf, 7. Duramgama, jaff , 8. Acala, ^Rtfr> 
9. Sadhumati, H§£, and 10. Dharmamegha i&l§. For a 
tabular description of each stage, see Sylvain Levi's French 
translation of the Mahdydna-sutralamkara by Asanga. 

Bhranti, 38, 40, 118, 200, 274, -fei&,' roaming, error; Bhrantis 
tattvam (107 -3 ) , 1 1 9 , £ i f e g | W r ( T ) , & £ & g £ f t f f 
( W ) ; & 3 U & 9 (S) ; Bhrantih sasvata, (106—16), 119, 

«£&«i(T); mmm® cwj; *»« cs). 
Mattapurusha, 360, - f r ^ A , drunken man. Yatha hi matta-

purusrho madyabhavad vibudhyate (135—14), fSr%0^?j!j$ 
A> ?B?t4!&8H£(T). "Like unto a drunken man who 
grows conscious when the effect of liquor wears off." 

Madhyama, 163, 242, "fiE, the middle way. Vinivrittir 
vikalpasya pratipatsye ca madhyama (311—2), Zfr$tl£$" 
%\\, llfcfif^'t ' jmT). "When discrimination is done away 
with, the middle way is reached." 

Manas, 84, 99, 171 ff, 177, 190, 195 ff, 282, jg , consciousness 
as the will-to-be. 
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Manomayakaya, 145, 208 ff, 331, 354, "MM$c)M , the will-
body. 

Manomayadharmakaya, 318, fWTfeMjfcfeM', the Tathagata's 
Dharmakaya as a will-body. 

ManoviJnana, 38, 84, 171 f, 177 f, 191 ^Hfc, consciousness 
more intellectually conceived; the world of particulars. 

Mano hyubhayasamearam, 2f)0, ^ j ^ Z l ^ f f ? (T), Manas 
walks in two ways. 

Manyati, 250, JBJ&, to reflect. 
Maha-augha, 193, £jt$L, great flood. Yatha kshlne maha-

aughe taranganam asariibhavah (127—12), iQJZ.Jffeffl.Wt 
$ t f M l J ^ 5 ( T ) . " I t is like a great flood whose force 
being exhausted waves are no more stirred in i t . " 

Mahakaruna, 34, 97, 152, 177, 223, 357, izK&, :fcK&fr» great 
love, great compassionate heart. Bodhisattvah... .purva-
pranidhanakripakaruriopetah (214—2, 3), ifgillLfil& 
^SEhfc^ (T) . "Recalling their original vows growing 
out of a great compassionate heart, the Bodhisattvas. . . . " 

Mahapranidhana, 23%0, ̂ C^B, great vows made by the Bodhi
sattva in the beginning of his spiritual career. 

Mahabhuta, 246, ;Jc$i, primary elements. 
Mahamati, ^ c H , the principal interlocutor in the Lankava

tara. 
Mahayana, 358 f, ^ C ^ , the great vehicle. 
Mahayanaprabhana, 203, 3<M$bty\%, a samadhi. 
Mahayogayogin, 103n , ^ci^ff H£, he who exerts himself in 

the great discipline leading up to Buddhahood. 
Mahaiiinyata, 288, 3t&, emptiness of the highest degree, 

that is, paramdrthdryajndna,iJ^—'^M^i^^. 
Mamsacakshus, 114, $JBK, human eye. Buddhya na mamsa-

caksha (13—3), &mM* # * R t t ( T ) . 
Mamsabhakshana, 368 ff $1^" , meat-eating. 
Maya, £ ) , magic; Mayavishaya, 141, 317, £J*&, realm of 

maya. 
Mayopama, 97, 100, 168, etc., jtaiQ> maya-like; Mayopama-
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samadhi, 209, jaiiQrzMfe., the highest samadhi in the Lan
kavatara-, Mayopamasamadhikaya, 140, #n#JHB&§t', the 
body in which this samadhi is realised. 

Marga, 39, J E , path; Margam ashtangikam, 358, A ^ i E , the 
eightfold path. See under Bodhipakshya; Margasatya, 
354, & f t . 

Muni, 36 f, # f e . 
Mulatathagata, 146, 316, f j i^&l^e, the original Tathagata, 

=Dharmakaya, =Dharmatabuddha. 
Mrigatrishna, 112, ^life, fMWi, deer-thirst, fata morgana. 
Mritparamanu, 187, %^M., clay-atom; °bhyo mritpindo 

na canyo nananyah (38—9),UM$$MM, # H * 2 M * ( T ) , 
" A lump of clay is neither different nor not-different from 
its atoms." 

Maitrlvihari, 370, iSc'ttjI^fr, those who abide in compassion. 
Moksha, 38, 132 f, f$Wt, emancipation. 
Moha, 259, $i , folly, one of the three poisonous desires. 
Maunatathagata, 80, the Tathagata in silence, = mulatatha

gata. Nothing corresponding to this in the Chinese trans
lations. 

Maulat,athagata, 145n, %fk%l1a&fe, the original Tathagata. 
Yathatathyadarsana, 73, jvaf£M*, seeing into the truth as it 

is. Yathatathyamudra, 3027, #nH£P, the seal of suchness. 
Vimokshatrayadhigatayathatathyamudrasumudrita bha-
vasvabhaveshu pratyatmadhigataya buddhya pratyaksha-
viharino bhavishyanti nastyastitvavastudrishtivivarjitah 
(166-3,5). n^mm,tnxkmm, *mim&*sjm 
m&> «Nft»^.ffi(s);#H*»R, n&Mummw 

inXft,jLmn&Tmxfo8m%m--®mmm. "Let 
all beings realise the triple emancipation, be well stamped 
with the seal of suchness, abide in the intuitive under
standing of the self-nature of things, which is to be gained 
by the inner faculty of realisation, and cease from viewing 
things in their relative aspect." 
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Yathabhfltam, 105,114, 115,118, 119,121,122,128,132,195, 
197, 215, 268, 273, 274, 282, 285, 294, 335, 339, 341, & £ , 
truly, as it is. 

Yathabhutasvalakshanavasthanavasthitam, 123n, # n | | $ J |=| 
ffi##ffi(S); teinKlg(T); # ; & § * » » & + ( W ) ; 

"abiding in the place where reality remains in its original 
identity.' ' 

Yathabhutarthasthanadarsana, Tatra nirvanam iti mahamate 
(200-6 ) , 123; J&n&8&> M-loW (?);... MX* 
m& (S) ; . . . . |H^.Htfei toffff i*(W). "Mahamati, Nir
vana means seeing into the abode of reality in its true 
signification." The abode of reality is where a thing 
stands by itself, and we have in the Lankavatara the fol
lowing (178—15) : avasthane 'vatishthata iti na pravartata 
ity artho g jB4£3£, &3>3S^5 (T) . "To abide in one's 
self-station means not to be astir, [i.e. to be eternally 
quiescent]." 

Yathabhutavasthanadarsana, 123, 123n, 127, 278. °m sarva-
dharmanam yaduta svacittadrisyamatravatarah (112—6), 
*»*«JL-^oss*fi!a(a)'eies«ji(s); s « £ * n g 
JL mA&%%Mm& (w); m—eiitoiww. mm J mm 
iOJ5f3g (T). " B y 'seeing into the abode of reality as it 
is ' is meant ' to get into the understanding that there 
is only what is seen of one's own mind, [and no external 
world as such] ' . " 

Yatharutarthabhinivishta, 77, B8HJDt^ (T) ; #nlfcl!fffl£3f 
(W), " to cling to the letter as fully in accordance with 
the sense." 

Yatharutarthabhinivesasamdhau na prapatata (164—14), 

no, *®#nms&ffiMt* (T); *mimmt&mn%ffim 
( S ) ; *mmM&&fflm*mmffi (W). The Wei text 
seems to differ very 'much from both Sung and T'ang. 
But Wei and Sung agree in reading samdhi as %$Wi (com
bination or continuation) while T'ang has f?!?£ (hidden 
meaning) for it. I follow the T'ang reading. 
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Yathalabdham (at the end of the Tibetan Lankavatara), 
23, as far as accessible or available. 

Yana, 360, ^§, vehicle. The Buddhist doctrine that carries 
one from this side of birth-and-death to the other side of 
Nirvana has been compared to a venicle of conveyance 
since the early days of Buddhism. 

Yugantagni, 257, i&ik, fire at the end of the world. 
Yukti, 132, jm% t ru th; 307, jBSK^f i*) , combination, con

cordance, transformation; Yuktivikalpa, 111 f, SH^JtHl, 
reasoning as to the existence of the ego, one of the twelve 
false discriminations. 

Yoga, 103, JSfcf&D, fl^fiS discipline; Yogin, j | r f f ^ , devotee. 

Ranga, 195, *H£2fc(S,T), ^ J S (W), the stage, theatre. 
Natavan nrityate cittam mano Vidushasadrisam, vijnanam 
paficabhih sardham drisyam kalpeti rarigavat (224—2,3). 

«MtoXffi.S, fctolDtt* s&gfiHB, ^ 5 f t ^ (S, T); 
•Mnifta, %mmm, mkRsm, m^m^, n®. 
£ ? H £ s mWitftfrZt (W). For the English, see p. 125. 

Rakshasa, 34, H^l], a class of demons living in Lanka under 
the leadership of Ravana. 

Raga, 194, 259, j ^ " , greed, desire to have. 
Ragadveshamoha, 269, ^ B j | ^ , known as the three poisons 

(H45). 
Rama, 354, Hlj$, name of a hero. 
Ruta, 108 ff, 3C^r, fj!£, word. Katham ca bhagavan bodhi-

sattvo mahasattvo yatharutarthagrahi na bhavati (154—9, 
io), .«#, &mmmm> w&^mt&mas m. "o 
Blessed One, how is it that a Bodhisattva-mahasattva is 
not to grasp meaning according to words?" 

Rutartha, 113, t^fH-jt, word and meaning. Rutarthakusalo 
bodhisattvo mahasattvo rutam arthad anyannanyad iti 
samanupasvati, artham ca rutat (155—5,6), W ^ I 0 M ^ I 

* * The Bodhisattva-mahasattva who is well acquainted with 
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word and meaning, recognises at once that word is neither 
different nor not-different from meaning, and vice versa.' ' 

Rupa, 175, 292, 292n, fe, form, material existence; Rupa-
kaya, 315, 3 1 8 , ^ , # , the physical body; Rupadhatu, 346, 
&$-, world of form, material world; Rupalakshana, 352, 
"fe^g, corporeal features; Rupaloka, 331, 'fe^-, world of 
form; Riipasvabhava, 188, ' f e^^g , the self-nature of the 
external world. 

Lakshana, 165, 182, 183, 186, 193, 288, 307, ffi, aspect, sign, 
appearance. Abhdsa and Nimitta are also translated $J, 
and it is often confusing in the Chinese sutras to distin
guish one from another. Lakshana generally .means in
dividual " s igns" by which one object is marked off from 
another object; nimitta is "appearance" or "tangible 
form' ' ; while abhdsa is not used by itself in the Lankava
tara but in its negative form, andbhasa or nirdbhdsa, mean
ing ' ' imageless," or ' ' shadowless, ' ' i.e. ' ' beyond the reach 
of the senses." Lakshyalakshana, 97, 116, 133, /jJffBffrfB, 
predicating and predicated. This kind of antithesis 
appears throughout the Lankavatara; Lakshanavikalpa, 
111 f, ;ffl̂ H5'J> one of the twelve false discriminations; Lak-
shanasunyata, 288, ^@§, emptiness of appearance, one of 
the Sunyatas. 

Lokam vijnaptimatram (ca drishtyaugham dharmapudgalam, 

27o—i), 181,M&m-mm,m^kmmm m&%ami> nn 
Ate* (T) ; iBifritaSJi., ^ ^ ^ n # 7 K ( W ) . "The world 
is no more than subjective construction; various views 
concerning it rage like a torrent, [assuming the reality of] 
an ego-soul and of an external world." 

Vajragarbha, 226 f, ^H!l$c, the chief speaker in the Dasa-
bhumika-sutra, who, inspired by the Buddha, discourses 
with Vimukticandra (fflffift ). That Vajragarbha is the 
only Bodhisattva referred to in the Lankavatara besides 
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its chief interlocutor, Mahamati, points to this sutra's con
nection in some way with the Dasabhumika or the Kegon 
(Avatamsaka) sutra. 

Vajradhatu, 177, ^BflJ?-, the universe viewed as the mani
festation of Vairocana Buddha whose image is reflected 
in the heart of every being. See also Garbhakosadhdtu. 

Vajrapani, 145n, ^H'J^-, literally, thunderbolt-handed, a 
Buddhist god who accompanies the Buddha and protects 
him all the time. 

Vajravimbopama, 97, ^ H l l ^ / i i or H $ c a samadhi. It is the 
highest samadhi attainable by the Buddhist yogin who by 
this destroys the subtilest form of ' the Klesa as if he 
wielded a thunderbolt. (Cf. the Abhidharmakosa, Louis 
de la Vallee Poussin, Chapter VI, pp. 228 f.) 

Vajrasamhatanakayo nirmitakayam darsayet, 315, tBrH^fefH 
ifr mm^it^a-tsmg). 

Varuna, 354, jmftjg (T), or ^Jcff, river-god, one of the 
immunerable epithets of the Buddha whereby he is made 
accessible to immunerable classes of beings. 

Vasumdhara, 353, ^C^fe, the earth as wealth-container. 
Vasavartin, 317, §^E, holding command over things. The 

Buddha is regarded as sarvayogavasavartin (11—16), j§" 
H ^ ^ E ; acintyadharmakayavasavartin, (154—14), ^r»M 
I t i i l ^ E l S ^ ; sarvadharmdndbhogavasavartin (181—1), Ife 
— ' # J & ; S I # § & (T, in which 4$$))$ is omitted), etc. 

Vasita, 39, 66, 98, 150, 209, S # , self-control. The tenfold 
mastery or self-control as described in the Avatamsaka 
(Sikshananda, XXXVIII and LV) is as follows: 1. Ayur-
vasita, ^ "§^E , mastery over the duration of life; 2. Citta", 
i(j» S^E, mastery over the mind which can enter into every 
possible form of self -concentration; 3. Parishkdra", 3£M 
(or jft) &%£, power over an infinite variety of embellish
ment whereby the Bodhisattva enriches the worlds; 4. 
Karma", H § ^ , submitting himself to the working of 
karma as the case requires; 4. Upapatti", ^t^c. (or ££) 
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| | $ ; , mastery over birth so that he can be born in any 
world; 6. AdhimukW, ffl&$£, the power of seeing the 
Buddhas filling up the entire universe; 7. Pranidhdna°y 

IS! @^E, the power of attaining enlightenment at any 
moment and in any place as he wills; 8. Riddhi0, ifajj 
(or #njic)|=i$:, the power of exhibiting all kinds of mira
culous works; 9. Dharma", $£{!$;, the ability of teaching 
Buddhism in all its possible aspects; and 10. Jnana", ^ | | 
$ : , the power of understanding whereby he reveals in 
every thought of his the Tathagata's wonderful powers 
and perfect serenity (abhaya) leading to the realisation 
of the Bodhi. 

Vastu, 119, 274, 305 f, 306, &$, &l%), ^ , ^ 4 & , fact, event, 
reality. Vastu is a flexible term, generally having ^ 
for it, but its variations are frequently met with. For 
example, for vidyate tathatavastu (147—6), T'ang has 
^J&JtnifrWH, Wei £njft;fc^f, and Sling ^ ^ - ^ f t l & l . 
Citravastutva(108—8) is rendered MWM% in T'ang and 
f l f l i & f i in Wei; and na vastu navastu (108—9) is sJPlP 
^fkPifo* TfaWffllfo (T). Broadly speaking, however, vastu 
(ifl) means a particular object discriminated by the mind, 
but it may also designate ultimate reality conceived as an 
object of transcendental intuition. 

Vastuprativikalpajnana, 189 ff, 336, Ipl^JBUIit i e . empirical 
mind or consciousness as the faculty of discriminating 
particular objects. 

Vaksamata, 351, |!H£^£, the sameness of all the Tathagatas 
is regards their power of commanding sounds and lan
guages. 

Vagaksharasamyogavikalpa, 108, {ttffi%Wi)> i l f f ^ l ^ B 
^J 'o ' (S) , "false discrimination in union with [i.e. as ex
pressed in] words and syllables." 

Vagvikalpabuddhigocara, 163n, " g ^ ^ ^ J ^ ' ^ , Paramar-
thas tu mahamate aryajnanapratyatmagatigamyo na vag-
vikalpabuddhigocarah tena vikalpo nodbhavayati para-
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martham (87—12,13). ^ - ^ g ^ a H 1 g ft^&, &mB 
4 M M M . W f S # f l W B K * ( T ) . Sung mainly agrees 
with T'ang, but Wei as in other cases widely diverges: 

*&§?-( W) . "The ultimate truth points to the realisation 
of supreme wisdom in the inmost consciousness, and does 
not belong to the realm of words and discriminative intel
lect ; thus discrimination fails to reveal the ultimate t ruth . ' ' 
But the lamp of words is useful to illuminate the passage 
to final enlightenment. Vagvikalparutapradipena bodhi
sattva vagvikalparahitah svapratyatmaryagatim anupra-
visanti (155-11) , 109, W g l H ^ W f i A M i m K g S ^ I I ^ 
(T) . 

Vasana, 98, 108, 119, 121, 128, 133, 152, 167, 176, 178 f, 
1 183ff, 199, 201, 206, 208, f ^ , H f ? , perfuming impres
sion, memory, habit-energy; Vasanavija, 189, HUffl-p-. 
memory-seed. Every act, mental and physical, leaves 
its seeds behind, which is planted in the Alaya for future 
germination under favourable conditions. In the Vijfiapti-
matra school of Asanga and Vasubandhu, this notion 
plays an important role. 

Vikalpa, 26, 72, 96, 108n, 155 ff, 200, 201n, 274, #£IJ, (false) 
discrimination. In the Lankavatara discrimination stands 
contrasted to intuitive understanding which goes beyond 
discrimination (avikalpa). In ordinary worldly life, 
Vikalpa, if properly dealt with, works to produce good 
effects, but it is unable to penetrate into the depths of 
consciousness, where the ultimate truth lies hidden. To 
awaken this from a deep slumber Vikalpa must be aban
doned. Hence the Lanka's strong arguments against it. 
The following are regarded as synonyms of Vikalpa,. by 
which it is meant that they are all productions of dis
crimination: Ayur ushmatha vijnanam alayo jlviten-
driyam, manas ca manovijnananh vikalpasya viseshanam 
(323 -2 ,3 ) , 252. # ( * W ) - 3 U & K » , RRft3R,W) Wfe 
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Vikalpapratyaya, 346, $*J3(ĵ e, conditions of discrimina
tion; "prapanca, 84, ftMWMsi-, discrimination and futile 
reasoning; 'matra, 281, P^^JSIJ; ,°matram tribhavam 
(bahyam artharii na vidyate, 186—16), 281n, H ^ f P g M J 
(W-^t&M^), " the triple world is no more than [the 
product of] discrimination, there is no such thing as, an 
external world' ' ; "lakshanagrahabhinivesaprashthapika 
(-buddhi), 27n, Wt$fr%\Wi*g, which makes one cling 
to signs of individuality and work out false discrimination. 
This Buddhi is contrasted to the Pravicaya (WM:^ ) . 
(Nirabhasa-) vikalpaviviktadharma, 277, Mffi^f ^MWLffi 
ife, truth which is imageless and detached from discrimina
tion. See also Viviktadharma, Wiffl&~fe, the solitary, the 
eternally serene. 

Vikridita, 66, s S i l , literally, sportive. This is an important 
conception describing the life of a Bodhisattva, which is 
free from every form of constraint and restraint. It is 
like that of the fowls of the air and the lilies of the field, 
and yet there is in him. a great compassionate heart func
tioning all the time freely and self-sufficiently. =Lalita. 

Vicaraparapraneya, svapratyatmabuddhya (133—11), 273, 
( | | JI)HlPPP&#Htii(S), to examine with one's own intel
ligence, not depending upon another. 

Vicikitsa, 359, i § , doubt. 
Vicitratva, or vicitrata, 160, 272, MM, multiplicity, mani-

foldness, multitudinousness. 
Viciyate, 190, 250, to divide, to put in order; but the Chinese 

translators read " t o accumulate extensively." Manasa ca 
viciyate (46—17). &*BJf8 fH(T) ; % « J H 8 £ ( S ) ; fttt 
H H * H ( W ) . On p. 302 we have "jfianena ca viciyate," 
^ J ^ ' f r E l K W ) ; and on p. 158 "jnanena vidhiyate," ^ 
« * f t * ( S ) ; 4fff lBT^«0(W); mmmU^m- See 
also Vidhiyate and Cittena clyate karma. 

Vijanati, 251, to distinguish, to recognise. Vijnanena 
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vijanati drisyam kalpeti pancabhih (46—18), T#J#b£i l i t 

H t 2LIHIS#">3!I (W). ' ' Cognition goes on by the Vijnana, 
whereas the discrimination of what is presented [as an 
external world] is done by the five [Vijnanas]. ' ' 

Vijiiapti, 181, 279, 280, 282, representation. Variously 
translated in the Chinese texts: 1. |g; or fH, na svabhavo 
na vijnaptir na vastu na ca alayah (167—16), JgEffj-gygl 

ft. mmmtiife ( T ) ; « B ; g ( S ) ; * g f i ! M f c » J 
^ J $ ! i ( W ) . 2. {gig, $tm%t> Jfct&B, nimittam vastu 
vijnaptim manovispanditam ca tat (168—9), $PP-jfjttitfe> 
mwLmnw (s>; mm&m%, &xm*m w ; &&mm 
$l> tfrflL^<C>ill(T). Vijnaptimatravyavasthanam(169—5), 
•&*m*m& (s>; mRm&&% m; m&mMft& 
(? W deviates greatly and is hard to get at the original). 
3. ^ 7 5 , (T), Cittaih vikalpo vijnaptir mano vijnanam eva 
ca (323—17), j f r f t X A t t . #JW#*3fc*(T) ; , f r # J B O » . 
MMMMWt (W). 4. ftzMWL, lokam vijnaptimatram 
("Sagathakam" 44), & £ ! £ « , l£:ff<BISK(T) ; ( 0 ^ 
#D;li:JL (W suggests a different text). 5. Vijnapti appears 
in other connections where the Chinese point to ceratin 
discrepancies: Vijnaptimatram tribhavam ("Sagatha
kam" 77), H £ W £ > f r ( T , W ) . Param alayavijnanam 
vijnaptir alayam punah ("Sagathakam" 59), H^PBf l l 
HP, mmZMW, (T) ; mm*m. * 2 f c » * * ( W ) . Tarka-
vijfiaptivarjitam (Saga. 28), ftft£fH£ (T), M t t M M M 
(W). Dehah pratishtha bhogas ca grahyavijfiaptayas 
trayah, manodgrahavijfiaptivikalpo grahakas trayah (Sa. 
v. 72)'. %m&8i&, JfcH4$#rJR, "MMJkfrm, JfcH&flJfc 
(T) . W has nothing corresponding to this, while T omits 
vijnapti; but the body, property, and abode, Manas, hold-
ing-on, and discrimination—these are evidently vijfiaptis, 
i.e. ideas or representations. Vijnaptimatra, 181, 239 n, 
278 ff, P£j | | or flgjfeg^, ideas only. °vyavasthanam (164 
—5)i 181, 281n, ^ r P g £ 1 g £ ( T ) . Vijnaptidvayavar-
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jita, 360, SiS&RdflJUT, fgt S) , free from dualistic recogni
tion Dvaram hi paramarthasya vijnaptidvayavarjitam, 
yanatrayavyavasthanam nirabhase kutah (65—13, 14). 

4Hi(T, s); m&ifr^m, ®&ummw). 
Wei differs greatly in the translation of the second half 
verse, but Sung and Wei agree in having f̂c for what 
corresponds to vijnapti. I take vijnapti as meaning 
in this case "comprehension," i.e. "cognition." Vij-
fiaptivishaya, 189, field of representations. Atha canyo-
nyabhinnalakshanasahita pravartante vijfiaptivishaya-
paricchede (44:—18). This is one of the difficult sentences 
as it is seen from the various renderings given to it. Ulî F 
p& mmm, # T ^ ( T ) ; mfc&&mmmn> &m 
^ I f - ^ ^ H S I J ( S ) ; the sense of which is hard to make out; 
M t # # * M * B > &m,fr%mR (W). Evidently, W and 
S have frM for vijnapti here. 

Vijnana, 42, 66, 67, 154, 169, 171 ff, 175n, 182 ff, H , cogni
tion, discrimination, consciousness, but as any one of these 
does not cover the whole sense contained in Vijnana, the 
term has been left untranslated in this book; Vijnana-
matra, 181, 239n, 276 f, 278, =vijfiaptimatra, but in this 
case Vijnana may better be understood in the sense of 
knowledge dealing with the relative aspect of existence. 
Vijfianamatram will then mean that existence is merely 
relative; Vijiianataraftga, 74, 188, fHi&, waves of menta
tion. 

Vijnana, 272, Wt, relative knowledge. This is also rendered 
Hfe by all the Chinese translators even when it is used as 
in the present case in contradistinction to jfidna in purely 
intellectual sense. Jnana is transcendental knowledge 
dealing with such subjects as immortality, non-relativity, 
the unattained, etc., whereas Vijnana is attached to duality 
of things. 

Vitatham, 266, j f l t^(T) , * # n f f (S) , ^ I U ( W ) , falsehood. 
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Tatra vitatham iti mahamate na tatha yatha bhavasva-
bhavah kalpyate napyanyatha (199—17). $g['$l%jait&fr 

m> Jfcifeitadiftifi, ffim&**n£« (W); ^faff** 

(T) . 
Vitarka, 201n, ffrU^ MM, speculation, supposition. In the 

Abhidharmakosa, it is generally translated as ^ (reflec
tion) and found coupled with vicara (/fij) investigation). 
Tathagata na vitarkayanti na vyavacarayanti (240—7), 

ta$*ft£lfB (T,W); *n#s (ftjgifc) ^ttftalftft&CS). 
Vitarkadarsana, 186. Ayaah tathagatagarbhalayavijnana-
gocarah sarvasravakapratyekabuddhatirthyavitarkadarsa-
nanam prakritiparisuddho 'pi sannasuddha ivagantukle-
sopaklishtataya.. . .(222—14f). tikimMffiMWL- —WWR 

«J—ffeJfc|ifl-£BIfl?j&Ji, ^m^mm- "This realm 
of the Tathagatagarbha which is [another name for] 
the Alayavijnana, is beyond the views based on the 
imagination of the Sravakas and Pratyekabuddhas and 
philosophers; although its original nature is pure, it loses" 
this purity by being contaminated as it were by external 
d i r t . " 

Vidusha, 195, jester; Mano vidushasadrisam (224—2), MflB 

»«# m 
Vidhiyate, 250, ffigf ( ? T ) , 7 # # J (W), TfrUM ( I S ) , to 

arrange. 
Vinayaka, 354, NEfg" ( T ) f * « E * ( S ) , * = t ( W ) , remover 

of obstacles. 
Viparyasa, 118, 274, fiKfllJ, confusion, perversion. Bhrantir 

aryanaan viparyasaviparyasavarjita (106—14,15). j^?3d& 

*&©«.&, **£%& (W) -, mmmn^m^* *&m 
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f O ^ ^ I @ J ^ ( T ) . "To the wise, [what is to be ordinarily 
regarded as ] an error, [that is, this world of particulars] 
appears neither perverted nor unperverted." 

Vipaka, 206, 208, 251, 314, 322 f, $gf r MS&, maturing, 
ripening. Vipaka j a (-buddha), 142, 325, $&£f$; Vipaka-
buddha, 316, 324, 334, (M&M ?) *8M; Vipakastha-
buddha, 142, 324, $ (ft) ffi, (;gS&#$i ?). 

Vibhavana, 200, fig (T), H^jglJ (S), # £ P ( W ) , penetrating 
comprehension. Svacittadrisyavibhavanataya (79—18), 
IK^§iij*0r^Sfi: (T), "by thoroughly comprehending that 
the world is the manifestation of one's own mind." 

Vimoksha, 39,143, 354, ffcffo, emancipation; "mukha, ^?JK:P^» 
emancipation-entrance; °traya, 138, 166n, 362, 363, 2E:j§? 
f&, the three emancipations, which are: 1. Sunyata (&> 
emptiness), 2. Animitta (ffl£;f|j], having no-signs), and 3. 
Apranihita ( ^ H , desirelessness) ; they are" also called the 
three Samadhis. 

Vivarjana, 200, JHHI , free from. UtpMasthitibhajigadrish-
tivivarjanataya/(80—1), ^$i^ 'f£i$cJL$C' 'by freeing one
self from the view [that is based upon the reality] of birth, 
abiding, and disappearance." 

Vivikta, 245, 260, 266, MM(T)Mf&(S, W) , disjoined, soli
tary, alone, eternally serene; "dharma, 221, 226, 3&$£;£,i&> 
that which is alone, the truth solitary. Na. . . .paramarthe 
kramo na kramanusauhdhir nirabhasavikalpaviviktadhar-
mopadesat (215—7, 8 ) . & — H + *fc3fc&, * * * # * ? . IS 

m,&mm cs); &-4t+, «r3*ca&, mum, &—®m%-% 
#J» fcM&WLffl&Jfe (T). Viviktadharmamatibuddhi, 221, 
umm ( T ) j ^ i t (s); fr^mmmm w . 

Vivecya, 162, H i § | (reality) discerned (from falsehood). 
Visuddhi, 38, jrtffi, purity, or purification. 
Vishaya, 171,174,180, 196, 264, 272, 282, i f ^ , individuation, 

external world, world of particulars; generally distin
guishable from artha, which means «ach particular sense-
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field or a particular sense-object; "pavana, 67, 188, 190, 
f&fft-Mn wind of objectivity; "paricchedalakshana, 110, | | 
,80-SI^, the aspect of individuation. 

Visamyoga, 323, 8§fi: |c, release from bondage, one of the 
five " f r u i t s " (phala), q.v. 

Virya, 366 f, fjfjeft energy, one of the six virtues of perfection 
(pdramitd). 

Vritti, 174, H , evolution, differentiation. 
Vaipakika Buddha, 23, 325, # $ * . 
Vyavasthanam, 175, 270, H ^ , construction; i&cjfc, a resting 

abode. Cittamatraah vyavasthanam kudrishtya na prasldati 

(54-16), ,fr**:5fc*. UUfrftll (S>; P&60f3to, &&-
%*m (T); *&&$£*, »jt.*tt8*(w) ;»£«&&, % 
5L^ffcW (W in the "Sagathakam,", 439). See also 
under Vijnaptimdtravyavasthdnam. 

Vyavahara, 163, ifcfS, the worldly way of thinking. Na 
cotpadyam na eotpannah pratyayo 'pi na kim ca na, 
samvidyante kvacit kecid vyavaharas tu kathyate (85— 
8,9). mn&m&, *«**»*. ismtf^wc, mm*%m 
(T); ^e^nr^ wsmmk* -wmm, ##*«» 
(S); Jm&Wmm, S t t££t t . ^ « & ^ , & « i f r i f 
(W). "Nothing is produced, nothing is producing, and 
even causality is nowhere, there exists nothing whatever 
anywhere, but in conformity to our worldly experience, it 
is talked of [them as if things were really existent]." 

Vyasa, 354, WcM*£: (W), a celebrated sage. 
Vyavritti, 253, $£{&, revulsion, turning-over. Manovijfiana-

vyavrittam cittam kalushyavarjitam(296—11), JtcfU^af^ 
« 4 & W » « « i ( T ) . 

Sakra, 353, ^ 5 ^ ^ . 
Samathasukha, 78, ^M&£k, the bliss of tranquillisation. 

Samatha is the practical art of keeping the mind serene 
and undisturbed by evil thoughts and passions; while 
Vipasyana (IS, or Bs$HH$) is meditation fixing one's 
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mind upon a definite subject or proposition. When the 
mind is tranquillised by Samatha, it is ready for intel
lectual activity of the higher sort. The Lankavatara is 
not, however, quite explicit on this point as is The Awaken
ing of Faith in the Mahayana. 

garira, 92, 199, 319, 353, £ ^ i j , flg, # ; gariravat, 319, fy& 
^lj, &arira-like; solid, indestructible substance. Ato jnanat-
makas tathagata jnanasrirah (20—2,3). j&tkiJ&&$ks81& 
flS> J ^ & # ( T ) ; * n & & t t J H H t C W ) . Sarlravatam hi 
mahamate naso bhavati, nasariravataih dharmas casarirah 
(232—14-16). For this, Sung h a s : i m ^ ^ M ^ ^ i a ^ 

&tfc,m®iim*,mm&&;T<ang: *&m£8c-m%m 
WL> &£rM£r$cMW8&. While all these three Chinese 
translations have' "dharmakaya" ( ^ ^ ) , the Sanskrit has 
only "dharma." "Those that have the [material] body 
are subject to annihilation, but not those that have no 
body, and the Dharma ha* no body.' ' 

£asavishana, 302n, 3&j§, hare's horns. This generally goes 
in pair with kurmaropa, ij£j3§, the tortoise's hair. One of 
the favourite comparisons used by Buddhist scholars who 
by this attempt to illustrate the nature of existence as both 
real and unreal. 

ganti, 121, W&> U&, tranquillity. 
£asvata, 119, 123n, ^ \ opposed to uccheda (J|f) ; eternal, 

constant; Sasvata-uccheda, 116, Htt$f. Sasvatocchedavar-
jascaloka'h (22—10), i f r K ^ S i ^ ^ f ^ ( T ) . Sasvatavada, 
120, ^ J L , the philosophical school that upholds the eternity 
of existence as it is. 

Sila, 366 f, jR, morality, one of the six Paramitas. 
Silavrataparamarsa, 359, 2jfc£|fl5t, taking hold of the merit 

accruing from the observance of the rules of morality. 
One of the three knots (HJNf, samyoga) tying up the fol
lowers of the two Yanas. See also Satkdyadrishti and 
Vicikitsa. 
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guka, 354, %M, one of the Buddha's epithets; nothing cor
responding to this in Sung and Wei. Also the name of 
Ravana's minister, $$$!&, 68. 

Suddhisatyatman, 254, real immaculate ego. 
Sunya, or sunyata, 38, 41, 43, 74, 94n, 101, 115, 116, 118, 

123n, 126n, 128, 141, 166, 167n, 168, 170, 239, 259, 286, 
354, ^ jqf j* . &, empty, emptiness, void. Mahayana Bud
dhism is popularly identified with Sunyata philosophy: 
this is right as far as it concerns the denial of the substance 
theory as held by the realistic schools of Buddhism, but 
we must remember that the Mahayana has its positive side 
which always goes along with its doctrine of Emptiness. 
The positive side is known as the doctrine of Suchness or 
Thusness• (tathata). The Lankavatara is always careful 
to balance Sunyata with Tathata, or to insist that when 
the world is viewed as sunya, empty, it is grasped in its 
suchness. Naturally, such a doctrine as this goes beyond 
the logical survey based on our discursive understanding 
as it belongs to the realm of intuition, which is, to use the 
Lanka terminology, the realisation of supreme wisdom in 
the inmost consciousness. Iha sariputra rupam sunyata, 
sunyataiva rupam, rupan na prithak sunyata, sunyataya 
na prithag rupam, yad rupam sa sunyata, ya sunyata tad 
rupam (Prajndpdramitdhridaya), 338n feffl^, (fi:H:>S^t 
£ & ) & * M £ , £ * H & , filP£& £ I P & & . 0 Sari
putra, this phenomenal world (or form) is ̂ emptiness, and 
emptiness is truly the phenomenal world. Emptiness is not 
different from the phenomenal world, the phenomenal 
world is not different from emptiness. What is the 
phenomenal world that is emptiness, what is emptiness that 
is the phenomenal world. 

Sunyatanutpadanihsvabhavadvaya, 291 f, 2g, $£4k, $& & 
tfe JSfcZl (T), emptiness, no-birth, no-self-substance, no-
duality. Desayatu bhagavan chunyatanutpadadvayanihsva-
bhavalakshanam sarvadharmanam yena sunyatanutpadad-
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vayanihsvabhavalakshanavabodhenaham eanye ca bodhi
sattva mahasattva nastyastivikalpavarjitah kshipram anut-
taraih samyaksambodhim abhisambudhyeram (73-^-12-16). 

M^mfrnMmmmzm^M^m&m. <<pray ten us 
about the aspect of existence in which things are said to 
be empty, unborn, non-dual, and without self-substance; 
when I and other Bodhisattva-mahasattvas have a thorough 
understanding as regards this aspect of existence we shall 
quickly come to the realisation of the supreme enlighten
ment. ' ' 

Sravakayana, 360, ^ ^ ^ , "class of hearers," generally 
referring to the Buddhists not belonging to the Mahayana. 

§rivatsa, 76, ^ ^ ( S ) , that is, swastika. 
^rotravijiiana, 178, 3£ fH, auditory sense. 

Samvriti(-kaya), 311, H # ( ? ) . The body assumed by the 
Buddha for the benefit of the masses. 

Samvriti, or Samvritisatya, 160, 163 f, 311, ifrf£, t f r l§(W), 
i&Wi, relative, worldly knowledge, or truth. Samvritih 
paramarthah ca tritiyam nastihetukam, kalpitam samvritir 
hy ukta tac chedad aryagocaram (131—2,3), i fc^ l^—'H 
m.=.mm£, ^ f f - « f & W f l M » ( T ) . Sarvam vid-
yate samvrityam paramarthe na vidyate, dharmanam 
nihsvabhavatvam paramarthe 'pi drisyate, upalabdhi-
nihsvabhave samvritis tena ucyate (280—8-10). ifira^—-9J 

^ ^ ^ # ( ? ) , &%1$i&Bm. "According to relative 
truth all things exist, but in absolute truth nothing is; in 
absolute truth one sees that all things are devoid of self-
nature; there is, however, a perception where there is no 
self-nature, hence relative t ru th ." 

Samvritya desana, 38, 160, Rtf£i8;, relative teaching. 
katham (25—4, 33—5). SM(®f&lfe (T) . See also 

Vyavahara. 
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Samsakta, 160, aYM, tied. Angulyagram yatha balo na 
grihnanti nisakaram, tatha hy aksharasamsaktas tattvam 
na vetti mamakam (223-224). MMJLfaB, I H ^ ^ I I ^ , 

«•***#, ^JL«H*(T). 
Samsara, 34, 97, 100, 116, 128, 129, 290, 312, 346, £ £ E , 

birth-and-death. Samsaranirvanasamata (42—7). ^>?E§e 
^ ^ ^ . "The sameness of birth-and-death and Nirvana" 
is one of the spiritual attainments of the Bodhisattva, wlio, 
however, practises "effortless" deeds and "skilful means" 
born of a great compassionate heart. 

Samskrita, 260, 279 ^ H distinguished from $8£|§, asam-
skrita. Dharmas are grouped under the two heads, and 
those belonging to the first (samskrita) are seventy-two 
and those of the second are three according to the Abhi-
dharmakosa, whereas the Vijnaptimatra or Yogacara 
school has ninety-four Samskrita-dharmas and six Asam-
skrita. It is not easy to give one English equivalent for 
samskrita; it means anything that does something and 
productive of some effect, anything that can be brought 
under the law of causation and mutual dependence. ^ j § | 
"doing, something," (yu-wei) is a very good Chinese 
substitute for samskrita and fSIII, "doing nothing," 
(wu-wei) for asamskrita. 

Samsthana, 241, 3 0 7 , ^ , JH, form, position. 
Sakridagamin, 368, JJfPS^"> —'2fS, one who comes back once 

more to this earthly life before he is fully enlightened; the 
second of the four ascetic fruits (phala). See also under 
Anagamin. 

Sakridagamiphala, 148, SrPEmfe, — 2&§c, the state of com
ing back once more. 

Samketa, 156, 269, $ | ^ , sign, provisionary symbol. Nama-
samjnasamketabhinivesena mahamate balascittam anu-
saranti (225—6,7). / L ^ £ n £ J i f & & , jfrfigftfil ( T ) ; i t 

* » * « * « « , »W** (S ) i -HftfcfetWfc*. HPS 
dfefic(W). " A s they are attached to names, images, and 
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signs, Mahamati, the ignorant allow their minds to wander 
away." 

Samgha, 364, fftf!lD, brotherhood, one of the three treasures 
(ratna): Buddha, Dharma, and Samgha. 

Samcodana, 151, 4S*iS2ai (W), inspiring, wakening. Apra-
manah sattvaparipakasamcodanamupadaya(232—6), $fcH 
J f c » * 4 * £ ( T ) ; a f l S ^ f r « * P 4 f c ( W ) ; Purvakusala-
mulasamcoditasya (9—12,13). tk^ffiMWf&JJ&C ( T ) ; 
Slj&l&fkWtiklJik (W) . Both T and W here have no cor
responding words for samcodana, I3|f£. 

Samjnanirodha, 368, $HJ&8, cessation of thought. 
iSamdha, 213,?£jic> $5M, secret meaning; Samdhi(-artha), 

sarvadharma", 349, —-§Ji£i5!t$?ii, the secret meaning of 
existence. 

Satkayadrishti, 359, •H'JJL, thought of an ego, one of the 
"Three Knots" ( H ^ , trim samyojandni). There are 
two ways in which one comes to conceive the real existence 
of an ego: the one is subjective imagination and the other 
the objective conception of relativity. 

Sattva, 130,^pfif, ffe^L, being, sentient being. 
Satya, 114,163,ft, t ruth; Satyata, 212, 275, 354, | f f£, truth, 

true-ness. 
Sadasat, 35, 112, 115, 117, 118, 121, 122, 133, 134, 139, 201, 

215, 229, ^M, being and non-being. 
Saddharma, 154, IEi!fe, true teaching, right doctrine. Sad-

dharmaparigrahacca mahamate buddhavamsasyanupacche-
dah krito bhavati (195—13,14). 3gf£g^lEi&HlJ^Br0& 
fj | (T) . ' ' When the right doctrine is comprehended, Maha
mati, there will be no discontinuation of the Buddha-
family." 

Samtati, 139, | g § i , continuity. Here (79—11) it is evident
ly one of the views held by the philosophers. In other 
places the "triple continuity" (trisavhtaU) is referred to, 
although its content is not known as far as the Lankava
tara is concerned. See pp. 9—18 and 146—17. 
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Samtrasainapta, 286, $$jfti, terror-inspiring. 
Samtrasita, 284; fl|j terrified. Balanam nairatmyasamtrasa-

padavivarjitartham (78—9), &&MX.f$t$mJ!$ (T); j&lf 

f$(W). " I n order to dispel the feeling of fright which is 
cherished by the ignorant as they listen to the doctrine of 
non-ego.'' 

Samata, 99, 310, 346, 354, ̂ £ , sameness; Samatajnana, 273, 
360, *f%$%3, the knowledge that grasps the principle of 
sameness. 

Samatikram, 224,Hj&, going beyond. 
Samadhi, 39, 66, 85, 121, 132, 140, 148, HB& %. Cittaih 

samadhlyate (58—8). , f r f # ^ J t (S) ; <£>£—^ (T) ; #*&> 
H $ c ( W ) ; Samadhimada, 360, HBjefiS, liquor of samadhi; 
Samadhisukha, 75, 77, 78, 80, H N c ^ , the bliss arising 
from a concentrated state of mind. Those who have not 
yet been able to rise to the rank of Bodhisattvahood are 
too deeply drunk with the beatitude of a samadhi, forget
ful of the outside world where so many unenlightened ones 
are waiting for emancipation. This class of self-com
placent Buddhists is severely indicted by followers of the 
Mahayana; Samadhisukhasamapattimanomayakaya, 210, 
zES&^lE^t'M&M', one of the three will-bodies {mano
mayakaya). 

Samapatti, 39, 74, 75, 140, 150, I E $ , W£> %, HJS$fc®» 
HjS^ tSI - Samapatti, Samadhi, and Dhyana are synony
mously used in all the sutras except that-each has its own 
usage and shade of meaning. They designate a concen
trated state of mind in which the subject is completely 
identified with the object of meditation. Psychologically, 
it is a state of consciousness in perfect equillibrium, i.e. 
"tranquillised"; Samapattisukha, 356, J E ^ | & HBfclg 
=Samadhisukha. 

Samaropa, 157, 165, 180, 247, H| ;£ , assertion, or theory-
making. Samdropa stands against Apavdda (refutation), 
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that is, as Mljfc versus $£$?. Samaropa and Apavada on 
p. 226—10 are however rendered by Sikshananda (Tang) 
as i ! l ^ (loss and gain)—a unique instance in this trans

lation. Samaropapavadantadvayakudrishtivivarjitam.... 

SffSadfeffiJi. (T); &&%*fflJL& (W); feM~JL 

Samanarthata, 365, { Î̂ -, engaging in the same work. This 
is one of the four sympathetic deeds known as Catvari-
saihgrahavastuni (EH^^fe), which are: 1. dana, ^M> 
charity; 2. priyavacana, MM, kindly talk; 3. arthacaryd, 
fflff, useful deeds; and 4. samanarthata, ffli&, engaging 
in the same work. 

Samahita, 174, %, collected state of mind. 
Sambandhavikalpa, 111 f, $H!$*J!jlJ , discrimination as to 

dependence, one of the twelve Vikalpas. 
Sambodhi, 104, 127, J | , J E ^ , enlightenment. 
Sambhara, 227, 361, 3^$11, moral provisions, preparatory 

material. 
Sambhogakaya, 308 ff, 347, 142, WM, Body of Recompense; 

Sambhogabuddha, 328 , f&Jh $ # ! # , Recompense-
Buddha. 

Samyagjna, or Samyagjnana, 26 ff, 155 ff, 278, J E ^ , right 
knowledge, one of the five Dharmas. 

Sarvakalpanavirahitam, 118, ^%|—*-^0^^J5lJ, being free 
from all discrimination. 

Sarvajna, 354, — -fcfl̂ 1, all-knowing. 
Sarvadharma, 123n, 168, —tyf£, iHiife, all things, existence 

in general, the world; "tathata, 342, j^j£#D, — tyfe& 
jtib, the thusness of all things; "nirabhilapy a (-sunyata), 
288, — ty$k^~vSI$k&, emptiness as the unnamability of 
existence, one of the seven Emptinesses; "aparigrihita, 283, 
t§—"t|0i£!R£$B£/i£ (Hsiian-chuang), a samadhi; "sunyata, 
154,—-tiOi&^the emptiness of all things; Sarvadharmanam 
sunyata-anutpada-advaya-nihsvabhavalakshana, 215, —-§0 
&>&3Rl^fe»3&:r.,!8£gf£;fB, the aspect of existence in which 
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all things are to be regarded as empty, unborn, non-dual, 
and without self-substance; Sarvadharmanam anutpada, 
125, 286, 300, — $ J & ^ £ , all things are unborn; Sarva
dharma niratmanah, 135, -HsQifefPfcffe > all things are ego
less; Sarvadharmanupadana, 283, J ^ - ^ ^ D i S ^ ^ l f l X . ^ 
(Hsiian-chuang), a samadhi; Sarvadharma bhangotpad-
avarjitah (199—14, 15), 294, —glitife ( * W ) . £ % & » 
(T), —sarvabhava anutpanna niruddhah (198—1), —"̂ 0 
f £ & ^ £ > F ^ (T) ; Sarvadharmavasavartin, 77, (ifi:#) 
$ l £ g & ( T ) , master of all the world. 

Sarvapramana(-indriy avini vrittah, 242—9), 146, (ĵ jt) s& 
Cf&) ft (T), beyond all senses and logical measurements. 

Sarvabhava, 124, 155, 200n, H^fe, same as Sarvadharma, 
both being used indiscriminately in the Lankavatara. 

Sarvabhutatmabhuta (-sya kripatmanah sarvam mamsam 
abhakshyam bodhisattvasya 248—15 f), 367, ^MM&^ 
&&£&&&&.. • • ̂ K ^ & K T ) . ' 'The Bodhisattva who 
regards all beings as himself ought not to eat meat. ' ' 

Sarvabhogavigata, 224, Ife—tyglJ&fi (Sikshananda), dis
carding all effortful works. 

Sarvarupavabhasam hi yada cittafh pravartate (276—12), 
244, * 6 A i & f e . ( T ) , 3 g » — 9 I f i » ifr ifei taS^ (W). 

Sahaloka, 353, ^c^ifir^-, a world of endurance, that is, this 
world. 

Sadhumati, 78, H ^ t f e , one of the Dasabhumi (-hi&> ten 
stages of Bodhisattvaship). 

Samanyalakshana, 139, Q^U, generality," or those marks 
that are common to all things conditioned, such as Im
permanence, pain, emptiness, and egolessness. 

Siddhanta, 40, 109, 349, 350, £f?, proposition, intuitive truth, 
self-relisation. Drishtantahetubhir yuktah siddhanto de
sana katham (30—11). SMH*"f t .* ffiWM&MC?), W 
"kmmm, timm^^iW), « 9 j £ $ f f ( S ) . The Lan
kavatara takes special care to make a sharp distinction 
between ruta (letter) and artha (meaning), p. 154, and 
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between desana (teaching) and siddhanta (realisation), 
pp. 148, 172; for what comes through the letter and teach
ing does not in truth belong to one's self, and it is only 
that which comes out of one's own* mind that destroys the 
fetters. So we read: Nayo hi dvividho mahyam siddhanta 
desana ca vai, desemi ya( ?) balanam siddhantam yoginam 
aham (172—17,18), & & - « & , m$k&fn% t f c & ^ / L 
ĉ> J t f £ l i f f f ^ ( T ) . " I teach the twofold t ruth: realisa

tion and teaching. I teach the ignorant; realisation is for 
those who discipline themselves [in Buddhism]/ ' Sid
dhanta^ ca nayas capi pratyatmasasanam ca vai, ye 
pasyanti vibhagajna na te tarkavasam gatah (149—2,3). 

f̂tumife smmim, ^IW&JL *mm%mm. 
"Self-realisation and philosophy, inner perception and 
doctrinal teaching—those who see into their differences 
and understand well will not be influenced- by mere 
speculation." Cf. the Abhidharmakosa, Chapter VIII , 
Louis de la Vallee Poussin's French translation, p. 218 f, 
where the Good Law of the Master is said to be of twofold 
nature: agama, doctrinal teaching, and adhigama, realisa
tion. 

Siddhi, 160, $£Wc, valid, perfected. 
Sugata, 68, #*{£, en epithet of the Buddha. 
Sumeru, 77, Hf$£Uj. a mythical mountain. 
Sukshmamati, 74, # ^ , ( T ) , exquisite knowledge. 
Sthiti, 182, ft, abiding, generally in this combination. 

utpadasthitinirodha (or bangha), ^feft$$, birth-abiding-
disappearance. 

Srotaapanna, 368, MPEMCfU^fii), he who has entered the first 
of the four ascetic fruits. See under Anagamin. 

Srotaapattiphala, 148, MWZMJfc, the state of entering upon 
the stream. 

Skandha, 39, 139, 347, 350, R£, | g , aggregate. According 
to Buddhist philosophy, each individual existence is com
posed of the five elements or aggregates, which are: 1. 
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rupa, &, material element; 2. vedand, ^t, sensation; 3. 
samjfid, J®, perception or ideation; 4. samskdra, ff» forma
tive principle; and 5. vijfidna, HI, consciousness; Skan-
dhata, 242, H'j4, the substance of a Skandha, that which 
makes the Skandha what it is. Skandhanam skandhata 
tadvat prajfiaptya na tu dravyata!h(153—11). f&|£iI£Hie:S> 
tfc'WM'Mi-(T)- Skandha-dhatu-ayatana, 81, 98, 143, 167, 
168, 194, 218, 259, 262, 321, g , jjl, ^ . The combination 
sums up the individual and his world. The Skandhas are 
the constituents of an individual personality as mind and 
body, whereas the Dhatus and Ayatanas make up the objec
tive world where the six Vijiianas take in each its own field 
of perception. The eighteen Dhatus (fields or spheres) and 
the twelve Ayatanas (seats or abodes) are distinguished, but 
they are rather two different ways of classifying the same 
objects. The twelve Ayatanas are inner and outer. The 
inner ones are: 1. cakshurdyatana, IHlH, 2. srotra" ,'^-M 
3, ghrdna" J i l ls , 4. jihva" "Si®, 5. kdya* &$&, and 6. 
mano" O.M ; the outer Ayatanas are: 1. riipdyatana, f^M> 
2. sabda" J^lH, 3. gandha" ^ J H , 4. rasa" v&M, 5. spar-
shtavya", MM, and 6. dharma" fk$iL. The eighteen 
Dhatus are the following six added to the twelve Aya
tanas: 1. cakshurvijndnadhdtu, HHHy -̂, 2. srotravijndna", 
Jfffy^, 3. ghrdnavijndna" JUflJ?-, 4. jihvavijndna0, iSlfl 
fffi-, 5. kdyaviJnana", ${Wffi> and 6. manovijndna", MMl-^-

Skandhebhyo nanyo nananyas tathagatah, (188—16), 136, 
Im^MM^Mfi^^ (T). "The Tathagata is neither 
different nor not-different from the Skandhas." 

Svacitta, 272, §<ij», self-mind. (Cittamanomanovijnana-
matrarii traidhatukam samanupasyati, atmatmlyavigatam 
svacittavikalpodbhavam) na ca bahyabhavalakshanavai-
citryapatitam anyatra svacittam eva (212—7), 272, ^ ^ ^ 

M J , ^m^mmmmm (w>; mmmmmm^^ >m& 
i t , &&&%> &%®Mm.mMmm m; mm=% 
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"The Bodhisattva-mahasattva sees tjiat the triple world is. 
no more than [the creation of] the citta, manas, and mano-
viJnana, that it is brought forth by falsely discriminating 
one's own mind, that there are no signs of an external 
world where the principle of multiplicity rules, and 
[finally] that it is just one's own mind." Svacittamatram 
traidhatukam, 243, H^-PgJ^§iC>. "The triple world is no 
more than one's own mind. ' ' Svacittadrisya, 180, § <d\®f*§> 
manifestation of one's own mind. Svacittadrisyadharavi-
suddhi, 179, 205 ff, ^ g < 6 ^ ' ^ . Katham bhagavan sva-
cittadrisyadhara visudhyati yugapat kramavrittya va (55-

Svacittadrisyamatra, 72, 179, 267, P£ 1=1 <fr#f ?g, no other 
than the manifestation of one's own mind. 

Svaparinidhanadhishthana, 140. Purvabuddhasvapranidhana-
dhishthanatafr pravartate (50—6). &!^$iJ &fcWi3}BilN 
n&, mmtkm m. 

Svabuddhabuddhata, 134, 139, &%k$k, the essence of Bud
dhahood. Desayatu me bhagavams tathagato 'rhansamyak-
sambuddhah svabuddhabuddhatam yenahaih canye ca 
bodhisattva mahasattvas tathagatasvakusala svamatmanam 

paraihs cavabodhayeyuh (187—4-6). i f r # ^ ^ ^ : I S : , #0 

ftfc(T). "Blessed One, pray tell me about the nature of 
the inner enlightenment attained by the Tathagata, Arhat, 
Fully-enlightened One, whereby I and other Bodhisattva-
mahasattvas may get properly enlightened not only for 
ourselves but for others." 

Svabuddhi, 108, 304, § ^ . Svabuddhya vasanasrayapara-
vrittipurvakah (155—2). g ^ l r , f l l i ^ ( T ) . " B y 
means of his own intelligence the Bodhisattva causes a 
revolution in his inmost abode where his former memory 
is stored." 

8vabhava,73,101, 111; and Atman, 166, 268, 288, g & , f i f £ * 
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The term is used in the Lankavatara at least in two senses. 
When it means self-substance making up the substratum 
of the individual being, it is synonymous with Atman and 
Pudgala. This may be seen from such phrases as "sva-
bhavasunyata,' ' £} ft 2£, or ' ' nihsvabhavah,'' — § } j £ | i f| 
ft. I t also means the reason or suchness of existence, in 
which case it is identical with Tathata. Svabhavo 'nupa-
labdhih tathata] akshanam (228—13), i J f t ^ R l # , Jkfaidl 
$J (T) . ' ' The self-nature unattainable is the mark of such
ness." Further, svabhdva is used in the sense of " n a t u r e " 
or "what makes up the being of a thing. ' ' Rutam evartha 
iti rutasvabhavaparijnanat (193—16), ^ A ^ T " B ^ S 1 4 > 
f!l! '6PfS. " I t is owing to his not perfectly understanding 
the nature of words that he regards them as identical with 
the sense.'' Seven forms of Svabhava are enumerated, but 
as no explanation is given of them, it is impossible to know 
what they really signify (39—9-12): 1. samudayasva-
bhdva, lHlllft, collection or aggregate; 2. bhdvasvabhdva, 
ftl=!ft> being, existence; 3. lakshariasvabhdva, $il@ft 
sign, symbol; 4. mahdbhutasvabhdva, ;fcfI|Eift, the ele
ments; 5. hetusvabhdva, H § f t cause, reason; 6. pratya-
yasvabhdva, iMciiift, condition, causation; and 1 .nishpatti-
svabhdva, J§Jfc||ft, perfection. As regards the three 
Svabhavas, see below. Svabhavam ekaah desemi tarka-
vijiiaptivarjitam ( svabhavadvayavarjitam, 267— 

13, i4), 277. Mm-H*, mn^mm, B#«rn . . . (T). 

bhavatraya or svabhavalakshanatraya, 29 f, 66, 154, 157, 
161, 168, 194, 211, etc., H ^ f t ( f f i ) . Svabhavadvaya is 
also mentioned (pp. 99 f) as regards our attachment to 
words (abhildpa, Wife) and things (vastu, ffe?&) when 
they are imagined as having the signs of self-nature or 
reality. Generally, the two Svabhavas in the Lankavatara 
refer to the first two of the three Svabhavas, which are *%£ 
Ifrft, parikalpita, imagination, and |frfilil§ft> paratantra, 
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reality. Svabhavavikalpa, 111 f, Qf^^BO discrimination 
as regards self-nature; one of the twelve Vikalpas. 
Svabhavabuddha, 328, g f t ® , the Buddha as he is. 

Svayam evadhigatayathatathyaviviktadharma, 277, #nSff[£ 

Svayambhuva, 354, &&!& (T), g ^ l ^ (S) , g & r g C W ) , 
self-existing one as one of the Buddha's epithets. 

bvalakshana (=svabhava), 135, 139, § ^ , individuality, or 
individual marks which distinguish one class of beings 
from another; for instance, matter has its own charac
teristics as distinguished from mind, and mind from 
matter, and so on. The following combinations are quite 
frequent, Svalakshanasamanyalakshana, 116, § ^ B ^ ^ ^ 0 » 
Svasamanyalakshana, 168, 304, 140, 143, 158 f, g^^fS-

Svasiddhanta, 98, 100, g ; & t l , self-realisation. Bodhi-
sattvena mahasattvena svasiddhantakusalena bhavitavyam 

(43-12,13). mmmmnnmmmmmm m; m^m 
Svahetulakshana, 303, 0 j | f t , self-cause-character, that is, 

reality. Vagvikalpamatraith hi mahamate sasavishanam 
svahetulakshanabhavat (61—7). ( ^ B E ^ ^ & l i ) Pt;H:fr 

m, {a^g^Mfe nmmwt&'ft'M&mffims)- "it is 
no more than mere verbal discrimination, Mahamati, it is 
the hare's horn, there are no real signs of selfhood.'' 

Hasta, 292, 353, ̂ , hand. 
Hetu, 40, 165, 192, 307, 323, H , cause, antecedent, condition; 

reason, principle. The combination, "hetupratyaya," 
meaning causation or causality, is frequently met with. 
Hetu and Pratyaya are really synonymous, though they are 
differently enumerated, that is, six Hetus and four Prat-
yayas. In this case, Hetu is regarded as a more intimate 
and efficient agency of causation than a Pratyaya. Other 
synonyms are karana, niddna, and nimitta. The six causes 
(hetu) are: 1. Kdramahetu, flsffcBJ, the reason that makes 
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the existence of anything possible; 2. Sahabhu", { ^ ^ 0 , 
the law of mutuality, that is, the state of being mutually 
conditioned; 3. Vipdka", H S & 0 ' the law of retribution, or 
fruition; 4. Samprayukta", $3fil!@, the law of association; 
5. Sarvatraga", tH?T0, the law of generality, which is 
applicable to certain mental qualities making the common 
ground for others; and 6. Sabhaga", l U H S , the law that 
like produces like. The Lankavatara gives another group 
of six Hetus, pp. 83 f: 1. Bhavishyaddhetu, ^ " ^ H , the 
possibility of anything becoming cause to others; 2. Sam-
bandha", ffiJSH, mutual dependence; 3. Lakshana", ^ H , 
uninterrupted continuity of signs; 4. Karana", flsf^0> 
a causal agency that wields supreme power like a great 
king; 5. Vyanjana", M T H » the condition in which things 
are manifested as if illumined by a light; and 6. TJpeksha", 
HS&H, the law of discontinuation. 

Hetuvikalpa, 111 f, H^jJIJ, one of the twelve wrong discrim
inations. 

Hetupratyaya, 122, UJ^ , causation; also one of the four 
secondary causes which are: 1. Hetupratyaya, ISjjĵ c, the 
general law of causation; 2. Samanantara", ^C^Hc, (or 
&$&&%&), condition governing the succession of events; 
3. Alambana", f$\W$fc, condition of becoming an object of 
cognition; and 4. AdhipaW, *fLh/^c, =Karanahetu, the 
' ' supreme'' condition. 
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INDEX 

Akasagarbha Bodhisattva, &S.QM 
mm, 311. 

Akahobhya Buddha, WISI0&, 309,356. 
Akshobhya, Sutra of the Land of, M 

fflffimm, 356. 
Amalaka, !&(&)&$}%, 106, 263. 
Amitabha, P W £ ® , 23, 309, 332, 

356. 
Amra, ^ H * . 207. 
Ahgulimala, or Angulimalika Sutra, 

mnm, a, 368. 
Anu (atom), ® S or ®$ffc, 139, 156, 

187, 264, 270, 293. 
Aryamanjusrimulakalpa, the, l£3t 

ms®m*m®L, 23. 
Asanga, m%, 181, 239, 278, 308, 

316. 
J.8A«a$d/ia8riM-pra7'naj9dm7n#a Su

tra, A=F«jft£II, 3, 95, 215, 
quoted 342ff. 

Asoka garden, te^^, 69, 71. 
Asura, M&B, 39. 
Asvaghosha, # $ , 10, 182, 282. 
Atom, see Anu. 
Avalokitesvara, IRftW, 356, 365n. 
Avatamsaka school, ^$fc£, 6n, 55. 
Avatamsaka Sutra, the, !pJS£IS!!, 4, 

6n, 8, 89, 95 f, 103, 181, 223n, 224, 
357. 

Awakening of Faith in the Maha
yana, the, ^mt&MWS, 182, 282, 
334. 

Baby, 109. 
Barren woman's child, TBicirJ-

(bandhydputra), 72, 117, 134, 306. 
Bendall, Cecil, 125n, 223n. 
Bhaishajya guruva iduryaprabhdaa-

tathagata Sutra, |£SGSft9l3ffciD3fc|E, 
356. 

Biographies of the High Priests, (Jg 
ft®m, 44, 45. 

Bodhicitta, on the Awakening of, 
fi#£iMfc 126n. 

Bodhidharma, g t i M , 11,44 ff, 46, 
48, 50, 52, 59, 64, 89, 90,102,104. 

Bodhiruci, g$l t f t£ , 6, 6n, 7, 9n, 10, 
48. 

Bodhisattva, and Nirvana, 218ff. 
Brahma, creator, 270, 342, 354. 
Bubble, 117, 268. 
Buddha-mind, 47. 
Buddhapravacanahridaya, the, {$ 

» .&(« ) , 20. 
Buffaloes (mahisha), 150. 
Bull-king (vrishabha), *HE, 354. 
Burnouf, M.' E., 125n. 
Butsugoshin Ron+the, ffefiMMft 44n, 

64. 

Candle-light 167. 
Catalogue of the Buddhist Literature 

of Great Tang, KJg\ft&4&, 5. 
Cataract, of the eye, ^ (timira), 72, 

120. 
Ceylon, 3. 
Champaka, M f E f c , 204. 
Chang-an, JI55:, 9, 11. 
Chang-shuo, JftjR, 60. 
Chia-chih-li, jjaWiJ, 20&. 
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Chiang Ohih-chi, WZ&, 56ff, 57 ff, 
61, 63. 

chi-f§ng, m%, io. 
Chih-huan Ssfi, Tffi&#, 7. 
CWft-ytian Catalogue, the, IS7C& 

15. 
Chin-ch*an Ssu, ?giS#, 8. 
Chia-shih, £jg&, 8. 
Chos-grub, 12, 13, 14. 
Chuang-tzu, $E3S 333. 
Clay, 138. 
Cloud, 167, 268. 
Cocoon, 349. 
Conch-shell, 171, 256. 
Cow, 26, 136. 
Creator, ffc# (kdrana), 193. 
Crocodiles, 150. 

Dasabhumika, +34*5, 3, 106, 195, 
223n, 224, 225, 226, 228. 

Deer, 165, 291, 246. 
Dharanl, PEIIJg,, 17. 
Dharmakara, $M*£M, 205. 
Dharmalakshana school, ^ f f l^ , 89. 
Dharmaraksha, #&&iH, 4, 31 In. 
Diamond, 199. 
Diamond Sutra, the, &fQI$£ (Vajrac-

chedikd), 19n, 341. 
Dlvakara, Kil&MM, 6n. 
Dream, (svapna), 34, 72, 96, 127, 

173,210,267,271,290, 304, 306, 350. 

Eastern Buddhist, the, 92n. 
Echo, 120, 127. 268, 117. 
Ekayana school, — W%n, 54. 
Elephants, 150, 351. 
Eternalism, %^L (sasvatadarsana), 

35 f, 123. 

.Fa-chang, &)&, 13. 
Fa-ch'ung, i£fl», 51 ff, 55, 61, 63. 
Fa-lan, &M, 10. 

Fa-tsang, &&, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 11, 
42, 63, 65, 217. 

Fang-yen, ^fW, 9n. 
Fata morgana, 72. 
F6n-tuan, &U (&JE), 212. 
Finger, or Finger-tip, 106 n, 109, 

109 n, 195. 
Fire, 81, 129, 150 f, 167, 327, 367. 
Fire-wheel, or Fire-circle, (aldtaca-

kra), 72, 117, 268. 
Fishes, 150. 
Flower, 85 f, 171. 
Fly, 167. 
Fo Shou-chi SsiS, M8tm$, 8. 
Four Noble Truths, the, mM&, 

126 n. 
Fruit, 171. 
Fuel, 256. 
Fu-ii, mm, 9. 

Qandavyuha, the, (/U£frro)> 3, 23, 
96, 230 n. 

Gandharva, f£H&, 72, 79, 96,124, 
266, 267, 271, 294. 

Ganges, UM, 118, 148, 318; sands 
of the, 228. 

Garment, (vaatra), 256. 
Gem {mani), 105. 
Genko Shakusho, the, yt^ffliU, 44, 

64. 
Ghee, 151. 
Ghost, the walking, 167. 
Gold, 161, 199, 255. 
Gridhrakuta, Mount, £ K * , 91 f. 
Gunabhadra, ^SPStPtS, 4, 5, 7,10, 

11, 18, 48, 52, 142. 
Gunas, the six, 131. 

Hair-net, or hair-circle, ?%ifa (keion-
dnkam), 81, 117, 268, 271. 

Haneda, Torn, 13n. 
Hare's horns. %fi (sasavishdna), 

Ml 
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124, 134, 301, 302 n, 306. 
Haitikakshya Sutra, ftj&ff, 368. 
H e r b , medicinal, 256. 
Hgos, 12. 
History of Orthodox Buddhism, %$ 

FJiE**, 49. 
Honey, 171. 
Horse, 26, 136. 
Eridaya-hsin, $£9!&it>, 42. 
Hsi-chi (vdsand), ^ S l , 128, 178. See 

under vdsana in the Glossary. 
Hsiu-ta Ssu, %£%, 14. 
Hsiian-chuang, ~£%k, 6n, 8n, 55, 

343 n . 
Hsiian-i, the , & H , 42. 
Hsun-hsi, W%, 178. 
Hui-k'e\ » P T , 5; 11, 45, 47, 48, 50, 

51, 52 ff, 90. 
Hui-kwan, BU, 7, 7n, 52. 
Hui-n§ng, m&, 6 n, 46, 54, 61 f, 

62 n, 63. 
Hui-yu, or Tao-yu, fl=W, iSW, 52, 

54. 
Hui-yiian, £ & , 10. 
Hung-jSn, MW\U^LU, 54, 59. 

Idzumi, Hokei, 65, 230 n. 
Indra , (SPtH, 79, 292, 351. 
Ishihama, Juntaro, 13 n. 
Isvara, g & ^ , 130, 139, 156, 187, 

264, 270, 293, 354. 
I-tsing, mW, 15, 310, 314 n. 

Jan-chiu, •#;£, 58. 
Jar , 26, 27, 81. 
Jdtaka Ta'es, &&M, 380. 
Jen-t'ien Yen-mu, the , A5SBSB, 48, 

50. 
Jfianagupta, UflJl$}£, 314 n. 
Joy, stage of, ffltgJfi (pramuditd), 

24. 
Ju-lai, ftjjfc, 341. 

Ju-leng-chia hsin hsiian-i, AdflBiB* 
£3S , 6 n , 7 . 

Kai-huang Catalogue of the Tripi
taka, the , $h£M, 42. 

Kai-yuan Lu, P37&&, 4, 5, 8 n . 
Kala (time), 1$, 156, 187, 270. 
Kalavinka bird, MUMM, 352. 
Kalinga, n^M, 93. 
Kanakamuni , ffiW&^-fiL, 351. 
Kan-chou, fl-JH, 14. 
Kanjur, 12, 14. 
Kapila, ^ H J I , 354. 
Kasyapa, Sffl̂ flfc, 351. 
Kegon-kyo, mWM, 230. 
Kern, H . , 125n, 3l0n. 
Kettle-drum, 256. 
Kinnara , mm, 79. 
Kokwan Shiren, i%MWU, 19n, 44. 
Krakucchanda, Buddha, jfy§SWHbt 

351. 
Kshitigarbha Bodhisattva, $kM.WM, 

310, 356. 
Kshitigarbha Sutra, the, !!$?*$, 310, 

356. 
Kumarajiva, t$mmft ( £ 8 ) , 19. 
Kumbhakarna, Si^P, 69. 
Ku-tsang, & « , 4. 

Lalita-vistara, the , ^BUffi (AUSSlc 
M), 3. 

Lamp, 260, 298. 
Land of Bliss, or of Happiness, g 

m, 23, 24. 
Language, 106 ff. 
Lanka, ^fiftj, 3 , 66. 
Lankdhridaya, the, ftHfthCs 42. 
Lantern, 120; word-lantern, {ruta-

pradipa), 109. 
Levi, Sylvain, 106 n, 125 n, 228, 278, 

309n. 
Lightning, 115, 268. 
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Lin-t©, jg|$g, 5n. 
Lions, 150. 
Lokayata, the, S&HWt, 44, 367, 

369. 
Lo-yang, ft», 8. 
Lunar reflection, 156, 210. 
Lute, 256. 

Machine, 167. 
Madhyamika, the, #M%, 164,170, 

239, 285, 300, 353. 
Magic formulas, 121 ; Magical art, 

320 ; Magical creation, 267, 306 ; 
Magical figures, 294 : Magician, 
144, 161. 

MaMmegha Sutra, the, :fcllf&, 368. 
Mahdparinirvdna Sutra, the, ;*:#£«§ 

mm, 4. 
Mahdvyutpatti, the,S&jp:git%,21Sn. 
Mahdydna-pari$amgraha-sd8tra, 

the, mxmm, 53,239. 
Mahaydnasutralarhkdra, the, j$$&$: 

MMM, 309 n. 
Mahoraga, $ £ » £ » (*BJtfr>, 79. 
Makara, $ttg,, 68. 
Malaya, Mount, mBW, 66 f, 102. 
Man, 1&W8&, 51. 
Mandhatri, king, ftptW$&3E (Sung), 

I f£ .£ (Wei and T'ang), 351. 
Marlci, mirage, 96. 
Ma-t'eng, $gg. 10. 
Ma-tsu, JiM, 46, 47, 60. 
Max Miiller, 125 n. 
Maya, XJ, 72, 96, 97, 100, 114, 115, 

116, 118, 121, 122, 123, 124, 127, 
132, 156, 160, 210, 225, 271, 290, 
350. 

Milk, 171. 
Mirage, 100,117, 127,156, 271, 291. 

See also Marici. 
Mirror, 190, 195, 210. 
Mirror-image, 117. 133, 173, 268. 

Mi-t'o-shan, ffifc#\, 9, 42. 
Mitsui, Shoshi, 65. 
Monkey, 167. 
Moon, 106 n, 109,120, 195, 204, 205, 

222, 243, 327, 355. 

Na, mmm, si. 
Naga, MM, 79. 
Nagahvaya, #|Wf, 24. 
Nagarjuna, %gffi, 23, 42, 163, 239, 

316, 320. 
Nakano, Gisho, 64. 
Nakano, Tatsuye, 63. 
Nan-che.-chu-p'an, ^jffilft5§§3, 42. 
Nanjo, BunyO, 3, 13, 90. 
Naraka, g?£8B, 243. 
Nihilism, %%& (ucchedavdda), 34, 

35 f. 123. 
Nihon Daizokyo, Explanatory Notes 

to the, tt*xmmffim, 64. 
Nirvana Sutra, the, ©3811, 218 n, 

368.' 

Ocean, 171, 188, 190, 192, 196, 200, 
247, 360. 

Oil, 151. 
Omura, Seigai, 64. 

Painter, 174. 
Painting, 268. 
Pal-lha-btsan-po, 13. 
Pao-lin Chuan, the, 5JM*1*, 45, 48. 
Pao-yiin, £ S i 7, 7 n. 
Paramartha, &%&^M, 310, 336f. 
Parrot, 351. 
Peacock, 131. 
Pelliot P., 13n. 
Phantom creation, 167. 
Physician, 174. 
Picture, 116, 174, 367. 
Plantain tree, 350. 
Plaything, 164. 
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Porpoises, 150. 
Potter, 138, 145 n . 
Pradhana , B§& or »#> , 139, 166, 

187, 270, 293, 354. 
Prajapati, 5fc££, 264. 
Prajfia, &%=&, 230. 
Prajndpdramita Sutra, the, 94, 95, 

103, 239, 283, 285, 296, 338 n, 357. 
Precious stone, 131, 255. 
Purandara, Iggftfeig- (Wei), 292. 
Purusha, ±£. 187. 

RajendralaJa Mitra', 285. 
Ral-pa-can, 13. 
Ramacandra, 16. 
Ramayana, 16. 
Rat , 362. 
Ravana, f l ? ! ^ , 3, 4, 66 ff. 
Records of the Transmission of the 

Lamp, m£$$i, 45, 46, 47. 
rGya, 12, 16, 37, 66 ff, 102, 267. 
Rope, 158. 

Rouse, W. H. D., 125 n, 223 n. 

RydgakyoKoyok?i,theM1tomMMfi4;-

Saddharma-pundarika, the, $£^f& 
3, 89, 91, 125 n, 310, 314 f, 356, 

/ 365 n 
Sakra, ^ ? | | , 66 ff, 292, 342. 
Sakrendra, %$t&WM, 370. 
Sakurabe, Bunkyo, 12 n. 
Sakyamuni, BM&ft, 92. 
Salt, 171. 
Samddhirdja, the, H8fc3£IS, 3. 
Samantabhadra, Bodhisattva, I T J ^ 

WM, 96, 107, 230. 
Samdhi-nirmocana Sutra, fftiSgffit&t 

258. 
Sankhya, the, Wctm, 44, 156 n, 357. 
Santideva, ££^:, 125 n. 
San Yang palace, HiJ^f, 10. 
Sarana, ^fiJSB, 68. 

Sariputra, <&#]?&, 215 f. 
Seed, (vija), 81, 129, 167, 176, 249, 

258, 260. 
Seng-lang, ffiB, 8 n . 
Sha-chou, ®M, 14. 
Shadow, 127, 350. 
Sheep, 26. 

ShSn-hsiu, fflffi, 6 n , 60, 61 f. 
Shiu-yiian, %m, 205. 
Shotoku, prince, MWifcJ-, 263 n. 
Sikshananda, ^ g i P S , 4, 6 n , 7 ,8 , 

f 14, 48, 65, 126n, 336 f. 
Sikshasamuccaya, the, #ii;fcfM& 

&£fr, 125 n, 223 n . 
Silkworm, 113, 349. 
Simhasaudasa, Bifi^&BE (Wei), SH^ 

SfclfcftjE (Sang), 370. 
Sky, 161, 290, 298, 367. 
Snake, 158. 
Soma, MB, 354. 
Sraddhotpdda, the, J&fl'jij, 55. 
Srimala, queen, JUfli^A., 263. 
Srimala sutra, 03£$£, 5. 
Srlgalatnatri, E^f l j rg , 289. 
Sthiramati, £ # , 106 n, 278, 2.82. 
Stream, 167, 260. 
Subhmi, %m&, 283, 341, 342 ff. 
Sudhana, # J t t £ 3 P , 230 
Sugar, 257. 
Suka, mm, 68. 
Sukhavati, fiKS, 23, 24. 
Sukhavativyuha, the, ( l&ftmS), 89, 

921, 125 n, 126 n, 356, 357. 
Sumeru, Mount, MJiUi, 39, 92, 234. 
Sun, 171, 173. 
Sunetra, #8R, 351. 
Sulralamkdra, the, 3£Si$5i!ffl, 110, 

125 n, 186 n, 228 n, 278, 280. 
Su Tung-pei, fPK$ ' , 6 n , 56, 63. 
Suvart.aprabham Sutra, the, 4k%W 

m, 3, 15, 92, 240, 310, 311, 314 f. 
Sweden borgians, 331. 
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Tai-fa-hsien Ssu, * i iB*# , 10. 
Tai-tlang flei-tim Lu, JzMifa&;$&, 

5. 
Takakasu, Junjiro, 278. 
Ta-kuan Tan-ying, ^JK&SI, 48 ff. 
Talanga tree, £]&$, 79. 
Tao-an. &&, 10. 
Tan Yang, ftWi, 7. 
Tao-chan, M<&, 8n. 
Tao-hsiian, jtjjc, 5, 44, 51, 56. 
Taoists, 331. 
Tao-ytian, &&, 45. 
Tathagataguhya Sutra, the, iD&ift 

««5, 3, 110 n. 
Theatre, 251. 
Theosophists, 331. 
Thorn, 131. 
T'ien-tai philosophy, 49 ff. 
Tokugan. Yoson, « « * # , 64. 
Tortoise, 124, 150. 
Tree, reflected in water, 117, 268. 
Trimsikavijnaptikdrika, the, flgiil 

=-tt®, 106 n, 108 n, 279 n, 280, 
281. 

Tse T'ien, the Empress, WtX&Ffi, 
6n, 7, 8, 10, 48. 

Tu-hua-lo, &£*&, 9, 42. 
Tun-huang, jgjg, 14. 
Tushita, 48*£?c, 141. 
Twelvefold Chain of Origination, -f 

-HSfe, 126 n. 
Tzfi-lu, ^ & , 58. 

Udumbara, t S # ^ , 149 f. 
Ummon, #f"J, 57. 
Upendra, 79. 

Vais'eshika, the, #18:91* (»1&), 44. 
Vajracchedikd, the, *feiiJ|K£iffi, 56, 

59, 60 ff, 95. 
Vajragarbha, &ffijg, 204, 226 f. 

Vasubandhu, ffife, 106 n, 126, 181, 
278 ff. 

Vedali, |KP£*iJ, 24. 
Vijnaptimdtratasiddhi, the, jg£f£9| 

fft, 278. 
Vimalakfrti Sutra, the, $ij£gE, 89. 
Vishnu, f&H, 354. 
Vulture, Mount, Holy, ffjflll, 314. 
Vyasa, ffl«, 351. 

Water, 161. 
Water-drawing wheel (ghatiyantra), 

156. 
Waves, .171, 190,192, 200, 201. 247. 
Wen hui, X&, 13, 14. 
Wheel, 167. 
Wind, 167, 171, 188, 196. 
Wogihara, Unrai, 219 n, 278. 
Womb, and its contents, 256. 
Wood, piece of, 360. 
Wooden man, or mechanical man, 

/fcA (yantrapurusha), 117. 
Word-lamp, ISWS (rvtapradtpa), 

349. 

Yakusan, fgtU, 57. 
Yamakami, Sogen, 65. 
Yang-shan Chi, flpOjJR, 48f. 
Yen-chang, £Sil, 10. 
Yogacara school, 3&fljJt£, 54, 89, 94, 

103, 170,. 179, 181, 182. 239, 278, 
280, 281, 309, 353, 316. 

Ycan-chia, 7C||, 7, 10 
Yueh-shan, see Yakusan. 
Yun-men, see Ummon. 
Yung-nSng Ssu, ^c?E#, 8. 
Yung-t'ang Ssu, *gf3P, 14. 
Yii-t'ien, =p@fl, 8, 42. 48. 

Zen Buddhism, Essays in, 17 n. 


